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Ancient India. 2nd Paper. (Extract from the Journal of Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Vol. 61, Part I., No. I. 1892. (2 copies.)

Presented by Dr. IVI. A. Stein—
Kalhana's Rajataranginl, or Chronicle of the Kings of Kashmir.

Edited by M. A. Stein. Vol. I. Sanskrit Text and ISTotes. 4to.

Bombay. 1892. (6 copies.)

Presented by M. Aug. Tottermann—
Fiinf Suljekinschriften nach ihren Texten festgestelt von Aug. Totter-

mann. Royal 8vo. Helsingfors. 1891. (20 copies.)

Presented by Prof. Albr. Weber—
Weber (Albr.). Quousque tandem? Der achte Internationale Orienta-

listen-Congress
; und der Neunte ? Eine Zusammenstellung. Svo.

Berlin. 1891.

tJber den Vajapeya. (Sitzungsberichte der K. P. Akad. der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1892, No. 39.)

Presented by Dr. M. Winternitz—
Winternitz (Dr. M.). Zur Geschichte der Ehe. 4to. Pamphlet.

Der Altindische Hochzeitsritual nach dem Apastambiya-Grihya-
Siitra. 4to. Wien. 1892.

Presented by The Editor—
Revue d'Orient, Nos. 20, 21, for 17th and 24th May 1821. Published

at Buda Pest

Presented by Dr. Setbold—
A Portrait of the late Emperor Don Pedro 11. d'Alcantara of Brazil.
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0tnt}j International (S^onQXtSB of (©rientalists.

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.

RECEIPTS.
Subscriptions :

—

379 members at ^^i

4 members, ladv, at ;^i

103 members, lady, at los.

Donatious .

Sundries .

Excursions

£ 8. d.

379 o o
400
51 10 o

Dinner :

—

Subscriptions
Donations .

Balance due to Treasurer

434 10

530 4
12 4 7
10 19 6

987 18 I

45 o o

34 5 o

79 5

1067

19
3
6

I

8

1086 9 9

PAYMENTS.
£ s. d.

Advertising 44 S 2
Stationery, stamps, and petties 71 s 10
Printing .... 210 12 6
Clerical work, &c. 52 8

Legal expenses . 19 t8 X

Badges .... 27 10

Decorations, &c. 60 7
Excursions 54 6 8

Dinner

Messrs. Drummond on deposit

Note.—Cost of printing Proceed-
ings not included.

540 13 3
14s 16 6

686

400
9 9
o o

1086 9 Q

Examined and found correct,

W. A. BROWNE,
Chartered Accountant.

DONATIONS.

H.H. The Hon. Maharaja of Vizianagbam, G.C.I.E., R2000

H.H. The Thakur Sahib of Gondal, K.C.I.E.

Sir H. Seymour King, K.C.I.E., M.P.

H.H. The Maharaja of Mysore, G.C.S.I.

H.H. The Rao of Kutch, G.C.I.E., Rsoo.

H.H. The Maharaja of Kuch Behar, G.C.I.E,

H.H. The Gaikwar of Baroda, G.C.S.I. .

H.H. The Maharaja op Travancore, G.C.S.I

H.H. The Raja of Rutlam, K.C.I.E.

H. H. The Raja of Kapurthala
Professor F. Max MiJLLER, K.M.

R500

DONATIONS TO DINNER FUND.
F. F. Arbuthnot .

E. D. Morgan
Mrs. Arbuthnot .

Professor Sayce
Sir F. R. GoLDSMiD
Sir A. Lyall .

General Pearse
E. N. Adler .

General Sir A. CUNNINGHAM
Sir F. Grenfell
E. G. Browne

121 17 6

100

100

50

31 14 I

31 2 5

25

20

20

2C

10 10

^530 4

£^0
10

5

2 2

I

I

I

^34^



OPENING MEETING.

The members of the Ninth International Congress of Orien-

talists assembled in the Theatre of the University of London, kindly

placed at their disposal by the governing body of this University,

on the 5 th September at 1 1 a.m. Delegates were present from

the Governments of Austro-Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands,

Sweden, the North-West Provinces of India, the Punjab,

Burmah, and Egypt. H.H. the Gaikwar of Baroda was repre-

sented by his brother. Delegates attended from the Universities

and learned Societies and Institutions.

The proceedings were opened by Sir Thomas Wade, Chairman of

the Organising Committee, who, in a few words, announced the

unavoidable absence of H.R.H. the Duke of York, Honorary Presi-

dent of the Congress, and invited the Earl of Northbrook, President

of the Royal Asiatic Society, to take the chair.

This motion was seconded by the Hon. Sir Arthur Gordon, and

unanimously carried.

Lord Northbrook said that he was aware that the high honour

conferred upon him was due, not to any personal merits of his own,

but to the fact that he happened to be President of the Royal

Asiatic Society, which was deeply interested in the success of the

Congress. In the capacity of President he offered to the foreign

delegates a most hearty welcome, and expressed the hope that the

proceedings of the Congress would tend to the advancement of the

important studies with which it was concerned.

The General Secretary, Professor Rhys Davids, then read the

following report:

—

" The Eighth International Congress of Orientalists, held at Stockholm
and Christiania in 1889, left the selection of the next place of meeting to a

Committee of former Presidents.

" The Committee approved of London as the place of meeting, and were
so fortunate as to secure for the office of President the illustrious scholar
Professor Max Mliller, K.M.

" The choice has been amply justified. In spite of adverse circumstances,
the response to our invitations has been most cordial. The list of members
includes many of the most distinguished Orientalists of Europe, and papers
of unusual interest will be presented.
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" Eleven Governments, twenty-seven learned Societies, and thirteen Uni-

versities have sent delegates ; two invitations for future Congresses have been

received, and the undermentioned Princes of India have most generously

contributed towards the expenses of the present meeting :

—

H.H. the Maharaja of Vizianagram, G.C.I.E.

H.H. the Thakur Sahib op Gondal, K.C.I.E.

H.H. the Maharaja of Maisur, G.C.S.I.

H.H. the Rao of Kutch, G.C.I.E.

H.H. the Maharaja of Kuch Bbhar, G.C.I.E.

H.H. the Gaikwar of Baroda, G.C.S.I.

H.H. the Maharaja of Travancore, G.C.S.I.

H.H. Rangit Singh, Raja of Rutlam, K.C.I.E.

H.H. the Raja op Kapdrthala."

The Chairman then called on Professor Max Muller to deliver

his address. At the conclusion of the address a vote of thanks

was proposed by Hofrath Dr. Buhler, and seconded by Professor

Count Angelo de Gubernatis.

The meeting then adjourned till the afternoon. At 3 p.m. the

Congress met again, when the General Secretary read a list of books

presented to the Congress, and the names of the donors (see separate

list).

Dr. GiNSBURG moved :
" That the Congress expresses its grateful

thanks to the several donors of the works presented at this session,

and that the Committee be authorised to hand these works to the

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland as additions to

its library, and with power to dispose of surplus copies in such a

way as it shall think best adapted to further the purposes of this

Congress." The resolution was seconded by Mr. Delmar Morgan,
and carried unanimously.

The following resolution was proposed by Sir Thomas Wade,
seconded by Dr. Thornton, and carried unanimously: "(i.) That a

Committee be appointed to consider the time and place of the next

meeting of the Congress, and the selection of a President, and for

the further purpose of drawing up regulations for the organisation

and conduct of the same, based upon the practice of past sessions of

the Congress. (2.) That the Committee be selected by the Presi-

dent of the Congress in concert with the Chairman of the Committee

of Organisation (Sir Thomas Wade), the General Secretary (Professor

Rhys Davids), the Treasurer (Mr. Delmar Morgan), and the delegates

of Governments and Societies. (3.) That the proposals of the Com-
mittee appointed as aforesaid be submitted to the Congress for

ratification."
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In accordance with this resolution

as finally constituted, was composed

Italy

Austria .

United States of America

Germany

Sweden .

England .

Armenia

Belgium .

Denmark

.

Egypt

France

India

Netherlands

Persia

Portugal .

Russia and Finland

the Representative Committee,

of the following members :

—

Count de Gubernatis.

Hofrath Biihler.

Professor Lanman.

Professor Kielhorn.

Professor Piehl.

Dr. Peile, Vice - Chancellor of

the University of Carnbridge.

Professor Minas Tcheraz.

Professor Colinet.

Professor Valdemar Schmidt.

Ahmad Zeki Effendi.

Professor Drouin.

Rajashri Vasudev Mahadev Sa-

marth.

Professor Land.

Ahmad Bey.

Professor Rodriguez.

Professor 0. Donner.

To these were added the President of the Congress, the Chairman

of the Organising Committee (Sir Thomas Wade), the General Sec-

retary (Professor Rhys Davids), the Hon. Treasurer (Mr. E. Delmar

Morgan), Dr. T. H. Thornton, who acted as Honorary Secretary, and

Sir Raymond West.

The following resolution for regulating proceedings of the present

Congress was proposed by Sir R. West, seconded by Mr. Percy

Newberry, and carried unanimously :
" That the proceedings of the

present Congress be regulated, so far as possible, according to the

practice observed at previous meetings. In the event of questions

arising, the President of the Congress or Section, as the case may
be, shall determine them, with power, should he think fit, to report

questions of diflBculty to the Representative Committee appointed as

provided in the preceding resolution."

The meeting then terminated, and the various Sections met in

their several Sectional rooms to elect officers. The following were

appointed :

—

I. Indian.—President, Sir Raymond West ; Vice-Presidents, Pro-

fessors Dr. BuHLER and Lanman ; Secretaries, Professors Leumann
and Rhys Davids.

II. Aryan.—President, Professor Cowell ; Vice-Presidents, Pro-
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fessors AscoLi and Kielhorn ; Secretaries, Professors Deussen and

Macdonell.

III. Setnitic

:

—
(a.) Babylonian and Assyrian.—President, Professor Sayce; Vice-

Presidents, Professor Hommel and Dr. Hayes Ward ; Secretaries,

Professor Rogers and Mr. T. G. Pinches.

(b.) General.— President, Professor Robertson Smith; Vice-

Presidents, Professors Karabacek and Kautzsch ; Secretaries, Pro-

fessor Prym and Mr. Bevan.

IV. Persian and Turkish.—President, Sir Frederic Goldsmid
;

Vice-President, Professor Darmesteter ; Secretary, Mr. E. G.

Browne.

V. China, Central Asia, and the Far Fast.—President, Sir Thomas
Wade : Secretaries, Professors Douglas and Chamberlain.

VI. Fgyj^t and Africa.—President, P. Le Page Renouf ; Vice-

President, Professor Reinisch ; Secretaries, Professor Piehl and

Mr. Newberry.

VII. Australia and Oceana.—President, Sir A. Gordon ; Secre-

tary, Rev. Dr. Codrington.

VIII. Anthropological.-^Vresident, Dr. Tylor ; Vice-President,

Professor Darmesteter ; Secretaries, Dr. Goldziher and Mr.

Strong.

IX. Geographical.— President, Sir M. E. Grant Duff; Vice-

Presidents, Count A. DE Gubernatis and Dr. C. Gilman ; Secre-

taries, Rev. J. C. Casartelli and Mr. H. J. Mackinder.

X. Archaic Greece and the Fast.—The Right Honourable W. E.

Gladstone; Secretary, Mr. R. Brown, jun.
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MEETINGS OF SECTIONS.

I. AND II. INDIAN AND ARYAN.

Monday^ September 5.—The Indian Section met in the Library of

the University on Monday afternoon, when Sir Raymond West read

his inaugural address on " Higher Education in India, its Position

and its Claims." The discussion was adjourned till the following

day, when the Indian and Aryan Sections met together in the

Theatre.

Tuesday morning^ September 6.—The discussion of Sir Raymond

West's address was resumed by Professors Buhler and Cowell and

Messrs. Chintamon, Bhatt, Neill, and Taw Sein Ko.

Professor Cowell delivered an address in which he treated of the

results of Aryan Philology obtained in the last decade.

Professor Kielhorn made a communication with reference to a

collection of notes by Colebrooke in the University Library of Got-

tingen.

Professor Leumann contributed a short paper on a " Communication

by Professor Count Pull^. concerning 350 Jain MSS. in the Biblio-

teca Nazionale, Florence," and Mr. Taw Sein Ko read a paper on
" Burmese Beliefs about Spirits."

Wednesday morning, September 7.—The Rev. Murray Mitchell
read a paper on " The Marathi Poets."

Mr. J. A. Baines gave an abstract of his paper on '' The Language
Census in India." This was followed by a discussion, in which Mr.

W. E. Crooke and Professor Buhler took part.

Professor Rhys Davids delivered a r^sumd of a paper by Miss

Foley dealing with " The Life and History of the Women Members
of the Buddhist Order," and read a portion of a memoir by Mrs.

Bode on Buddhaghosha's Commentary on the Anguttara Nikaya.

Wednesday afternoon (I. and II. combined).—Professor Buhler
produced photographs of Jaina sculptures from Mathura, and ex-

plained the various curious details, especially a figure of Nemesa
and representations of centaurs.

Professor Cowell read an excellent paper on the Mahakavya called

' ITie order here observed is that according to which the Sections were originally
numbered. In printing the papers,we have grouped them differently, so as to bring
subjects closely related as near as possible to one another.
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Buddhacarita. He showed that it had been imitated by Kalidasa

in the Raghuvam^a and by the author of the extant Ramayana.
Professor Cowell had published an edition of the work, and distri-

buted fifty copies to members of the Aryan Section.

Professor BiJHLER gave an account of Mr. Pathak's memoir on
" Kumarila in Jain Literature," and Professor Rhys Davids read

Surgeon-Major Waddell's report on " Excavations in Patna."

Thursday morning (I. and XL combined).— Professor Buhler
gave a brief abstract of Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar's paper on the Sutras

of A^valayana and ^ankhayana. The object of the paper, which is

an exceedingly scholarly and valuable one, is to give an account of

a lately discovered MS. entitled Anukramanldhuudhii, and to show

with its help that the two Sutras are intended for the adherents of

both the Bashkala and the Qakala Samhita.

Mr. Vincent A. Smith then read his memoir entitled " Obser

vations on the Gupta Coinage." [This paper is printed in extenso

in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1892, being intended

to supplement and bring up to date the author's monograph on the

Gupta coinage published in the same Journal for 1889.] It is

divided into two parts, of which the first deals with topics of more
general interest, the second being devoted chiefly to technical numis-

matic details.

The author adopts Dr. Biihler's view that the Gupta era (of

which either a.d. 3 1 9-320 or 3 20-3 2 i was the year i ) was founded

by Chandra Gupta I., and marks the date of his accession or coro-

nation. This necessitates the revision of the outline of Gupta
history previously published. Mr. Rapson's suggestion that the

King Kacha or Kacher, who is known to us only by his gold coins,

was the brother and predecessor of Samudra Gupta, is also accepted.

The additional information yielded by the Bhitari seal of Kumara
Gupta II. is noted, and the revised outline of the history of the

Gupta period is given in the form of a synoptic table.

A few points in the palaeography of the coin legends are dis-

cussed, and it is shown that the coins are not alone in the use of

the spelling nh, that is to say, in using the guttural nasal instead

of amtsvara before h. Many instances of the same spelling occur

in the famous Bower manuscript of the fifth century, which is now
being published by Dr. Hoernle.

Inscriptions ' of the period a.d. 320-380, have not yet been

found in Northern India, and the coin legends of Chandra Gupta I.,

Kacha, and Samudra Gupta consequently possess a special interest

for palaeographers. The Gupta coin legends and inscriptions gener-
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ally are of value to the historian of Sanskrit literature as pre-

senting early dated examples of Sanskrit in its classical grammatical

form.

As to the 2)rovenance of the coins, the additional particulars now

collected, and those previously published, abundantly prove that

Gupta coins are nowhere so frequently found as in the province of

Oudh and the surrounding districts. It is also evident that some

typeg of the Gupta copper coinage are by no means so rare as was

at one time supposed.

Mr. Eivett-Carnac's splendid collection of gold Gu]3ta coins,

recently purchased by the trustees of the Indian Museum, Calcutta,

lias been carefully examined by the author, and the results of this

examination are recorded in the second part of the paper submitted

to the Congress, in addition to many other notes and corrections

obtained from various sources. The details of this part of the

communication are too minute and technical for presentation in an

abstract, but the matter now published adds considerably to the

existing stock of accurate knowledge of the Gupta coinage. The
paper concludes with notices of a few miscellaneous coins of the

Gupta period.

Professor Rhys Davids next read Mr. H. C. Warren's paper on
" Buddhaghosha's ' Path to Purity.' " Dr. Morris and Professor

Lanman expressed the thanks of the Section to the author ; Pro-

fessor Lanman adding that Mr. Warren had been engaged for some
time on a complete edition of the Pali text of the work in question,

which will be published by the Pali Text Society.

Mr. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S., read an abstract of a paper by Mr.
W. Brennand on " Indian Astronomy." Dr. Burgess added some
remarks.

The thanks of the Section were voted to Mr. Baijnath, to Mr.
H. H. Dhruva, and to Professor Wilhelm for the memoirs submitted
by them ; as well as to Mr. G. B. Tilak, B.A., for printed copies of
the summary of his work called " Orion," which were distributed
among the members of the Section. [The complete paper reached
the Congress before its close. It is an exhaustive and learned
treatise on the chronology of the Rig-Veda. Owing to its great
length, however, and the limited funds at the disposal of the Printing
Committee, they were obliged, with much regret, to decline printing
it. The author is having it printed in India.]

Mr. Kashinath Trimbak Telang's paper on "Gleanings from
Maratha Chronicles," was read by Dr. Burgess, who remarked that
it was one of great value.
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Friday morning (I. and II. combined).—Professor Deussen read

his dissertation on the Philosophy of the Vedas, distributing at the

same time a prospectus of a new general history of philosophy to

be published by him later on.

Mr. E. J. Rapson read Major-Gen. Sir A. Cunningham's memoir

1 on " The Coins of the Hiina Kings," and Mr. Stuart Glennie treated

of "The Origin and Cradleland of the Aryan Race."

Professor AscoLi read his communication " Ueber die Verwand-

jSchaftsverhiiltnisse der indogermanischen Sprachen." A discussion

followed in which Professor voN Bradke and Professor Rhys Davids

[took part.

Afternoon.—Professor Max Muller submitted to the Congress the

new edition of his Rig-Veda, and moved a vote of thanks to the

Maharaja of Vizianagram. Hofrath Dr. Buhler seconded the vote

of thanks to H.H. the Raja, and, in support of his contention, handed

in the following document :
" The undersigned, while giving ex-

pression to their high sense of the obligation to H.H. the Raja of

Vizianagram for the generous help given for the republication of

Professor Max Miiller's edition of the Rig-Veda with Sayana's com-

mentary, venture to hope that an additional volume may be published

containing a verbal index to the hymns." The document was signed

by the Sanskrit scholars attending the Congress.

Dr. Pavolini read a paper on the Madhavanala Katha. Professor

^HYS Davids read an abstract of the Rev. Dr. Richard Morris's

paper on " Jain and Sanskrit Etymology in the Light of Pali." Pro-

fessor BiJHLER and Professor Cowell discussed some of the points

raised by Dr. Morris.

M. de la Vall^e Poussin read two papers by M. Sylvain L^vi :

(l.) On the early Cartography of India with facsimiles; (2.) On
two Chinese Versions of the Milinda-panho, this last being the joint

production of MM. Specht and L4vi, and Mr. St. John spoke of

" Some Old Towns in Pegu."

II.

—

Tuesday morning, Wednesday afternoon, Thwrsday morning,

and Friday this Section was combined with I.

Wednesday morning.— Professor von Bradke spoke on the pre-

historic separation of the Aryan nations. Having surveyed the

earlier views held by Johannes Schmidt, Leskien, and Brugmann,

Professor Bradke discussed the conditions under which progress in

the treatment of the problem is to be expected. He proceeded to

show that linguistic facts do not suflSce to demonstrate closer

relationship between particular main branches of the Aryan Ian-
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guages, and that only the combination of linguistic facts with

historical considerations, and especially with investigations as to the

most ancient geographical abodes of the Aryan peoples, can lead to

any definite result.

Professor KlELHORN discussed the exact commencement of the

Kalachuri era. As the paper of Professor Kielhorn had reference

to Indian inscriptions, he took the opportunity of expressing his

gratitude to the English Government for the interest it had always

shown in the study of Indian inscriptions ; and he paid a deserved

tribute to the labours of Dr. Burgess, who, by founding the Indian

Antiqiiary and the Epigraphia Indica, had rendered the greatest

possible services to Indian Epigraphy.

Professor Colinet contributed a paper on the primitive nature of

the goddess Aditi, and Dr. Schrumpf read a paper on the Progress

of Armenian Studies. In conclusion he proposed that the Congress

should recommend the formation of an International Society for the

Promotion of Armenian Studies, somewhat on the model of the

Society which was formed some time ago for the promotion of

Hellenic studies, and has already achieved many good results. A
discussion followed, in which Professor Tcheraz took part, recom-
mending the scheme proposed.

III. SEMITIC.

{a.) Babylonian and Assyrian Sub-Section.

This Sub-Section met in the south-west hall of the University
of London.

Tuesday morning.—Troiessor Hommel read a memoir on the
Babylonian origin of Egyptian culture. With reference to this

paper the Rev. C. J. Ball's identification of the Assyrian Assari (a
name of Merodach) with the Egyptian Osiris was mentioned by
Professor Sayce and Professor Hommel. The Rev. C. J. Ball added
a few remarks. Professor Krall contributed a paper read in his

absence by Professor Sayce on some strange writings found upon
a mummy in the museum at Agram.

Mr. J. F. Hewitt read a paper on " Istar and her Analogous
Forms in Hindu, Zend, and Egyptian Mythology." The Sub-Section
did not meet in the afternoon.

Wednesday morning.—Professor Sayce read his presidential
address on "Assyrian Discoveries and Investigations of Late Years."
A vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. T. Tyler and seconded by Sir
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[. HowoRTH, was put by the Rev. Dr. W. Hayes Ward, Vice-

' President, and carried unanimously.

A letter from Mr. Hormuzd Rassam upon " Excavations in Assyria

[and Babylonia, and the Destruction of Antiquities discovered there,"

[was read by the Secretary, and in the discussion which ensued Dr.

[Hayes Ward moved the following Resolutions :
—

" (i.) That this

meeting deplores the destruction of ancient monuments which takes

[place in the provinces of the Turkish Empire, and expresses the

[iope that the Turkish Government will find means for checking it.

(2.) That it is desirable that the learned societies and scholars of

Europe and America combine to solicit the assistance of their respec-

[tive Governments to use their influence with the Sublime Porte to

illow proper researches to be made by experienced explorers, either

m their own account or on that of foreign Museums, leaving the

[distribution of what would be discovered for future arrangement."

Mr. Cope Whitehouse, Colonel Plunket, and Mr. Delmar
[Morgan also spoke, and the motions were duly carried. Mr. St. C.

;

Boscawen then read his paper upon " Some Mythological Inscrip-

Ltions from Tel-el-Amarna." One of particular interest was that

[giving an idea of the Babylonian heaven, in which reference was

tmade to the creation and fall of man. From another tablet the

rauthor showed that these documents were copied from older Baby-

lonian tablets belonging to the school of Eridhu. On one of these

[was an endorsement proving that it was the copy of a tablet in the

library of Nebo at Borsippa, so that the great library was in exist-

jence and could boast of old editions of works as early as B.C. 1 450.

i

These inscriptions had evidently been copied for the use of students,

jas great care was taken in spacing the signs, and the Egyptian

[Scribes had marked off words and passages in red ink.

Thursday.—Dr. Eduard Mahler read his paper upon " Das

iKalenderwesen bei den Babyloniern," and spoke of the "leap years"

J
with thirteen months, and the cycle of nineteen years, &c. A dis-

• cussion ensued, in which the President (Professor Sayce), Professor

iHommel (Vice-President), the Rev. 0. C. Whitehouse, Mr. T. G.

[Pinches, Mr. W. St. Chad-Boscawen, Dr. J. Edkins, and Mr. J. F.

I Hewitt took part.

Mr. T. Tyler then read his paper upon " The Nature of the

iHittite Writing." He pointed out the importance, among other

ithings, of the " Trident and the Triangle." The paper was illustrated

,by numerous diagrams. Professor Sayce and Dr. Hayes Ward
.(Vice-President) took part in the discussion. The Rev. W. H.

[Hechler gave some remarks upon " Assyriology, Egyptology, and
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the Bible," illustrated by numerous chronological charts and dia-

grams. Several doubtful points of chronology were afterwards

discussed by Professor Sayce, Professor Hommel, the Rev. 0. C.

Whitehouse, and the Rev. W. H. Hechler.

Friday morning.—rMr. Stuart Glennie read his paper upon the

"Origins of Civilisation." He said that civilisation was the result

of a conflict between a higher (white) and a lower (dark) race, and

that there was evidence of this in Babylonia and Egypt, culture

being the result of the leisure secured to the higher race by the

subjection of the lower one. Mr. Boscawen, Dr. Hayes Ward, and

Professor Sayce joined in the discussion which ensued. Dr. E.

BonaVIA read a paper entitled " Sacred Trees and Cone-Fruit of the

Assyrian Monuments." Mr. Whitehouse, Mr. Hewitt, and Pro-

fessor TcHi^RAZ took part in the discussion.

Friday afternoon.—Professor Hommel proposed and Mr. T. G.

Pinches seconded the following Resolution :
—" That in the opinion

of this Section it will be desirable that in future Congresses there

be at least one combined meeting of the Assyrian and Egyptian
Sections." This was carried unanimously [The same resolution,

proposed by Dr. Peile, was carried in the Egyptian Section.] A
paper was read by Mr. S. Arthur Strong on a religious text of

Assurbanipal preserved in the British Museum.
After a few remarks by the President, Mr. T. G. Pinches read

his paper upon "The New Version of the Creation." Remarks
were added by Professor Sayce, Professor Hommel, Dr. Hayes
Ward, the Rev. 0. C. Whitehouse, and Mr. T. Tyler.

The Rev. David Johnston, D.D., then read a paper upon "The
Alphabetic Psalms and the Psalms with Historic Titles," and brought
forward a great deal of interesting matter.

Professor Sayce made a few remarks upon the paper, and then
declared the session closed.

(5.) General.

The Sub-Section met in the south-east hall of the University of

London.

Tuesday morning.—Dr. I. Goldziher read a memoir in German,
entitled " Salil.i b. Ab dal I^uddus und das Zindikthum wiihrend der
Regierung des Chalifen Al-Mahdi." He discussed the doctrines of
the Zindiks {i.e., "heretics"), a religious sect which exercised much
influence under the earlier Abbasid Caliphs. It was shown that in
some of their writings there appear distinct traces of Buddhist ideas.
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Professor J. P. N. Land made some remarks on the earliest

development of Arabic music. He distinguished between the native

Lrabic music of pre-Islamic times and the later systems which were

leveloped under Greek and Persian influence. Drawings were

'exhibited representing various kinds of lute or guitar in use among
Arabs and Persians.

Tuesday afternoon.—Dr. H. Hirschfeld gave some account of his

forthcoming edition of the Dlwan of Hassan b. Thabit, at the same

time discussing the poet's history and the genuineness of the pieces

attributed to him.

Wednesday.—Professor D. H. Muller presented his work " Die

Recensionen und Versionen des Eldad had-Dani," adding some ex-

planations. " The Book of Eldad the Danite " is a mediaeval Jewish

composition, describing an imaginary Israelite kingdom in the centre

of Africa. By a comparison of the variants in certain passages,

Professor Muller has succeeded in establishing a genealogy of the

various manuscripts.

Dr. M. Gaster described his forthcoming edition of the Aramaic

Chronicle of the Hasmonaeans, sometimes called "Megillath Antiochos."

This work, according to Dr. Gaster, was composed in the first century

of our era. The Western manuscripts of it are less correct than those

from South Arabia. The latter manuscripts have the superlinear

vocalisation.

The Rev. G. Margoliouth read a paper on the superlinear

;
vocalisation.

The President of the Section communicated two papers by Pro-

fessor E. Nestle of Tubingen, the first dealing with some points of

Semitic palaeography, the second with the new Cambridge edition of

the Septuagint. Accepting this edition as that which will neces-

sarily be the standard one for may years to come, Professor Nestle

rSuggested certain minor improvements which might be introduced

into the margin.

An abstract was also read of a memoir by the Very Rev. A. J.

Maclean, describing his work on the living Aramaic dialects of

Kurdistan and the neighbouring districts. These dialects are

numerous and divergent; previous to Archdeacon Maclean's re-

searches only one or two types had been fully examined.

Thursday.—Dr. K. Vollers read a paper on " Arabic Phonetics."

Professor J. Karabacek spoke, in German, on Arabic protocols,

i.e., first leaves of official rolls of papyrus, pointing out how the

study of these furnishes a solid basis for the knowledge of

Arabic diplomatic documents. The author exhibited photographs
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illustrating the various types and styles used in the early centuries

of Islam.

Ahmad ZekI Ekfendi, delegate of the Egyptian Government,

gave an account of several works composed or copied by himself.

Sheikh Muhammad Rashid spoke, in Arabic, on the history and

characteristics of the Cairene dialect, and presented his new Com-

mentary on Hariri.

Colonel G. T. Plunkett read a paper on " The Study of Arabic

by Europeans," suggesting the establishment of a Normal School in

Egypt, to train natives in the art of teaching Arabic to Europeans.

On the motion of Colonel Plunkett, seconded by Sir Francis Gren-

FELL, the Section unanimously resolved to ask the Congress at its

general meeting to take steps for impressing on the Government

the importance of subsidising the study of modern Arabic. [With

reference to Colonel Plunkett's paper the following is the text of

the two Resolutions adopted at the final meeting of the Congress

:

" I. That steps should be taken to place the study of modern
Arabic on a better footing, and to provide more qualified teachers.

2. That Her Majesty's Secretary for Foreign Affairs be asked to

receive a deputation from this Congress on the subject."]

Friday.—Professor D. H. Muller spoke, in German, on the proto-

Arabic inscriptions brought from Northern Arabia by Professor J.

EuTiNG. These inscriptions are numerous, but mostly very short.

They are written in a character nearly akin to the Sabaean, present-

ing, however, numerous palaeographical difficulties. As regards

their dialect, one very important feature is the use of the prefix

H N as a definite article.

Professor AscoLi communicated a paper by Professor I. Guidi on
the Hebrew text of Gen. ii. 1 9.

Sir H. H. HowoRTH read a paper in which he argued that at the
end of the first chapter of Haggai there is a lacuna which may be
supplied from Ezra iii.

Mrs. Lewis submitted photographs of some very ancient Arabic
MSS. of the Gospels (tenth century) and Epistles (ninth century)
from the monastery of Mount Sinai. The text differs considerably
from any hitherto published.

At the suggestion of the President, supported by Professors
Karabacek, D. H. Muller, Dr. Goldziher, and Sir H. H. Howorth,
it was determined that a meeting should be held on Monday at

10.45 to form a Provisional Committee with a view to the organisa-
tion of a group of scholars to undertake the compilation of an
Oriental Encyclopasdia.
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[At that meeting a list of twelve scholars, representing the prin-

cipal countries of Europe, was drawn up to form the provisional

Committee above-mentioned.]

IV. PERSIAN AND TURKISH.

Wednesday moiiiing.—This Section met at the Lecture Hall of

the Royal Astronomical Society. The President, Sir F. Goldsmid,

I delivered an address on "Persian Poetry." Professor Darmesteter

moved a vote of thanks, which was carried unanimously.

After the President's address, Ahmad Bey Akaeff read an inter-

esting paper on the '' Origin and Development of the Shi'ite Sect."

After pointing out the influence which had been exerted from the

first by Persians (Salman the Persian on 'Ali, and Shahrbanii, the

daughter of Yezdigird, the last Sasanian king, on Huseyn) on the

Shi'ite Imams and their followers, he endeavoured to show that the

Shi'ite sect was practically a rehabilitation of Zoroastrianism, with a

mere external adaptation to Islam.

Dr. Mills described the MS. of the Yasna with its Pahlavi trans-

lation presented to Oxford by Dastur Jamasji Minocheherji Jamasp

Asana, Ph.D. This MS. is being reproduced in collotype by the

Clarendon Press, and facsimile pages of the reproduction were dis-

tributed among members of the Congress.

Thursday morning.—The Rev. L. Casartelli read a valuable

memoir on the " Literary Activity of the Parsees during the Last Ten

Years." This was followed by an interesting paper by Miss Sorabji

on " The Parsees."

The history of the Parsees has its beginning in Pars, in Persia,

whence they fled to avoid renouncing Zoroastrianism. From this

point (the 7th century) they are followed through various vicissi-

tudes—in Akbar's reign they become commercial—and the British

acquisition of Bombay marks their rise as a nation in India. The

public and domestic life of a Parsee was then noticed, as well as

that of Parsee women and girls, educationally and socially. A
short summary of Zoroastrian tenets, and the relation of Zoroas-

trianism to the life of a Parsee, comparing his admission to religion,

his marriage and funeral rites, then followed, with a glance at

Parsee legislation and some concluding remarks on the Parsee rela-

tively to the East and West, between whom they form a bridge, and

they may, in fact, be said to be interpreters to the East of the

Western spirit.
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[Miss Sorabji's paper is not printed in the Transactions, having

been returned at her request for publication elsewhere.]

The Section did not meet on the morning of Friday, September

9th. In the afternoon, at 3 P.M., Mr. H. Weld Blundell gave an

interesting account of his recent excavations at Persepolls, illus-

trating his description by photographs and diagrams shown by

lime-light.

This was followed at 4. l 5 p.m. by a paper on " Indian Architec-

ture," by Mr. William Simpson. This paper dealt with origin and

mutation in the architecture of India. It traced the origin of the

Muhamraadan architecture back to the Sassanian. Mr. Simpson was

able to do this from the details of rock-cut caves at Haibak, near

the ancient city of Balkh, which were discovered while the Afghan

boundary was being marked out ; and from the details of these

caves it now becomes evident that the Sassanian style was not

limited to the Euphrates Valley, but extended to Khorassan, Central

Asia, and Afghanistan ; and it was the continuation of this style

that the Muhammadan conquerors carried with them into India.

The paper also traced the origin of the Chinese pagoda to India,

and showed that it was derived from the Buddhist stupa. The
principal part of the paper, however, was devoted to the tracing

back of forms in Indian architecture to a bamboo origin. Some of

the principal structures have marked curves in their outline, which

have long been a riddle to students of Indian architecture. Mr.

Simpson showed that the early architecture of Hindostan was nothing

more than wooden posts, covered with reed, mats, and thatch ; and
that as the bamboo was plentiful, it must have been used from its

manifold adaptability, even as it is still in use at the present day.

This gives an easy solution for the curve in the spire of the Brah-
minical temple, which all visitors to India are familiar with. The
Buddhist Chaitya temples excavated in the rock have a barrel-roof,

which is not derived from the arch ; but Mr. Simpson produced a

miniature of it, formed of bamboos, which is known as the " Mand,"
or hut, of the Todas of the Nilgiri—some of the primitive races who
still have the custom of polyandry among them, as one evidence that
they have lived in a region untouched by the changes of civilisation.

Their temples are constructed like their dwellings ; their religion

belongs to a most simple and almost unknown type, which will be
realised when it is stated that their high-priest is a milkman, but
he is at the same time a god, and the temple is a dairy.

This was the final meeting of the Section.
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V. CHINA, CENTRAL ASIA, AND THE FAR EAST.

The Section met in tlie lecture-room of the Society of Antiquaries,

under the presidency of Professor Sir Thomas Wade.

Tuesday morning.—Dr. Legge, of Oxford, opened the business of

the day with an account of " The Comparative Merits of the Three

Doctrines accepted in China," as represented in a work by Liu Mei,

a Chinese Buddhist author, who flourished some five or six centuries

ago. Liu Mei naturally ranks Buddhism above the systems of

Confucius and Taoism ; but Dr. Legge avowed a decided preference

[for the doctrine of Confucius and his followers.

Sir Thomas Wade spoke upon the same subject.

Afternoon.—The Rev. Dr. Edkins argued that Chinese was of

m older type than any other known language. His view depends

lainly on the theory that certain letters are more recent than

)thers, and that Chinese is poorest in the latter and richest in the

former sounds. Egyptian, Tibetan, and Tartar were placed next in

le scale to Chinese ; then the Semitic group, and lastly the Aryan,

IS the youngest of the great linguistic families.

General Alexander made some observations upon the physical

[peculiarities of the Mongol-Chinese race, notably on the formation

[of the eye. From this he deduced an argument in favour of the

jarly isolation of the race.

Sir H. H. HowoRTH, who followed with some interesting remarks,

bggested that the Semitic words which Dr. Edkins had collected

:om Tibetan might have been introduced into that language by

t'Buch agencies as that of the Nestorians.

Wednesday morning.—Dr. T. de Lacouperie read an abstract of a

luminous paper by Professor de Harlez on " The Age and Composi-

tion of the Li-M." After a few comments by the President, the

Rev. C. J. Ball, M.R.A.S, treated of " The Accadian Affinities of the

Chinese Writing and Language." By way of illustration, the char-

acters for "parent" (house+ star), and those for "reed," "gold,"
" sheep," " righteousness," were shown on the black board to be

ultimately identical in the two languages. A discussion followed,

in which Professor Legge, Dr. Edkins, Sir T. Wade, and Sir H.

HowoRTH took part.

An essay on the ku wen, entitled ** Chinas altester Culturzustand

auf Grund seiner Schriftzeichen," by Dr. Rudolf Dvorak, was laid

before the Section.

Wednesday afternoon.—Some tine old Daimio swords were exhibited

by Sir Henry Howorth.

d
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M.P., and seconded by Sir Francis Grenfell. A copy of Biblia,

the American journal devoted to Biblical, Oriental, and Classical

Archaeology, was presented through the Honorary Secretary of the

Section to the Congress.

VII. AUSTKALASIA AND OCEANA.

This Section met in the upper south-east hall of the University

of London.

Wednesday morning.—A paper was read by the President, Sir

Arthur Gordon, on " Fijian Poetry."

Mr. Sydney Kay came next with a paper on the " Languages of

New Guinea."

The following Eesolution was passed :
—" That the Section for

Australasia and Oceana desire to express their sense of the imme-

diate necessity of pressing forward research into the physical char-

acter, languages, arts, customs, and religion of the native tribes of

New Guinea, now exposed to rapid change by the introduction of

European civilisation ; and further to express their opinion that

means should be provided by which the administrator of the Posses-

sion, Sir W. Macgregor, may carry forward the investigations in

which he has taken so warm an interest."

This Section did not meet on Thursday.

Friday.—The Eev. Dr. McFarlane, of the London Missionary

Society, read a paper on " New Guinea." A discussion followed,

in which Dr. Edkins, Mr. Ray, Mr. Newell, and Sir A. Gordon
took part.

The Rev. J. E. Newell, of the London Missionary Society, read

his paper on " Chief's Language in Samoa." Mr. Ray contributed

notes on " Chiefs Language in Lifu (Loyalty Islands) and Ponape
(Caroline Islands)." Illustrations and comparisons were adduced by
Dr. McFarlane from the Loyalty Islands, and by Dr. Codrington

from the Bank Islands, with the general result that these forms of

speech did not appear to be connected with the language of a

conquering race.

The thanks of the Section was offered to the readers of papers.

The President expressed the general feeling of regret that the

subject of Madagascar had not been brought before the Section.

The Section did not meet again.
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VIIL ANTHROPOLOGICAL.

This Section met in the upper south-west hall of the University

of London.

Wednesday.—Dr. E. B. Tylor delivered his presidential address.

A vote of thanks was proposed by Count Angelo de Gubernatis

and seconded by Professor James Darmesteter.

A paper was read by Count Angelo de Gubernatis on " Le Role

du Mythe dans le Conte Populaire," in the course of which he urged

upon the members of the Section the importance of forming a

systematic collection of Oriental folk-lore, ancient and modern. The

paper was followed by a discussion, in which the President, Professor

Darmesteter, Professor Tch^raz, and Mr. Hagopian took part, and

a proposal was made by the Secretary and adopted by the meeting

to the effect that Professor de Gubernatis's suggestion should be

accepted, and a provisional committee formed to consider what steps

should be taken to carry it into practical effect.

Professor Tch^raz read a paper on " Armenian Mythology."

Thursday.—A paper was read by Professor T. de Lacouperie
*' Sur le Coco du Roi de Yuch et I'Arbre aux Enfants," in which he

began by discussing the origin and meaning of the word coco, and

of the legends connected with the cocoa-nut in the folk-lore of

different countries. The conclusion was that the story of the cocoa-

nut of the King of Yuch represented the primitive form of the

legend found in various forms in Albiruni and the Mahabharata of

a tree upon which children or diminutive men grow like fruit.

The paper was followed by a discussion, in which the President,

Count DE Gubernatis, and Professor Tcheraz took part.

Count Angelo de Gubernatis presented a pamphlet by Signor

Girolamo Donati entitled " Una tavoletta augurale Indiana," in

which the author shows that the god Marigala is no other than

Karttikeya, and he calls attention to a new case of mythological

atavism in the figure of this god of war and nourisher of the Pleiades,

whom he connects, as well as the god Ganepa (another son of Qiva),

with his grandfather Indra and the Maruts.

Professor Kovalevsky read a paper on " Iranian Influences in the

Caucasus," which can be traced not only in the survival of names

like that of Ormazd, but in certain superstitions connected with the

burial of the dead, the character of impurity attaching to the cat,

and the magical virtue assigned to the clippings of the nails and

hair of human beings.
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CONCLUDING MEETING.

The concluding meeting of the Congress was held on Monday

morning, the 1 2th September, in the Theatre of the University of

London, the President, Professor Max Muller, in the chair. There

was a large attendance of members. Congratulatory letters and

telegrams were read. H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught ^ wrote to

Major-General Sir F. Grenfell :

—

" September 2, 6 p.m.

"My Dear Grenfell,—I hasten to answer your kind letter, received

this afternoon, asking me, in the name of the President and Council of the

Oriental Congress, to attend the meeting which is to be held next week.

I very much regret to say that it will be impossible for me to comply with

their request, which you have conveyed to me in such kind terms.

"Had I been able to arrange to be in London next week, I should most

certainly have made a point of attending.

"Having had the advantage of living for several years in our great

Oriental possessions, and being naturally much interested with Oriental

history and thought, and with the languages and customs of the nations of

the Orient, I naturally feel the importance of the present meeting.

" Having so distinguished a President as my old friend Professor Max
Miiller, I feel certain that the Congress will prove the success it deserves.

—With renewed regret, believe me, yours very sincerely,

Arthur."

A telegram had also been received from his Royal Highness,

which read as follows :

—

" To Professor Max Muller, President of the Oriental Congress,

Burlington House.

"Pray accept my warmest congratulations on the great success which
has attended the Oriental Congress under your able Presidency.

''Ballater. Arthur."

The following telegram had been received from H.M. the King
OF Sweden :

—

1 A congratulatory telegram was also sent by H.RH. the Duke of York, but it

was not received till after the meeting.
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^H Professor Max Muller^ London.

^^H " I send to the Ninth Congress of Orientalists my deeply-felt thanks for

^^ the kind telegram to me. It is with agreeable feelings that I remember
-

its last meeting in Sweden and Norway, and I beg the Congress to accept

...........
H.R.H. Prince Philip of Saxe-Coburg telegraphed :

—

" Much moved by the greeting just received by me. I send my best

thanks and my most earnest wishes for a scientific success to the

Congress."

The Reports and Resolutions submitted by Sections were then

read and approved. The first resolution proceeded from the Semitic

Section, and recommended that the Government should be urged

to subsidise the study of modern Arabic. The Assyrian and Baby-

lonian Sub-Section, and also the Egyptian Section, passed a

resolution in favour of holding at least one combined meeting of

the Assyrian and Egyptian Sections. The Anthropological Section

expressed its sense of the political as well as the scientific impor-

tance of the anthropometric investigations now being conducted in

Bengal. The same Section also expressed its view of the desirability

of forming a collection of Oriental folk-lore on a scientific basis.

In the Semitic Section a committee had been formed, consisting

of savants from different countries, for the purpose of preparing

an Arabic-Muhammadan encyclopaedia. At the head of this com-

mittee was Professor Robertson Smith. The Australasian Section

desired to express their sense of the immiediate necessity of pressing

forward research into the physical character, languages, arts, customs,

and religion of New Guinea. Sir William MacGregor, the Adminis-

trator of the Possession, was fully alive to the importance of this

question.

The President said that Lord Reay had taken the keenest inte-

rest in the organisation of the Congress, and, indeed, but for his

powerful intervention, this Congress might not have been held at

all. Lord Reay was called away, but he had drawn attention to

the desirability of forming an International Institute of Orien-

talists, consisting of representative members of each nationality.

This question had been several times discussed, and no doubt there

were difficulties in the way. He would call upon Count Angelo

Gubernatis to speak upon the question.
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Count Angelo de Gubematis then moved a resolution, which was

seconded and carried, in favour of the establishment of such an

Institute, with its headquarters in London.

The Time and Pla.ce of the Next Meeting of the Congress were

then considered. In accordance with the recommendation of the

Committee appointed to report on the subject, and also to draw up

Eegulations for the organisation and conduct of future Sessions (see

page liv.), it was resolved

—

That the meeting of the next, that is to say, the Tenth Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists, should be held in 1894, power

being reserved of postponing the meeting to another year should

circumstances render such a course desirable

;

That the proposal of Professor E. Naville of the University of

Geneva, and six other Oriental scholars of that city, that the next

Congress be held at Geneva, be accepted ; and

That the nomination of the President be left to those from whom
the invitation had been received.

The Eegulations for the or^janisation and conduct of the Confyress

were considered clause by clause, and, after discussion, passed

unanimously. They are based on the proposed Statutes of 1873,
and the practice of past Congresses, and will be found appended to

this Report.

The President introduced to the meeting Sheikh Mohammed
RASHfD, a distinguished Egyptian scholar, specially sent by the

Khedive as delegate to the Congress. He recited an Arabic poem
in honour of the occasion, of which the substance was translated

into French by the Sheikh Ahmad Z^ki Effendi.

A proposal by Colonel Plunket that the resolution in favour of

the study of modern Arabic should be communicated to the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs was carried.

On the motion of the President, votes of thanks were cordially

passed to the illustrious patrons of the Congress, including his

Royal Highness the Duke of York, KG., his Majesty Oscar II.,

King of Sweden and Norway, his Majesty the King of Roumania,
his Imperial Highness the Archduke Rainer, his Royal Highness
Prince Philip of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, their Highnesses
the Maharajah of Vizianagram, the Thakur Sahib Bhagwut of
GoNDAL, the Maharajah of Mysore, the Rao of Kutch, G.C.LE.,
the Maharajah of Kuch Behar, G.C.I.E., the Gaikwar of Baroda!
G.C.S.I., the Maharajah of Travancore, the Rajah Ranjit Singh
of RuTLAM, the Rajah of Kapurthala.

Votes of thanks were also accorded to the University of London
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Ithe Indian Government, and the various learned Societies^ who
had rendered assistance, by the loan of rooms or otherwise, to the

Congress ; to the Committees of the Universities of Oxford and

[Cambridge, who had organised the excursions on Saturday ; to the

Sifferent Clubs ^ which had opened their doors to the members of

Congress, and to Lord Northbrook, Mr. Vincent Robinson, Mr.

and Mrs. Colyer Fergusson, and Sir Mountstuart and Lady

Grant Duff, by whom the Congress had been entertained.

Amongst the officials thanked, the names of Miss Oust and Miss

Hughes were prominently mentioned. Finally, the President, in

graceful terms, thanked the Press for its share in making the

Congress a success.

Professor AscoLi, Senator of the Kingdom of Italy, moved, and

Professor Drouin seconded, a vote of thanks to the President for

his able conduct of the proceedings, which was heartily accorded.

Professor Max Muller, in response, said— I deserve no vote of

thanks. My thanks are due to the members of this Congress for

having chosen, for having accepted, for having supported me as

President of this the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists.

There, is no higher honour that I could have aspired to, and I shall

always cherish this Congress as the brightest moment of my life. I

do not deny that there were many difficulties to overcome. But with

the assistance of the best Oriental scholars of Europe, they have been

^overcome. I said in my opening address that we have lost hardly

one real Oriental scholar ; I think I may say now, at the end of the

Congress, that all true Oriental scholars in Europe, whether present

or absent, have declared for our Congress. We need no longer be

afraid or ashamed of our old title of the Ninth International

Congress of Orientalists, though you all know how cruelly that

title has been treated during the last three years. By " Oriental

scholars" I mean, as I said before, scholars who have shown that

they are able, at least, to publish a text that has not been published

before, or to translate a text that has not been translated before.

I say with Schiller

—

" Er zahlt die Haupter seiner Lieben,

Und sieh es fehlt kein theures Haupt."

^ The Royal Society, the Royal Academy, the Royal Asiatic Society, the Royal

Astronomical Society, the Royal Geographical Society, the Society of Antiquaries,

the British Museum, the Imperial Institute, the Zoological Society of London.
^ The Constitutional Club, the National Liberal Club, the Northbrook Indian

Club, the Savile Club, and the Dutch Club.
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No one, however unacquainted with the mysteries of Oriental

scholarship, will doubt in future as to who represents the true and

legitimate Ninth Oriental Congress, and who does not. Look only

how all the great countries, the universities, and academies have sent

their best representatives, Italy and Austria in the van, and the other

countries following at small intervals. And better still, look at our

papers, look at our discussions, how they have touched and thrown light

on the most important questions of Oriental scholarship. I believe I

may say that our Congress will mark a lasting epoch in the progress

of Oriental studies. And what is more satisfactory still, we have

had discussions, but we have had no quarrels, no personalities, no

unpleasantness of any kind. We have had some startling announce-

ments, such as the origin of Egyptian civilisation in Babylon, the

perfect equality with Greek and Western philosophy claimed for the

philosophy of India. We have had new revelations from Tibetan,

Mongolian, and Chinese literature. But we have shown that we
can differ, and yet respect the opinions of our opponents. The
question of nationality has never been mooted at our Congress.

We have all met as equals and friends. I was deeply touched

when I saw the vote of thanks seconded by a distinguished French
scholar :

—

" Dans la science. Messieurs, il n'y a pas de nationalite.

Nous ne reconnaissons qu'un seul souverain, une seule reine, la meme
pour tous; cette reine c'est la verite dans toute sa purete, dans

toute sa majest(^." Gentlemen, I have once more to thank you
most heartily. (Cheers.)

Eegulations for the Organisation and Coiiduct of the International
Congress of Orientalists, passed at the last Meeting of the

Ninth Congress, held September 12, 1892.

1. Before the close of every Session the Congress shall, if possible,

determine the time and place of the succeeding Congress. The nomination
of the President shall be left to the Government or Public Body or Com-
mittee whose invitation to hold such Congress has been accepted.

2. The President so selected shall form a local Organisation Committee
and appoint all necessary officers, including a General Secretary and
Treasurer.

3. The Organisation Committee shall settle the conditions of membership
of the Congress for which they are appointed, and make all arrangements
for the assembling and sitting of the Congress^ and all matters subsidiary
thereto, including the subsequent publication of Transactions. They shall
also arrange the Sections and appoint Presidents therefor, leaving the
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Vice-Presidents of such Sections to be elected after the meeting of Congress.

They shall exercise their discretion in the appropriation and expenditure of

the moneys received on account of the Congress ; and also in the disposition

of such objects as may have been presented, subject to any direction on

that behalf given by the Congress. They shall hold office until the close of

the Congress for which they are appointed. The accounts shall be audited,

and the Minutes of the Proceedings shall be handed over for custody to the

Asiatic Society of the country in which the Congress was held, or, if this

be not feasible, to some other public institution.

4. To assist the Congress in the determination of the time and place at

which the Congress is next to meet, and other matters of importance, a

Committee of seven or nine members (to be designated the Consultative

Committee) shall, at the first meeting of the Congress, be nominated by the

President, subject to the approval of the Congress.

5. To deal with urgent matters arising between the termination of any

Session and the commencement of the following Session, there shall be a

Committee—to be designated the Inter-Sessional Committee.

The said Committee shall be composed of the President and the Organising

Committee of the last Congress. The President of the expiring Congress

shall be President of the Committee aforesaid, aided by a Secretary to

be appointed by the President, with the approval of the Inter-Sessional

Committee.

6. In the event of the Congress being unable from absence of invitations

or other cause to determine the time and place of the next meeting of

Congress before the close of the Session, the duty of such determination

will devolve on the Inter-Sessional Committee.

7. In the event of a President dying or vacating office before the Session

I
for which he is appointed be held, the Local Committee of Organisation shall

appoint a new President, and shall notify the appointment to the Inter-

Sessional Committee.

8. The Proceedings of Congress shall be regulated as far as possible

according to the practice observed at previous meetings. In the event of

questions arising, the President of the Congress or Section, as the case may
be, shall determine them, with power, should he see fit, to refer questions

of difficulty to the Consultative Committee.

9. These rules may be repealed, varied, or revised, by Congress in

Session, provided that due notice be given of any motion to that effect.

10. A copy of these Regulations shall be supplied to every subscriber to

the succeeding Congress.

Thomas H. Thornton,

Hon. Secretary of Committee.

T. W. Rhys Davids,

General Secretary.
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PRIZE COMPETITION.

The subject of the Prize Essay for which a Gold Medal has been offered

by H.M. the King of Sweden and Norway is as follows :—"A comparative

treatment of the Grammatical Forms peculiar to the Rig-Veda, Yajur-Veda,

Sama-Veda, and Atharva-Veda, distinguishing the forms peculiar to the

Mantras, Brahmanas, and Upanishads." The Memoirs may be in French,

English, German, or Latin, and should be sent registered (with the name of

the writer in a sealed envelope) to Professor F. Max Miiller, Oxford, not

later than March i, 1894. The prize will be awarded at the Tenth Congress

to be held at Geneva in September 1894. The following gentlemen have

consented to co-operate as judges : Professor Lanman, of Harvard College
;

Mons. Victor Henry, of the Paris University ; and Professor Oldenberg, of

Kiel University.

ENTERTAINMENTS AND EXCURSIONS.

To those Orientalists who attended the Eighth Congress in 1889 and

partook of the splendid hospitality of the King of Sweden and Norway

and his subjects, the festivities in London in connection with the Ninth

Congress may have seemed of a somewhat humble character. But they

were none the less enjoyable, for the omission of the Government and

other public bodies was amply compensated by the cordial hospitality of

private entertainers.

Following the precedent of former Congresses, the Committee arranged

for a preliminary meeting of the members on Sunday evening the 4th

September. This was held at the Whitehall Rooms of the Hotel Metropole,

and was well attended. Sir Thomas Wade, supported by several members

of the Committee, received the guests, among whom were many dis-

tinguished foreigners. On Monday, Lord Northbrook, an ex-Viceroy of

India, formerly one of Her Majesty's Ministers, and President of the

Royal Asiatic Society, entertained the Delegates at dinner at his private

residence, and later in the evening held a brilliant reception open to all

the members of the Congress.

On Tuesday, September 6, about a hundred members spent the afternoon

at Ightham Mote, near Sevenoaks, and were entertained by Mr. and Mrs.

Colyer Fergusson (daughter of Professor Max Miiller, President of the

Congress). Among those present were the President and Mrs. Max
Muller, Sir Francis and Lady Grenfell, Sir Henry Howorth, Dr. and Mrs.
Ginsburg, Dr. and Mrs. Flinders Petrie, Dr. and Mrs. Reed, Dr. Thornton,
and representatives of many nationalities, including Sheikh Mahommed
Rashid, one of the Delegates of the Egyptian Government.
Ightham Mote is a very ancient manor, the house entirely surrounded
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with a moat, though it does not take its name from this circumstance, but

from the fact of its having been an old Saxon meeting-place. The " Mote "

dates back to Edward III., the latest part being of the Tudor period.

Fortunately its history has always been a peaceful one, and its old walls

and timbered sides remain intact.

The visitors were shown over the house and grounds by their host and

hostess, after which Sir Henry Howorth proposed a vote of thanks, and

the Sheikh made a speech in Arabic, interpreted into French by Ahmad
Z^ki Effendi. The party were photographed in the old courtyard by the

Messrs. Downey of Ebury Street, and the afternoon came to a pleasant

conclusion.

The same day another party of Orientalists, numbering about forty,

were entertained at Hopedene, near Dorking, the charming residence of

Mr. Vincent Robinson. They were met on their arrival at the station,

and driven through a picturesque part of Surrey to their destination.

The house, designed by Mr. R. Norman Shaw, and built under his super-

intendence seventeen or eighteen years ago, is fitted up with tapestries,

panelling, Italian and English furniture of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries by Mr. Robinson. The new, and still incomplete, Arab billiard-

room is formed of the materials of a room at Cairo, partly destroyed and

brought over to England, the pictures, arms, and armour having been

collected by the owner in his travels.

A vote of thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Robinson was proposed by

Mr. William Crooke, Delegate of the Government of the North-West

Provinces of India, and the party returned to town.

On Thursday afternoon the members of the Congress met at the

Waterloo Station and went down to Twickenham to enjoy the hospitality

of Sir Mountstuart and Lady Grant Duff. York House stands on the

banks of the Thames, and has many historical associations. It was in-

habited by that Duke of York who married Anne Hyde, and who after-

wards became James II. In one of the upper rooms Queen Anne and

her sister Mary, consort of William III., were born. Finally the house

came into the possession of Sir Alexander and Lady Johnston, in whose

time it was frequently visited by Ramohun Roy, the great Hindu

reformer.

On their return to town the Orientalists spent a couple of hours among

the old MSS. and other treasures at the British Museum. A special

display of old coins and MSS. was laid out in the King's Library, and

the galleries were lighted by the electric light.

On Friday evening Sir Somers Vine invited the members of the Con-

gress to visit the Imperial Institute, where they were shown the exhibition

of Indian ait metal-work.

On Saturday excursions were made to Oxford and Cambridge. The

Oxford party, numbering about 120, were conveyed by special train, and

on arriving at the station were met by Professor Max Miiller and repi-e-
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sentatives of the University. Here they were divided into six groups and

conducted over the principal colleges and places of interest, including the

Indian Institute, the Bodleian Library, the Ashmolean and the magni-

ficent Pitt-Rivers collection. Luncheon was provided at six colleges:

Balliol, Queen's, Exeter, Oriel, Christ Church, and Trinity ; the presidents

in each case being Sir William Markby, Dr. Magrath, Mr. Willert,

Provost D. B. Munro, the Rev. Canon S. R. Driver, and Mr. Raper.

In the afternoon there was a general re-assembling in the gardens

of Wadham College, where the company were received by Mrs. Tylor,

Mrs. Max Mliller, Lady Hunter, Mrs. Driver, Mrs. Macdonell, and Mrs.

Clifton. The band of the Oxford Militia played while the ladies, the

Dons and Orientals of both sexes chatted on the lawn. The visitors having

spent a pleasant day, returned to town at six o'clock.

About fifty went to Cambridge. On arriving at the station, they were

conveyed by special trams to the Senate House, where Dr. Peile from

the Yice-Chancellor's chair gave them a warm welcome. The Orien-

talists were then intrusted to the care of Sir Thomas Wade, Professor

Robertson Smith, Professor Macalister, and Mr. Burkitt, under whose

guidance they were shown, among other treasures, the Chinese books

collected by Sir Thomas Wade during a forty years' residence in China,

the Sanskrit MSS., the Fitzwilliam and Archaeological Museums. They

visited and admired the quaint courts and galleries of Queen's and Corpus,

the magnificent chapel of King's, the rooms of Erasmus, Newton, Words-
worth, Darwin, and other distinguished Cambridge men. At lunch-time

the party re-united at Christ's College, where the Vice-Chancellor, in his

capacity as Master of the College, presided on the dais. By the custom of

the College, post-prandial speeches are eschewed, but the ancient ceremony

of the " loving cup " was duly performed, the special form of drinking it

up-standing to one's neighbours being observed. A few appropriate words

of thanks to the entertainers were spoken by Professor Land of Leyden,

after which the party broke up, to meet again in the Fellows' Garden,

famous for "Milton's mulberry-tree." Here Mrs. Peile received the

guests, and dispensed further hospitalities till it was time for some of

the visitors to return to town, while others more fortunate remained as

guests of the various colleges. Thanks are also due to Mrs. Lewis for

kindly offering to give a garden-party, time alone preventing her from
carrying out her hospitable intentions.

London on Sunday is not the most attractive place for foreigners, but
thanks to Sir William Flower, the members of the Congress were admitted
to the gardens of the Zoological Society, where they passed a pleasant

afternoon.

On Monday evening, September 12, the proceedings were brought to a
close by a banquet given to the foreign members at the Hotel Metropole.
About 130 were present, and the chair was taken by Sir M. E. Grant Duff,

who, in proposing the toast of the "Ninth International Congress of
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Orientalists," spoke of the utility of these Congresses in promoting friendly-

feelings and good-fellowship. He said that the success of the present

one was largely due to the presence of so many distinguished scholars of

different nationalities, who, undeterred by the outbreak of cholera on the

Continent, and the consequent difficulties in the way of travelling, had

come long distances to attend our gathering. Austria-Hungary, France,

Germany, Holland, Italy, and many other countries, to say nothing of

India and other distant but most important parts of the British Empire,

had been admirably represented.

The toast was responded to by Professors Karabacek and D. H. Miiller

on the part of Austria-Hungary, Professor James Darmesteter and M. Ed.

Drouin on behalf of France, Professors Emil Kautsch and Kielhorn for

Germany, Professor Land for Holland, Professors Ascoli and Count Angelo

de Gubernatis for Italy, Professor Donner for Russia, Professor Karl

Piehl for Sweden, and Professors Oilman and Lanman and Dr. Hayes

Ward for the United States of America.

The "Ladies" was proposed by Professor Ernst Leumann, who said

that this was the first occasion on which ladies had taken part in our

work by contributing papers and discussing scientific subjects with us.

By doing so they had earned a right to associate themselves with this

Congress, a right that we hope will not be denied to them in the future.

Mr. Percy Newberry responded for the ladies.

Hofrath Dr. Biihler proposed the final toast of " The Committee " coupled

with " The Treasurer," who briefly returned thanks for himself and his

colleagues.

Thus ended the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists, memorable

for the unfortunate dissensions which inaugurated it, but chiefly, let us

hope, remarkable for the eminent men who took part in it, and for the

high character of the memoirs and debates it called forth.
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OF ORIEiNTALISTS.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS
BY

Professor FREDERICK MAX MULLER.

It is generally at the end, not at the beginning, of scientific meetings

that votes of thanks are proposed. But in our case, when we owe

our very existence to the valuable help received from so many quarters,

it seems but right that we should express our gratitude at the very

outset.

Our first thanks are due to H.R.H. the Duke of York, for having

granted us that sympathy and gracious support without which,

I am afraid, our Congress would never have drawn its first breath,

and our labours might indeed have been in vain.

We could not venture to disturb a father's grief and ask H.R.H.

the Prince of Wales to grant us his royal protection. But His

Royal Highness has testified the warm interest which he feels for

our Congress, as for everything that is likely to draw the bonds of

friendship between England and her great Indian Empire more

closely together, by authorising H.R.H. the Duke of York to act

at the present Congress as the worthy successor of H.M. the King

of Sweden, the Royal Patron of our last Congress. In granting us

his royal protection the Duke of York has but proved himself the

true son of the Prince of Wales, the worthy grandson of the Queen,

and has shown once more to the world, that nothing which concerns

the highest interests of India can ever fail to evoke the warmest

sympathies on the part of those to whom a Divine Providence has

intrusted the Crown and the care of that glorious Empire. We
regret the unavoidable absence of H.R.H. the Duke of York to-day

;

but we all rejoice that his place has been filled by one of the wisest

A
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and most beloved Viceroys of India, the President of the Royal

Asiatic Society, the Earl of Northbrook.

We have next to express our thanks to the Secretary of State

for India and to the illustrious Members of his Council, for having

given us every encouragement in their power for successfully

carrying out an undertaking which has excited a widespread

interest in India, and has received powerful approval and sup-

port from some of the most respected leaders of public opinion

in that country.

It has been said indeed that, in a free country like England,

a Scientific Congress should not look for royal favour and protection,

or for help from Government. But it seems to me, on the contrary,

that in a country like England, which is called a free country, be-

cause its Government is truly representative of the will of the people,

and because the Crown is so completely identified with all that is

good and noble in the aspirations of science and art, the absence

of royal patronage and governmental support would have conveyed

s, very false impression.

What would the people of India have thought if this meeting of

scholars from all parts of Europe, who have devoted their lives to

the improvement and enlargement of our knowledge of the East,

after having been recognised and patronised by the Sovereigns and

their Ministers in every country of Europe in which they met before,

had been ignored or slighted in England ? And what would those

scholars themselves have said who remember the kindness with

which they were received in France, Italy, Germany, Holland,

Austria, Russia, and last, not least, in Sweden, if in this, the greatest

Oriental Empire which the world has ever known, the Government,

and more particularly the Indian Government, had declined to give

the same hospitable welcome to the Delegates of other countries,

which the Delegates of the Indian Government have accepted year

after year from foreign Governments ?

By accepting the Honorary Presidency of our Congress, H.R.H.

the Duke of York seems to me to have testified his conviction, and
the conviction of the nation at large, that the East can never be

foreign to the sympathy of the people of England, and that they

consider a scholarlike study of the literature and the antiquities of

their great Eastern Empire as deserving of every encouragement,

and worthy of the most generous support. Need I add that the

presence of the Queen's grandson is but another proof, if any proof

were wanted, that Her Majesty the Queen, the first Empress of

India, who has so often shown her warm and tender feelings for
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her Indian subjects, is with us in spirit, and wishes success to our

labours.

We have next to express our gratitude to the Chancellor and

Senate of the University of London, to the President and Council

of the Royal Society, to the Society of Antiquaries, to the Astro-

nomical and Geographical Societies, for having placed some of their

rooms at the disposal of our Congress. The authorities of the British

IMuseum have granted us facilities which will be highly appreciated

by the members of our Congress. The valuable Library and collec-

tions at the India Office have been thrown open to all our guests.

They will find there in Sir George Birdwood a most valuable guide,

as well as in Dr. Rost, whose services, I am glad to say, have been

retained for the Library of the India Office.

Nor would it be right for me to open this Congress without

giving expression to the warmest feelings of gratitude and admira-

tion, which all who had the good fortune of being present at our

last Congress in Sweden must ever entertain for our Royal Patron,

His Majesty King Oscar of Sweden and Norway. He too is the

ruler of a free country, and in him too we could recognise the true

representative of the will and wish of his people. The brilliant

success of our Congress at Stockholm and Christiania was due no

doubt to the popular sympathy by which we were greeted every-

where, and the truly Scandinavian hospitality with which we were

received in every town and village through which we passed, whether

in Sweden or in Norway, and likewise to the active participation of

the best intellects of the country in our labours. Yet it was an ex-

ceptional good fortune that His Majesty King Oscar should person-

ally have felt so enthusiastic an interest and so warm a love for all

that is beautiful in the East. Not only did he show himself the

most gracious host and most generous patron, but he made time to

sit patiently through our lengthy and often tedious meetings. Who
can ever forget his noble presence when he stepped in among us,

every inch a king, a head and shoulders taller than all the rest;

and who was not surprised on hearing him not only conversing in

all the languages of his guests, but delivering eloquent addresses in

Swedish, in English, in German, in French, and in Italian, nay,

bidding us all farewell in a Latin speech full of vigour and kindli-

ness ? I doubt whether at any former Congress so much solid work

was done as at Stockholm and Christiania. There are idlers and mere

camp-followers at every Congress ; but, as President of the Aryan

section, I can bear true testimony to the indefatigable industry of

our members, who never allowed the festivities of the evening to
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interfere with the duties of the next morning. Our minutes and

transactions are there to speak for themselves. We learn from a

report published by an Indian scholar, Mr. Dhruva, that there were

in all 1 06 papers read by 86 members, 48 being in French, 37 in

German, 18 in English, 2 in Italian, and several by Orientals in

their own languages. This proves once more, if any proof were

wanted, how popular Oriental studies are and always have been in

France, how carefully they have been fostered by the French Govern-

ment, and how much the progress of true scholarship owes to the

brilliant genius, and even more, to the indefatigable industry of

French Orientalists.

His Majesty has lately given us a new proof of his continued

interest in the principal object of our Congresses, the advancement

of sound Oriental scholarship. His Majesty has deputed his per-

sonal friend, Count Landberg, to present to us a lasting memorial

of his Royal favour, a Swedish drinking-horn, to be handed down

from President to President, and he has offered a gold medal for

an essay on some subject connected with Aryan philology.* Like

many of our most distinguished guests, Count Landberg, I regret

to say, has been prevented by quarantine regulations from attend-

ing the Congress in person.

We are also deeply indebted to a former Patron, H. I. H. the

Archduke Rainer, who has never ceased to take an active and

powerful interest in the success of our meetings. You know what

we owe to him and to his princely liberality in securing the unique

treasures of Egyptian papyri which, in the hands of Professor

KarabaSek and his learned colleagues, have become a monumental
landmark in the history of Oriental literature. Another of our

Patrons, H.R.H. Prince Philip of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, might claim

his place among us, not simply as a Royal Prince, but as a learned

numismatist and a persevering and judicious collector of Eastern coins.

You will probably expect me to say^ few words about some
misunderstandings and personal jealousies which broke out after

,.our_last Congress. I should much prefer to say nothing about

these truly childish squabbles, but I hope I shall be able to explain

and justify our position without giving offence to anybody. At the

end ot our former Congresses there was generally an official invita-

Ji.Q?L.^^o^ so™® Government or University, asking us to hold our
next Congress in one or other of the great capitals of Europe.
None had been received when we dispersed after our Scandinavian
Congress, though several places had been privately suggested. As

* See introductory remarks.
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[we had no permanent Committee, a resolution was passed by the

/ongress, according to the oflficial minutes, unanimously ; or, accord-

ig to the statements of certain members, with one or two dissen-

tient voices, that our former Presidents should be requested pro

ic vice to form such a Committee for the sole purpose of receiving,

id either accepting or rejecting, such invitations as might be sent

them. Nothing could have been more natural, more correct,

more business-like in every respect. But a French savant, M. de

Rosny, and some of his friends, professing to represent the founders

of our Congresses, and to speak in the name of the Oriental scholars

of JFrance,—-though many of these French scholars have declined

to accept M. de Rosny as their spokesman,—suddenly protested

against this resolution as ultra vires. They appealed to a body of

Statutes which had been drawn up in 1873 by M. de Rosny him-

self and those who called themselves the founders of these Oriental

Congresses. These Statutes, it is now admitted, had never been

discussed in pleno, and never been formally ratified by any subse-

quent Congress. And how can unratified Statutes claim any legal

or binding cliaracter ? But even supposing that these Statutes,

imknawn to most of the members of our Congress, and never

appealed to before when Jbhey were broken year after year by their

very authors, could claim any legal force, it can hardly be disputed

that every corporate body which has the right of drawing up
Statutes has also the right of suspending or over-riding them by a

majority of votes. Without such a right no Society could possibly

exist and cope successfully with the sudden emergencies that are

sure to arise. However
^
though the members of the Oriental Con-

egress could not recognise the exclusive proprietorship in these

jnternational Congresses which M. de Rosny and his confederates

^claimed for themselves, they had no objection whatever to a friendly

Reparation of elements which had often proved discordant at former

^Congresses. It seemed to many of us simply a case of what is

Lcalled development by differentiation or growth by fission. There

iwere at former Congresses a number of visitors, most welcome in

fmany respects, but whose tastes and interests differed widely from

[those of the majority ; and though we should never have parted

twith them of our own free will, many of us feel that we shall be

[better able to maintain the character of our Congresses, if each

.party follows its own way. There will be in future the so-called

Statutory Congresses of M. de Rosny and his associates, while

,we shall try to preserve the old character and the continuity

jof the International Congress of Orientalists, and shall gladly
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welcome some of the old members who for a time have deserted our

Congress.

What we chiefly want are Oriental scholars, that is to say, men
wlio have proved themselves a^ble to handle their own spade, and

who have worked in the sweat of their brow in disinterring the

treasures of Oriental literature. We do not wish to exclude mere

lovers of Eastern literature, nor travellers, or dragomans, or even

intelligent couriers ; they are all welcome ; but when we speak of

Oriental scholars, we mean men who have shown that they are able

at least to publish texts that have never been published before, and

to translate texts which have never been translated before. Of such

I am glad to say we have lost hardly any.

You will be glad to hear that we have received an invitation to

hold our next, the tenth Congress, in Switzerland. The names of

the members of the Swiss Committee are the best guarantee that

our meeting there will keep up the standard of our former meet-

ings, and will hand down our tradition to those who will continue

our work when we are gone. We have also received a most
tempting invitation from His Majesty the King of Roumania, to

hold our eleventh meeting at Bucharest. The present Congress

will have to decide on both these proposals. We wish to part with

our former colleagues without any reproach or recriminations. We
say indeed with Abraham, '' Let there be no strife ; separate thyself,

I pray thee, from me. If thou wilt take the left hand, I will go
to the right ; and if thou depart to the right hand, then I will go
to the left."

Having now disposed of these preliminary matters, I shall try

to discharge the duty that falls to the President, in opening this

International Congress of Orientalists. No one can feel more
deeply than myself how totally unequal I am to the task imposed
upon me, how unworthy of the honourable post which you wished
me to occupy. I know but too well that there are many Oriental
scholars who would have filled the office of President of this Inter-
national Congress of Orientalists far more worthily than I can hope
to do. If after long hesitation, as you know, I accepted at last

your repeated invitation, it was because I saw in it but another
proof of that exceeding kindness which I have experienced again
and again during my long life in England, and which seems to me
to spring chiefly from a wish to make me feel that you do nq^
longer consider me as a stranger, but have accepted me as one of
^urselves, as a comrade who has fought now for nearly fifty years
in the ranks of the brave army of Oriental scholars in England^
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fever indeed could a General boast of a more brilliant staff ; and

we value those honours most which are bestowed upon us by our

3ers, believe me that I value the honour which you have conferred

1 me in electing me your President, as the highest bestowed upon

le during the whole of my long life in England, because it has

jen bestowed on me not only by my peers, but by my betters, not^

mly bymy best friends, but by my best judges.

But though the Presidential chair is this year so inadequately

led, never, I believe, has our Congress been able to boast of so

lustrious an array of Patrons, Vice-Presidents, and Presidents of

Sections as on this occasion. We count among our Presidents of

jctions one who, by common consent, may be called the most

)lebrated man of our country, Mr. Gladstone, celebrated alike as

statesman and as a scholar. We are proud of the presence of

lother statesman. Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant-Duff, who,

"as Governor of Madras, has rendered an illustrious name still more

illustrious, and whose knowledge often surprises us by its accuracy

even more than by its extent and variety. Nor would it be easy

to find stronger representatives in their special departments of

Oriental scholarship in this country than our Presidents, Sir_

Thomas Wade, Sir Raymond West, Professor Cowell, Professor,

Sayce, Professor Le Page Renouf, Professor Robertson Smith, Sir

Arthur Gordon, Sir Frederick Goldsmid, and Dr. Tylor.

To each and all of them and to their distinguished Secretaries I

now express, in the name of the Congress, our most respectful and

cordial thanks.

I have thus far explained to you our right to exist ; I shall now
to^explain the reason of our existence, or the objects which we

lave in_view in holding ftom time to time these Oriental Con-

•esses in the principal towns of Europe.

When we wish to express something removed from us as far as

^t can be, we use the expression " So far as the East is from the

^est." Now what we who are assembled here are aiming at, what

lay be called our real raison d'etre, is to bring the East, which

'seems so far from us, so distant from us, nay, often so strange and

indifferent to many of us, as near as possible—near to our thoughts,

near to our hearts. It seems strange indeed that there should ever

have been a frontier line to separate the East from the West, nor

is it easy to see at what time that line was first drawn, or whether

there were any physical conditions which necessitated such a line

of demarcation. The sun moves in unbroken continuity from East

to West, there is no break in his triumphant progress. Why
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should there ever have been a break in the triumphant progress of

the human race from East to West, and how could that break have

been brought about ? It is quite true that as long as we knojv'^

anything that deserves the name of history, that break exists. The_
Mediterranean with the Black Sea, the Caspian with the Ural

3iountains may be looked upon as the physical boundary that

separates the East from the West. The whole history of the West

seems so strongly determined by the Mediterranean, that Ewald

was inclined to include all Aryan nations under the name of

Mediterranean. But the Mediterranean ought to have formed not

only the barrier, but likewise the connecting-link between Asia and

Europe. Without that high-road leading to all the emporia of the

world, without the pure and refreshing breezes, without the infinite

laughter of the Mediterranean, there would never have been an

Athens, a Rome, there would never have been that spirited and

never resting Europe, so different from the solid and slowly chang-

ing Asiatic continent. Northern Africa, however, Egypt, Palestine,

Phenicia, and Arabia, though in close proximity to the Mediter-

ranean, belong in their history to the East, quite as much as

Babylon, Assyria, Media, Persia, and India. Even Asia Minor
formed only a temporary bridge between East and West, which

was drawn up again when it had served its purpose. We ourselves

have grown up so entirely in the atmosphere of Greek thought,

^that we hardly feel surprised when we see nations, such as the

Phenicians and Persians, looked upon by the Greeks as strangers

and barbarians, though in ancient times the former were far more_
^advanced in civilisation than the Greeks, and though the latter

spoke a language closely allied to the language of Homer, and
possessed a religion far more pure and elevated than that of the

Homeric Greeks. The Romans were the heirs of the Greeks, and
the whole of Europe succeeded afterwards to the intellectual inherit-

ance of Rome and Greece. Nor can we disguise the fact that we
ourselves have inherited from them something of that feeling of

strangeness between the West and the East, between the white and
the dark man, between the Aryan and the Semite, which ought
never to have arisen, and which is a disgrace to everybody who
harbours it. No one would in these Darwinian day§. venture to

doubt the homogeneousness of the human species, the brotherhood
of the whole human race ; but there remains the fact that, as in

ancient so in modern times, members of that one human species,

brothers of that one human family, look upon each other, not as

brothers, but as strangers, if not as enemies, divided not only by
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language^nd religion, but also^by what people call blood, whatever

ihej_rnsbj mean by that term.

Ijvish to point out that it constitutes one of the greatest achieve-

hments of Oriental scholarship to have proved by irrefragable evidence

that the complete break between East and West did not exist from

the beginning ; that in prehistoric times language formed really a

ond of union between the ancestors of many of the Eastern and

Western nations, while more recent discoveries have proved that in

historic times also language, which seemed to separate the great

nations of antiquity, never separated the most important among them
10 completely as to make all intellectual commerce and exchange

etween them impossible. These two discoveries seem to me to

form the highest glory of Oriental scholarship during the present

-century. Some of our greatest scholars—some of them here present

—-have contributed to these discoveries ; and I thought, therefore,

that they formed the most worthy subject to occupy our thoughts

at the beginning of our International Congress of Orientalists.

The Presidents of our Sections will probably dwell on the results

obtained during the last years in their own more special depart-

ments, I was anxious therefore to show that Oriental scholarship

hasalso made some substantial contributions to the general stock

of human knowledge, that it has added, in fact, a completely new
•chapter to the history of the world, and has changed another chapter,

formerly the oldest, but also the most barren, into a living picture,

full of human thought, of human fears, of human hopes.

I^begin with the prehistoric world which has actually been

brought to light for the first time by Oriental scholarship.

I confess I do not like the expression prehistoric. It is a vague

rm and almost withdraws itself from definition. If real history

egins only with the events of which we possess contemporaneous

itnesses, then, no doubt, the whole period of which we are now
peaking, and many later periods also, would have to be called pre-

istoric. But if history means, as it did originally, research,

d knowledge of real events based on such research, then the

vents of which we are going to speak are as real and as truly

istorical as the battle of Waterloo. It is often supposed that

tudents of Oriental languages and of the Science of Language
eal with words only. We have learnt by this time that there is

o such thing as " words only," that every new word represented

«ally a most momentous event in the development of our race.

What people call " mere words," are in truth the monuments of the

ercest intellectual battles, triumphal arches of the grandest victories
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won by the intellect of man. When man had formed names for

Jbody and soul, for father and mother, and not till then, did the

first act of human history begin. Not till there were names for

right and wrong, for God and man, could there be anything worthy

of the name of human society. Every new word was a discovery,

and these early discoveries, if but properly understood, are more

important to us than the greatest conquests of the Kings of Egypt

and Babylon. Not one of our greatest explorers has unearthed

with his spade or pickaxe more splendid palaces and temples,

whether in Egypt or in Babylon, than the etymologist. Every word

I

is the palace of a human thought ; and in scientific etymology we

possess the charm with which to call these ancient thoughts back

to life. It is the study of words, it is the Science of Language,

that has withdrawn the curtain which formerly concealed these

ancient times and their intellectual struggles from the sight of

historians. Even now, when scholars speak of languages, and

families of languages, they often forget that languages mean
speakers of languages, and families of speech presuppose_real

families, or classes, or powerful confederacies, which have struggled

for their existence and held their ground against all enemies.

Languages, as we read in the Book of Daniel, are the same as

nations that dwell on all the earth. If, therefore, Greeks and

llomans, Celts, Germans, Slavs, Persians, and Indians, speaking

different languages, and each forming a separate nationality, con-

stitute, as long as we know them, a real historical fact, there is

^another fact equally real and historical, though we may refer it to a

prehistoric period, namely, that there was a time when the ancestors

of all these nations and languages formed one compact body,

speaking one and the same language, a language so real, so truly

historical, that without it there would never have been a real Greek,

a real Latin language, never a Greek Republic, never a Roman
Timpire

; there would have been no Sanskrit, no Vedas, no Avesta,.

no Plato, no Greek New Testament. We know with the same
"certainty that other nations and languages also, which in historical

times stand before us so isolated as Phenician, Hebrew, Babylonian,
and Arabic, presuppose a prehistoric, that is, an antecedent powerful
Semitic confederacy, held together by the bonds of a common lan-

guage, possibly by the same laws, and by a belief in the same gods.

Unless the ancestors of these nations and languages had once lived

and worked together, there would have been no common arsenal
from which the leading nations of Semitic history could have taken
their armour and their swords, the armour and swords which they
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rielded in their intellectaal struggles, and many of which we are

bill wielding ourselves in our wars of liberation from error, and in

jconquests of truth. These are stern, immovable facts, just as

it Blanc is a stern, irremovable fact, though from a distance we
lust often be satisfied with seeing its gigantic outline only, not all

its glaciers and all its crevasses. What I mean is that we must

lot attempt to discover too much of what happened thousands of

rears ago, or strain our sight to see what, from this distance in time,

re cannot see.

When we are asked, for instance, in what exact part of the world

these ancient consolidations took place, every true scholar, and every

honest historian knows that such a question is almost idle, because

it does not admit of a definite or positive answer. It is easy to fix

on this or that indication in order to assign with the greatest con-

fidence the^ original liome of llie .Vryas to this or that place in Asia

or Europe. The very North Pole has been pointed out by a learned

and ingenious American scholar as the most probable home of the

whole of mankind. All true scholars, I believe, admit that we must

be satisfied with the general statement that the consolidation of the

Aryan.speakers took place " somewhere in Asia," for they know that

this " somewhere in Asia" is not quite so vast and vague as it sounds,

there being a number of countries which no scholar would ever

dream of as possible homes of the Aryas at that early time, such

as Siberia in the North, China in the East, India in the Souths

Arabia and Asia Minor in the West of the Asiatic continent.

Nothing has shaken the belief, for I do not call it more, that the

)ldest home of the Aryas was in the East. All theories in favour

)f other localities, of which we have heard so much of late, whether

In favour of Scandinavia, Russia, or Germany, rest on evidence far

lore precarious than that which was collected by the founders of

Comparative Philology. Only we must remember, what is so often

forgotten, that when we say Aryas, we predicate nothing—we can

)redicate nothing—but language. We know, of course, that

mguages presuppose speakers ; but when we say Aryas, we say

nothing about skulls, or hair, or eyes, or skin, as little as when we
say Christians or Mohammedans, English or Americans. All that

has been said and written about the golden hair, the blue eyes, and

the noble profile of the Aryas, is pure invention, unless we are

prepared to say that Socrates, the wisest of the Greeks, was not an

Arya, but a Mongolian. We ought, in fact, when we speak of

Aryas, to shut our eyes most carefully against skulls, whether^

dolichocephalic or brachycephalic, or mesocephalic, whether ortho-
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gnathic, prognathic, or mesognathic. We are completely agnostic

as to all that, and we gladly leave it to others to discover, if they

can, whether the ancestors of the Aryan speakers rejoiced in a

Neanderthal or any other kind of skull that has been discovered in

Europe or Asia. Till people will learn this simple lesson, which

has been inculcated for years by such high authorities as Horatio

Hale, Powell, and Brinton, all discussions on the original"Koine ^f

the Aryas are so much waste of time and temper.

There is the same difference of opinion as to the original home

of the Semites^ but all Semitic scholars agree that it was *^ some-

where m Asia." The idea that the Semites proceeded from Armenia

has hardly any defenders left, though it is founded on an ancient

tradition preserved in Genesis. An eminent scholar, who at the last

moment was prevented by domestic affliction from attending our

Congress, Professor Guidi,* holds that the Semites came probably

from the Lower Euphrates. Other scholars, particularly Dr.

Sprenger, place the Semitic cradle in Arabia. Professor Noldeke

takes much the same view with regard to the home of the Semites,

which I take with regard to the home of the Aryas. We cannot

with certainty fix on any particular spot, but that it was " somewhere

in Asia," no scholar would ever doubt.

It is well known also that some high authorities, Dr. Hommel,
for instance, and Professor Schmidt, hold that the ancestors of the^

Semites and Aryas must for a time have lived in close proximity,

which would be a' new confirmation of the Asiatic origin of the

Aryas. But we hardly want that additional support. Benfey's

arguments in favour of a European origin of the Aryas were, no

doubt, very ingenious. But, as his objections have now been

answered one by one,t the old arguments for an Asiatic home seem
to me to have considerably gained in strength. I, at all events,

can no longer join in the jubilant chorus that, like all good things,

our noble ancestors, the Aryas, came from Germany. Dr. Schrader,

who is often quoted as a decided supporter of a European origin of

the Aryas, is far too conscientious a scholar to say more than that

all he has written on the subject should be considered "as purely

tentative" (Preface, p. vi.).

With regard to time, our difficulties are greater still, and to

attempt to solve difficulties which cannot be solved, seems to me no
better than the old attempt to square the circle. If people are

* Delia sede primitiva dei Popoli Semitici, "Proceedings of the Accademia dei
incei," 1878-79.

t '• Three Lectures on the Science of Language," pp. 60 seq.
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satisfied with approximate estimates, such as we are accustomed to

m geology, they may say that some of the Aryan languages such as

Sanskrit in India, Zend in Media, must have been finished and used

m metrical form about 2000 B.C. Greek followed soon after. And
when it is said that these languages were finished 2000 B.C., thftt

means simply that they had become independent varieties of that

^^pical Aryan language which had itself reached a highly finished

state long before it was broken up into these dialects. This typical

language has been called the Proto-Aryan language. "We are often

asked why it should be impossible to calculate how many centuries

it must have taken before that Proto-Aryan language could have

-become so differentiated and so widely divergent as Sanskrit is from

reek, or Latin from Gothic. If we argued geologically, we might

say, no doubt, that it took a thousand years to produce so small a

divergence as that between Italian and French, and that therefore

many thousands of years would not suffice to account for such a

divergence as that between Sanskrit and Greek. We might there-

fore boldly place the first divergence of the Aryan languages at

5000 B.C., and refer the united Aryan period to the time before

5000. B.C. That period again would require many thousands of

years, if we are to account for all that had already become dead

and purely formal in the Proto-Aryan language, before it began to

break up into its six ethnic varieties, that is, into Celtic, Teutonic,

Slavonic, Gi^eek, Latin, and Indo-Eranic. The whole grammatical

framework of that Proto-Aryai^ language must have been finished

before that time, so that but little had to be added afterwards. Not
only was there a common stock of roots, but all thematic suffixes for

the formation of nouns, adjectives, and derivative words had been

settled, the terminations of declension and conjugation had become

fixed, the formation of feminines was recognised as well as the de-

grees of comparison, and there was a whole treasury of words, many
of them already with secondary and tertiary meanings. All this

must have been finished before there was a Sanskrit language dif-

ferent from Greek, or a Geeek language different from Latiu.

These common Aryan w^ords have often been used as reflect-

in^^__the_ state of thought and civilisation previous to what I

call the Aryan separation, previous to 5000 B.C., nowhere more

completely than in Schrader's useful work, " Prehistoric Anti-

quities." The original elaboration of that wonderful work of art

which we call language must have required even more time than its

later differentiation. When I say that the elaboration of a whole

system of grammatical forms must have taken more time than its
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later differentiation, what I mean is that many of the features which

distinguish Sanskrit from Greek, and Greek from Latin, need not

be considered at all as new creations, but should rather be looked

upon as remnants of a great mass of dialectic variety which existed

i!i the common Aryan speech, and were retained some by Sanskrit,

others by Greek. It has been clearly established, for instance,

through the labours of Brugmann, Osthoff, Collitz, Tick, and others,

that the Proto-Aryan language possessed three varieties of the short

vowel a, which had been differentiated before the Aryan separation

took place into a, e, o. In Sanskrit we have no short e and o, at

least not in classical Sanskrit. But it must be remembered that in

Sanskrit the short vowel a is never written after consonants, and

that we know nothing of its peculiar pronunciation at different

times, except, as Pacini says, that it differed from that of all the

other vowels. That in certain cases it was in Sanskrit also pro-

nounced like e, we know by the effect which that palatalised vowel

has produced on a preceding k, by imparting to it the palatal

character of cli. The fact that in Sanskrit the copula which corre-

sponds to Latin que and Greek re is clia, and not ka, shows that the

vowel must at one time in Sanskrit also have been pronounced c,

and not a or o, as it was in the interrogative pronoun ka.

If we find the verbal augment in Sanskrit and Zend and then

again in Armenian and Greek, we may be quite certain that these

four languages did not invent it independently, but that it existed

as an optional element in Proto-Aryan times.

Even the Greek passive Aorist in Orjv^ which has often been
pointed out as a piece of purely Greek workmanship, has many
analogies in other Aryan languages, as Curtius has shown in his

excellent work on the Greek Verb.

If then we must follow the example of geology and fix chronolo-
gical limits for the growth of the Proto-Aryan language, previous to

the consolidation of the six national languages, io,000 B.C. would
by no means be too distant, as the probable limit of what I should
call our historical knowledge of the existence of Aryan speakers
somewhere in Asia.

And what applies to those Aryan speakers applies with even
greater force to the Semitic, because the earliest monuments of
Semitic speech, differentiated as Babylonian, Phenician, Hebrew, and
Arabic, go back, as we are told, far beyond the earliest documents
of Sanskrit or Greek. Here also we must admit a long period pre-
vious to the formation of the great national languages, because thus
only can the fact be accounted for that on many points so modern a
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language as Arabic is more primitive than Hebrew, while in other

grammatical formations Hebrew is more primitive than Arabic*

Whether jt is possible that these two linguistic consolidations,

the Arjran and Semitic, came originally from a common source, is a

question which scholars do not like to ask, because they know that

it does not admit of a scholarlike answer. No scholar would deny

the possibility of an original community between the two, during

their radical period, and previous to the development of any gram-

matical forms. But the handling of this kind of linguistic proto-

plasm is not congenial to the student of language and must be left

to other hands. Still, such attempts should not be discouraged

altogether, and if they are carried out in the same spirit in which

in the last number of the " Journal of the German Oriental Society,"

Professor Erman has tried to prove a close relationship between

Semitic and Egyptian, they deserve the highest credit. Another

question also which carries us back still further into unknown
antiquity, whether it is possible to account for the origin of lan-

guages or rather of human speech in general, is one which scholars

eschew, because it is one to be handled by philosophers rather than

by students of language. I must confess, the deeper we delve, the

farther the solution of this problem seems to recede from our grasp

;

id we may here too learn the old lesson that our mind was not

lade to grasp beginnings. We know the beginnings of nothing

this world, and the problem of the origin of language, which ffi

but another name for the origin of thought, evades our com- ^
)rehension quite as much as the problem of the origin of our

)lanet and of the life upon it, or the origin of space and time,

whether without or within us. History can dig very deep, but,

Jike the shafts of our mines, it is always arrested before it has

ached the very lowest stratum. Students of language, and 1^'

)articularly, students of Oriental languages, have solved the prob-

lem of the origin of species in language, and they had done so

'long before the days of Darwin ; but, like Darwin, they have to

accept certain original germs as given, and they do not venture

to pierce into the deepest mysteries of actual creation or cosmic

beginnings.

And yet, though accepting this limitation of their labours as the

common fate of all human knowledge, Oriental scholars have not

altogether laboured in vain. No history of the world can in future

be written without its introductory chapter on the great consolida-

tions of the ancient Aryan and Semitic speakers. That chapter

* See Driver, " Hebrew Tenses," p. 132.
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may be called jpre-historic, but the facts with which it deals are

thoroughly ^storical, and I say once more, in the eyes of the

student of language they are as real as the battle of Waterloo.

They form the solid foundation of all later history. They deter-

mine the course of the principal nations of ancient history as the

mountains determine the course of rivers. Try _ only to realise

what is meant by the fact that there was a time, and there was _au.

place, where the ancestors of the poets of the Veda and of the^

prophets of the Zend Avesta shook hands and conversed freely with

the' ancestors of Homer, nay, with our own linguistic ancestors, and

you will see what a shifting of scenery, what a real transformation-

scene Oriental students have produced on the historical stage of

the world. They have brought together the most valuable, and yet

the least expensive museum of antiquities, namely, the words which

date from the time of an undivided Aryan and an undivided Semitic

brotherhood ; relics older than all Babylonian tablets or Egyptian

papyri ; relics of their common thoughts, their common religion,

their common mythology, their common folk-lore, nay, as has lately

been shown by Leist, Kohler, and others, relics of their common
jurisprudence also.

Here too there has been much useless controversy. It is as

clear as daylight that when we find a number of words which all

Aryan languages share in common, these words and the ideas

which they express, must have been known before the Proto-Aryan

language was differentiated as Sanskrit, Persian, Greek, Latin, and

all the rest. It has been possible to put together these fragmentary

words into a kind of mosaic picture, giving us an idea of the degree

of civilisation reached before the Aryan separation. To some

students this picture or this idyll (elBuWiov), seemed to disclose

a much higher advance of civilisation than they expected in such

early times. They therefore wrote rapturously of those early Aryas,

who called themselves j^rj/ct, or noble, though originally this self-

glorious name need not have meant more than tillers of the soil.

Others, on the contrary, still under the influence of Kousseau's

school, claimed these Aryas as true representatives of the Noble

Savage, with all the vices as well as the virtues of the Child of

^ature_^ Such a controversy is simply barren. What the true

scholar values are the linguistic materials, brought together and

critically sifted by the industry and ingenuity of men such as Bopp,

Kuhn, Benfey, and last not least, Dr. Schrader, who have drawn
this picture of ancient Aryan civilisation with almost Pre-Eaphaelite

minuteness. Till some one has given us a definition of what is
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meant by Savage, it does not matter whether we call these un-

divided Aryas savages or sages. _The only important point in the

eyes of a scholar is that we should know the words, and therefore
|

the thoughts, which the Aryas shared in common before they broke '

up from their old common Aryan home.

At the present moment, when the whole world is preparing for

the celebration of the discovery of America, or what is called the

New World, let us not forget that the discoverers of that Old, that

Prehistoric World of which I have been speaking, deserve our

gratitude, as much as Columbus and his companions. The dis-

"coveries of Sir William Jones, Schlegel, Humboldt, and of my own
masters and fellow-workers Bopp, Pott, Burnouf, Benfey, Kuhn, and

Curtius, will for ever remain a landmark in the studies devoted to

the history, that is, the knowledge of our race, and, in the end, the

knowledge of ourselves. If others have followed in their footsteps,

and have proved that these bold discoverers have sometimes been on

a wrong track, let them have full credit for what they have added,

for what they have corrected, and what they have rejected—but a

Moses who fights his way through the wilderness, though he dies

before .he enters on the full possession of the promised land, is

greater than all the Joshuas that cross the Jordan and divide the

land. Many travellers now find their way easily to Africa and

back ; but the first who toiled alone to discover the sources of the

Nile, men such as Burton, Speke, and Livingstone, required often

greater faith and greater pluck than those who actually discovered

them. As long as I live, I shall protest against all attempts to

belittle the true founders of the Science of Language. Their very

mistakes often display more genius than the corrections of their

Epigoni.

It may be said that this great discovery of a whole act in the

drama of the world, the very existence of which was unknown to

bur forefathers, was due to the study of the Science of Language

rather than to Oriental Scholarship. But where would the Science

of Language have been without the students of Sanskrit and Zend,

ofHebrew and Arabic ? At a Congress of Orientalists we have a

right to claim what is due to them, and I doubt whether anybody

here present would deny that it is due in the first place to Oriental

scholars, such as Sir W. Jones, Colebrooke, Schlegel, Bopp, Burnouf,

Lassen, and Kuhn, if we now have a whole period added to the

history of the world, if we now can prove that long before we know
anything of Homeric Greece, of Yedic India, of Persia, Greece, Italy,

and all the rest of Europe, there was a real historical community
B
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formed by the speakers of Aryan tongues, that they were closely^

held together by the bonds of a common speech and common^

thoughts. It is equally due to the industry and genius of Oriental

scholars such as De Sacy, Gesenius, Ewald, and my friend the late

Professor Wright, if it can_no longer be doubted that the ancestors

of the speakers of Babylonian and Assyrian, Syriac, Hebrew^__

Phenician, and Arabic formed once one consolidated brotherhood

of Semitic speech, and that, however different they are, when they

"appear for the first time in their national costumes on the stage of

history, they could once understand their common words and common

thoughts, like members of one and the same family. Surely this^

is an achievement on which Oriental scholarship has a right to take

pride, when it is challenged to produce its title to the gratitude of

the world at large.

If we now turn our attention to another field of Oriental scholar-

ship which has been fruitful of results of the greatest importance to

the student of history, and to the world at large, we shall be able

to show, not indeed that Oriental scholars have created^ _a_whole

period of history, as in the case of the Aryas and Semites, before

.

their respective separation, but that they have inspired the oldest

period in the history of the world with a new life and meaning.^

Instead of learning by heart the unmeaning names of kings and the

dates of their battles, whether in Egypt, or Babylon, in Syria and

Palestine, we have been enabled, chiefly through the marvellous dis-

coveries of Oriental scholars, to watch their most secret thoughts, to

comprehend their motives, to listen to their prayers, to read even

their private and confidential letters. Think only what ancient

Egypt was to us a hundred years ago ! A Sphinx buried in a

desert, with hardly any human features left. And now—not only

do we read the hieroglyphic, the hieratic, and demotic inscriptions,

not only do we know the right names of kings and queens 4000
or 5000 years B.C., but we know their gods, their worship; we

know their laws and their poetry ; we know their folk-lore and even

their novels. Their prayers are full of those touches which make

the whole world feel akin. Here is the true Isis, here is Human
Nature, unveiled. The prayers of Babylon are more formal ; still,

how much more living is the picture they give us of the humanity

of Babylon and Nineveh, than all the palaces, temples, and halls ?

And as to India, think what India was to the scholars of the last

century ? A name and not much more._ And now ! Not only

have the ancient inhabitants ceased to be mere idolaters or niggers,

they have been recognised as our brothers in language and thought.
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The Veda has revealed to us the earliest phases in the history of

natural religion, and has placed in our hands the only safe key to

the secrets of Aryan mythology. Nay, I do not hesitate to say that

there are rays of light in the Upanishads and in the ancient philo-

sophy of^theVedanta which will throw new light even to-day on

some of the problems nearest to our own hearts. And not only

has each one of the ancient Oriental Kingdoms been reanimated and

iiade
to speak to us, like the grey, crumbling statue of Memnon,

rhen touched by the rays of the dawn, but we have also gained a

ew insight into the mutual relations of the principal nations of

ntiquity. Formerly, when we had to read the history of the

ncient world, every one of the great Kingdoms of the East seemed

stand by itself, isolated from all the rest, having its own past,

unconnected with the past history of other countries.

China, for instance, was a world by itself. It had always been

inhabited by a peculiar people, different in thought, in language,

and in writing even from its nearest neighbours.

Egy^t, in the grey morning of antiquity, seemed to stand alone,

like a pyramid in a desert, self-contained, proud, and without any

interest in the outside world, entirely original in its language, its

alphabet, its literature, its art, and its religion.

India, again, has always been a world by itself, either entirely

unknown to the Northern nations, or surrounded in their eyes by

a golden mist of fable and mystery.

The same applies more or less to the great Mesopotamian King-

doms, to Babylon and Nineveh. They too have their own language,

their own alphabet, their own religion, their own art. They seem

to owe nothing to anybody else.

It is somewhat different with Media and Persia, but this is

chiefly due to our knowing hardly anything of these countries

before they appear in conflict with their neighbours, either as

conquerors or as conquered, on the ancient battlefields of history.

In fact if we look at the old maps of the ancient world, we see

them coloured with different and strongly contrasting colours, which

admit of no shading, of no transition from one to the other.

Every country seemed a world by itself, and, so far as we can

judge from the earliest traditions which have reached us, each

nation claimed even its own independent creation, whether from

their own gods, or from their own native soil. China knows

nothing of what is going on in Babylon and Egypt, Egypt hardly

knows the name of India, India looks upon all that is beyond the

Himalayan snows as fabulous, while the Jews more than all the
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rest felt themselves a peculiar people, the chosen people of

God.

Until lately, if it was asked whether there was any communica-

tion at ail between the leading historical nations of the East, the

answer was that no communication, no interchange of thought, no

mutual influence was possible, because language, placed a barrier

between them which made communication, and more particularly

free intellectual intercourse, entirely impossible.

If, therefore, it seemed that some of these ancient nations shared

certain ideas, beliefs or customs in common, the answer always was

that they could not have borrowed one from the other, because

there was really no channel through which they could have com-

municated, or borrowed from each other by means of a rational and

continuous converse. Thanks to the more recent researches of

Oriental scholars, this is no longer §0j^ One of the first and one of
'

the strongest procrts that there was, in very ancient times, a very

active intellectual intercourse between Aryan and Semitic nations

is the Greek Alphabet. The Greeks never made any secret of

their having borrowed their letters from Phenician schoolmasters.

They called their letters Phenician, as we call our numerical figures

Arabic, while the Arabs called them Indian. The very name of

Alphabet in Greek is the best proof that at the time when the

Greeks were the pupils of Phenician writing-masters, the secondary

names of the Semitic letters, Aleph, Beth, Gimel, Daleth, had

already been accepted. Originally the Aleph was the picture not

of a bull, but of an eagle ; Beth not of a house, but of another

bird ; Gimel not of a camel, but of a vessel with a handle ; Daleth

of a stretched out hand. This intercourse between Phenicians and

Greeks must have taken place previous to the beginning of any

written literature in Greece, previous therefore to the seventh

century at least. When we speak of Greeks and Phenicians in

general, we must guard against thinking of whole nations, or of

large numbers. The work of humanity in the past, more even

than in the present, was carried on by the few, not by the many,

by what Disraeli called "the men of light and leading," the so-

called Path-makers of the ancient world. They represent unknown
millions, standing behind them, as a Commander-in-chief represents

a whole array that follows him. The important point is that in

the alphabet we have before us a tangible document, attesting a

real communication between these leaders of progress and civilisa-

tion in the East and in the West, a bridge between Phenicia and

Greece, between Semitic and Aryan people. The name of the
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letter aljoha in the Greek alphabet is a more irresistible proof of

Phenician influence than all the legends about Kadmos and Thebes,

about a Phenician Herakles or a Phenician Aphrodite. It is

strange that not one of the classical scholars who have written on

the traces of Phenician influence in the religion and mythology of

Greece should have availed himself of the Greek alphabet as the

most palpable proof of a real and most intimate intercourse between

the Phenicians and the early inhabitants of Greece.

But later discoveries have opened even wider vistas. It was

one of the most brilliant achievements, due to the genius of the

Vicomte de Roug^, to have shown that, though they discovered

many things, the Phenicians did not discover the letters of the

alphabet. Broken arches of the same bridge that led from Phenicia

to Greece, have been laid bare, and they lead clearly from Phenicia

back to Egypt. It is well known that even the ancients hardly

ever doubted that the alphabet was originally discovered in Egypt,

and carried from thence by the Phenicians to Greece and Italy.

Plato, Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch, and Gellius, all speak of Egypt

as the cradle of the alphabet, and Tacitus (Annals, xi. 14), who
seems 'to have taken a special interest in this subject, is most

explicit on that point. It was supposed for a time that the

Egyptians simply took certain hieroglyphic signs, and made them

stand for their initial letters. This was called the akrological

theory, but it is no longer tenable. The alphabet was never a

discovery, in the usual sense of the word ; it was like all the

greatest discoveries, a natural growth. It arose, without any inten-

tional effort, from the employment of what are called complementary

hieroglyphics.* Thus in hieroglyphic writing the wall with battle-

ments expresses the syllable Men ; but with the waved line written

under it. This waved line is called the complement of the battle-

ments, and is always to be understood after it, even if it is not

expressed. In like manner, the crux ansata has for its comple-

ments the waved line and the sieve, and if they are not there, they

have to be supplied. This crux ansata means life, and is pro-

nounced anch. It was therefore an almost irresistible conclusion

that led the ancient Egyptians to suppose that the battlement, when
followed by the waved line, stood, not for Men^ but only for iiu

while the waved line stood for n ; or that the criwc ansata seemed

to represent the initial A only, while the nch were figured by the

waved line and the sieve. In the end the result is the same;

certain hieroglyphics were accepted as standing for their initial

* Hincks, " Egyptian Alphabet," p. 7.
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letters, but the process, as I have tried to explain it, is more

natural, and therefore, from an historical point of view, more

true.

AVhat the Vicomte de Rouge did was to select the most ancient

torms of the Phenician alphabet, as they are found on the sarco-

phagus of Eshmunezar (or better still, on the Stone of Mesha, which

was not known in his time), and to show how near they came, not

indeed to the most ancient hieroglyphics, but to certain hieratic

cursive signs which have the same phonetic values as their corre-

sponding Phenician letters. This was a most brilliant discovery,

and I still possess a very scarce paper which he sent me in 1859.

He never published a full account of his discovery himself, but after

his death his notes were published by his son in 1874.

I know quite well that some scholars have remained sceptical

as to the Egyptian origin of the Phenician letters. My friend

Lepsius was never quite convinced. Attempts have been made to

derive the Phenician letters from a cuneiform source or from the

Cypriote letters, but the result has hitherto been far from satis-

factory. The Phenician letters must have had ideographic ante-

cedents. Where are we to look for them, if not in Egypt ? What
has always made me feel convinced that Rouge was right, is the

fact that we have to deal with a series, and that 1 5 out of the

23 letters of this series are almost identical in Phenician and in

Egyptian. We are perfectly justified, therefore, in making a certain

allowance for some modifications in the rest. These modifications

are certainly not greater than the modifications which the Phenician

letters underwent later in their travels over the whole civilised

world. But there is another argument in Rouge's favour which

has often been ignored, namely, the fact that the Egyptians, when-

ever they had to transcribe foreign words, have fixed in many cases

on the identical letters which served as the prototypes of the

Phenician alphabet. This fact, first pointed out by Dr. Hincks,

is one of the many valuable services which that ingenious scholar

has rendered to hieroglyphic studies ; and the Vicomte de Roug^

has been the first to acknowledge how much his own discovery

owes to the labours of Dr. Hincks, particularly to his paper on the

Egyptian alphabet published in the " Transactions of the Irish Aca-

demy "in 1847. All the facts concerning the history of the alphabet

have been carefully put together in Lenormant's great work : Essai

S2cr la Propagation de l'Alphabet PMnicien. Here, then, we have a

clear line of communication between Egypt, Phenicia, and Greece,

which Oriental scholarship has laid bare before our eyes. To judge
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from the character of the hieratic letters as copied by the Phenicians,

the copying must have taken place about the nineteenth century B.C. ;*

according to others, even at an earlier date. It is well known that

hieroglyphic writing for monumental purposes goes back in Egypt

to the Fourth, or even the Second Dynasty,t and on these earliest

inscriptions we not only find the hieroglyphic system of writing fully

developed, but we actually see hieroglyphic pictures of paper| and

books, of inkstands and pens. But here, again, the beginnings

escape us, and the origin of writing, though we know the conditions

under which it took place, withdraws itself from our sight, almost

as much as the origin of language itself. The question has been

asked whether, as the oldest cuneiform writing clearly betrays an

ideographic origin, its first germs could be traced back to the ideo-

graphic alphabet of Egypt. This would make Egypt the school-

niaster, or at least the older schoolfellow of the Mesopotamian

Kingdoms. But whatever the future may disclose, at present

Oriental scholarship has no evidence with which to confirm such a

hypothesis.

The same applies to another hypothesis which has been advocated

with 'great ingenuity by one of the Members of our Congress, M.

Terrien de Lacouperie. He thinks it possible to show that the

oldest Chinese letters which, as is generally admitted, had an ideo-

graphic beginning, like that of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, owed

their first origin to Babylon. It is generally supposed that the

cuneiform alphabet used by the Semitic inhabitants of Babylonia

and Assyria was invented by a non-Semitic race, called Sumerians

and Accadiaus. Whether the Chinese borrowed from these races

lor from the Babylonians is difficult to decide. It must likewise

[remain for the present an open question whether these Sumerians

and Accadians can be identified with a race dwelling originally in

the North and East of Asia. There are scholars who place the

original home of the Accadians on the Persian Gulf, though the

evidence for this view also is very weak. We must not forget that

ideographs, such as pictures of sun and moon, or of the super-

incumbent sky, of mountains and plants, of the mouth and nose, of

eyes and ears, must of necessity share certain features in common,

in whatever country they are used for hieroglyphic purposes. The

scholar has the same feeling with regard to these very general

* J. de Koug^, M6moire sur I'Origine Egyptienne de VAlphabet PMnicien, 1874,

p. 108.

t In the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford is a monument of the Second Dynasty.

+ Roug^, 1. c. p. 103.
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ideographic pictures which he has with regard to the very indefinite

roots of language, which are supposed to be shared in common by

the Semitic and Aryan families of speech. Both are too proto-

plastic, too jellylike, too indefinite for scientific handling.* Still no

researches, if only carried on methodically, should be discouraged

a priori, and we must always be willing to learn new lessons, how-

ever much they may shock our inherited opinions. It is not so

very long ago that the best Semitic scholars stood aghast at the

idea that the cuneiform letters were borrowed from a non-Semitic

race, and that some of the cuneiform inscriptions should contain

specimens of a non-Semitic or Accadian language. We have got

over this surprise, and though there are still some formidable

sceptics, the fact seems now generally recognised that there was

in very ancient times an intercourse between the Semitic and non-

Semitic races of Asia, as there was between the Egyptians and the

Phenicians, and between the Phenicians and Greeks, that is between

the greatest people of antiquity, and that these non-Semitic people

or Accadians were really the schoolmasters of the founders of the

great Mesopotamian kingdoms. But though we must for the

present consider any connection between Chinese and Babylonian

writing as extremely doubtful, there can be no doubt as to the

rapid advance of the cuneiform system of writing itself, from East

to West. This wonderful invention, more mysterious even than

the hieroglyphic alphabet, soon overflowed the frontiers of the

Mesopotamian kingdoms, and found its way into Persia and
Armenia, where it was used, though for the purpose of inscriptions

only, by people speaking both Aryan and non-Aryan languages.

Here, then, we see again an ancient intercourse between people

who were formerly considered by all historians as entirely separate,

and we are chiefly indebted to English scholars, such as Rawlinson,

Norris, Sayce, Pinches, and others, for having brought to light some
of the ruins of that long buried bridge on which the thoughts of

the distant East may have wandered towards the West.

Few generations have witnessed so many discoveries in Oriental

scholarship, and have lived through so many surprises as our own.
If any two countries seemed to have been totally separated in

ancient times by the barriers both of language and writing, they

were Egypt with its hieroglyphic and Babylon with its arrow-

headed literature. We only knew of one communication between

* Professor Hommel, in his paper submitted to our Congress, has pointed out
striking similarities between Egyptian hieroglyphics and corresponding Babylonian
ideographs. Who was the inventor and who the borrower, adhuc sub judice lis est.
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Egypt and its powerful neighbours and enemies, carried on through

the inarticulate and murderous language of war, of spears and

arrows, but not of arrow-headed writings. Who could have sup-

posed that the rows of wedges covering the cylinders of Babylonian

libraries, which have taxed the ingenuity of our cleverest de-

cipherers, were read without any apparent difficulty by scribes and

scholars in Egypt about 1500 B.C.? Yet we possess now in the

tablets found at Tel-el-Amarna in Egypt, a kind of diplomatic

correspondence, carried on at that early time, more than a thousand

years before the invasion of Greece by Persia, between the Kings

of Egypt and their friends and vassals in Babylon, Syria, and

Palestine. These letters were docketed in Egypt in hieratic writ-

ing, like the despatches in our Foreign Office. They throw much
light on the political relations then existing between the Kings of

Egypt and the Kings of Western Asia, their political and matri-

monial alliances, and likewise on the trade carried on between

different countries. They confirm statements known to us from

hieroglyphic inscriptions in Egypt, more particularly those in the

temple of Karnak. The spelling is chiefly syllabic, the language

an Assyrian dialect. Doubtful Accadian words are often followed

and explained by glosses in what may be called a Canaanite dialect,

which comes very near to Hebrew. But how did the Kings of

Egypt understand these cuneiform despatches ? It is true we meet

sometimes with the express statement that those to whom these

missives were addressed had understood them,* as if this could not

always be taken for granted. It is true also that these letters

were mostly brought by messengers who might have helped in

interpreting them, provided they had learnt to speak and read

Egyptian. But what is more extraordinary still, the King of Egypt

himself, Amenophis III., when writing to a king whose daughter

he wishes to marry, writes a despatch in cuneiform letters, and in

a language not his own, unless we suppose that the tablet which

we possess was simply a translation sent to the King Kallimma

Sin, and as such kept in the archives of the Egyptian Foreign

Office.

It is curious to observe that the King of Egypt, though quite

willing to marry the daughters of smaller potentates, is not at all

disposed to send Egyptian princesses to them. For he writes in

one of his letters (p. 29), " A daughter of the King of the land of

Egypt has never been given to a 'Nobody.'" Whatever else we

may learn from these letters, they are not patterns of diplomatic

* See tablets xxvi., Ix., Ixix., Ixxxiv.
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language, if indeed the translation is in this case quite faithful.* In

these despatches, dating from 1400 B.C., a number of towns are

mentioned, many of which have the same names as those known to

us from hieroglyphic inscriptions. Some of these names have even

survived to our own time, such as Misirim for Egypt, Damascus,

Megiddo, Tyre (Surrii), Sidon (Siduna), Byblos (Guble), Beyrut

(Biruta), Joppa (Yapu), and others. Even the name of Jerusalem

has been discovered by Sayce in these tablets, as Uru'salim, mean-

ing in Assyrian the town of peace, a name which must have existed

before the Jews took possession of Canaan. Some of these tablets

(eighty-two) may be seen at the British Museum, others (160) at

Berlin, most of the rest are in the Museum at Gizeh. We are

indebted to Mr. Budge for having secured these treasures for

the British Museum, and to Dr. Bezold and Mr. Budge for having

translated and published them.

To us this correspondence is of the greatest importance, as show-

ing once more the existence of a literary and intellectual intercourse

between Western Asia and Egypt, of which historians had formerly

no suspicion. If we can once point to such an open channel as

that through which cuneiform tablets travelled from Babylonia and

Syria to Egypt, we shall be better prepared to understand the

presence in Egypt of products of artistic workmanship also, from

Western Asia, nay, from Cyprus, and even from Mycenae. I possessed

potsherds sent to me by Schliemann from Mycenae, which might

have been broken off from the same vessels of which fragments have

been found at lalysos, and lately in Egypt by Mr. Flinders Petrie.

I have sent these potsherds to the British Museum to be placed by

the side of the pottery from lalysos, and to our University Museum
at Oxford. Mr. Flinders Petrie in the Academy, June 25, 1892,

writes :
" Mykenaean vase-types are found in Egypt with scarabs, &c.,

of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and conversely objects of the Eighteenth

Dynasty, including a royal scarab, are found at Mykenae. And
again, hundreds of pieces of pottery, purely Mykenaean in style,,

have been found in various dateable discoveries in Egypt, and with-

out exception every datum for such lies between 1500 and iioo
B.C. and earlier rather than later in that rangre." I do not mean to

say that this fixes the date of the Mykenaean pottery, nor do I wish

to rely on evidence which is contested by some of the best Egyptian

scholars ; otherwise I should gladly have appealed to the names of

* My scepticism on this point has been confirmed, for I see in an article by Pro-

fessor Sayce in the last number of the Academy that this translation is not quite

correct.
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the Mysians, Lycians, Carians, lonians, and Dardanians, discovered in

the Epic of Pantanr about 1400 B.C., in the reign of Rameses II.

;

and to the name of Achaeans read by certain Egyptian scholars in

an inscription at Karnak, ascribed to the time of Meneptah, the son

of Rameses II. What we shall have to learn more and more is that

the people of antiquity, even though they spoke different languages

and used different alphabets, knew far more of each other, even at

the time of Amenophis III., or 1400 B.C., than was supposed by

even the best historians. The ancient world was not so large and

wide as it seemed, and the number of representative men was evi-

dently very small. The influence of Babylon extended far and

wide. We know that several of the strange gods worshipped by

the Jews, such as Rimmon, Nebo, and Sin, came from Babylon.

The authority of Egypt also was felt in Palestine, in Syria, and like-

wise in Babylon. The authenticity of the cuneiform despatches

found at Tel-el-Amarna in Egypt has lately received an unexpected

confirmation from tablets found at Tel-el-Hesy, probably the ancient

Lachish. Here a letter has been found addressed to Zimrida, who

in the Tel-el-Amarna tablets was mentioned as governor of Lachish,

where he was murdered by his people.* In the same place cylinders

were found of Babylonian manufacture, between 2000 and 1500 B.C.,

and copies, evidently made of them in the West. Similar cylinders

occur in the tombs of Cyprus and Syria, helping us to fix their dates,

and showing once more the intercourse between East and West, and

the ancient migration of Eastern thought towards Europe.

Nor should we, when looking for channels of communication

between the ancient kingdoms of Asia, forget the Jews, who were

more or less at home in every part of the world. We must re-

member that they came originally from Ur of the Chaldees, then

migrated to Canaan, and afterwards sojourned in Egypt, before they

settled in Palestine. After that we know how they were led into

captivity and lived in close proximity and daily intercourse with

Medians, Persians, Babylonians, and Assyrians. They spoke of

Cyrus, a believer in Ormazd, as the anointed and the shepherd of

Jehovah, because he allowed them to return from Babylon to

Jerusalem. Darius, likewise a follower of Zoroaster, was looked

on by them as their patron, because he favoured the rebuilding of

the Temple at Jerusalem. When we consider these intimate rela-

tions between the Jews and their neighbours and conquerors, we

can easily imagine what useful intermediaries they must always

have been in the intellectual exchange of the ancient world.

* Academy, July 9, 1892.
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There are two countries only which really remained absolutely

isolated in the past, China and India. It is true that attempts

have been made to show that the Chinese influenced the inhabitants

of India in very ancient times by imparting to them their earliest

astronomy. But Biot's arguments have hardly convinced anybody.

And as to Chinese porcelain being found in ancient Egyptain

Jjombs, this too has long been surrendered for lack of trustworthy

evidence.

Nor have the attempts been more successful which were intended

to show that the ancient astronomy of India was borrowed from

Babylon. It is well known that the Babylonians excelled in

astronomy, and that in later times they became the teachers of

the Greeks, and indirectly of the Indians. But the twenty-seven

Vedic Nakshatras or Lunar Stations are perfectly intelligible as

produced on Indian soil, and require no foreign influences for their

explanation. If the Indians had in Vedic times been the pupils

of the Babylonians, other traces of that intercourse could hardly

be absent. It was, indeed, thought for a time that one word at

least of Babylonian origin had been discovered in the hymns of

the Rig-Yeda, the Babylonian mand, a certain weight of gold.

This word has certainly travelled far and wide. We find it in the

tablets of Tel-el-Amarna, in Hebrew, in Arabic, in Greek, and in

Latin,* mina, a mine. But the verse in the Rig-Veda in which

this mand was supposed to occur, requires a different interpretation,

nor would one word be sufficient to indicate a real intellectual

intercourse between Babylonians and Vedic Indians. On the same
ground we can hardly use the word sindhu in the Babylonian in-

scriptions, as proving a commercial intercourse between India and
Babylon. Sindhu, as my learned friend, Professor Sayce, informed

me, occurs in cuneiform texts as far back as 3000 B.C. as the name
of some textile fabric. In Sanskrit saindhava would mean what
grows on the Sindhu or the Indus,t and would therefore be a very

good name for cotton or linen. But so long as this word stands

alone, it would not be safe to build any conclusions on it as to an
ancient trade between India and Babylon.

For the present, therefore, we must continue to look upon China
and India as perfectly isolated countries during the period of which
we are here speaking. But though in the eyes of the historian

the ancient literature of these two countries loses in consequence

much of its interest, it acquires a new and peculiar interest of its

* Possibly in Egyptian : Zeitschrift der D. Morgerd. Oesells. vol. xlvi. p. iii.

t M. M., "Physical Religion," p. 87.
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own in the eyes of the philosopher. It is entirely home-grown and
home-spun, and thus forms an independent parallel to all the other

literatures of the world. It has been truly said that the religion

and the philosophy of India come upon us like meteors from a

distant planet, perfectly independent in their origin and in their

character. Hence, when they do agree with other religions and
philosophies of the ancient world, they naturally inspire us with

the same confidence as when two mathematicians, working quite

independently, arrive in the end at the same results.*

It is true that in these days of unexpected discoveries we are

never entirely safe from surprises. But as far as our evidence

goes at present—and we can never say more—the idea once

generally entertained, and lately revived by Professor Gruppe, that

there was some connection between the ancient religion of India

and those of Egypt and Babylon is, from a scholar's poiut of view,

simply impossible. Before the time of Alexander the Great, it

would be very difficult to point out any foreign intellectual impor-

Jjation into the land of the Indus or the Seven Rivers. The
knowledge of the alphabet may have reached India a little before

Alexander's invasion. We know that Darius sent Skylax on a

scientific expedition down to the mouth of the Indus. This

expedition, like other scientific expeditions, was the forerunner of

Persian conquests along the Indus. The people called in the

cuneiform inscriptions Gaddra and Hidhu, that is in Sanskrit,

Gandhdra and Sindhu, occur among the conquests of Darius, at

least in his later inscriptions. It is quite possible, therefore, that

even at that early time a knowledge of reading and writing may
have been communicated to India. Travellers from India were

seen by Ktesias in Persia at the beginning of the fifth century

B.C., and he describes some whom he had seen himself, as being as

fair, or actually as white, as any in the world. Others he describes

as black, not by exposure to the sun, but by nature. This was

probably written at the same time when Buddha, in a sermon

which he delivered (the Assalayana Sutta), said :
" The Brahmans

are the white caste, the other castes are black." This refers to

their colour (varTia), not, as has been supposed, to their character.

But we have as yet no real evidence of writing, not even of in-

scriptions, in India before the time of Asoka, in the third century

B.C. The Indian alphabets certainly came from a Semitic alphabet,

which was adapted systematically to the requirements of an Aryan

language. We can see it still in a state of fermentation in the

* Deussen, Die SUtras des Veddnta, p. vi.
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local varieties that have lately been pointed out by my friend,

Professor Biihler, the highest authority on this subject. As to

the religion of Buddha being influenced by foreign thought, no

true scholar now dreams of that. The religion of Buddha is the

daughter of the old Brahmanic religion, and a daughter in many
respects more beautiful than the mother. On the contrary, it was

through Buddhism that India for the first time stepped forth from

its isolated position, and became an actor in the historical drama

of the world. A completely new idea in the history of the world

was started at the third Buddhist Council in the third century

B.C., under King Asoka, the idea of conquering other nations, not

by force of arms, but by the power of truth. A resolution was

proposed and carried at that Council to send missionaries to all

neighbouring nations to preach the new gospel of Buddha. Such

a resolution would never have entered into the minds of the ancient

Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians, not even of the Brahmans. It

presupposed quite a new conception of the world. It announced

for the first time a belief that the difierent nations of the world,

however separated from each other by language, religion, colour,

and customs, formed nevertheless one united family ; that each of

its members was responsible for the rest, in fact, that humanity

^was not an empty word.

It is a curious coincidence, if no more, that the name of the

missionary who, according to the chronicle of Ceylon, was sent to

the North, to the Himalayan border-lands, namely, Madhyama,
should have been found in a Stupa near Sanchi, as well as that of

his fellow-worker, Kasyapa. We read in an inscription :
" These

are (the relics) of the good man of the family of Kasapa, the teacher

of the whole Haimavata," that is, the Himalayan border-land.* We
seldom find such monumental confirmations in Indian history.

This important discovery, like so many others, was due to General

Cunningham, in one of his earlier works (" The Bhilsa Topes," pp.

119,187,317).
China, the other isolated country of antiquity, was soon touched

by the rising stream of Buddhism, and thus brought for the first

time into contact with India and the rest of the world. The first

waves of Buddhism seem to have reached the frontiers of China as

early as the third century (217 B.C.), and so rapid and constant was
its progress, that in 6 1 B.C. Buddhism was accepted by the Emperor
Mingti as one of ^the three state-religions of China. We soon hear

of Buddhists in other countries also, and if we consider that we have

* Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, vol. ii. p. 234, and p. xxxix.
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now arrived at a third period in the history of antiquity, which may
truly be called the Alexandrian or Alexandrinian period, we need

not wonder that the military roads which had been opened from

the Indus to the Euphrates and to the Mediterranean, were soon

trodden by peaceful travellers also, carrying both industrial and intel-

lectual merchandise from East to West. From Kashmir, Buddhis;^

missionaries seem to have penetrated into Hellenised Bactria.

Alexander Polyhistor, who wrote between 80 and 60 B.C., attests*

their presence there under the name of Sa^nanaioi, which stands for

the Pdli name Samana, a Buddhist friar. Their presence in Bactria

is attested somewhat later, at the beginning of the third century

A.D., by Clement of Alexandria,t who speaks of the Samanaioi as

powerful philosophers among the Bactrians, and again by Eusebius X

at the beginning of the fourth century, who writes that among the

Indians and Bactrians there are many thousands of Brahmans.

With regard to Bactria this can refer to Buddhists only, for the

old orthodox Brahmans did not leave their country, and Brahman

has always been retained by the Buddhists as a title of honour for

themselves. Early traces of the Buddhist religion have been dis-

covered likewise in the countries north of Bactria, in Tukhara, and

in~the towns of Khoten, Yarkand, and Kashyar. M. Darmesteter

has shown that in the second century B.C. Buddhist missionaries

were hard at work in the western part of Persia, and it is a signi-

ficant fact that the name of Gautama, the founder of Buddhism,

occurs in the Avesta, in the Fravardin Yasht.§ This shows how

closely the most distant parts of the world had been brought

together by the genius of Alexander the Great, and by the genius

of that still greater conqueror, Gautama /Sakyamuni. Here, again,

it is mainly due to the labours of Oriental scholars that so many
traces of the work done by Alexander and his successors have been

rediscovered. With Alexander we have entered on a new period in

the history of the world, a period marked by the first strong reaction

of the West against the East, inaugurated in the fifth century B.C.

by the victories of Marathon, Thermopylae, and Salamis, which were

* See Cyrillus, Contra Julian, lib. iv, 133 : laTOpei yovv 'AXi^avSpos 6 iiriKXrjuIIoXvtffTwp

—i(f)i\oa6<pT]aav 8^—Kal e/c BdKTpwu tQv HepcnKQv "Ziafiavaioi koI -rrapb, Uipaais oi MdyoL Kal

trap' 'Ivdoh oi Vviivoao(j>L(TTai. Lassen, 1. c. ii. p. 1073.

t Strom, i. p. 359 : ^CKoaocpla toIvvv—TdXai fxh iJK/xaae irapa ^ap^apoh— irpoiaTTjaav—
Kal ^a/xavaToL BdKrpwv—'IvdQv re oi Tvfivo<xo(f>icrTai. Lassen, 1. c. ii. p. 1075 ; Schwan-
beck, Megasthenis Indica, p. 139.

t Praep. Ev. vii. 10 : Hap 'Ivboh Kal BaKTpois del xtX/aSes iroXXal tu>i> Xeyofi^vuv

Bpaxp-dvuv. Lassen, 1. c. ii. p. 1075.

§ " Sacred Books of the East," vol. xxiii. p. 184.
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almost contemporary with the first victories of Buddha. But while

the victories of Miltiades, Leonidas, and Alexander the Great belong

to history only, Buddha, the 6^ina or Victor, as he is called, is still

""the ruler of the majority of mankind.

If now, after having reached a period which is illuminated by the

bright daylight of well-authenticated history, we turn our eyes back

once more to the two preceding periods, we may assert without fear

of contradiction that our knowledge of the very existence of the first

period is entirely due to Oriental scholarship, while it is equally

due to the discoveries of Oriental scholars that the second period

has been invested for the first time with a truly human interest.

The ancient history of the world may be said to have assumed,

under the hands of Oriental scholars, the character of a magnificent

dramatic trilogy. The first drama tells us of the fates of the Aryan
and Semitic races, as compact confederacies before their separation

into various languages and historical nationalities. The ^second

drama is formed by the wars and conquests of the great Eastern

^Empires in Egypt, Babylon, and Syria, but it shows us that, besides

these wars and conquests, there was a constant progress of Eastern

culture towards the West, towards the shores and islands of the

Mediterranean, and lastly towards Greece.

The third drama represents the triumphant progress of Alexander,

the Greek far more than the Macedonian, from Europe through

Persia, Palestine, Phenicia, Egypt, Babylon, Hyrcania, and Bactria

to India, in fact through all the great empires of the ancient East.

,Here we see the first attempt at re-establishing the union between

East and the West. It is said * that among the papers of Alexander,

a plan was found how to unite all these conquered nations into one

Greek Empire by a mixture of families and manners, and by colonies,

and thus to raise humanity to a higher level. Common religious

services and commercial unions were meant to teach Europeans and
Asiatics to look upon each other as fellow-citizens. Though this

plan, worthy of the pupil of Aristotle, was^ever realised, his wars

and victories have certainly drawn the most distant nations closely

together, and enabled them to pour the stores of their ancient

wisdom into one common treasury. The rays from the Pharos of

Alexandria may be said to have pierced across Egypt, Persia, Baby-
lonia, and Bactria into the dark shades of Indian forests, while the

name of the dwellers in these Indian forests, the Samanas or Semnoi,

the Venerable, as they were called by the Greeks, might be heard

in the halls of the Alexandrian Library. The very name of Buddha
* See Johannes von Miiller, AUgemeine Geschichte, p. 63.
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(BovTTa) was not unknown to the later philosophers of Alexandria,

for we see that the mind of Clement of Alexandria,* in the second

century a.d., was occupied with the question whether Buddha really-

deserved to be worshipped as a God, though we know now that this

was the very last thing that the real Buddha would ever have

desired. Clement knew also that the Buddhists built some kind of

temple or ^aityas in which they preserved the bones and other

relics of Buddha and his disciples, the earliest specimens of stone

architecture in India, some of them preserved to the present day.t

After the seeds which Alexander had transplanted from Greece

to Egypt and the different parts of the East had begun to grow

and abound, Alexandria became more and more the centre of gravi-

tation of the ancient world, the point to which all the streams of

ancient thought converged. Here in Alexandria the highest aspira-

tions of Semitic thought, embodied in the Sacred Scriptures of the

Jews, became blended with the sublime speculations of Aryan

thought, as taught in the Platonist and Neo-Platonist schools of

philosophy, so that Alexandria may truly be called, after Jerusalem,

the second birthplace of that religion of universal love, which more

than ajay other religion was meant to re-unite all the members of

the human race, scattered in the East and in the West, into one

universal brotherhood. In this way the whole history of the world

becomes indeed a Frejparatio Evangelica, if only we have eyes to see

in Christianity not a mere refacimento of an ancient Semitic faith, but

a quickening of that religion by the highest philosophical inspira-

tions of the Aryan, and more particularly of the Greek mind.

I have so far tried to show you what Oriental scholarship has

donejor us in helping us to a right appreciation of the historical

development of the human race, beginning on the Asiatic continent

and reaching its highest consummation on this small Asiatic penin-

jSula of ours, which we call Europe, nay, on this very spot where

re are now assembled, which has truly been called the centre of

'the whole world. It is due to Oriental scholarship that the grey

twilight of ancient history has been illuminated as if by the rays

of an unsuspected sunrise. We see continuity and unity of purpose

from beginning to end, when before we saw nothing but an unde-

cipherable chaos. With every new discovery that is made, whether'

* Strom, i. p, 131, Sylb. : EtVl 5^ tCov ^\v5S>v ol tol% Boi/Tra ireiddfjievot. irapayyiXfiaffiv,

dv di vTrep^oXrjv ffefxvSrrjTos ws debv TeTifiriKa<ri
;
possibly resting on Megasthenes ; see

Mcgasthenis Indica, ed. Schwanbeck, p. 46.

t Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 3, p. 539, ed. Potter : 01 Ka\o6fievot 8^ Ze/xvol {i.e., Samana)

Twj/ 'Ij/Swi/— cri^oval Tiva irvpafxida v(t> fjv daria. Tivbs deov vo/d^ovai diroKeiffdai.

c
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m the royal libraries of Babylonia, or in the royal tombs of Egypt^
or in the sacred books of Persia and India, the rays of that sunrise

are spreading wider and wider, and under its light the ancient

history of our race seems to crystallise, and to disclose in the very

forms of its crystallisation, laws or purposes running through the

most distant ages of the world, of which our forefathers had no

suspicion. Here it is where Oriental studies appeal not to specialists

'only, but to all who see in the history of the human race the

'supreme problem of all philosophy, a problem which in the future

will have to be studied, not as heretofore, by a ^priori reasoning, but

chiefly by the light of historical evidence. The Science of Language,
*

the Science of Mythology, the Science of Religion, aye, the Science

of Thought, all have assumed a new aspect, chiefly through the

discoveries of Oriental scholars, who have placed facts in the place

of theories, and displayed before us the historical development of the

human race, as a worthy rival of the development of nature, displayed

before our eyes by the genius and patient labours of Darwin.

It seemed to me the most obvious duty of the President in

opening an International Congress of Orientalists, to show to the

world at large how much Oriental scholarship has contributed to^

the common stock of human knowledge. In England more par-

ticularly. Oriental studies are too often looked upon as interesting

to specialists only, and as far removed from the general interests

of our age. I thought it right therefore to show once for all that

this is wrong, and that Oriental studies are well deserving of

general sympathy and support. I hope I have shown that these

studies are forming now, and will always form, the only safe

foundation for a study of the history of mankind, and, more par-

ticularly, for a clear appreciation of that intellectual atmosphere

in which even we, in the far West, still live and move and have

our being. Another prejudice against Oriental studies has found

frequent expression of late. It is charged against us that the

results of our labours are constantly shifting and changing, and

that the brilliant discoveries of this year become invariably the

exploded errors of the next. This is greatly exaggerated. True,

Oriental scholarship has advanced very rapidly during this century;

true, it has had to suffer much from dabblers, babblers, and half-

scholars ; but I hope I have shown that the permanent gains of

Oriental research are both massive and safe, and that the contri-

butions of Oriental scholars to the capitalised wealth of human
knowledge need not fear comparison with those of any other

scholars.
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It might no doubt have seemed more attractive if in this in-

augural address I had dwelt on the latest discoveries of Oriental

scholarship only. But it would have ill become me as the Pre-

sident of this Congress, and in the presence of the very authors

of some of these discoveries, if I had tried to act as their inter-

preter or ventured to criticise their results. We shall have plenty

of this work in our special sections, but in this General Meeting

of the Members of all the Sections, I felt convinced that I should

best carry out your wishes by trying to sum up, in the presence

of the most critical judges, what I consider the safe conquests of

that glorious campaign which was opened by Sir William Jones,

Colebrooke, Sylvestre de Sacy, Champollion, Grotefend, Burnouf,

Bopp, and Lassen, was carried on by some of the veterans present

here to-day, and will, I feel sure, lead on to even more important

conquests under the guidance of those young and bold generals,

many of whom we greet here for the first time.

But before I conclude, may I be allowed to tax your patience

a few minutes longer, and to ask one more question, though I know
that many here present are far more competent to return an autho-

ritative answer to it than your President. Is the benefit to be

derived from Oriental studies confined to a better understanding

of the past, to a truer insight into that marvellous drama, the

history of the human race in the East and in the West, whether

historic or prehistoric times ? May not our Oriental studie8_

;all for general sympathy and support, as helping us to a better

inderstanding of the present, nay, of the future also, with regard

Ho the_ever increasing intercourse between the East and the West ?

^Why should so many practical men, so many statesmen, and rulers,

and administrators of Eastern countries, have joined our Congress,

if they did not expect some important practical advantages from

^the study of Eastern languages and Eastern literature?

P If the old pernicious prejudice of the white man against the

black, of the Aryan against the Semitic race, of the Greek against

the Barbarian, has been inherited by ourselves, and there are few

jwho can say that tkey are entirely free from that damnosa

haereditas, nothing, I believe, has so powerfully helped to remove,

or at least to soften it, as a more widely spread study of Oriental

languages and literature.

England is at present the greatest Oriental Empire which the

world has ever known. England has proved that she knows not

only how to conquer, but how to rule. It is simply dazzling to

think of the few thousands of Englishmen ruling the millions of
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human beings in India, in Africa, in America, and in Australasia.

England has realised, and more than realised, the dream of Alexander,

the marriage of the East and the West, and has drawn the principal

nations of the World together more closely than they have ever been

before. But to conquer and rule Eastern nations is one thing, to

understand them is quite another. In order to understand Eastern

nations, we must know not only their languages, but their literature

"^Iso ; we must in a certain sense become Orientalised, students of

the East, lovers of the East. In this respect much remains to be

"done. I believe that the small Kingdom of Saxony, counting fewer

inhabitants than the city of London, does more for encouraging the

study of Eastern languages and literature than England. It is quite

true that when new and really important discoveries had to be made,

'^English scholars, men of true genius, have always been in the van

of the victorious progress of Oriental scholarship. Their work has

always been what in German is called Bahnhrechend, breaking the

first road through a dark and impervious forest. But it has long

been felt that we are deficient in providing instruction in Eastern

languages, such as is offered to young men in Russia, France, Italy,

and Germany, at the expense of the State. We have lately made

one step in the right direction. Under the personal patronage of

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, a School of Modern Oriental Studies

has at last been established at the Imperial Institute. This is the

realisation of a plan for which I pleaded forty years ago, and which

was warmly advocated at the time by that most far-seeing statesman,

the late Prince Consort. But we want help, we want much larger

funds, if this excellent scheme is to grow and bear fruit. If the

public at large could only be made to see the practical advantages

that would accrue to English commerce from a sufficient supply of

young men qualified to travel in the East and to carry on a corre-

spondence in Eastern dialects, we should probably get from our rich

merchants that pecuniary support which we want, and which in other

countries is supplied from the general taxation of the country. But

_far higher interests than the commercial supremacy of England are

_at stake. The young rulers and administrators who are sent every

year to the East, ought to be able to keep up much more intimate

relations with the people whom they are meant to rule and to

guide, than exist at present. It is well known that one of our

Royal Dukes, during his stay in India, acquired a knowledge of

Hindustani in order to be able to converse freely with his soldiers.

It is no secret that even our Queen, the first Empress of India, has

devoted some of her very precious leisure to a study of the language
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and literature of India. Here are bright examples to follow. With-

out an intimate knowledge and an easy conventional command of a

common language, a real intimacy between rulers and ruled is im-

possible. It has been truly said by the Times (July 9, 1892),

that if the Transatlantic Cable had been available in 1858, there

would have been no Trent Affair. One may say with the same

truth, that if there had been a more free and friendly intercourse

between the rulers and the ruled, between officers and soldiers in

India, an intercourse such as can only be kept up by the electric

current of a common language, there would have been no Indian

Mutiny.

When I accepted the honourable post of President of this Con-

gress, it was chiefly because I hoped that this Congress would help

to kindle more enthusiasm for Oriental Scholarship in England.

But that enthusiasm must not be allowed to pass away with our

meeting. It should assume a solid and lasting form in the shape

of a permanent and powerful association for the advancement of

Oriental learning, having its proper home in the Imperial Institute.

If the members of this Congress and their friends will help to carry

out this plan, then our Congress might hereafter mark an important

epoch in the history of this the greatest Eastern Empire, and I

should feel that, in spite of all my shortcomings, I had proved not

quite unworthy of the confidence which my friends and fellow-

: labourers have reposed in me.

PROPOSAL OF A VOTE OF THANKS TO THE PRESIDENT

[By HOFRATH G. BUHLER, C.I.E., Professor in the Imperial and Royal

University of Vienna, Austrian Delegate.]

The admirable sketch of the achievements of Oriental scholarship

during the last fifty years, and of its consequent rise in dignity and

importance, which Professor Max Mtiller has just given us, must

indeed fill the hearts of Orientalists with just pride. And it

naturally aftbrds particular gratification to those among us who are

able to remember the not very remote times when matters stood

very differently. Even so late as thirty-five years ago, war was still

being waged, especially in Germany, between the Classicists and the
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Sanskritists. The simplest and most indisputable results of

comparative philology were by no means received with general

respect, and in the Universities the study of Sanskrit was by no

means viewed favourably. Latine loqui malumus quam halbutire

Sansh^ite, said one of the most distinguished philologists of the

time, to a presumptuous adherent of the new school who dared

to express a doubt regarding the all-sufficiency of the two

classical languages. His dictum was not rarely repeated with

complacency, and among others by one of my own teachers, who

wished to warn me against my dangerous proclivities towards

the sacred language of the Brahmans. The study of Arabic and

other literary Semitic languages was regarded with more favour,

but by many only under the proviso that it laid no claim to

any higher position than to that of a humble handmaiden of the

study of Divinity. Egyptology and Assyriology, especially the

latter, were still looked upon with distrust, and very commonly

declared to be pursuits unworthy of the attention of serious scholars.

In short, though there were no doubt most honourable exceptions,

the classical philologists and the historians, as well as the educated

public, whom they influenced, mostly regarded special Oriental re-

search with no friendly sentiments ; the Orientalist was often made

to feel that he was surrounded by an atmosphere if not of actual

hostility, yet of scarcely disguised contempt.

If in the present day a great revulsion of feeling has taken

place, and the work of the Orientalist is now everywhere regarded

with sympathy and followed with intelligent interest, the change

is owing partly, as we have been told, to the growth of the quantity

and quality of its results, but to a great extent also—and this has

not been mentioned—to the indefatigable industry and the con-

summate skill, displayed by some of the master workmen in setting

forth their own and their fellow-labourers' discoveries.

Among these men who have conquered the indifference of the

public, and who have brought home the value of Oriental research

even to those reluctant to acknowledge it, hardly one has done so

much and occupies so prominent a position as our illustrious

President, Professor Max Miiller. He has laboured for nearly fifty

years, and laboured to the very best purpose both for the specialists

and, what in my opinion and according to my experience is even

more difficult, for the general public. To the specialists he has

given such works as his " History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature,"

which after the lapse of a generation is still a standard book, and his

splendid editions of the Rig-Veda, the greatest and most extensive
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among which has just now appeared in a second edition. The large

collection of translations, unique of its kind, which appears under

his guidance, renders the greatest services both to the specialists and

to all interested in the history of religion. Neither the specialist

nor the student of general history can afford to pass by the Sacred

Books of the East. The works, which our President has addressed

chiefly, though never exclusively, to beginners and to the general

public, refer to an exceedingly great variety of subjects, extending

from the highest problems of the science of religion to the history

of the alphabets, and even to the art of spelling. Their number

makes an attempt at enumeration impossible, and, as they are all

admirably adapted for their several purposes, even a selection of titles

would be invidious. It must suffice, and, I believe, it will suffice,

if I here call attention to the well-known fact that these works

have made Professor Max Miiller's name a household word in every

country where the English language is spoken or understood, and

not less in all lands where his native tongue prevails. These long-

continued and eminent services to the common cause will, I am
sure, make all Orientalists here present agree with me, that it would

have .been difficult to find anybody better qualified than Professor

Max Miiller to fill the most honourable post of President of this

our Ninth International Oriental Congress, and to give us in an

Inaugural Address a general outline of the results of Oriental

research.

Turning to the other causes of the elevation of Oriental research,

I can only agree with Professor Max Miiller, that one of the chief

points which has contributed to raise it in dignity and importance

is the discovery of connecting links between its various branches.

Much has indeed been done to convert the outcome of the several

sections of Oriental studies into connected chapters of the history

of the human race. Much also remains to be accomplished, and

there is every hope that, if the search for ancient literary documents

and the excavation of the old sites, once the homes of civilisation,

are carried on with the same vigour and skill as during late years,

much more will be effected.

Thus there is a gap in the history of the relations of India to its

neighbours, the complete filling up of which may be expected with

full confidence, nay, which indeed now already may be said to be

half filled. This gap is found in the history of the spread of the

Indian civilisation towards the southern portion of the Far East.

It has been long known that there are more or less distinct traces

of Indian immigrations, and of Indian influence in certain islands
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of the Indian Archipelago, such as Java, Sumatra, Bali, Borneo,

and even in the distant Philippines, as well as in some districts of

Further India, such as Siam, Kamboja, and Champa. But it is

only since Professor Kern began, and Messieurs Barth, Bergaigne,

and Senart carried on with signal success the examination of the

epigraphic documents collected by M. Aymonier and others, that

we have obtained an insight into the true character of the relations

of the Hindus with these regions. It now appears that this portion

of the Far East did not receive its share of the Indian civilisation,

like China and Japan, through the barefooted friars of the Buddhist

persuasion, but after being conquered with the sword by the

Brahminical warriors of Eastern India.

Not much later than the time when Rome began to extend its

sway beyond the frontiers of Italy, the Indian princes and nobles

entered on a career of conquest which probably began with the

subjection of portions of Sumatra and Java, and certainly extended

as far as Kamboja and Champa, to the south of Cochin China.

They carried with them their civilisation and their religion, follow-

ing, it would seem, the advice addressed by Manu to the successful

conquerors, whom he exhorts to settle in newly acquired kingdoms,

learned Brahmans, artists, and artisans skilled in various handicrafts.

The inscriptions from Kamboja and Champa, the oldest known
among which belongs to the second century of our era, proves that

Sanskrit was the official language, and that these countries boasted

of poets, able to turn out very respectable Sanskrit verses. We
also learn from them that the Samans were sung, the Riks, the

Mahabharata, the Ramayana, and the Purana were recited in the

Far East just as in Arydvarta, the true abode of the Aryas ; that

Siva and Vishnu were worshipped in the new country just as in the

old home; and that temples were dedicated to them, built in the

Indian style of architecture, the ruins of which even now strike the

beholder with admiration. Much remains still to be done in order

to bring out the details of the conquest and of the civilisation of the

Far East by the Indian Aryas. But the outlines of the interesting

story are clearly discernible, and even at present it would be possible

to enrich the history of Asia by a chapter which would prove equally

attractive to European readers, and to the modern Hindus, the

descendants of the conquerors of the Far East.

Professor Max Mliller's practical suggestion for the advancement

of Oriental learning has, of course, my. warmest sympathies, and I

wish it all possible success. As a Sanskritist, I have good reasons

for regarding England as the fountain-head of the studies to which
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I have devoted myself, and, naturally, I can only rejoice at every

undertaking calculated to raise the standard of Oriental scholarship

in England, and to make England more and more the headquarters

of Oriental learning.

I now fulfil the pleasant and honourable task, imposed upon me
by the Managing Committee, of moving a hearty vote of thanks to

our President for the eloquent and impressive address to which we

have just listened.

VOTE OF THANKS TO THE PEESIDENT

[Seconded by COUNT ANGELO DE GUBERNATIS, Professor in the Royal

University of Rome, Italian Delegate.]

DoPO la parola autorevolissima dal professor Giorgio Biihler, in

risposta al vostro alto discorso, o glorioso Max Mliller, potrebbe

appai'irvi superflua ogni altra parola ; ed, in ogni modo, piii efficace

della mia e pin lusinghiera al vostro orecchio, avvezzo alle carezze

ed agli incensi dell' Olimpo, dove il vostro genio luminoso ha sempre

spaziato, giungerebbe 1' assenso di uno de' sommi maestri della

linguistica contemporanea, del mio illustre collega e concittadino, il

senatore Graziadio Ascoli, il quale, in una memorabile monografia,

intitolata Lingue e Nazioni, ormai antica, precorse di alcuni anni, gia

secondato da un nucleo di valentuomini che sta per divenire falange,

il moto felice presente, per mettere in accordo le indagini e divina-

zioni del linguista comparatore con quelle dell' etnologo e preparar

conclusioni piii comprensive, le quali permetteranno finalmente di

rendere una maggior giustizia alia parte che ciascun popolo, anche

umile, ha preso inconsciamente alia formazione progressiva de'

linguaggi e ad ogni palese documento dell' umana civilt^.

Ma h sembrato forse al Oomitato, che, nella mia privata quality

d' indianista, mitologo e folk-lorista, seofuace lontano delle vostre

prime orme luminose, o geniale maestro, e di cooperatore assiduo

air opera benefica de' Congressi degli Orientalisti, io potessi portar

qui una voce non dissonante e forse simpatica, nel concerto di lodi

che saluta, ad un tempo, 1' opera vostra lunga e magnanima a pro'

degli studii, specialmente ariani, e il lavoro solerte e meritorio,

invano contrastato, de' savii ordinatori di questo nono Congresso,

continuatore legittimo dello splendido ottavo Congresso ehe ci riuni.
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sotto la presidenza augusta del Re di Svezia e di Norvegia, a

Stoccolma ed a Christiania.

N^, dopo ch' io consentii al troppo cortese invito, io mi scusero

piu d' adoperare, in questa occasione solenne, la mia doles favella

nativa, posto che non posso ne pure aver dimenticato come Giu-

seppe Baretti, Ugo Foscolo, Giuseppe Pecchio, Gabriele Rossetti,

Giuseppe Mazzini, Giovanni Ruffini, Gerolamo Picchioni, Antonio

Panizzi, Aurelio Saffi ed altri illustri profugbi italiani, lungamente

beneficati in questo suolo ospitale, hanno insegnato la lingua di

Dante alia parte piu eletta del popolo inglese, non ignaro poi che la

stesso grand old Englishman, il quale regge ora le sorti politiclie del

Regno Unito e che dovea presiedere una sezione del nostro Con-

gresso, cosi bene architettato, studio gia, con Io stesso amore e con

uguale profondit^, la lingua di Dante e quella d' Omero.

L' opera de' Congressi Internazionali degli Orientalist! mi appare,

del resto, o Signori, per due grandi aspetti, importante. Oltre al

porre nuovi capisaldi ed alti segnali visibili a tutti, nella via labori-

osa, ma un po' disseminata, degli studii orientali, pel concorso ch'

essi promuovono, d' ogni maniera di studiosi da ogni contrada piu

remota e dispersa, arrecanti come ad un' ara sacriticale, 1' ultimo ed

il miglior frutto delle loro pazienti indagini, accrescono pure visi-

bilmente, nel paese stesso dove ogni Congresso felicemente s' aduna,

la gara operosa degli studiosi nazionali, e la mettono in piu nobile

evidenza, somministrando ad ogni nuova riunione internazionale un

contributo di studii locali di un valore non dispregevole.

Ora a me, particolarmente studioso di cose indiane, questo Con-

gresso promosso dalla nobile e forte Inghilterra, la quale non solo

possiede e governa, ma studia, educa e incivilisce tutto il magnifico

e portentoso universo delF India, dovea destare non solo un partico-

lare interesse, ma un senso di viva e singolare riconoscenza. Posse-

duta invano e disputata col ferro e col fuoco, per quasi tre secoli, da

tre altre valorose nazioni europee, 1' India sapiente, se proprio non

ci fu rivelata, e stata di certo aperta e comunicata, per la prima

volta, air Europa, dalla sola Inghilterra, sul line del secolo passato.

L' Inghilterra trovo poi, in altre nazioni europee, e specialmente nella

Francia e nella Germania, le sue cooperatrici piu valide ; e voi, illustre,.

Max Mtiller, con la genialiti^ dell' opera vostra, avete certamente,

nella vostra sola persona, rappresentata 1' anima congrediente di piu

civilta, intese del pari a diffondere sopra di noi la luce dell' India.

La somma dell' opera vostra, illuminata da piu centri di vita intel-

lettuale poderosa, h, percio stata fruttifera; e di ottimo augurio ai

lavori di questo Congresso Internazionale, ma particolarmente Anglo-
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Indiano, di Orientalisti, sar^ 1' inspirazione che gli verra dalla parola

luminosa, con la quale oggi li avete iniziati. Onde, fiducioso d'

interpretare, alia mia volta, il sentimento della maggioranza degli

studios! di ogni disciplina che si riferisce all' Oriente, riuniti in

questo Congresso, mi associo, di gran cuore, alia proposta del chiar-

issimo professor Biihler, perch^ 1' Assemblea, dopo il plauso che gia gli

concesse spontanea, risponda con un singolar voto di ringraziamento

air alto e sereno discorso inspiratore del professore Max Miiller.

Ed ora, passando ad altro, ad un innamorato dell' India, che ha

pure la rara ventura di esser nato nella patria di Marco Polo e di

Filippo Sassetti, sia lecito di profittare di questa occasione propizia,

per una presentazione che spera poter tornare bene accetta.

In questi primi giorni di settembre, si compiono quattrocento anni

per r appunto che, solo co' suoi alti propositi, sopra una modesta

nave spagnuola, dal nome mistico di Santa Maria, quasi ugualmente

lontano dalle due rive del mondo, un nuovo argonauta italiano, con

la mente rivolta all' India, sostenuto da una forte conscienza, portato

dal suo sogno luminoso, impavido, solcava, per la prima volta, 1'

Oceano. Al termine della sua navigazione affannosa, una met^ del

mondo, popolata di gente che gli apparve e forse, in origine, era

stata Indiana, o prossima all' India, balzo per lui fuori dalle acque,

lucente ; e di quella luce conquistatrice fu irradiata, di quella con-

quista fu beneficata 1' umanita intiera. Sognatore dell' Oriente al

pari di noi era il grande ammiraglio Genovese, e pero il suo nome
non ci e estraneo, come 1' opera di lui non ci rimane indififerente.

Se egli non fu il vero ritrovatore dell' India asiatica, discoprendo,

per sublime errore, un' India nuova piu grande, diede pure maggior

animo e nuova luce alia conquista portoghese di Vasco de Gama.

E pero Cristiano Lassen, uno de' piu grandi maestri nell' Indianismo,

col nome glorificato del genovese Cristoforo Colombo, apriva degna-

mente il classico suo libro sopra le Antichitd clelV India.

Non rechi dunque meraviglia che uno studioso italiano delle cose

d' oriente, messosi d' accordo con un coraggioso editore milanese,

abbia promosso un Albo di onoranze internazionali a Cristoforo

Colombo e ch' egli abbia trovata molta e cortese adesione non pure

tra gli Orientalisti europei, ma fra gli stessi Orientali, e, in particolar

raodo, fra gli Indiani, i quali andarono a gara per rendere omaggio

alia memoria del grande navigatore, con ogni maniera di laudi, in

ogni lor lingua, fino a quella piu universale della musica, come si

rilever^ dal saggio d' inno vedico in onore di Colombo, scritto dal

Ragia Surindro Mohun Tagor di Calcutta.

L' Albo verr^ soltanto pubblicato il 1 2 ottobre prossimo pel
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giorno anniversario del primo memorabile approdo del Genovese all,

Isola del Salvatore. Ma i fogli staccati in varie lingue orientali

clie qui gia depongo riverente, in omaggio al Nono Congresso degli

Oriental isti, attestano una specie di misterioso congresso spirituale d'

ogni popolo e d' ogni linguaggio, intorno ad un centre di alta luce

ideale diffusa sulla terra dal nome di Colombo. La concordia di

pensieri e di sentimenti umani innanzi ad uno stesso faro di luce,

rende 1' opera conciliatrice e pacifica di questa specie di Congressi

intieramente salutare ; la sola arma de' Congressi essendo poi la

parola lurainosa, la parola che ci viene dal religiose Oriente ha piu

d' ogni altra 1' obbligo di esser buona, come la luce che investe d'

una sola armonia il Creatore ed il Create.
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HIGHEK EDUCATION IN INDIA:
ITS POSITION AND CLAIMS.

Sir RAYMOND WEST, K.C.I.E., LL.D.,

President of the Indian Section.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—I feel very deeply the honour you have

done me in electing me President of the Indian Section of this

Congress of Oriental Scholars. In thanking you for the distinction

you have conferred upon me, I could have wished to mark my
appreciation of it, and, if possible, justify your choice, by some

definite and original contribution to your proceedings as the result

of research in some Hitherto unworked field. But the notice I

received was very brief, and ray books and papers, recently arrived

from India, are not yet so arranged as to be readily available for

reference and citation. Under these circumstances 1 have resolved

to take as the subject of my address to you a topic with which my
daily life, as an ofiicial in India, has made me more or less familiar.

In oSering some observations on the position of the Higher Educa-

tion in India I shall dwell on a topic which, though not of a recon-

dite nature, is yet of great importance, and must have a special

interest for scholars like yourselves, zealous for the cultivation of

solid and fruitful learning amongst a people upon whose history

and literature your attention has been fixed through many studious

years. India holds a place, and a not inconsiderable one, in the

history of human thought. It may have much still to contribute

to the ideas and the impulses, to the longings, hopes, and sympathies,

which are the moving forces of mankind. That its intellectual

wealth should be developed and directed aright is a matter that

concerns all men, but especially the subjects of Her Majesty the

Queen-Empress, who are immediately responsible for the welfare

and honour of this great dependency. These considerations may,

perhaps, be held to excuse me for endeavouring to bring about
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something like a general consenus of opinion in appreciating what

has been accomplished already, in recognising defects in the existing

system of education, and in indicating the means by which a further

great and continuous progress may be ensured.

Seeing the extent of my subject in its modern and practical

aspect, I cannot at present dwell at any length on the ancient learn-

ing of the Hindus, on the means by which it was nurtured and

propagated, on the schools of philosophy, the seminaries of Yedantic

study, the rivalries of the orthodox and the ascetics, or the patronage

of scholars by the princes and chiefs, who thus hoped both to gain

a divine guidance in their undertakings, and to win an eternal

commemoration of their great deeds. Our attention will no doubt

be drawn to these subjects in some of the learned papers that will

be read before us. I propose only to glance at one or two points

as a necessary introduction to the remarks which are to follow.

A distribution of functions and division of labour have from the

earliest times been recognised in the Brahminical system as part of

the ordination of Providence. The Brahmins gave a sacred import

to what was merely a convenient arrangement, an absolute unquali-

fied value to virtues and capacities of conditional and limited utility.

What we call principles are generally rules or propositions which,

though just and true as applied to facts within a certain range,

become erroneous when extended to a wider application. The sub-

tilty of things exceeds the subtilty of words, and the phrase or

formula which was highly valuable as a summation or a symbol of

actual observation or experience, becomes misleading when it is

assigned an independent value and made to control facts instead of

representing them. Thus, as particular qualities and capacities are

closely connected with particular avocations, the Brahmins conceived

virtues and mental perfections as the specific characteristics of castes

rather than as the attributes of developed and cultivated humanity.

The common background of identical mutual needs, of duties and

rights, subject only to model variations, was too much overlooked,

just as in Europe until recent times the dominance of one or another

set of human perfections was exclusively accepted by one or another

class as all-important. In India no.man, it was thought, could be

expected to fill out the whole sphere of moral and intellectual great-

ness ; in Europe that sphere itself was contracted according to the

needs or narrow experience of this or that class ; and virtue for all

mankind was, according to different theories, to be based on different

ideals. This involved a clashing and contradiction which the

Brahmin avoided by his distribution of moral obligations, but it
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led by degrees to higher and higher conceptions of what was possible

and desirable for the progress and perfection of the human race on

a footing of substantial moral equality. It allowed for that final

adjustment of each individual to his proper place in the thinking

and acting world by which the greatest economy of moral and mate-

rial forces was to be secured, while caste and its consequences bound

men down by ever-multiplied restrictions to narrowness, stagnation,

and timidity in thought and action.

The higher education of Ancient India was, in substance, the

education of the Brahminical class, conceived as the sole and sacred

depositaries of enlarged thought and elevated morality. The

attempt, nay, the mere desire, to scale the heights of learning was

deemed a grievous offence in one belonging to an inferior caste.

The Brahmins, by renouncing all ideas of military prowess and

dominion, as inconsistent with the proper attributes of their caste,

extinguished the jealousy of the Kshatriya princes, who then, on

account both of the mental superiority and of the sacred character

of the unwarlike " lords of the earth," became their generous

patrons and pupils. The Brahmins were comparatively insensible

to the stimulus of power, honours, and fortune, which in these days

operate not less strongly on them than on others ; but the love of

learning, and of intellectual activity for their own sakes, ruled

amongst them with not less force than afterwards prevailed

amongst some of the monastic orders of Europe. Their experience

in the conduct of human affairs being very limited, and the pictures

of Government they looked on being rather those of individual

caprices than of the conflicts of political ideas, and the movement
of masses or parties with desires and aims wrought by mutual

reaction to this or that resultant force, they could not and did not

write history. From their placid standpoint of immeasurable

religious superiority they looked on with real or affected indifference.

But in the other chief spheres of mental activity, such as mathe-

matics, philosophy, and poetry, they made a progress in many cases

exceeding that of their European contemporaries. The contact of

mind with mind, the minute familiarity with the most captivating

thoughts of the past, acquired by long years of rote learning and

verbal analysis, kept the intellectual life in existence, vigorous

within its limits, if not progressive, as under the rule of the school-

men and of Avenoes's Aristotelism was afterwards the case in

Europe. But the capacity for expansion and growth had evidently

been lost even before the irruption of the Mahomedans. The far-

ranging conquests and conversions of Islam in India narrowed the

D
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field for the chance growth of individual genius ; but the culminat-

ing point of Brahminical learning had already been reached, and

it seems highly improbable that any Galileo or Bacon would have

arisen to break down old ideas and force the acceptance of a new
world of light on recipients triply enveloped in learned misconcep-

tions and prejudices, without rivals or enemies, and regarding as

abominable anything which should touch their cherished traditions

and beliefs.

Amid the sea of Mahomedan conquest there were always some

islands of Hindu independence. In the territories of the Rajput

princes, and in the chiefships which arose on the decay of the

Mogul dynasties, Brahminical learning circled round and round

in a barren sphere of commentary exegesis and verbal controversy.

Learning was kept alive, and the valuable treasures of the past

were in part preserved, but with no fresh gifts to human thought

of appreciable value. For centuries the case of India was as the

case of Greece during its long domination by the Romans. The

capacity to acquire, to imitate, to work on ground already prepared,

existed ; the capacity to create and produce, to estimate with pene-

trating judgment and a just sense of proportion, had fallen into

a state of trance or torpor amid its vaporous environment of unsub-

stantial learning. Yet the hereditary intellectual faculty had not

perished. It only awaited contact with a living, vigorous, growing

organism, to itself awaken again into new activity. The right point

of view from which to look out on the problems of human nature

and life had been lost. The slavish submission to authority, and

to the dead-letter of the sacred writings, deepened from age to age.

It required a mighty shock to break these bonds asunder. This

shock was given by the British conquests, and by the energy with

which European ideas in every sphere were forced on the attention

of Hindu scholars and thinkers in the last century. Had the new
light been as gladly welcomed as that which spread over Europe at

the revival of learning, we might ere now have witnessed a com-

plete renascence of the native intellect. The variety of life, the

infinite conflict of contending interests, which in Europe remoulded

the boons of antiquity to the uses of modern society, were in a

great measure wanting in India. The severance of learning and

speculative power from the pursuits and the endless suggestiveness

of practical life was almost complete. Religion everywhere stood

forth with menacing mien to guard the traditional learning and

philosophy from intrusion, examination, and improvement. -Hence

it is that the culture of Europe was for long so churlishly and
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grudgingly accepted. Even now men are not wanting—and

scholars, too—who affect to find in the outworn shastras a com-

plete satisfaction for the spiritual needs of humanity. The change

which has to be effected, which is slowly going on, needs for its

achievement the earnest, enthusiastic toil of a host of many-sided

men, who can absorb the modern spirit without casting off their

nationality. The new must be wedded to the old, blended with it

in one existence, before the plastic force which is to enrich the

future can find complete development. To bring about such a

consummation, it is manifest that much more must be done than

merely to draw or press larger numbers along in the traditional

grooves. A mere increase of numbers without an enlargement of

thought rather adds to the mass of prejudice through which a path

has to be made towards the light. Provision must be made, and

made ever more effective, for affording the appropriate nurture to

the natural leaders of mental progress. It is they who, equally

with the great rishis of the past, will give its peculiar stamp to

the native character. The weaker men must follow in their train.

Thus, to afford to native students of superior abilities the means of

growing truly learned and wise, is the noblest gift that England

can bestow on India when peace and order have once been secured.

There is, no doubt, a great advantage in raising the general level of

low intelligence by means of diffused primary instruction. Mere

skill in arithmetic is a great economical benefit. But the bonds of

affinity which link the genius of one nation to another, are not to

be found in the ideas and feelings of a mass of mediocrities. It is

in the higher regions of thought that the points of union are found

;

there it is that the powers are disciplined, the judgments formed,

the inspirations caught, which afterwards the crowd instinctively,

almost unconsciously, obey. It is by associating with the master-

minds of our own and former generations that individual genius

takes the bent which fits it to be the exponent of what is eternal in

the thoughts that surround it. Thus, and thus only, can be formed

and perfected the fit interpreters between the long-severed branches

of the Aryan family.

It cannot perhaps be said with exact truth that far-reaching

aims, extending to an ultimate fusion of the civilisation of the East

and the West, animated the eminent men who laid the foundations

of modern State education in India. But being themselves in some

degree scholars, they sympathised with learning, and desired to

enter into alliance with it. Looking on native society as they did,

in the condition it had reached unaffected by European influenceSj
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the imporfcance o£ the higher education was more strongly and im-

mediately evident to them than that of primary instruction, which

has since sometimes been made to stand in the way of vital pro-

gress. Warren Hastings, a man whose real greatness comes out

the clearer from every fresh investigation, founded the Madresa, a

Mahomedan college, at Calcutta, in 178 1. Jonathan Duncan

founded the Sanskrit College at Benares in 1791. Mountstuart

Elphinstone held large and liberal views about education, to which

he was prepared to give effect notwithstanding the risks which

might attend such a policy. His immediate successor as Commis-

sioner of the Dekkan, Mr. Chaplin, founded the Sanskrit College

at Poona in 1821. This institution was abolished, and the

materials were recast in 1 8 5 I . It had proved useless and barren,

if not worse ; and but little more could be said of the colleges at

Benares and Calcutta. So long as such institutions worked on a

traditional and purely indigenous basis they could but maintain an

inert existence. They needed communion with the learning and

philosophy of Europe, with a new science, a different history, and

a different social theory, before the dry bones could live again.

More recent experience has shown that a revival was quite possible,

and is gradually teaching how the renewed life may become wise

and fruitful for India and for mankind.

The small beginnings to which I have pointed still went farther

than the State in England, in the last century, was inclined to go.

Yet the sense of public responsibility for the education of the people

was gradually gathering force. It was easier to spend Indian than

English money on an experiment in State education ; and thus it

came about that India took the lead of England, by almost a gene-

ration, in providing pecuniarily, to some extent, for public instruc-

tion. By the Charter Act of 1 8 1 3 the Governor-General wa&

authorised to spend an annual sum of not less than a lakh of

rupees, out of the surplus territorial revenue, on the revival and

improvement of literature, the encouragement of the learned

natives of India, and on " the introduction and promotion of a

knowledge of the sciences among the inhabitants of the British

territories in India." The aim was a generous one, but it was

vaguely conceived. The true nature and extent of the obligation

and of the burdens it imposed had to be learned from experience.

For many years, in Bengal, the initiative in extending education

was left wholly to private efforts.

Mountstuart Elphinstone, as Governor of Bombay, laid down his

interpretation of the duty cast on the Indian Government in terms
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which involved the principles of the present system. The Govern-

ment was, by means of its subsidies, to improve the teaching in

native schools, to supply school-books, to encourage the lower and

poorer classes to accept instruction, to establish schools for impart-

ing European science and higher education, to provide for the pub-

lication of books on moral and physical science in the vernacular,

to establish schools for teaching English as a discipline, and as a

means of acquiring a knowledge of European science and learning,

in the study of which the natives were to be encouraged. A be-

ginning had already been made, and on Elphinstone's retirement a

fitting memorial was raised to him in the shape of the institution

out of which have since grown the Elphinstone College and School.

At Poona, meanwhile, a charity fund of Rs. 35,000 a year was

expended on the Sanskrit College, an institution of purely indi-

genous type, and from which European literature and science were

jealously excluded.

In the Bombay Presidency State education proceeded for a gene-

ration on the foundation thus laid by Elphinstone. But the higher

learning, being virtually left to the care of the Sanskrit College and

of native scholars, languished, and with it the initiatory studies to

which it should have afforded a standard and stimulus. Much was

done to diffuse business knowledge, and the missionary volunteers

who stepped into the field of education were protected and en-

couraged ; but the mental centre of the native community remained

almost unchanged ; no communion was established between cultivated

Hindu minds and those of European scholars. The Sanskrit College,

it was found after a long trial, " had failed of its object, had ful-

filled no purpose but that of perpetuating prejudices and false

systems of opinion ;
" without abandoning the old ruts, true progress

was impossible.

In Bengal, meanwhile, arose the famous controversy on the proper

basis of teaching as Oriental or English, in which the last word

was for long and by many supposed to have been pronounced by

Macaulay in his Minute of 1836. This is full of its author's one-

sidedness and rhetorical exaggeration. But in advocating English

rather than Sanskrit or Arabic he was right even in the interests

of these languages and of those learned in them. What those

languages contain of positive learning, science, and philosophy,

though valuable for the history of the human mind, for comparison

and for suggestion, yet rests on a narrow and defective view of

men's mutual relations, and on a distorted and erroneous observation

of physical facts. A science accepting grotesque contradictions of
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established truths and history, everywhere defaced by crude fable,

had necessarily to be discarded. The rich grains of thought

embedded in so much rubbish could be severed and saved only by

the application of new standards and a newly developed faculty of

discrimination.

Still the acceptance and the spread of European thought was a

slow process. One great reason for this was the indifference or dis-

like of the higher official class to literary culture in the natives.

Even in 1852 we find Sir G. Campbell saying

—

" Lord Hardinge distinguished himself by a declaration, for the

encouragement of education in the Government colleges, that pro-

ficiency should lead to employment in the service of Government,

which has not been and cannot be carried out, mainly because a

business education is not given in those colleges, and the efficient

service of Government cannot be sacrificed to the gratification of

literary fancies. A young Hindu may know Milton by heart, and

yet not be fit for the charge of a police station." *

The writer of such a passage as this evidently failed not only in

sympathy with the cravings of able natives for an enlarged mental

horizon, but in appreciation of the marked superiority of a well-

cultivated mind, even for the practical work of everyday life. It

has since been discovered that as the work of administration grows

more refined and difficult, the graduates of a University make the

best judges and executive officers in all but the lowest grades. As
to education for purposes outside this narrow circle, Sir A. Lyall

has expressed the general conviction of thinking Englishmen :

—

" England's prime function in India is at present this : to super-

intend the tranquil elevation of the whole moral and intellectual

standard." t

The wide diff'iision of a colloquial knowledge of English, and a

general movement of thought in matters educational, at last prepared

the way for a further great advance. The Despatch of 1854, dictated

by Sir Charles Wood, was the foundation of the existing system of

public education in India. The Court of Directors said, " The

education we desire to see extended is that which has for its object

the difTusion of the improvements, science, philosophy, and literature

of Europe—in short, of European knowledge. They ordered that a

graduated series of schools and colleges should be established, crowned

in each Presidency by a University. The time was ripe for a great

step in advance. The new system was introduced, and the Acts of

* Campbell, "Modern India," p. 198.

t Sir A. Lyall, "Asiatic Studies," p. 305.
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the Legislature creating the Universities, passed in the year of the

great Mutiny, subsist as monuments of the coolness and persistent

energy of the English race.

The system of public instruction thus set on foot imitates in its

outlines the English system. But it is more complete and con-

nected in its parts, and it recognises more than the English system

the duty of the State to support education in all its stages as equally

important to the public welfare. The boons held out by the Govern-

ment have been eagerly grasped by the people. The burden of

educating a nation, though shared by the voluntary bodies, grew

heavier year by year. The demand for secondary and higher educa-

tion, given now in a far more effective way than formerly, continually

increased. Some alarm was felt at the vast numbers of youths

passing through the secondary schools to the Universities. A re-

action of feeling set in amongst the European community ; and it

is not too much to say that now for several years any extension of

higher education has by many been looked on with comparative

coldness, if not positive disfavour, except when it took the shape of

technical instruction. Primary education, which no doubt deserves

all possible encouragement, has, it may be feared, in some instances

been cried up only to cry a higher education down. Some native

writers even have joined in the cry. Thus Mr. Nanjoshi, writing

in 1890, says, "In the ' Self-Government Acts' adequate provision

is made for elementary education, but the machinery by which the

adequacy has to be judged has not been working. Hundreds of

villages have yet got no schools ; higher and secondary schools yet

continue to be the white elephants in the department, and primary

education is being starved."

There are no doubt remote villages, and there are half-savage

tribes to which education has hardly penetrated ; but primary in-

struction is now so diffused as to confer an average of three or four

years' schooling on every available boy of the school-going age.

The education of girls has lagged far behind, but its progress in

numbers is now not less rapid than that of boys.

It is unquestionably an evil when secondary education, still more

when University education, so to speak, outruns primary instruc-

tion. Improved faculty, enlarged productiveness, in the lower

strata of society ought to furnish the material on which its higher

members work. There is no great need for a large multiplication

of secondary schools and of colleges affiliated to the Universities,

but there is need for access to them being made easy to ability,

and great need for their teaching being raised and widened, if
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those who pass through them and become the intellectual leaders

of India are to be equal to their high calHng, and are to take a

part honourable to themselves and their nation in the creation of

an imperial spirit which shall supersede all ideas of severance, and

further that fusion of the philosophies of the East and West to

which we may now look most hopefully for the moral and intel-

lectual advance of mankind.

The means at the disposal of Government for purposes of edu-

cation in a country where the material edifice of modern civilisation

has to be built up in one or two generations are necessarily scanty.

In the Bombay Presidency, where, perhaps, public education has

been the most earnestly pushed forward, one-sixteenth of the land-

tax is handed over to the local boards, and these are required to

expend one-third of the amount on elementary education. Muni-

cipalities must provide for primaiy instruction, and may provide

middle and higher schools. The Government, several years ago,

engaged, to the extent of its means, to pay one-third of the cost of

the schools which should be thus established ; but the hunger for

education has exceeded the resources available to satisfy it. The
municipalities are so alive to the advantages of a comparatively

advanced education that they desire to set up secondary schools,

to which the Government is unable to contribute. The primary

schools are treated as a first charge on the public resources,

whether local or provincial ; and secondary schools have in some

cases even been suppressed. Where they gave but a meagre feast

of " cram " without true enlargement or elevation, the result is

not perhaps much to be deplored ; but the money thus saved

would be best expended on making the higher education in all its

stages more worthy of that name. The tests for admission to the

secondary schools and classes should be more strict. The teaching

should be more individual and formative, the leaving examinations

qualifying for appearance at the entrance examinations of the

University should be far more exacting than they are. Not more

than half of those pronounced fit by the schoolmasters succeed in

the entrance examination, which, however, itself still admits many
whom Nature will never allow to be scholars. The supply of pro-

fessional men will not fail, and a mass of dull graduates crammed
with formulas which they cannot assimilate, are a mere dead-

weight on the community. The eagerness which everywhere sub-

sists for secondary education should be satisfied in another way,

the duty of the local bodies should be fulfilled in another way
than by an indiscriminate establishment of new schools which,
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being ill-supported, must needs be inefficient. Every town com-

munity qualified for municipal rank, say of 5000 inhabitants or

upwards, should be required to provide by a small rate for the sub-

sistence by stipends of one student at a central secondary school

for each 2000 of its population, and for one student at an Arts

College or a professional college for each 4000 of the population.

The students sent up should be subject to proper tests, and the

fees should be payable whether students were provided or not.

This would be a great and systematic extension of the scheme of

stipends already acted on by some municipalities. It could readily

be extended to the rural local boards. The increase of individual

local burdens would be almost imperceptible, and the high schools

and colleges, enriched by additional contributions, could enlarge

and improve their standards of education and their teaching staff.

Sir Richard Temple, writing in 1880,"^ said

—

" The fact that the Government in India maintains colleges of

its own at all is the subject of complaint in some quarters. It is

urged that the efforts of the State in this direction should be con-

fined to making grants-in-aid to the colleges belonging to private

societies ; that these private colleges are suffering from the com-

petition of the Government colleges ; and that the Government

colleges at the Presidency cities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay
ought to be closed."

Yet, as he further observes

—

" The authorities at the Presidency colleges do not attempt to

undermine the missionary colleges by charging town fees ; on the

contrary, they charge somewhat higher fees than those of any

private institutions."

The fact is, that the greatly increased energy of teaching in the

Government institutions, and the attraction of Government scholar-

ships, had begun to draw off a large proportion of the promising

pupils from the institutions of the missionary bodies. It may be

true also that the now highly organised and compact Educational

Departments looked with some dislike or disdain on their humbler

rivals; but that any unfairness was shown in the dispensation of

the Government grants was never proved. The Government had,

in truth, grown only too anxious to shift the burden of education

as much as possible from its own shoulders. It set on foot the

Educational Commission, which, after an elaborate inquiry in all

parts of India, presented its report in 1882. This recommended

s. far-reaching transfer of education from the Government to private

* "India in 1880," p. 147.
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control. Secondary education, the Commission said, ought to be

gradually transferred to native management ; it should no longer be

the concern of Government when once Government could withdraw

without lowering the standards. Thus the managing bodies which

had proved unequal to compete with the Government schools on

equal terms were to supersede them, with all their chances of lax

management, defective teaching, and the impossibility of personal

adaptation which attends small organisations as compared with great

ones. Outside the Government schools and colleges the higher

education of India was virtually in the hands of the various

missionary bodies ; and to them first-rate teaching of secular sub-

jects could not, perhaps ought not, to be the principal object. In

spite of ability, devotion, and force of character in individual cases,

it is even more true for India than for a European state, that "a
public system of schools is indispensable in modern communities,"

if only for this, that " of public schools you can take guarantees, of

private schools you cannot." You can examine the pupils, and

regulate your grant-in-aid according to the results ; but you cannot

maintain the same scientific methods, the same ideal of attainments,

the same superiority in the body of teachers, as where they are

chosen purely on grounds of scholarship and competence, are inde-

pendent of the pupils and their parents, and animated with the

emulous spirit of a great body free to strive, and always striving

from good to better in system and practice.

The recommendations of the Educational Commission pointed to

a considerable saving to the Government. Private effort was ready

to take up high education, and the Government wished as far as

possible to transfer it. Even " Board schools and municipal schools,"

the Government of India said, " are not private institutions in the

sense contemplated by the Commission. What is meant is a transfer

of the Government schools and Board schools to the hands of trustees

in order to set free funds for the extension of education in other

directions." In giving effect to the principles thus indicated, the

Educational Department have " retired in a somewhat wholesale

manner from the conduct of secondary schools," in spite of the grave

objections already noted, and others arising from the necessity of

preserving a balance amongst opposing races and sects. When
private bodies of natives take up the work of education there is the

further danger of its being perverted to stimulate separatist senti-

ments and foster national pride in forms that may prove politically

mischievous. Free criticism is what every Government, founded in

any degree on British principles, must be content to submit to, but
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the function of public censors does not afford a safe and whole-

some exercise for schoolboys, or even for their teachers. A uniform

acceptance of the system under which they live, loyalty to the

Throne, and proud satisfaction in forming part of a great progressive

empire, are highly favourable, by the lofty calm which they tend

to produce, to both mental and moral enlargement. Indolence on

the part of Government, or a short-sighted indifference to the great

opportunities it enjoys, may well prove the source of infinite troubles

in a not distant future.

Between 1883 and 1886 there was a diminution from 282 to

230 of the English secondary schools under State management in

British India, while those under Local Boards and municipalities

increased from 281 to 342. " Private trustees" have as yet barely

come into the field. The missionary schools and colleges only are

growing in number and usefulness. The somewhat precipitate course

that secondary education was taking was pointed out to the Govern-

ment of India, but the result was only to draw from it a declaration

in 1888 that, " in educational, as in all other matters, it is the

policy of the Government of India to avoid entering into competition

with private enterprise." Its activity was, therefore, to be limited

" to helping, by reasonable subventions, the operation of independent

institutions." It would " maintain but a few schools," in order " to

afford a standard." It was laid down that " expenditure on Govern-

ment educational institutions should be a constantly diminishing

quantity, provided there is the assurance that the ground abandoned

by Government will be occupied by local effort." There was even

to be " a contraction in the numbers educated, especially in the high

schools and colleges still maintained by Government."

The Administration Report of 1888—89 shows that this resolu-

tion of the Government of India, was generally disapproved by the

organs of public opinion. They condemned as a retrograde step

the transfer of the higher education to private bodies, not accepting

the principle that the education of a people was like a manu-
facturing business, in which Government ought not to compete with

private enterprise, or not seeing the enterprise with which it was

to compete. They agreed rather with the views of Macaulay, so

vigorously expressed on a similar subject in 1 847.
" We have just come victorious out of a long and fierce contest

for the liberty of trade. While that contest was undecided, much
was said and written about the advantages of free competition, and

about the danger of suffering the State to regulate matters which

should be left to individuals. There has consequently arisen in the
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minds of persons who are led by words, and who are little in the

habit of making distinctions, a disposition to apply to political ques-

tions and moral questions principles which are sound only when
applied to commercial questions. These people, not content with

having forced the Government to surrender a province wrongfully

usurped, now wish to wrest from the Government a domain held by

a right which was never before questioned, and which cannot be

questioned with the smallest show of reason. ' If,' they say, ' free

competition is a good thing in trade, it must surely be a good

thing in education. The supply of other commodities—of sugar,

for example—is left to adjust itself to the demand ; and the con-

sequence is that we are better supplied with sugar than if the

Government undertook to supply us. Why then should we doubt

that the supply of instruction will, without the intervention of the

Government, be found equal to the demand ?
' Never was there a

more false analogy."

The policy of withdrawal, however, has been steadily pursued.

In Madras, in 1888-89, there were 147 upper secondary schools,

but of these only four remained, which were directly supported and

controlled by Government. In other provinces a similar process

has gone on, though on a less sweeping scale. There has been a

vast extension of secondary education in the last ten years, but the

charge to Government has decreased, the augmented expenses being

defrayed chiefly by increased fees. Nothing could testify more

strongly than this to the eagerness of the people for advanced

education. They desire English education in preference to verna-

cular ; but, judging by numbers, they desire instruction in the

classical languages, and especially in Sanskrit, still fifty per cent,

more than in English. It is evident that there is room now for an

enlargement of the basis of Sanskrit study ; it should no longer

remain isolated, but should be taught and learued in connection

with all that may be gained through English of the European ways

of facing the same problems which Sanskrit literature presents and

strives to solve. It is not unworthy of the most powerful Govern-

ment that it should respond to the nobler cravings of its subjects,

and the expansion of the classical teaching need not involve any

such expense as would materially disturb the balance between the

outlay on secondary and on primary education. The youths receiv-

ing secondary education amount, after all, to only some five per cent,

of the whole number recorded as under instruction in India. The

students in colleges amount to no more than one per cent. In

England the proportion is twice as great ; in a German state four
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or five times as great, of youths under secondary instruction. In a

German town, indeed, from a third to a half of the children are in

ithe higher schools ; but in Germany it is everywhere recognised, in

direct opposition to the principle announced by the Government of

India, that the State is more especially interested in the higher

education, the town or locality in the lower. The contributions of

Government are regulated accordingly.

In 1890—91 the expenditure of the Government of Bombay in

aid of secondary schools is set down as Es. 10,230 on secondary

schools under municipalities, against Rs. 27,403 contributed by the

municipal funds, and Rs. 27,348 obtained from fees. This is, of

course, far from representing the whole case, since Rs. 125,000

were expended on secondary schools managed directly by Govern-

ment. But even here fees were levied to the amount of Rs. 1 83,000.

For aided secondary schools under private management Govern-

ment contributed Rs. 190,000 towards an aggregate expenditure

of Rs. 700,000. The fees produced Rs. 275,000, and the endow-

ments about Rs. 228,000. To secondary schools managed by

District Local Boards the Government contributed but Rs. 391 out

of about Rs. 5000. To the Government secondary schools the

municipalities contributed but Rs. 6700 and the Local Boards

-nothing. These figures show that the Bombay Government has not

indeed wholly withdrawn from its care of secondary education, but

ley show, too, that the municipalities are but little encouraged in

bheir efforts to maintain higher education, and that the public con-

tributions all round are meagre and insufficient. So far from being

pampered, secondary education is starved, except in so far as it is

sustained by the payments of fees, and these in India are extracted

; mainly from a needy, half-famished class, having as strong a claim

[as any to the public aid in qualifying their children for their future

[callings. In the native States under Bombay the total expenditure

ion secondary education was Rs. 190,000, and of this the States

contributed Rs. 134,000. Admitting then the claims of primary

instruction, it may fairly be contended that even in Bombay secon-

dary education, so greedily sought and readily paid for by the

people, may properly ask such support from the State as shall raise

it to the highest efficiency, and by means of bursaries bring it within

reach of every boy of adequate capacity and promise. If all India

is taken into view the case is no better, perhaps worse than in

Bombay. Between 1881 and 1885 the total cost of secondary

instruction for boys rose from forty-four to sixty-four lakhs of

rupees, while the Government contributions actually diminished
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from Rs. 1,596,000 to Rs. 1,5 18,000. In Madras, in 1888-89,
there were 1 47 high schools, with some 26,000 pupils. But of these

forty-seven were unaided, and, of course, uncontrolled ; sixty-eight

were aided ; twenty-eight were Local Board schools, and only four

directly supported and controlled by Government.

In University education the retrogression of Government has

been marked in 1889—90 by reducing the staff of European pro-

fessors at the Hooghley College, and by placing the Krishnagur

and Rajashaha Colleges under a European principal of the subor-

dinate educational service, assisted by graduates of the Calcutta

University. The education at these institutions may possibly not

be seriously and immediately impaired by the changes in the staff;

but there is, at least, a risk of deterioration. The students in the

Bengal Colleges went on meanwhile increasing, while the cost of

each to Government fell by about twenty per cent. Economy was

further attained by refusing grants-in-aid to 4 1 3 secondary schools

in 1889—90, which was followed in 1890-91 by a decline of 2000
in the number of pupils in these establishments, though the number

of schools increased. In the Punjab, of six colleges, only one

remained under Government control in 1890—91. The control of

University education, of which the Government is divesting itself,

is not as yet passing in any large measure into native hands.

In Madras, in 1887-88, of eleven first-class colleges teaching the

course up to the B.A. degree, seven were aided colleges, six main-

tained by missionary bodies, and one the Doveton (Protestant)

College. Three high schools, it is said, became second-grade

colleges, teaching up to the first examination in arts, and three,

it is further said, are under native committees. There is one

college of higher rank, founded by the Maharajah of Vizianagram

;

but the most completely developed, and perhaps the only fully

developed college under purely native management in India, is the

Fergusson College at Poona. The college at Aligarh is a native

foundation, but it is under a European principal. It is the mis-

sionaries who thus far are taking the place of Government, and the

readiness with which their teaching is accepted proves the intense

desire of the people for high education. There is no reason to

doubt that the missionary colleges do their work efficiently ; their

students take honours in the University examinations. Yet secular

instruction is not the aim of their being, and Sir A. Croft remarks

of Bengal, in 1888—89, that the superiority of the Government

colleges was fully maintained.

The institution of the science degrees in the Indian Universities,
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or the introduction of the science subjects into the course for B.A.,

produced a certain movement from the literary to the science course.

In Madras, in 1887—88, there was a transfer of about thirty per cent,

of candidates from languages to the various " optional " or selected

subjects. The extension of professional openings and professional

studies will, it may be hoped, continue to attract many students to

physical science ; but, in spite of the general success of the candi-

dates for degrees taking up the optional subjects, they have of late

declined in numbers from year to year. Sir A. Croft observes that

in the unaided colleges science is virtually no longer taught. The

strong natural bent of the people of Bengal has prevailed against

all inducements.

In Bombay the impetus given under Lord Reay's administration to

technical teaching has not yet lost any of its force. It is maintained

with liberality, the expenditure in 1 890-91 having risen from 89,000
rupees to I 2 3,000 rupees contributed by Government. Literary edu-

cation and technical tra>miiig go on pari passu, though pursued gene-

rally by quite different classes of students. But training for

practical ends is sought in the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute,

and in the classes of the Poona College of Science. In the Uni-

versity the old order of studies still maintains its predominance.

The number of students taking up the classical languages does not

decline, and the general interest of native society in the Sanskrit

literature grows more pronounced as it grows more enlightened.

But while the demand for a higher and more complete teaching is

thus growing, the means of teaching, even where they have not

been lessened, have not been allowed to increase. There would

seem, as Sir A. Croft reported in 1888, to be "room for a great

development of the highest form of education, of the value of which

to its possessors and to the State there can be little doubt
;

" but

the Government colleges, which could best impart the highest

instruction, are bound down to tasks of a lower order by the insuffi-

ciency of their staffs. Mr. Wordsworth, the Principal of the Elphin-

stone College, reports :
" If no additions are to be made, the work

of preparing youths for the previous examinations should be

carried on in the high schools or provincial colleges, and this

college be open only to students preparing for the higher examina-

tions. With our existing staff we could teach these pretty effectu-

ally, and include in our course some lectures for those reading for

the degree of M.A." It is evident, then, that, as at present con-

stituted and manned, the Government colleges fall short of giving

that highest instruction without which all the lower teaching must
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more or less fail to produce a creative, reproductive intelligence.

It is only to Government agency that we can look for this highest

teaching ; and for a due balance of effort and development amongst

the several classes of instruction it is indispensable.

It has already been pointed out, in the inaugural address of the

eminent President of this Congress, how the study of Sanskrit has,

in the past generation, added to the history of the human mind

and of human institutions. It is taking an ever-widening place in

the field of literature and history, and the facts and thoughts which

it presents claim more and more an equal place beside those fur-

nished by the more familiar literature of ancient and modern

Europe. For India a correct appreciation of the teachings of its

literature is of inestimable importance. In no other country is the

present so deeply rooted in the past ; in none are existing institu-

tions, beliefs, and manners so unintelligible, except by reference to

their origin in a remote antiquity. The search for what this far

past has to reveal, the interpretation of what it has to tell, ought to

be, must be in great part, the work of native scholars. But just as

the treasures of Sanskrit are now found indispensable by the Euro-

pean scholar to a complete survey of human progress, so must the

native student be furnished with an ample armament of general

culture, with European learning and European methods of investiga-

tion, if he is to discover and appreciate the golden ore in the Eastern

mines of learning. He must bear a torch of European criticism if

he is to draw from his native stores matter that will be accepted as

a true addition to the wealth of mankind. He it is who has to

take up those elements of civilisation which Europe offers, and

present them in shapes which his countrymen can assimilate, and

through them find their way into the great march of modern

progress. A stunted and merely Asiatic culture will for such a

purpose be almost useless. Of Sanskrit, as of many other things, it

may be said that to know it alone is but to half know it, and recent

history demonstrates that its study cannot really flourish except

when it grows side by side with a free and generous culture in the

widest sense.

The few purely Oriental colleges that have survived in India

have been described as " mere remnants of old institutions, designed

for the cultivation of the classical learning of the Hindus and

Mahomedans, especially as bearing on their religion, laws, and

customs." Only three of these colleges survive : the Sanskrit

department of the college at Benares ; the Oriental department of

the Canning College at Lucknow, and the Oriental college at Lahore.
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There is also the Madrasa at Calcutta, but this has become merely

a second-grade college. Its standard in Arabic is not prescribed

by any University, and its literary energy stands almost at zero.

The Oriental department of the Canning College has about ninety

students, of whom the majority are Mahomedana They are

examined by the Punjab University for its Oriental titles, but not

for ordinary degrees. The Calcutta Sanskrit College now instructs

classes for the first examination in Arts. Some half-dozen or so of

students may be found reading Sanskrit for the degree of M.A.

The Sanskrit department of the College at Benares presents a much
better figure. It has about 460 students. Proficiency is rewarded

by Oriental titles. In the Anglo-Sanskrit department there are

about fifty students, mostly pundits of advanced years. The crowd

of Brahmins, who in former days taught Sanskrit to thousands of

disciples from all parts of India, has vanished. The ancient interest

in the sturdy has died out, the newer interest seeks other ways of

satisfaction. The Benares students, as may well be supposed,

devote themselves to learning with great zeal and assiduity ; and

the knowledge they acquire is, in a narrow way, solid and complete.

Yet we learn that outside " mathematics and astronomy, taught by

translations from English, the teaching moves entirely in the old

grooves. What we should call a critical knowledge of the language

is scarcely to be found." The Anglo-Sanskrit department, opened,

or reopened, in iS8a, has not as yet had time to produce any

material effect.

We could not gather from these examples that Sanskrit, standing

alone and as a law unto itself, was capable of doing much for the

mental enrichment of modern India, or even of long maintaining

itself as a subject of general serious study. The Oriental College

at Lahore was started with wider aims and a more promising

announcement of studies. " It cultivates the Oriental classical

languages along with the higher branches of European knowledge

through the vernaculars. . . . Students are thus prepared for

examination in arts, medicine, and engineering. . . . The chief

object of the students is not the acquisition of general knowledge,

but the advanced study of the Eastern classics. . . . The higher

training in the classics enables us to attract classes who have a

desire for Eastern but none for Western learning, and to insist on

the acquisition of a certain amount of more general knowledge

—

that required for the entrance examination of the Oriental Faculty.

. . . We hope gradually to lead our students to follow the course

for degrees rather than that for titles."

E
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The Punjab College was made a University in 1882. It was

intended to be Oriental in spirit and character without being

confined to the study of Oriental learning and languages. The

examinations in Arts are held not only in English but in the verna-

cular languages, and an Oriental Faculty examines for special degrees

in Oriental classics. An institution resting on such broad and

liberal ideas ought a priori to have achieved a great success. It

may be presumed to have done for Sanskrit and Arabic all that

could be done by merely Oriental methods. These were carried so

far that astronomy was taught for some time according to the

Ptolemaic system, as adopted by the Arabians. An investigation

into the working of the institution was held in 1885—86, and this

" brought to light the extraordinary condition of affairs that all the

students who were attending the college and school were stipendiaries,

with the exception of forty-six, who were in expectation of receiving

stipends." This gave occasion to some very caustic comments on

the part of the Lieutenant-Governor, who found that students'

stipends had been drawn for eight, ten, and even fourteen years.

" With regard to the scope of the pretensions and the operations of

the Oriental College and School," the Sub-Committee found that

they were " altogetber out of proportion to the available means,

teaching power, and appliances." The Sub-Committee state, " There

are, at present, no classes in Hindu and Mahomedan law. As
regards the medical classes, it was found that the only instruction

given was half-an-hour a day in the study of ancient Sanskrit, or

Arabic medical books." Yet the Oriental classics, it was reported,

were taught up to a high standard, and science and general know-

ledge were well conveyed through, the vernacular. The purely

artificial character of the Institution was proved by the fact that, as

compared with an expenditure by Government of Rs. 25,447, only

Rs. 578 were realised from fees.

It seems to result from this examination of all the available

instances, that Oriental education, on a purely Oriental basis in

India, has not quite succeeded, even when tried under the most

favourable conditions. It is equally evident that there is an insuffi-

cient provision for high University education. In 1885—86, as Sir

Alfred Croft points out, only twelve colleges in all India prepared

candidates successfully for the degree of M.A. "If the instruction

were provided, there would probably be no lack of students to take

advantage of it." It ought to be provided, and especially in

Sanskrit, as the completion and the crown of a thorough and com-

prehensive course of general study—linked closely on to the whole
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body of University teaching. It is as important to the students of

to-day, who are to be the teachers of the future, as a knowledge of

precedents is to the English lawyer. It should be taught, if neces-

sary, more intensively rather than extensively. It is dear to the

people, the key by which the riddle of their existence is solved, a

means whereby the two great masses of British subjects can at

length meet upon a common ground of thought.

I have pointed to the fact that the system of public education in

India was similar in its main outlines to the English system. It

was well to start from a known platform, but the English plan was

obviously but a fragment of a complete system. It provided only

for the simplest rudimentary instruction as a public care. The

State education of India is in this respect immensely ahead of it,

and yet this, especially in recent years, has been obstructed and

embarrassed by a tangle of notions of British growth, grown obsolete,

in a great measure, even in the United Kingdom, and wholly

inapplicable to a country of such widely different conditions as

India. The statesman of India should be enlightened, not enslaved,

by the example of this country.

" Not clinging to an ancient saw,

Not mastered by a modern term."

Piercing through circumstances to principles he should discern

that the higher and the highest education he can bestow is the

perpetual want of India until it be satisfied, and that the interest

of England is beyond all measure concerned in the shape and

direction given to the growing and aspiring intellect of the great

dependency.

The secondary schools in India have this advantage over the

endowed schools in England, that they are subject to regular and

searching examination. They form a part of the system inspected

and controlled by the Education Department. In England, on the

other hand, when the Charity Commissioners have once framed a

scheme for a school, and set it going, it is thenceforward left very

much to itself. It does not come within the visitations of the

Inspectors of Schools, because it is not a primary aided school

;

the Charity Commissioners have no authority to appoint inspectors

or exercise superintendence. Hence they have no official means of

testing either the soundness of their schemes or the intelligence and

zeal with which they are carried out by the governing bodies. Nor
can the Charity Commissioners find out with any certainty where a

want of secondary education is most felt, and how for each locality
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it may best be supplied. Wales and Scotland are in this respect

distinctly in advance of England. In England the State does not

found high schools or help, or even inspect them. They are found

in some places where they are almost thrown away. In others they

exist not where they are most needed, or exist only through private

enterprise or benevolence. There are some scholarships linking the

primary to the secondary schools, and this is a point at which the

Charity Commissioners aim in their schemes for reorganising educa-

tional foundations ; but there is an absolute want of continuity and

system as between the lower and the higher education. The State

looks after the former ; the latter, equally important, is left almost

to chance. India, in the outline, at least, of its educational system,

approaches the completeness of Germany. There is a regular grada-

tion of schools and of studies from the lowest to the highest, and to

the University. Voluntary bodies who have established schools and

colleges receive grants in aid on terms which place them on an

equality with the Government institutions, and which are perfectly

satisfactory to them. They provide instruction in many cases at

lower rates and with more consideration for individual cases than

the purely public institutions. A poor boy of unusual ability knows

exactly what opportunities are open to him, what line he has to

take in order to make his way to a University degree ; and there

are aids enough on the way in the shape of Government and muni-

cipal scholarships to encourage him in diligence. The plan of

Indian public education is not ill laid down. What it wants is

enrichment, enlargement, the capacity and means to cultivate the

best abilities, to turn out and preserve to learning a larger—a much
larger—proportion of distinguished men among the host of medio-

crities. But it needs, too, a recognition of the principle thoroughly

accepted in Germany, that the higher the scale of education the

wider the reofion interested in it. Thus the State should contribute

a larger proportion to the secondary than to the primary school. In

India it is generally just the reverse. In England secondary educa-

tion is left to take care of itself The very wealth of endowments

with which the community has been enriched by the munificence of

past generations has in recent years stood in the way of a syste-

matic progress of scholars from the lowest to the highest rung of

the educational ladder. Many of our great foundations date from

an earlier period, but the sixteenth century was particularly fruitful

in grammar-schools. It was a time when men's minds were greatly

and nobly stirred, a time of rising prices, of prosperity for the middle

classes, and of confidence in the future. The endowments took
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generally the form of dedications of land, which were specially

appropriate for large towns, because the value of the land would

increase with the growth of population, and of children needing

instruction. The stream of benevolence, though lessened in propor-

tion to the nation's wealth, has never ceased to flow, but many new
objects have arisen, and new means of elementary education have

come into existence on lines different from those of earlier times.

A generous education was in the times following the revival of

learning recognised as the only education. Instruction aimed at

learning, as learning was then conceived ; but the practical needs of

active life were little cared for by the grammar-school master, and

the demand for immediately useful instruction, even on a very low

level, gave rise to the private adventure schools in which the mass

of middle-class Englishmen have been brought up.

No country shows more than England the impoverishment which

the lower everyday studies suffer through a divorce from the higher.

While classical and philosophical learning has kept on the old lines,

sharing fairly in the general movement of European thought, though

suffering by its partial severance from the great active interests of

the nation, the exigencies of daily life amongst a lower, rougher

class have been met by a rude rule-of-thumb education, or rather

instruction, supplying in a fragmentary unorganised way such scraps

of practical accomplishments as were indispensable for purposes of

business. There is neither the systematic discipline imposed on

the teachers and learners of the classical languages, nor is teaching

bised on a thorough study of human faculties and human growth,

and working on this foundation towards a gymnastic of the mind,

which shall open wider and strengthen it in such a sequence of

training as may produce the maximum of energy and flexibility in

the whole sphere of effort and invention within which the intended

occupations are embraced. Individual genius of course triumphs

in England, as everywhere over the obstacle of unfavourable sur-

roundings, but in England perhaps more than anywhere capacity

goes to waste through want of cultivation. Recent years, no

doubt, have seen great efforts made by the Charity Commissioners

to make the educational endowments which abound in some parts

of the country available for carrying on youths of exceptional

promise from one stage to another of education. The existence

even of such possibilities for ability and diligence is not generally

known. There is a complete absence of a system connecting

the lower with the higher schools, and with the Universities.

There may incidentally and occasionally be some gain in leaving
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a leaven of high intelligence, even though uncultivated, to work

amongst the masses ; but this is not to be compared in value,

socially or politically, with a continuous and regular movement

upwards, bringing home to the poor and ignorant, that for them

as for others—for their sons, at any rate—there is a free career

open to ability. A chain of common intellectual interests, binding

the different orders of the community together, is not less im-

portant in view of the rising problems of the future, than the

political and religious connections which counteract the severing

influence of differences of means. Now, in the matter of gradation

and co-ordination in its educational system, India is distinctly in

advance of England. Scotland and Wales will bear comparison

with India, as they take greatly the lead of England, but in any

criticism of the Indian Educational Department, it must be borne

in mind that, with limited means, and with enormous difficulties

to contend against, the Government has placed instruction, and

the highest instruction, fairly within the reach of every youth of

ability who chooses to strive for it.

By the Welsh Intermediate Education Act of 1889, provision

is made for an Education Committee for each county. The Com-
mittee is to submit to the Charity Commissioners a scheme for the

intermediary and technical education of the country, and for the

use of existing endowments. The County Council may provide for

the scheme out of the county rate, with a condition for its own
repiresentation on the governing board. The scheme has to be dealt

with and put in operation by the Charity Commissioners, like one for

an endowed school. • Provision is thus made for a complete scheme

of secondary schools if only the County Councils will vote the re-

quisite funds. The extra rate for this purpose must not exceed

a halfpenny in the pound. To the sum thus raised may be added

an equal sum from the Treasury, on condition of the schools being

maintained in an efficient state. The schemes proposed must be

approved by the Charity Commissioners, which, it may be hoped,

will prevent any degradation of the existing means, slender as they

are, of higher instruction.

In Scotland, secondary education has in some way been provided

for in the ordinary schools during the last two centuries. There

are many more endowments than in Wales, though not so many as

in England. A power of rating, not only for lower but for higher

class schools, was given by the legislation of twenty years ago.

It was found by experience that enough had not been done for

secondary education, and further arrangements had to be made, but
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the problem presented itself under far more favourable conditions

than elsewhere.

By a recent order of the Scottish Education Commission of the

Privy Council, a representative Committee will be formed for every

county.

It will report on the existing means of higher education in each

county in Scotland.

It will name the schools fitted for an additional provision, and

the school districts where new schools are needed. It will say

whether any secondary school, not being a higher-class public school

under the Act of 1872, is eligible for a share in the grant.

It will consider any proposal submitted by the County Council

for promoting technical education in connection with secondary

education by means of funds at its disposal.

There are similar provisions for the great burghs of Edinburgh,

Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Dundee.

The allowances are £'^ a head for average of boys above 13 who
have passed Standard YI.

; £6 a head for children who, having

been for three years in a public or State-aided school, have passed

Standard VI., and such further examination as may be prescribed

to test their fitness for secondary education ; £2 a head for those

under 1 3 who have passed Standard YI. ; to State-aided schools

making provision for higher education, £1 o, head for each pupil

passing the third stage of a special subject deemed secondary,

and ;^3 for each who then remains a year learning secondary

subjects.

Suitable buildings must be provided and the curriculum must be

approved as conditions of the aforesaid grants.

The continuation of the grant is conditional on annual approval by

the County Committee or Burgh Committee and Scottish Education

Department of the work of the schools.

I have pointed already to the earnest and widely spread desire

for secondary education which prevails in India. In the great

towns which are the centres of industrial activity the craving for

technical instruction is no less vigorous. The objects properly

included in secondary and in technical education are very well

indicated in Section 17 of the Welsh Act already referred to.

It is almost a disgrace to great cities of the empire like Calcutta,

Madras, and Bombay if they do not profit by the examples

which have been set them by the chief towns of the United

Kingdom, and, with the aid which they may most reasonably

claim, establish secondary schools on a largo and liberal scale.
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If their inhabitants in the next generation are to retain their place

in the world of intellect and of material prosperity, learning and

science and the applications of science must be assiduously studied.

A truly corporate spirit ought to manifest itself in all ways in which,

as in this, combined and co-ordinated action is immeasurably more

efficient than individual effort. Offers of private endowments should

be met in a generous spirit, and the Government thus shamed, if

necessary, into an equal liberality. Every populous municipality in

India should strive to place itself on the level of Edinburgh or

Dundee, and make secondary instruction in learning and in industrial

arts one of the main aims of its corporate existence. In some of

the municipalities below the first rank the requisite spirit exists

;

in the greatest it may be feared a less noble ambition or a greater

stinginess prevails. Bat by one means or another, from one source

or another, provision must be made for keeping the Indian scholar

and the Indian artificer or captain of labour abreast of the general

line of progress if the gains of to-day are to be preserved, and

positive retrogression is to be avoided.

The mofussil or rural districts of India are'now almost everywhere

brought under the control of local boards established under the im-

pulse given by Lord Ripon's administration. These may, for our

present purpose, be compared with the County Councils of the

United Kingdom. Wherever, within the bounds of a zilla, the

want of secondary education of either class has become distinctly

felt, a way should be provided on the Welsh or the Scottish model

for the constitution of a local educational council or committee, and

for the establishment of such secondary schools on such a footing as

may be expedient. The local boards should be invested with a power

of rating within modest limits for this special purpose, and the

provincial Government should be empowered or required to supple-

ment the rate in each case with an equal sum from the general pro-

vincial revenues up to an aggregate settled quinquennially by the

Imperial Government. The schemes would differ materially for

different districts. It may be feared that in some apathy, or the

dread even of a slightly increased fiscal burden, would prevent any

universal demand for higher instruction from arising. In such cases

it should be open to any substantial portion of the community to

make the requisite demand, and to Government to act on such

demand. The contribution from the provincial revenue would be a

sufficient check on hasty assent. The principle of a local provision,

compulsory for primary instruction, discretionary for secondary

.education, is already embodied in the law, but two further steps
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are necessary, or at least desirable : (
i
) The constitution of an

Educational Commission on the Scottish system; and (2) a power

to enforce action in favour of higher instruction when necessary.

Add to these a uniform contribution by Government, and then the

machinery would be complete. At present the Government, in

Bombay desires to help local boards to the extent of one-third of

the cost of elementary education, but its means, like those of the

local boards, are insufficient. They could be found and would be

found in the quinquennial fiscal contract between the provincial and

the Imperial Governments if a statutory duty were imposed on the

former to aid local communities coramensurately with their willing-

ness to tax themselves both for primary and for secondary education.

In most municipalities of Western India a special education rate

would be least unpalatable when devoted to the purpose of higher

instruction, in a liberal sense, but with due regard to the specific

wants of the population. It has, indeed, been found necessary to

check a municipality's contribution, and official congratulations have

been uttered over municipalities' parsimony in this direction, as

leaving more available for primary instruction.

Cpnsidering the position of England as the mistress of India, and

the fact that Her Majesty rules over six Asiatics for one subject of

European blood, the provision made in England for the encourage-

ment of Oriental learning is of a mean and unworthy kind. The

able young men who crowd our Universities, looking anxiously

forward for a career, see that, except by great good fortune, to turn

to Sanskrit or Arabic, instead of Greek and Latin, would be to ruin

their prospects, to place themselves on a low level of means and

comfort, for all their lives. India could afford something, England

could afford much, towards remedying this evil, and making English

Orientalists as numerous and productive, let us say, as those of

Germany. In the disi:)osal of offices that require Oriental learning,

the Universities and other learned bodies would do well to give a

preference to men who, by long residence in India, have gained a

living acquaintance with its literature as it lives and works in the

mind of the people. Native scholars of distinguished erudition

should be invited and induced to take up their residence, and to

work and lecture for a longer or shorter period in the United

Kingdom. Some young Englishmen of unusual zeal and promise

should be sent to complete their studies at Benares. Such supple-

mentary measures as these would complete and crown the improved

development of learning in India. They would bring the metro-

politan country into closer relation with its great dependency ; they
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would do something to correct the superciliousness which springs

from ignorance, and to promote that communion of thought and

feeling, without which a true and all-pervading unity of imperial

spirit is all but impossible.

In India, as has been done in Egypt, a large sum might be

obtained for Sanskrit education out of the numerous religious

endowments, without any departure from their main purpose. In

some cases which have come into the Courts new schemes for the

administration of the charities have been framed, and in the place

of large additions to genuine places and to the crowd of mendicants

to be fed gratuitously, provision has been made for the establish-

ment and extension of schools. An Act was passed by the legis-

lation a couple of years ago under which the Government can in

many cases do even more efficiently what the Courts have some-

times done. In the present state of feeling of the native com-

munity in India, no applications of charitable funds would be more

acceptable than those by which education should be extended ; and

if this extension should, even in part, take the shape of placing the

study of Sanskrit and of Arabic on a high and scholarly basis, it

would everywhere be taken as a sign of true interest and sympathy,

and do much to endear their rulers to the Hindu and Mahoniedan

subjects of Her Majesty. Many opulent natives of India—chiefs

and others—feel a deep religious, as well as a social and benevolent,

interest in the higher education of their countrymen. We have

only to look at the long list of endowments conferred on the Uni-

versity of Bombay during its one generation of existence, to see

that a generous desire to aid scholarship is very widely diffused.

It is indeed the opinion of some who know the University well,

that there are in proportion scholarships enough, and that more

good can now be done by adding to the general fund of the Uni-

versity than by creating additional prizes. But all will, I think,

concur, when I commend to the attention of wealthy and patriotic

men the founding of lectureships and scholarships constituted speci-

ally for the pursuit of original research, and for widening and

deepening the foundations on which the Indian, and especially

Sanskrit, learning of the future is to be built. The aim should be

to make native scholars not only complete masters of their own
sacred language, but masters also of the general learning and

philosophy, without which their special acquirements must lose

half their value.

If the several means of govermental, corporate, and individual

action which I have indicated should be brought to bear energetically
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but judiciously on Indian students, the result in a generation

would be a rise in the quality of native education as remarkable

as its wide extension during our own time. Whether in those

active pursuits which call for a large share of physical energy the

Hindus will ever quite equal Europeans may reasonably be doubted
;

but in learning and speculation they may certainly expect to pro-

duce some great masters from among the multitude who are ready

to become submissive and earnest disciples.

In dwelling as I have done on the duty and the means of

enlarging and elevating the native learning of India, I would not

be understood as advocating any indiscriminate multiplication of the

mere passmen who take up Sanskrit or Persian as their classical

language for the bachelor's degree. The aim should be rather to

increase the depth and fulness of learning than to add to the crowd

of half-trained scholars. The tastes and traditions of the Hindus

tend always to throw an excessive number of competitors into the

ranks of those who seek literary employment. Thousands become

ill-educated scholars merely because this is their hereditary calling,

and they have not energy to strike into a new career. These

numerous inefFectives lower the general level of aspiration even

amongst those who do better. They should be to a large extent

excluded from the career of learning by severer tests applied at an

_early stage, and, as far as possible, other careers should be opened

lov them. The sluggish and incapable must needs be comparative

lilures in any line whatever, but many who have no literary gift

light succeed as engineers, as builders, carpenters, and machinists,

^he appliances of advanced mechanical art have as yet been but

jjittle brought to bear on the construction of houses in Indian cities.

[Sanitation is in its infancy ; sound and pure art is but little em-

ployed by the wealthy commercial classes in the embellishment of

their dwellings. In every direction there are calls for the increased

application of science and the industrial arts to improve the comfort

and beauty of human life. A somewhat severe code of building

laws and sanitary regulations would not only improve the physical

well-being of the people, but would open out occupation for a multi-

tude of specialists and experts who would thus be drawn off from

the too-crowded field of literary work. Thus the material and the

intellectual improvement of the people would be directly advanced

by the same measures which would gradually break down the anti-

economical restrictions of such employments and wasteful modes of

production.

In pointing out the shortcomings of the Sanskrit College at
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Benares, its principal, ^Dr. Thibaut, adds that the English colleges

have done very little for the promotion of Sanskrit scholarship.

This cannot be accepted as correct without a large qualification as

applied to the colleges of the Bombay Presidency. These have pro-

duced men like Messrs. Bhandarkar, Pandit, and Telang, who know

well how to employ the critical methods of European scholarship.

They are able to hold their own in contests with the most advanced

European scholars in matters controverted amongst them. The

Bombay Sanskrit Series is a most creditable evidence in several

of its productions that native scholarship,^ while characterised by all

the minute thoroughness of the old indigenous school, can yet in

favoured instances quit the old grooves and expatiate in the wider

field opened to it by the vigour and enterprise of European learning.

^ Publications by Natives in Bombay.

I. S. P. Pandit :—

(i) "Edition of the Rc-Cghuvansii," 3 Nrs. Bo. S. S.

(2) "Edition of the MalavikSgnimitra " (No. i, two editions). Bo. S. S.

(3) "Edition of the Vikramorvesi " (No. i, two editions). Bo. S. S.

(4) "Edition of the Gaiidevaho " (No. i). Bo. S. S.

(5) " KumaragrSlacharita " (in the Press, No. i). Bo. S. S.

(6) "The Atharvaveda with Sayana's Com.," discovered by Mr. Pandit, and

published for the Government of Bombay (in the Press).

(7) " Vedasthayatra," not completed, a serial translation of the R. V. into Eng-

lish and Hebrew.

II. K. T. Telang :—

(8) "Edition of Bhartrihari's Centuries" (No. i, two editions). Bo. S. S.

(9) " Bh^gavaddgita " translated. Sacred Books of the East, vol. xviii.

(10) "Was the Rdrndyana copied from Homer ?

"

III. R. G. Bhdndiirkar :—

(11) "Edition of Malatimadhava " (one vol.). Bo. S. S.

(12) " Report on the Search for S. MSS." 1882-83 (vol. i.). Government Press.

(13) " Report on the Search for S. MSS." 1883-84 (vol. i.). Government Press.

(14) "History of the Dekhan for the Bombay Gazetteer."

(15) "Wilson Lectures on Indian languages" (published each Year). Bombay
Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

IV. Apte.

(16) English-Sanskrit Dictionary.

(17) Sanskrit-English Dictionary.

(18) Guide to Sanskrit Composition.

V.-VI. Parab and Godbole.

The Das^akumaracharita with the Comm. of Kavindra of Stliasvati and Sivaram

Tiwaro ; and many other editions, with Commentaries for the Nirnayasagra Press.

E.g., Sakuntala, with the Arthadyotanika, Priyadan^ika, by Sri Harsha, KathSsa-

ritsa S^gara, &c. &c.
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This tribute is due to the not inconsiderable group of young native

scholars who, in the Bombay Presidency and the region subject to

its influence, have maintained and still maintain the national honour

in the beloved field of national learning, while they accept and

employ in a truly catholic spirit all the resources placed at their

disposal by the great brotherhood of erudition throughout the world.

Yet if one without pretensions to be an expert may hazard the

observation, the general out-turn of Sanskrit teaching, even in the

Elphinstone and the Dekhan Colleges of the Bombay Presidency is

stunted and meagre as compared with the needs of the community

and of the age. The ordinary students just pass the examinations

and obtain their degrees on a very slender minimum of true critical

scholarship. A certain limited command of Sanskrit is most easily

acquired by those whose vernacular language rests so largely on a

Sanskrit foundation, and whose daily converse teems with Sanskrit

phrases. But this kind of rote-knowledge need not necessarily

imply a more thorough scholarship than a courier's acquaintance

with French or Italian. The B.A. who takes up Sanskrit as his

classical language does no doubt go a good deal further than that,

but still not far enough for a vivifying formative influence to be

exercised over him, still less for his powers to become in their turn

productive and add materially to the sum of human knowledge and

the volume of intellectual harmonies amongst mankind. I should

even say, from observation, that Sanskrit, studied with anything

like exclusiveness and made almost the sole ground of mental exer-

tion during those years in which a permanent stamp is given to the

intellectual and moral character, is apt in ordinary cases to exercise

a narrowing and self-involving influence, to give acuteness and

verbal skill, while hardening and confirming local and national

conceit and disinclination to receive instruction from without. It

would be invidious to cite particular evidences of this ; but they

must be manifest to any one who closely observes the movements of

native society at such a place as Poona. The position taken up by

many Hindu scholars with reference to women and their place in

human society shows that there may be genuine and extensive

learning of a kind with but little moral expansion, and but slight

enlargement of the capacity to appreciate the means by which India

and the Hindus may contribute nobly to the future progress of the

human race.

There seems, then, to be needed, even for the full appreciation

of the Sanskrit literature and philosophy, much more than a tech-

nical mastery, however perfect, of the mere language itself. A
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liberal—that is, a wide-reaching—education is essential to the

Sanskritist in India as in Europe, if he would make his learning

fruitful and an element of human progress. It should be informed

with philosoi)hy, with the thoughts and emotions that have a

universal and eternal value. The liberal education means for the

Hindu (and indeed equally, or still more, for the Musalman) a

thorough immersion in European thought—not" in mathematical or

physical science, which has its high and separate value, but in the

thought which is concerned with the proper activities of nien as

individuals and as members of society. Fertility, expansion, even

a true conception of what each system contains and can do for man,

must be got at by bringing the European and the Asiatic systems

into close contact and comparison. For this the Indian scholar

should resort to the great fountain-heads of Western thought in the

Greek literature, and follow the stream down through the philo-

sophers and historians who have portrayed, and partly made, the

living progressive world in its successive phases down to our

own day.

The study of a literature or a philosophy—the one blends with

the other—thus pursued is as far as possible from deserving a sneer

or a reproach as unpractical. The favourite notion of fifty years

ago, that the world could be regenerated and human happiness

secured by mere laissez-faire, and the mechanical operation of bar-

baric self-acting laws of supply and demand, has been discredited

by experience. Human society, human welfare and progress, it is

now seen, present ever new problems, which demand for their

solution a deeper insight into man's nature, a larger and more

generous sympathy with his spiritual needs, than were dreamed of

in a past generation. After a long fascination by the marvels of

science, and the boons it has bestowed on our material existence,

men's minds once more turn from the new standpoint thus gained

towards a corresponding advance in their intellectual and moral

being. The air is full of announcements of schemes for giving

men more leisure, for making them more mutually helpful, for

satisfying aspirations towards a beauty and completeness of life

in which the soul may find rest. The time has once more

arrived for the speculative and creative faculty to do some great

things for the relief of man's estate. The more minds there are

brought to bear on this work, and the better skilled and furnished

they are with various endowments and experience, the greater will

be the prospect of success. It appears to be the scheme of Pro-

vidence, or a necessity of human nature, that many problems of
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j:
society should first be wrought out on a limited scale, as amongst

\ the Hebrews and the Greeks, before the results become available to

I
mankind at large. Each nation stirred by great impulses may hope

that it will have its own definite contribution to give towards the

growth of our race in power, nobleness, and moral beauty. The

Hindu and the Musalman have their contributions to make, but, in

order to present these in shapes that shall be effectual and pro-

ductive, they must gain a wide intellectual outlook. They must

qualify themselves to see and to grasp those subtle links which bind

human activities in a substantial unity amid endless phenomenal

diversities. Thus trained and disciplined, they may, with their fine

contemplative powers, become the interpreters of the special experi-

I ence of their own people—of their specific message to mankind

—

in forms intelligible and acceptable to all nations. They will thus

;l repay their debt to England and to Europe by a bounteous contribu-

tion to the sources of our future welfare, to an enlarged philosophy,

a wider benevolence, and to "the mighty hopes that make us

men."
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THE LANGUAGE CENSUS OF INDIA.

JERVOISE ATHELSTANE BAINES,
Census Commissioner for India.

" eVrt Se ttoXXo edvea 'lvda>u, kol ovk 6/io0a)i/a cr(f)icn."—HerODOTUS.

The subject on which I am to address you to-day is the census of

the languages of India, which, I may mention, formed part of the

general census of that country taken in February 1891. I may
as well introduce my subject with a few words of explanation as to

the scope of the inquiry and its object.

The Committee which drew up the scheme of operations for the

first general census of India, of which body my predecessor, Sir W,
Chichele Plowden, was the leading spirit, recommended that a return

of mother-tongue should be obtained, which might serve, in com-

bination with another of birthplace, as an indication of race, in

cases of foreigners or persons of mixed blood. The suggestion was

approved by the Government, and the results are to be found in

the report on that census.

Ten years later, when we were making preparations for the

census of 1 89 1, we proposed an expansion of the schedule which

would allow for the entry of race in cases such as those I mentioned

just now, but we thought it advisable to retain the column for

parent-tongue, not so much for comparison with the return for the

preceding census, as to serve as an aid to future philological

inquiry. I admit, of course, that the offhand inquisition which

alone is practicable at a census is not much of a step in that direc-

tion ; still it is a step, and it was an object with us to get a photo-

graph, as it were, of the existing distribution of language in India,

from the popular standpoint, which might to some extent guide the

more leisurely and comprehensive researches of competent specialists.

In accordance with this view, the instructions issued regarding

language ran as follows :

—

" Enter here the language ordinarily spoken in the household of the

parents, whether it be that of the place of enumeration or not."
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So much for the object of the inquiry ; now as to its scope. It

was thought that in some of the less advanced native states the

ageucy available for enumeration would be inferior in experience

and supervising power than that of British provinces, so we were

unwilling to throw upon such tracts the burden of collecting detail

which wou^d turn out, probably, untrustworthy. We limited our

demand, accordingly, to the more general points on which statistics

were wanted for the Imperial returns, and along with the rest, thus

thrown overboard, went those concerning language. In justice to

the administration of the census operations in Rajputana and

Central India, however, I must not omit to say that had I been

aware beforehand of the care that was to be taken in supervising

the arrangements, I should have unhesitatingly asked from them

the same amount of information as was required from the population

under our direct administration. As it is, the loss, so far as language

is concerned, is not important, except with regard to the wilder parts

of Central India, where there are dialects in use amongst the hill

tribes that are said to be dying out. It is a pity, therefore, that

we could not get a record of them whilst they are still current.

The omission, valde deflenda, of Kashmer, touches us more \

nearly, as there is much room for information about the dialects

prevalent amongst the tribes inhabiting the outskirts of the state

and the hills encircling the valley. Philology requires something

wider about the archaic tongues of the recesses of the Hindu-Kiish

and the Thibet frontier than the indications, often meagre and

inconsistent, of chance travellers.

Then, again, Nipal was not brought within the sphere of the

census operations, though it is geographically within India. We
have therefore still to do without statistical information regarding

the linguistic distribution at the present time of the population of

this interesting state. This is the more to be regretted, as it is

probable that since Mr. Hodgson published his invaluable studies,

there has been considerable change in the relative prevalence of the

numerous dialects he mentions.

Finally, Manipur, in which the census was duly taken, has to be

excluded from our return, because the results were destroyed, I have

been told, during the deplorable occurrences of March 1 89 1. A
similar misfortune happened to the returns from one or two of

the small states on the northern frontier of Burma. This is a

great pity, for the country about there is a regular philological

cockpit. A census has on more than one occasion been accused of"

having given rise to unpleasantness of this description, or some-
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other, that I am bound to explain that in these instances the

destruction of the schedules was merely an incident in the royal

outbreak, not the object of it. By the way, in none of the reports

in the above warlike operations is there any mention made of the

eflScacy of census literature as a means of defence, but I hope that

the bundles of schedules did not turn out less bullet-proof than the

historic record of the family dispute in the Mutiny, though I am
sure that our returns were not, as the District Judge reported that

to be, " duly fortified with false evidence."

The omissions just mentioned include a population of over twenty-

six millions, but we have still left the return for 262 millions, or

about 90 per cent, of the population dealt with by the census as a

whole. The names of the languages returned, as culled from

the schedules, numbered many hundreds. Even after sifting out

synonymous entries, and grouping under main heads dialectic

variations which I did not think it worth while to distinguish in the

general return, I have not been able to reduce the latter to less than

150 items, though about fifty of these have been relegated to the

Provincial portion of the Table.

But the value of this information lies, of course, in the variety

of its component parts, not in their numerical bulk. India is

indeed the "happy hunting-ground" of the philologist, for we
there find language in every stage of its development ; or, to put

it otherwise, forms of speech are there current which appertain

to nearly every one of the classes recognised in philology. Its

geographical conditions, almost as much as its political history, have

contributed to this ; so, in undertaking the explanation of the sub-

division and grouping of the above mass of figures, I must call in

the aid of both these elements in the ethnology of the country.

Then, again, the question of race cannot be quite ignored, even in

the case of the natives of the country, though I take it up, as the

lawyers say, without prejudice, for I have no wish to exaggerate

the value of philology in the discrimination of race.

To begin with the geographical features relevant to the matter

in hand :—I need not go back farther than an age which finds

India in its present conformation. The question of whether the

country once formed part of the now almost submerged continent

of Lemuria goes a little beyond my brief, although it has, I admit,

its direct bearing on the ethnology of Southern India. I offer,

however, the excuse that a census review is scarcely the place to

discuss so delicate a point of physical science. The only inference

I wish to draw at present is, that the influences to which the
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development of the people and their language have been subjected

are peculiarly local and restricted, and this is attributable, in great

measure, to the main geographical features of the country in which

they have settled. For instance, the sea was, up to comparatively recent

ages, a complete obstacle to immigration, still more to intimate

intercourse with distant foreigners. The great mountain barrier to

the north can only be pierced at the north-west, and turned on the

west and east ; none of the rou4:es across the Himalaya, moreover, is

practicable to more than a small body of men at a time, and the

passage of the many ranges that compose that system, backed as

they are by desert and inhospitable table-land, must always be a matter

of considerable time. If we turn in the other direction, the course

of immigrants from the north-east, we find, would be naturally

deflected from India by the watershed between that country and the

great valleys of the Irrawaddi and Mekong, except to those who
might have reached the upper waters of the Dibong. On the other

hand, all the routes that debouch into India from the north-west,

[meet at once the Indus valley and the Panjab, from which the

[Gangetic plain is separated by a watershed of but insignificant

leight. The immigrant, therefore, once through the Himalaya or

"indu-Kiish, would find the way open before him to choose an

idvance eastwards or westwards, irrespective of physical obstacles.

*The submontane tracts of the Panjab, with their continuation down
;he rich alluvial plain of the Gangetic system, afford the obvious

)utlet of a community disposed to agriculture, whilst the vast grazing

'grounds of the south-western plains would be similarly attractive to

tthose of pastoral proclivities. Belts of either desert or forest-clad

tills cut off these tracts from the Peninsula proper, so that as long

jas the valley provided abundant room for expansion, there would be

no object in leaving the fat banks of the river to tempt the dangers

and hardships of a trespass across the dividing range. Colonisation,

too, if necessary, could find its way round the coast-line, especially

on the west, where the road is comparatively open.

Now, tradition confirms very much what is suggested by the above

description. The immigration into India by land of which we have

any knowledge was the result of centrifugal movements on the part

of the population of the archaic seats of habitation north of the

Himalaya, following, as they did, the lines of least resistance. The
tide from the east, whether it originated in the same tract, or, as

seems more probable, came from the direction of South-Western

China, either sought the sea by way of the Golden Chersonese, or

trickled into India along the base of the Eastern Himalayas and
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the Brahmaputra valley. If any of this race came across the main

chain of the Himalayas—and possibly there was a slight move in

that direction—the attempt seems to have stopped in the mountains.-^

We may infer from this, perhaps, that the new-comers found the

plains of the south already occupied in force.

The more important stream, that from the north-west, spread over

the Hindu-Kiish, whilst the main body probably took the Indus

valley, where it turns sharply to the south at the end of the central

rib of the Himalayas, and followed it down to the Panjab. From

thence the movement spread in the course of ages down the main

streams, but its progress southwards, across the Central Indian

ranges, was stopped, probably by political as well as physical

obstacles, and of these I will speak a little later. What I have

now to point out is, that from the nature of the country and the

course of their migration, the immigrants by land could not have

kept touch with their kindred across the snows, and as there was

no intercourse by sea, the language of an Indie-Aryan community,

to use the conventional title, whatever stage it might have reached

before it arrived in the Panjab, was thereafter left to be developed

by the necessities and genius of those who brought it with them,

uninfluenced by outside experience. Similarly, within the country

itself, there were physical causes of the isolation of the various

offshoots of the parent stock. A mountain range, a belt of dense

forest, still more the deep gorges of the Himalayas, so completely

separate the respective inhabitants of their flanks, that people who

have split off from the same tribe but three or four generations ago

are often unable to understand each other's tongue.

From the geographical influences of the country on the language

I pass to the political. The data for the satisfactory decision as

to the unity of the autochthonous inhabitants, or its variety, seem

to be so obliterated that conclusion must be largely based on con-

jecture. It is enough to start from the Aryan tradition, which

states that this race whilst colonising the country were opposed

by two classes of previous occupants. First, a yellow race, wor-

shipping snakes and various caudate creatures, but showing no

reverence to the cow and her kin. This seems to point to a com-

munity of Mongoloid or Scythic extraction, but whatever these

people were, they do not seem to have been widely spread over the

country, and probably they retreated before the advancing Aryan

1 The Mongoloid characteristics of certain tribes south of the sub-Himdlayan

tracts do not seem sufficient to establish identity of race between those tribes and

the ultramontane yellow races, and with the Scythic settlements of later date on the

Panjdb frontier I am not at present dealing.
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to the eastern hills and the base of the Himalayas. The really

disagreeable people the Aryans had to deal with were the black

races, who had undoubtedly been settled in the country some con-

siderable time before the new-comers from the north, and had estab-

lished places of abode, if not cities, in our modern acceptation of

the term, and were particularly strong in the centre and south of

the tract occupied. It does not appear that the acquisition of the

country by the Aryans was of the nature of an invasion. They
had no doubt some fighting to do on their first arrival, but after-

wards the operations were more in defence against raids than

aggressive movements like those of later invasions. Probably the

settlers got a firm foothold on a fertile corner of Upper India, and

there waxed and multiplied, until by force of numbers they pressed

their way along the rivers. The Aryas had reached, it is certain,

a considerable pitch of civilisation before they entered India, and

their advance, which was very slow, was the usual result of contact

with far less developed communities in an open and fertile country.

The opposing element, especially of the black type, was forced from

the plains to the hills, and there they have remained, acclimatised

to conditions fatal to their dispossessors. The Hill tracts of Central

India have thus been compared to patches of cover isolated in the

middle of cultivated land, affording a refuge to all the wild animals

which have been expelled from the rest of the country. The same

may be said of the Himalayan Tarai and the ranges of Eastern

India and Assam. In such tracts, there being no influence but

that of tribe to keep the communities together, and the country

being favourable, as I pointed out just now, to isolation, we find a

variety of language unknown, I believe, in any other part of the

old world ; and since investigation has been impeded by political

circumstances till quite recently, there is still almost virgin soil

left for the philologist.

To return to the Aryas :—It does not appear that anything like

an organised extermination of the opposing races was either in-

tended or carried out. With the exception of the ruling and more

warlike clans of the latter, the bulk seem to have accepted the

position of helots under the colonists, and intermarriage between the

two races became a common practice, in proportion as the occupa-

tion of the country led the Aryas further from their seat of origin.

Such intercourse must have had a certain influence on the vocabulary

and pronunciation of the new-comers. Then, too, the spread of the

Aryas was not that of a nation, but of a congeries of clans, which

was gradually disintegrated, so that independent communities sprang
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up in all directions, as the wave of population rolled eastward. Now,

it has been observed that it is only civilisation that is able to spread

a language through considerable masses of people, and the growth

of the Arya element in India was probably too quick for the develop-

ment of its civilisation. The erection of independent states and

the admixture with the daughters of the land were not the only

influences that tended to break up the unity of the language brought

with them by the Aryas. The firm establishment of that race in

the plains was followed by the elevation of the family priest into the

member of a hierarchy, so that from being the agent of the tribal

or family chief in the ceremonial of sacrifice, he acquired control of

all social as well as religious ritual. The sacred formulae became

his monopoly instead of the peculiar appanage of the chief, and it

is not difficult to see how the disintegration of the mother-tongue

of the clan was helped on by this change. For the more the latter

got debased in the process of dispersement over the plains, the more

exaggerated was the value that the priest was able to place on the

exact knowledge of the sacred words, and the closer was the restric-

tion of that knowledge to within the hieratic class that he was able to

impose. In the end, it was made a positive offence for any but the

upper classes to even listen to the recitation of the texts. A survival

of this triumph is found in the present day, when in parts of India

it is the practice of the impure castes of Hindus, who are the direct

descendants of the helots I have just mentioned, to get an ecclesi-

astical sanction to their weddings by performing the same at a

distance from, though within sight of, the corresponding ceremony

amongst the orthodox, who are being tied together with full rites.

In old days, the prohibition in question amounted practically to the

refusal of instruction of any sort to the masses, since the early

learning consisted here, as in so many other countries, solely of

erections of various forms on the foundation of the ritualistic texts,

known only to the ecclesiastic body. We may contrast this with

the precept of Egypt, if the maxims of Ptah-Hotep are to be taken

as reflecting the policy of his class, for it is there written, " Con-

verse with the ignorant as freely as with the scholar, for the gates

of knowledge should never be closed." From the point of view of

the philologist, however, the practice of the Brahman rather than

the theory of his compeer on the Nile should receive our commenda-

tion, for the unbroken tradition of the former has preserved for us

his language twenty-five centuries after it ceased to be a vernacular

and became a classic.

But this is a digression from the subject of the disintegration
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of the Aryan language, as brought southwards from its home in

Oxiana. We begin to trace the process in tlie valleys of the

western ranges, where dwell the tribes of Kafiristan, Chitral, Gilgit,

and the other variations of similar type. The connection in what

is now Afghanistan is less apparent, as the Erdnic vocabulary has

been long introduced and the Indian construction obscured by local

usage. In the Kashmdr valley the connection is complete. In India

itself, according to the ancient grammarians, there were two offshoots

of Sanskrit current in the northern plains, the Sauraseni and the

Mdgadhi, the former south and west, the latter east and north of

the rallying-point of Brdhman civilisation. But these two were

apparently broken into numerous local forms, even if they ever

represented the real divisions of the speech of the masses amongst

the descendants of the Aryas. I have to mention them, however,

as the Magadhi form of Prakrit was the nominal vernacular of the

tract in which the next political movement important to the Aryan

colonisation took place. This was the rise of the Buddhistic sect,

which led to the deposition of the Brahman and the abrogation of

his monopoly in favour of less restricted modes of attaining the

end of man. Linguistically, this reformation had two main results.

First, the new creed carried with it the dialect of its birthplace, so

that Magadhi or Pali became the language of religion in Ceylon,

Burma, and Java, as well as in the transnivean tracts of the north,

-Thibet and South-Western China ; secondly, it unexpectedly affected

the language of the Southern Himalayan valleys, for the Brahmans

of Maithila and Gaud, flying before the enthusiasm of Buddhistic

iconoclasts, sought refuge in those secluded spots. Here they found

consolation of a worldly nature in the families of their hosts, and

started a mixed colony which the whirligig of time brought into

^power in Nipal, as being of the warrior caste of the Aryas. For

the Brahman learnt wisdom from his defeat, and in due course of

time, when Buddhism had accomplished its task in India, so far as

it could be assimilated by the masses, its adversaries, debasing the

spiritual currency of their scheme and exalting its social tenets,

triumphantly recovered the key of futurity. Magadhi entered the

same palladium as Sanskrit, and the vernacular regained its position.

I must now have a few words on the southern portions of India.

These, as I have already had occasion to mention, were placed

beyond the pale of Aryawartta, probably because there was ii4 suffi-

cient reason for trespassing beyond the comfortable quarters of the

Gangetic valley. The tracts in question, too, seem to have been

inhabited by a race approaching, indeed, if not identical with, th&
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black races of the more northern parts of the country in colour,

but of more developed civilisation. The intercourse of the Aryas

with this population appears to have been confined to the stray visits

of ascetics and other peaceful wanderers, some of whom settled

down in the chief seats of the Dravidians, as they called the

Southrons. In their case, at all events, the frock, or what corre-

sponds to it in the garb of the Hindu professional, was not followed

by the sword, and the influence of the Brahman, either for this

reason or because the Dravidian was already pretty well advanced

in prosperity, was not apparent on the language of the country to

any remarkable extent, though in time the religion was brought

into harmony with that of the inhabitants of Upper India through

Brahmanic propagandism. But the whole of the intercourse between

the two races seems to have been of a peaceful character, and the wars

•of which we have recorded tradition were the intestinal feuds of local

potentates, to whom the Brahman partisans had given names taken

from their own northern genealogy. As to the hill tracts, the same

i:hing happened here as in the north, and they became the home of

the more warlike of the wild tribes which had fled from the vassalage

imposed on their fellows by the communities of the low country.

I may add that geographically and physiologically these tribes are

inextricably mixed up with those swept aside from the Ganges valley,

though their language is in a higher state of development. Their

converted kindred of the southern plains are none the less of the

same type, though they are surpassed by no section of the Indian

community in their devotion to Brahmanic orthodoxy, and they have

adopted freely the Aryan vocabulary in all matters appertaining to

ritual and the ceremonies of common life.

The subsequent history of India proper need not occupy us long,

as the changes that have occurred have consisted chiefly in the

short but sharp impact of alien races from the north-west of Asia, or

the movements of sections of the people itself, or, again, the occu-

pation of the country by foreigners from a distance, in such small

bodies that they are lost in the sea of Indian ethnology, even if

they had not for the most part the animus revertendi to their native

country.

The invasions made for the sake of plunder only have left little

trace. The Musalman dynasties imported with them a foreign

element which settled in the country and administered its resources.

They have set their mark on the vocabulary, but have not touched

the rest of the language. The dialect known as Urdu, from the

Tiirki name for the chiefs camp, consists of the vernacular of the
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tract round the seat of government, interlarded with large numbers

of Persian words, or of Arabic words received through the Persian.^

There has been no introduction of the Persian construction, nor are

the Arabic terms inflected according to their own rules, but they

have to conform to the grammatic system of their host. Of Turki

there is but a very slight trace in the vocabulary, and none else-

where in the language. But some of the conquerors sought to

propagate their creed amongst the people under their rule, and the

results on the language of the latter is curiously varied. In the

north, where the conversion has been on a large scale, the verna-

cular has suffered no change. For instance, in Baltistan or Little

Thibet, where the population is Musalman almost to a man, the

language is the same as that of their Buddhistic neighbours in

Ladakh, and only the special terms required by the new faith are

introduced, and these are modified to suit the local pronunciation.

In Kashmer, where again the masses are Musalman, it is the same

with the Aryan vernacular. No change, too, is noticed to follow

conversion in the Panjab. In its neighbour, Sindh, and in the

Laccadiv Islands and with the Mappila of Malabar, it is the same,

though for correspondence the Arabic character has been adopted

with a few modifications. There are, similarly, certain well-known

mercantile bodies in the west of India who are all Musalman, but

though they study Arabic for religious purposes, they have remained

staunch to their native Gujarathi or Kachhi in all besides. So,

too, the converted cultivators of Gujarath are undistinguishable in

speech from their Hindu neighbours. On the other hand, there is

all over India a numerous class of Musalman converts, especially in

the towns, comprising artisans, domestic servants, and those who
largely swell the bodies of the police and the native army, who
have not only abandoned their original caste titles, and have affili-

ated themselves to foreign tribes, but regard the dialect of Hindi

known as Urdu as the peculiar appanage of their faith, and adopt it,

accordingly, with a strange and varied garnish of the local vernacular.

As to the movements amongst the inhabitants of India itself, I

may briefly notice those of the Sikhs and the Marathas. One of

the results of the success of the Sikhs in emancipating themselves

from Brahmanic orthodoxy was the erection of Panjabi to the

position of a separate language. This was an accident, like the

establishment of Vraj or the Dehli Hindi as the court language of

the Moghals, with this difference, that the latter had already an

^ See Bemier's account of Delhi and Agra, which cities he describes as moving

almost en masse when the Emperor shifted his quarters for the summer.
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established position, whilst the former cannot be even now said to

have any recognised standard. Then, again, as the Panjab tongue

was so nearly related to its eastern rival, there was no occasion

for an aggressive propaganda on the part of the new state across

the Jamna, and the Lower Indus valley did not tempt occupation.

In the case of the Marathas, too, no attempt was necessary to

extend their language. The object of their expeditions was mainly

gain, where it was not to obtain possession of territory already in-

habited by their own race under foreign domination. The invader

took what was to hand, and left a sufficient establishment of his own
adherents to ensure the due realisation of future benefits, when the

time came. In the meantime he was called to distant duties, and

when ousted in his turn from his new nest, naturally nothing would

be found of a permanent character in his arrangements, still less in

the effect of his occupation on the language of the conquered tract.

For instance, in Orissa there is no trace of Marathi in the language,

though the Maratha domination lasted over fifty years. In Tanjore,

the Deccani is a myth save in the precincts of the late court.

The political history of the people of the north-east of Assam is

mostly that of tribal movements from the south-western frontiers of

China, and the languages introduced have remained more or less

undisturbed in the hills first occupied. In one instance of a later

age, however, the ordinary process has been reversed, and the con-

quering Ahom have been won to the language of their subjects so

completely, that their own, a branch of Shan, has been practically

obliterated, and there are said to be few, and those only the oldest

of their priests, who can still understand, or even decipher, the

scattered relics of literature introduced with the original settlers.

Our information regarding the hill tribes between Assam and Burma
is still too recent to indicate the sources of the many and varied

forms of speech found in that interesting tract.

In Burma itself we are on comparatively fresh ground. Of the

four chief races of that province, there is but one which has no tra-

dition of its advent into the region it now occupies. Unfortunately

it is this, the Mon or Talaing, which opens the widest field for

speculation. The Talaing is the name given them by the Burmese,

and the people themselves begin their history with a story of the

arrival of a foreign colony amongst them of divine origin, but

hailing from the North Coromandel coast of India. Their vocabulary

shows, moreover, a curious similarity to that of the larger hill tribes

swept into the hills of Central India and Orissa by the Aryan

occupation. Here, however, the resemblance ends, so it is hardly a
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basis for concluding the identity of the two communities, especially

as there must have been some one to receive the Indian prince of

the tradition and offer him the kingdom ; for the story does not, I

think, attribute to him the paternity of the race, and the greater

portion of the Mon are spread over the more distant parts of the

lower Peninsula.

Of the three other races of Burma, two undoubtedly came from

the north and north-east respectively, and were probably driven

south by the pressure of the Chinese population from the north. It

is not certain, but there are strong reasons for supposing that the

Kar^n tribes are of the more eastern origin, as their tradition and

language are nearer akin than those of the Shan to the Chinese.

The Burmese attribute to their ancestors an Indian, or at least a

western origin, but there are strong grounds for referring them to

the same nucleus as the Shan, though from a different part of

Eastern Turkestan. It is true that the inhabitants of the Nipal

hills and Tarai bear a strong resemblance to the Burmese in feature

and a fairly traceable one in language, but it is difficult to fill the

gap between that state and the Irrawaddi valley. The yellow race,

as I 'had occasion to remark before, has held its own along the

Himalaya from Nipal eastwards, and the only crevices into which

Hinduism has been able to force an entrance are in Nipal, where the

court language is probably displacing the vernaculars of the hills,

and the Brahmupiitra valley, where conversion of the races which have

taken to the plains is in full progress. Elsewhere, linguistically

speaking, agglutination is left to work out its own reformation.

Classification of the Languages.

Now, reviewing the whole position from a philological stand-

point, it can be seen that India is hemmed in on the north and

east by forms of speech of what is known as the Tonic class, in

some parts, too, in the agglutinative stage. In the centre, the Hills

have been left to wild tribes using an atonic form of speech, rudely

Agglutinative, and the south of the Peninsula is almost entirely

Dravidian in its language—that is, the agglutination has reached a

stage in which it is scarcely distinguishable from the Inflectional

or synthetic class. This last holds the whole of the northern plains

and the base of the Himalaya with the Gangetic delta, the whole

Sourse
of the Indus, and the upper coasts of the Peninsula. It also

tretches beyond our frontier on the west. In its highest stage.
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inflectional, or the most analytic of all this class, approaching the

western languages of Europe in its tendency in this direction. It

meets in this stage the lagging Hill dialects above mentioned ; and

what with the opening out of the country by roads and railways,

the administration of the forests on the modern economic system,

and the reluctant advance of the village schoolmaster, even the

wildest of those tribes are being brought within touch of the out-

side world. Means of livelihood are being disclosed to them of

which a few years ago they never dreamed, and each step forward

is accompanied by the acquisition of something fresh in the way of

vocabulary, even if the adventurer does not pick up an entirely new
dialect, with which the philologist of the future will have to wrestle,

even as his predecessors strove with the mongrels of their day.

These remarks bring me to the classification of our language

return, with which I deal as follows :

—

First of all come the tongues which we trace to an origin

amongst the immigrants I have

termed the Aryas, which are re-

turned by about three -fourths of

the population. Secondly in

numerical sequence, though longo

inter vallo, comes the Southern

or DraVIDIAN group, in which I

include the languages of the

hill tribes of the central ranges

which form the northern frontier

of the Deccan on the eastern

side, though almost isolated geo-

graphically from their comrades,

and much mixed up with the class we shall come to next. I

have also included, though with some diffidence, the northern

but entirely separate language, Brahui, since it has been admitted

to be morphologically of the south. Sinhalese, too, with its

offshoot Mahl, or the tongue returned by the inhabitants of the

lonely little island of Minikoi, midway between the Laccadiv and the

Maldiv groups, have been included, swelling the total to about one-

fifth of the population. The small remains of a much older type of

language, restricted to the Hills of Western Bengal and Central India,

with a branch or two running west and south, has been denomi-

nated KOLARIAN, though there are no doubt good objections to that

name. It has been adopted, however, by so many distinguished

writers on Indian philology and ethnology, that if it be wrong, I

Number per
Class of 100,000 of
Language. population

returning language.

Indie-Aryan

.

• 74,597
Dravidian .

Kolarian
20,213

1,129
Gypsy dialects 153
Khdsi . 68
SMn . 68
Thibeto-Burman . 2,784
Mon . 88
Sinitie . 272
Erdnie-Aryan 507
European 94
Semitic 21
Basque, Malay, Japane se,j

6Negro dialects, &c.
i
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err in good company. The whole group bears a proportion of but

a trifle over i per cent, of the total, and contains only two items

of any considerable prevalence.

There are two groups of languages statistically insignificant, but

having special interest of their own in other ways. The first is the

language of the inhabitants of the Khasia and Jaintia Hills, between

the two main valleys of Assam. This tongue has not been affiliated

to any of the surrounding languages, whether of the Aryan or the

tonic families. Till recently it was unwritten, but now, owing to the

labour amongst them of the Welsh missionaries, the Roman character

has been adopted, and is in general use. The whole community,

however, with its three dialects, only numbers about 178,000 souls.

The second of these groups is the aggregate of the many tongues

spoken by the wandering or Gypsy ^ tribes of the plains of India, and

numbers just over 400,000. It is out of the question to distribute

these languages amongst those having fixed dialects, as their char-

acter changes with the locality most favoured by the tribe using them,

and, whilst retaining a backbone peculiar to itself, freely assimilates

the local vocabulary and pronunciation. The most prevalent of

these -dialects is that of the Brinjaras or Lambani, the carriers of

Upper and Central India, which is based on a sub-Himalayan Hindi

vernacular. The tribe, however, is found as far south as the Madras

table-land, and it is not improbable that the Lambani of the Deccan

could hardly make himself understood by the corresponding caste

farther north. Again, the earth-workers, called Od or Waddar,

a language of their own from Peshawar to the sea, using a

vocabulary less and less Dravidian as the tribe frequents tracts

ffarther away from the East Deccan, from whence it probably

)riginated. More difficult still, as regards classification, are the

[dialects used by the less reputable tribes of wanderers, such as the

lominal Hindi of the thieving castes of Hindustan, and the Telugu

[and Marathi of the mat-weavers and pickpockets of the Deccan.

All these can doubtless be generally divided into degraded forms of

[either Hindi or Telugu ; but in doing so we have to disregard the

local characteristics I have just mentioned, so they have all been

iken under a heading of their own, namely, Gypsy dialects.

We pass now into the TONIC zone of language, which comprises

all its branches just over 3 per cent, of the population. As in

16 case of the Aryan regions of India, this proportion would be

I use the term Gypsy conventionally, as the equivalent of vagrant. The only

38 to which it now applies in its European signification is that mentioned at the

id of this paragraph, the subdivisions of which are legion.
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higher if the whole of the races using language of this formation

had been brought under enumeration. But a large tract on the

borders of Burma and Assam had to be omitted from the census,

owing to the unsettled state of the tribes just included within

our territory, and the difficulty of getting competent enumerators

for a population not only entirely illiterate, but also using a lan-

guage in most parts which has never been reduced to writing.

In tabulating the information obtained, I have had to group

this otherwise unwieldy class by geographical position, beginning

with Thibet, and working eastwards through Assam down into

Burma, where the largest of the component units are found. Here,

the main group, called in the return the Thibeto-Burman, is

touched by three smaller groups of a kindred class, though differing

enough to be separately shown. These are, first, the Tai or Shan
;

secondly, the MoN, of which I have spoken already, and lastly, the

Kar^n. The two first appear in the tables to a very small extent

compared to the total number of the races by whom they are

spoken. The Tai group, for instance, includes a small colony or

two in East Assam, and a few more representatives in Burma, but

the bulk of the Shans are found either in the border states, where

language was not returned, or in the neighbouring kingdom of

Siam. The Mon group, too, is found only in Lower Burma, with

an isolated tract on the frontier of Upper Burma, whilst the greater

portion of the Mon race lies in Anam and Cambodia, or Khmt^r.

The Karens are chiefly confined to Lower Burma, and with their

language I have classed the Chinese, to which, according to the

best authorities that have been consulted, it can be most safely

affiliated. The Japanese language is hardly represented. The

Malay class is chiefly interesting from an Indian point of view, on

account of the curious group of sea-gypsies, called Salon, inhabiting

the Mergui Archipelago, in the south of Tenasserim. As for the

Nikobari, which was returned by only one individual, I do not find

that its correct allocation has been yet satisfactorily settled, so I

have allowed its single representative to bring up the rear of the

Burman group, though possibly he would be more congenially

mated with the Malays.

On the same grounds as those on which Chinese has been

grouped with Karen, though the bulk of those who use it are

foreign to India, I may include in my survey the Eranic section

of the Aryas, which is represented by a considerable number of

border tribes on the north-west, and the Semitic, because Aden
shows the majority of its small population to be speakers of Arabic.
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Hindi .
. 85,675,373

Western Pahjlri • 1,523,249
Central ^ „ • 1,153,233
Eastern „ 24,262
Panjfibi . . 17,724,610
Kashmiri

.

29,276
Hindu-Kush dialects 17

Total Northern Grout) . 106,130,020
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The SCYTHIC or Turanic group is a very small one in our return,

and the Hamitic, like Arabic, almost confined to Aden, where the

settlers or sojourners from the opposite coast are relatively numerous.

As for the European element, all I need say is that the whole tale

is about 246,000 persons, of whom 238,000 return English. To

conclude, we had one person whose parent tongue was Basque.

The Statistics of Language.

I have now to take up the languages in detail. It is as well to

begin with the largest, which is also the most advanced group,

namely, the Indie-Aryan, or the in-

flectional or synthetic class. I have

had to subdivide this into three

geographical groups, the northern,

the western, and the eastern. The

first is by far the largest, as it

includes Hindi, which predomi-

nates throughout Hindustan and

Behar, two of the most thickly 1 Gaihwdii, 647,739
;
Kumaoni, 505,494-

peopled tracts in India. The title itself is admittedly a com-

prehensive one, and includes all the varieties of Aryan speech

between the Jamna and Eajmahal. It has thus absorbed such

distinctions as Vraj, Baiswari, and Bhojpiiri, as well as Maithili

and other Behar varieties of Hindi. The same is the case in the

south and west of Hindustan, where Bunddi, BdgMli, Bdngadi,

and Nimddi were returned by but a small fraction of the persons

known to use a local variety of the standard language. On
the other hand, Ldria, the last form of Hindi found in the south-

east, was returned pretty completely. A want of detail of this

sort is often attributable to the absence of literature in those

tongues, which fact led to the enumerator's hesitation to give them

official recognition in a formal document, such as he considered

the schedule to be. It is noticeable, too, that most of the returns

of dialect were made by persons not belonging to the place where

they were enumerated, so the enumerating agents, having foreigners

to deal with, thought it most prudent to accept the term dictated

to them rather than betray their ignorance by controverting its use.

Then, again, as far as Hindustan proper is concerned, that is, the

present North-West Provinces and Oudh, the language of the plains

is officially " Hindustani," so it is not likely that any attempt would

be made through the medium of the census to contravene this
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authoritative decision.^ On all these considerations, therefore, I

have absorbed all such sporadic entries into the general title, lest

the separate recognition of such small and scattered numbers

should give a misleading notion of the actual prevalence of

the dialects in question. I must not omit, however, to point out

that west of the Jamna, the boundary between Hindi, Panjabi,

and Marwadi is scarcely distinguishable ; and similarly, on the

east, the tongue of North Behar becomes gradually more and

more Bengali in construction as well as vocabulary and pronuncia-

tion. In South-West Bengal, too, Hindi is returned by many of the

Hill tribes, who have abandoned their own tongue in favour of a very

vulgarised form of the language of the plains. The variety of

dialect prevailing in the submontane tract and lower valleys of the

Himalayas west of Nipal requires a few words of explanation. I have

taken the term " Pahari," or Hill-tongue, as distinctive of the whole

body ; but as they are by no means uniform in detail, the tables

show them in three sections, the Western or Panjab, the Central,

including Garhwali and Kumaoni, and the Eastern, which is practi-

cally equivalent to the Nipali dialect of the south-western portion

of that state. I am unable to use the title Nipali for this last,,

as it has been appropriated by the regiments of Nipal soldiers

collectively known as Gurkhas, whose language is very largely of

the Thibetan type. At the same time, it is said that owing to

the adoption by the ruling families of the Khas or Parbatia dialect,

which, as I have already stated, is based on Hindi, there is a

tendency on the part of the tribes of the higher valleys to abandon

their own tongue, as they enter more intimately into the military

system of the state. But until Nipal is brought under the census

operations we are without clear information on this point.

In connection with the statistics of Hindi, a few remarks are

needed about the Urdu form of that language. As to Upper India,

it may be broadly stated that no line can be drawn between the

vernacular and the Persianised speech of the larger towns, where,

as I have before observed, the foreign element has been assimilated

to the local construction. South of the Vindhya range, in places

where the Musalman element is in a considerable minority, and has

been recruited in such a way that the converted communities do not

retain their original status, there is in use a distinctive dialect, based

on the Dehli dialect, largely tempered with vernacular words. This

was returned as Musalmani or Deccani, and it has been taken to

^ It is a question, too, whether the distinctions are recognised at all, otherwise

than by grammatical inquirers.
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be the equivalent in the south of the Urdu, or lingvufra7ica of the

foreign settlers in the north. It must be distinctly understood,

therefore, that the 3J millions entered under this designation by no

means represent the relative prevalence of the diction of the Bdgh-

o-bahar and the Prdm Sagar. I will conclude my remarks on

Hindi by mentioning that though this language was returned in

every one of the main divisions of India, yy of the 85^ millions

of soi-disant Hindi speakers were enumerated in Hindustan, Behar,

and the Panjab, and 7 millions more in the Central Provinces.

Next in order of the Northern group comes Panjabi, which

differs from Hindi rather in vocabulary and pronunciation than in

any other particular. It owes its position as an independent lan-

guage more to political causes than anything else, and through-

out the tract of its adoption shows variety every few miles. The

three main branches are the South-Western, called Jatki or Multani^

the Dogri, and the Pahari. The first is returned by if millions,

all from the plains of the Indus and the borders of Sindh.^ The

second is the lower Hill dialect of Jammu westward, so it is repre-

sented more in the Kashmer state than in our returns, and is,

moreover, lapsing into Panjabi where it meets the tongue of the

plains. The third, which has been noticed above, shows over

I J millions of representatives. In the south of the province the

language is a mixture of Bagri, here classed with Marwadi ; but curi-

ously enough there is no trace of Sindhi in the west. Owing mainly

to the number of recruits furnished to the native army by this pro-

vince, Panjabi is found represented widely over India and Burma,

but as a vernacular it is confined to the land of the Five Rivers.

Of the other languages in this group I have little to say. Kash-

miri, the most interesting and important, has strayed but a short

way out of its native valley, and is spoken chiefly by the colonies of

weavers and carpenters in the Panjab, and by wandering shawl-

erchants elsewhere. The falling off" since the last census is

robably due to the temporary immigration of people driven out

f their country in 1879 by the pressure of famine, and who have

now returned. The small settlement of Kashmeri in the North-

West Provinces is a permanent one, apparently consisting chiefly

of the Hindu or literate class, not of artisan Musalmans. There

are but few instances of the languages of the Hindu-Kush. In

^ The tongue of the Jats, Getce {XantJiii), through whom we derive probabl}- our

words Egyptian, Gypsy, Gitano, as it was a colony of this tribe which was first trans-

ported from Western India to Persia and Asia Minor, and spread thence into the

Lower Empire and though Rumelia up the Danube.

G
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'
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the Panjab a few families of Gilghit, Chitral, and even of Kafiristan

and Hunza, or Borishka origin, were found, but the majority of

the population of those tracts were altogether outside the census.

I do not therefore feel myself bound to enter into the discussion

of the correct nomenclature or classification of this group of little

known languages.

I pass on, then, to the Western group, which includes nearly

3 3f millions. Taking the languages in their geographical order,

Sindhi comes first. Philologically,

it is a more backward language

than Hindi, having retained far

more of the inflections it derives

from its Sanskrit parentage. On
the other hand, owing to its fron-

Total Western Group . 33,729,920 tier position, it has borrowed from
1 patnxiii, 77,534. 2 Konkani, 314,435. the languages of the Persian Gulf

freely. Indeed, since the country has passed under British rule,

a modification of the Arabic character has been adopted in place

of the local combinations of debased Devanagari letters. These

last, both here and in parts of the Panjab, only serve to record per-

sonal memoranda or accounts, and can hardly be called a means of

correspondence, since one of the main objects of the scribe is to

keep his production legible by no one but himself Sindhi is not

at all a widely spread language, and most of those speaking it be-

yond the province are to be found in the two states of Kachh and

Bhawalpur, contiguous to Sindh, where the proportions of the sexes

show that the migration is only the ordinary interchange of children

in marriage between adjacent villages. Like the Kashmir trader,

however, the merchant of Sindh is met with in most of the large

towns of India, and, if a census were taken of Russia, would be

found in the far-off markets of Bokhara and Samarkand, and even

Nizhni-Novgorod, or, rather, he would have been so found at the

time of our Indian census, for there is a report that this race has

since received notice to quit the territory of the White Czar.

The connection between Kachhi and Sindhi is very close, and were

it not that the parent state of the former is politically and geographi-

cally more in touch with Gujarath than with Sindh, it would be hard

to say that Kachhi was not a dialect of the latter. In the present

day, however, the vernacular is receiving a strong tinge from its

southern neighbour. As Kachhi is the home of a large body of the

most enterprising merchants ofWestern India, it is not surprising to

find their language returned from nearly all parts of the country.
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The case of Marwadi, again, is one in which it is hard to say

whether a distinction should be drawn, as with Panjabi, or whether

the language thus returned should not be absorbed, like Bundeli,

Maithili, and so on, into the general term Hindi. We have not,

however, the advantage of seeing from the census of Marwar what

is the opinion of the people of that state and Bikaner, or rather that

of their enumerators, on this question. At any rate, Marwadi

approaches very near Gujarathi as the latter is spoken on the south

border of Rajputana ; so I have taken it as forming a link between

Gujarathi and Hiudi. Like Sindhi and Panjabi when written by

Hindus, Marwadi has no graphic merits, and several good old tales

are current as to the consequences of extending its use to corre-

spondence, a purpose for which it was never intended. As regards

its local prevalence, it is superfluous for me to state that Marwadi

is a widely spread tongue. The thrifty denizen of the sands of

Western and Northern Rajputana has found his way to fortune all

I over India, from the petty grocer's shop in a Deccan village to the

[most extensive banking and broking connection in the commercial

[capitals of both East and West India. The census returns show us

[Marwadi as a vernacular only in the tracts immediately adjacent to

[Rajputana, but it appears largely in Berar, where the race has

[established itself in the villages and in connection with the cotton

firade, and also in Bombay and the Central Provinces, for much the

ime reason, with the additional attraction in the case of the former,

)f the grand field for speculation in rain, grain, and silver afforded

[by the circumstances of the chief town. Relatively to the popula-

ion and the distance of the region from their native land, the

[arwadi is strong in Assam, but Burma is a country which he has

fiiot yet begun to tap. For a peaceful man, whose inclination is to

start life in a village remote from competitors, commercial existence

in rural Burma is too full of the unexpected to be palatable.

Gujarathi, in like manner, has become the commercial language

of Western India. But as it is also the vernacular of a consider-

able area of British territory as well as of Baroda and many of the

states connected with the Bombay Presidency, it appears in the

returns to be nearly ten times as prevalent as Marwadi. In

reality, it may be about thrice as numerously represented, the whole

country being taken into account. Gujarathi is one of the main

offshoots of the Prakrit of Northern India, and differs little, save

in detail and in its more complex inflection, from vernacular

Hindi. It is almost free from dialect, but as it is the language

of commerce, it acquires modifications according to the class using
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it. For example, the Musalman trader combines it with Kachhi,

and the Parsis, whose vernacular it is, have engrafted certain pecu-

liarities of their own. One very remarkable offshoot of Gujarathi

is found in the Patniili or Saurashtri dialect of the silk-weavers of

the Deccan and Madras. I have not been able to trace the migra-

tions of this class, but probably it was first brought above the Ghats

through one of the many local courts of old time in the Deccan.^

The descendants of the original silk-weavers are now found exercis-

ing the same trade in Mysore, the Deccan, and quite in the south

of the Peninsula. The dialect they use is peculiar to themselves, and

is not current amongst them in dealing with other communities,

though it has taken the colour of the countries through which the

caste has passed, and is at present mainly Telugu, whereby it has lost

its northern twang. The reason for this segregation may be found,

perhaps, in the fact that a class of this sort, especially when engaged

in a lucrative industry, raises its demands for social recognition

as it recedes farther from its place of origin. We thus find the

Saurashtri weaver of the south employing priests of his own caste,

who claim Brahmanical honours and ignore connection with a

region where silk-weavers are not in such a high position. This

leads them to neglect or depreciate their former tongue. There are,

nevertheless, over 77,000 Patniili in the Madras province, who
still return their language as of yore. In addition to the extension

given to the Gujarathi language by traders and artisans, there has

been a considerable movement up the Tapti valley, in the shape of

agricultural colonists, from the plains below, and Sindh, too, has

received its share from across the lower desert. Then, too, there is

the well-known class of domestic servants, called Suratis, who were

returned, I see, in most provinces in India. Unfortunately, the literary

activity of Gujarathi writers is superior to the quality of the out-turn,

and, in spite of the Gujarathi-speaking community being one of the

most literate in India, little of original work is produced by it.

Marathi is the chief language in the Western group. In structure

and vocabulary it is remarkable for its adherence to the later San-

skrit dialects of North India, and may be called particularly Brah-

manic in all its elements. It has suffered less change than the

rest of its companions, and retains much of the complexity of gram-

matical form that has been sloughed off by Hindi and Gujarathi.

^ Ho frath Dr. Bithler has directed my attention, since this was written, to the

Gupta Inscription, translated at page 79, vol. iii., of the Corpus Inscriptionum. In this

the colony of silk -weavers which immigrated to Dasapur (Mandesur) from Central

and Southern Gujarath, are praised for their industry and piety ; the latter being

shown by the erection of a temple to the Sun in the time of Kumara Gupta.
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The Brahmans of Western India have for generations borne a

high reputation for scholarship, and as the region under their in-

fluence was late in receiving the shock of Musalman invasion, and

more or less successful in repelling it, the Hindu character of the

language has been well maintained, whilst its fertility has enabled

it to develop without the expedient of continually taking to itself

fresh grafts from the Sanskrit. It is what some writers have called

a " playful " tongue, abounding in jingles and alliterations, such as

" andhala-pangala," a blind and lame man ;
" dagad-gigad," a stone

;

" lagbag," close by, and " jat-pat," quickly. Foreign words, too, are

not respected, for we find " bandhuk-enduk," a gun ;
" padri-widri,"

a missionary ;
" ardoshi-pardoshi," neighbours collectively, and so on.

On the same principle the Marathas have named their hill-forts,

and any villages that have anything striking about their position,

and their tongue has struck out, it is said, more diminutives and

secondary words than any other of the Prakritic derivatives. Setting

aside the variety of pronunciation, Marathi is singularly uniform

throughout the Deccan. There are, it is true, certain entries from

the north of that tract of Ahirani as a distinct language, but this

is the result of caste, not linguistic difference. It may be recollected

that the later Prakrit grammarians applied the ancient name Apab-

hransha specially to the language of the Abhira or Ahir, the cattle-

grazing communities of the north-western plains, and there has

dways been some jealousy between the agricultural classes and those

'Of nomad stock who settle down amongst them at a later period. A
real distinction is drawn, however, on the other hand, between the

Marathi of the table-land and that of the Konkan, or the strip of

country between the coast and the foot of the Ghats. As far south

as Goa, this distinction is not recognised except amongst a small

community of native Christians, who entered that fold under the

auspices of Portuguese missionaries, and have adopted the language

of their instructors from Goa ; for in the latter territory there is a

decidedly Portuguese element in the vernacular, due probably to the

discouragement of native studies and to the destruction of the records

in the vernacular when the Christians first occupied the coast and

took in hand the propagation of their religion. The basis of the

language, however, is distinctly Marathi. Farther south, the foreign

element changes to Kanarese, which is more perceptible as we ap-

proach Mangalore, where Konkani gives way to pure Kanarese and

to Tulu. But wherever Konkani is the vernacular, it may be held

to be a variety of Marathi. The language spoken by the Chris-

tian natives of Goa, who are found nearly all over British India, is
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usually given as Goanese, but so many have returned it as Portuguese

that to avoid misconception, I have combined the two, and given

them a place after Marathi in the Indie, not the European, section

of the tables. The return of birthplace shows the very small number

of Portuguese who are of European parentage, and whatever may be

the language used by the class in question in their correspondence,

the proportion of Portuguese in the spoken dialect is insignificant.

The geographical distribution of Marathi remains to be noticed.

It covers a wide area, including as it does the whole of the North

Deccan plateau and the Konkan coast, Berar, the western portion

of the Central Provinces, and the greater part of the western dis-

tricts of the Nizam's dominions. It is met above the Ghats by

Kanarese in the south and Telugu in the south-east. On the coast,

as I have just said, it merges through Konkani into Kanarese or

Tulu. In the north, it meets Hindi and Gujarathi, without mixing

with either. Settlements of Marathas are to be found in Mysore,

and there is the small Tanjore colony in the south of Madras ; but as

a rule, the language is not found much in tracts where it is not the

vernacular. In Baroda, for instance, which is a Maratha state, there

are only about 52,000 Marathi-speakers, mostly confined to the

south division of the state, where there is a forest tract in which

it is the vernacular, and to the troops and retinues of the Gaikwar

and his officials. In other parts of the west and centre of India,

too, those who return this language are chiefly in the native regi-

ments, or engaged on railways or as clerks.

Crossing India from the Deccan, only one Aryan language is met

before we enter the Eastern group of that family. This is the

Halabi, which is prevalent only in the south-eastern portions of the

Central Provinces and the tracts adjacent thereto. I have grouped

it with the Eastern Aryan tongues from its position, although in

structure and vocabulary it is more akin to Hindi. In fact, I am
not sure whether it is not mainly a dialect of the latter adopted by

the Hill men on coming into contact with others from the plains,

like the cases I have mentioned in connection with the Gangetic

valley ; but I have seen no specimens of it from which I could judge.

On the other hand, it is surrounded by Dravidian Hill languages,

and the people by whom it is spoken are not reputed to have made
such an advance in civilisation as would lead to the change of their

former language. Their whole strength is only 143,000 souls.

I now reach the Eastern group proper, beginning with Uriya or

Utkali, the least advanced of the Prakritic tongues. The country

of its adoption is difficult of access, and the hilly tracts that protect
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it OQ the west bear an evil name for air and water, the two

elements of comfort in a residence that a native of India first values.

They have been left, accordingly, in the possession of a collection of

tribes of the black race, either Dravidian or Kolarian. The lan-

guage of the Hindu population of Orissa, therefore, has retained a

good deal of its archaic form and vocabulary. It is also peculiarly

free from dialectic variation. In addition to* geographical isolation,

Uriya has the drawback of a remark-

ably complicated and awkward char- Language.
return?n'Tt

acter, attributed by several good Halabi . . . 143,720

authorities to the use of strips of the
Unya . . . 9,010,957

leaf of the Palmyra (borassus flabelli- Bengdli . . . 41,343,672

formis) as writing material, on which Assamese
. . . 1,435,820

the local scribe performs with a sharp Total Eastern Group . 51,934,169

steel stylus, in place of the reed-pen

common to most of Aryan India. Thus the horizontal line which

keeps together the Devanagari characters and their immediate

descendants is here out of the question, as it would split the leaf

along its fibre, so the top stroke is omitted. Again, it appears

that in writing, the style • is worked on the left thumb as a ful-

crum, a process which imparts a circular form to the results. Mr.

Beames, from whose work I have taken the above explanation, adds,

" Perhaps the above account may not seem very convincing to

European readers, but no one who has ever seen an Uriya working

away with both hands at his style and strip, will question the

accuracy of the assertion, and though the fact may not be of much
value, I may add that the native explanation of the origin of their

[alphabet agrees with this." I must mention in confirmation of the

above that the same explanation has been adopted by Dr. Caldwell,

the greatest authority on Dravidian language, the southern forms

of which are always written on the same material as Uriya. Mr.

Beames states also that when he wrote in 1871, the extension of

the use of paper was leading to the abandonment of the round top

to the Uriya letters : but judging from the census returns, the fashion

is certainly dying hard. The literature of Orissa is neither exten-

sive nor valuable except as showing the little change the language

has undergone in the last few centuries. As to the geographical

prevalence of Uriya, it appears that this tongue is practically con-

fined to the tract from which it takes its name, and the bordering

districts and states of Madras and the Central Provinces. The

other representatives found at the time of the census elsewhere in

India belonged probably to the class of palki-bearers and domestic
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servants, for which Orissa and the north-east coast generally are

famous.

Bengali is the largest in point of numbers in this group, and is

surpassed in this respect by Hindi alone. Though it has no distinct

dialects, it resembles Panjabi in having no standard, so that it

varies from place to place more probably than any other of the

Aryan tongues. It is true that some years ago an attempt was

made to degrade Uriya into a dialect of Bengali, so as to exclude

it from schools and public offices ; but fortunately history and philo-

logy prevailed over political ambition, and the elder language has

held its own against its hybrid sister. For Bengali has no doubt

been unfortunate in the circumstances that have attended its develop-

ment. The latest of all the Prakrit offshoots to be recognised as a

language at all, it dates in that capacity only from^ the decay of the

Dehli empire. Bengal, too, is the province of all others in which

there is the widest gap between the small literary castes and the

masses of the people. One of the results is that the vernacular

has been split into two sections; first, the tongue of the people

at large, which, as I have just remarked, changes every few

miles ; secondly, the literary dialect, known only through the press,

and not intelligible to those who do not also know Sanskrit. The

latter form is the product of what I may call the revival of learning

in Eastern India, consequent upon the settlement of the British on

the Hughli. The vernacular was then found rude and meagre,

owing to the absence of scholarship and the general neglect of the

country during the Moghal rule. Instead of strengthening the

existing web from the same material, every effort was made in

Calcutta, then the only seat of instruction, to embroider upon the

feeble old frame a grotesque and elaborate pattern in Sa,nskrit, and

to pilfer from that tongue whatever in the way of vocabulary and

construction the learned considered necessary to satisfy the increas-

ing demands of modern intercourse. He who lives on charity, says,

I think. Swift, will always be poor ; so Bengali, as a vernacular, has

been stunted in its growth by this process of cramming with a class

of food it is unable to assimilate. The simile used by Mr. Beames

is a good one. He likens Bengali to an overgrown child tied to its

mother's apron-string, and always looking to her for help, when it

ought to be supporting itself. For instance, when my instructions

for filling up the census schedule had to be translated into the

vernacular for use in this province, the local superintendent of the

operations, a civil servant of much experience of men and cities,

obtained veisions, not from the men of light and leading in the
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capital, but from officers administering districts, who knew what the

lieges can and will understand. We thus got hold of a good work-

ing translation, which, if read over to a Calcutta scholar, would no

doubt have made him stare and gasp, and probably mourn over the

opportunity thus lost of giving the widest possible dissemination

of culture in style. It is not Bengali alone, I fear, that is pass-

ing into the hands of official scholarship, though this language is

probably the least unwilling captive. Bengali, in whatever form

it may be, is spread all over the southern valley of Assam, which

was till twenty years ago a part of the province of Bengal. In

Arrakan, too, this language has made some way, but elsewhere it

is confined to a few colonies at religious centres, and to persons

employed in offices of Government or the railway companies, both

of which look largely to Bengal for their supply of clerical labour.

Assamese, which concludes the list of Aryan vernaculars, has had,

like Uriya, the experience of resisting the attempt of the ambitious

Bengali to reduce it to a patois, and thus open a wider field of

employment to the studious youth of the Lower Provinces ; and, like

Uriya too, Assamese has been hitherto successful.-^ Possibly the

separation of the province politically from Bengal may have helped

on the declaration of independence, for the tongue of the eastern

and northern districts of Bengal bears, I believe, scarcely greater

resemblance to the euphuistic speech of Calcutta and Nadiya than

Assamese does. The latter, I may add, is hardly found out of its

native valley and the immediate neighbourhood.

In bringing to a close my review of these Aryan tongues, I

will mention the fact that 308 persons returned the language

habitually spoken in their parents' household as Sanskrit. This sur-

vival of twenty-five centuries is a thousand better than the corre-

sponding tale in the last census returns ; still it is hardly expected

that the ladies, at all events, of the households in question, spoke

in a classical language. The truth seems to be that in the south

of India the term Ndgaram is used by the priestly families of the

Gujarathi silk-weavers to denote their divergence from the ordinary

language of their caste, whilst in the rest of the country, the entries

may be set down to schoolboys or undergraduates studying the rudi-

ments of the ancient tongue of their faith.

In dealing with the Dravidian section of our subject, I have

formed two groups. The first or Southern covers nearly the whole

field occupied by this class of languages, but the balance, which I

^ There is a tendency, however, towards assimilation, I understand, in the present

day.
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have called the Northern, comprises tribal forms of speech differing

from the rest except in general
Language

Tamil 1
.

Telugu .

Kanarese -

Kodagu
Malaydlam
Ttild^ .

Toda .

K6ta .

Sinhalese
M^hl .

Population
returning it.

15.229,759
19,885,137

9,751,885
37,218

5,428,250
491,728

736
1,201

187

3,167

Total Southern Dravidian }

Group. \

Gond .

Kandh (Khond)
Oraon .

Mal-Palisldia

.

Kharwiir

Brahui .

Total Northern Group

Total Dravidian

1 Kiirumba, 5,288.

50,829,268

1,379,580
320,071
368,222

30,838

7,651

28,990

2,135,352

52,964,620

;. 2 Badaga, 30,656.
Koragu 1,868.

structure ; so it has been thought

best to keep them apart.

The first language I take up

is the Tamil, not because it is

numerically or geographically in

that position, but by reason of

its being the most cultivated and

the best known of the Dravidian

group. It has, indeed, given to

the latter one of its names. Two
dialects are by some attributed to

Tamil, but these seem rather caste

varieties than those of special

tracts ; so both Iruldr and Kur-
uTiibar have been included under

the general head, whilst Yerukala,

which has been in some cases sepa-

rately tabulated, has been added

to the Gypsy dialects, of which I have already spoken. Tamil, then,

may be taken to be a homogeneous language, covering the whole of

Southern India up to Mysore and the Ghats on the west, and the Ceded

Districts, as they are called, on the north. It is disseminated, however,

as widely as any tongue in India by special classes, such as labourers,

who flock chiefly to Burma, and domestic servants, who are found hail-

ing from the Tamil country in every large town and cantonment in

India. The Madras servant is usually without religious prejudices or

scruples as to food, head-gear, or ceremonial, so he can accommodate

himself to all circumstances, in which respect he is unlike the northern

Indian domestic. He knows colloquial, very colloquial, English as

well as Tamil, and is the hero of most of the traditionary Anglo-Indian

domestic legends, such as straining the cofiee through socks discarded

by his employer, and contriving that one sanctioned day of inebriety

should keep the privileged person glorious for seven more, and so on.

The immaculate bearer of " Little Henry," however, was not, if I re-

member right, a Madrasi ; nor is Gangadin, the hero of modern song.

Next to Tamil comes Malayalam, or the language of the Malabar

Coast. This is an offshoot of Tamil, and has maintained a close

relationship with its parent. Its name is derived from " mala," the

local term for a hill, and an abstract noun signifying possession, like

the Persian daVj so that it means the " mountain tract." The term
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Malabar is comparatively modern, as the last syllable is probably the

Arabic for a coast or roadstead. Malaydlam has been closely hemmed
in by its neighbours, and, indeed, the whole tract in which it is

spoken has been peculiarly secluded from the foreign influences which

have swept over the table-land overhanging it. Those returning this

language in Coorg and Mysore are probably settlers just within the

frontier, or temporary sojourners who have gone above the Ghats for

the coffee season. In other parts of India, I have a suspicion that,

except at the seaports, the entry really means Malabari, a vulgar

name for Tamil, originating with the early Portuguese travellers.

I come now to Kanarese, the North-Western representative of the

Dravidian group. Its name seems derived from the Telugu words

for hlach and country, a title that the denizens of the light soils of

the eastern table-land would not improbably apply to the rich

western tracts of what is now known as " cotton soil." The language,

itself, however, has a far greater affinity with Tamil than with its

neighbour on the east. The only form of speech that can be called

[a dialect of Kanarese is that of the Badaga tribe on the Nilgiris,

lied by our early historians the Burghers. If this be admitted,

it seeins not unreasonable to attribute to Kodougu^ the dialect of

Joorg, a like relationship. Both communities have been shut off

)y their hills and climate from Brahmanising influence, and seem

have preserved in their speech the older forms of Kanarese, which

lave been rubbed off that language in the busier life of the plains.

;'he tract held by Kanarese is very compact. It includes Mysore,

[most of Coorg, and a strip of the coast between Tiilu and Marathi.

Above the Ghats, it stretches eastwards well into the Nizam's

[territory, and northwards to the Kistna river.

Its neighbour, TuLU, is confined to a small area in or near the

"district of South Kanara in Madras, and it is doubtful if it ever

prevailed far beyond its present limits. It has the curious feature

of linguistic independence without a character or literature of its

own. Dr. Caldwell regards it as a very interesting and highly

developed tongue, bearing but a distant relationship to Kanarese

and Kodagu, still more distant to Malayalam, which presses on it

from the south, and most distant of all to Tamil. The Kanarese

character has lately been adopted in printing modern Tulu works,

and it is likely that Tulu will give way ultimately to that language.

But as it is, it shows a considerable increase over the return in 1 8 8 i

.

The last of the chief Dravidian languages is Telugu, which is

also the most numerously represented at the census. It is said to

be the most euphonious, and, next to Tamil, the most ancient and
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advanced of the wliole class. There are no dialects returned under

it, for the languages returned as Ydnddi and Chentsu in 1881 are

said to be merely tribal corruptions of the standard language, and

in no wa}^ distinct. On the other hand, the language of certain

wandering tribes, such as the Wadclar and Kaikddi, though no

doubt of Teliuga origin, suffers such change in the course of the

peregrinations of these earth-workers and mat-weavers, that in

provinces beyond Madras it has been grouped with the Gypsy

tongues instead of with Telugu, wherever it has been returned

under a tribal designation. The Telugu character has been adopted

for Kanarese, as the latter has carried it on to Tulu. Like the

Tamil, ^lalayalam, and probably the ancient form of Kanarese, it

has been modified from the Devanagari of the Southern Asoka

inscriptions, curved at top to suit the palm-leaf book which is current

here as in Orissa. A very ancient form is still occasionally used

in Malabar for formal documents, but, for the most part, the resem-

blance to the original is scarcely traceable. A counter theory has

been adopted by some writers, namely, that the Asoka character

is based on Dravidian forms ; but though the question cannot be

considered yet closed, the balance of evidence and probability seems

to me to be rather on the side of an Aryan ancestry.

As a vernacular, Telugu is more widely spread than Tamil. We
find it not only all over the eastern coast of Madras, but throughout

the Ceded Districts above the Ghats and in one half of the Nizam's

territory. It has also gained a considerable footing in Mysore and

in a corner of the Bombay Karnatic, with branches in Berar, the

Central Provinces, and Orissa. Although only the inhabitants of

the North Coromandel coast have any right to the name of Kling,

that title is applied on the other side of the Bay of Bengal to

labourers from both Kalingapatam and Negapatam. During the

rice-shipping season, and now, in fact, throughout the year, Burma
is thronged with labourers from this part of the Peninsula, who
have almost monopolised the hard work so distasteful to the

Burmese. I noticed that in some of the schedules filled up by or

for this class, the antiquated term of Gentoo was used to denote

caste or race. This word was, I believe, introduced by the Por-

tuguese, to whom all Hindus were Gentiles, even as to the British

soldier, all natives of India, whether Musalman or not, were collec-

tively Moors. In the present day Gentoo means a Telingana man.

There are a few of the minor Dravidian languages belonging to

the Southern group which require a word or so of comment. First,

the TODA, of the Nilgiris. The tribe has received a great deal of
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attention, ethnological, phrenological, social, and linguistic, mainly

because it resides within an easy walk of a favourite hill resort.

One member of the tribe has even been distinguished by temporary

incorporation into the establishment of the greatest showman of the

world, the late Mr. P. T. Barnum of New York. Toda is returned

by 736 persons, instead of 673 as in 188 1, and the members of the

tribe are not more numerous than those who return the tribal tongue.

This last is of similar origin to the Tamil and Kanarese, and was

kept from advance by the secluded life of the tribe in the hills. The

KoTA is another of the Nilgiri tribes, lower in condition than the

Todas, and speaking a dialect of archaic Kanarese, like that of the

Badagas or Northerners, of whom I spoke above. Neither of these

languages extends beyond the limits of the eponymic community.

A few entries of insular languages of this class may as well be

noticed here. The Sinhalese is included amongst the Dravidians

since it shows morphological peculiarities which distinguish it from

the Aryan class in which it used to be placed, owing perhaps to the

cultivation of Pali by the literate classes of the island. Then, again,

the Mahl is returned only by the inhabitants of the little island of

Minikoi, situated almost midway between the Maldiv and the Lac-

cadiv archipelago, and belonging politically, though not linguistically,

to the latter. The language in question is allied to the Sinhalese, it

is said, though the Arabic character has been introduced, as in the

Laccadives, to suit the Musalman proclivities of the people.

The Northern group of Dravidian languages comprises one large

item which includes all the various dialects spoken by the numerous

GOND tribes of Central India. These dialects, which are all un-

written, differ considerably in detail from each other, but are all

Dravidian in their main characteristics. The Gond tract, entered

in the old maps as " Gondwana—Unexplored," radiates from the

Central Provinces into Bengal, Berar, Madras, aud the Nizam's

dominions, and the tribes therein are suffering much change, in the

course of which their tribal dialects will infallibly assimilate a great

deal of the vernacular of the encircling plains.

The Kandii or Khond of the hills of Orissa and the neighbour-

hood has, like the Toda, attracted more attention than was perhaps

his due, owing to his persistent attempts to keep up the habit of

human sacrifice as a means of securing a good harvest. The lan-

guage is localised to his native hills, and the only wanderers found

on the census roll are in Assam, where, if the return be not due to

clerical error, the Kandh-speakers must be immigrant labourers who
have joined a gang of adventurers from Orissa. It is the same with
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a few of tlie Kolarian tribes, which have been found even in Burma,

though not retaining their tribal language there.

Farther north, we enter the region of the Kolarian languages, and

the distinction between them and the Dravidian becomes much
weakened. The OrAON, however, and the Khaewar may be said to

present decidedly Dravidian features. As to the language of the

inhabitants of the hills of Rajmahal, who hold that tract against the

Santhals, there seems to be less information available. I have

therefore followed such authority as I could consult, and attributed

to this curiously isolated community a Dravidian ancestry. If this

be correct, the survival of this relic so far from its fellows seems to

indicate the former existence of a large Dravidian colony between

the Kolarians and the black races of Lower Bengal.

Last of the Dravidians I have placed the Brahui, though the link

attaching it to the rest is of the thinnest. There are, however,

curious features in common which can hardly be ignored. Ethno-

logically, there seems to be absolutely no resemblance between the

tawny cattle-graziers of the Khelat desert and the squat dark culti-

vators of the Peninsula or the mountain tribes of Central India, any

more than can be found between the form.er and the Mongoloid

settlers of the north-east, to whom Signor Finzi would attach them,

on linguistic grounds. The bulk of Brahui speakers dwell in Balo-

chistan, a tract which was not enumerated at the census, and the

traditions of the race as to their migrations have yet to be satis-

factorily investigated. The language of a good number of the Brahui

tribes would no doubt be returned as Baloch, to which their own
tongue is rapidly approaching in the frontier districts, so here again

is an instance of the obliteration of valuable philological evidence.

The Kolarian class, to which our attention is now directed,

is small, but considerably subdivided

amongst tribal dialects. The chief is the

Santhal, which includes nearly three-

fourths of the whole. This language,

like so many others, owes its reduction

to grammar and writing to the labours

of missionaries, chiefly Danes and Ger-

mans, who have devoted their lives to the

study of this race. It is widely dis-

seminated over Bengal, as the Santhals

are first-rate labourers, and show no reluctance to leave their native

country for work at a distance. They are found even in Assam,

both as settbrs and temporary hands on tea estates.

Language.
jfopuiation
returning it.

Santhdl . . 1,709,680
Mundtl (Kdl) . 654,507
Kharria , 67772
Baiga (Bhunjia) 48,883
Korwti (K<ir) . 185,775
Bhil 148,596
Sdwara . 102,039
Gadaba . 29,789
Ju^ng, &c. 11,965

Total Kolarian . 2,959,006
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The MuNDA has apparently a somewhat wider range, but this is

probably due to the partition of their tract amongst three provinces.

Like the Santhdl, the Munda has taken kindly to foreign labour.

The language seems to resemble Santhali in its main features, but

its local varieties are frequent, and each main clan returns a separate

designation to both itself and its language, and also, by the way, to

its religion. The Kharria is on the same pattern. The Baiga,

Bhinjwa, or Bhiinjia is probably a tribe of earlier date in the

country than the Munda or the Dravidians of these hills, judging

from the fact that amongst the other tribes the name is used for

a priest or exorcist, even if the functionary is not of the Baiga

tribe. Old residents are usually assumed by the new-comers of

this type to be on more intimate terms with the spirits of the place

than a stranger. In the Central Provinces, the Baigas are said to

speak Hindi to a large extent, but whether their women do or not,

is a more important point, on which information has not reached

me. The Kiir, Korwa, or Kiirku reaches across the hills to the

west of the Kolarian tract, and joins the Bhil, which carries the

H class on nearly to the sea. The former varies in detail throughout

B its length, and is different in Berar, for instance, from what it will

B be found to be in the Chutia Nagpiir division of Bengal. As to

K the Bhil tongue, it has been adulterated to such an extent that it

H. retains little but corrupt Hindi, Marathi, or Gujarathi, according to

^fclocality, in its vocabulary, though its construction, at all events in

^^the eastern portions of the tract it occupies, is still agglutinative.

^V The most southerly forms of Kolarian speech are the Sawara
^B and Gadaba, both of which are almost confined to the hills bordering

^H on Orissa, in the Madras Presidency. The former may have extended

^R nearly to the sea in earlier days, as it is said that the Suaroi of

^B*Greek travellers are the ancestors of the present Sawara. The last

of this class of languages which I have to notice is the Juang

or Patua, spoken by a tribe which Colonel Dalton, in his work

on Bengal Ethnology, considers the lowest of all found within the

tract he describes. It is but within the last few years that either

sex wore clothes at all. They were till then content with bunches

of leaves tied round the waist in front and behind, and renewed, as

required, when the fair wearer went to fetch in the cattle from the

wood which provided her millinery.-^ With the Juang is grouped the

Maler, which is not returned by more than a few hundred persons.

^ An attempt was made some years back to introduce waistcloths, which were

distributed gratuitously, but it is reported, I believe, that, as a rule, the innovation

did not outwear the material.
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Gipsy Dialects.

The group entitled Gipsy Dialects contains many items which are

in use only amongst a single caste or tribe. I have mentioned the

chief of them, which is that of the respectable body of carriers

and cattle-breeders, the Brinjaras, a community which is spread

all over Northern India as far as the Deccan, where many have

permanently settled as land-holders, speaking Marathi only. In the

south of the latter tract it gives place to a similar tribe, known as

the Lambani, which is the term used, too, in the Panjab. In both

provinces the tribe has an evil repute. There are also the numerous

tribes of wandering artisans, such as Knife-grinders, Grindstone-

makers, and Matting-plaiters ; the last of whom alone is held popu-

larly to be of bad character, wherever in India it is found.

Perhaps, as formerly with the broom-making trade in England,

the facility of the occupation makes people regard it as only a cover

for nefarious but more lucrative means of livelihood. Then come

the Tumblers, Rope-dancers, and Acrobats, with the castes which

unabashedly maintain the name of Cut-purse {Ganti-clior), all

notorious evil-livers, each with its special form of thieves' Latin,

unintelligible to respectable people. Jugglers and snake-charmers,

who are equally nomad in habit, are not invariably regarded

malevolently, though open to suspicion. These tribes collec-

tively represent the class from which originate the Rom, or

Gypsy, of Europe and Asia Minor, and the Liiri of Persia. Their

name of Gypsy is probably a corruption of Zotti, or Jat, as

already mentioned (p. 97), which became " Egyptian," either by

misnomer, or because, as some say, Nikomedia, through which they

reached Europe, was sometimes called " Little Egypt." The other

term for them, Zigane, is probably due to their capacity for music,

Chang being a stringed instrument in Persia, and Chingidn, the

musician, in Western Turkey.

Khasi Group.

There remains the small group of Khasi dialects (178,637)
between me and the enormous field of the Thibeto-Burman tongues.

I have stated already that this group cannot be afiiliated to any

of its neighbours, and I may add that it is confined to the range

of hills that separates the two valleys of Assam. There are three

tribal dialects—the Lyngam, Dyko, and Synteng. Through the

efforts of the Welsh missionaries in this tract, the Roman character
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is now used in all three, and the census was taken in it. It

seems thoroughly established, and as the surrounding languages are

different in structure, Khasi will probably withstand their influence.

The Khasi possesses, I may remark in passing, the peculiarity of

repeating the personal pronoun before the verb, which is shared,

I believe, by the Gaelic. For instance, " the man goes " is rendered

in Khasi as " the man he goes," just as in Dean Earn say's story

the Highland divine expanded his text, " The devil goeth about

as a roaring lion," in a manner conscientiously grammatical, but

bearing a colloquial signification very different from what the

preacher meant to convey.

ft
T,

Thibeto-Burman Class.

The Thibeto-Burman group, which is the first and largest of the

Tonic class with which I have to deal, has been subdivided, chiefly

for convenience in treatment, into geographical sections, in the

same way as the Aryan. The first of these comprises not only the

Thibetan of the region immediately to the north of the Himalaya,

but the languages of the Mongoloid tribes of the higher valleys on

this side of thjs range, and those of Sikkim and Bhotan, none of

which regions were included in

the census. We are thus dealing

with immigrants, except in the

comparatively insignificant case

of Kanawari, or the language of

the higher valley of the Satlaj,

where it passes through the

state of Bashahr, between Thibet

and the Panjab. The Thibetan

was found chiefly in the valleys

of the Panjab Himalaya, in the

neighbourhood of Sikkim and

the Bengal Himalaya, and in the

Tarai of the north-west, which is

the winter resort of the inha-

bitants of the upper valleys of

Kumaon and Garhwal. The

Rong or Lepcha is nearly allied

to the Thibetan, like the Bho-

tani, or the tongue of that por-

tion of the Himalayas known in

u

'^ Language.
Population
returning it.

Biibetan . . 20,544
Kaiulwari . 9,265
ipjfli, unspecified

• 141.273
I ,, Murmi • 20,597
1 ,, Mangar . 11,281

r „ Limbu . 12,605

r ,, Newari . 5.217
., Sunuwar

.

4,236
Other Nipdli dialects • . 657
Lepcha 10,125
Bhotilni 9,470

i Total Himalayan G'roup . . 245,270

Bodo (Kachdri) . • 198,705
Gdro . • 145.425
LdKxng 40,204
K6ch . 8,107
Mech . • 90,796
Tipperah . . 121,864
Other Bodo dialects 4.314

Total B6do Group . 609,415

Miri-Abor . 35.703
Other frontier dialect.s . . 1,282

Total N.E. Frontier Group 36,985
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Population India as Bhotant, or the end
Language.

'•''™nos oi Bhot, Thibet. The former
Ndga dialects * .... 102,908 .,.-,, -r^

,

Mikir 90,236 language is round only at Dar-
Kakhyin and Lishau . . . 5,669 j-j^^g^ ^^^ ^^^ 1^^^^^. gj^-j^g^.

Total Ndga-Kdkhyin Group
. 198.813

\^^^^ ^^ amongst the winter
Manipuri [Kathc) .... 88,911 traders in North Assam.
Kuki 18,828

Zho {MsTmi) 41,926 I must retrace my steps a
Khyin .^_^^5 little to pick up the tangled

Total KhyU-Lushcu Group 276,580
thread of the languages of

Arrakanese (Magh) . . . 366,403 Nip^U. I deal only with those
Burmese 5,560,461

. ,, m •
^ tvt .. r-

„ , ^ ^ ;:«7^;, or the ionic class. Most ot
Total Burmese Group . . . 5,926,864

these are the mother-tongues
NikoMri i

i v • i, 1 2.1

of people living beyond the
Total Thibeto-Burman Group . 7,293,928 ^^ .f. , j. ^. j r.

,,,,... . V ^ . British frontier, and many ot^ Seven, but not completely distinguished in -^ ' J

the returns. those mentioned by Mr. Brian

Hodgson, the chief authority on the subject, were not represented at

the census at all, either because the tribes had not penetrated down

to India, or, having got there, were confounded by a Hindu enume-

rator in the general term Nipali. In addition to the recruits in our

infantry regiments, Nipal furnishes a fair number, of immigrants

of Himalayan race to the adjoining Hill country in. Bengal and the

west of Assam. The Giiriing and Mangar are the main languages

returned by the former class, and Miirmi, Limbu, and Newari, by the

latter. It is remarkable that we find hardly any trace of the great

Nipali family of Kiranti languages in the schedules, and none of

those of what Mr. Hodgson calls the " Broken tribes " of the lower

portion of the state. The Nipali soldiery as often as not had their

language set down as Gurkhali, a title to which probably very few

of them would have advanced a claim in their own country.

Keeping still to the east, we enter the thorny path of Assam Hill

philology, which requires as cautious treading as those of the

country itself where stockades, pitfalls, and bamboo caltrops beset

the unwary at every turn. The languages of the western and

southern tracts are comparatively easy to classify, as they have been

studied for some years. On the advice of local experts, I have

formed them into a separate group, called, from the leading dialect,

the Bodo or Kachdri. This last has been fully examined in the

works of Messrs. Hodgson and Endle. It is spread widely over the

tract in question, and holds nearly the whole of the north-west of

Assam. There is no literature or means of keeping up a standard

of Bodo, and variations are therefore frequent. It is curious that

no trace of the allied language Dhimal, mentioned by Hodgson,
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should appear in the Assam return, and in Bengal, too, there are

only a couple of individuals returning it. It is probably confined

to the Eastern Tarai, within Nipal territory. I have therefore

included the two persons just mentioned under the Nipal group.

The Garo language is current in the Western Assam Hills, and is

said to be closely allied to the Bodo. The Mech, Habha, Hajong,

and Hojai, with the Lalung, are all more or less local forms of the

same family, and prevail respectively in small tracts along the

Bengal and Assam border-land and the north bank of the Brahma-

putra. There are two other languages of this group worth note.

The Koch, which includes the so-called Pani-Koch, belongs to an

early tribe of settlers along the great river, which has been almost

entirely converted to Brahmanism. The vernacular has been aban-

doned for Bengali towards the west, and the small state which

represents the former Koch domination found no more than a dozen

in it to return the ancestral tongue. The Tipperah language is

found almost contiguous to the south-eastern branch of the Bodo,

with which it is closely connected. It is returned chiefly from the

state bearing this name on the Bengal frontier. The repelling force

of the Hill tribes of a more northern descent has proved sufficient

here, as farther south, to keep the dialects of the plains strictly

within their political limits.

Of the curious group of Tonic languages spoken amongst the

wild tribes of our north-eastern frontier, we have but little on the

census record. The Aka, Daphla Abor, Miri, and Mishmi inhabit

the lower valleys of the Himalaya and send but few offshoots into

what is known there as the " inner belt " of our influence. There

is a settled colony of the Mishmi, however, in British territory, and

some progress has been made with the investigation of the lan-

guages of this and the neighbouring tribes by frontier officers, to

whom we have to look at present for our knowledge of the subject.

Probably better acquaintance will lead to the discovery of more

links between the various forms of speech amongst them ; for in

this corner of the Empire tribal hostility is the leading feature of

intercourse, and the mere fact of separation is reason enough for

considering a neighbour a natural enemy, and in disclaiming, of

course, any former connection with him.

Between the above group and the next in order lies a small wedge
of the Tai or Shan family, with which I must deal in connection

with the languages of Burma later on. The Naga group is not

confined to the tribes which bear that name, but includes the

inhabitants of the Mikir hills to the north-west, and the tract
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stretching east, probably along the whole of the northern frontier

of Upper Burma, which is in the hands of the people collectively-

known as Kakhyin. This title is applied indifferently to all Hillmen

of the north by the dwellers on the plains of Burma, and until

philology creeps up from both the Assam and Burma side of the

wild country thus known, it will not be ascertained how far the

tribes are subdivided. Our information on these matters advances

with every one of our little frontier disturbances, and by the next

census it will probably be possible to give a complete ethnological

map of the upper waters of the Khyindwyin and Irrawaddi. There

are seven tribal languages of the Nagas returned at the census, but

unfortunately there is also a large body of people who are shown

as speaking Naga only, without the distinction that could easily

have been obtained had the enumerators been warned to look out

for it. We have, for instance, a fair approximation to the number

of the Angami and A-o Nagas, but the Kacha or Empe-o, the

Kezhama, the Lho-ta, the Sema, and the Reng-ma are but poorly

represented. The language of the main Naga tribes on the western

slope of the Indo-Burman watershed has been reduced to more or

less grammatical form by Mr. Davies, the officer in charge of the

Hill tracts, who is at present the best authority on the subject ; and

when similar work has been accomplished for the language of the

Burmese tribes of the same race, the two results will be a very

valuable contribution to philology.

There is in the corner of Assam a curious offshoot of the Kakhyin

race, which had its centre at Mogoung, on a tributary of the

Irrawaddi, just below where the fighting of last year took place.

This, tribe now calls itself, as is not unusual with a community

in partibus, " the men "—Sing-pho or Ching-pau. It established

itself in Assam near the end of last century, and made slaves of a

good many of the Assamese of the neighbouring tribes. A mixed

race, the offspring of this connection, is in existence, but returns

the language of the country, not of the foreigner. The whole com-

munity is very small, just over two thousand in all, of whom two

thirds are Sing-pho, and the rest, Duania, of half-breeds.

The next group on which I have to comment comprises the

languages of the tribes of the range of hills separating India from

Burma. In their northern extension these tribes are collectively

known as Kl^Ki. The term Lushai, which is applied farther south,

is not recognised by the people themselves, who use the name Zho.

Shendu is also a synonymous title for the Lushai tribes. In the

country between Bengal and Burma, the tribes are known as Khyin
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in the east, and by a variety of local names in Bengal. The whole

mass was left very much to itself in former years, as the inhabitants

of the plains hold such races in considerable respect, and, trading

on this feeling, mountaineers have manifested their superiority over

the peaceful communities they overhang in ways that the British

had to stop with some vigour. It is hardly necessary to point

out that with so many tribes close together, each under hereditary

obligations to lay by a store of the skulls of its neighbour, the

diversity of language is as great as in the tract across the Brahma-

putra. Information on these dialects has not yet been obtained, as

the hills have but recently been permanently occupied. The only

civilised community is that of the valley of Manipur, which acquired

so painful a notoriety from the disturbances of March 1891. The

language of this tract is called Manipuri in Bengal and Assam, and

Katht^ or Ponnii in Burma. The returns available relate only to

the colonists or visitors in the adjacent portions of Assam, and the

entourage of the late chief in Bengal and Mathura. In Mandalay

there is still a considerable colony, descended from prisoners or slaves

brought over during the wars of the late dynasty. In Lower Burma
the number is decreasing, owing either to cessation of immigration

or to the adoption of Burmese by the settlers, since there is no single

colony in that part of the province like that of Mandalay where the

similarity of fortune and intimacy of intercourse has helped to keep

up the original language. The cultivated dialect of Manipur has

been studied and described by Colonel Lewin and Mr. Brojonath

Shaha, according to whom it shows a great advance on the rest of

the tribal dialects. It is said to have had a special character of its

own, which, like that of Malayalam, is only now used occasionally

in formal deeds. For ordinary purposes it has been superseded by

Bengali, introduced by officials and settlers from that province.

Manipur, like Nipal, has had its Brahman invasion, and there is a

good deal of mixed blood in the central valley, which accounts for

the relatively high culture of that tract. The hills are still held

by Kuki and other tribes of the same stock, and it is doubtful,

therefore, if the language of Imphal is current far beyond the imme-
diate influence of the court and its Hindu officers.

Between the Zho country and Arrakan the tribal languages are

adly mixed at the census. We have, however, grammars and

vocabularies of the dialects current on the Burma side of the Yoma
hills, amongst the Southern Khyins, but the literary Burman, in his

contempt for the men of the mountain, avoids discrimination of the

rest of these tribes, and to him all Khyins are one, or nearly so.
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We find, however, a few tribal languages set down, such as Mro

(15,891), Khwe-mi (14,126), and Daignet (856), from Northern

Arrakan, but some of the races returning these are doubtless more

numerous than the above figures would imply. Possibly, therefore,

as the tribes grow beyond the shelter of the hills, they are absorbed

linguistically into the gulf of Burmese.

This brings me to Burma itself, and here I have had to show the

main language under the two heads of Burmese and Arrakanese.

Historically and philologically they are the same, but geographically

it is possible to distinguish them. Akeakanese is the older form of

the language, and has preserved features, especially of pronunciation,

which the soft and indolent inhabitant of the rest of Burma has been

willing to let drop. But there are still dialects outside Arrakan which

belong to it rather than to the inland tracts. Tavoyi, for example,

the special dialect of Tenasserim, and Chaungthd^ a vanishing relic,

may be cited in proof of this. On the Bengal side of the Bay, north

and east of Chittagong, the language is returned as Magh, a name

unknown to Arrakan, and, like the Goanese of the western coast,

calling to mind the modern kitchen rather than the ancient kingdom

from which it is derived, for the Magh and the Goanese furnish

European India with the best of its chefs.

In Burmese we have the language most numerously represented

at the census of all the Tonic class. There is a tradition that this

tongue came from the west, as I have had occasion to mention

already, but the only impression received from India is the alphabet

in a very modified form, and a comparatively small vocabulary

relating to the Magadhi-born religion. On the other hand, the

appearance of the people betokens a far more northern descent.

If Burma were colonised by its present occupants from the west,

the stream would have flowed along the Himalayan base through

Assam or North Bengal, a fact of which we have no trace. On the

contrary, the Assamese Mongoloids apparently entered the country

from the east. There seems, too, no reason why the Burmese should

not have spread downwards by the valleys of the Irrawaddi and Salwin,

instead of crossing the Himalayas so far off. Within historic times

Burmese has proved itself a great absorbent of local dialects,

either owing to political influences from Pegu and Mandalay, or to

the prevailing ecclesiastical system, which includes monastic train-

ing and education. Yebein, a tongue held to be distinct from the

Burmese, and which was represented by 436 persons in 188 1, has

vanished from the returns, though there are nearly 2,300 of the

tribe left. Kadu, and Danu, and Yau, too, are well on the way
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to the same fate, and show signs of decrepitude in the last ten

years, though the tribes are flourishing. But however strong the

Burmese may be in its own country, it spreads but little into India.

With the exception of the Maghs of Chittagong, most of the

Burmese speakers who have strayed across the sea have done so

against their will, and include the late King and his establishment,

and the " true patriots " scattered amongst the Indian jails

—

" For be it understood,

Tliey left their country for their country's good."

The MoN or Talaing languages may be mentioned liere, though

I have little more to say about them than I said above in connec-

tion with the general subject of classifica-

tion. The language is found in Anam Language. SrJtJ'Tt
and Cambodia, though in the latter case M6n . . . 226,495

the influence of Chinese is very marked. Palaung
. . .

2,847

It is worth noting, too, that the same Total M6n Class . 229,342

tradition as to the advent of a prince

from across the Bay of Bengal is current in all three communities.

The only link between Pegu and the Mon colonies of the far east is

found in Palaung, a language spoken by a small and isolated tribe

in the north-east of Upper Burma. In the time of the late dynasty

the Mon language was almost obliterated in Lower Burma, owing

to the discouragement of it by the Burmese rulers and their

officials, and it was expected to become extinct in a generation or

so. Now, however, the census returns seem to indicate that this

language is either reviving, or that persons who were reluctant to

return it on former occasions have taken heart, so that it is possible

that in due course it will resume its position as one of the leading

vernaculars in Amherst and Pegu. But as yet it is returned by

little over one-half of the Talaing community.

Between the two branches of the Mon language there has been

thrust a long belt of the Shan languages, called in the centre and

south Lao, or, by Europeans, Siamese.

This race seems to have entered Burma
and the Mekong valley from the north-

west, and to have shot out a tongue west-

ward as it crossed the hills. I have

already had to point out that the Ahom
^^H or Shan settlers of Upper Assam failed

^^Hto preserve their language in their new
^^Bcircumstances, so we find no entries of that tongue amongst them

;

r

Language.
Population
returning it.

Shfln . '174,871

L;lo {JItai) 4
Ait6n 2

Khdmti . 2,945
PhakiiU . 62s

Total Taic Class . 178,447
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and the Aitons, a more modern tribe, are returned as mostly speak-

ing Shan only, which is very likely due to mistake on the part of

Hindu enumerators. The two other Shan colonies in Assam return

a few entries of Khamti and Phakidl respectively, but the tongue

does not extend beyond the limits occupied by those tribes. Khamti

has been investigated by a frontier officer, and a grammar written of

it ; but there is a gap between this tract and the Lao or Htdi of the

Siamese kingdom, in which the intervening linguistic changes have

still to be investigated. This cannot be done until the cis-Salwin

Shan States have been brought into closer touch with the new
administration of Upper Burma. By next census, therefore, more

information will have been obtained, even if the states be not com-

pletely enumerated.

The Malayan class of languages is represented chiefly in the

south of Burma, where there are a few settlers from the Peninsula.

The Sea-Gypsies or Salon of the Mergui
Language.

returning it. Archipelago, too. Speak a tongue of this

J^^1^5'
.... 2,437 class, and owing to more careful enume-

Salon .... 1,628 .
' °

Javanese . 19 ration, show nearly double the number

Total MaUy Class . ^4 ^^^^^ ^PP^^^ ^^ *^^ 1'®*"^^^ ^^ *^^ y^^^^

back. The rest of the Malays are sea-

.

faring people enumerated at the ports of India. As this class of

languages does not appertain to the sphere of my operations, I need

say no more about it.

I can dispose of the Japanese in the same way. A few residents

of the chief towns, mostly women, are all that return this language,

and its introduction is due probably to the fame of the Musme of

the baths and tea-houses of the Far East, which has been productive

of emulation.

The SiNiTic class is represented by two languages, Chinese and

Kar^in. The former is scattered nearly all over India, since mer-

chants, carpenters, and cane-workers of

Language. iSSiii-^it *^^^ ^^^® ^^® *^ ^® found in mOSt

Chinese . . . 38,504 large towns and cantonments. In
^'^"^^ ^74^846 Rangoon and Upper Burma there are

Total Sinitie Class . 713,350 regular Communities from the Flowery

Land, though in the latter the number
of immigrants seems to have decreased since the country became

British. In nearly every district, however, there are a few

Chinese. They belong, I believe, to two classes. First, the merchant

who hails from Canton or the east, and who comes round by sea

;

secondly, the people from Yun-nan, who come across by land to
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trade in petty wares and forest produce, and whose language is

different from that of the former.

As to Karen, I have classed it with Chinese on the authority of

Dr. Cushing and other missionary scholars. The Karen tract has

been for some years the main field of missionary labour in Burma, and

the results are to be found in most districts of the lower division of

that province. The three chief dialects of this language differ con-

siderably from each other, owing probably to much the same reason

found operative in the case of the Lushai group, namely, the dis-

persion of the tribe over wide tracts of difficult country after the first

arrival from the north. The Pwo dialect was returned by 449,450
persons, though only about 27,000 are given as of that tribe.

The Sgdu shows 225,193. The Bghai or Karen-ni was returned

under these titles by no more than 16, so is evidently included in

the first-named dialect. Taungthii, Mopgha, and so on, are said to

be only local names for one or other of the above three dialects.

The Kar^n does not extend much beyond the tract occupied by the

tribes themselves, and some of the outskirts are said to be getting

rapidly Burmanised in speech.

Eranic-Aryan Class.

I now take my leave of the languages of India, and touch upon

the other Asiatic tongues. First comes the sister branch of the

Aryan class, which I will call „ , ^.

Laneuace Population

the Eninic, because, whatever its ^ *=
* retuming it.

. . ^1 „ , ,. Persian 28,160
origin, the tew representatives we Armenian .... 833
have to deal with are well under Pakhtu (Pashtn) . . . 1,080,931

the influence of Persian. As re-
..... ^^475

,.,.,, . ., i» .1 Total Eranic-Aryan Class . 1,329,428
gards this last, m spite ot the

connection of India with Iran, and the settlement of natives of the

latter in the north and west of the country, the language has obtained

little footing within the Empire, that is to say, as a parent tongue.

It is still the language of polite society and of lelles lettres amongst

the educated classes of Musalmans, but those to whom it is the only

or the most familiar language are but few. In Bengal and Eangoon
there are remnants of the old ruling families of Dehli and Lucknow

;

in the Panjab, traders and immigrants are found, with the refugees

from Afghanistan ; and in Bombay, horse-dealers and refugees from

Persia, who have settled down in the chief towns. Beyond these

centres there is hardly any real Persian spoken, and a good deal of

what is returned as such is but the better sort of Urdu.
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Armenian is the parent tongue of a small colony of that race in

Bengal, Lower Burma, and a few other parts of India. The persons

returning it are permanently domiciled in India, and probably use

English more and more each generation.

Pakhtu or Pashtu, the language of the Pathan (Pakhtuan), be-

longs, it is said, to the Indie-Aryan class in its structure, but to

the Eranic in its vocabulary. I have grouped it under the latter,

as it is geographically beyond India, and Persian of a sort is

undoubtedly the vernacular of the north and west of Afghanistan.

Most of the Pashtu-speakers are located in the Panjab, either as

settlers or amongst the retainers of the refugees. There is another

class which travels over nearly all India peddling rugs and fruit,

and sometimes selling horses brought down from their native land.

They leave the latter in the autumn, perambulate the genial plains

of India during the winter, and return to Ghazni, or wherever it

may be, in the late spring, in time to resume their home occupation

of agriculture and fruit-growing. Year after year they do this,

and many tribes of the Sulaiman and Kharoti map out India into

regular divisions, one of w^hich is assigned to be exploited by each

company. There are a few who do not return at all, but remain all

the year round in India, varying the monotony of commerce, accord-

ing to the police, with exploits less legitimate.

Baloch, again, is a language of Persian affinity, used as a

vernacular only in the frontier districts of the Lower Panjab and in

Sindh. The prevalence of this tongue in some of the native states,

according to their returns, is due to the number of mercenaries of

Baloch race entertained by the chiefs as personal retainers and

treasury guards. They are usually Makranis, speaking that dialect

of Baloch, and not of the pure type of the north.

TuRANic Class (Scijthic).

Next to Eran, we naturally come to its enemy, Turan, but the

latter is very poorly represented in India linguistically. The majority

Population ^f Turki-spcakers come from Turkestan, and

Tu"rkr'. '''"™'"6o7
^^^^^ ^^® ^ ^^^ Osmanli settled in Bombay and

Hydrabad. It is not worth while for so

Magyjir 42 ^^^^^ ^ number to distinguish the various

entries of Uzbegi, Yarkandi, Chagatai, &c.,
Total Turdnic

. 659 ^^^^ ^^^ Cultivated dialect of Stamboul. The

Finn entries are from the vessels in port on the census night, at

Calcutta and Eangoon. Magyar is returned by a few merchants
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and travellers, and by artisans on the railways, where nearly all

the tongues of Europe are to be found. I have reserved the terra

Turanic for this class of languages, instead of extending it, as some

would do, to the whole of the Tonic and Agglutinative class of Burma
and the Himalayas, for which the title I have used above raises, I

hope, fewer questions.

Semitic Class.

This Semitic is the last of the Asiatic classes with which I am
concerned. It is made up mainly of Arabic,

which is the vernacular of Aden, and that
i-anguage.

returning it.

settlement furnishes nearly half the return.
Hdn-^ew ^2171

Most of the rest of the entries are returned Syriac ... 12

from Hydrabad, where a portion of the
Total Semitic .

"^^
Nizam's force and the body-guards of his

chief nobles are recruited from Arabic-speaking tribes of Africa and

the coast of the Persian Gulf.

Hebrew was returned by a number of Jews, much on the same

principle that Sanskrit was put down by Brahmans, and Arabic by

Musalman teachers of the Kuran. It is the distinctive language

^of their faith, though it can hardly be called a mother-tongue ; so

it is considered dignifying, if the head of the house is at all

conversant with it, to have the fact recorded. The entries were

jhiefly from Jewish colonies where Arabic, Marathi, or Malayalam

[would be the correct return. Turkish Arabia supplies a good

lumber of Israelitish settlers. In Cochin there are two permanent

[colonies, one of which is certainly of foreign origin, whilst in the

coast district round Bombay the class of rural Jews habitually

use Marathi in their households. In Aden, too, the colony is per-

manently settled, and speaks a dialect of Arabic. I have no

definite information regarding the few entries of Syriac which are

found here and there. Possibly they are traceable to Nestorian

priests, of whom there are some in Cochin and other parts of the

country.

With this language I close my list of Asiatic tongues.

Negho Dialects.

From Africa we get a number of dialects, found mostly in Aden,

where there is a constant stream of migration to and from the

opposite coast. The Somali and Swahili tribes furnish most of the
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entries. The negroes who are employed on board the steamers

trading with India are often called Sidi or Habshi, which, strictly

speaking, is Abyssinian. They are from farther south, however, and

usually take ship at Zanzibar, or come from the Persian Gulf ports,

such as Mascat. It would be incorrect, therefore, to class their

languages as Abyssinian, which would bring them into the Semitic

class. It may be remembered by some that in the early days of

operations against the slave trade on the east coast of Africa, vessels

full of boys and girls were captured, and the children made over to

certain Missionary Orphanages and other institutions in Bombay.

I^hey were trained to a mechanical trade or to domestic service, and

thus remained in the country of their adoption. Another class

found in the households of chiefs and rich nobles is still recruited

in less reputable ways, mainly on account of the high character for

fidelity to their employer borne by men of this race.

European Languages.

I now leave Africa and the East to consider the return of the

anguages of Europe and the West. Of these we have a great

variety, though none but English is

strongly represented. English (which

is held to include for census purposes

Scotch, though not Gaelic) is returned

by 100,000 or so born in the United

Kingdom, by scattered denizens of Aus-

tralia, the United States, and Canada,

&c., as well as by the increasing class of

Europeans of British descent born and

domiciled in India, and the Eurasians.

Of the other languages returned, German,

French, Italian, and Greek may be

taken as those of commercial sojourners,

and Welsh, Gaelic, and Irish are re-

cruited from the regiments that happen

to be on service in India. In the same

way, the Scandinavian languages depend

on the number of vessels in port on the

census night for their representatives.

Comparing the return of these languages with that of the

preceding census, it will be seen that the Europeans have increased

by some 37,000, out of which number more than 35,000 are

Language. j.

Population
eturning it.

rEnglish . 238,499

J German . 2,215
1 Dutch . 119
iFlemish . 22
{ Danish . 94

-j Swedish . 187
[Norwegian 152
rWelsh .

1 Gaelic .

245
264

1 Irish 299
ICeltic {unspecified) 2

'Greek 380
Latin I

Italian . 690
- Maltese . 32
Roumanian 22
Spanish . 159
.French . 2,171

/Russian . 95
Polish . . 46

{
Czech . I

1
Bulgarian 49

I Slavonic [unspecified 1 I

Basque . I

Total European 245,746
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amongst the Euglish-speakers. Changes in the garrison, as well as

tlie natural increase amongst the domiciled population and Eurasians,

sufficiently account for the latter. Of the foreigners, the three

commercial classes, German, French, and Greek, have all largely

increased, but the Italian population has fallen off, owing partly to

the disappearance of a colony of that nationality from Rangoon,

where it was established during the existence of the kingdom of

Upper Burma. The Scandinavians were much fewer, and the Celts

many more, than in 1881, owing to temporary causes, as I have

just explained. Looking up some of the details, I am glad to see

that the priest who returns Latin as being the tongue of his mother

the Church, has safely weathered the intercensal decade ; so too

have the two Celts and the single Slavonian, who still refrain from

further particularising their mother-tongue ; but the Lapp has given

place to a Basque, and representatives of Bohemia and Iceland have

appeared, besides various Bulgarians.

I have attempted no comparison between the two returns for

the Indian items, since I find that partly owing to the wider

scope of the present operations, partly, perhaps, to the better

understanding of the rules by the enumerators, it is only in the

purely localised or tribal dialects that such comparison could be

practicable.

I will conclude this review with a summary of what I think

are the merits and defects of the material on which I have been

working, and will add a few words on the way in which the task

towards which this is but the first step can be continued. We have

got a very fair delimitation of the various language-fields of the

country, and can see, to a certain extent, how far the accepted

scientific nomenclature is in accord with the usage of the masses.

But it is in the latter respect that our return falls short of philo-

logical requirements. The question put to those enumerated was

simple enough, no doubt, but to even the most optimistic census

superintendent this is no reason for expecting a straight answer.

Often, if not usually, the first impulse is to return the name of the

caste or tribe as the parent-tongue ; for instance, the potter will

give " Potterish," and the weaver, " Weaverish," especially if he be

a stranger in the place of enumeration, or his caste or tribe be a

large one. In other cases the name of the district or state will be

given. In both instances the main objection is that the tables,

in their rough state, are thereby complicated by the superfluous

detail ; but this is a defect on the right side, apd classification is

easily efiected when the results are under final revision. There are
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cases, too, in which the tribal designation indicates a real dis-

tinction. The real difficulty arises when the return happens

to be not in accordance with the enumerator's sense of what is

fit, or where official views on matters linguistic may have filtered

down to him. In that way a good deal of valuable information

may be, and probably was, lost in the course of the census, since

a general term like, say, Hindi, was substituted for a locally recog-

nised title.

So far the results of our inquiry must be held to be deficient,

but we can safely say, I think, that what I have called the photo-

graph of the language-distribution of India in 1891 is interest-

ing and useful, if only as an aid in getting a complete and a

scientifically conducted survey of the whole field of investigation.

An operation of that nature can only be conducted by a skilled

philologist, who knows exactly the lines on which information

should be collected, so that the results may be susceptible of com-

parison over the whole of India. It is hardly necessary for me to

add that he ought to have some practical knowledge of the country

and its inhabitants, and not work from books alone. Moreover,

such an inquiry, if taken in hand at all, should be commenced
without delay. In the plains, old linguistic landmarks are being

rapidly obliterated by the advancing tide of popular instruction.

The Hill tribes of Central India are being brought more and more

under the influence of a vernacular too far from their own in con-

struction and dialectic variety to amalgamate with it ; so ultimately

the weaker will give way, and the tongue of the K61, like that of

the Cornishman, will become a tradition in the mouth of a single

tough old woman, whilst a debased vernacular from the plains

reigns in its stead. Many a dialect which may be, as Sainte-Beuve

puts it " une ancienne qui a eu des malheurs, ou bien une nouvelle

qui n'a pas fait fortune," will be ere long beyond the reach of

investigation in the process of opening out the Hill tracts. It is

not the intrinsic merit of these rude forms of speech that is of

value, but the links they afford between the tongues of localities

far apart from each other. The languages of the Eastern frontier

are only just now being brought within the field of inquiry by the

industry and experience of individual officers, working independently.

By the time the results have been collated, not only with each other,

but with the corresponding out-turn of other labourers in distant

fields, who can tell how much of the dialects may not have fallen

into disuse ? I end with the repetition of my former opinion, that

for such a task one single inquirer, and he a specialist, is necessary,
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for tlie path of the philologist in India is full of the pitfalls of

incomplete data, false analogy, question-begging titles, and imposing

specnlation, quite sufficient to deter from its pursuit any sciolist

who, like myself, knows just enough of the subject to be able to

gauge his ignorance.

/

I
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ARYAN THEORY OF DIVINE INCARNATIONS.

BY

BHAGWANLAL R. BADSHAH.

To Professor MAX MULLEE, the President.

•^^> . ^Tirt ff^ ^*^7n€iT: II

" Vir%ase tvain vidusham sama^e

Siiryo gralia^am iva vai samuhe
|

Tyam Meksa-mular pratipalako 'si

VaA;o guriinam tava samskntaya^
j

|

"

" Thou sliinest in the assembly of the learned like the sun in the com-

pany of the planets
;

Thou, O Max Miiller, art the protector of the holy speech of the

Gurus, which is adorned by thee !

"

A PAPER on the Aryan theory of divine incarnations will, I hope,

prove interesting to Oriental scholars. In this paper, therefore, I

am attempting to offer my humble thoughts on the Hindu theory of

divine incarnations, as propounded by the authors of the Puranas.

But before doing this, a brief outline, I believe, of the original reli-

gion of the Hindus is necessary to give continuity to the subject.

The common Aryan forefathers of the Hindus, the Europeans, and

the Persians occupied, it appears, the regions round the Oxus in

Central Asia. It appears also that a drought compelled them to

abandon their primitive homes and seek refuge in regions their

wandering enterprise happened to lead them to. Some of them
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peopled Europe, some Persia, and some went still farther and occu-

pied Afghanistan and the Punjab.

The religious notions of these Aryans of Central Asia, fluctuating

as they were, show what impression the natural scenes made upon

their minds. They naturally found something miraculous in the sun,

in fire, in water, in the heavens, in the wind, and in the very earth

on which they lived, and they looked upon them with awe and

reverence, and considered them supernatural, or as objects that

could control their existence. They also believed that they were at

their mercy. These objects were afterwards called Asura—that is,

mighty, from the root ^^, to breathe. Up to the time they left

their homes in Central Asia, they had no idea of one Omnipotent

Creator of the universe. This fact may be traced through the

earliest religious writings of the different branches of the divided

,race.

The Indo-Aryans seem to have migrated into India 7000 years

:B.C. They carried with them their ancient customs, manners, lan-

[guage, and religion into the new country peopled by them. They

idmired, praised, adored, and worshipped natural powers step by

jtep. They had begun to compose Mantras or hymns before they

fwiigrated.

This can be proved by the traces of similarity of ideas in the

[payers of the other branches. They afterwards made voluminous

Iditions to these Mantras, and called them Vedas.

The Hindu literature consists of the Vedas and Puranas. The

[Vedas are four in number, and they are supposed to be as old as the

tworld. The Puranas are eighteen in number, and are supposed to

the of much later* origin. The Vedas treat of hymns, praises, and

invocations to different deities, as well as of the ritual precepts.

Each of the four Vedas has its own Brahmana or exposition text.

These Brahmanas generally treat of sacrificial performances.

As all nations claim their earliest religious writings to be revela-

tions from God, the Hindus also believe that their Vedas too are

revelations from God. But it is beyond doubt established from

the very construction of the Vedas that they are creations of dif-

ferent Rishis. In the Mantras, great importance is given in the

first place to the gods Sun and Fire. These gods are invoked witli

several names. The mysterious production of Agni (fire) made it

more important than even the Sun-god, and the Rishis of the time

always kept Agni alive in their house day and night, and did so as

a religious observance. They found that the sun was rising punc-

tually, and gave them no trouble. The water in the rivers was

I
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always at their disposal, and the wind never or seldom missing.

But they thought fire was always difficult to be obtained when

wanted, and that god gave them trouble. They therefore kept fire

alive day and night as a religious observance, as said before. The

first hymn in the Vedas is in praise of the god Fire. Afterwards

Indra, god of rain, was looked upon as all-important, when they

came to know that they could not feed themselves without the

favour of Indra. They came to realise that without rain their

existence would be an impossibility. They therefore deified rain

and its companions, thunder and lightning, and called this god by

the name of Indra, who, from his thunders and lightning, appeared

to them very tremendous and awful, but at the same time very

gracious. As this god and his miracles were unintelligible mysteries

to them, they gave profound reverence to him, and considered him

the mightiest of gods. He was thus placed at the head of all

deities.

Later on, the philosopher Durvasas discovered the cause of the

phenomenon of rain, and the Aryans then began to perceive that

rain, thunder, and lightning were the results of natural phenomena,

and consequently their reverence for Indra became less.

In this way the Indo-Aryans exercised their power of compari-

son till they conceived the idea of a Trimurti or triad of deities,

alluded to in the post-Vedic literature so popular at present. The

more ancient gods, Indra, Varuna, and others, were believed to be

under the paramount authority of the Trimurti, or perhaps they

were considered the component parts, or so many manifestations of

Trimurti, consisting of the three gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva.

Erom this it appears to me that the Hindus, as a nation, were poly-

theists, and are still such. The names of Shiva and Brahma occur

nowhere in the Eig-Veda Samhita. They occur occasionally in the

Atharva-Veda, which is supposed to be of the most recent origin.

The name of Vishnu, which is a god of the Puranas, occurs in some

places in the Rig-Veda Samhita, but by this epithet the god Sun is

meant, as indicated in the following verse :

—

Translation.

" May the gods protect us with the seven means of the

earoh, from thence whence Vishnu crossed."
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The learned commentator Sayanacharya is of opinion that the

epithet Vishnu means God Almighty, and this interpretation seems

to have been accepted by later writers.

The Vedas show the mental capacities of the Rishis of that time.

They are not prose writings, but are mostly verses of varied metres,

ably composed. The Rishi Madhuchhandas appears to be the father

of the Vedic poetry. He was the first Rishi poet. His very name

indicates this, which means T^fsr ^^r^f^ -^rm ^ ^'^'^^r*

Further, the Vedas afford examples of the manners and customs

of the social life of the Hindus of that time.

Though the doctrine of animal-sacrifices is treated in the Brahmana

portion of the Vedas generally, the Mantra portion is not wholly

without them. The first allusion in the Mantras is made by the

Rishi Dirgatamas. The beginning verse indicates the diffidence of

the author. He begins with apologies to the chief gods thus :

—

t

Translation.

" May not the gods Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Vayu, and

great Indra despise us because we are describing in this

sacrifice the exploits of the powerful and god-begotten

horse."

This shows that the practice in the beginning was not advocated

by other Rishis. This practice, which appears to have been more

prevalent at the time of the Vedic Brahmanas, seems to have met
with opposition from the aborigines, to whom perhaps the idea of

animal sacrifices appeared shocking. They must have had the support

of some Aryans of an independent state of mind, who, disliking the

cruel practice, attempted to throw off the sacerdotal authority, and

who therefore were called demons or atheists, along with the abori-

gines. By this I do not mean to suggest that the idea of animal

sacrifices was quite new to the Indo-Aryans. No ; this is not my
meaning. This practice had prevailed among the Aryans before

they left their primitive homes. The hecatomb of the Iliad is

familiar to us along with other Greek and Roman animal sacrifices

;

but the subsequent opposition proves that these sacrifices were not

generally approved, as the Brahmins had gone even to the extremity

of human sacrifices. First they were opposed by the aborigines,

and at a subsequent period they were secretly joined by some Aryans
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of independent spirit. But though they wanted to be independent,

they had no moral courage, as they did not come forward openly,

and thus there was no open opposition until the rise of Buddha.

When the pot was full up to the brim, those who were tired of the

sacerdotal yoke took this opportunity to throw it off. Time then

showed that there remained only a small minority of Brahmins in

favour of animal sacrifices, as a very large number of dissenters

flocked round the standard of Buddha, and it took centuries to re-

establish the Brahminical religion, after great difficulty, and that,

too, by the promise of entire abandonment by the Brahmins of the

practice of animal sacrifices.

The idea of aftfl'ST, or cow-sacrifice, among the Brahmins will

appear to an Occidental reader quite startling. But he must

know that there were among the ancient Brahmins such things as

cow-sacrifices and human sacrifices too.

The Vedas further show that the ancient Brahmins were eating

the sacrificial flesh and drinking liquor too. Soma-juice, a kind

of liquor, was offered to the gods at a sacrifice, and it was con-

sidered an essential part of the performance.

The Aryans appear to have mastered the art of reading and

writing before they were divided, and some traces of similarity in

the alphabets of the Sanskrit, Greek, and Persian languages bear

testimony to this. They also knew agriculture.

TraTislation.

" As a man tills a barley-field with bullocks."

The art of weaving clothes was not unknown.

Translation.

" My sides are giving me pain on all sides like fellow-

wives. Distresses, Indra, are consuming me, who am
your own devotee, as mice consume the weaver's threads

steeped in glue. Know this then, earth and heaven !

"
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This verse is very important, as it shows the practice of polygamy
prevalent at that time.

The Vedic Aryans did not compute their time by months or

years, but by the number of autumns that passed. The maximum
number of years for which man could live was even at that time

estimated at one hundred. The following verse illustrates this :

—

Translation.

" Man only has a hundred years, gods ! then you cause

old age to our bodies, when our sons become our protectors.

May you then not destroy our life while it is in its course."

The following verse indicates that Manu was considered to be

the great patriarch before the time of the Vedas, and even before

the Aryans were divided into different branches. My opinion is

that the whole Aryan race considered Manu to be their common
father, and the Sanskrit, Saxon, German, Dutch, and Gothic expres-

sions for the word man confirm my opinion :

—

Translation.

" Bring here, Agni ! for sacrifice the Vasus, the Rudras,

and the Adityas and Manu-born beings, rich in sacrifices

and throwing showers of ghee."

Now, without stopping to make any reference to the Smritis,

the Hindu law-books, I proceed directly to the Puranas, which form

an important part of the post-Yedic literature. The study of the

Puranas, which are eighteen in number, is very interesting, as not

only do they present a perfectly developed phase of the literature

of the learned Hindus before the time when India was troubled by

foreign invasions, but they attempt to give the history of the crea-

tion of the universe.

The chief god of the Puranas is Vishnu. I have already remarked
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that no place is given to this god Vishnu in the Vedas ; still the

Puranas give prominence to Vishnu, and call him the mightiest of

gods. He is represented as having undergone nine different incar-

nations to deliver the world from ruin, and is supposed to undergo

the tenth hereafter. Vyasa, the author of the Mahabharata, seems to

have first conceived the idea of divine incarnations. By him the

god Vishnu, the prominent god of the Puranas, is represented as

having undergone nine incarnations, and is expected to undergo the

tenth in the future. This doctrine may have been originally started

to check the progress of Buddhism and to reorganise Brahmanism.

I expound the ten divine incarnations in the following way :

—

1. Matsya-Avatar (Fish-god).—In this Vishnu is represented as

having come down in the form of a fish. The tradition of the uni-

versal deluge is common to all the ancient nations. In this universal

calamity the world was flooded over with water. Everything on

the earth began to be drowned. At this time the sage Manu, our

supposed patriarch, saw a fish swimming in the water. Thereupon

the idea of making a fish of planks suggested itself to Manu. When
everything was being drowned, Manu tried this remedy with his

family and friends, and was safely borne upon the waters. By this

fish-shaped craft he was carried to the highest peak of the Caucasus,

and was safe with his party. The idea of making a fish-shaped

boat is thought to have been suggested to Manu by inspiration,

because then God decreed the deliverance of Manu in this way.

Thus the suggesting fish is considered an incarnation of God.

Thus Manu is believed to be the progenitor of mankind, and, as

said before, the Saxon, German, Dutch, Gothic, and Sanskrit forms

of the word Man support this idea. And my opinion is that this

Manu is the first Manu, and not the seventh. The corresponding

legend of Lamech's son, Noah, confirms this view, and the Sanskrit

word Nau for the English " ship " leads me to believe that this

Aryan Manu could have been the Semitic ISToah, had it not been for

the difference in dates. But the assigning of dates to the most

ancient events, in the absence of reliable history, is a mere guess.

Therefore such dates may differ.

2. Kurma-Avatar (Tortoise-god).—Next comes the incarnation of

the tortoise-god. In this the god Vishnu is represented as having

descended upon the earth and assumed the form of a tortoise, to

deliver the earth. This has reference to the earth in the form of a

tortoise-shaped island, as redeemed from water after the deluge.

All parties then united together and explored the sea. A fragment

of the earth's sphere seems to have broken off at this time, and to
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have wandered round the mother-sphere, in obedience to the law

of gravitation. This brilliant satellite appeared as exhilarating to

them as the Soma-juice. Therefore this bright, delightful thing was

called Soma. Afterwards it appeared to measure the heavens, and

was called Mas, from the Sanskrit root Ma, to measure. Hence

this luminary was employed to measure months, of which the

Sanskrit equivalent is Masa. The name or worship of the moon
does not occur in the Rig-Veda hymns. The Aryans appear to

have discovered the moon after their migration, as proved by the

respective earliest religious writings of the different branches.

Then, by ascending the rock Mandara, they discovered other

islands formed in the waters, and they were reached by means of

navigation ventured by the joint labour of all parties. This

enterprise increased their stock of things, and they were much
enriched.

3. Varaha-Avatar (Boar-god).—Then comes the boar-god, who is

represented as having descended upon the earth in order to recover

the lost Vedas. This has reference to the then unsettled state of

the earth, as the world was originally a mass of hot vapours. On
account of its still unsettled form, a great portion of the earth's

surface seems to have again resumed its liquid state a third time.

The waters again dried up, and muddy and marshy land appeared,

with boars lying upon it. The credit, then, of redeeming the earth

from the possession of the demon sea, appears to have been given

to the boar, and the boar was considered an incarnation of God.

4. Narsink-Avatar.— Then comes the god Narsinh. In this we
can trace the origin of monarchy among the ancient Hindus, on the

principle of " Might is right." One Hiranyakasipu, a mighty and

wealthy man, seems to have domineered over the Indo-Aryans, and,

as usurpers generally prove tyrants, this monarch treated his

subjects very cruelly. Besides, he had no faith in the worship of

|the natural powers. On the contrary, he despised the gods Indra,

jVaruna, and others. He was therefore considered a confirmed

[atheist. His son Prahlad made a rebellion against him, and he did

not want followers to join him. At last a plot was made to capture

I the king in his own palace, in pursuance of which he was taken by

surprise in his own house by a band of rebels, and was slaughtered

'upon the threshold of his house at the dusk of day by one of the

rebels, as brave as a lion. The word Narsinh is a Karmadharaya

compound, and it means a man as brave as a lion. This Coeur-de-

Lion rebel, who delivered the people from the oppression of the

tyrant, was then respected as a god under the name of Narsinh.
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5. Vaman-Avatar (Dwarf-god).—The fifth incarnation is of Vaman
or dwarf-god. The last incarnation shows us that the system of

monarchy began in that age. We likewise see there that people

had begun to lose faith in the worship of Indra and other gods.

In this age a king named Bali exercised dominion over the Indo-

Aryans. He was a monotheist, and was adverse to the worship of

natural powers. People also began to follow the faith of their

sovereign. Thus the worship of the ancient deities was in great

danger. To counteract this tendency, the Brahmins, the protectors

of the Yedas, entered into a conspiracy to ruin this mighty King

Bali, who was a truthful man of reformed views. He was a noble

and generous king, always true to his promise. When, therefore,

this generous king, after a reign of some years, ordered the perform-

ance of a sacrifice in order to gain the favour of God Almighty, the

Brahmins took that opportunity to deceive the king to his ruin.

The sacrifice being over, the sacrificial priests were requested to ask

Dakshina, or prize-money. The crafty Brahmins then asked him

to give them land measuring the three steps of Vaman, the head

priest, which was immediately granted. Then they claimed land

covering the three steps of Vaman, that is, of the sun, that being

the epithet of the sun, which covered the whole of the Eastern

liemisphere. The king, who was always faithful to his promise,

and who was panic-struck, could not refuse this, and was obliged

to retire to the nether hemisphere, and there perhaps died of this

shock. The Brahmins then gave the credit of delivering Indra and

other deities from the disrespect of the king and his people to the

Brahmin Vaman.

6. Farasuram-Avatar (god Parasuram).—Then comes the incarna-

tion of Parasuram. In the last incarnation we saw that the Bralimi-

nical government was established after the banishment of the king

Bali, and for several generations the Brahmins held dominion. But

they could not remain in undisturbed possession. The Brahmin

Jamdagni was assassinated by a Kshatrya, and his son Parasuram

avenged his death by a wholesale slaughter of the Ksbatryas.

This Parasuram is represented as having destroyed the Kshatryas

twenty-one times. Parasuram was a very brave Brahmin warrior.

As he almost annihilated the Kshatryas and left the Brahmins in

undisturbed possession of their dominion, he was respected and

worshipped by them as a god, and was considered an incarnation of

the god Vishnu.

7. Bama-Avatar (god Eama).—The seventh incarnation is of

Rama. Though the god Parasuram destroyed the Kshatryas almost
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to a man, the country was not entirely cleared of the Kshatryas.

There remained some brave seeds. At last, Dasarath's son Kama,

a brave Kshatrya, appeared on the stage. His first exploit, which

brought him to the notice of Parasuram, was tlie breaking of a

very unwieldy bow. When Parasuram learnt that there was such

a Kshatrya hero who could wield the so-called unwieldy bow and

break it, he set out to meet him and beat him down. Accordingly,

when Rama, with his suit, was on his way back from Mithihi after

his marriage with Maithili, the daughter of the king of Mithila, he

was met in the way by Parasuram. A scuilie ensued between the

two heroes, and the combat was a drawn battle. But Parasuram

experienced the valour of the mighty Kshatrya hero in this battle,

and was tlierefore obliged to sue for peace, which was made. Para-

suram promised to retire from political life, while Rama, on his

part, promised to treat the Brahmins with deep respect.

Rama's father, Dasarath, king of Ayodhya, being old, proposed to

retire in favour of Rama. While preparations, therefore, were being

made for the coronation of Rama, his stepmother, Kaikeyi, envied

this, and asked her husband, Dasarath, to allow her to ask a boon, as

he had once promised. The king consented, and Kaikeyi asked that

Rama should be banished and her own sou, Bharat crowned. Dasa-

rath was panic-struck by this, but could not refuse it When Rama
came to learn this, he went to his father and consoled him by say-

ing that a true Kshatrya should be faithful to his promise, and that

therefore he would fain consent to the coronation of Kaikeyi's son,

his half-brother Bharat, and would go to the forest as an exile.

Rama then left Ayodhya with his wife Sita and his brother Lakshmaii.

He bent his course towards the Central Provinces, and went as far

as Nasik, at present in the Bombay Presidency. It must be here

remembered tliat the Aryans as they entered India had not advanced

further than the districts to the south of the River Jumna. The

remaining part of India was, therefore, inhabited by the wild tribes,

who were called demons.

During his progress through the Central Provinces, Rama destroyed

some of the chief demons who were infesting the Aryans. This

enraged the demon-king of Ceylon, who was the head of the demons,

and he therefore was impatient to see the Aryan hero who killed so

many chief demons. Accordingly he privately went to Nasik, where

Rama was staying in exile. And when Rama one day went on a

hunting excursion, followed shortly by his brother Lakshman, leaving

Sita alone, Ravana approached Sita's residence in the disguise of

a mendicant and forcibly carried her away. When Rama and
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Lakshman returned, they found to their extreme sorrow that Sita was

not there, and had therefore been abducted by some one. They

soon suspected that some demon might have ravished her. The

two brothers then went in search of her, and were informed by

some foresters that it was Ravana, king of Ceylon, that had carried

her off. Being sensible that they were unable to cope single-

handed with such a terrible foe as Ravana, they formed an alliance

with Sugriva, the chief of the rude foresters, as rude as monkeys.

With these allies he marched upon Ceylon. But the difficulty of

crossing the waters between the southern extremity of India and

Ceylon at first appeared insurmountable to them. But the un-

daunted foresters brought blocks of distant mountains, and made

a bridge of these blocks. By crossing the stone bridge they reached

Ceylon and besieged it. But the invincible Ravana could not be

subdued still. At last the foresters contrived to induce Ravana's

brother, Vibhishan, to come over to their side, and this done, the

deserter made the foresters acquainted with all the ins and outs of

Ceylon. Ravana, thus betrayed by his own brother, was killed in

battle by Rama. Rama then recovered Sita, and the two brothers

went to Ayodhya with her. Then Rama ascended the throne of his

father after the expiration of the period of his banishment.

Rama treated the Brahmins with deep respect, and his name is

traditional as a very wise and just ruler. This Rama, therefore,

was considered an incarnation of God, as he had struck such terror

among the demons that no demons ventured to molest the Aryans

any more.

8. Krishna-Avatar (the god Krishna).—The eighth is the incarna-

tion of the god Krishna.

In Mathura there was a King Kansa. His sister, Devaki, was

married to one Yasudeva of the Yadava family. An augur in

Mathura had predicted that Kansa's death would be caused by a son

of Devaki, his sister. Thereupon the King Kansa imprisoned his

sister Devaki with her husband Vasudeva, and ordered to slay all her

issue. The eighth issue was Krishna, and to save him his father,

Vasudeva, escaped from imprisonment with him, and took refuge in

a herdsman's house, to whom he related his grievances. It happened

that the herdsman's wife had then given birth to a daughter. He
therefore advised Vasudeva to go back to the place of his imprison-

ment with that girl, and there to place her in the bed of Devaki,

intending thereby to lead Kansa to believe that his sister had given

birth to a daughter. Vasudeva did this, and the herdsman, in

order to be secure from the fear of Kansa, migrated to Gokul, and
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subsequently to Vrindavan, where Krishna grew up among the herds-

men. Krishna turned out a powerful hero, and such was his valour

that he could lift up blocks of the Govardhan mountain with his

hands.

After killing his uncle Kansa, and thus fulfilling the prophecy

of the augur, he became the king of Mathura, and established his

capital at Dwarka, in Gujarat.

The deification of Krishna is due to the prominent part he played

in the battle of Kurukshetra, otherwise called the first battle of

Panipat, between the Pandavas and the Kauravas, the heroes of the

Mahabharata. In this battle he espoused the cause of the Pandavas,

and by his political tact made them victorious. As the Pandavas

owed their success to this hero, and as he destroyed the wicked

Kauravas, people called him god incarnate.

9. Buddha-Avatar (Buddha-god).—Next comes the incarnation of

the Buddha-god. Sakyasinh, the son of Suddhodan, king of Kapil-

vastu, was a great religious reformer. Disgusted with the cruel

system of animal sacrifices in the name of religion, and intending

to deliver the people from the oppression of the sacerdotal class, he

jet up a separate religion of Buddha, or freedom of thought. He
jame forward as the champion of free-thinkers, and a very great

lumber of followers, that he secured without much difficulty, shows

[hat the people at that time were entirely tired of the tyrannical

)mination of the Brahmins.

Sakyasinh did not want to call himself Buddha, but he wanted

to give the name of Buddha to the new religion he set up. As he

delivered the people from the oppression of the Brahmins, and as

he compelled the Brahmins almost to stop animal sacrifices, people

called him an incarnation of God.

10. Kalki-Avatar (the god Kalki, or the god of art and inventions).

The tenth incarnation of Kalki, or the age of art and inventions, had

not taken place when the Puranas were written. It is said about

this incarnation that it will take place in the future. This prophecy

has now already been fulfilled. This age of art and inventions has

reference to the British rule in India. Kalki is described as riding

on a white horse ; a white horse means a white-skinned race. The

origin of this then future incarnation is in the invasion of India by

Alexander the Great, when the influence of Buddha was in full force.

There are grounds for this exposition, as the people of India twenty

years ago were speaking of the British Government as Rama-rajya,

that is, a godly Government. As deifications are comparisons, this

comparison will soon be sanctioned universally as a deification.
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And it is no flattery to acknowledge in a straightforward manner

that Her Most Gracious Majesty's Government deserves to be ranked

as such with such noble colleagues. And I pray that Her Majesty's

Government. may be long spared to enjoy the good name so de-

servedly earned.



IV.

:ODERN HINDU RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.

BT

LALA BAIJNATH, Ex-Chief Justice of Indore.

Astrology.

[INDUISM, like other religions, has an esoteric as well as exoteric

ide, both having in common a spirit to conceive the Infinite, to

itter the Unutterable, a longing after the Unknown and a love of

rod. Taking the more common and the exoteric side first, the first

bhing noticeable among us Hindus is our deep religiousness. Whether

[in the palace or in the cottage, every Hindu is a lover of his religion.

?hat religion may not be all that is true and good in Hinduism,

rightly understood, but the love is there. No nation on the earth is

deeply religious as the Hindus, nor does any let its religion play

mch an important part in its secular affairs. From the time he is

mceived in his mother's womb to the day his corpse is taken

the burning ghat, the Hindu does nothing without his religion,

iating, drinking, sleeping, walking, his religion always keeps him

company. If he wants to wear a new coat or a new pair of shoes,

or undertake a journey however short, or eat a fruit, or smell a

perfume, or string a bead, or open a shop, or take a new partner in

an existing one, or do anything else of the commonest sort, he must

not do it without consulting his astrologer for the auspicious moment.

Every Brahmin, if he does not wish to starve, must know some-

thing of astrology. The Sigrahodh and the Mohurta Chintamani are

now-a-days more popular with our Pandits than the Vedas or the

Smritis. The worship of the nine grahas corresponding with the

days of the week, as well as Eahu and Ketu, must be performed on

every occasion, joyous or otherwise, and the mantras of the Veda

have been pressed to support the practice. Says the Brahmin to

his disciple, " All the world is subject to the gods, the gods are

subject to the mantras, the mantras are subject to the Brahmins,
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therefore the Brahmins are supreme gods." So great a hold have

astrology and mantras upon our people, that even now mantras for

killing, making some one insensible, driving him away, and bringing

him into subjection, are not uncommonly resorted to. The principal

gods of these mantras are Devi Hanuman and Bhairava ; and the

mantras represent initial syllables taken from the names of those

gods ; for instance, " Dam Durgayai Namah." Others are un-

meaning symbols ; for instance, " Hring Kling" " Hring, Hring,

Hung Bagla mukhyai pliat Swaha." These mantras are, however,

losing hold on the general public, and are more confined to the fol-

lowers of Devi Bhairava, Hanuman, &c., &c.

Worship of Brahmins.

Next to his love and slavish adherence to astrology, which forms

such a prominent feature of the Hindu's daily life, is his desire to

serve the Brahmins. Everything good must be given to a Brahmin

before it can be used by the family. Fresh fruit for the first time

in season, new corn, milk of a cow calved for the first time, these

and many other things are given to the Brahmins in every Hindu

household before any one of the family ventures to touch them.

There is a religious merit attaching to every month of the year, the

month of Magh and Baisakh being specially sacred for gifts to

Brahmins. In the month of Srawan (July—August) childless people

employ Brahmins to worship Siva, and on the conclusion of the

period reward them with gifts of money and dresses. The month

of Aswin (September-October) is a gala month for Brahmins, and

unfortunate is he who does not dine out for all the sixteen days of

its dark half. Every Hindu is bound to observe not only the anni-

versary of the death of every male and female member of his family,

but also the corresponding date in Aswin as a day for feeding Brah-

mins ; and not even the Protestantism of the founder of the Arya

Somaj has been able to shake off this custom. The number of Brah-

mins invited to such feasts corresponds with the host's means and

the nearness of his relationship to the person whose anniversary is

celebrated. A Eaja would, for instance, feed a thousand Brahmins, a

ryot only one on his father's anniversary. Then every Hindu lady,

especially if she is a widow, would make a vow of not eating certain

articles of food during the rains. One would live without salt;

another would live on fresh fruits alone, taking no cereals nor any

cooked food ; a third would take food only on alternate days ; a

fourth would keep Chandrayana Vrata, which means that she would
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only eat when the moon is visible. All these penances mean gifts

of as much quantity of food as the performer of the penance would

have consumed if she had not observed it. In addition to these are

the various feasts and fasts, as well as occasions for going to and

returning from pilgrimages, births, deaths, marriages, investitures

with the sacred thread, &c., some of which are enjoined by the

Shastras and some by custom, upon which gifts must be made to

Brahmins. In short, in no other country does the priestly class

flourish with so much vigour as in India. The Brahmin would

repeat the following verse in support of his claims :
" Learned or

unlearned, the Brahmin is my (God's) own body," and the ordinary

Hindu believes in the truth of the saying. His idea is that if he

makes a gift to a Brahmin—the larger the better—he lays by a

store of good for himself in the next world. Therefore after astro-

logy, charity to Brahmins plays a very important part in the Hindu's

daily life.

Pilgrimages.

The next important feature in the Hindu's life is his love of

places of pilgrimage. Erom the Hindu king to the peasant and

the labourer, one thinks a visit to a sacred place to be a means of

salvation. The institution is very old, and we read in the Maha-
bharata of pilgrimages to sacred places being the easiest means of

acquiring religious merit by those who could not afford to celebrate

costly sacrifices enjoined in the Vedas. But it was also said that

persons whose minds were under control could only enjoy the fruits

of these pilgrimages. The Hindu of to-day, whether his passions

are under control or not, believes in the purifying power of the

tirthas, and many are the sacrifices he makes, and much trouble and

inconvenience he undergoes for visiting Hardwar, Mathura, Prayaga,

Kasi, Gya, Ujain, Nassik, Jagannath, Rameasram, Dwarka, Badrinath,

Pushkar, &c., &c. ; the longer the journey the greater the merit.

The Hindu thus goes to maintain a class of priests called the Pandas

of these places, who, to say the least, are sometimes a disgrace to

their religion. In Mathura the Charibas, those stout burly figures

which one sees rolling at the Vishrant ghat on the Jamna, only add

to the number of idlers and vagabonds of that city. Though called

Chanbas (lit. Chaturvedis), they are, as a class, the most ignorant

and stupid of Hindu priests I have seen. I once asked a Chanba, a

stout well-made man who was soliciting me for alms, why he did

not work, saying that if he worked he would get a much less pre-

carious livelihood. But he quoted in reply the well-known saying
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of Malukdas, " The ajgar snake does not serve, nor the birds of the

air work for anybody. Eama is the giver of food to everybody.

So says Malukdas." The crowds that assemble at Mathura on every

occasion are indescribable. People from all parts of India, especially

from Bengal and the North-West, visit it in large numbers every

year in Phalgun (February-March), and Sawan-Bhadun (July-

August). Some of the temples here are exceedingly fine, and would

be an ornament to even London or Paris. Sah Beharilal's temple,

with its beautiful twisted marble pillars, its grand portico, and its

splendid jets, would be a credit to any place in the world. Em-
bedded in the ground floor of this temple are the founder and his

wife's, his brother and his wife's figures for people to tread upon

;

such was his idea of humility. The temple has a green, a golden,

and a red room, where on occasions oi files, especially in the rainy

season, the presiding idol swings in state. On these occasions the

furniture, lamps, chandeliers, dresses of the idol and its attendants,

are of the colour of the room where he sits. If he is in the green

room, everything is green ; if in the golden room, everything is of a

bright golden colour. The founder's son takes a genuine pleasure

in these decorations, and with eyes glistening with pleasure he

described to me each of these rooms. It was an open-air swinging

day when I visited the temple, and what could be more charming

than their imitation of a sylvan scene produced by means of foun-

tains, waterfalls, a tiny well-kept garden, &c. ? There are also other

fine temples in Brindraban, the principal ones being Lala Balen's

temple, remarkable for its chaste decorations ; the well-known Sett's

temple, a veritable palace with its several inclosures, and represent-

ing about a million of capital, and much lavish decoration; the

Govindeva's, lately restored by Mr. Growse, once collector of Ma-

thura, one of the oldest temples here ; the Brahmcharis, the Kadha-

ramans, &c., each presenting its own peculiar features. In Mathura,

Dwarkadhish's temple, built by the Setts, is as prominent as their

temple in Bindraban. Here also in the swinging festival the

Thakurji swings in state, once in a yellow, then in a green, then in

a red, and then in a blue dress, which in its turn means everything

of the same colour. Another great feature of this sacred place is

its Banjatra, a tour round the scene of Krishna's adventures. The

journey takes about a month, is performed on foot, and includes

several romantic places of great beauty.
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Krishna-worship.

The most remarkable feature of Krishna-worship is, however, the

blind homage paid to the Goshains of the Valldbh sect. As the

sect is still very flourishing in India, especially in the Guzerat, I

shall give some of its leading doctrines. The cult is of a recent

origin, and its principal doctrine is that of faith or Bhakti, of sacrific-

ing everything for the Gurio. Their mantras for the common people

are " Sri Krishna Sarakam Mam " (My shelter is Krishna), or Kliny

Krisnaya ; " Gopi Jan hallabhaya Swaha " (Swaha to Krishna, the

beloved of the Gopis). For the richer and more well-to-do the

mantra is longer. Translated into English it is '' Sri Krishna is

my refuge from sorrows and troubles caused by separation of hun-

dreds of years and from an unlimited time ; for the removal of

these I offer to the Lord Krishna my body, its organs, their func-

tions, wife, house, son, wealth, and all that I have. I am thy slave,

Krishna." There is nothing objectionable in the mantras themselveSy

which inculcate implicit faith in Krishna as the Supreme Being

;

but it is their application to the Gurus that has given rise to an

amount of scandal which casts a slur upon Hinduism. The Goshains

of this sect represent themselves to be so many embodiments of

Krishna, and expect and receive from their followers not only a dedi-

cation of their wealth and money, but of their persons, especially of

the female, and the handsomer portion of them also. This abuse of

religion has brought the cult into disrepute. The principal book

read by people of this sect is the Bhagwat Purana, better known as

the Sri Mad Bhagwat. It contains about 1 8,000 slokas, and though

opularly ascribed to Vyasa, was written by Bopdeva, the contem-

orary of Jaidev, the author of Gita Govind. Its doctrine is that

'of faith in Krishna, which it exalts over knowledge or Gyana. It

is not only popular with the people of the Vallabh sect, but is

largely read elsewhere throughout India also. No Brahmin thinks

his education in Sanskrit complete till he knows the Bhagwat well.

It gives him his means of livelihood. He reads it to his audience

in seven days, or in as many months, according to their means and

inclinations, and now draws tears from their eyes, now makes them

burn with indignation, now radiant with joy, as suits the occasion,

by giving his description all possible local colouring. Some of it&

verses are remarkable not only for their sweet tone, but deep reli-

gious earnestness also. For instance, in one place it says, " I take

refuge in or approach him who is pure, who is the subject of medita-

K
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tion, who is One, who is beyond the three gu7ias, who is within all,

who is happiness itself, who can only be known by a purified

intellect, who is without name or form and individuality. He is

the Maker of all this universe, but is unaffected by its sorrows and

miseries. Though living within the hearts of all, he is unaffected

by births and deaths of creatures ; he is the seer of all, but has no

eyes ; he is unaffected by the gunas ; he is above all and the

witness of all" (5, 19, 4, e^ seg^.). Its cosmogony is like that of

other Puranas. Vasudeva is the supreme creator, the world is

Maya or illusion. From the navel of Vishnu was produced the

lotus, from the lotus Brahma, from Brahma all creatures. Its

description of the various seas and continents is very poetical, and

shows that the author has drawn more upon imagination than facts.

Jambudwip (India), which is a lakh yojanas wide, is surrounded

by a sea of salt water. Then comes Plakshadwip, twice as much
in breadth, surrounded by a sea of sugar-cane juice of equal dimen-

sions. Then comes Syalmalidwip with its ocean of wine, the Kush
with its ocean of ghee^ the Krounch with its ocean of milk, the

Sakla with its ocean of curds, and the Pushkardwip with its ocean

of sweet water. Each of these is twice as large as its predecessor,

thus showing how unlimited in area our earth must be according to

Bopdeva ! The Vaishnava sect is, however, losing ground even

among its followers, and it is a question if the Goshains of the

Vallabh sect will be able to delude people as they have done

hitherto.

The Krishna of the ordinary Hindu of to-day is, however, not

the Krishna of the Bhagwat, but of the vernacular rendering of its

tenth book called the Premsagar. The son^^s of Surdas, the blind

bard of Agra, who flourished in the time of Akbar, are also very

popular. For sweetness of description and depth of piety, Surda's

songs stand pre-eminent. He composed one and a quarter laks of

songs in praise of Krishna, whom he deified with a deep and intense

love, and tradition says that Krishna requited it by himself acting

as his amanuensis. His songs are sung everywhere, and in some of

them he has reached the highest flights of poetic imagination. I

translate one of them, though at the expense of all beauty of the

original.

" This is the time to sing the hymn of praise to Govind. Says

Mahadeva to Parvati : Meditate upon Om ; this is the road to Moksha

(salvation). Why celebrate the Ashwa Medha sacrifice, or perform

Sradha at Gya, or go to Kasi or Kedar ? The abode of Kama and

Krishna is not so far from you as to require your emaciating your
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body or burying yourself in the snows of the Himalaya ; neither by

bathing at Praga nor by having itself sawn by the saw in Kashi can

the moon save itself from being eaten by Rahu and Ketu. Surdas !

what except devotion to the Lord can ward off death's messengers ?

"

(Sursagara, p. 779).

Rama-worship.

The other sacred places mentioned above have been described by

abler pens, and it is not necessary to repeat what has been said

about them. They do not, however, exercise much influence upon

the lives of the common people, except Ayodhia, whose hero, Rama,

is the people's god. The Rama of to-day is, however, not the

Rama of his contemporary writer, Valmiki, but the Rama of Tul-

sidas. Tulsidas flourished about 1600 a.d., and his influence is

more felt to-day than it was in his own lifetime. With fervent

devotion and love scarcely found in any other book of the Hindus,

he has deified Rama in a way that attracts the hearts of both the

learned and unlearned of India. His Ramayana is more largely

read in the Upper Provinces than any other sacred book of the

Hindus. Probably the Bible has not more readers among the

masses of Europe than has the Ramayana of Tulsidas among those

of Upper India. In many districts of the North-Western Provinces

there is not a house or cottage where the book is not read. To

the villager after his day's work in the fields, to the labourer after

his toil is over, even to the policeman and the soldier in the ranks,

the Ramayana is his Veda, his book of religion, poetry, morality,

philosophy, &c. With tears in his eyes, he reads the sorrows and

sufferings of the hero and heroine. His cheeks burn with indigna-

tion at the iniquity of Rama, and he is full of joy when he reads

of his fall. And the book has not a temporary, but a permanent

interest. Its morality is of the purest Hinduism, its piety deeper

than even that of the Bhagwat. Its tone is certainly more lofty

and purer than that of any modern work on Krishna-worship. Its

couplets are more largely quoted than those of Shakespeare in

England. In one place he says, "A minister, a physician, and a

teacher, who through fear speak only things pleasant, soon destroy

a kingdom, a life, and virtue" (Sundar Xanda, p. 352). "Desire,

anger, pride, avarice are, my lord," says a counsellor to Ravana, the

king of Lanka, " the road to hell. Leaving all these, serve the

feet of Raghubir, so say all the sacred books " (Sundar Kaiida, p.

352). Those worshippers of Rama under his attributes, who serve

him with intense devotion, and firmly adhere to him, putting faith
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in him alone, are, says he, " my own self, they who serve the twice-

born " {Sundar Kanda, p. 3 5 7). " Such is Eama, the Lord, the

friend of the poor, who is a friend without any expectation in

return. Tulsidas, serve him, leaving all hypocrisy and deceit
"

{Lanka Kanda, p. 409). The poem is sung, and has been set to

music, and it is as charming to the ear as it is to the hearts of its

hearers. Every year the Eamlila festival, held in many places of

Northern India, commemorates Eama's adventures, and the scene is

repeated and performed, not after Valmiki, but after Tulsidas. In

Benares the Maharaja celebrates it with great pomp. In Delhi,

more than twenty-five thousand people accompany the procession

as it passes through the principal bazaars at night. Their en-

thusiasm is remarkable, and the author of all this outburst of

religious feeling is Tulsidas. At Ayodhia I was shown his foot-

prints, which pilgrims worship. To the populace he is known as

Gushain Tulsidas, or simply as Gusainji ; and however the Pandit

learned in Sanskrit may affect to despise his influence, Tulsidas is

par excellence the people's poet and philosopher.

The introduction of railways has, however, destroyed the charm

which once attached to sacred places in India, and though the

visitors are many more than before, the places themselves are not

looked upon with the same veneration as in days when the journeys

were difficult, when people died of disease, and when, as in the case

of Jaganuath, Badri, Kedar, or Dwarka, few returned to tell their

adventures. The exactions and the low morality of their priests

have also contributed to shake public faith in them, and though

thousands assemble every year at each of the places I have men-
tioned, few carrying influence are found there with them.

Fasts and Feasts.

The next trait of our religious life is our fasts and festivals. In

European countries I did not notice even a tenth of that en-

thusiasm which we find among our people on festive occasions.

Our festivals are all remarkable for the religious feeling which they

call forth. Taking them in the order of the Hindu calendar, the

first great festival is Eamnaumi, the anniversary of Eama's birth,

which is kept with great pomp at Ayodhia, which thousands of

people go to visit for the occasion. I did not, however, find any

old temples in this ancient place, and the few new temples worth

notice are not superior to any I have seen elsewhere. Then comes

Gauri Tij, celebrated on the third of the light half of Baisakh, in
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honour of Parvati and greatly observed by women. The Jeith

Dassehra, in celebration of the Ganges coming to the plains when

brought by Bhagirath, one of the kings of the solar race, and the

Nirjala ekadsi, which is observed by keeping a fast where not even

water is taken for twenty-four hours, follow. On these festivals

presents of articles of luxury in the hot season are given to Brah-

mins. This ekadsi is, however, a regular fortnightly day of fast for

Hindus, and in some places custom forces young girls who have

the misfortune of being widows to fast on the day. Among the

generality of people every ekadsi is, however, not observed, though

the Nirjala ekadsi is, and on that day even they only fast for half

the day. The Puranas have an ekadsi Mahatama extolling the

merit of keeping every ekadsi during the year and making gifts to

Brahmins, but the public seldom follows the advice of the Brahmins

in this matter. Then comes the Vyas Purnima on the last day of

Asarh. This is a day for Hindu pupils worshipping their masters

and making them presents. It marks the close of the sessions of

Hindu colleges, and the holiday lasts for a month, and opens on

the last day of Sanwan, which is known as the Eakshabandhan.

On this day the rishis are worshipped, and diksha is tied round the

hand. This was the day on which Vishnu cheated Bali by asking

him for as much land as would be covered by his three steps, and

then sending him down to the lower regions. In the month of

Srawan, Siva is a great object of worship, especially on Mondays,

which are observed as fasts. In Bhadra comes the Janmashtami,

the great festival known as the anniversary of Krishna's birth. On
this day people of all classes fast up to midnight, to observe the

time when Krishna was born, and thousands visit Mathra and

Gakal, the birthplace of Krishna, and the place where he was carried

that very night by his father for fear of his uncle, who wanted to

kill him. Ganesh Ohaturthi, the next festival in Bhadun, is cele-

brated in honour of Ganesha, the god of learning, and boys reading

in indigenous schools observe it as a gala day. On the Anant
Chaturdasi, Vishnu is worshipped and a fast observed. The next

fifteen days are the pitri paksha, when Brahmins are feasted in

honour of departed ancestors. Nava Durga, the nine days for wor-

shipping Durga follow, and as the Durga puja is known to every-

body, it is not necessary to describe it. The great festival of the

Rajputs is the Dassehra, which is observed in honour of Rama's

victory over Ravanna, the king of Lanka. On this day native

states look in their best. A splendid procession of troops, elephants,

and horses takes place in the evening. The prince and all the
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male members of his family, as well as all his state officials, accom-

pany it on elephants. The procession, after passing through the

town, assembles on an open Maidan, where the prince himself kills

a buffalo with one blow from a sword. The troops then fire a feu

de joie. A durbar is held in the evening, at which nazars are given

to the prince, and grants or other important state concessions made.

Every native prince, great or small, is bound to observe the Dassehra.

The divali, the "great feast of the lamps," as Europeans call it, is

celebrated in the month of Katick. On this occasion native houses

undergo a thorough whitewashing and cleansing, because the Hindu

believes that Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, in whose honour the

festival is celebrated, will not be propitious to him if he receives

her in a dirty house. On this day the streets, bazaars, and private

houses are all lighted according to means, and people enjoy them-

selves in the most hearty manner possible. To some the divali

means ruin by gambling, which actively goes on at this time of the

year. The next festival is the Ganesh Chaturthi in Pons, also

celebrated in honour of Ganesh. Sivaratri, the great festival in

honour of Siva, comes in Phagun, and is observed as a great

religious fast. Some people keep up the whole night, and worship

Siva at intervals of about three hours. In Benares the festival is

celebrated in the most splendid manner of any in India. The last

festival is the Holi—the " All Fools' Day " of the Hindus. On
this festival the Hindu puts aside many of his ideas of decorum,

and indulges himself in a manner inconsistent with his otherwise

quiet habits. In native states the occasion is celebrated with great

Mat, and public amusements are held at state expense. The prince

patronises largely musicians, singers, &c., who come to him from

distant places.

This brief account of Hindu festivals will show that they are a

part and parcel of his religion, and are thus naturally wanting in

many of those objectionable features which form such a characteristic

of public amusements in Western countries.

The Hindu's ijaily life.—The Vishnu Sahsra Nama.

The above is, however, more the Hindu's religious life on special

occasions than his daily religious life, and a short account of the

latter will also not be out of place here. The ordinary Hindu,

supposing him to be religiously inclined, rises early in the morning,

sings a hymn of praise to Vishnu or Siva, often one of Surdas's

songs, goes to bathe in the river of his town, or to the nearest well,
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and there, after having had his bath, repeats his Guru's mantra,

which is something like the ones I have quoted above, or reads the

Vishnu Sahsra Nama, a poem containing the thousand names of

Vishnu. This poem is a dialogue between Yudhisthra, one of the

five Pandawas of the Mahabharata, and Bhishma, the grandsire of

the Kurus. It occurs in the Anusana Parva of the Mahabharata,

and is, unlike the Eamayana of Tulsidas, not confined to the northern

parts of India, but counts its readers in all parts of the country,

both among the priests and the laity, among men as well as among

women able to read Sanskrit. Yudhisthara asks Bhishma to tell

him " which is the one god who ought to be worshipped in this

world, who is the only one to be approached here, the last refuge

of all, and by whose worship and by singing whose praises man
attains supreme bliss ? Which dhrama is superior to all dhramas,

and by meditating upon whom is one released from the bondage of

this world ? " Bhishma replies, " By singing the thousand names

of the Lord of this world, the God of gods, the Supreme Man

;

by worshipping him, the Eternal, with uninterrupted devotion ; by

meditating upon him, and by bowing before him, the Creator and

Destroyer of the world, who is without beginning or end, the Lord

of all ; by worshipping him alone is man released from all troubles.

He is the creator of Brahma, the Knower of all dhramas ; he increases

the merit and glory of all creatures. He is the Master of all, the

Great Being, the First Great Cause of this universe. This is to my
mind the dhrama of all the dhramas. Therefore let man worship

him, the Lotus-eyed, with faith and devotion. He is the Light of

all lights, the Great Euler of all, the Great Brahma, the Supreme

Refuge, the Purest of the pure, the Great Purifier of all, the Bliss

of bliss, the God of gods, the Eternal Father of all. From him all

creatures proceed at the beginning of the Yuga, and in him they

return at the end of the Yuga. Of him, the Lord of the world, hear

from me the thousand names for the good of this world." Bhishma

then goes on to describe God under his various manifestations, taking

his texts largely from the Vedas, and concludes :
" To the worshippers

of Vasudeva there is never any sorrow, nor has birth, death, old age,

or disease any fear for them. Anger, envy, avarice, or evil passions

do not trouble those who have their faith in the Lord. The heavens

with their stars, the sun and the moon, the four quarters, the earth

and the seas, are all supported by the might of the great Vasudeva.

The gods, the Asuras, the Gandharvas, the Yakshas, the Eakshasas,

all this world, with its animate and inanimate creatures, is ruled

by the Lord Krishna. The senses, the mind, the intellect, strength,
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prowess, glory, fortitude, are all the gifts of Vasudeva. Even he is

the Kshetragya (the soul) of this body. The rishis, the pitris, the

devas, the five great elements, the dhatus, all movable and immov-

able creatures, are supported by the might of Narayana. He, the

Supreme Lord, is one, though he appears under many forms. He
pervades the three worlds ; he is the Atma of all ; he gives all the

fruit of their actions, and is eternal " (Vishnu Sahsra Nama, Slokas,

2 and 3 to 1 1 , and 131 to 1 40). Probably no religious book in

the world has hymns of praise to the Deity sublimer than the

Vishnu Sahsra Kama, nor describes his attributes with such depth

of feeling. The poem has been commented upon by Sankaracharya,

and is the most read of any Sanskrit book in India.

The Reading of Puranas.

After Vishnu Sahsra Nama comes the Mahimana, an easy-flowing

poem in praise of Siva, and the Ganga Lahri, a poem in praise of

the Ganges. The author of the former was Pushpdant, and of the

latter Jagannath Tirsuli. Jagannath married the daughter of a

Muhammedan king of Delhi, who selected him for his great learning.

Tradition says that Jagannath lived a fast life, and soon squandered

away all that the king had given him. The princes about the

court, hearing of his misfortunes, offered to give him money, but he

declined, reading extempore a verse which is largely quoted in India,

"Either the king of Delhi or the King of the world can only fulfil

desires. What other kings give is barely sufficient for my salt and

vegetables." He wrote a book called Bhamifii Vilas, the opening

verse of which is very beautiful. Translated into English, it is

:

" Go to the patalas (the nether regions), or to the city of the

immortals, or mount the highest peak of Sumeru, or cross the sea,

and see the end of the world, but desire is not satisfied. Afflicted

with sorrows, troubles, and diseases, if you want to seek your good,

then taste the elixir of the name of Srikrishna. What is the use

of taking other trouble for nothing ?

"

After these comes a story which gives bread to every Brahmin,

even him who can barely read a Sanskrit sloka. It is the story of

Satya Narayana, the true god, a very popular story for all classes of

Hindus, of high and low caste, rich and poor. It purports to be a

dialogue between Vishnu and the Rishi Narada, where Vishnu ex-

plains to him the method of his worship and how he loves his

devotees. The poem describes in details the various things necessary

for the celebration of the festival, and as the ceremony appeals to the
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eye as well as to the imagination, it is very largely observed both

in towns and villages. The poem is, however, more a book of latter-

day stories written to bring a livelihood to Brahmins, and did not

impress me much when I read it.

The Hindu is, moreover, very fond of hearing Puranas read to

him by the Brahmins, and many a Pandit has this as the only means

of subsistence. A good reader of the Bhagwat will get from 200

to 2000 rupees in about five or six months. A reader of Valmiki

Eamayana will get as much, and a reader of the Mahabharata much
more. All these are popular with the people in the order I have

described, but the Eamayana of Valmiki and the Mahabharata give

precedence to the Devi Bhagwat Purana of the Saktas and Hari-

vansa, a portion of the Mahabharata. In the Durgapuja the Durga-

patha is largely read, and some Hindus read it daily.

Returning from his bath, our Hindu householder will visit any

temples that fall in his way, worshipping Vishnu, Siva, Kali, Bhai-

rava, or whatever god presides there, without much distinction. On
all occasions he will be as charitable as his means allow him to be.

His dharamsalas, his works of public utility, his free gifts of food

throughout India, all bear witness to his charity. At Hardwar, for

instance, Rai Surajmal Bahadur of Calcutta has built a dharamsala

costing about 50,000 rupees, for pilgrims to lodge. What can be a

better charity than his iron bridge at Lachmanjhula on the way to

Badrinath. The old rope-bridge was a very dangerous one. The

river there is very deep, and the force of the current great. As I

walked over the bridge, I could not help feeling grateful to its

founder, and this is the feeling of thousands who pass over it. At

Rishikesh, native bankers and rajas feed about 5000 mendicants

every day. In Benares thousands of Brahmin students are main-

tained by Hindu bankers. The number of religious men who live

upon charity alone is great in every sacred town of the Hindus, and

I have never known even one suffering from want of food. At the

last Kumbha fair in Hardwar, the number of religious mendicants

of all sects must have exceeded 20,000. They were encamped for

many miles, and they told me how the laity looked after their daily

wants. In no country of Europe, with all its progress, is there so

deep a spirit of religion or so much charity as in India.

Fetish-worship.

To come now to the worship of fetishes, the small-pox, local gods,

numerously worshipped in every village of India, Muhammadan saints,
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trees, stones, animals, and other things, all that can be said of it is

that it is more common in the lower than in the higher classes of

Hindus. In the latter their worshippers are gradually decreasing

with the progress of knowledge. Fetish-worship is an abuse of the

Hindu religion, rightly understood. It is not sanctioned by the

Vedas, whose picture of the life of a Hindu householder may well

furnish a model for any civilised nation.

Eeal Hinduism of the Vedas.

Says the Taittiriya Upanishad :

—

" I. After having taught the Veda, the teacher instructs the

pupil : Say what is true ! Do thy duty ! Do not neglect the

study of the Veda ! After having brought to thy teacher his proper

reward, do not cut off the line of children ! Do not swerve from

the truth ! Do not swerve from duty ! Do not neglect what is

useful ! Do not neglect greatness ! Do not neglect the learning

and teaching of the Veda !

" 2. Do not neglect the (sacrificial) works due to the gods and

the fathers ! Let thy mother be to thee like unto a god ! Let

thy father be to thee like unto a god ! Let thy teacher be to thee

like unto a god ! Let thy guest be to thee like unto a god ! What-
ever actions are blameless, those should be regarded, not others.

Whatever good works have been performed by us, those should be

observed by thee.

" 3 . Not others. And there are some Brahmanas better than we.

They should be honoured by thee by giving them a seat. What-

ever is given should be given with faith, not without faith, with

joy, with modesty, with fear, with kindness. If there should be

any doubt in thy mind with regard to any sacred act or with re-

gard to conduct,

—

" 4. In that case conduct thyself as Brahmanas in thy neighbour-

hood possessing good judgment conduct themselves therein, whether

they be appointed or not, as long as they are not too severe, but

devoted to duty. And with regard to things that have been spoken

against, as Brahmanas who possess good judgment conduct them-

selves therein, whether they be appointed or not, as long as they

are not too severe, but devoted to duty.

" Thus conduct thyself. This is the rule. This is the teaching.

This is the true purport (Upanishad) of the Veda. This is the

command. Thus should you observe. Thus should this be ob-

served" (Taittiriya Upanishad, I. xi. i to 4.)
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Future of Hinduism.

It would be to the misfortune of Hindus were modem dogmas

and superstitions to continue to take precedence of teachings like

the above, and it is some satisfaction to find greater attention being

directed towards the truer and more genuine side of Hinduism. All

reform movements in India, whether now or in days gone by, have

been directed towards this object, and if they did not, or have not

succeeded to the desired extent, it is because of the great inertia of

ages which characterises Hindu society. Signs of progress are, how-

ever, now visible, and the day ought not to be distant when Hindus

would be able to take their proper place among the civilised nations

of the world. Before this can be done, much of their present reli-

gion will have to be purified, all that is unsuited to a progressive

society, and all that bars their advance in the scale of nations re-

Ijected.
Hinduism is a vast ocean, and after rejecting all impurities,

much that will stand the test of science and progressive thought will

always remain. It never lost its vitality, even amidst the most

repressive influences ; all that is now necessary is to make it move

with the times.

Esoteric HiNonsM, the Religion of the Upanishads.

I shall now say something upon esoteric or real Hinduism, the

religion of the few and the wise of India. What am I ? what is God ?

what is this world ? where shall I go after death ? These and other

similar questions have always occupied the minds of the sages of

India with an earnestness seldom met with elsewhere. Here reli-

gion and philosophy are not treated as two different, but one thing.

The highest philosophy is here the highest religion, and the end of

both is liberation from bondage of existence, to cut off the round of

births and rebirths, to remove the fetters which lead to man's coming

into this world of sorrow and miseries, and to unite him with the

Supreme Soul, the Para Brahma. It is, therefore, not surprising if

the teachings of this philosophy have largely influenced, and still

influence, all religious reform movements in India, movements which

have always been a protest against the superstition and dogmatism

of its priestly class. Buddhism is nothing more than the religion of

the Hindu Upanishads brought home to the people in a popular

form. Chaitanya of Bengal, Nanak, Kabir, Dadu, and other people's

reformers went to that source for their religious teachings. The
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Brahmo Somaj could not but draw largely from it, and the founder

of the Arya Somaj, while denouncing many of the doctrines of later-

day philosophers, has not failed to follow the same course. Even

to-day there are in India thousands who profess to live according

to the true religion of the Hindus, the Vedanta, the end of the

Veda, and successfully live up to it. In Europe also Hindu reli-

gious philosophy is slowly but surely making its way felt, and an

inquiry into some of its leading doctrines cannot fail to be inter-

esting.

Of the six schools of Hindu philosophy the Sankhya, the Yoga,

the Nyaya, the two Vedantas, and the Vaisasaka, though each forms

a point of attack for followers of the other, yet, with the exception of

the Vedanta and the Yoga, none has now more than a mere scholastic

interest. I have, even after diligent inquiries from Pandits and

religious men of all sorts, never been able to find one to whom they

furnish a rule of life. The Naiyayik or the reader of Sankhya is

generally a Vaishnavite or a Vedantist in religion. The Nyaya or

the Sankhya appeals more to his intellect than to his heart. On
the other hand, every Sanyasi, every person who belongs to one

of the many modern offshoots of Sikhism, is a follower of Vedanta

philosophy in some form or other. At the last great Kumbh
fair in Hardwar I made inquiries as to the probable number of

religious men worth notice who had assembled there. Their number

exceeded ten thousand, and most of them were Saivites, Vaishnavites,

or Vedantis. There were a very few Saktas, those who openly pro-

fessed themselves to be so ; many readers of Nyaya and Sankhya,

but no followers ; many Yogis, whose Yoga either took the form of

working miracles or who followed the teachings of the Vedanta. I

made particular inquiries as to whether there were any Cliarvahas,

the materialists, in this great assemblage, and even undertook a

troublesome journey when I was told that there were some en-

camped at a distant place, but could not find any. There were

hundreds of people whose besmeared bodies, or matted hair, or

ochre-coloured dresses were all that they knew of their sects. Many
of them lived only to eat and pass a most idle, aimless existence.

Others had made more or less progress in subduing their passions,

but I did not find any who lived up to the teachings of any other

school of Hindu philosophy than the Yoga or the Vedanta. The

successes were, as was expected, few and far between, but the

teachings of the Upanishads seemed alone to furnish any rule of life

to modern hermits and sages of India. I shall therefore give the

doctrines of the philosophic side of Hinduism more with reference
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to theso than any other system of Hindu philosophy, and even in

these I shall confine myself more to its ancient and recognised

sources than to the more modern ones, which are not important for

practical purposes.

The Vedanta has three mainstays—the Upanishads, the Bhagwat

Gita, and the Sararik Sutras of Vyasa. The Upanishads are the

basis of all Hindu religious philosophy, while the Bhagwat Gita

seeks to embody the whole of their doctrines in a small compass,

free from all their unexplainable teachings, and the Sutras of Vyasa

to reduce their teachings to a systematic whole. All three have

been commented upon by followers of the Adwaita, the Dwaita,

and the Vashistha Adwaita sects of Hindus, each trying to support

the views of his own sect by appealing to both reason as well as

revelation, the Yukti and the Surti, but now and then failing to

convince a modern non-sectarian reader. Therefore what I shall

hereafter state as the answers given by Hindu religious philosophy

to the important questions stated above, shall be more from original

sources than their commentators, more from interpretations put

upon them by living teachers than by scholastic commentators.

The first question. What am I ? relates to the position of man in

The Jevatura.

The doctrine of the Upanishads is that the soul of man (Atma)

is immortal ; that it is neither created nor dies ; that it never was,

and never shall not be ; that it is unborn, eternal, without decay,

ancient ; and that it is not destroyed with the destruction of the

body. As the Katha Upanishad says :

—

" If the slayer thinks I slay, or the slain that he has been slain,

then both do not know the nature of the soul. It neither slays

nor is it slain. Subtler than the subtle, greater than the great, it

is seated in the cavity of the heart. He who is free from desire

and grief, whose senses are under control, can only know it. Sitting,

it goes far ; sleeping, it goes everywhere. The wise, knowing it to

be unbodily among embodied creatures, as permanent among the

fleeting as the great, the all-pervading, cast off grief. Its nature

cannot be known by mere knowledge, nor by mere comprehension

of the meanings of the Sastra, nor by knowing many books. He
who earnestly seeks to know it can only know it. To him it

reveals its nature. He who has not left wicked ways is not of a

subdued mind, whose intellect is not concentrated, whose senses are

not under control, cannot know the Atma, not even by a knowledge
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of the Sastia" (Kath. Upanishad, ii. 18-25). This is the great

doctrine of the philosophy of the Upanishads. What they teach is

not to look upon this body, its faculties or organs, its names or

forms, as the soul or the Atma, but that the latter is something

above these, the permanent and the eternal among the changing

states of this body. The same idea runs throughout the teachings

of the Bhagwat Gita, and in similar works Krishna tells Arjuna to

perform the duties of his order, knowing that it is not the Atma,

the soul, but the body that is destroyed. Having laid down this

doctrine, the Upanishads explain in great detail the process of

separating oneself from this body with which he has identified

himself, and the aspirant after true knowledge is told how he

should carry on this process of separation like one who takes out a

broomstick out of its shell or a grain out of the husk, till he comes

to look upon all creatures as manifestations of one Supreme Soul,

or till he sees unity in diversity. Many are the parables employed

to impress this teaching upon the mind of the learner. In one

place the gods and the Asuras, hearing that the Atma (soul) was

free from sin, was not subject to decay, grief, death, hunger, or

thirst, and that it was truthful in all its wishes and resolves,

resolved to seek it, to inquire after it, to know it, and to attain it.

Then Indra, the lord of the gods, and Virochana, the lord of the

demons, went forth, presents in hand, to Prajapati to know the

Atma. The teacher made both to undergo the discipline of students

for thirty-two years, and then told them that the purush within the

eye, whom Yogis perceive with contented and undisturbed minds,

was the deathless and the fearless Atma. The pupils, however,

mistook him to mean the reflection of things on the retina of the

eye. He then made both to stand by and look into a pan of water,

and while the lord of demons mistook the shadow he saw there to

be the Atma, and left satisfied, the lord of the gods thought that

the reflection of a body subject to death, decrepitude, and decay

could not be the Atma. He again repairs to Prajapati, who, after

making him pass another period of studentship, advances him a step

further by telling him that that which enjoys in a dream the feeling

of being satisfied by the attainment of desire is the Atma. But

Indra, knowing that that which sees dreams, though it is not affected

by the decay or decrepitude of the body, yet because it feels as if

it were being beaten, driven away, or put to grief and sorrow, it

could not be the Atma. He therefore again goes to his teacher,

who, after another period of studentship, tells him that that in

which, retiring, the sleeper is completely at rest and knows no dream-
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ing, is the Atma ; but India, again thinking that the loss of all

consciousness of the world could not be the Atma, goes back to his

teacher, who, after making him keep a fourth term of five years, at

last tells him the nature of the Atma. He tells him that the body

only is mortal and subject to death ; that it is the resting-place of

the immortal Atma ; that the latter, when thus associated with the

body, tastes pleasure and pain, and that in reality, as the unembodied,

it does not taste either.

The moral of the story is that the wise, after realising that his

soul is neither the body nor its faculties, and that it is distinct from

and independent of it, moves in the world without being attached

to its objects. He feels that his Atma, being independent of the

body, is subject neither to death nor decay, which are functions of

the body; nor to grief or sorrow, which appertain to the mind;

nor to hunger and thirst, which appertain to the vital airs, the

prana, and that the Atma is truth, intelligence, and happiness. A
person who knows it to be such commits no sin, gives up all evil

desires and passions, all longing after objects of senses, and is happy

and contented. For him' there is no sorrow, no delusion. Death

and disease have no terrors for him; pain and suffering do not

shake him. Like the waters of rivers penetrating the great ocean

without disturbing it, the objects of the world do not disturb him.

What is night to others is day to him. Like a blade of grass, he

is not carried away by every outburst of passion. In short, as he

conquered his own self, he has conquered all.

" As in the embrace of a beloved wife one is unconscious of aught

from within or without, so embraced by the all-knowing Atma does

not man know what is outside nor what is inside. This is his

nature, when all desires are satisfied, when no desire nor grief is

felt, and when the only desire is for the Atma " (Brihad Aranyaka

Upanishad, chap. iv. Brah. 3, verse 21). " If a man understands

the Self, saying, * I am he,' what could he wish or desire that he

should pine after the body ? When a person beholds his own
self as God, as the ruler of the past and the present, he does not

wish to conceal himself from anybody " {Ibid., Brah. 4, verse

1 5). " This great unborn soul is the same which abides as the

intelligent (soul) in all living creatures ; the same which abides as

ether in the heart, in whom it sleeps ; it is the subduer of all, the

ruler of all, the sovereign lord of all ; it does not become greater

by good works, nor less by evil work. It is the ruler of all, the

sovereign lord of all beings, the preserver of all beings, the bridge,

the upholder of the worlds, so that they fall not to ruin. In
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accordance with the word of the Vedas, the Brahmans desire to

comprehend him by sacrifice, gift, ascetic work, and subduing their

desires. One who knows him thus becomes a Muni" (Brahad

Aranyaka Upanishad, chap. iv. Brah. 4, verse 21).

How^ THE Atma is known.

The Upanishad has already told us how he is known. There is

also another method of arriving at the same result. It is reason-

ing from cause and effect. We know everything we see changes.

Things believed to have a real existence change, and are but the

effects of other things. They are both causes and effects as pro-

ducing and being produced. Earth, for instance, is the cause of

some and the effect of other things. It is dissolved into water,

water in its turn into heat, heat into air, and air into akasa (ether),

which is known by its quality, sound. Akasa itself is not per-

manent, but is dissolvable into indifferentiated matter (the avaykta

of the Upanishad). This avaykta is also not unchangeable and per-

manent, but changes into differentiated matter. But beyond these

changeable things is the purush, who does not change, who is per-

manent. He is the final goal. To know this jpurush as residing

in the heart of every creature as the unchangeable Supreme Divine

essence is gyana. This Atma is knowledge unlimited by objects,

and when the Upanishad calls it the ear of the ear, the mind of

the mind, the speech of the speech, it means that because of it the

ear hears, the eye sees, the tongue speaks, the mind thinks. To

realise that the Atma is independent of all senses, all objects of

knowledge, unaltered by the modifications of the mind, permanent

among fleeting ideas and objects of knowledge is gyana. " Beyond

or higher than the senses are their objects ; higher than these objects

is the mind ; higher than the mind is the hudhi (intellect) ; higher

than the individual intellect is universal intellect; beyond that is

indifferent matter or the avaykta, and higher than the avaykta is

purusJi^ than whom none is higher ; he is the last limit, the goal

"

(Katha Upanishad, iii. 10 and 11). " Let the wise subdue his speech

by mind, the mind by the intellect ; resolve the intellect into the

great soul, and the great soul into the blissful soul" (Katha iii. 13).

Thus the " I " or the " thou " of Hindu religious philosophy is not

the " I " or the " thou " as limited by the body, its organs or func-

tions, nor even by the mind or its functions, but as unlimited by

any limitations, as the great, the permanent, the blissful, the intel-

ligent Atma, the great substratum of all existence, the source of all
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intelligence and all bliss. The answer given by the Upanishads to

the question " What art thou ? " is therefore " Thou art he," the

most philosophic answer that has ever been given to this question
;

and when it says, " Know thyself," it means know thyself to be sat

chit anand, the true, the intelligent, and the 1iap}yy.

What is God and what is the world?

From what has been stated above, it follows that the only pos-

sible idea of God which such a philosophy can inculcate is the

highest monotheistic idea, an idea of absolute unity. It lays down

the doctrine that before this world assumed its present name and

form, it was in a state of being, sat, invisible, all pervading one only,

without defect, without members, knowledge itself, alone without a

second, not asat, for how can that which is proceed from that whicli

is not ? He (the Brahma) willed, and he created the world. Says

the Mundaka Upanishad :

—

" I . This is the truth. As from a blazing fire sparks, being like

unto fire, fly forth a thousand-fold, thus are various beings brought

forth from the Imperishable, my friend, and return thither also.

" 2. That heavenly Person is without body, he is both without

and within, not produced, without breath and without mind, pure,

higher than the high Imperishable (the Avyakta).

" 3. From him (when entering on creation) is born breath, mind,

and all organs of sense, ether, air, light, water, and the earth, the

support of all.

* 4. Fire (the sky) is his head, his eyes the sun and the moon,

the quarters his ears, his speech the Vedas disclosed, the wind his

breath, his heart the universe ; from his feet came the earth ; he is

indeed the inner Self of all things.

" 5 . From him comes Agni (fire), the sun being the fuel ; from

the moon (Soma) comes rain (Parganya) ; from the earth herbs

;

and man gives seed unto the woman. Thus many beings are be-

gotten from the Person (purusha).

" 6. From him come the Rik, the Saman, the Yagush, the Diksha

(initiatory Tites), all sacrifices and offerings of animals, and fees

bestowed on priests, the year too, the sacrificer, and the worlds, in

which the moon shines brightly and the sun.

" 7. From him the many Devas too are begotten, the S&dhyas

(genii), men, cattle, birds, the up and down breathings, rice and corn

(for sacrifices), penance, faith, truth, abstinence, and law.

''8. The seven senses (prana) also spring from him, the seven

L
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lights (acts of sensation), the seven kinds of fuel (objects by which

the senses are lighted), the seven sacrifices (results of sensation), these

seven worlds (the places of the senses, the worlds determined by the

senses) in which the senses move, which rest in the cave (of the

heart), and are placed there seven and seven.

" 9. Hence come the seas and all the mountains, from him flow

the rivers of every kind ; hence come all herbs and the juice through

which the inner Self subsists with the elements.

" 10. The person is all this, sacrifices, penance. Brahman, the

highest immortal ; he who knows this hidden in the cave (of the

heart), he, friend, scatters the knot of ignorance here on earth"

(Mundaka Upanishad, ii. i-io).

The attributes of the Deity are thus described :

—

" That one God, having his eyes, his face, his arms, and his feet in

every place, when producing heaven and earth, forges them together

with his arms and his wings.

" He, the creator and supporter of the gods, Eudra, the great seer,

the lord of all, he who formerly gave birth to Hiranyagarblia, may
he endow us with good thoughts.

"This whole universe is filled by this person (purusha), to whom
there is nothing superior, from whom there is nothing different, than

whom there is nothing smaller or larger, who stands alone, fixed

like a tree in the sky.

" That Bhagawat exists in the faces, the heads, the necks of all

;

he dwells in the cave (of the heart) of all beings ; he is all-pervad-

ing ; therefore he is the omnipresent Siva.

" That person (purusha) is the great lord ; he is the mover of

existence ; he possesses that purest power of reaching everything ; he

is light ; he is undecaying.

" The person (purusha) with a thousand heads, a thousand eyes,

a thousand feet, having compassed the earth on every side, extends

beyond it by ten fingers' breadth.

" That person alone (purusha) is all this, what has been and what

will be ; he is also the lord of immortality ; he is whatever grows

by food.

" His hands and feet are everywhere, his eyes and head are

everywhere, his ears are everywhere ; he stands encompassing all in

the world.

" Separate from all the senses, yet reflecting the qualities of all

the senses, he is the lord and ruler of all ; he is the great refuge

cf all.

" Grasping without hands, hasting without feet, he sees without
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eyes, he hears without ears. He knows what can be known, but no

one knows him ; they call him the first, the great person (purusha)
"

(Swet. Aswalana Upanishad, chap. iii. 3,4, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,19).

These few passages will show that the religion of the Vedas is

that the world does not exist apart from its Creator, but in him and

of him.

When the Upanishad says, " Sarvam hi etad Brahm" or " Sarvam

Khalu edam Brahm" " All this is Brahm," it means that the world is

pervaded by one divine essence, which is Sat Chit and Anaud, i.e.,

which is, is intelligence, and is happy. It also means that the world

is not without a First Cause, that such First Cause is an intelligent

use, and that all happiness proceeds from that first source of hap-

iness. The atomic, the idealistic, and the materialistic theories of

creation find no place here, nor do the Upanishads inculcate Brahma
to be any but the highest and the only operative cause of the world.

Nor are the different forms of existence, ether, air, fire, water,

earth, co-eternal with Brahma, but spring from him in the order above

given as the first effects of a fresh cause. In short, the philosophy

of the Upanishads teaches that the world exists of and because of

Brahma, that it is a manifestation of Brahma as sprung from him and

animated by him.

The Maya doctrine.

The later Vedantic philosophers of India, including Sankara-

charya, have, however, pressed these teachings to mean that the

world is "Maya," a baseless illusion to be destroyed by knowledge.

This is, however, not the true philosophy of the Upanishads. In

none of them, except the Swetaswatara Upanishad, does the word

Maya, which supports the illusion theory, occur, and even in

the Swetaswatara the word Maya is used synonymously with

Prakriti, undifferentiated matter. " Know the Maya to be Prikriti,

and the lord of Maya to be Maheshwara ; this whole world is

pervaded by power which are his parts" (Swet. Upanish., 4-10).

To say that the objects of the world are as unreal and have as

intangible an existence as those of dreams, the great doctrine

preached by Sankaracharya and his followers, or that the world

does not really exist, is therefore wrong. The Upanishads do not

support a parinama vada. The process of manifestation of the

universe is according to them a real, and not an illusory process.

When they say that all name and form are merely nominal, that

earth in jars, pots, &c., or gold in every golden ornament, is only

true, they mean, not that pots or ornaments do not exist, but that
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they do not exist apart from the earth or gold. The same is with

Brahma. The world does not exist in its present form, but it does

not exist apart from Brahma. It is not an erroneous appearance, as

that of a rope being mistaken for a snake, but it has no individual

or separate existence. This is perhaps the great error into which

later Vedantis have fallen, and which has been the cause of their

teachings not guiding popular religion. In fact, the second Sutra

of Vyasa, which is that Brahma is that from whom the origin,

subsistence, and dissolution of this world proceed, does not at all

support the illusion theory. The Sutra proves that the world owes

its existence and subsistence to God ; that it dissolves into him ; that

while the real nature of Brahma is Satyam, Gyanam, and Autam,

the true, the intelligent, and the limitless, the creation, &c., of the

world are only such of his attributes as reside within him at certain

times and not at others. It also proves that the world, differentiated

by names and forms, containing many agents and enjoyers, the

abode of the fruit of actions, these fruits having definite times,

places, and causes, and the nature of whose arrangement cannot be

conceived by the mind, cannot proceed from any but a lord possess-

ing the above qualities. From blind matter or atoms or asat or

non-being, unreality or spontaneously it cannot proceed. This

being so, it is wrong to say that the world which proceeds from an

intelligent cause does not possess a tangible existence. The mystery

of creation will always remain a mystery. As Krishna says in the

Bhagwat Gita :
" Its form cannot be here known, nor its end, nor

beginning, nor support. Therefore, cutting with the hard weapon of

non-attachment this Aswatha (fleeting world), whose roots are firmly

fixed, should one seek for that goal whence there is no return

"

(Bhagwat Gita, chap. xv. 3 and 4). The true Vedantin would

say, " Let the world exist ; I do not deny or quarrel with its existence.

All that I aim at and strive after is how to cut myself off from its

pleasures and sorrows." The illusion theory misapplied has been the

cause of much social evil to India. It has encouraged neglect for

worldly duties, a result which its enunciators never foresaw.

Is THE Ideal of the Hindu Eeligion a practical Ideal ?

It may, however, be asked whether, as Hindu religious philosophy

requires for a mortal to become immortal, it is possible for all

desires of the heart to be destroyed ; whether, so long as the human

body lasts, human passions, desires, and weaknesses will last ; whether

the fetters of the heart which bind one to this world can be com-
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pletely cut asunder; and whether this impracticable ideal would

lead to the conclusion that no one can acquire inoksha ? Says Krishna

in the Gita, " When one casts off all the desires of his heart, and is

pleased within his self from his own self, then he is said to be of a

steady mind. He whose mind is not agitated by misfortune, who

has no craving for pleasure, who is free from attachment, fear, and

anger, is the Muni of the steady mind. He who has no affection

for anything in the world, who feeleth no exultation on obtaining

pleasurable objects, nor pain on seeing painful ones, his intellect is

said to be steady. He who draws away his senses from all objects

of sense, as the tortoise draws away his limbs in his body, his

intellect is said to be steady" (chap. ii. 55-58). The same are

described to be the qualifications of a true lover of God. " He who
hath no hatred for any creature, who is friendly and compassionate

also, who is free from egotism, who hath no vanity, wlio is alike in

pleasure and pain, who is forgiving, contented, always devoted, of a

subdued mind, firm of purpose, with lieart and understanding fixed

on me, even he is dear to me. He through whom the world is not

troubled, (and) who is not troubled by the world, who is free from

joy, wrath, fear, and anxieties, even lie is dear to me. That

devotee of mine who is free from attachment, pure, diligent, uncon-

nected (with worldly objects), and free from distress (of mind), and

who renounceth every action (for fruit), even he is dear to me.

He who hath no joy, no aversion, who neither grieveth nor desireth,

who renounceth both good and evil, (and) who is full of faith in

me, even he is dear to me. He who is alike to friend and foe, as

also in honour and dishonour, who is alike in cold and heat, (and)

pleasure and pain, who is free from attachment, to whom censure

and praise are equal, who is taciturn, who is contented with any-

thing that Cometh (to him), who is homeless, of a steady mind, and

full of faith, even that man is dear to me " (chap. xii. 13-19).

Again in chap. xiv. in similar language are mentioned the quali-

ficatious of one who has transcended the three qualities of Satwa

(Goodness), Rajas (Passion), and Tamas (Darkness), of which all

creatures partake. Says Krishna: "He who hath no aversion for

light, activity, and even delusion, son of Pandu ! when they are

present, nor desireth them when they are absent ; who, seated as one

unconcerned, is not shaken by those qualities ; who sitteth and

moveth not, thinking that it is the qualities (and not he) that are

engaged (in their respective functions) ; to whom pain and pleasure

are alike, who is self-contained, and to whom a sod of earth, a stone,

and gold are all alike ; to whom the agreeable and the disagreeable
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are the same, who hath disconcernment, to whom censure and praise

are the same, to whom honour and dishonour are the same, who

regardeth friend and foe alike, who hath renounced all exertion, is

said to have transcended the qualities. He also who worshippeth

me with exclusive devotion, he, transcending these qualities, be-

cometh fit for admission into the nature of Brahma. For I am the

stay of Brahma, of immortality, of indestructibility, of eternal piety,

and of unbroken felicity!" (chap. xiv. 22-27).

Now it is asked whether this is not too impractical a morality, too

impossible an ideal to be attained. The answer is, that though

difficult, it is not an impossible ideal. Moksha is not achieved by

everybody. When Christ said, " Strait is the gate and narrow is

the path which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it," or

when Yama in the Katha Upanishad says that to tread the path of

Moksha is as difficult as to tread upon the sharp edge of a razor, he

meant that it was not everybody who could tread it. On the con-

trary, it is the wise who has diverted himself from all evil ways,

who is of a placid mind, that can tread it. The very first essential

for venturing upon this difficult journey is such as would require a

great worldly sacrifice. The aspirant for Moksha obtains perfection

by worshipping him from whom the origin of all beings proceeds,

and who pervades this world through the performance of his duty.

Such disinterested performance of duty for duty's sake, without

regard to consequences, leaving the latter to God, leads to the per-

formance of all action for his sake. This, in its turn, leads to

devotion to God, which, when it becomes uninterrupted, leads to

constant communion with him, till the devotee's heart is fixed upon

him, till he sees nothing else but him, and till, like the flame of a

lamp in a windless spot, nothing in the world shakes him. The

first commandment ot Christianity also requires no less. It is im-

possible to love God with all one's heart, one's soul, one's mind, and

one's strength, or to love his neighbour as himself, unless he has

learnt to do his duty for the sake of duty, to leave its consequences

to God, to perform what he does for the sake of the Lord, and to

fix his mind upon him alone. The teachings of Christianity are

thus not different in this respect from that of Hinduism, only the

latter carries the aspirant a step further in destroying all sense

of egoism in making the individual soul absorbed finally into the

Supreme Soul.

The followers of this religion in India are many, but the successful

few are mostly hidden from the world, and it is not an easy thing

to find them out. 1 shall give one or two instances of persons I
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have known. Foremost among these is my venerable and learned

preceptor, Swami Bhaskaranand Saraswati, called by the people

the Yatiindra, or the prince of those ascetics whose minds are under

control. He is now more than sixty years of age, and was born in

a Kany Koolej Brahman family in the Cawnpore district about 1830.

At the age of seventeen he retired from the world, and has since

been a Sanyasi. He has travelled over almost the whole of India,

seen every place of note, and has been in the company of the most

learned scholars of the country. From Benares all the way up

to Gangatri he once performed on foot a journey of more than a

thousand miles, walking all the time on the banks of the Ganges.

After having acquired a very full and complete knowledge of

Vedanta philosophy and seen the whole of the country, the Swami

gave up his dand (staff), the sign of his being a Sanyasi, and with

it all articles of dress. He has since been living in the hagh of the

Raja of Amethi in Benares, seeing only those who are earnest students

of the Vedanta philosophy, passing almost the whole of his time in

contemplation or in reading the Shastras, setting a practical example

of the truths of the highest and best side of Hindu religion, and

very nearly approaching the standards laid down by Krishna for a

devotee of steady mind—a Haribhahta and a Guim tita. So highly

is he respected for his sanctity, that already temples have been built

and his statue inaugurated there. The late Maharaja of Benares

put up his statue in his house and daily worshipped it. The Rani

of Barhar has also built a temple in Benares in his honour. So

have the Rajas of Amethi and Nagodgdh, the latter of whom has

named a bazaar after him. The Rajas of Samaranta and Chandapur,

as well as Chowdhry Madhoparshad of Allahabad, are also building,

or have already built, similar temples in honour of the Swami ; and

yet he does not at all care for these honours.

People ascribe to him miraculous powers, and say that he has

saved many from misfortune, though he repudiates the idea. When
he used to receive visitors, people, not only of his own religion, but

Muhammadans from Cabul and Turkey, Englishmen, Americans, all

went to see him, and were very much impressed with his catholic

views. Even now I have seen people from the royal family of

Nepal and from Assam visiting him. In October last year, when
I was stopping with him, I saw the very curious spectacle of two

educated Assamese, and the wife of one of them, coming all the

way from Assam to Kasi simply to touch the Swami's feet. I

asked them if they were students of Vedanta philosophy, or if they

had come to receive instruction from the Swami, but, with tears in
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their eyes, they assured me that they had no other object but to

touch his feet, honestly believing that they will be saved by doing

so ! I have known the Swami for some years, and nothing can be

more charming than his simplicity of manner, nothing worthy of

greater respect than his extremely pious life, his perfect mastery

over his desires and passions, and his complete control over his self.

In no other man in India are true renunciation and deep learning

so happily combined. In the coldest days of December I have seen

him sitting and sleeping happy and contented, without a bit of

cloth to cover him, and when he was asked to take a few clothes

to warm himself, he replied that the wise do not take what they

have once forsaken. Always bright with happiness and content-

ment, I have never known him to be dejected in spirit. To him

every human being is his own self, the pleasure and pain of all his

own. According to him, the reading of the Upanishads and the

Gita and other Sastras, and meditation, are the great stepping-

stones to progress in the path of Moksha. He believes that our

desires and passions are the great cords which tie us down to this

world. Unlike Sankaracharya and others, who hold that a Brahman

and a Sanyasi are only entitled to Moksha, he believes that every one

can work out his own Moksha, and that the Sastra is as much for the

Brahman as for the Sudra, as much for man as for woman, as much

for the householder as for the Sanyasi, and he cites the examples

of Vidura the fowler in the Mahabharata, and of Gargi and others

in the Upanishads having acquired Moksha. He thinks that for

none is it necessary to give up his work in the world in order to

be saved, and in support of his views he cites the examples of

Eama, Krishna, Yagyavalkya, Vashishtha, and other householders,

who acquired it. True faith and true knowledge are, according

to him, one and the same, and he holds that one could not be

acquired without the other. In fact, to know him is to revere him.

All that his many worshippers say is well deserved, and I have unani-

mously heard people of his own sect calling him their Surya (sun).

I have also met several other good men, but found that those

who had conquered their passions and desires, and were otherwise

good ascetics, were wanting in learning, and the ability to communi-

cate their thoughts to others in an intelligent manner, while others

who were learned were not true devotees. My travels over a very

large portion of India, as well as my visits to places of pilgrimage,

have also left upon me the impression that learning is now more

extensive outside the established order of Sanyasis than in it, and

that, like the Brahmins, the latter are now becoming more addicted
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to dogma and superstition than the investigation of truth
; in fact,

among Nirmalds and Udasis of the Sikh sect I have found more

learned and good men than among Sanyasis. Therefore, although

the ideal set up by the best and truest exponents of Hindu religion

is a very difficult and high ideal, yet it is an ideal which has been

iind is being more successfully striven after in India than elsewhere.

What is Moksha?

But what, after all, is this Moksha, this union of the individual

with the supreme soul, which we read of so much in the Hindu
Shastras, and which so many in India are striving after ? Is it a

blank nothingness, or pure inertia, or total annihilation, or is it only

a destruction of that idea of separateness which binds us to this

world ? The Upanishads give a most clear and unequivocal answer

to this question when they say that Moksha is not a thing to be

achieved, but is already achieved, and that all that is required is a

destruction of the fetters that bind us to this world. This is illus-

trated by the familiar instance of ten men crossing a stream. When
they reach the opposite shore, one of them counts the number, and

finds only nine, because he omits to count himself. The result is

that they take the tenth to be lost, and go about crying, when a

passer-by tells them that all ten are there. In the same way, as

long as man does not know his own nature, he is unhappy. When
he knows that he is one with the Absolute, or is the Absolute him-

self, then he is happy. As the Upanishad says, " When all the

fetters of the heart are broken, then the mortal becomes immortal."

These fetters are those of attachment, ignorance, and desire. Death

is nothing more than attachment, produced from the ignorance of

man as to the material world and the soul. It is attachment to the

senses and their objects by which death is characterised. No other

chain binds man to this world. Destroy this attachment, and you

have your true nature. In dreamless sleep, when both the mind
and the senses are at rest, man every day attains to his true nature

;

but the seed of ignorance being still in him, he returns to this world

of misery and sorrow as soon as he awakes. Destroy this seed of

ignorance by learning to separate yourself from this body, and all

else is easy. Happiness according to the Hindu shastras resides

not in the objects believed to cause happiness, nor in the pursuit

after those objects. If it lay in the objects, then the same object

would always give the sAme amount of pleasure. It does not also

lie in the pursuit after objects, for even pursuit does not make some
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happy. It lies in the mind being at rest for the time being. When
one has acquired the object of his search, his mind is at rest for the

time, for the disturbance caused by desire for that object has ceased.

The mind is, however, swifter than wind, and is soon ready for

another race, and in this way man runs for object after object,

spending his life in vain pursuits, and getting happiness from none.

Mistaking the phantoms of this world for substance, the non-eternal

for the eternal, he wanders forth till, by exceptional good fortune, he

learns what is real happiness, and by pursuing it attains it. When
he comes to learn that all happiness and misery are of his own
mind, that it is his own mind alone which is the cause of bondage,

when, by dissecting the nature of things, he comes to learn that

happiness does not lie outside his own self, and by realising that, in

spite of all change of objects and experiences, his sense of individu-

ality remains the same, and dissociates this individuality from those

things with wliich it has identified itself, tlien he is happy. When,
as Sankaracharya says, he overcomes disjunctive knowledge by

knowing it to be false, then he is happy. There is here no duality

or diversity ; he who sees diversity wanders forth from death to

death (Katha Upanishad, 4- 1
1
).

No particular station of life is required for the attainment of this

ideal. In former times, royal princes like Eama, Krishna, Janaka,

Ajatsatru acquired it, and the first two are worshipped as Avatars,

because they had reached the final goal. The great teacher of Buddhism

was nothing more than agwanmiihta. So was the great teacher of

Christianity. It is called in the Gita the raj Vidya or the raj yoga ;

and even Sudras and women are not according to Krishna debarred

from it (chap. ix. 32). In the Vana Parva of the Mahabharata we
read of a fowler who sold meat having instructed a Brahmin in this

learning. It is, however, now maintained that only Brahmins and

Sanyasis are qualified for this knowledge. But the claim is sup-

ported on the very weak ground of Sudras not being entitled to read

the Veda, a ground which is at once cut off by saying that it

is the ceremonial and not the philosophical portion which recog-

nises caste distinctions. The Atma is one and the same to all.

The prohibition is also not observed in practice, for, as I have

already said, there are now-a-days more learned men out of the

Sanyasis than among them. In the latter, superstition and dogma

reign supreme. At Hardwar, instead of hearing any religious and

philosophic discussion in a large camp of Sanyasis, I saw the curious

spectacle of the disciples of the Mahant coming and bowing to him

in something like military fashion, now bending on the ground, now
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rising, now lowering, now raising their staffs, and all the while

repeating " Om Namoh." In addition to this, in the Upanishads we
read of Saunaka, a great householder, having acquired this know-

ledge from the Rishi Angiras, and the argument that persons who
acquired such knowledge must have practised Sanyasa in a former

birth is too absurd to be believed.

Every one being therefore qualified for the Brahra Vidya, as the

Hindus call it, he should do so by performing first his allotted duties

in this world. Then he should approach a teacher who is not only

learned, but who has carried into practice what he has read. Books

alone will not suffice, as, in spite of their being cheap and easily

accessible now-a-days, there are many things which require a living

teacher to explain by the light of experience. Without that, the

student will only be puzzled by what he reads in books, being so

contrary to many of his every-day experiences. He should then

digest and realise the truth of what he reads. This realisation will

lead to the process of analysing things, till he knows how fleeting and

transient they are, and that his Atma is alone permanent. When
this belief becomes a part of his being, he will take his true place in

nature by realising its unity. Seeing, hearing, smelling, eating, walk-

ing, doing anything else, he will see nothing else but his own Atma.

In short, when he sees nothing but his Atma in his own Atma, then

he is happy, his troubles are over. His happiness cannot be grasped

by the senses nor the mind. With his separation from all objects

of the world, he becomes one with Atma (Gita, chap. vi. 19-21).

This is immortality, to this end all philosophy, all the teachings of

Hindu Sastras are directed.

Does esoteric Hinduism lead to Fatalism ?

As regards the question whether esoteric Hinduism, like its

exoteric side, is a religion of fatalism, or leaves the individual full

liberty of action, I think the latter to be the case. The law of

Karma of the Hindu Sastra is a law of causation, of making one

what and where he is, of something inherent in his own nature, and

not due to any extraneous Deity ; and the idea is that, though much
depends upon man's inherited capabilities derived from his actions

in a past birth, yet there is also in him that by which he could

divert the stream of his past Karma. Otherwise there would be no

Moksha, a contingency which the Sastras dread. There are three

kinds of Karma, the Sanchita, or the latent actions of previous births

which have not fructified ; the Frarabdha, which have resulted in
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giving this body, and the Agami, which are now performed, and will

yield result hereafter. The Sastra teaches that while the first two

are and can be destroyed by true knowledge (Gyana), the second

muvst have its course, and that when the Senti says, " All his Karma
is destroyed when he has seen the highest goal," it only refers to

man's Sanchita and Agami, and not his Prarahclha Karma. This

theory of one's Karma in a past birth regulating his life in this, is

also held to be a sufficient explanation for the inequality of condi-

tions seen in this world, as well as of the Lord of the world being a

merciful and just, and not an unmerciful and unjust Creator. When
Krishna says in the Gita, " The Lord sits in the heart of all creatures,

and makes them revolve like puppets on a wheel," he means that the

Lord makes his creatures act according to their Karma. Otherwise

there would be no freedom of action. There is no explanation how
this chain of causation came into existence, and it must be accepted

in the same way as the desire of Brahma to be many and his being

many. The explanation of the world being the same as in a former

Kalpa is scarcely satisfactory.

The doctrine of Karma also explains the theory of births and

rebirths, of transmigration. When the soul departs from this body,

it takes with it in their subtler form the organs of perception, hear-

ing, sight, taste, smell, and mind. With these it goes from one

body to another. As the Upanishad says, "When it departs, life

departs with it ; when life departs, all the organs depart with it. It

is endowed with knowledge, endowed with knowledge it departs.

Knowledge and work, and knowledge of its former life, pervade it

wholly. It becomes as are its works. He whose works are good,

becomes good ; he whose works are evil, becomes evil. As his

desire, so his resolve ; as his resolve, so his work ; as his work, so

his reward " (Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad, iv. Brah. 4, 2 and 5).

" He who is attached to worldly objects attains by means of work

the object to which he is attached. Having arrived at the last

effect of the work he performs, he comes from this world to this

world again and again. Thus he who has desires wanders in this

world. But the organs of him who does not desire, who has no

desires, who is beyond desire, whose desires are satisfied, whose

desire is in the Atma itself, do not depart from this body. Being

even Brahma, he obtains Brahma. When all desires dwelling in

the heart are gone, then the mortal becomes immortal, then he

enjoys here Brahma. As a snake abandons his slough on an ant-

hill, so does this soul this body. Then this incorporeal, immortal

life is even Brahma, even light " {Ihid. 6 and 7).
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This is a rough outline of esoteric Hinduism, the religion of the

few and the wise of India, a religion which has been the solace of

thousands in this life and the means of their salvation after death.

It stands not only on the firm rock of truth, but of experience also.

To the European, its ideal may appear to be dreamy and un-

practical. But it may as well be asked in return whether the life,

incessant excitement, and hurry, which is the normal condition of

Western countries, is the only life worth living ? whether his worship

of work and money, the only way to a better life hereafter ? If it

be not, as it is not, then it is worth while to pause and see if the

Hindu's ideal is not more conducive to eternal happiness than that

of modern "Western nations. Exoteric Hinduism with its fetish

worship, its gross superstitions, its dogmas, its sects, whose doings

often cast a slur upon religion, is bound to reform with the progress

of education and improvements of the ideas of the Hindu people,

but true and real Hinduism will stand the test of both progressive

science and progressive civilisation. This is the deep conviction of

all Indian thinkers, and the day is not far distant when the East

will be repaying the debt it owes to the West for its progress in

modern civilisation, by making it follow its teachings in the matter

of progress towards a better life hereafter. When such a day

comes, it will be the brightest day in the history of India. Eng-

land's work in India has been grand, but India's work in Europe

ought to be grander. I conclude with a prayer from the Brihad

Arnayaka Upanishad, " Lead us from the unreal to the real, lead us

from darkness to light, lead us from death to immortality."



V.

THE SPIRITUAL WORLD OF THE BURMESE.

BY

TAW SEIN KO.

In the history of civilisation of every country, an investigation into

the prehistoric condition of its people is highly interesting. Such

an inquiry is, however, beset with much difficulty. The principal

subjects which present themselves for treatment are language,

antiquities, mythology, and custom; and a mass of evidence, direct

or indirect, is required -to establish a generalisation. It is generally

admitted that such generalisations are not always based on absolute

truth, at least so far as identity or similarity of mythology and

custom is concerned, because such identity or similarity may, as

often as not, be ascribed to ethnic affinity, historic connection, or

to the common mechanism of the human mind ; and the difficulty

of the subject is further enhanced by the fusion of historical

realities and mythological fictions, and by the absence of reliable

data. But where the ethnology of a nation has been established

beyond doubt, the inquirer no longer gropes his way in the dark,

but treads on iirm ground. In the case of the Burmese people,

their affinity to the Mongoloid race has been proved, and the history

of the prehistoric Burman is but the history of the numerous tribes

whose habitat extends from Siberia to the Indo-Chinese Peninsula.

Or, to come nearer home, the condition of the prehistoric Burman is

reflected in that of his congeners, the Chins, Karens, and Kachins

of the present day. Centuries of culture and the adoption of

Buddhism have transformed the Burman into what he is to-day,

while the surrounding tribes still remain in their primitive con-

dition.

However, among the Burmese people, deep under the fabric of

Buddhism lies the substratum of indigenous beliefs of prehistoric

times, which have been collectively and conveniently termed Nat-

worship. The origin of the word " Nat " is somewhat involved in
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obscurity. Sir Arthur Phayre is disposed to derive it from the

Sanskrit word " nath," meaning a lord, master, superior, the corre-

sponding Pali form being " natha." Probably the word is indi-

genous, and the phonetic resemblance, though striking, is purely

accidental, because its corresponding forms are found in the lan-

guages of North Asia, and because Marco Polo mentions Natigay

as being one of the gods of the Tartars of the thirteenth centuiy

A.D. He says :
" This is the fashion of their religion. [They say

there is a Most High God of heaven, whom they worship daily

with thurible and incense, but they pray to Him only for health of

mind and body. But] they have [also] a certain [other] god of

theirs called Natigay, and they say he is the god of the earth,

who watches over their children, cattle, and crops. They show

him great worship and honour, and every man hath a figure of him

in his house, made of felt and cloth ; and they also make in the

same manner images of his wife and children. The wife they put

on the left hand, and the children in front. And when they eat,

they take the fat of the meat and grease the god's mouth withal, as

well as the mouths of his wife and children. Then they take of

the btoth and sprinkle it before the door of the house ; and that

done, they deem that their god and his family have had their share

of the dinner " (Yule's edition, vol. i. p. 248).

After the introduction of Buddhism the term " Nat," without

losing its original and indigenous signification, was used as a

synonym for " deva," and was applied to the beings who, in

Buddhist mythology, inhabit the six regions situated between the

world of men and the abode of the Brahmas.

The first speculative philosophy in which the primitive man
indulged appears to have been the investigation of the cause of his

being. " Whence came I into this world, and through whose in-

strumentality ?
" was one of the questions he would have asked

himself. The worship of the phallus in Greece, of the linga in

India, and of ancestors in China and the adjacent countries, is

doubtless the outcome of such speculation regarding the First Cause
;

and to primitive minds these forms of worship afford a satisfactory

solution of the inquiry into the Great Unknown. Besides, objec-

tivity and subjectivity are psychological conditions which the mind
of a person uneducated, or in a barbarous or semi-civilised state

is incapable of differentiating. To him the phenomena of life and

death are wondrous miracles, and in his imagination there exists

beyond the grave a world of spirits endowed with material appetites

and all other attributes of sentient beings.
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According to the indigenous belief of the Burmese, man is re-

garded as being constituted of two component parts, viz., his

material body, and his leikpya or butterfly-spirit, which the Karens

call "la," and the Chins "klo." Tylor in his "Primitive Culture"

(vol. i. p. 387) says :
" The conception of a personal soul or spirit

among the lower races may be defined as follows. It is a thin,

unsubstantial human image ; in its nature, a sort of vapour, film, or

shadow^; the cause of life and thought in the individual it animates;

independently possessing the personal consciousness and volition of

its corporeal owner, past or present ; capable of leaving the body

far behind, to flash swiftly from place to place ; mostly impalpable

and invisible, yet also manifesting physical power, and especially

appearing to men, waking or asleep, as a phantasm separate from

the body of which it bears the likeness ; able to enter into, possess,

and act in the bodies of other men, of animals, and even of

things." The Burmese also believe that this soul or spirit is cap-

able of leaving its living tenement, either in sleep or illness, and

stories have been related of its experiences. It is said that the

spirit of an old Burmese lady, who was seriously ill, visited hell,

and the account she gave, on her recovery, of her journey thither,

tallied with what she had been taught in childhood and youth.

On death, the souls go to Hades, which is below the earth.

There they are adjudged by their Ehadamanthos, the Nga Thein of

the Chins, but whose indigenous name the Burmans have forgotten.

This awful judge sits under a tree, and his dog watches by him.

The tree is called the •'' Tree of Forgetfulness," because spirits pass-

ing under it forget their experiences on earth. Stories, however,

have been related of persons who, because of their exemption,

through their extraordinary merit, from passing under the tree,

could relate about their past life ; and an instance is related where

property was restored to such a re-incarnated child.

The virtuous go to a happy abode, and the wicked are doomed to

suffer in hell.

The world of the dead is separated from the w^orld of the living

by a stream of water, over which souls are ferried across. It is

for the payment of ferry-toll on this stream that some silver coin is

always placed in the mouth of a dead Burman, as in that of a dead

German peasant, and provisions are likewise provided for the refec-

tion of the spirit of the deceased on his lonesome journey.

Among the Burmese people most of these beliefs and practices

are, however, passing away before the light of education and Western

civilisation. Already the Burmans have forgotten about Hli, the
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supreme goddess of the Chins, wlio laid loi eggs, from which man-
kind sprang. But traces of such a belief in their oonitic origin

still exist, as evidenced by their division of the nations of the earth

into 10 1 races, and by the existence of many mythical legends

whose heroes were born of eggs.

It will be seen from what has been stated above that the theory

of the existence of the soul after death is diametrically opposed to

the tenets of Buddhism. According to that religion, there is no

soul or Atma. When a person dies, his karma, or deed-result

survives him, and serves as a nucleus of his next existence. But

according to the indigenous faith of the Burmese people, the leikpya

or butterfly-spirit survives after death, and either lives on as a dis-

embodied spirit in happiness or misery, or is again re-incarnated to

continue its course of existence in flesh.

Before proceeding further, it would be conducive to a compre-

hensive understanding of the subject to give a short outline of the

system of faith which is common to the Chins, Karens, Kachins,

and other wild tribes of Burma, and traces of which are still found

among the Burmans. The conception of a Supreme Being and of

heaven and hell is extremely vague among these peoples, and their

adoration and worship are given to spirits, who are believed to

exercise interference in human affairs. These spirits may be

broadly divided into five classes:

—

(i) personal spirits, who watch

over the interests of individual persons
; (2) family or house

spirits, who preside over the destinies of families
; (3) communal

spirits, who are the tutelary gods of clans or tribes, and the extent

of whose territorial jurisdiction is clearly defined
; (4) the genii

or dryads, who inhabit trees and rocks, hills and mountains, rivers

and streams, lakes and seas ; and (5) spirits who are doomed to

continue their existence in a disembodied state. The personal

spirits are evidently the souls which animate human beings, and

which are supposed to haunt their abode when in the flesh for

seven days and nights ; the family spirits are the manes of ances-

tors, whose worship is common to the Mongols, Chinese, Hindus,

and the ancient Romans ; the communal spirits are the souls of

departed heroes, the worship of whom forms the basis of Shamanism
;

the genii are spirits who haunt objects of nature, and especially

those with which are associated ideas of sublimity and power ; and

the fifth and last class of spirits are those whose malignant influence

has to be mitigated by propitiatory sacrifice, and who have been

termed " disease spirits." Of these five classes of spirits, the second,

third, and the fifth are the most feared, venerated, and worshipped.

M
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In the houses of some Burmese families, cocoa-nuts with a fillet

of white muslin or red cloth tied round them are suspended by a

ctine support from a special post called the "uyudaing." The Burmans
have forgotten the origin of " uyu," but the word, or its synonym
" khun," is still used in the Chin language to signify the guardian

spirit of a family. Further, on the seventh day after the birth of

a child, offerings consisting of cocoa-nuts, tobacco, betel-leaves,

betel-nuts, rice, and letpet or pickled tea are made to the family

spirit, and a white cotton string is tied round its wrists to signify

to all evil spirits that it has been initiated into the family, and that

it has been placed under the guardianship of the family Nat. The

offerings made to the family spirit as well as those made to all

other Nats, are always eaten by their devotees.

At marriages, the family Nat is not forgotten ; he is always

propitiated. This latter practice is, however, falling into desuetude

among the Burmans through the influence of Buddhism.

As the worship of saints has succeeded the worship of manes in

Christendom, so has the worship of Buddha and his disciples super-

seded the ruder faith of ancestor-worship. However, traces of this

last form of worship still exist among the Burmans of the present

day. In such of the households in Burma as are tenacious of

the observance of the faith and practices of their forefathers, the

charred bones of parents and grandparents are carefully preserved

in cases of glass, and daily offerings of rice and other eatables are

placed before them, in the same manner as before the images of

Buddha. At the time of the British occupation of Mandalay in

1885, a number of gold images representing the kings and chief

queens of the Alompra dynasty were found in the palace, together

with a book of odes chanted whenever they were worshipped.

This form of worship finds an exact counterpart in the Mongol

worship as good deities of the manes of Genghis Khan and his

family.

The worship of communal spirits still obtains among the Burmese.

After harvest-time of each year, i.e., say about March or April,

festivals in honour of Nats as well as of pagodas are held. The

Nat festivals are exceedingly popular, and are largely attended by

the people. Those at Pagan, Amarapura, Mandalay, and Lower

Chindwin in Upper Burma are ancient and recognised institutions,

which used to be supported by the royal bounty of Burmese kings.

In Lower Burma, however, which is inhabited chiefly by people of

the Talaing race, Nat festivals have in a large measure been replaced

by pagoda festivals, because of the long subjection of the country
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to Burmese rule, and because of the successful measures adopted

l)y the Burmans for obliterating the nationality of the Talaings, and

for making them merge into that of their conquerors.

That the communal spirits are the souls of departed heroes may
safely be inferred from the traditional accounts relating to their

origin, and from the odes chanted at the festivals held in their

honour. The following extract from Marco Polo (Yule's edition,

vol. ii. p. 64) will be of interest in this connection :

—

" I will tell you of a wicked thing they [the people of Carajan or

Yunnan] used to do before the Great Kaan conquered them. If it

chanced that a man of fine person or noble birth, or some other

quality that recommended him, came to lodge with those people,

then they would murder him by poison or otherwise. And this

they did, not for the sake of plunder, but because they believed

that in this way the goodly favour and wisdom and repute of the

murdered man would cleave to the house where he was slain. And
in this manner many were murdered before the country was con-

quered by the Great Kaan. But since his conquest, some thirty-

five years ago, these crimes and this evil practice have prevailed no

more ; and this through dread of the Great Kaan, who will not

permit such things."

With reference to the above extract, it may be interesting to note

that the spirits of people who died violent deaths are believed

to live for ever in a disembodied condition, exercising a powerful

influence in human affairs, and that the Burmese kings of old used

to have human beings buried alive at the four corners of the walls

of their capital city at the time of its foundation, in order that the

spirits of the deceased might keep watch and ward over the popula-

tion, and by their occult influence foil the attempts of invaders to

force an entry into the city. A remnant of this barbarous custom

is found at Mandalay in the hideous stone statue holding a club

which stands at each of the four corners of the city walls. The

persistency of this belief was manifested as late as 1885 A.D., when,

during the third Anglo-Burmese war. Brahman astrologers were

employed by command of Thibaw and his Chief Queen to chant

incantations so as to establish a cordon of spiritual guards round

the palace stockade, who would protect the royal inmates and drive

off the invincible British soldiery.

As at the court of the Incas of ancient Peru, each month had

its appropriate festival or festivals, so at the court of the kings of

Burma no month passed by without its attendant festivals, court

functions, and ceremonies. In these festivals three elements of
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belief are distinctly traceable, viz., Buddhistic, Brahmanic, and

indigenous. Those held in June may be taken as an illustration.

Examinations in Buddhistic literature were held under the super-

vision of the State, and the successful candidates were inducted

into holy orders. This was followed by a ceremony which was

common to ancient India and China. The king himself ploughed

with a golden plough, to notify to the people that agriculture was

a noble avocation essential to the maintenance of the community.

At this ceremony the Brahman astrologers attached to the Burmese

Court invoked the blessings of the gods of the Hindu pantheon,

while the Burmese mediums or Natkadaws made propitiatory offer-

ings to the Nats of the indigenous pantheon commonly known as

the " thirty-seven rulers."

It would be interesting to give a short account of this latter pan-

theon, showing the apotheosis of these Nats. It consists of " thirty-

four Nats," but the number " thirty-seven " has attained a popular

fixity, because the book of odes chanted when offerings are made to

them consists of thirty-seven odes, a number of the Nats having more

than one ode devoted to them. The odes are, strictly speaking, short

autobiographical sketches in metre, recited by mediums when they

are possessed, and are somewhat moral in their tendency, inas-

much as they impress on the audience the sin of treason, rebellion,

and assassination. In the case of Nats who were members of the

royal family, they give a succinct account of their genealogy.

The pantheon is headed by the Mahagiri Nat, Maung Tin D^ ; his

wife, Shwe Na Be ; his sister, Thonban HIa or Shwe Myet Hna

;

and his niece, Shin Ne Mi. Maung Tin De was the son of a

blacksmith, Maung Tin Daw, of Tagaung, an ancient capital to the

north of Mandalay. The young man was noted for his great bravery

and physical strength, and the King of Tagaung feared that he

might become a potential centre of disaffection ; he therefore ordered

that Maung Tin De should be captured and killed. His would-be

victim, however, eluded capture for a long while, and remained in

hiding. The King then resorted to a stratagem which is still com-

mon in Oriental countries. He conferred honour on Maung Tin De's

sister by assigning her a place in his seraglio. After the lapse of

some time, the queen was cajoled to negotiate the surrender of her

brother on condition that high office should be conferred on him.

Eelying on the royal offer of pardon, Maung Tin De surrendered

himself. But the King did not keep his word. He himself super-

intended the burning of his dupe under a Sagabin tree. Loud were

the plaintive cries uttered by Maung Tin De ; and his sister hear-
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ing them, rushed to his rescue, and met with her death. The cruel

King attempted to save the life of his queen, hut succeeded only

ill pulling her head off by the hair. After their death, the spirits

of these two, brother and sister, became powerful Nats, and in-

habited the Sagabin tree. Such was their evil influence, that every

human being or animal that approached the tree died mysteriously.

The matter was, in due course, reported to the King, and he directed

that the haunted tree should be cut down by the root and sent

adrift down the river Irrawaddy. The order was carried out, and

the tree was stranded at Pagan, where Thinligyaung was reigning

as king. This happened in the fourth century A.D. The Nats

apprised the King in a dream of their sorrowful plight, and asked

him to provide them with a home. In compliance with this request,

the stranded tree, of which only the trunk now remained, was taken

to the Popa hill, which is of volcanic origin, and is the highest

elevation in Burma, and was divided into two parts, each being

about 4^ feet long. Human features were delineated on these

pieces of wood with gold leaf, and these rude images were respect-

fully deposited in appropriate temples. Thenceforward the worship

of tkese Nats became a popular institution, recognised and sanc-

tioned by royalty. Subsequently, at the request of the Nats, made

through their Shamans, King Thinligyaung had golden heads made

to represent them, conferred the rank and insignia of a prince of

the blood on Maung Tin De, and those of a princess on his sister,

and made to them annual offerings regularly. It is evident that

since this worship was inaugurated animal sacrifices and offerings

of alcoholic spirits were made to these Nats, for Burmese history

records that in December 1555 a.d., the Hanthawadi Sinbyuyin, the

Branginoco of the early European writers, reached Pagan in the

course of his progress through his newly conquered dominions, and

witnessed the festival held in honour of the Mahagiri Nat and his

sister. Noticing that intoxicants and sacrifices of white buffaloes,

white oxen, and white goats were being made to the Nats, he com-

manded that such practice should henceforth cease, because it was

opposed to the humanitarian doctrines of Buddhism, and because it

would entail suffering in hell on those who practised it. In 1785
A.D., Bodawpaya, the great-great-grandfather of the last King of

Burma, had new golden heads of the Nats made, and these were

replaced in 1812 a.d. by the same King with larger and more

finished heads of the same metal, weighing, in the aggregate, about

2^ lbs. These last heads are still in existence, and are being wor-

shipped by the people.
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The apotheosis of the next Nats in the pantheon, viz., the

brothers Shwep'yinnyinaung, follows on similar lines. About the

beginning of the eleventh century A.D., Anawratazaw, King of

Pagan, had in his service a Kala adventurer from the Taking

kingdom of Thaton. This man married a Baluma, or ogress, of

Popa, and two sons were born to him, who were respectively

named Shwep'yingyi and Shwep'yinnge. When these two brothers

were grown up, they took service under the King ; and when the

latter led an expedition to China to secure a holy tooth of Gotama
Buddha which was enshrined there, they accompanied him. The

Chinese Emperor appears to have treated the Burmese King with

some contempt, and to have refused to hold any communication with

him. Thereupon the two brothers, who led a charmed life, and

who could make themselves invisible, entered the Emperor's palace

at night, drew three lines with lime on his body, and retired, after

writing on the walls enjoining him to meet the Burmese King.

In consequence of this mysterious writing, the two rulers met in a

friendly way and entered into a compact of amity and friendship. In

the meantime, however, the holy tooth had disappeared miraculously,

and Anawratazaw returned home suffering from the pangs of dis-

appointment. On the' return journey Shwep'yingyi and Shwep'yinnge

incurred royal displeasure, and were executed at Wayindok, a few

miles to the north of Mandalay. At the same place the King had

built a pagoda called Sudaungbye, and after its consecration resumed

his journey by boat. On the way down the river Irrawaddy the royal

boat appeared to be held by the rudder, and its progress was

stopped. The King consulted his ministers about the mystery, and

they informed him that the two brothers, Shwep'yingyi and Shwe-

p'yinnge, who were executed by royal command, had become Nats,

and that they resented that their valuable services should have

been requited with death. It was only when King Anawratazaw

had directed a Nat temple to be built near his pagoda at Wayindok,

and ordered the people in the neighbourhood to make regular offer-

ings to the Nats, that he was enabled to resume his journey and

arrive at his capital in safety.

Of the remaining Nats in the pantheon, fourteen were royalties,

twelve officials of State, either civil or military, most of whom had

died violent deaths, one was a female white elephant, and the last a

dealer in pickled tea, who traded with the Shan and Palaung States

to the north-east of Burma. All these may be termed "oracle

spirits," because they are frequently consulted on private as well as

public matters.
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Sometimes Nats were called into being, not by the king, but by

the people themselves. At Thaton, the ancient centre of Taking

civilisation in Lower Burma, there is a temple dedicated to a Nat

called Fo-p'o, grandfather. Tradition, which is in this case prirmt

facie palpably false, says that when this Nat was a human being,

he was charged by Sona and Uttara, the Buddhist missionaries who

visited R0,manfiadesa in the third century B.C., to safeguard Thaton

against the attacks of Balus or fierce monsters. The image of

Fo-p'o represents an old man of about sixty years, sitting cross-

legged, with a white fillet on the head, and a moustache and pointed

beard. The forehead is broad, and the face bears an intelligent

expression. The upper portion of the body is nude, and the lower

is dressed in a cheik paso or loin-cloth of the zigzag pattern, so

much prized by the people of Burma, The right hand rests on the

right knee, and the left is in the act of counting the beads of a

rosary. The height of the figure is about five feet. In the apart-

ment on the left of P'o-po is an image representing a benign-looking

wun or governor in full official dress. Facing the second image, in

a separate apartment, is the representation of a wild, fierce-looking

ho or military officer in uniform. The fourth apartment, on the

left of the ho, is dedicated to a female Nat, who is presumably the

wife of P'o-p'o, but there is no image representing her. These

images are most probably representations of a Burmese governor

and his family, whose acts of justice, benevolence, and sympathy were

long remembered by the people, and in whose honour these were

erected as a mark of esteem, admiration, and reverence. The images

are in a good state of preservation, as they are in the custody

of a medium who gains a comfortable livelihood. An annual

festival, which is largely attended, is held in their honour. It is

a strange coincidence that, as in India and Ceylon, these shrines

are held in veneration by various nationalities professing different

creeds.

As a rule, images of Nats are uncouth objects, generally made

of wood, with some sort of human countenance. Those of the

" thirty-seven rulers " are being carefully preserved within the

precincts of tlie Shwezigon pagoda at Pagan.

Shamanism is perhaps the same all the world over, and posses-

sion by spirits one of the symptoms of hysterics or epilepsy. The

following extract from Williams' "Fiji and the Fijians" (vol. i.

p. 224) is, with slight modifications, applicable to the Shamanism

as practised by the Natkadaws or mediums of Burma :

—

" LTnbroken silence follows ; the priest becomes absorbed in
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thought, and all eyes watch him with unblinking steadiness. In

a few minutes he trembles, slight distortions are seen in his face

and twitching movements in his limbs. These increase to a violent

muscular action, which spreads until the whole frame is strongly

convulsed, and the man shivers as with a strong ague fit. In some

instances this is accompanied with murmurs and sobs, the veins are

greatly enlarged, and the circulation of the blood quickened. The

priest is now possessed by his god, and all his words and actions

are considered as no longer his own, but those of the deity who has

entered into him. Shrill cries of ' Koi au, koi au ! '
—

' It is I, it is

I r fill the air, and the god is supposed thus to notify his approach.

While giving the answer, the priest's eyes stand out and roll as in

a frenzy ; his voice is unnatural, his face pale, his lips livid, his

breathing depressed, and his entire appearance like that of a furious

madman ; the sweat runs from every pore, and tears start from his

strained eyes ; after which the symptoms gradually disappear. The

priest looks round with a vacant stare, and as the god says ' I depart,'

announces his actual departure by violently flinging himself down
on the mat, or by suddenly striking the ground with his club. The

convulsive movements do not entirely disappear for some time."

The fourth class of spirits, the genii or dryads inhabiting objects

of nature, are believed to be present everywhere. This is the reason

why their presence is invoked in the administration of oaths or

when contracting a solemn compact of friendship.

There remains to be dealt with the fifth class of spirits, who are

doomed to continue their existence in a disembodied state, and whose

interference in human affairs is supposed to be of a malignant nature.

It may be premised that sudden fright or fall is believed to be a

condition favourable to their baneful influence. The majority of

the masses of the Burmese people, in common with the neighbouring

wild tribes, say that most of the ills that flesh is heir to may be

ascribed to the occult influence of disease-spirits or witches, and

they would resort to exorcism as a method of cure rather than to

diet or drugs. Witches are supposed to be capable of sending forth

on an evil errand their souls or astral bodies, leaving their natural

material bodies in a state - of sleep, coma, or ecstasy. A certain

kind of witches generally send off their detached heads in the shape

of rolling balls of fire. The existence of witchcraft is recognised

in the Burmese law-books, and instructions are given in them as to

finding out witches, and as to the manner of punishing them.

The last division of Burmese spirits comprises various kinds of

beings. Tas^ is the generic term applied to all disembodied spirits
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which existed as human beings. The Hininz^i are spirits of children,

who assume the appearance of cats and dogs. The Thay6 and

Thabet are spirits of those who died violent deaths, or of women
who died in childbirth, or of those who lived wicked and sinful

lives. These spirits are always inimical to mankind, and are repre-

sented in folk-lore stories as having hideous bodies, as big as those

of a giant, and with long, huge, slimy tongues, which they could

make use of as the elephant would his trunk. They are blood-

thirsty, and their special delight is to cause the death of human
beings. Female spirits who are in charge of treasure buried in the

earth are called Oktazaung. All these spirits, with the exception

of the last, are believed to roam about the haunts of men at sunset

in search of their prey, and to be specially active in their peregrina-

tions in times of an epidemic, as cholera or small-pox. They are,

therefore, frightened off during epidemics by making a tremendous

jarring noise by beating anything that might come in one's way,

as the walls and doors of houses, tin kettles, metal trays, cymbals,

&c. These evil spirits are sometimes said to enter the bodies of

alligators or tigers, and to incite them to cause great destruction

of human life.
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THE POSIllON OF KUMAEILA IN DIGAMBAEA
JAINA LITEEATUKE.

K. B. PATHAK, B.A.,

Deccan College, Poona.

In my last paper ^ I have shown that the celebrated Jaina author

Akalariikadeva lived in the time of the Eashtrakuta king Krishnar^ja

I. We know from inscriptions that Dautidurga was ruling in Saka

675, and was succeeded by his uncle Krishnaraja ;
^ and we learn

from Jinasena that Krishnaraja's son Vallabha held the sceptre in

Saka 705.^ These facts lead to the conclusion that Krishnaraja

reigned in the third quarter of the eighth century. I have also

proved* that Kumarila quotes five verses from the Vakyapadiya

of Bhartrihari, who, according to I-tsing, died^ in 650 a.d., and

that Akalariikadeva's pupil Prabhachandra frequently mentions the

author of the Tantravartika.*^ From these facts I have concluded

that Kumarila belonged to the first half of the eighth century, and

flourished immediately before Akalariikadeva.

In the present paper I propose to prove that in his Mimaihsa-

Slokavartika Kumarila criticises Akalariikadeva, and was, like him,

contemporary with the Eashtrakuta king Krishnarrija I.

Akalariikadeva is spoken of as the highest authority on Pramana-

.sastra, or logic, by Pampa^ in Saka 863, and by Somadeva^ in

Saka 882. Though Prabhachandra and Vidyananda tell us that

1 My paper on Bhartrihari and Kumarila, read before the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society on the 28th June 1892.

2 Mr. Fleet's Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, p. 32. Dr. Bhandarkar's Early

History of the Deccan, p. 48.

•^ My paper in the Ind. Ant., vol. xv. p. 141.

* My paper on Bhartrihari and K\ima,rila.

•' Ind. Ant., vol. ix. p. 308.

*^ My paper on Bhartrihari and Kumarila.
'' In his Kanarese Adipurana.
8 In his Yasastilakak^vya. Akalamka is also mentioned in the Saundatti inscription,

dated Saka 902, as well versed in the six schools of philosophy, though Mr. Fleet
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Kumarila has assailed '•* the oiiiniscience of Arhan, as described by

Samantabhadra in the Devagamastotra, there is not the remotest

allusion to Kumarila's criticism in Akalamkadeva's commentary

called Ashtasati on the very work of Samantabhadra which has

called forth Kumarila's eloquent attacks. How is Akalamkadeva's

silence to be accounted for ? Is the Ashta^at! also criticised by

the Mimaiiisaka ? These questions I now proceed to answer.

In the Devagamastotra, Samantabhadra thus delivers himself of

his views re^ardinj^ the omniscience of Arhan :—

-

I

^fmWIHriT ^% ^if^g^ H^p: II ? II

^ M H<ill^4 lfam:W^;^Tfw^^TfTJ

lif^^niT ^^%»qt ^f^tfw^^^: II 8 II

an^^^^i^ ST^^^ftfjT ^ri^f^fir: 11 m 11

3Tft[^ ^rf^ W Tr%i^ ^ ^T^ II If II

—Devagamastotra. ^^

has translated his proper name. See my paper on Bhartrihari and Kumarila.

Dbanahjaya, whose date I have fixed in my paper on the Terdai inscription, Ind.

Ant., vol. xiv. p. 14, thus refers to Akalariika:

—

* The quotations are given farther on.

^^ Dev&gamastotra, Deccan College MS., No. 611 of 1875-76.
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Translation.

" I. The attendance of the gods, moving in the air, chauries

and other signs of glory, are found even in jugglers ; it is not owing

to these signs that thou art great in our eyes.

" 2. Bodily and other excellence, both internal ^^ and external,^-^

which is real and heavenly, is found even in celestial beings en-

dowed with love and other passions.

" 3. There being mutual difference between the teachings of the

founders ^^ of various schools, they are all untrustworthy ; none of

them can be a teacher of mankind.
" 4. Owing to pre-eminence, defects and the obstructions ^* of

knowledge are entirely destroyed in some individual, in the same

way as external and internal dross is removed by proper means.^^

" 5. Things that are minute, past,^*" and distant, are directly per-

ceived by somebody, because they are cognisable, as fire and other

things. This is the way to prove the existence of an omniscient

being.

" 6. Free from defects, thou ^''
art such an omniscient being be-

cause thy speech is in conformity with reason and the Jaina scrip-

tures ; thy consistency lies in this, that thy tenets about salvation

are not contradicted by evidence."

In the first three verses Samantabhadra enumerates certain

qualities belonging to Arhan, which are also found in jugglers,

celestial beings, and the founders of schools, such as Buddha and

Kapila. These qualities cannot entitle Arhan to be considered an

omniscient being. In the remaining three verses we are told that

the removal of defects, and of all the obstructions of knowledge

'^ ^rsSrf^t'SFg' (j^) 3rc<lfy[: Ashtasahasri or Aptaniimitmsalariikriti, Deccan College

MS., No. 564 of 1875-76. This MS. contains the tippaiii by Laghusamantabhadra

also.

i=* Other than Arhan aiHoUfd RriiclTfegT chPuH I d^^ : Laghusamantabhadra, ibid.

^* For an explanation of the word STIcKHr see Pfijyapada's Sarvarthasiddhi,

^^ ejgf^fciR^nTraTarT^t fsR^omf^rsfrrr^srftoro^rarat tmin ^tdin: Ashiasahasri

^^^riVqtrilutn(«»lllcjWi; Laghusamantabhadra.

^^ ^WraoRT^S^d^oRflSRIIt Ashta«ati, Deccan College MS., No. 566 of 1875-76.

35: I ^n^ ^TrfsTTrgfrfunft flUoJdiaa: Ashtasahasri.

^^ Arhan or Jina.
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and a capacity for perceiving things which are minute, past, and

istantj prove the omniscience of Arhan.

These celebrated verses of Saniantabhadra are explained by

kalamkadeva in the Ashta^ati. But in the Ashtashasri or Apta-

mimfimsalamkrira, which is a later and more exhaustive commen-

tary on the Devagamastotra, we are introduced by Vidyananda to a

imamsaka who starts objections against Samantabhadra's views.

fw^mmni^Tj^ ^wf^^irf^i^^ mg^sn^T^t'TTff

^" This line occurs in Kumarila's Mimariisri.41okavartika, Pandita, vol. iii. p. 86.

This verse is ascribed to Kumarila by Sslyana-Madhava, Sarvadarsana Saiiip^raha,

Bibl. Ind., p. 28.
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^T»mMv:'° ^^f^rJi:" fl-t^Rtv^: i sr ^ wwi^-

^ irfinrraw ii aini wi^^ ^^s^: Hrftim i

^;r?^ ^'' f^^ xrs^ ^irriw i ^m*imh ^^g ^n-

^^ These are Kumarila's words reproduced from his verses that follow next.

Vidyananda is giving here in his own words a summary of KiimSrila's views.
20 These verses, together with the one already quoted, are also found in the

Prameyakamalamartanda, Deccan College MS., No. 638 of 1875-76, p. 117.

They are attributed to Tautatita alias Kumirila by SSyanamSdhava in the Sarva-

dar^ana Sariigraha, Bibl. Ind., p. 28.

21 This is the reading in the Prameyakamalamartanda. The Sarvadarsana Sarii-

graha reads f^rU^Jc^iT^ty^: which is not correct, as fHcEl qualifies STITVT in

Vidy^nanda's summary.
-2 This reading is found in the Prameyakamalamdrtanda. The Sarvadar^ana

Samgraha reads rTSTf^ which is wrong.

^^ This is the reading in the Prameyakamalamartanda, and is sanctioned by Vidyii-

nanda as he explains it ^cTTcErrfNj T Hrlrffnil^: in his summary of KumArOa's

views given above. The reading in the Sarvadarsana Sariigraha i^^lcwlni is posi-

tively wrorg.
24 This is the reading in the Prameyakamalamartanda, but the Sarvadarsana

Samgraha reads |or»lVci<i.
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—Ashtasahasri.

Translation.

' It may be said that an ordinary person is never found endowed

with supernatural perception, so that we can predicate the same

thing of the Lord. But such an objection should not be raised, for

Jina is the lord of ordinary persons. A quality which is found in

the generality of mankind cannot be attributed to one who is their

lord, for he transcends their nature. But it is urged by a certain

Mimaihsaka that an omniscient being cannot be proved to exist

beyond dispute. There is positive evidence to disprove such a

notion. Perception cannot prove it ; nor is inference of any avail,

as no part of him is seen which might serve as a sign. Therefore

it is said (by Kumarila) :

^^

" In the first place, no onmiscient being is now seen by us or

others. Nor is any part of him seen, by which as a sign the exis-

tence of such a being can be inferred. The eternal scripture (Veda)

does not describe an omniscient being ; it treats primarily of action.^

If it treated of the nature of things it would involve too much.

The idea of an omniscient being is not conveyed by such Vedic

^ This is the reading in the Prameyakamalamartanda. The Sarvadar^na Saip-

graha reads 5RSOT.

* Laghusamantabhadra notices another reading ^|c(t^ which is also found in

the Prameyakamalamjlrtanda and the Sarvadarsana Samgraha.

*' The Sarvadarsana Samgraha indicates the remaining verses by «[r«4llcs.

* See notes i8 and 20. ^ Sacrifices.
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sentences as ' He knows all,' ' He knows the world,' 'Hiranyagarbha

is omniscient/ as they primarily refer to action.

" Vedic passages referring to different topics cannot declare the

existence of an omniscient being. Nor is such an idea alluded to

in repetitions of Vedic ^^ passages, as it had never been mentioned

before. It is not consistent for the eternal scripture to treat of an

omniscient being who had a beginning. A spurious scripture com-

posed by some person cannot be evidence of his omniscience, when

they ^^ depend on reciprocal support. A scripture composed by one

person cannot be an authority for the omniscience of another per-

son. If the existence of an omniscifent being can be established

from the unfounded words of a person who is not omniscient, why
should it not be established from one's own words ?

" It is therefore said (by Kumarila) no Vedic injunction declares

the existence of an omniscient being, nor can such a notion be the

subject of explanatory passages in the Vedas.

" His existence is not established by Vedic sentences which refer

to quite a different matter. Nor is he ever alluded to in repetitions,

as he was never before mentioned. An omniscient being who had

a beginning can never be the subject of the eternal scripture ; how

can he be established by a scripture made by man and spurious ?

" Again, an omniscient being is accepted by others ^^ on his own
word ; how can either be established when tliey thus both depend

on reciprocal support ?

"The saying was true because it was uttered by one omniscient;

and the existence of the omniscient one is proved by that saying

;

how can either point be established without some previously estab-

lished foundation ?

• "But as to those who believe in the existence of an omniscient

being on the baseless word of one who is not omniscient, why
should they not know it from their own words ?

^^

*' Nor can the proof called comparison, prove the existence of an

omniscient being, as there is nobody like him in the world.

" Therefore it is said (by Kumarila)

:

"If we now could see anybody like an omniscient being we

might then recognise him by comparison.

" The proof called presumption also fails to prove the point, as

^ The Vedic terms in this passage are explained by Laghusamantabhadra, who

refers to the BhAvanaviveka as his authority.
31 His scripture and his omniscience.
32 The Jains.

3=5 The reading in the Sarvadarsana Saihgraha being wrong, Professor Cowell's

translation of this verse is equally so.
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there is no circumstance which raises such a presumption, and

which cannot otherwise be accounted for. The teaching of virtue,

&c., which is accepted by many people, can be otherwise explained.

Therefore it is said (by Kumiirila) :

" Though Buddha and others were not omniscient, still can we

not account for their teaching, which embraces virtue and vice,

otherwise ?
^*

" Buddha and others did not know the Vedas, to which their rise

is not due ; therefore their teaching is founded entirely on delusion.

" On the other hand, Manu and others, who were the chief of

those who knew the Vedas, have their works accepted by the fol-

lowers of the Vedas because their sayings are based on the Vedas.
" Thus there is no other proof by which the omniscience of Arhan

can be established."

In order to understand this passage correctly, we must remember

that it is usual with Indian authors to set forth in their own lan-

guage the views of an opponent, and then by way of confirmation to

quote his precise words. This practice is followed ^^ by Vidyananda

in the passage just quoted. It is therefore evident that Kumarila

j

has attacked Samantabhadra. Vidyananda thus winds up his reply

y^to the Mimfuhsaka :

—

w. f^Tfvfwr ^: #s^RT jttMNh II

^^ ^iFTWRsnqftf^^siHl^ri 11

^ W ^T^^lTRT^ftl r^*4N ill ^5«|W II ? li

'TRfrr f^^^ H rTRT^ Ifrr II

^ I.e., by the fact that the teaching is accepted by many people. Laghusaman-
tabhadra says that there is a Mku (or question) in this verse. This is confirmed by
Vidyfinanda's summary given immediately before the verse. Professor Cowell's trans-
lation of it is therefore inaccurate.

** See notes 19 and 23.

N

I
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^EfW W^R ^% fia% rtrHr^rTT ^: II JJ II

—Ashtasahasri.

Translation.

" We have thus refuted what is urged by Kumarila in the follow-

ing five verses

—

*' The statement ^^ that a man is omniscient, and that an omni-

scient being is a man, is a gratuitous assertion.

" For the conclusion sought to be established that Arhan alone is

omniscient is not conveyed by this assertion. ISTor is there evidence

in support of what ^^ is really conveyed by it.

" The omniscience of Arhan, which is spoken of in proving the

authority of the Jaina scriptures, cannot be inferred from the evidence

of the existence of any indefinite omniscient being.^

" So long as Buddha is omniscient, his doctrines cannot be false

;

if some indefinite person is omniscient, is that evidence as to the

truth of the Jaina scriptures ?

" For the fact that one person is omniscient will not prove the

truth of the words of another; for to be related to each other as

cause and effect, omniscience and words must belong to one and the

same person."

In the Prameyakamalamartanda ^^ also the Mimamsaka figures

prominently. He says that there is not a particle of evidence in

support of Jina's omniscience. The reasons adduced to prove this

^ Made in the Devagamastotra. Kumarila's words ^i>4«i ?3rim5^fl are thus ex-

plainedbyLaghusamantabhadraH fcw^TH^ifsTHTy^TUTiir d^ ^rro^ urira^qfT.

^BT r«W3Tftr are the opening words of the sixth verse of Samantabhadra, which has

been already quoted and translated above. Kumajila uses the word ^t "a man,"

advisedly, since a woman is unfit to enter Nirvana, and cannot be omniscient accord-

ing to the Digambara Jainas. Cf.

Sarvadars'ana Saihgraha.

^ Namely, that some undetermined man is omniscient.

L^ghusamantabbadra.
38 Such as Buddha. Kumarila says that the reasons given by Samantabhadra

apply not only to Arhan, but also to Buddha, and are therefore absurd.

39 The Prameyakamalamartanda. In this work PrabhS-chandra borrows the PtiT^'a-

paksha of the Mimamsaka word for word from the Ashtasahasri, and quotes most of
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point may be urged with equal force in favour of Buddha ; and what
is advanced by Samantabhadra in the fifth verse is a mere assertion :

—

^mt lift: KfnfJTq^tsi^^ij: w^?( wiTt ^sft

The chief point on which the Mimaihsaka lays stress is, that a

man is never able to know virtue, vice, &c., except through Vedic

^^injunctions, though he may know everything else in the world :

—

^V In the Aptapariksh^ Vidyanauda has reproduced the substance of

the Devagamastotra, as we learn from his own lips :

—

—Aptapariksha.

the verses from the Mimamsaslokavartika cited by Vidyjlnanda. The following

additional verses of Kumarila are found in the Prameyakamalamartanda

—

HglcMMl UI4l4Ur<4 ^HlTlMJ^ycJIcWctrT U

—Mimariisaslokavartika, Pandit, vol. iii. p. 87.

*> This is the fifth verse of Samantabhadra turned into prose. Prameyakamala-

m&rtanda,
*^ Laghusamantabhadra attributes this verse to Kumarila, who holds

—

—^Ashtasaliasri.

** Svftmi is Samantabhadrasvdmi. Sdstrakara is Umdsvati. The stotra is the

opening verse of his Tatvdrtha, which is cited farther on.
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The Tatv^rthasutra of Umasvati opens with a verse extolling

Arhan as omniscient :

—

-.0

This introductory verse has been expanded by Samantabhadra

into the Aptamimaihsa or Devagamastotra ; and Vidyananda pre-

sents a brief summary of the views advocated in the last-mentioned

work in his Aptaparlksha. Here again the author of the Ashta-

sahasrl attempts a vindication of Samantabhadra's position against

the attacks of Kum&rila:

—

rnTtS^TrftjTrTi^Tf^ HrEI^TTRr|wf^WT I

HH^Hi^«<l*HI^-=hHni^^T: ^fwHiirii: 11 1« 11

?^^ TRTnTOTW^T TT^l^iTFm: II tt II

W^t^ Wwk Xn^Tftj ftRfw. II td II

^ IwfHfTT WT^JTTrfw^Tfqtrf^ II eo II

^ "^(T^ MmA ^Knmfrt HTHirrftT ^ 1

^^ttiTiiflini^ "R^T^wrsiRftBm: 11 ^h h

*'^f^ ^|: iwT% wrwt^:^ ^fFJw" I

^ ^^^^^^T^rm^Mft^^fw II e^ II

f^r^Hrrftm^'Rf v^m ^m^^ii ^? 11

q^rtfT: w^ w^ u^ '^f^mr. 1

fa iSj^iril ^^(^ ^w^^sftr M^?r: 11 a8 11
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—Aptapariksha.

Translation,

" Therefore things which are minute and remote iu space or time

are directly perceived by Arhan, since they are cognisable, just as

the objects of our perception that are well ascertained. The reason

assigned here is not fallacious in respect of remote things such as

Mount Mandara, or minute things such as atoms, because they are

made the subject *^ of the minor premise by Samantabhadra in his fifth

verse. Here things ^ minute or remote in space or time, including

virtue, vice, &c., are proved to be directly perceived by the Lord

Jina. It ought not to be supposed that Jina's perception cannot

be proved like our own perception, as there is no dispute about

them both. Cognisability is not disproved wholly or partially, as

things which are not cognisable are out of place. Kumarila, who
says,*^ * If an omniscient being can be proved to exist by the six

kinds of proof, who can prevent it ?
' does admit that all things are

cognisable.*^ If all things can be known through Vedic injunctions,

*5 The fifth verse of Samantabhadra is defended here. Vidy^nanda brings forward

this very argument in the Ashtasahasri :

—

Laghusamantabhadra explains these words thus :

—

Tig: *Hw5yiHwi<yiH stttV ^^safirgT^ ^.

His explanation of Samantabhadra's fifth verse runs thus :

—

vjMlim^ 5IW fTJcUrUTdi vraf?T uyi<«*ifd ar^^nin hfttcwpj^ ^
" This line reproduces Akalainka's explanation of Samantabhadra's phrase

^criHfjlHdCI^T:

** This is a quotation from Kumarila's Mim^rhs^lokav^rtika, Pandit, vol. iii.

p. 85.

* In the Ashtasahasri VidyAnanda employs ST^WEI and VHTH as synonymous

terms, and says that ai^IlU means ^rl-rfl-fl'BjlTW. He argues that even accord-

ing to Kumarila all things are ^HlfwiHl or knowable through ^ts^n ; in other

words, all things are SRWI* • If so, it follows that Samantabhadra is right when he
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then minute and distant things are proved to be cognisable in the

same way as things directly perceived. Whatever is not perceived

by Arhan is not cognisable ; as, for instance, false heretical doc-

trines. This negative judgment is well determined. In this way,

by well-established positive and negative judgments, Arhan is proved

to be omniscient beyond dispute."

In this passage Vidyananda quotes a line from the Mimaihsa-

slokavartika, and tells us that its author, Kumarila, has assailed the

fifth verse of Samantabliadra. The passage in the Aptapariksha is

thus explained in the commentary :

—

says that the minute, past, and distant are Vfr^^ to Jina, because they are SHTTI?*

The gist of the argument is that if KumHrila virtually admits the premises, he must be

understood to accept the conclusion deduced from them. This argument is repeated

in the Jaina^lokav^rtika.
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—Aptaparikshalaihkriti.

Translation.

" That very Miinamsaka, while admitting that a knowledge of all

things can be obtained by means of arguments, cannot deny that all

tilings are cognisable by the six kinds of proof. While he accepts

the view of Sabarasvami*^ that a Vedic injunction is able to make
known the past, the present, the future, the minute and the distant,

how can he escape from the conclusion that things which are minute,

past, future, and distant are as cognisable as those that we actually

perceive, so that he can declare entirely unproved the cognisability

inherent in the subject of the minor premise ?

" It may be urged as an objection that cognisability is not found

in the soul, the knowing subject in cf\'^^i^|r^ and in Xfi^^R,
which is characterised by the action of cognition, and as cognis-

ability is found only in those things which are the objects of cogni-

tion, and are thus cognisable, we have here a fallacy in which the

reason is partly improved, because it is not found in the subject of

the minor premise.

" This objection is met thus : The statement of the Mim^msaka
is not correct. If the soul, which is the knowing subject, were

entirely non-cognisable, it would follow that the soul is not cognis-

able even by inference, just as it is held by the Mimaihsaka to be

*7 Mlmariisabhashya, Tarkapdda.

* eRmrar^, or knowledge obtained through the senses, is not considered URIcT,

because it is liable to be affected by the defects of the senses. Direct perception is

VRI9 ; but the result of such perception, which corresponds to tKr^jJR, is not

considered XTfiig by the Mlm&msaka.
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non-cognisable by perception. Prabhakara maintains that the soul

cannot be known as the object of cognition by perception ; but he

does not say that it is non-cognisable by every other proof, as that

would be inconsistent with Prabhakara's position.

cJj^TTraj;^, though it is not the object of cognition by perception,

is none the less inferential knowledge, as otherwise we could not

obtain definite knowledge of pots and other things, and it is there-

fore not altogether non-cognisable, as it would militate against the

views of Sabarasvami, who says,^^ ' When a thing is known, then by

inference one can know an idea.'

"As regards XfJ^rafT*?' ^^ ^^ characterised by the action of cogni-

tion. How can one who holds that knowledge that manifests itself

is perception declare of a thing inferred by action that it is not

cognisable? Thus all knowledge inferred from the manifestation

of pots and other things is thus shown to be cognisable in some

way or other.

" By this reasoning t^ ^^J'R ^^^ 4^^s|IM ^^^® ^^^^ proved

to be cognisable even according to Bhatta, who holds that they are

imperceptible to the senses.

" Therefore, in the case of distant things, the reason cognisability

is not unproved ; as in the opinion of the Jaina, so also in that of

the Mimamsaka, distant things have been somehow proved to be

cognisable."

It is hardly necessary to point out that the passages which I have

quoted above leave no room for doubt that Samantabhadra is attacked

•by Kum^rila. The line of argument adopted by Vidyananda and

Prabhachandra in defending Samantabhadra is, that since all things

are knowable through Chodana, there must be some being who
knows all things, that is, who is omniscient, and that this omniscient

being is no other than Arhan himself.

An interesting question that naturally suggests itself at this

stage of our inquiry is whether Akalaiiikadeva, who is the earlier

commentator on the Dev^gamastotra, and yet has not a word to

say about Kum^rila, comes in for a share of criticism at the hands

of the illustrious Mimamsaka.

In some of the verses which have been quoted above, Kumarila

says that when the Jainas try to prove the omniscience of Arhan

from the Agama or Jaina scripture, and maintain that the Agama

is authoritative because it embodies the utterances of the omniscient

*8 Miraariisabhashya, Tarkapada.
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being Arhan, they argue in a circle. In the six verses of the Deva-
gamastotra there is no express mention of the Agama being the sole

proof of the omniscience of Arhan. The idea is first introduced by
Akalamkadeva in his explanation of them :

—

—Ashta^ati.^

And the Parikshamukha, which is entirely based, as I have

already proved,^^ on Akalaiiika's works, defines the Agama

—

Aphorism 94.

as " the knowledge of things derived from the utterances of the

omniscient being Arhan." From these passages it is evident that,

in the view of Akalamkadeva, Arhan is omniscient, according to the

Agama, and the Agama is authoritative because it embodies the

utterances of the omniscient being Arhan. Kumarila very properly

remarks that here the Jainas are reasonin^r in a circle :

—

-s-^^

3TO in^vT^ ^rwTs^: inft^m 1

It is therefore clear that Akalaiiikadeva's explanation has formed

the subject of Kumarila's criticism. This point hardly admits of a

doubt when we learn that some other portions of the Ashta^ati have

been attacked by the Mimaihsaka. Akalamkadeva says :

—

'" Deccan College MS,, No. 566 of 1875-76.
'^ My paper on Bhartfihari and Kumarila.
^^ These verses have been quoted and translated above.
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^f^^^TT"^T5I^ ^TOT^t^T^^^

—Ashta^ati.^^

Translation.

" There is nothing, indeed, which cannot be understood by the

soul, whose very nature is knowing. If it fails to know anything,

it is due to a different nature in the shape of ignorance.^^ The soul

which does exist is stupefied by something else resembling wine.

In the absence of the latter the soul is entirely free from stupor,

and can perceive everything, proximity and remoteness having no

effect at all. Therefore, the senses are not needed by Arhan just

as a person who has applied magic ointment to his eyes does not

need light Therefore, any other cause which increases the

acuteness of consciousness or the senses is really not necessary, as

animals ^^ moving at night, or a person with magic ointment applied

to his eyes, can see forms without light or proximity."

In these passages Akalamkadeva says that the soul has a natural

capacity for grasping everything. This capacity is neutralised in

ordinary persons by ignorance and other causes. When these

causes are done away the soul becomes Arhan, who does not need

the senses to enable him to perceive everything. These opinions

of Akalamkadeva are thus criticised by the Mimariisaka in the

Ashtasahasri :

—

^ Deccan College MS., No. 566 of 1857-76.
5* This is explained in a passage in the Ashtasahasri, quoted farther on.
^^ Such as cats, owls, and rats. See note 58.
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^MT ^l^<^ ^ Tf%: ^i'»d^m^i'»<% I

?» ^t5RW ^ ^l!#SWJI«aJri<MtflT II ^ ^«M«*IHil-

** The first verse occurs in Kumarila's Mimaihs&^okavartika, Pandit, vol. iii. p. 85

The remaining verses, which form part of the same passage as the first, are ascribed

to KumSrila in the commentary on the Aptapariksh4. The first verse, which actuallj

occurs in KumA,rila's works, is vsrrongly attributed by SftyanamMhava to G uru or

Prabhakara in his Mimdmsadarsana.
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—Ashtasahasri.

Translation.

"Perception and other proofs, which ^rm the subject of debate,

are not possible, from their very nature, without the help of the

senses, any more than the well-known perception and other proofs.

This proposition does not prove too much as applying to the per-

ception of vultures,*'^ boars, and ants, which does not need proximity
;

or to that of the animals ^^ moving at night, which does not require

light. Neither the inferential knowledge of Vararuchi,^^ nor the

Vedic lore of Jaimini, militates against this view, as even in these

cases perception is impossible without the exercise of the ordinary

senses, each sense being exercised within its proper scope, which

excludes objects which are imperceptible to the senses, or which

cannot be inferred. Therefore it is said [by Kumurila] :

^^

"Whenever we find the power of a sense intensified, it is done

without its going beyond its proper objects ; thus it may appear in

the power of seeing the distant or the minute, but never in the

ear's becoming cognisant of form.

" Those persons who are found to excel in intelligence and memory
do so in degree, but never in observing things which are imper-

ceptible to the senses.

" A person, though intelligent and able to see minute things, excels

other persons without transgressing his species.

57 tivmi ggiurn^ crrrgTwt ^tihiura^ fmiffeiisri yiiijuru^ ^*
Laghusamantabhadra.

'^ Such as cats, owls, and rats. fsi^T^T^loF^^^: Ibid.

59 Vararuchi is another name of K£lty4yana, Ibid.

6° See note 56.

Laghusamantabhadra.
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" Great excellence is seen in the study of one science, but by that

alone a knowledge of another science is not gained.

" A sound knowledge of grammar enables one to distinguish be-

tween correct and incorrect words, but not to ascertain the proper

constellation and lunar day, or to predict an eclipse.

"An astronomer, though well versed in predicting solar and lunar

eclipses, cannot ascertain the correctness of Bhavati and other words.

" Similarly, a person, though well read in the Vedas and epics, is

not able to see in person heaven, the gods, and Apurva.

" A person who can leap ten feet into the air is never able to rise

to the height of a yojana, even after a hundred trials.

"There is therefore no possibility of superhuman perception dif-

ferent in kind from ordinary perception, from which an exception to

the rule can be admitted. If it is contended that such an exception

occurs in the case of some particular individual like Arhan, we
Mimamsakas reply that it is not proved, as there is no evidence in

support of it, because no one is able to perceive the minute, the

past, and the distant.

" All these are the thoughtless assertions of the Mimaihsaka."

From this passage it can be easily concluded that the Mimaih-

saka, who is no other than Kumarila himself, has attacked the view

o'f Akalaihkadeva that Arhan can perceive things without the help

of the senses. Vidyananda thus defends Akalamkadeva :

—

ffW: -feit JT^PfTT TT^: ^1% u^ "^^ ^^WT-

-fJTtC"' I fW: MH«*J|ls!Nr^tij*l!H*<Hiri<HrriM'^

^ These are Akalariikadeva's words. See the second passage from the Ashtaiatl.

** Laghusamantabhadra notices another reading ^t3RTcRITfT, which is also found

in the Prameyakamalamartanda and the Sarvadarsana Saiiigraha. The reading in the

Ashtasahasrl may be really dIdHI cI(^j[OTjrT
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gr^T^ lif^^T^ ^t^^m^ ^"RchR^ ^rw<ttMr^M<*¥-
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^^ «h'H*4sj: ^ l <^rri BfN^ I

"aim u«ii«;jMM«ji^»4ir<^*?*riT(^Trr ^m ir^cM^

w" 3;iw ^:^ ^iT ij^ ^rr^i^ fw^qwt^sn^

—Ashtasahasri.

Translation.

" Therefore Arhan, the lord of men, is proved to be omniscient.

'' There is nothing, indeed, which cannot be comprehended by

the soul whose very nature is knowing. If it fails to know any-

thing, it is due to the hindrance caused by a different nature."

But how is the liindrance caused by a different nature in the shape

of ignorance proved, from which we can infer that the soul has a

natural capacity for knowing all things, that all things are its proper

objects, and that the soul is able to know them all with this natural

capacity ? We reply that as a knowledge of all things could not

be produced by a Yedic precept if the soul had no such natural

capacity, and as the Mimamsaka,^* while admitting that " a Vedic

precept is able to make particular persons acquainted with the past,

the present, the future, and the distant," yet rejects the view [of

Akalamkadeva] that " the soul has a natural capacity for knowing

all things ; " how can he be consistent ? That knowledge is not

different from the soul in the opinion of the Mlmaihsaka, their iden-

tity being established in some way or other, otherwise a different

tenet would have to be accepted by the Mimaihsaka. Therefore it

follows that a man is not devoid of the natural capacity for knowing

everything, since a Vedic precept produces a knowledge of all things.

But it may be objected that this view does not hold good in every

case, because uncertain knowledge is produced, and consequently the

** The MimSriisaka, who is no other than Kumarfla himself, attacks Akaljwhkade^a's

views. Cf. the passage in the Aptaparikshalamkriti quoted above.
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discussion of injuuctions and prohibitions becomes impossible. How,
then, is ignorance found in some individuals in respect of some sub-

jects ? Our reply is that * the soul which does exist is stupefied

by one of those things related to it which resemble wine.' How is

this proved ? This is proved from the inference that the stupefac-

tion of the soul, which is the subject of dispute, is produced by one

of those things related to it, like the stupefaction produced by wine.

One of the things related to the soul means one of the hindrances

to knowledge. ' In the absence of it the soul is entirely free from

stupor, and can perceive everything, proximity and remoteness

having no effect at all' But how in the absence of one of the

things related to the soul—the hindrances to knowledge—can a

man be so entirely free from stupor that he can perceive everything

past, future, present, and endless, including life and other substances

consisting of the Arthaparyaya and the Vyaiijanaparyaya ?
^^*

" We who are present here reply, that if one thing is found wher-

ever another thing is present, and is not found wherever the other

is absent, as, for example, smoke is never found wherever there is

no fire ; in the same way the stupefaction of the soul takes place

only in consequence of the hindrances to knowledge. Therefore it

follows that in the absence of such hindrances the soul is not stupe-

fied. It is wrong to say that the soul though entirely free from

stupor can perceive only what is near in time or place, but never

what is remote ; for proximity does not produce knowledge nor

does distance prevent it, as even when these are found knowledge

and ignorance are absent. Like the pupil in the eye and magic

ointment, or like the sun and the moon, it is fitness or the absence

of it which produces knowledge or ignorance respectively. Fitness

alone is the cause of knowledge, whereas proximity or remoteness

has no effect whatever. That fitness again is partial or total free-

dom from stupor, viz., the abolition of actions obstructing knowledge.

Thus it follows that the soul that is entirely free from stupor does

perceive everything. Therefore it is said

:

'' How can the soul, which is knowing, be ignorant of knowable

things ? How can fire fail to burn fuel when there is nothing ^^ to

check its effect ?

" Therefore Arhan does not need the senses, just as a person with

magic ointment applied to his eyes requires no light, for this reason

*»** For an explanation of these terms see the Nyayadipika of Abhinava-Dharma-

bhushana, pupil of VardhamS.nabhattaraka, Deccan College MS., No. 624 of 1875-76,

p. 38. This work was composed about Saka 1307. South Ind. Inscrip., vol, i. p. 156.

85 Such as gems and charms. Laghusamantabhadra,
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—for what reason ?—because Arhan is entirely free from stupor, or

because he perceives everything. A person who is partly free

from stupor or sees anything indistinctly, such a person only is

seen to require the senses. But Arhan, who differs from such a

person, and who is entirely free from stupor and who can perceive

everything, does not need the senses, as it would contradict Iiis

omniscience."

In this passage Vidyananda defends Akalaihkadeva's opinion

that Arhan does not need the senses, from tlie attacks of the

Mimamsakaj who is no other than Kumarila himself. This

subject is also touched upon in the Jaina Slokavartika, where

Vidyananda begins by parodying two of Kumarila's verses which

have been quoted above :

^^

—

^nrftRT^ ^WT^t^ ufrmt ^sttsr 11

^aVT^ 'STRff f5T^[sR]TT^TRTH II

"* Cy. Kiimarila's verses quoted in the third passage from the Ashtasahasri.

"^ This verse has also been quoted and translated above.

O
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—Slokavartikalamkara.^^

Translation.

" If, therefore, men who are seen endowed with exceptional intel-

ligence and memory are able to know the past, the minute, &c., by

the power of a Vedic precept, why should not Arhan, who is able

to see minute things through the abolition of the obstructions of

knowledge, surpass other men of dull intellect ?

" Though others have said that ' a man who jumps ten feet into

the air is never able to rise to the height of a yojana even after a

hundred trials,' still this notion is shown to be absurd in the

following verses.

" The instance of transgressing, &c., given to show that a man
can never outdo his nature, offers no obstacle to the display of

nature. Cannot the career of Arhan, who has destroyed ^^ all

actions, be natural ? Who can prevent his upward course into

the spacious heavens forming the crest-jewel of the world, which

happens in a moment, and which results from the entire destruc-

tion of the hindrance to power—from transgressing the ordinary

rule?

" For these reasons the view of Kum^rila, who has laughed at the

Jainas, saying,'^^ 'Those who attribute to a being who does not

need the senses supreme knowledge, embracing the minute, the

past, &c., have said very well,' is refuted in the following

verse.

"Therefore it is established beyond dispute that Arhan, who

^ Deccan College MS. Both the text and the commentary in this work are

believed to have been composed by VidySnanda himself. The text is frequently

quoted in the Ashtasahasri. See my paper on Bhartrihari and Kumarila.

69 Tatv^rtha of Umasvati, Chapter X., aphorisms 2 and 5. Mr. Fleet has mis-

taken the Jaina idea of gRTTgzi for the Brahminical notion of «I^J. His volume

on Gupta Inscriptions, p. 260.

'0 This verse of KumSrila will be discussed farther on.
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does not need the eye and other organs of sense, is possessed of

supreme knowledge, which embraces all substances and their

forms."

I shall now give below a brief analysis of the contents of the

several passages that we have so far examined.

I. The passage from the Devagamastotra, in which it is said

that Arhan, who can perceive the minute, the past, &c., is

omniscient.

II. The first passage from the Ashtasahasri, in which a Mimam-
saka quotes Kumarila's verses attacking the omniscience of Arhan.

III. The second passage from the Ashtasahasri, in which Kuma-
rila directly attacks the omniscience of Arhan.

IV. The passage from the Aptapariksha, in which it is said that

Kumarila attacks the fifth verse of Samantabhadra.

V. The passage from the commentary on the Aptapariksha, in

which Kumarila is represented as virtually admitting the premises

of Samantabhadra, and thus accepting his conclusion that Arhan is

omniscient.

VI. The first passage from the Ashtasati, in which Akalairika-

deva says that the omniscience of Arhan is established from the

Agama or Jaina scripture.

VTI. The second passage from the Ashtasati, in which Akalaih-

kadeva says that Arhan does not need the senses.

VIII. The third passage from the Ashtasahasri, in which the

Miraaiiisaka attacks this view of Akalaihkadeva.

IX. The fourth passage from the Ashtasahasri, in which this

view of Akalamkadeva is defended by Vidyananda.

X. The passage from the Jaina Slokavartika, which repeats

Kumarila's verses quoted in the third passage from the Ashtasa-

hasri, and in which Akalaiiikadeva's view is attacked by Kumarila,

and defended by Vidyananda.

The works which I have quoted are the Devagamastotra or Apta-

mimaiiisa of Samantabhadra, Akalaiiikadeva's commentary called

Ashtasati, and Vidyananda's later and more exhaustive commentary

called Ashtasahasri, on the Devagamastotra. I have also cited

Vidyananda's Aptapariksha and Jaina Slokavartika.

The subject discussed in these passages is the omniscience of

Arhan. Samantabhadra says that the being who can perceive the

minute, the past, and the distant is Arhan, who is therefore omni-

scient. Akalamkadeva, while explaining Samantabhadra's views,

remarks that Arhan does not need the senses. These are precisely

the views which, Vidyananda tells us, are laughed at by Kum4-
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rila in his last verse quoted in the extract from the Jaina

Slokavartika

:

Samantabhadra says

Akalamkadeva explains ^fif^JT ^^ mean cfij^f^jfcfi'f^ =
3rTnTfTTft P^st, &c. ; Kumarila has reproduced in his expression

t1W I ffl ff T l%f^^^ ^^^ °^ly Samantabhadra's phrase, but Aka-

laiiikadeva's explanation of it also. Again, Kumarila's expression

^f^^T^R'^f^'^* ^^d ^^6 expression ^^rf7T?^TRR^f^W»
which Vidyananda uses in refuting this very verse of Kumarila, are

intended to explain Akalariikadeva's phrase ^rT^X*?''^^!* It is

therefore obvious that Kumarila, in reproducing the views of Saman-

tabhadra and Akalamkadeva, has used as nearly as possible the

very words of those authors.

This celebrated verse of Kumarila runs thus in his Mimamsa-
slokavartika

:

—Pandit, vol. iii. p. 88.

I have already translated the first verse. It may, however, be

noted that the reading given by Vidyananda is obviously more

correct than that found in the Pandit. In the second verse from

the Mimaiiisa^lokavartika just quoted Kumarila says that the

omniscience of Arhan cannot be established without the Agama or

Jaina scripture, and the authority of the Agama cannot be estab-
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lished without the existence of an omniscient being like Arhan,

and that there is no instance of such a being among men. I have

already discussed KumariJa's view that Akalaihkadeva is arguing in

a circle.

I have fixed the date of Akalaiiikadeva in my paper on Bhartri-

hari and Kumarila. I shall give here a brief ^^ summary of my
arguments. Jinasena, the preceptor of the Rashtrak vita king Amo-
ghavarsha I., mentions Akalaiiikadeva in his Adipurana, written about

Saka 760. This work speaks of Prabhachandra as the author of

the Chandrodaya. The commentator on the Adipurana tells us that

the Chandrodaya referred to by Jinasena is the Nyayakumuda
Chandrodaya of Prabhachandra. In his introduction to this work

Prabhachandra says that he was the pupil of Akalaihkadeva, and

that he also wrote the Prameyakamalamartanda. In the last-

mentioned work Prabhachandra quotes Buna's Kadambari and Bhar-

trihari's Vakyapadiya. The conclusion that we can deduce from

these facts is that Akalaihkadeva and his pupil Prabhachandra lived

after Bana and Bhartrihari, and before Jinasena. Bana was con-

temporary with Pulake^i II., and Jinasena was contemporary with

Amoghavarsha I. These facts confirm the view of Brahmanemidatta

that Akalaihkadeva lived in the time of the Rashtrakiita king

Krishnaraja I., who reigned in the third quarter of the eighth cen-

tury. Prabhachandra's Kamalamartanda mentions'^ Vidyananda,

who quotes Akalaihkadeva. It is therefore plain that Prabhachandra

and Vidyananda flourished towards the close of the eighth and the

beginning of the ninth century. We have seen that Akalaihkadeva

is attacked in the Mimaihsaslokavartika, and is defended by his

pupil Prabhachandra and Vidyananda. It is plain that Akalaihkadeva

did not live long enough to defend his position. The task of vin-

dicating his views consequently devolved on his illustrious pupil.

These facts necessarily lead to the conclusion that Kumarila was

contemporary with Akalaihkadeva, and lived in the time of the

Rashtrakuta king Krishnaraja I.

I may state here that Akalaiiikadeva and his pupil Prabhachandra

quote ^^ Dharmakirti. This is the eminent Buddhist author, who,

as I have proved elsewhere/^ is criticised by Kumarila, Samkar^-

^ For an exhaustive discussion of the subject I would refer Sanskrit scholars to

my paper itself.

'^ In a verse of Manikyanandi, on whose work Prabhachandra has written his com-
mentary.

^3 Asht.a4at!, D. C. MS., p. 4 ; Ashtasahasri, D. C. MS., p. 68.
''* My paper on Dharmakirti and Samkaricharya, and that on Bhartrihari and

KumArila.
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charya, and Suresvara. But I-tsing's reference to Dharmakirti is.

interpreted variously. The French translator makes Dharmakirti

contemporary with I-tsing, whereas Professor Wassiliev holds that

Dharmakirti lived " nearest in time " to the Chinese traveller who
mentions him7^ Again, Akalamkadeva's pupil, Prabhachandra,

quotes the Vakyapadiya. This work is also frequently quoted and

criticised by Kumarila.^^ I-tsing says that Bhartrihari, the author

of the V^hyapadiya, died in 650 a.d."^ These facts alone are suffi-

cient to confirm the date which I have assigned to Kumarila. And
since Suresvara^® quotes the Mimamsaslokavartika, we may con-

clude that his famous teacher Samkaracharya lived after Kumarila.

''^ Ind. Ant., vol. xix. p. 319.
^^ My paper on Bhartrihari and Kumarila.
''^ Ind. Ant., vol. ix. p. 308,

^^ See my paper on Bhartrihari and Kumarila, in which I have proved conclusively

that Samkaracharya criticises Kumarila in his TaittiriyabhS,shya. See also Rdma-
tlrtha's Sarlrakas^stra Samgraha, chap. i. sect. i.
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THE FLORENTINE JAINA MANUSCRIPTS.
BY

PROFESSOR COUNT F. L. PULLfi.

PREFATORY REMARKS BY PROFESSOR LEUMANN.

An illustrious member of this Section, Count de Gubernatis, has asked

me to read a short communication by a friend of ours who regrets

very much his inability to attend the Congress in person. I speak of

Professor Count Pulle of Pisa, whom we all till very lately expected

to meet here, but who unfortunately is prevented from leaving Italy

a't present. Professor Pulle has been working fcj: some while in

cataloguing the Jaina Section of that splendid collection of Indian

manuscripts which, through the indefatigable care of the Count de

Gubernatis, is now preserved in the Biblioteca Nazionale di Firenze.

You all know that a masterly catalogue of the Brahmanical part of

that collection has lately been brought out by Professor Aufrecht.

It was printed with the help of the Royal Academy of Berlin,

unrepresented, we regret to say, at our meeting. The corresponding

publication, giving full information about the 350 Jaina manuscripts

of Florence, is now being printed, at the expense of the Italian

Government, by Professor PuU^, and we are sure that his forthcoming

work will give us a great deal of most trustworthy and valuable

information. Meanwhile, something like a short abstract of this

Jaina catalogue has been handed over to us. This enumerates the

sixty-five canonical scriptures of those 350 works. I see from the

list that the canon is very well represented indeed, some few texts

only being wanting. I particularly call attention to the fact that

the very last, and a very rare one of the forty-five canonical scrip-

tures, named Pindaniryuhti, is in this Florentine collection. A second

copy has, I may add, happily also been procured by Professor

Bendall when travelling to Nepal ; and to complete the enumera-
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tion, the third and last European copy of the work has reached the

Strassburg University Library.

Allow me only to select one more title which will perhaps prove of

considerable interest—it is No. 42 of Professor Pulle's list, professing

to be a Nisithacurni. If this entry is right—I myself do not ven-

ture yet to believe that it is right, but it may prove to be—we
should have to congratulate the Florentine library on possessing that

precious work.^ My personal doubts as to the authenticity of the

statement arise from the fact that in modern India the so-called

Curni commentaries, which are very old and scarce, are not well

distinguished from those other commentaries named Avacuris, which

are very modern and very common. I myself have once been

deceived when I was promised an AySLsyBka-cmmi, which turned out

to be an Awasyaksi-avacuri. Anyhow, even if the hope which clings

to that name in the present list should prove to be a vain one, it

is a matter of very great satisfaction to learn not only of the most

remarkable extent of the Florentine Jain collection, but also of its

catalogue being promised by so able a scholar as Count PuUe. It

would then, I trust, not be out of place if the section should vote

its thanks to, and its sympathy with both, the industrious scholar

who has sent the present communication, and that eminent country-

man of his who has brought these treasures from the East, and who
is happily present.

Among the Florentine Indian manuscripts purchased by Professor

Angelo De Gubernatis at Bombay and Surat during his travels in

1885-86 for the Bihlioteca NazionaU Centrale, about 350 belong

to the literature of the Jains—a small, but very valuable collection.

Canonical literature is well and fully represented in texts, commen-

taries, and exegetioal works ; besides, more than seventy manu-

scripts, both Prakrit and Sanskrit, belong to the interesting branch

of the Caritas and Kathas ; the rest treat of various literary, philo-

sophical, and religious matters.

The catalogue of the Brahmanical section of the Florentine MSS.
collection has been competently worked out by Professor Theodor

Aufrecht of the University of Bonn (it is printed and sold by G.

Kreysing, Leipzig, 1892).

Now I beg to inform the Congress that the catalogue of Jaina

manuscripts will be shortly edited under the direction of the Biblio-

1 With the help of some further information (received since the above was read

before the Section), I can state now that the work is indeed the Nisitha-c«mw.
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teca NazioTude Centrale in Florence, by order of the Italian Govern-

ment, which has promised a considerable grant in order to promote

Sanskrit philology in our country.

As a specimen of the promised catalogue, a short list follows

here, which enumerates the titles of the Siddhanta (or canonical)

manuscripts :

—

Canonical Literature.

(Siddhdnta.)

The

1. AMrdniga-stLtra,, text.

2. ,, 6tcrni by Mftnikyaman-

dira muni. The name curnt re-

mains to be verified.

3. SiUrakrtdmga-stiUsi,, text.

4. ,, the same.

5. Sthdndmga-vrtti by Abhayadeva.

6. Sanmvdydmga-sMra., text.

7. ,, tika {i.e. vrtti) by
Abhayadeva.

8. Samavdydrnga-stitva. with taba.

9. Bhagavatt-sMra., text.

10.. ,, vrtti by Abhayadeva.

11. (^ndtddharmakathd-stilxa., text.

12. ,, the same.

Amgas.

13. Gndtddharmakathd - vj-tti (frag-

ment).

14. Updsakada^dmga-s^trix, text.

15. Amtakrtada(^ds-stitra, with a short

commentary (tika).

{Anuttaraupapdtika-stitrsi, not re»

presented.)

16. Pra^navydka7'a7id7ii-stitra.(\\ith No.

19), text.

17. Pragnavydkarandni, tlie same with

tika.

18. Vipdka<;ruta-%tLixa,^ text.

19. ,, the same [with No.

16].

20. Vipdka^ruta-yTii\.

The Upamgas.

I

Aupapddikaatiixa., text.

,, satlka, the same text

with commentary byAbhayadeva.
Rdgapragnti/a-s,tLtvn, the text.

(xivdhhigama-sMra., text.

,, the same text.

{Prag'ndpand, (^amhudvipapra^-

napti, (Jandrapra^napti, SHrya-

pragnapti, being the 4th, 5th, 6th,

26.

27.

and 7 th Upflmgas of the Jainas,

are not represented.)

Niraydvali - tikft, a commentary
on Niraydvall-sutra with Pus-

pikd, Kalpdvatamsaka, Puspdva-

tamsaka, Vamhidasd, being the

8th, 9th, loth, nth, and 12th

Upamgas of the Jainas.

Sdmd6dri.

The PrakJrnakas.

28. Catuh<;cu'ana-stiixdL, the text with

a Baiabodha.

29. (^a/wA^arana-avadtiri, a short ex-

planation on the above text,

attributed to Somasundara.
30. Ca^M^farana-satika, the same Pra-

kirnaka with commentary.
31. Catuhgarana, the same.

32. Aturapratydkhydna, text.

the33. Aturapratydkhydna - sfivad^ri,

same text with explanation,

34. Aturapratydkhydna-hh^sja., a Bh&
§ya on the above text.

35. Aturapratydkhydna, another Bh&
sya on the above text.

{Bhaktapari^nd, being the 3rd Pra

klrnaka, not represented.)

36. Samsfdra-siitxai the text.
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37. Samstdra-y\d\i\, a commentary on
the same stitra.

38. Sanistdra-yidhCinai..

39. ,, prakarana.

(Tamdulaveydliya, being the 5th

Prakirnaka, not represented in the

^ collection.)

40. Cainddvigai/a-s^tra, the text only.

See No. 41.

41.

{Devemdrastava, Ganivig^d, Mahd-
pratydkhydna, being the 7th,

8th, and 9th Piakirnakas, are not

represented in the collection.)

Virastava-stLixsi, no more than the

beginning (22 vv.) in the manu-
script of No. 40.

The 6hedasiitras.

42. Ni^Uha-Q,i!ivn\, a very excellent com-
mentary on the sfitra, by (5am-

drasftri, Avith posterior adjections.

43. iV^fz^Aa-avactirni, commentary on

the NigithS-dhyayana.

[Mahdni^Uha, Vyavahdra, being

the 2nd and 3rd Chedastitras, are

not represented.)

44. Da<^dqrutaskamdha, the KalpasHtra

text. See under No. 49.

45. Kalpa-tabd, commentary on the

Kalpasfttra.

46. Brhat-kalpa-sAtra, text.

{Pamcakalpa-siitYSi, no copy.)

47. Oghaniryukti, the text.

48. 49, 50. Paryusandkalpa, preceded

by the text of the Kalpasutra

and by the SthavirdvalL

The Nandi and Aniiyogadv^ra.

51. Nandi-iitiix&, the text with commentary (tab^).

(Anuyogadvdra, not represented.)

The Mfilastitras.

52. Uttarddhyayana-stLtra, the text.

53- » ava(5firni,commen-

^ tary on them.

54. Ava^yaka-xrtti, commentary on the

^ Avagyaka.

55. Ava^yaka-vidhi, another commen-
tary on it.

56. Dagavaikdlika-stLtra, text.

57. Da^avaikdlika sa - tlka, the same,

with commentary.

58. Dagavaikdlika, another commen-
tary.

59. Dagavaikdlika-6tdilik, an appendix

to the stitra.

60. Pimdaniryukti-stitva, text.

61, 62. Pimdaviguddhi, two copies.

63. Pirndaviquddhi-ttivi, appendix to the
above text.

64, 65. Pdk^ika-sutra, three copies.
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VIII.

JAINA SCULPTURES FKOM MATHURA.
BY

HOFRATH PROF. DR. G. BUHLER

Dr. Buhler of Vienna exhibited and explained four plates with

specimens of Jaina sculptures from Mathura, belonging to the finds

made by Dr. Flihrer in the Kankfili Tila between 1888 and 1890.^

Plate i. shows an Ayagapata of the description very commonly

put up by the ancient Jainas in their temples " for the worship of

the Arhats." An Ayagapata, literally " a tablet of homage," is an

ornamental oblong or square slab, bearing the representation of a

Jina, or of some sacred symbol, such as the " wheel of the law," or a

stupa, surrounded by auspicious marks or figures and by worshipping

deities or men. That on Plate i. contains in a central disc a muti-

lated representation of Parsavanatha, recognisable by remnants of

snake-heads. Among three circular carved bands of unequal

breadth which run around the disc, the first two are filled with

sacred or auspicious symbols, Svastikas, several varieties of the

Tri^ula, fishes, and so forth. The third baud is divided into four

compartments by a seated Jina below, Stupa above, and two

Chaitya trees at the sides, and each compartment contains two pairs

of half-recumbent male and female figures, probably worshipping

Vidytidharas.

Plate ii. gives representations of two different sculptures. Fig. A.

is a mutilated relievo, showing, according to the subscript characters,

" divine JSfemesa," i.e. Negamesi, Harinegamesi, Naigameshin or Naiga-

mesha, a subordinate deity, who, as the tradition of the Svetambaras

asserts, miraculously transferred the future prophet from the low

Brahmani Devananda to the noble Kshatriya lady Tri^ala. On this

sculpture Nemesa is represented, against the custom of the modern

Jains, but in accordance with the Brahmanical representation of the

closely allied deity Naigameya, with a goat's head instead of with a

* The paper and plates are published in the Epigraphia Indica, vol. ii.
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deer's head. He is seated in state on his throne, attended by

Chauri-bearers, and at his knee stands a small ascetic, below whom
the letters Bhaga, i.e. Bhagavd the " divine," are visible, while the

name is gone. The ascetic is, no doubt, the future Tirthankara

Mahavira. His mother, Trisala, is represented in a separate com-

partment on the extreme left of the slab, holding a motionless infant

before her. This sculpture gives a clue to the meaning of four

statues from Mathura, figured by Sir A. Cunningham on Plate iv.

Arch. Surv. Rep., vol. xx., which represent two females with

infants before them, and two males with goats' heads carrying very

small infants. On the evidence of the characters, our slab must

belong to the first century B.C., and it thus proves the early existence

of a very peculiar doctrine of the Svetambaras, which the Digam-

baras reject as a fabrication.

The other two figures on Plate ii. show the obverse and reverse

of a doorstep, belonging to one of the two temples under the

Kankali mound. The obverse represents the worship of a Stupa by

Centaurs or Kinnaras and Suparnas or Harpies, and the reverse a

Yatra or procession of human worshippers to a sacred place. The

Centaurs look much like those on the Greek monuments, but

wear turbans, and in front a branch of a tree which conceals the

connection of the human body with the rump of the horse. The

Suparnas look more like the Assyrian man-birds than like Greek

Harpies, which latter are very similar to the Suparnas on the

Buddhist Stupas of Sanchi and Bharhut. Centaurs have also been

found at Bharhut and at Gaya.

The Yatra much resembles those on the Buddhist monuments

;

but it shows one peculiarity not found on the latter, viz. a bullock-

cart, which looks exactly like a modern Shighram. If this doorstep

came from the older Kankali temple, it must belong at the latest to

the middle of the second century B.C. ; if it belongs to the younger

one, it probably dates from the first century b.c.

Plate iii. gives the obverse and the reverse of the fragment of a

Torana, with sculptures on both sides. The representations, which

are arranged in four bands, are very similar to each other, and seem

to give scenes from Yatras, performed by gods and men, to sacred

places of the Jainas. Certain details

—

e.g., Makaras and other

marine monsters—are the same as those found on the Buddhist

monuments ; but others, like the covered carts, yoked with bullocks

and camels, are peculiar to the Jaina sculptures.

Plate iv. contains the statue of the Arhat Nandiavarta, i.e. the

prophet Ara, which the lady Dintl dedicated, as the accompanying
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inscription states, in Samvat 79 or 156-157 a.d., at the Vodva Stupa,

built by the gods. The Tirthaiikara is unfortunately mutilated ; to

the left of him appears a Dharmachakra, agreeing, except in two

very small details, in shape with the " wheel of the law," common
on the Buddhist monuments. Both the Jainas and the Bauddhas

borrowed the Dharmachakra from the Brahmans, who mention it as

the symbol of the " undisputed reign of the sacred law." Farther to

the left are figured four females, probably intended for the donatrix

and her relatives. A lion coucJiant closes the scene.

The new sculptures from Mathura teach the same lesson as Dr
Bhagvanlal's slab published in the Transactions of the Leyden

Congress, and prove that the ancient art of the Jainas did not

differ much from that of the Buddhists. The cause of this agree-

ment is in all probability, not that the adherents of the one sect

imitated those of the other, but that both drew on the national art of

ancient India and employed the same artists. Full proof of this

assumption, which considerably modifies the prevailing doctrines

regarding the development of ancient Indian art, can only be

obtained by the excavation of really ancient Brahraanical temples,

which, it is to be hoped, Dr. Flihrer will undertake in the next

working season. But even at present there are many collateral

pieces of evidence which speak in its favour, such as the now more

generally acknowledged fact that Brahmanists, Jainas, and Buddhists

at the same time contributed to the development of the cave-

temple architecture, and that the oldest caves known, those at

Barabar, Nagarjuna, and in Katak, do not belong to the Buddhists,

but to the Yaishnava Ajivikas and to the Jainas.
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EPHTHALITES, OE WHITE HUNS.
BY

Major-General Sir ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM, K.C.I.E., RE.

The earliest notice that we possess of the great horde of Ephthalites

or White Huns, who took Khorasan from the Sassanians and over-

ran Northern India, is by the historian Prisons, It was in the

camp of Attila, in a.d. 448, that he first heard of the Ouwoi KiSa-

pirai. The next notice is by Kosmas Indikopleustes, who in A.D.

530 mentions Gollas, king of the Acvkol Ouwoi, on the west bank

of the Indus. He calls their country Ovvvla, again giving the

name without the aspirate. Procopius also, who died in 565, calls

them Ouvvovg Acvkovs and 'E^OaX/ra?. Theophanes, too, calls them

White Tins and Ncplithalites. The aspirate, however, is given by

the Armenian writers Elisha and Lazarus, who speak of the Hunk
and Kuslianh, or Huns and Kuslidns. They are described by the

Chinese pilgrim Sung-yun in a.d. 520 under the name of Yetha,

which is only a shortened form of Ye-tha-i-li-to, the original of the

Greek '^(pOakhai and of the Muhammadan Haiathelah of Firdausi

and later writers. As Sung-yun's description of the Yetha tallies

exactly with Hwen Thsang's account of the Himatala in a.d. 640,

we see that this is also a variant form of Ephthala, By the Indians

they are always called Huna or Hdra Huna. It seems probable

that their Chinese name of Yuan- Yuan may have been the original

of the Indian Huna.

The earliest Indian notice of the Hunas is in the Bhitari inscrip-

tion of Skanda Gupta, a.d. 450 to 480, where the king is said to

have " joined in close conflict with the Hunas!' "^ According to the

pilgrim Sung-yun, who was in Gandhara in a.d. 520, two generations

had already passed away since the Huna conquest, when the Yethas

^ Fleet's Inscriptions of the Guptas, p. 56.
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set up Lae-lih as king.^ As the accession of Mihirkul, who was

then reigning, is now generally accepted as about a.d. 515, the con-

quest of Gandhara and the enthronement of Lae-lih must be placed

about fifty years earlier, or in A.D. 465 to 470, or towards the end

of Skanda Gupta's reign. As Skanda Gupta possessed Malwa and

Gujarat, the Hunas probably came into conflict with the Indians on

the Lower Indus.

According to the Chinese writers, the White Huns first appeared

in the countries on the Oxus in the beginning of the fifth century,

when Shehun, the son of the Fsanyu (or Shanyit) of the Iivan-jwan

(or Yuan-YxLan), retired to the west with his brother. After

defeating Payekhi, the king of the ITiungnu, he gave up the title of

Tsangu and assumed that of Kieu-teu-fa Klidkdn. In 4 10 a.d. he was

defeated by the Wei Tartars, and died during his flight. His

brother Hidu succeeded him, and was followed in 414 by his nephew

Puluchin, who was killed by his cousin Tdtdn in 425. The new
king began his reign by the invasion of the north-east provinces of

Persia ; but, being vigorously attacked by the Sassanian king Varah-

ran V., he was defeated and killed near Merv in 428 a.d. His

whole camp, with his queen, the Khdtun, and his rich crown set with

gems, all fell into the hands of the conqueror.

. Tdtdn was succeeded by his son Uti^ who took the title of Solien

Khan. He would appear to have been the real founder of the

Ephthalite power, as he received a Chinese princess in marriage and

gave his own sister to the Emperor of China. He carried on a

nine years' war with Isdegerd II. of Persia, from 443 to 451 A.D.,

and eventually, about 456, forced him to retire to his own dominions

to the south of the Oxus. From this time the empire of the White

Huns became very powerful until 554, when Solien tewfa Khan was

defeated by Tumen, the " Grand Shahu " of the Turks. During

this century of their prosperity the dominion of the White Huns
was extended on all sides, until, as described by Sung-yun in 520,
it embraced all the countries lying between Persia on the West and

Khotan on the east to Tieh-li on the south. Tieh-li I would iden-

tify with Dahal or the kingdom of Ghecli on the Narbada, over

which Mihirkul must have held sway in succession to his father

Tordmana. During this century about a dozen different kings

ruled over the Ephthalites on the Oxus. I now give their names

on Chinese authority,^ as I think it probable that hereafter we may
be able to assign to them some of our numerous unread coins.

1 Beal's Chinese Pilgrims, i. 100.

^ D'Herbelot, BibliotMque Orientale.
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A.D. Name. Title. Remarks.

402 Shklun Kieu-Uu-fa-KhdMn
410 Hu-lu Brother of Shelun

414 Pu-lu-chin Nephew of Shelun Killed by Tatan.

425 Ta-tan Cousin of Shelun \

(

Killed in battle with Vara-
ran V., 428.

428 U-TI Solien Khan

443 Tu-ho-chin Chu-Khan \
Koi^i'xas of Priscus; war with

Isdegerd II.

464 YU-CHIN Shvlo-Puchin Khan \
Khush Nawaz of Firdausi

;

war with Feriz.

485 Teu-lun Fu-ku-shun
[

Paganish of Firdausi ; re-

stored Kobad.

492 )

494 )

Apotilo; revolts j

Retires to west with 100,000
followers.

No-kai, joint emperor JSeu-Tchi-fu-tai

Futu Ta-khan-Khan
508 Cheu-neu Tu-lo-fu-pe-teu-fa

520 Shifa Rebels

521 0-no-wei So-lien-teu-piu-teu-fa

Po-lo-men Joint ruler

534 O-no-wei Sole Khakan Defeated by Turks in 546.

546 Ghan-lo-chin Defeated by Turks in 554.

554 Muhan-Khan of the Turks.

The connection of the White Huns with India cannot be traced

till near the end of the fifth century, from which time they may
be looked upon as a separate branch of the Indo-Scythian conque-

rors, or the " Indian Ephthalites." Their history, as far as I have

been able to trace it, begins with Lae-lih, the father of Toramdna

and grandfather of Mihirakula or Mihirgul. Both the last kings

were rulers of the Panjab, and both made conquests in India in the

early part of the sixth century A.D., while the main horde remained

in possession of the countries to the north of the Indian Caucasus,

with Gorgo as their capital (Procopius, a.d. 540). The following

points in their history are derived from six different authorities :

—

I. SvMg-yun, Chinese pilgrim, a.d. 520.

In A.D. 520 Sung-yun entered Gandhara, where he found that the

reigning king was an Ephthalite (Ye-tha-i-li-to) who did not believe

in B^oddha. He was warlike, and kept 700 war-elephants.-^ Pesha-

wur was on his frontier, and he had been at war with Kipin for

three years regarding his boundary. The pilgrim adds that " it was

formerly called the country of Yefolo," and that since the conquest

by the Yethas, who set up Lae-lih to be king, the question had

passed away.
^ Beal, vol. i. p. xcix.
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II. Kosmas Indikopleustes, A.D. 522—530.

"In India further up the country, i.e., further north, are the

AVhite Huns. The king, named Gollas, 'tis said, goes forth to war

with not less than 1 000 elephants, besides a great force of cavalry.

This ruler tyrannises over India. Once when he laid siege to a

certain inland city of India, protected all round by water ... his

army drank up all the water, and he took the city."

III. ffiven Thsang, Chinese pilgrim, A.D. 630.

In the old town of She-kie-lo [Sakala or Sangala] formerly reigned

King Mihirakula. He ruled over India, and conquered the neigh-

bouring provinces. Baladitya, king of Magadha, having refused to

pay tribute, Mihirakula invaded his kingdom. Bdldditya retired to

a momss. The invader was taken prisoner, and afterwards released.

As his brother had established himself in Sakala, Mihirakula went

to Kashmir, where he killed the king, and afterwards did the same

in Gandhara. He persecuted Buddhists, overthrew stiipas, and

demolished monasteries.

IV. Tdrandth, History of Buddhism in India.

In the time of Dharmachandra, king of Magadha, a Turushka

ruled in Kashmir, and Hunimanta, king of Persia, ruled over

hore and Multan. One day, seeing on his queen's dress the foot-

print mark of the king of Magadha, he was affronted, and invaded

the country of Magadha, where he demolished the temples of

Buddha. Then Buddhapaksha, Eaja of Benares, with the aid of

other princes of West and South India, attacked Hunimanta, and

killed him, and re-established the religion of Buddha.

V. Baja Tarangini, History of Kashmir.

I. 289.—Mihirakula, son of Mukula, on seeing the golden foot-

print of the king of Ceylon on his wife's dress, invaded Ceylon and
killed the king. He was as cruel as death (Yama). He persecuted

Buddhists, and built a temple to the sun as Mihireswara.

P
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VL. Chach-Ndma, History of Sindh.

After the capture of Multan by Muhammad Kasim in a.d. 713,
he was informed that *'in ancient times there was a chief in this

city whose name was Jibawin [or Jabilin, ^j;t;^J^], and who was a

descendant of the Eai of Kashmir. . . . He made a reservoir on

the eastern side of Multan. In the middle of it he built a temple

. . . (which contained) an idol made of red gold." This was the

famous temple of the sun-god, which was a great object of worship

for many centuries. The popularity of the sun-god of Multan is

vouched for by Al Beruni (Sachau, ii. 148, 184). The Sahis are

said to have reigned for 137 years.

Inscription of ToramAna from Kyura, Fanjcib.

In this inscription from the Salt Eange in the North-West
Panjab the king is called MaJidrdja Tokamana Shdha Jacvla. The

title of Jailvla occurs twice. I notice this because on my silver

coins it is spelt Jdbuhla or Jdbuvla. The date of this inscription is

unfortunately too much injured to be readable.

Inscription of ToramAna from Eran in Mdlica,

The inscription is dated in the first year of Maharaj^dhi Eaja

TOEAMANA.

Inscription of Mihirakula from Givalior Fort.

This inscription was found by myself in 1844, built into the wall

of the fort of Gwalior, near the Suraj-kund. Mr. Fleet describes it

as a record of the building of a temple of the sun in the fifteenth

year of the reign of Mihieakula, the lord of the earth, the son of

ToramAna.

Inscription of Yasodharman from Mandasor in Mdlwa.

In these inscriptions it is recorded that Yasodharman possessed

countries which " not even the Guptas and the Hunas could subdue

. . . and that homage was done to him by even the famous King

Mihirakula. One of the inscriptions is dated in the Mdlava year

589, or A.D. 532.
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Jyotirviddhharana, xxii. 17.

" In a great battle he [Vikrama of Ujain] conquered the king of

^akas in Ruma, paraded his royal prisoner Ujjayini, and afterwards

set him free." As this Vikrama of Malwa is said to be the con-

temporary of Varaha Mihira and the " Nine Gems," we learn that

his date was the first half of the sixth century a.d.

Raja Tarangini, iii. 125—128, 330.

125. "At the same time [when Pravarasena was young] Sri

mdn Yikramaditya, also named Harsha, ruled in Ujjayini as Em-
peror of all India."

128. " Having first destroyed the §akas, &c.

330. " He [Pravarasena] restored to his father's throne the son of

Vikram^ditya (of Malava), who was named Pratapasila by some,

and Siladitya by others."

ff^ven Thsang, Chinese Pilgrim, 629-642 a.d.

' " Sixty years ago flourished Sildditya [King of Malava]." As the

pilgrim visited Malwa in a.d. 640, Siladitya's date must be 580
A.D., and his father Vikram^ditya's date the first half of the sixth

century. The pilgrim also visited Sindh in a.d. 641/ when the

king was a Shu-to-lo or Sudra. But as we know from Sung-yun

and Kosmas that the White Huns were then ruling on the Indus,

I would suggest that the first syllable, shti, may be a mistake for fa^

as these two characters are so much alike that they are frequently

mistaken. This change would make the name Fa-tu-lo, which

might be accepted for Ephthala. It is, however, quite possible

that the pilgrim may have looked upon a White Hun as a Sudra.

Alhiricni, A.D. 1030.

In his account of the Vikrama and Saka eras, Albiruni gives his

opinion that the Vikramaditya from whom the era got its name
was not identical with that one who killed the Saka king, but only

a namesake. I came to the same conclusion myself when I found

at Gyarispur the first inscription dated in the " Era of the Malavas
"

(936 of the Malava Kala), which I at once presumed to be the

^ See Ancient Geography of India, p. 566, for this date.
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same as the famous Vikramaditya era (Archgeol. Survey, x. 34,

and Plate xi.). At the same time I hazarded the conjecture, which

I communicated to Mr. Fergusson, that the name of Vikramaditya

must have been given to the era by the later king of that name,

the patron of the " Nine Gems," who reigned in the lirst half of the

sixth century a.d. But Mr. Fergusson went beyond my conjecture,

and attributed the original foundation of the era to that king.

ToramIna.

From a comparison of all these authorities I gather the following

facts regarding Toramana and his son Mihirakula.

The leader of the Hunas, who established himself on the Indus

towards the end of the fifth century a.d., was Lae-lih, to whom I

would assign the silver coin with the title of Udayaditya. His son

was ToramIna, called also Shaha Jaiivla, or Jabuvla, or Jdbida.

He was the Jabula, reading JjA5»- for ^^^y^i or the first of the Shahis,

who built the temple of the sun in Multan in a.d. 505. This date

is established by deducting the duration of the Shahi rule in Sindh,

137 years, from a.d. 642, when Chach Brahman rebelled and be-

came king of Sindh. In September 641, when Hwen Thsang was

in Sindh, the king was a Shu-to-lo, or, as I have suggested, a Fatido

or Eiolithalite^ or perhaps the Chinese pilgrim looked upon him as

a Sudra.

Some time later, or about 510 a.d., Toramana had extended his

rule to Malwa. We know certainly that Budha Gupta was still

reigning in 165 and 174 of the Gupta era. The former date is

on the Eran pillar, and the latter is the date on one of my silver

coins. They correspond with 483 and 492 a.d. The inscription

of Bhanu Gupta is dated in A. Gupt. 191, or a.d. 509. The colossal

boar at Eran was set up in the first year of Toramana, some time

after Budha Gupta.

The small silver coins of Toramana of the Gupta type are dated

in 52 of some unknown era. The only era that seems possible is

that of Saka, which a Scythian might be supposed likely to adopt.

By adding the omitted hundreds to make 452 Saka, we get 530
A.D., which is a possible date, although I should have preferred an

earlier one. The only remarkable date in the history of the White

Huns which I can suggest is the final expulsion of the Sassanians

from the countries to the north of the Oxus by Chu-khan in a.d.

456 or 457. If the year 52 be reckoned from this point, we get

A.D. 5p8 or 509 for the establishment of Toramana's rule in Malwa.
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Toramana's preference for solar worship is shown by his building

a temple to the sun in MuUrm, and by naming his son Mihir-hul.

The silver coins of Toramdna are of two distinct classes—(i.)

Broad thin pieces of Sassanian type, bearing the king's head on the

obverse, with a club in front of the face. The legend is in Indian

letters of Gupta type, ShdJii Jabuhlah, and also Jahula on others.

Reverse, traces of fire-altar and attendants. (2.) Small silver hemi-

drachms, like those of the Guptas, with the king's head on the

obverse, and a peacock with expanded tail on the reverse. The

king's face is turned in the opposite direction to that of every one

of his Gupta predecessors.^ In front of the face is the date of 52,

which I have previously noticed.

The small copper coins attributed to Toramana are found both in

the Panjab and in the country between the Satlej and Jumna. Their

attribution is based on the type of tlie sun with the abbreviated

name of Tora in large letters. The same sun-type is found on the

copper coins of Mihirakula, of which a few specimens show the

bull struck over the sun emblem.

As Toramana was the successor of Budha Gupta in Malwa, and

also the father of Mihirakula, the contemporary of Baladitya (Nara-

sinha Gupta), his date must certainly fall about the end of the fifth

and the beginning of the sixth century, or from 490 to 5 i 5 a.d.,

allowing perhaps a few years either way.

MiHiRGUL or Mihirakula.

The career of Mihirgul or Mihirakula may be briefly sketched

from a comparison of the different authorities which I have pre-

viously quoted.

Hiven Thsang.—He was the Kaja of SdJcala, in the Panjab.

Having attacked Baladitya, king of Magadha, he was taken

prisoner, but was afterwards released. On returning to Sakala, he

found his brother on the throne. He then went to Kashmir, of

f

^ Mr. Thomas has drawn attention to this change in the direction of the face,

I which he considered to be intentional (Dynasty of the Guptas, p. 51, note). I have
' also noted it as denoting the change of dynasty. But Mr. Vincent Smith thinks

that the change is a mere accident, because on the gold coins the horsemen and
archers face the right as well as the left. He has overlooked the fact that every

single silver coin of the Guptas has the face in the same direction. He has also

overlooked the fact that the silver coins were the produce of the Malwa mints, while

the gold coins were the produce of the Gangetic mints. I would suggest also that

where the archers and riders hold the bow or the bridle in the rigJU hand, the

change must have been due to the carelessness of the die-sinker, and not to the

ambidextrousness of the kings.
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which he became king by treachery, and afterwards occupied

Gandhara.

Tdrdndth.—Hunimanta, the foreign king of Lahore and Multfin,

invaded Dharmachandra of Magadha, but was defeated and killed

by the combined troops of Central and Southern India. I take

Hunimanta to be the leader of the Hunas, and I would identify

Dharmachandra with Eaja Yasodharman of Malwa, who records that

Mihirakula had paid him homage before a.d. 532.-^

Raja Tarangini.—Mihirakula is recorded as having succeeded his

father on the throne of Kashmir, and the invasion of Mlecchas during

his father's reign probably refers to the Hihms. He is also re-

corded as being a persecutor of Buddhists and a worshipper of the

sun, to whom he dedicated the temple of Mihireswara. During the

reign of his father Kashmir was invaded by Mlecchas. His father

is variously named as Mukula or Vdsukula or Vdmakula.

Kosmas Indikopleustes, who travelled in A.D. 522—530, names the

king of the White Huns Gollas, whom I would identify with Mihir-gul.

In all these different authors I find the record of a great foreign

conqueror in the end of the fifth and beginning of the sixth century

A.D., who ruled over the Panjab, and invaded Northern India, where he

reigned for upwards of fifteen years, as the Gwalior inscription of

his minister from the temple of the sun is dated in the fifteenth year

of his reign.

As I have already identified his father, Toramdna, with Jahuna

or Jahula, the first Scythian king of Sindh, who built the temple

of the sun at Multan, so I would now identify his son Mihirkul

with Jabula's successor, who in the Chach-Nama is called Sihiras.

As the original Chach-Nama must have been written in Indian

characters, in which the letters s and 7n are so much alike as to be

frequently interchanged, I think it very probable that the name of

this second Scythian king of Sindh was really Mihira, and that he

was the Mihir-hul of our coins and inscriptions.

All the accounts of Mihir-kul agree in the main points of his

career :

—

1. He was a foreigner, a Mleccha or Hiina.

2. He invaded Northern India, at first with success, as we learn

by his inscription from Gwalior ; but latterly, after at least fifteen

years, he was defeated and obliged to retire.

3. He persecuted Buddhists and patronised Brahmans and their

gods, as we see by the bull of Siva and the Vrisha-dhivaja, or

" bull-ensign," on his coins.

^ See inscription from Mandisor.
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4. His rule generally covered the second quarter of the sixth

century, or from 515 to 545 or 550 a.d.

The coins of MiJdr-Jcul are of several different types. The silver

money is of Sassanian fabric, with the king's head on the obverse

and the legend in Indian letters, Jayatu Mihirkula or Jayatu

Vrislia-dhivaja. In front of the face is the Saiva standard, the

Vrisha-dhwaja, a " recumbent bull on the top of the staff." On
the reverse is a rude fire-altar with two attendants.

The small copper coins which are found in the Eastern Panjab

and in Eajputana are also of Sassanian type. On the obverse is the

king's head with the legend in Indian characters Sri Mihirakula

;

on the reverse a humped bull with the Indian legend Jayatu Vrisha,

" May the bull be. victorious."

The middle-sized copper coins are copies of the previous Kushan

types—the king standing with a spear in left hand, and right hand

held downwards over a small altar; legend in Indian letters, Shclhi

Mihira-gula, or simply Mihira-kula. Reverse, the goddess Lakshmi

seated with cornucopiee.

The large copper coins present the Eaja on horseback with the

Indian legend Mihirakula ; reverse, the goddess Lakshmi.

With regard to the supposed identity of the Toramanas of Eran

and Gwalior with the Toramana of Kashmir, which was originally

advocated by Eajendradal and Bhan Daji, I may say that I cannot

conceive it to be possible for the following reasons :

—

I. The Toramdna of Kashmir, according to the Kaja Tarangini,

was never a king, but died in the prison where he was put by his

brother for striking the coins which we now possess. The Scythian

Toramana was a powerful king, who ruled over the valley of the

Indus, both Panjab and Sindh, and afterwards conquered Malwa,

where small silver coins of Gupta type were struck in his name and

a colossal boar set up in the first year of his reign. Eventually he

left his kingdom to his son Mihirkul, who held it for at least fifteen

years.

2> The son of the Kashmir Toramdna was Pravarasena, who is

also described as a great conqueror ; but if the two Toramanas were

the same person, then Pravarasena must have been Mihirakula him-

self. But there is this difference between the two, that Mihirkul

was eventually defeated by Yasodharma, king of Malwa, whereas

Pravarasena re-established on his throne Siladitya, the expelled son

of the king of Malwa.

3. The coins of Pravarasena, both in gold and silver, show him
to have belonged to the Kiddra Kushans, as they present the name
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of Kiddra in beautifully-formed letters written perpendicularly, as

on all the Kidarite coins. Lastly, I may observe that the earlier

Toram^na, like all the White Huns, has his hair cut short, while

the Kashmir Toramana has bushy hair like his ancestor Kiddra, as

copied from the Sassanian kings.

4. I may note also that the characters of the Kashmir coins are

of a later date than the others. This is most clearly shown in the

attached d and 0, which are simple prolongations of the mdtras of

the t and m, instead of marks placed above those letters, as in the

Kyura and Eran inscriptions of the other Toramanas. I note also

that the letter r has a turn up at the foot on the Kashmir coins of

Toramana and his son Pravarasena, which is not found on the others.

These differences are clearly shown in the plate of inscriptions under

the head of Toramana—a and c.

The great Indian empire of the Hiinas, under Mihirkul, would

appear to have been overthrown by a combined attack of the Hindu
princes under Vikramaditya of Malwa and Baladitya (N'ara Sinha

Gupta) of Magadha. The scene of his defeat is placed in Buma, in

the traditionary account which is attributed to Var^ha Mihira, and

he is said by Al Beruni to have been killed in his flight " in the

region of Kariir, between Mult^n and the castle of Loni." ^ The
castle of Loni is a small fort close to Delhi, which was besieged by

Timur, but it is so close to Delhi that the natural description of

the position of Kariir would have been between Multan and Delhi.

I conjecture the river Loni, or the " Salt Stream," was really in-

tended, because it rises in the country of Ruma, or the salt district

of S^mbhar, in which the battle is said to have taken place.

Kahrur is a large town, to the west of the Satlej, between Multan

and Bahawalpur. If Mihirkul was defeated near Ajmer in the

Ruma country, he would naturally have fled towards the strong

fortress of Multan.

Tribal Name.

The first notice of the tribal name of the White Huns of India I

take to be the Ye-po-lo of the pilgrim Sung-yun, who says that

Gandhara was formerly called " the country of Ye-po-lo," over which

the Yethas had placed Lae-lili as king two generations before his

time.^ As the king then on the throne had been reigning for at

least three years, his accession may be fixed about a.d. 515, and

that of Lae-lih at fifty years earlier, or 465 a.d. I suppose that

1 Sachau's Albiruni, ii. 6.

- Beal's Chinese Pilgrims, I., Introd. p. xcix.
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on tliis occupation the country was first called after the name of the

conquerors Jahula ( = Ye-po-lo), which was either the name or the

tribe of Toramdna, as we learn from the Kyura inscription found in

the Salt Eange of the Panjab. In this inscription Toramuna is

called Maharaja Toramana JShdha Jailvla. On my silver coins the

name is spelt Jabuhla and Jahula, each preceded by the royal title of

Shdhi. This at once recalls the name of Jccbthi or Jabid, the first

king of Multan, who built the temple of the sun.^ As he was not a

Brahman, he must have belonged to the Shahi dynasty, which pre-

ceded the Brahman Cliach. As his date is fixed by subtracting

the 137 years of the Sh^hi dynasty from a.d. 642, the date of

Chach's accession, we get a.d. 505 for the accession of Jahul, the

builder of the temple of the sun, who must therefore be the same

person as Diwaij, the founder of the Shahi dynasty in Sindh. But

as Toramdna Jdbula Shdhi, the father of Shahi Mihirkul, was reigning

at that very time, I have no hesitation in identifying him with the

Jabula Diwaij of Multan. To this tribe also I would assign the

name of Zdbulistdn of tlie early Muhammadan writers. In fact, on

several of the later coins of the Ephthalite rulers of Arachosia the

name of Zaillistdn is found in the marginal Pahlavi legends. The

people of Zabulistau spoke a language of their own called Zdilli,

which was distinct from the Hiriwi of Herat, from the Sakzi of

Sejistan of Sakastan, and from the Sughdi of Saghd or Sugdiana.

The great power of the White Huns in the countries to the north

of the Indian Caucasus lasted for just one century, or from a.d. 455,
when they drove Isdegerd II. to the south of the Oxus, down to

A.D. 554, when they were subjugated by Tumen, the Khakan of the

Turks. But they had already established a vast empire over all

the countries to the south of the Caucasus, from the shores of the

Caspian to the banks of the Satlej, and for a short time even to the

banks of the Ganges. The great western extension of their power

began with the defeat and death of the Sassanian king, Feroz, in a.d.

483, and lasted until the conquests of the Muhammadans in the

eighth century.

The White Huns have been described by Gibbon ^ as " a polite and

warlike people, who possessed the commercial cities of Bokhara and

Samarkand, who had vanquished the Persian monarch, and carried

their victorious arms along the banks, and perhaps to the mouth of

^ Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson, i. 205. The name is variously

written as Jabun and Jabur, for which I propose Jahul. The change is very slight

in Persian characters.

^ Decline and Fall, c. 42.
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the Indus." The doubt of our great historian is now cleared away

by the discovery uf coins which declare that the White Huns possessed

the great cities of Multan and Bahmana in Sindh. From the same

source we learn that they also possessed the neighbouring countries

of Zabulistan and Khorasan. The western extension of the Ephtha-

lite dominion to the shores of the Caspian is confirmed by the his-

torian Procopius, who, writing in a.d, 550, states that they held

the country to the north of Persia, with Gorgo as their capital. As
Gorgo or Gurgan was the chief city of Hyrkania, the White Huns
must have occupied the whole province of Khorasan. According

to Yakut, their capital was Bddghis, which the Chinese call Pa-ti-yan

or Wang-she- clling, the " town of the king's house." ^ Their con-

quest of the country to the south is confirmed by Masudi, who
describes Zabulistan as the " kingdom of Firoz," that is, the portion

of Persia which was occupied by the Jdbuli or Zahuli tribe of the

White Huns.

The historian Gibbon describes the letters in the Scythian char-

acter and language which Maniach, prince of the Sagdoites, de-

livered to Justin IT. on the part of Dizabulus, the Khakan of the

Turks, as announcing " a people who had attained the rudiments of

science." But as the Turks were an illiterate people, I would

ascribe the " Scythian characters " to the cultured Kushans rather

than to the illiterate White Huns, as the Kushans still formed the

bulk of the population of all the countries on the Oxus. In the

following century no less than ten of tlieir petty princes claimed

descent from the ShaowuWEN, the great Kushan conqueror of India,

and I believe that Maniach was only one of these tributary chiefs.^

In A.D. 630, when the pilgrim Hwen Thsang passed through the

province occupied by the White Huns (or Hematala = Hephtala),

the population was quite insignificant.^ It was only 300 li or fifty

miles in circuit. The Varchuni or White Huns had, in fact, been

driven out of the country by Dizabul and his successors.

The kings of the three Indo-Scythian races, the Tokhari or

Great Kushans, the Kidarite or Little Kushans, and the Ephthalites

or White Huns, all took the title of Shahi. The coins of the first,

at least all the earlier coins, can be easily recognised; but as the

Kiddras and the White Huns were contemporaries from about the

middle of the fifth century, there is some difficulty in distinguishing

them.

^ Edouard Specht, l^tudes sur I'Asie Centrale—Indo-Scythes et Ephthalitcs, p. 24,

note 4.

- Kemnsat, Nouveanx Mdanges Asiatiques, i. 225 ; Kings of Sogdiana, &c.

' Beal'^ Chinese Pilgrims, ii. 290.
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Both peoples adopted the Sassanian types for all their silver coins,

and both adhered to the old Kushan types for their copper money.

But the White Huns have left no gold coins, while the gold money
of the Kidfiras of the old Kushan types is very common.

Most of the Ephthalite silver coins are distinguished by a peculiar

symbol, ^, which is not found upon any of the known Little

Kushdn coins, while it occurs on several pieces of the Ephthalite

kings, beginning with those of Jdhula Shdhi, or Toramdna. It is

also found on my unique coin of Khinggila, who was one of the

Hiina successors of Mihirhd as suzerain of Kashmir.

Again, there are two distinct types of legend even in the Indian

inscriptions. Thus some coins of Mihirkul give him the simple

title of Sri preceding the name, whilst others have jayatu Mihirakula.

Others, again, bear the Scythian form of Shdhi Mihiragula.

One peculiarity observable in all the early Ephthalite coins is

that the obverse alone has been struck upon one of the current

Sassanian coins, and that in consequence the old Sassanian reverse

has been nearly obliterated. In many cases the relief of the obverse

king's head would appear to have been obtained by punching up

from the other side of the coin. This process has left a sunken

copy of the head on the reverse.

The question now arises whether any of our numerous Ephthalite

coins can be assigned to the " Great Kh^kan " of the White Huns,

who ruled over the horde in the countries to the north of the Indian

Caucasus ? As they were an illiterate people, they would almost

certainly have adopted the Scytho-Greek alphabet of their pre-

decessors, the Kushans and Scytho-Sassanians. I possess a few

specimens of this description. Two coins of this class from the

Hidda Tope were published in "Ariana Antiqua." The difference

did not escape Wilson, who says of one, PI. xvi. 9 and 10, that

" the jpeadiar characters differ from Pahlavi
;

" and of another, PI.

xvi. 20, that the "characters are perhaps intended for Pahlavi."

A single coin in my cabinet, PI. iv. i, which is clearly copied

from the money of Yarahran IV., a.d. 388-399, as the king has a

single bird's wing on his head-dress, presents a short legend of two

lines in what appear to me to be corrupt Greek characters. The
upper line appears to give the title of Shdhi, and the lower one

looks like aiizoboa, or, by omitting the strokes on the left, simply

ZOBOA. Dizahvl or Shapolio was the Grand Khakan of the Turks,

whose grandfather had subjugated the White Huns on the Oxus.

But his date is perhaps too late, and I rather incline to read Shdhi

Zdbol for Shdhi Zdhitl, the king of the Jdbuli branch of the White
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Huns—that is, Toramdiia Shah Jabida, who conquered the Panjab,

Sindh, and Malwa about the end of the fifth and the beginning of

the sixth century a.d. There are several undoubted coins of this

king with Indian characters, which will be mentioned presently.

Amongst Masson's Hidda Tope coins there are two which have

debased Greek legends, one of which also has the Ephthalite symbol.

Of the first, Wilson gave two specimens ("Ariana Antiqua," PL
xvi. 9-10). I have two specimens of this coin, which differ from

Masson's in wanting the lunar crescent behind the head. The

legends also slightly differ, although they are probably intended for

the same.

Of Wilson's second coin ("Ariana Antiqua," xvi. 20), I have

one specimen which has the legend on the left rather more perfect.

The head-dress is no longer Sassanian, but appears to be a helmet

with flaps or side-pieces. The bust faces the left, and is supported

on a double-branched ornament, similar to that on the gems and

seals of Shahpur I. The legend seems to be intended for Shahano

Shah Zoobol. The bust is in very high relief, which has beeii

attained by the very deep repouss(3 of the reverse.

The only other coins which possess the same apparently Greek

legends are smaller in size, and perhaps of somewhat later date.

They have the king's bust on the obverse, with various Indian

symbols in front of the face. One has the discus and shell of Vishnu
;

a second has the trident of Siva and shell of Vishnu; a third has

the trident of Siva springing out of a lotus flower. All have the

Sassanian fire-altar on the reverse, but always nearly obliterated.

Another class of these smaller coins presents the king on horse-

back on the obverse, with the same debased Greek legend. The

reverse is always very imperfect. On my best specimen there is a

large wheel, which may be the discus of Vishnu.

Other coins with the king on horseback have Indian legends

reading Shdhi Jahda. My second specimen seems to read Shdhi

Janahula, perhaps for Jamhula. The two coins in the Plate are

the only specimens of this kind that I have seen. But they are of

great interest, as they both bear the Ephthalite symbol, and their

Indian legends confirm my readings of the debased Greek legends

previously described. The accessory ornaments also are repeated in

the discus and shell of Vishnu of the same pattern as on the bust coins.

The next coins are of peculiar interest, as they point to Kashmir

as a portion of the dominions of the Ephthalite king Jahula or

Jabuvla, who is clearly the same as the Jailvla of the inscription of

Toramana Jailvla from the Salt Range in the Panjab. Three of
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these coins are so much alike in type and size and general fabric

that they must almost certainly belong to the same people and the

same country. Their legends are— i. Shdhi Jahuvla ; 2. Deva

Shdhi Kliinggila ; 3. Raja Lahhana (?) Udaydditya. The peculiar

name of Khinghhila is found in the Raja Tarangini (i. 349) as one

of the Rajas of Kashmir closely following Mihirhul. As he was

also known SiS . Narendrddiya, we learn that these Scythian kings

had adopted Indian titles, from which I infer that Udaydditya and

Purvvdditya (both meaning " Lord of the East ") may be only the

titles of other Scythian kings of Kashmir. But they were the

supreme monarchs of an extensive empire, of which Kashmir was

only a tributary province.

There is also a small class of copper coins, which I would assign

to Toramdna Jabida. They bear a king's head of Sassanian aspect

on the obverse, and a chakra, or sun-wheel, on the reverse, with

the Indian legend ToRA in bold letters. The same legend is found

on some of the smaller silver coins, with the name of zoboa, or

Jdbula. The sun symbol is found also on the Indian copper coins

of Mihirlml, which bear his name in Indian letters of the Gupta

period. It occurs also on a single coin of Vala\dMya]. I observe

that the peculiar symbol, which is rarely absent from any of the

br6ad silver coins of these Ephthalite kings, does not appear on any

of their undoubted Indian coins which are found in the Eastern

Panjab and Rajputana.

The silver coins of Mihirkul are exceedingly rare, while his copper

ins are not uncommon. The copper coins of the Western Panjab

are all of the Kushan type, with the standing king and seated god-

dess Lakshmi ; but the few silver coins and all the Eastern Panjab

copper pieces bear a Sassanian-looking bust of the king, with the

bull and trident of Siva. His devotion to Siva is also strongly

marked by the legends of Jayatu Vrisha-dhivaja and Jayatu-Vrisha.

In the Raja Tarangini he is described as a persecutor of Buddhists.

A few copper coins of the Kushan type, with the title of Shahi,

give the names of Hiranya-kida and Java. The latter name seems

to be incomplete, but four coins of different issues offer nothing

further. On one of these the goddess Lakshmi is seated on a

Sitihdsan, or "lion-throne." These coins I would assign to

G^ndhara.

The coins in Plate vii. nearly all present the Ephthalite symbol,

and all save one have Indian legends. The names of Bhdrana nnd

Treloka, the titles of Purvvdditya and Deva-Shdhi, are all clear

enough, and so is the legend of Jayatu Sri Narenidra on the two
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copper coins at the bottom of the Plate. But all that cau be said

about them is, that they must have flourished during the sixth and

seventh centuries in tlie countries bordering upon India, or even

in North-West India itself.

In Plate viii. I have brought together all the latest specimens

which bear the Ephthalite symbol. Some of them have Indian

legends, of which the most remarkable is No. 3. I read it as

Jayatu Bayctr Khotalan. A district named Kliotalan is to the north

of the Caucasus. The coins Nos. 5 and 6, which bear native

legends, present exactly the same head as on Nos. 7,8, and 9, which

have the simple Indian legend Sri Shdhi. I infer, therefore, that the

native legend must give the equivalent of Sri Shdhi. The latter

part of it certainly seems to read Sho7io in debased Greek letters.

In support of this. reading I have inserted my crystal seal. Fig. 1 1,

with the Indian legend Shane on the left side, and the debased

Greek Shaono on the right. The coin No. 14 bears exactly the

same legend as that on Figs. 15 and 16. It is Puhlavi, which Mr.

Thomas read as Nipki Malka. I prefer Napki as the name, and I

would ascribe these coins to the king of Ki'pin (or Kophene = Arak-

hosia), who is mentioned by the Chinese as wearing " un bonnet

fait en tete de boeuf ." ^ The coins in the Plate, Nos. i 5 and 1 6,

which present a buffalo's head surmounting the king's head-dress,

seem to correspond with this description ; but the same name is

found on No. 14, which has a simple head-dress surmounted by

three tridents or trisids. These coins apparently belong to the

middle of the seventh century. Ghazin was the capital of Kipin.

The coins collected in Plate ix. are all bilingual or trilingual, the

various legends being in Indian Ndgari, Persian Pahlavi, and some

unknown Scythian characters. Figs, i and 2 present a short

Indian inscription of two lines on the reverse, which is so imper-

fectly formed that it has hitherto baffled all attempts to decipher it.

It begins with Sri.

Fig. 3 has also a short Ndgari inscription of two lines, which was

read by Wilson as Sri Bahmana Vdsu Deva. The word read as

Bahmana is uncertain, but I can suggest nothing better. I believe

that it refers to the famous capital of Sindh called Bdhmanwdsi by

the Hindus, and afterwards Brahmanabad by the Muhammadans.

It was the " city of Brahmans " of Alexander's historians. V^sii

Deva must have been the king of Sindh. The marginal legends

on both sides are in Scythian characters.

The remaining four coins of Plate ix. are remarkable as present-

1 Eemusat, Nouveaux Mdanges Asiatiques, i. 211.

i
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ing the same bust on the reverse, which many years ago I identified

with the famous " sun-god " of Multan, as the head is rayed. Fig.

5 is a coin of Khusru II. Parvez of Persia, dated in the year 37 of

his reign, or a. d. 628. In the native histories he is said to have

invaded territories of the Indian king, who fell in battle against

him. I conjecture that this coin may have been struck to com-

memorate this victory.

No. 6 coin has long been known for its trilingual inscriptions.

Two specimens were obtained by Ventura in the great Stiipa of

Manikyala. The principal inscription is the marginal legend of the

obverse in the Indian language and Nagari letters. On the same

side, in front of the face, there is a short legend in Scythian charac-

ters. The legends on the reverse are all in Persian Pahlavi. A
large number of these coins have been found in different places on

both sides of the Indus. Two specimens were obtained by Ventura

in the Manikyala Stiipa. Dr. Lord got forty to the north of the

Caucasus. I have received some twenty or thirty from Kabul, and

I am aware that a few have been found in Sindh and Kacch. The

letters of the Nagari legend vary a little in some of the shapes,

but my reading of the whole legend agrees substantially with that of

James Prinsep. Thomas made one important suggestion in the

reading of Shdhi for Prinsep's Vdhi. I give their two readings for

comparison with my own :

—

Prinsep

—

Sri hitivira Airdna cha parameswara Sri Vahitigdn devajdnita.

Thomas

—

Si'i hitivira Icliarala cha parameswara Sri SMhitina devandrita.

Author

—

Sri Hitivi cha Airdn cha paramaesicara Sri Shdhi-Tigin

Devajdrita.

I have seen a great number of these coins, and I still possess

twenty-six specimens. I am now able to say decidedly that the

name of the king is Tigin, the gi being very clear on several of my
coins. Shdhi is the well-known Scythian title for " king

;

" and

Devajd, or " son of heaven," was an Indian title adopted by

Scythians as well as by Sassanians. The Pahlavi legends on the

reverse have been read by Thomas as follows :

—

To left, Saf-Tansaf-Tef ; to right, TaMn Khorasdn MalM.

For Tausaf I propose to read Takhif, thus making Saf Takhif Tef,

the equivalent of Shdhi Tagina Deva. Similarly I take Takdn

Khorasdn MalM to be the equivalent of Hidivi clia Airdn parames-

ivara, the " king of India and Persia." Tdkan or Tdki was the

name of the Panjab, with its capital cities of Tdki-shahr or Taxila,
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Sakala or Sangala, and Multau. The name of the king was pre-

served in the famous city of Takindhdd on the Helmand, which,

according to the Tabakat-i-Nasiri, was the largest town in Garmsir.

It is noticed by Nasir-uddin-Tusi and Ulug Beg under the erroneous

name of Taknidhdd by the misplacement of the points. The Taba-

kat-i-Nasiri has TaMndhdd.

The possession of Khorasan and Z^bulistan by the White Huns
dates from the defeat and death of the Sassanian king Firoz in A.D.

483, when the conquerors took possession of those provinces and

made Gorgo (Gurgan) their capital. Upwards of three centuries

later, when the country was visited by Masudi, Zabulistan was still

known as the " kingdom of Firoz." As the head-dress of Shdhi

Tagin is a simple tiara surmounted by a lion's head, he must be

placed before the time of Khusru II. Parvez. I would therefore

identify him with Dkvdij II., the Shdhi-shdJiim of the Chach-Nama,

and I would fix his reign to about 565 to 595 a.d.

The next coin of this class, No. 7 of the Plate, bear the name
of the king Sri Vdsu Dcva in Indian characters, with several Pahlavi

legends on both sides. The first step in reading these difficult

legends was made by Olshausen. A further advance was made by

Thomas, who succeeded in finding the name of the king, Vdsii, Deva,

in the Pahlavi Varsu Tef ; but the decipherment of the whole is

still incomplete. His readings were :

—

^ (' Left, Afzid ( = increase) : rif^ht, Saf Varsu Tef.

\ Margin, Pun-shami ddt (In nomine justi judicis).

Saf Varsao Tef-Waliman acli Multdn malkd.

( Left, Pancliai ZdiUistdn ; right, Sri Vdsu Deva.
KEVERSE<^ ,;r • / v j\

( Margm (not read).

Thomas felt some doubt about the reading of Panchai on the

left reverse. I differ from his reading, as the first letter is T, and

not P. I read the word as Tnkdn in conjunction with ZdiUistdn,

and I believe it to be intended for the Panjab or Tdkan, of which

Tdki-shahr, or Taxila, was the capital. Of the reverse marginal

legend I cannot make anything certain. I read doubtfully Sapar-

dalakshdn for Sapddalaksha or Piajput^na (Sawalakt).

The coins of V^su Deva are still very scarce, only six specimens

being known to me. The king's head-dress is a direct copy of the

double-winged crown of Khusru Parvez, and the coins have the

same crescents and stars in the margin. As to the ruler of Multrm

and the contemporary of Parvez, I incline to identify him with Eai

Siharas of Sindh, who was attacked by the king of Nimroz (or
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Sejistan) and killed in battle, apparently on the frontier of Mekraii.

If the coin of Khusru Parvez with the Multan sun-god on the

reverse was struck on this occasion, the date on the coin, the year

37 of his reign, or a.d. 628, would be also the date of Vasu Deva's

death.

The last king of Sindh, called Rai Sahasi, was the son of the

opponent of Parvez. In the British Museum there is a unique

copper coin of the sun-god type wliich I would attribute to this

king. It has the same double-winged head-dress, but the legends

appear to be partly in Scythian characters and partly in Pahlavi.

The margins on both sides are occupied by the Scythian legends,

which are at present quite unintelligible. But in the two Pahlavi

legends of the reverse I read on the left of the head SapardalaksMn,

and to the right Zdillistdn.

SapddalaksJia, or " one lakh and a quarter," was the old name of

Rajputana. The shortened form was Sawa-laJch, which is still pre-

served in the present form of Saivdlik. The early Muhammadan
writers describe Mmidor, the old capital of M^rwar, as being in

Sawalik. Ajmer also was in it, and Hansi is specially mentioned

as the capital of Sawalik. The name is said to have been derived

from the great number of scattered hills in the country, for which

135,000 is a significant expression. Sapadalaksha is mentioned as

the territory of King Asoka-balla in my Buddha Gaya inscriptions

of the twelfth century, before the Muhammadan occupation.

Our knowledge of the early history of Sindh prior to the Muham-
madan conquest is derived from two native histories, the Chach-

Ndma and the Tnhfat al Kiram. The Chach-Nama was originally

written in Arabic to record the conquest of Sindh by the Arabs

under Muhammad Kasim in A.D. 713, but only a Persian translation

now exists. The work must have been written before a.d. 753, as

there is no mention of the Muhammadan city of Mansura, which

was founded during the reign of the Khalif Al Mansur. It is

therefore almost a contemporary record of the conquest, which

transferred the possession from Raja Dahir, the son of the Brahman
Raja Chach, to the Muhammadans. It begins with a brief notice

of the three kings of the Rai dynasty who preceded Chach. The
Tuhfat al Kiram gives two additional reigns, and states that the

reigns of the five Rais lasted for 137 years.

For the accession of Chach we possess two statements, which
agree in fixing it not earlier than 641 a.d. The first is the length

of the two reigns of Chach and his son Dahir, or 40 -h 3 3 lunar

years = 73 lunar years or 71 solar years, and as Dahir was killed

Q
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on I ith Eamgan A.H. 93, or 21st June 712 A.D., the accession of

Cbach must have taken place in 7 1 2-7 i = 64 1 a.d. The second

authority is the statement of the pilgrim Hwen Thsang that when
he visited Sindh in September 641 a.d., the ruler was a Shu-to-lo or

Sudra. At that time, therefore, the last king of the Rai dynasty-

was still reigning. Deducting i 37 years from 642, we get 505 A.D.

as the date of the accession of the Rai dynasty. The following list

gives the names of the kings of the Rai dynasty, with the names

derived from coins for comparison—all of them had the title of

Sh^hi-shah. Their rule was not confined to the province of Sindh,

but embraced all the neighbouring countries up to the frontiers of

Kirw^n on the west, up to the foot of the Kashmir hills on the north,

and up to the boundary of the kingdom of Kanauj on the east. These

limits were maintained up to the last, as I find that Chach went to

Mekrein to settle the boundary of Kirivdn with Persia, and to

Shakalh^ or S^kola to settle the boundary with Kashmir. On the

east the ruler of Ohitrdwar or Chitor is said to have been a rela-

tive and ally of Rai Sahasi. The Indian dominions of the Ephtha-

lites formed a mighty empire, the rival of Persia both in power and

wealth.

A.D. Tuhfat-al-Kirmn. Chach-Ndma. Coins.

505

535
565

627

Rai Diwaij I.

Rai Siharas.

Rai Sahasi.

Rai Siharas II.

Rai sahasi II.

Rai Diwaij II.

Rai Siharas.

Rai Sahasi.

Shahi Jabubal= ToRAMANA.
Shahi Mihirgul= GoLLAS.'

Shahi Tigin Devaja.

Vdsu Deva.
? name not read.

The ancient title of the Ephthalite kings was Tsanyu or Chanyu,

which was changed for Khdkdn, or yayavo^ as written by the

Greeks. But just like the Sassanian kings, who call themselves by

the foreign title of Malkdn-malkd instead of by their native one of

Shaban Shah, so these White Huns preferred the Kushan and Indian

titles of Shahi and Maharaja to their own title of Khakan. Both

Toram^na and his son Mihirkul, who were certainly White Huns,

take the title of Maharaja and Shahi written in Indian characters.

About the middle of the sixth century A.D. the White Huns were

conquered by Muhan Khan, the chief of the great Turkish horde,

who sent an embassy to Constantinople under Maniach, Prince of

the Sogdoites. His letter in the Scythian character and language

was received by Justin in 569 a.d. A return embassy was sent

bv Tiberius in 582 ; but on its arrival in 584, they found that the
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Emperor Shapelo or Disahul was dead. In 588 his successor,

Shahu Khan, sent a lettter to the Emperor Maurice. As the Prince

of the Sogdoites, Maniach must have been only a tributary chief,

either a Kushan or an Ephthalite ; his letter in the Scythian char-

acter must have been in the corrupted Greek characters whicli were

common to both. As late as the ninth century the ruler of Mawa-
runnahr is called king of the Kushans by Khord^dbah.

Unfortunately, we have no coins that can be certainly attributed

to the Ephthalite kings of the Oxus. The coins with the ^ symbol,

which I believe to belong to the White Huns, may be divided into

two classes :

—

1. Those with legends in unknown characters.

2. Those with legends in Indian letters.

Specimens of each kind were ibund together by Masson in No.

10 Hidda Tope. Similarly, in a parcel of about eighty of these

Scytho-Sassanian coins that came to me together, I found some of

each kind. The only difference that I could perceive was in a few

specimens of Ko. i class, which were certainly of earlier date than

any of the No. 2 class ; I refer particularly to Ariana Antiqua,

Plate xvi. Figs 9 and 10, on which the king's head-dress is copied

from the Sassanian coins of Sapor III., a.d. 383-388. The char-

'acters look like debased Greek ; they are certainly not Pahlavi or

Indian. A single coin with the winged head-dress of Yararan lY.,

A.D. 420-440, has similar characters, which might be read by taking

the two lines, Boustrophedon fashion, as Sholono-Bozino for Shulo-

pctchin, the famous Kush-nawdz of Persian history, who defeated

the Sassanian Firoz in a.d. 482. He is called Fizun by Firdausi.

Tiiese coins I would assign to the northern branch of Ephthalites

on the Oxus, as I believe that the debased Greek characters had

already been given up by the southern branch of the Ephthalites

on the Indus. The earliest certain coins of the Indian Ephthalites

are the silver pieces of Toram^na and his son Mihirkul, both of

whom take the title of Shdhi instead of Khdkdn. The coins of

Udayaditya and Khinggila belong to the same period.

Since writing this paper, I have found a direct proof that the

S^hasi kings of Sindh were White Huns. Elliot'^ quotes Khaki
Shirazi, who says: "In the year 22 the province of Sejistan wa&

conquered . . . and in the same year Makran was subdued. . . .

The ruler of that province, whose name in the language of the

country was Zamhil, was also ruler of Sind" The year a.h. 22
began on 30th November a.d. 642. The conquest of Chach

^ Muhammadan Historians, ii. 418.
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Brahman may therefore have taken place in a.d. 643. Vivien St.

Martin assigns it to 644 a.d.

This name of Zambil is only another variant of the Zanhil,

Zaribol, Banhil, Ranhol, &c., which is given to the kings of Kabul

and Sistan by the early Muhammadan writers. One of my coins

with the horseman obverse has Janhula in Nagari letters. This is,

of course, the true Indian form of the Scythian Zanhol or Zabul, as

the Indian alphabets have no z.



THE VAJRASAN OR THUNDERBOLT
SEAT AT MAHABODHI.

BY

FREDERIC PINCOTT, M.R.A.S.

Among the many discoveries of the present century illustrating early

Buddliistic ideas, none can claim a higher interest than those just

announced by Sir A. Cunningham's new book on the relics of Maha-
bodhi. This ancient temple, as is well known, was the very centre

of Buddhist thought, and there we must expect to meet the highest

expressions of devotion and adoration. The temple was raised to

mark the spot where the veritable Buddha, or Sakya Muni, or Sakya

Sinha, sat under the Pipal or Bodhi Tree and thought out the great

secrets on which his religion was afterwards based. The spot on

which he actually sat is thus the very basis of all the subsequent

ages of adoration, and must, therefore, have been surrounded with

every accessory calculated to give expression to the intense devotion

felt for the place. It has been Sir A. Cunningham's great good

fortune to discover that in the sanctum of this ancient temple there

are two older seats inside the one which now forms the centre of

the existing remains; and that the interior and most ancient of

these seats is not in the centre of the existing buildings, but is in

the exact centre of the buried foundations of an ancient temple,

which his penetration of thought induced him to search for and find.

I need not recapitulate the conclusive arguments by which he has

demonstrated that the seat which he has now discovered is the

veritable Vajrasan, or Diamond Throne, celebrated in Buddhistic

records. Those who read Sir A. Cunningham's Mahdbodhi cannot

fail to be convinced that the structure known, as Buddha's Walk,
the foundations recently discovered, many of the sandstone rails

now in the enclosure, the seat of which I am speaking, and the

upper slab of the seat, now restinor against the western wall of the
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building, are all genuine remains of Asoka's ancient temple, raised

on this sacred spot about B.C. 250. The following remarks are

confined to an explanation of the top of the ancient seat or Vajrasan

throne, for it seems to me that we have here something of peculiar

significance.

Sir A. Cunningham says of this sacred stone that " the whole

surface was carved with geometrical patterns, circular in the middle,

with a double border of squares." This is all that he says about the

pattern of the stone, and it does not seem to have occurred to him

that this pattern may have possessed significance. Now it seems

to me inconceivable that so much intense interest can attach to a

spot, and that the central stone which symbolised all this interest

should be adorned with mere unmeaning marks. This would be

doubtful under any circumstances, but it may be declared impos-

sible among a people so addicted to symbolism as the ancient Bud-

dhists undoubtedly were. Fortunately, Sir A. Cunningham has

supplied two reproductions of photographs of this stone, which

enable me to offer the following explanation of its markings.

The stone has always been called the Vajrasan, or Thunderbolt

Throne, and ideas of the thunderbolt are associated with this temple

in a great variety of ways. The Chinese pilgrims spoke of the spot

as the " Diamond Throne " or " Adamantine Throne," and this term

was probably intended to express something extremely hard and

dense, like the Vajra, or Thunderbolt. Statues of Vajra-Vardhi

with the thunderbolt in her hand are found in this temple ; but I

need not multiply arguments, for it will not be disputed that the

thunderbolt so frequently found in Buddhist sculpture is, for some

reason, peculiarly associated with the temple of Mahabodhi. It may
have been because Sakko, or Indra, whose weapon was the thunder-

bolt, was intimately associated with Buddhism ; or it may have

been that the adamantine truths of Buddha struck like a thunder-

bolt upon the superstitions of his age, and, while indestructible

themselves, destroyed all antagonistic notions. It is certain that

the thunderbolt was in some pre-eminent way symbolised by this

seat of Buddha before the Bodhi, or it would not have been univer-

sally renowned as the Thunderbolt Throne.

Now the conventional representation of a thunderbolt, whether

for Brahmanical or Buddhistic purposes, is an object like a dumb-

bell, that is, a narrow-waisted object fanning out broad at each

end. Upon looking at the border of this Vajrasan, we shall see

that it has a double row of nine squares at the ends and a double

row of ten squares at the sides, thereby completing a double border
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of seventy-six squares. Each of these squares by being crossed

diagonally presents the exact representation of two Vajras, or thun-

derbolts, laid across each other, and thus fdling the whole square.

That it was the intention to exhibit such a shape is shown by the

fact that these raised and depressed Vajras are placed alternately

upright and sideways, and by this arrangement the thunderbolt

shape of the sculpture is made strikingly apparent. This resem-

blance may so far be pronounced imaginary ; but by reckoning both

the raised and the depressed Vajras—that is, the entire surface of

the border—we double the number, and thereby get 152 Vajras laid

across each other, filling the entire border. Now it happens that

8 times 1 9 produces i 5 2 exactly ; and as we know the peculiar

fondness of the Buddhists for the number 8, shown by their eight-

jided columns, their eight-petalled lotuses, &c., it is at least remark-

ible that these Vajras should present a multiple of that number.

»ut the multiple is 1 9, and real significance is given to that number

)y remarking that on the top of the structure known as Buddha's

^alk at the side of the temple there are just nineteen circular

larkings, obviously intended to represent the places where Buddha's

Eeet touched the ground as he there paced up and down. The

)rder may, therefore, be intended to represent eight repetitions of

'the nineteen paces of Buddha; and the number 8 may well stand

for the four quarters and the four intermediate points, that is, the

universal sway of the Chakravartin, or Lord of the Universe.

There is an extraordinary proof that the number 19 was asso-

ciated with this Vajrasan throne in the fact that Sir A. Cunningham
found a ball of relics buried in the pavement of the Throne itself.

These relics were placed there by the Gupta monarch, who rebuilt

the bulk of the temple, faced the ancient Vajrasan with its plastered

front, and removed the upper slab to the exterior of the building.

The ball of relics was placed in the sanchi7n sanctorum at the foot

of the Throne itself, and it contained silver discs and fragments

of silver and precious stones. Among them, however, are some of

gold, which are specially distinguished by their metal and their

forms ; and, strangely enough, they consist of nineteen shaped objects

and seventy-six discs. Here we have nineteen objects representing

the footsteps of Buddha, and seventy-six discs representing the

seventy-six squares in the border round the stone. Nor is this all

that can be said of this number 19, for a small stupa not far from

the end of Buddha's Walk, on being opened, was found to contain

two small trays of relics. Unfortunately, the relics of each tray

have not been kept separate ; but when put together they were
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found to contain nineteen lapis-lazuli beads and nineteen beads of

other precious stones. The remainder of these relics consists of

glass beads, bits of crystal, &c. Here again we have two iiineteens

of specially valuable objects mingled with material of a very diffe-

rent character ; and it may have been that one of these nineteens

was in one tray and the other nineteen in the other tray as two

distinct deposits. It will also be evident that the nine squares of

Vajras on one side of the Yajrasan Throne added to the ten squares

along the front give nineteen, and the same along the other side

and the back. It would seem unreasonable to hold that the border

of this sacred stone should consist of sets of nineteen squares ; that

nineteen specially shaped gold objects should be deposited at its

foot ; that two sets of nineteen specially distinguished relics should

be deposited in a stiipa close to Buddha's Walk ; that that holy

promenade should have nineteen markings on its summit indicating

footmarks, and that eight times nineteen Vajra-like carvings should

cover the border of the stone ; and that the whole of this should

result from pure accident. It may be taken as an axiom that not

one single mark or adornment was placed on any Buddhist monu-

ment without its having some distinct and explainable reason.

Now, when we look at the central pattern of the stone, the first

thing that must strike the eye is the fact that there are three rows

of perfect circles down the centre, with a row of semicircles at each

side of them. There are eight circles and eight semicircles in each

row ; and, again, we have this number 8 before us. But there

seems no reason why four perfect rows of circles should not have

covered the centre, instead of this combination of circles and half-

circles. But if we abandon the notion that they are circles, and

consider them squares, we shall be struck by the fact that they at

once assume the appearance of squares, with four lobe-like leaves

radiating from the centre to the four corners. Now, if we count

these squares, we shall see that there are four rows of them, with

eight in each row, filling up the entire centre. These four eights

make thirty-two, exactly the number of marks of perfection on

Buddha's body ; and the four-lobed pattern occupying each square

is the indication of a lotus, most appropriately typifying these

characteristics. Here, then, we have thirty-two squares joining up

to the border and completely covering the centre of the stone with

the proper number of lotus-like marks, emblematic of Buddha. The

Bharahut bas-relief giving a picture of this very stone helps us here,

for it is seen to be covered with lotus flowers on the top.

A question here arises as to why the pattern of the eight-leaved
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lotus was not given to these squares instead of the plain geometrical

four-lobed arrangement. The answer is, I think, found in the fact

that this seat was specially connected with the idea of the Vajra,

and therefore it must have been an object to introduce as much of

that figure as possible. This could be very neatly and symbolically

done, by scooping out the sides of the Vajra,^ and placing two of

them across each other in each square. This would give the exact

appearance of the figure before us, and would symbolise the union

of the Vajra with Buddha in a very neat and effective manner.

Vajras would thus be all over the upper surface of the Vajrasan,

and the scooping out of the sides of those in the centre would pro-

duce the appearance of four-leaved lotuses.

In confirmation of this suggestion that the centre of the seat is

filled with crossed Vajras, it may be pointed out that, as two of

them are in each of the thirty-two squares, their total number is

sixty-four, and this accords with the number of pillars which Asoka

placed round the enclosure of the edifice. There must have been

some reason for surrounding the Vajrasan throne with sixty-four

pillars ; and it seems more than a coincidence that the centre of

that stone should be covered by sixty-four cross marks so strikingly

similar to Vajras. The resemblance between a Buddhist pillar and a

Vajra has never been pointed out. Sir A. Cunningham notices that

the pilasters at the foot of the colossal figure of Buddha placed over

the Vajrasan had been altered into Vajras ; but the peculiar shape

of most Buddhist pillars is strongly suggestive of a similar connec-

tion. The common shape of a Buddhist pillar is a slender column

with a ball at each end, terminated by step-like entablatures. Such

pillars, seen from any point of view, are suggestive of the conven-

tional contour of a Vajra. It is certain that Asoka surrounded this

seat with sixty-four pillars, and that sixty-four Vajra-like marks

are found on the top of the stone.

The symbolical character of everything connected with this struc-

ture is clearly shown by the many repetitions of 8 and its mul-

tiples. It will be seen that the small pillars formerly supporting

the inner structure round the Vajrasan itself are sixteen (8 X 2) in

number, and that they are arranged in the form of a Greek cross,

which is divided by these pillars into eight squares or compartments.

Such an arrangement as this must have formed part of a general plan,

based on the figure 8. Eurthermore, Sir A. Cunningham has found

that these pillars are, from centre to centre, 9 feet i oJ inches apart,

^ It must be remembered that, beyond a swelling at each end with a narrow

waist, there was no absolutely rigid pattern for the Vajra.
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that is, 1 18J inches. But if we measure from the outer faces of

the bases, so as to ascertain the length of ground covered by the

structure, we shall find the distance is about 140 inches. Now the

length of the ancient hasta (now called hdth or cubit) is not very

definitely known, but it is taken to be about 1 8 inches. It hap-

pens that eight times 17J gives exactly 140 inches; and this

strongly suggests that the length of each side of these square com-

partments was intended to be, and probably is, 8 hasias or cubits.

Each of the compartments immediately inclosing the Vajr&san will,

therefore, be 64 cubits square, in conformity with the 64 outer

pillars enclosing the whole. Again, Sir A. Cunningham has ascer-

tained that the brick basement of Buddha's Walk is 53 feet long,

with 19 marks on the top indicating the footprints of Buddha.

By taking 17J inches as the length of the cubit, we find that

i/i X 32 gives 47 feet 6 inches; and by allowing 2 feet 9 inches

at each end for the extension of the basement beyond the first and

last footmark, we get exactly 53 feet, the actual length. This leads

to the inference that the nineteen footprints were intended to cover

32 (8 X 4) cubits, in agreement with the 32 marks of perfection

impressed on the feet of Buddha. With respect to the number of

footprints, it is true that Hiouen-Thsang says there were only

eighteen ; but if the actual structure still shows nineteen marks,

that objection can be set aside, more especially as Sir A. Cunningham

corrects one obvious misstatement of Hiouen-Thsang about the

dimensions of this Cloistered Walk.

It may be only a coincidence, but if we add together the 64
crossed Yajras on the top, the 3 2 lotuses, and the 152 crossed

Vajras on the border, we obtain 248, and this is exactly thirty-one

times 8. If we consider that the entire seat was allowed to

symbolise one 8 (by reckoning the four sides of the top and the four

sides of its supporting basement), we get the curious fact that, while

the various parts and markings would symbolise various ideas and

their combinations, the whole taken together would symbolise the

sacred Thirty-two, or Buddha himself, as well as his thunderbolt

Law, and their combination or Sangha.

Around the edge of the stone the well-known goose, acanthus,

and lotus border is engraved. On this I would merely remark

that this design is still a very common one in the manufacture of

Central Asian carpets. Of its origin and meaning I know nothing,

but it is remarkable that the pattern should, for some reason, still

live on.
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GLEANINGS FROM MARATHA CHRONICLES.
BY

The Hon. Mr. Justice K. T. TELANG, CLE.

It is well known that the standard history of the Marathas by Captain

James Grant Duff ^ is based, to a considerable extent, on Maratha

Bakharas or chronicles, and other original papers and documents,

to which the author had access. Of several of these, Grant Duff

had copies made, which, he tells us ^ in his History, were deposited

by him with the Literary Society of Bombay. This was certainly

the most appropriate thing to do at that time, in order to provide

facilities for students of Maratha history to examine for them-

selves the original materials which Grant Duff had worked up into

his book. Unfortunately, however, the Literary Society has long

ceased to exist, and Grant Duff's manuscripts cannot now be

traced anywhere. I have had inquiries and search made in the

library of the Bombay Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, which

is the successor of the Literary Society ; but the manuscripts are

not in that library, and nothing on the records of either Society

now available affords any clue to their present whereabouts. An
impression has existed for several years past in some quarters ^ that

the manuscripts in question were burnt with the knowledge, if not

under the orders, of Grant Duff himself. I have never, however,

been able to ascertain the basis on which this impression is founded ;

*

and the story itself is so improbable, and so much like the stories

1 See Journal, Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, vol. ix. pp. vi.-ix,, xxxiii.

et seq. ; vol. x. p. 120 et seq. - See footnotes to the History j^assm.

3 See, inter alia, Vividha Jndna Vistdra (a Marathi monthly), vol. viii. p. 213 ; vol.

ix. p. 247; a Review of Grant Duff's History of the Marathas, by Rav Bahadur

Nilkanth. J. Kirtane, p. 9 et seq. In the second edition of this Review, Mr. Kirtane

very candidly and properly expresses his disbelief in the rumour (see pp. 95-97)-

I am told that no such impression ever prevailed at Satara, where Grant Duff served.

* The basis alleged in the Review mentioned in the last note, viz., oral information

given by a Karkun in the Inam Commission Office about the contents of a letter said

to have been seen by him, is very unsubstantial and inadequate. A certain " Southern

Commissioner " is stated to have had a hand in the destruction of these MSS. It

may be mentioned that the loss we have to lament in this case is no exceptional

thing. The MS. translation of Khafi Khan's History, used by Grant Duff and others,

is stated also not to be now forthcoming (Dowson's Elliott's History of India, vol.

vii. preface, p. vi. and p. 210,
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about the burning of papers and documents by the Inam Com-
mission, that it does not deserve any further consideration. It

must liave originally arisen, probably, when it was ascertained that

the manuscripts were not on the shelves of the library of the

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Some of these documents, however, have within the last ten or

twelve years become accessible to the Marathi reader in print

;

and witli these there have also been published some others, which

apparently were not before Grant Duff. An examination of these

discloses sundry passages of interest in connection with Marathri

history, although it did not fall within the scope of Grant Duff's

work to cast any except a very incidental and hurried glance at

some of them. That work devotes itself mainly, if one may not

even say exclusively, to the purely political history of the Marathfi,s.

Their social and religious progress receives only a very occasional

and indirect notice in it. It is true that, even in the original

documents alluded to, the various political transactions of the

periods to which they respectively relate form almost exclusively

the subject-matter of the narrative ; still, when the original

documents are before us, the incidental references to social and

religious matters are even now capable of being utilised. In the

case of the manuscripts that are lost, on the other hand, this

necessarily is not the case ; and, for the reasons stated, we cannot

now have access, even at second-hand, to such references as may
have been contained in them. Considering that, taken altogether,

the light thrown on the social and religious history of the Marathas

by the documents now available is not very plentiful, but comes, so

to say, in only scattered rays, it is a subject of just regret that

even the chance of adding to it an extra ray here and there is now
foreclosed by the loss of Grant Duff's manuscripts. In default

of them, however, it is proposed in the present paper to gather

together to a focus such of these scattered rays as may be obtained

from the papers and documents which have, within the last few

years, been made generally accessible in print—in the pages of the

Vividha Jnaua Vistara, in those of the Kayastha Prabhunchya Itih^-

sachin Sadhanen, and above all in those of the Kavyetihasasangraha.^

^ Some other works of less importance have also been utilised, as will be seen

later on. The Bakhar, a translation of which is contained in Professor Forrest's

Selections from Bombay State Papers, vol. i. (MarathH Series), must, it seems to me,

have been in some parts mistranslated, and in all abridged in the translation. As
an example of this translation, I may refer to the phrase, " night darker than his

(i.e. ^ivaji's) heart" (p. 15), a phrase which one would hardly expect to occur in rela-

tion to Sivaji in a Mardtha Bakhar deposited in KAyagad.
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The first point of interest, then, to be noted is the attitude of

the state towards the social and religious concerns of the people.

Here we are enabled to go back to the very beginnings of

Marathei power, to the system established by its great founder him-

self. And it is to be remarked, that, in spite of the unfavourable

conditions then existing, in spite of the all-engrossing militarism of

the day, Shivaji found time to apply his genius to the elaboration

of a regular system of civil administration ^ in a manner to which

we find almost no parallel throughout the period of Maratha history,

save during the r(^gime of that excellent Peshwa, the elder Madhav-
rao.^ One principal feature of Shivaji's system consisted in the

creation of a cabinet council—the famous Ashta Pradhana, or eight

ministers. One of these eight was known as Panditr^o.^ His

functions, like those of the other ministers and high officers, are

stated in a note or memorandum which purports to be written on

the I 3th of Jyeshtha Vadya, Tuesday, of the first year of the era

of the installation (a.d. 1674).^ It states that the Panditrao's

duties are to exercise all the sovereign's ecclesiastical powers, and to

order punishment to be inflicted after investigating into what is and

what is not in accordance with the religious law. He is to receive

learned persons on behalf of the state, and countersign all docu-

ments that may issue from the sovereign relating to Achara,

Vyavahara, and Prayschitta, the three departments of the Dharma-

sastra ; that is to say, rules of conduct, civil and criminal law, and

penances.^ He is also to look after the performance of santis
^

and other ceremonials, and the distribution of the royal bounty.

It is stated in the Life of Shivaji written by Malhar Ramrao Chitnis,

that the scheme of the cabinet and its functions was settled by

Shivaji in conformity with previous practice and tradition.^

^ Comp. Grant Duff, vol. i. p. 223 et seq. ; and inter alia, Chitrdgupta's Life of

Sivaji, pp. 38-39, 104.

2 See Grant Duff, vol. ii. p. 208 et seq. Compare also Forrest's Selections from

Bombay State Papers, p. 250, for a contemporary English estimate of Madhavrao.

^ See Grant Duff, vol. i. p. 235 et seq., and compare Chitragupta's S'ivdji, p. 103 ; Krish-

naji Sabhasad's S'ivdji, p. 69 ; and M. R. Chitnis' s S'ivdjt Vividha Jndna Vistdra, vol.

xiii. p. 238 et seq. ; and Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers (p. 14), where

the management of religious bequests is mentioned as one of the PanditrS,o's functions.

^ See Letters, Memoranda, &c. (Kavyetihasasangraha), p. 357. Cf. Malcolm's

Central India, vol. ii. p. 429.

5 See the Digest of Hindu Law, by Sir Raymond West and Dr. J. G. Biihler,

p. 13. ^ See Mandlik's Hindu Law (Introd.), p. xxxii.

7 V. D. Vistdra, vol. xiii. p. 238. The Mussulman writer whose memorandum is

summarised at Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers, p. 725 et seq., says

incorrectly (at p. 727) that "the nature of the duties and the names of the oflBces"

of the Ashta Pradhdna were "chiefly borrowed from the Muhammadans."
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In an Ajnapatra, or rescript bearing date Marga^irsha Buddha
4th, Thursday, of the 42nd year of the installation era (17 16

A.D.), and issued by EajS, Shambhu Chhatrapati of Kolhapur, it is

said that it is among the duties of a king of men to destroy any

tendency towards impiety, and to increase piety in his kingdom, and

thus acquire eternal happiness in the life to come.^ And accord-

ingly it is laid down ^ that heretical opinions, antagonistic to

religion, should not by any means be allowed to prevail in the

kingdom ; and if perchance they should be found to have mani-

fested themselves anywhere, the matter should be inquired into

personally,^ and due punishment should be inflicted, so that no one

else may join in the evil courses, and they may be altogether

stopped.

It would thus appear that the Maratha Eaj^s considered it their

right, or rather their duty, to regulate the religious affairs of their

subjects, although it is to be remarked that the minister appointed

for the purpose of attending to this part of the Raja's duties was

in fact always a Brahman, as, indeed, might naturally be expected.

It further appears that these duties were practically enforced, and

did not exhaust themselves in being committed to paper. In the

reign of Sambhajt, the son and successor of Shivaji, the favourite

" Kabjt " Kalusha,* among his other high crimes and misdemeanours,

induced the king, against the advice and remonstrance of the re-

sponsible minister Panditrao, to order Prayaschittas or penances to

be performed by eminent Brahmans, "masters of six sh^stras.'"^

What offences or shortcomings were alleged for justifying these

orders, the document before us does not state, and there is no other

source of information on the subject known to me.

Coming down to later times, we find that in the reign of Shahu,

when Balajt Bajirao was Peshwa, the state had to deal with a dis-

pute, which was even then one of long standing, between the Brah-

mans and the Prabhus.^ The dispute appears to have commenced,

^ F. /. Vistdra, vol. v. p. 194.

^ Ibid., p. 91, and compare Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 9.

' That is to say, by the minister, I take it, to whom the order is directed.

* See note i, p. 016. Kabji is identical with Kavi, abbreviated to Kab, when
going with the honorific suffix ji. In the S'risivakdvya, vi. 21 et seq. (which was com.
posed about 1820), and elsewhere, he is represented as an instrument of Aurangzeb-
Khafi Khan's account gives no indication of this being correct. See Elliott's His-
tory of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. p. 338 et seq.

^ Mardthi Sdmrdjydcht Bakhar, p. 59.

^ This is the correct mode of spelling the name of the caste, as claimed by them-
selves. The change to Parabhu (corrupted by Anglo-Indians to Purvoe) they attribute

to jealousy. See Kdyastha PrabMncht Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. 6. In the Sivamahd-
kdvya, viii. 29, the form is Parabhu.
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indeed, as early as the days of Shivaji/ and the settlement come

to then was, apparently, adhered to during the reigns of Sambhaji

and Rajaram, and the greater part of the reign of Shahu himself.

Towards the latter end of Shahu's reign, however, the dispute was

rekindled, as the Prabhus were much in favour with Shahu, as they

had been with Shivaji.^ The Brahmanas of the day were charged, in

the Prabhu chronicles, with having interpolated ^ new verses into the

Puranic and other works like tlie Sahyadrikhanda, &c., for the

purpose of lowering the status of the Prabhu caste. The dispute

having come before Balaji Bajirao, he wrote to Shahu, recommend-

ing that the old practice should be adhered to, that the new

quarrels raised by the Brahmanas should be discountenanced, and

that they should be given clear and final orders in the matter.

Shahu thereupon sent an order to all the Brahmanas of Khande

and Mahuli (two villages on the banks of the Krishna, where pre-

sumably the quarrels had then recommenced), ordering that they

should continue to perform all ceremonies, funeral and other, as the

same had been theretofore performed during the regime of the

Bijapur kings,* and also in the times of Shivaji, Sambhaji, Rajaram,

and Tarabai, and in the early days even of the then current reign.

They were directed " not to do anything new, not to break any-

thing old." At the same time with this order of the sovereign, the

minister Panditrao Rajhunath appears also to have addressed a

communication to the Brahmanas aforesaid, reciting briefly the

order made by Shahu, and adding that the old practice should be

revived.^ We learn, however, that although these orders were sent,

the disputes were not in fact settled, as the Pratinidhi, Jagjivanrao

Pandit, and his agent Yamaji,^ who were managing all affairs at

Satara on behalf of Shahu, would not accept the settlement, seeing

that Shahu's end was approaching. Shortly afterwards Shahu died,

as was expected, and Balaji Bajirao immediately placed both the

Pratinidhi and his agent Yamajt in prison.*^ He then proceeded

to order the old practice as regards the ceremonies among Prabhu

families to be resumed, and that practice continued undisturbed

until the end of the administration of Madhavr^o and the beginning

of that of Narayanrao.

1 See K. p. Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), pp. 10-12.
'^ See Chitragupta's Life of Sivaji, p. 123.

» See K. P. Bakhar (K.P.I.S), pp. 12-17.
•* It would seem from this that the Mussulman Rajas also had had to deal with

the question between the two castes. See below.
5 See K P. Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), pp. 12-13, where both letters are set out at length.

" See Grant Duff, vol. ii. pp. 17, 32. ^ Ibid., vol. ii. p. 35.
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Several years after this, in the days of tlie Peshwa Savai Mad-

havr&o, a Brahman named Narhari Ranalekar became " yavanamaya

and bhrashta "—that is to say, perverted to Muhamraadanism and

fallen off from Hinduism. He was then, it appears, taken back into

the fold by certain Bnihmans of Paithana, although, as the Peshwa's

_order says, this was an unwarrantable proceeding. Tlie re-admis-

jion naturally led to a split in the Brrihman community of tlie

)lace ; and then an officer of the Government came upon the scene,

ind by coercion—that is to say, under colour of his office—got all

the Brahmanas, the excommunicated ones and the others, to sit

lown to dinner together. The result, says the Peshwa's order,^

ras that the whole of the Paithana Brahmans became excommuni-

ited, and therefore the Sarkar or Government sent two Karkuns to

administer penance wholesale to them all ; and this was accordingly

done. The order then, which is addressed to the Deshmukhs and

Deshpandes of Pargana Jalnapur, after reciting the above-stated

facts, goes on to direct that the other Brahmans of the Pargana,

having had intercourse with the Paithana Brahmans, must also per-

form due penance, according to the measure of their intercourse,^

through the instrumentality of the two Government Karkuns afore-

said. This case presents several remarkable features, not the least

remarkable of which is the severe logic by which the penance is

made to extend to all the Brahmanas of the whole Pargana. The

same severe logic may be noticed in a later case, which occurred in

October 1800, soon after the deaths of Nana Fadanavis and Para-

sur^m Bhan Patwardhan. It seems then to have been found out

that one of the household attendants in the Peshwa's palace, who
had been, I presume, supposed to be a Brahmana, was in fact of

a low caste—a saddler. The man was thereupon ordered to be

punished, and penance was administered to the whole city of Poena

—that is, presumably, to the Brahmanas of the place, who must

have been, as they are now, the large majority of the inhabitants.^

^ See Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 76. A similar question arose

long afterwards in connection with the case of Sripad Sheshadri, a brother of the

late Rev. Narayan Sheshadri, in which the late enlightened Professor Bil Gang^dhar

Shastri is understood to have taken a prominent part, which mortally offended the

orthodoxy of his days,

^ The tediousness of the ceremonial of penance, and the amount of the money
commutation, must both vary with the closeness and frequency of the intercourse.

' Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 523. I know of no other source of

information on the subject than the very short entry there. A curious extension of the

severity of the logic above alluded to even to dead persons is suggested at Kdyastha

Prabhunchyd ItihdsAchin Sddhanen {Qrdmanya), p. 9. See also Letters, Memoranda,
&c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 9, where the circumstances are not very clearly stated.

R
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A curious ecclesiastical case was disposed of by Balaji Bajirao at

Trimbakeshwar. The Giri and Puri ^ sects of Gosavis had some

dispute about bathing at Trimbakeshwara in the Simhastha year

—

a dispute apparently about who was to have precedence. The

dispute led, we are told, to severe fights, until Balaji Bajirdo having

offered to settle the matter " on the part of the Government," the

two parties agreed to his suggestion ; and then the Peshwa, taking

hold of the hands of each of the Mahants of the two rival sects,

entered the sacred waters of the Kusavarta with the Mahants for

his companions. The two Mahants thus entering the water together

all disputes about precedence ceased.^

Tlie Peshwa, however, had not been equally successful in settling

another dispute between rival Brfihrnans, which had arisen also at

Trimbakeshwara,^ in relation to the temple built by him at that

place. The consecration of the edifice could not be performed at

the time when Balaji wished it to be done because the Yajurvedi

and Apastamba Brahmans had some dispute—the nature of which

is not more precisely indicated—about the southern gate of the

temple. How the matter was ultimately settled does not appear.*

It may be here remarked, in passing, that some of the stone used,

under the orders of the Peshwa, for erecting the Trimbakeshwara

temple is stated to have been taken from the Muhammadan musjids

or mosques in the Mogul districts. Whether such mosques were

then unused and dilapidated or not does not appear.^

Another matter in which the Peshwa of the day failed to carry

out his own wishes, in consequence of opposition from the people,

was one which had occurred in the time of the first Bajirao. I

have not seen any original authority for this, but a note of the

editor of the Peshwa's Bakhar says that Bajirao, having had a son

by the Mussalman woman Mastani, wanted to perform the thread

ceremony upon that son, and make a Brahmana of him,^ but that

^ See Professor H. H. Wilson's Religious Sects of the Hindus, vol, i. pp. 202-203.

2 See Peshwa's Bakhar, pp. 68-69. The Simastha year falls when Jupiter is in the

sign Leo ; and see Grant Duff, vol. ii. p. 71.

^ For another case of unsuccessful interference, see K. P. Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. 13

et seq., and the GrS,manya section in the sanae collection, p. 3 et seq. In that case

there was a series of interferences, all unsuccessful.

^ See Peshwa's Bakhar, pp. 68-69. It appears, however, from Letters, Memoranda,

&c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 522, that the consecration of the Trimbakeshwara temple was

performed by Bsijirao II. in Faka, 1728 (A.D. 1806). The delay seems unaccountably

long, in spite of the difficulty raised by the Brahmans.
^ Peshua's Bakhar, p. 68. See also Elliott's History of India, by Dowson,

vol. vii. pp. 404, 415, 446, and Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 56.

® Peshwa's Bakhar, p. 40 n. That such an idea should have occurred to a Hindu

defender of the faith is itself rather remarkable as an instance of that relaxation
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the plan fell through in consequence of the opposition of the

Biahmanas, In a sketch of the career of Bajirao bearing date in

1840 (though this is probably the date of the copy, not of the

original sketch itself) a brief account is given of the sort of quasi-

marriage that was celebrated between Bajirao and Mastaui.^ The

account there given is that Mastani was the daughter of the Nabob

of Hyderabad, that is to say the Nizam, and that the Nabob's wife

suggested that their daughter might be married to I^ajirao as a

means of cementing friendship between them. The marriage ^ was

accordingly celebrated, but with a dagger, and Bajirao afterwards

brought Mastant away, and kept her in a separate mansion, built

specially for her in a part of the grounds of the Sanavar palace at

Poena.

One matter of considerable importance, to which attention is

being directed among Hindus at the present day, was dealt with by

an order of the Peshwas—which of them was then in power it is

not possible to say. The order provided that no Brahman in the

Pranta Vai^ should accept a money payment for giving his girl in

marriage ; that whoever receives any money shall forfeit double the

amount of it to Government ; whoever pays any shall forfeit as

much ; and whoever may act as go-between in arranging such a

marriage, and receive money for his services as such, shall forfeit

the amount of his brokerage. The official to whom the order is

conveyed is directed to communicate the terms of it " in an emphatic

^manner " to all the Brahman caste, and to all Jamindars, ecclesiastical

of old traditions which is adverted to farther on. Comp. Grant Duff, vol. i. p. 569.

Well might Grant Duff say that B^jir^o was free from " bigotry." The son, Samher
Bahadur, is described as a " brother " of Bahiji Bajirao in the letter of the Govern-

ment of Bombay to Commodore James, dated in 1755 (see Forrest's Selections from

Bombay State Papers, p. 102). The English must have reproduced the usual

designation. See also Elliott's History of India, by Dgwson, vol. viii. p. 283.

^ Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 539. The whole story is a curious

one, and the J§riHvakdvya , x. 58-61, speaks of it all as a work of the evil spirit,

Kali. The accounts we have of the matter are not all harmonious. See Sivakdvya,

loc. cit. ; Mardtlu Sdvirdjya Bakhar, pp. 74-77 ; Kasiraja's Bhonslc Bakhar, p. 40 ;

Peshwa's Bakhar, pp. 37, 40, 49 ; and Peskwa's Sakdnali, p. 6. See, too, Forrest's

Selections from Bombay State Papers, p. 658.
^ For a similar instance of a marriage with a sword, see Malcolm's Central

India, vol. ii. p. 1 58.

^ The order relates to this district, as the question which elicited the order arose

there, not because it was intended to be confined in its operation to that district.

Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), 121-122. Mami, chap. iii. st. 51 ct seq., and
chap. ix. St. 98 et seq., forbids in terms what he stigmatises as the sale of a daughter
(see also chap. xi. st. 62 et seq.). The established name for the transaction in

Marathi is still Kanyftrikraya. Manu's sanctions are different from those enacted
by the Peshwa.
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functionaries, officiating priests, and astrologers (Joshis), and to Patils

and Kulkarnis ; and he is ordered to recover the amounts as pre-

scribed without listening to any pretexts about expenses, &c. The

letter now published acknowledges receipt of this order, the whole

of which it recites, and promises to communicate it to the people

of the town of Vai and of Government villages, and to Deshmukhs

and Deshpandes. It is unnecessary to say anything more with

reference to this order than that its all-embracing character deserves

notice. All parties to the nefarious transaction are hit at—the

man who sells his girl, the man who buys her, and the man who
arranges the bargain and sale.

It would appear, from the various instances collected above, that

under Maratha rule the union of Church and State was very close

indeed ; and it was not merely a theoretical, but a practically en-

forced union ; and that it was so as well during the regime of the

Maratha Eaj^s as under that of the Brahmana Peshwas, though it

is, to. be, observed, valeat quantum, that the order of the Peshwa last

mentioned bears the usual seal containing the name of Raja Shahu.-^

This is not much to be wondered at, considering that the idea of a

state leaving all ecclesiastical and religious affairs outside its own
jurisdiction is not one which is even now universally accepted ; and

considering further that the main inspiring principle of the whole

movement initiated by Shivajl,^ and carried on by his successors

down to the closing years of the Peshwa regime, was the preser-

vation of the Hindu religion against foreign aggression. The only

point one is struck by is that the Maratha Rajas should have been

prepared and able to meddle so far in religious matters. One pos-

sible explanation is that the people at large may have accepted the

claims set up in favour of Shivaji's Kshatriya origin, a matter on

which something more will have to be said in the sequel. On the

other hand, it is to be observed that the Shastris generally have

been chary of admitting, and, in fact, have often expressly denied,^

^ The orders mentioned in note 5, p. 256, were issued formally by Shahu himself,

through the responsible minister Panditrdo, and only on the recommendation of the

Peshwa. As to the Peshwa's other seals, see Journal Bom. Br. Koy. As. Soc, vol.

xvi. p. 126.

- See Krishnaji Sabhasad's Life of Sivaji, pp. 27-28 ; V. D. Vistdra, vol, ix. pp.

50-53 ; Mardthi Sdmrdjya BaTchar, p. 76 ; Bhonsle, Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I.

Sangraha), p. 147 ; see also Mr. B. D. Nigudkar's Life of Parasuram Bhan Patwardhan,

p. 57 ; and Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 67.

2 See the Gramanya section (K.P.I.S. ), p. 2 ; and West and Biihler's Digest of

Hindu Law, p. 921, note. The learned authors of that work—Sir R. West and Prof.

Buhler—had seen a large number of opinions of Shdstris recorded in the various

J3ritish courts of justice in the Bombay Presidency. In other parts of the country,
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the existence of any castes other than Biahmans and Siidras in

these modern days. They have generally, I believe, relied on an

old text of the Bliagawata Parana, which says that the Nandas were

the last of the Kshatriyas j
^ and they have not, as far as I am

aware, grappled, from that point of view, with the claims of Shivaji

to rank as a Kshatriya—claims which appear to have been at least

acquiesced in by our Maratha poet-saint Eamadas.^ Another ex-

planation may, perhaps, be found in the old doctrine that every

king has more or less of the divine element in him.* In one pas-

sage of one of our recently published Bakhars, no less a person

than the Mogul Emperor of Delhi has been given the benefit of

that doctrine.* If that is allowable a fortiori, must Shivaji and

Sambhaji be also allowed to claim a share of the quasi-divine

character ?
^

At this point I cannot resist the temptation to draw attention to

a passage in Krishn^ji Anant Sabh^sad's Life of Shivaji. Although,

as above stated, his movement was in essence a religious one, it

appears that in providing for the preservation of temples and religious

institutions of his own faith, Shivaji also continued the existing

also, the Shastris have on various occasions expressed opinions to the same effect.

They may be seen referred to in the report of a case decided by Her Majesty's Privy

Council. See Moore's Indian Appeal Cases, vol. vii. pp. 35-37, 46-49. Steele is there

quoted as showing that the claims to Kshatriya descent of the Bhonsles and other

Martltha families have been denied. The denial is based there, not on the text of

the Bhagavata, but on the destruction of the Kshatriyas by Parasurama. But this

would obviously prove too much, for no Shastrl will venture to deny the Kshatriya

descent of Rama of Ayodhya, and all the later princes of the Raghuvansa, who, of

course, survived Parasurama. See also Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 43.

^ For one interpretation of that text see the opinion of . the Benares Pandits set

out at K. P. Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. 17. The usual interpretation is that the text only

applies to the Magadha district, not the lohole of BhSratavarsha.
- See Dasabodha, xiii. 6. The various mediaeval princes whose copperplates have

been discovered claim to belong to the old Puranic Kshatriya families, such as

YAdavas, &c. HemMri describes the Jadhava or Yadava Prince Mahadeva as of

the Somavansa, and as having performed Yajna^. See, too, Journal, Bombay Branch,

Royal Asiatic Society, vol. ix. p. cxliv. ; Forrest's Selections, p. 726 ; Elliott's History

of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. p. 254, vol. viii. p. 258.
'^ In the GrAmanya section (K.P.I. S.), p. 5, it is stated that when the dissensions

between the Brahmanas and Prabhus were going on in the lifetime of NarayanrAo
Peshwa, the champions of the former said : "What does it matter what is in the

Sastras ? Who looks at them ? . . . They are sovereigns, and it is necessary to act

as they direct."'

* See Raghunath Yadav's Panipat Bakhar, pp. 19-20, and compare M. R. Chitnis's

Life of Rjijaram I., p. 71, and also Bhan Saheb's Bakhar, p. 56, and Chitragupta's

.S'ivdji, p. 137. And for a Muhammadan account of the Darkina of the Emperor of

Delhi, which is probably to be explained by this doctrine, see Dowson's Elliott,

vol. vii. p. 284.

" See SrUivakdvya, viii. 56.
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grants in favour of Mussulman Pirs, mosques, &c., for keeping up

lights and religious services.-^ As this Life professes to have been

written at the desire of Rajaram, the second son of Shivaji, and as

there is some internal evidence to confirm the statement, the infor-

mation furnislied by Shivajfs biographer is obviously of great historic

value.

To return, however, to our main point. It is necessary to note,

in connection with this matter of the union of Church and State,

that it is clear from the Kayastha Prabhunchi Bakhar,^ and some

other evidence, that the Mussulman sovereigns were also on occa-

sion called on to deal with these ecclesiastical cases arising among
their Hindu subjects. It appears, for instance, that in the course

of the quarrels between the Brahmans and Prabhus in the Konkan,

the two parties once went to the local Mogul officer for redress.

The officer was a Mussulman, and he pointed out that he knew
nothing of the Shastras of the litigants. He therefore told them both

to go to their principal sacred place, Benares, and obtain a decision

from the Pandits there, and promised that he would enforce such

decision. Tlie Kayastha Bakhar goes on to say that the parties did

repair to Benares accordingly, and there a great Sabha or assembly

of the Pandits was held, and after high debate it was determined

that the Prabhus were genuine Kshatriyas, and entitled to the benefit

^ See Sabbasad's Life of Sivajl, p. 27, and also Elliott's History of India, by Dow-
son, vol. vii. p. 260, which is of very special value, as containing the testimony of a

Mussulman and hostile historian. Compare, also, clauses 7 and 12 of the treaty

mentioned at Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers, p. 41, though it is to

be remarked that the Portuguese, who got the benefit of those clauses, do not

appear to have shown any similar liberality themselves. See Sdshti Ba Kahn, p. i,

and Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. pp. 211, 345. With this compare

the Delhi Emperor's prohibition of cow-slaughter, procured by the influence of

Mahadji Sindhia (Grant Duff, vol. iii. p. 76, and Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p.

164). The direction given by the Government of Bombay to Colonel Keatinge not to

kill bullocks (see Forrest's Selections, p. 216) stands on a somewhat different footing.

This subject of tolerance reminds one of a note of Sir John Malcolm's in his very

sympathetic and fascinating account of Ahaly^bai, the saintly queen of the Holkar

family. See Central India, vol. i. p. 194. Here, too, perhaps, I may be permitted

to draw attention to a passage in Holkar's Kaifiyat (p. 108), Avhich shows the

Holkar "taking the guise of a fakir" in connection with the Mussulman Moharram

—a practice which prevails among Hindus to the present day. See also, in connec-

tion with this last point, Mardthi Sdmrujya Bakhar, p. 41, and Forrest's Selections

from Bombay State Papers, p. i.

2 See pp. 8-9. At a later stage of these dissensions, in the days of Nana Fada-

navis's power, the Prabhus said :
" All our caste says. Convene an assembly of Pandits

and determine our status. Then let an order of the ^ate be issued, and it will be

our duty to have the ceremonies performed as ordered. Only let the state order be

given after due consideration." See the Gr^manya section (K.P.I.S.), p. 17; see

also K. P. Balclmr, p. 17, and our note 4, p. 256.
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of Vedic ceremonies,^ and to be taught the sacred G^yatri verses.

After this decision the Brahmans are said to have been satisfied,

and to have agreed to conduct the ceremonies for the Prabhus in

the regular manner. And it is further stated subsequently that this

was accordingly done.

There is a passage in the Bakhar of the battle of Kurdla which

illustrates how the ecclesiastical jurisdiction thus indicated was

invoked, and how it was practically invoked on its judicial side.

At Taleguam it seems there was a Brahman woman who lived in

adultery with a Mussalman.^ The Brahmans of the place made

a complaint about this to Nana Fadanavis at Poona, stating the

facts, and adding that the days of Brahmanism were gone ! Nana
expressed his disbelief of the charge, but appointed a Panch or board

of arbitrators ^ to investigate it. The Panch were apparently bribed

by the Mussalman, and even before the time for final decision was

reached betrayed a tendency to decide in his favour, and to hold

that the charge was false. Thereupon " a hundred or two hundred

Brahmans " gathered together and proceeded to Poona. There they

went before the tent of the Peshwa (who was starting with his

army on the expedition which ended at Kharda), and sat there in

the middle of the day with torches blazing. When the Peshwa

ca'me out of the tent the Brahmans set up a loud cry, " Har ! Har

!

Mahadeva." And on the Peshwa desiring to know the meaning of

it all, they said they had come from Talegaum, stated their whole

case, and explained that they had lighted torches at mid-day as

there was so much darkness—that is, absence of justice—prevailing

in the kingdom. Nana was thereupon sent for, and subsequently

the arbitrators, and finally the accused woman. The woman, on

being asked, at first remained silent. But cane-sticks being ordered

to be sent for,^ she acknowledged her anilt, and the Peshwa there-

^ The ceremonies for Siidras are performed with Puranic, not Vedic Mantras. See

West and Buhler's Digest, pp. 920-921, inter alia. But see, too, Mandlik's Hindu Law,

p. 56, where a somewhat different view is expressed by Nilakantha Bhatta as regards

options.

- This is Grant Duff's spelling of the name, which has been copied into some
bsequent works. The correct spelling is Kharda.
* See the Kharda Bakhar, p. 5.

* As to this mode of administering criminal justice, see Grant Duff, vol. ii. p. 237
and a very full and interesting account in Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 556
et seq., vol. ii. p, 290 et seq., and p. 426 ct seq. As to what is said by Grant Duff about

women and Brahmans not being put to death, compare M. R. Chitnis's Life of

Shahu the Younger, pp. 72-80, the Peshioa's Bakhar, p. 132, and Forrest's Selections

from Bombay State Papers, p. 18.

^ This is in accordance with old tradition. Compare the Mudrarakshasa drama,

Act v. ; Wilson's Hindu Theatre, vol. ii. p. 225. See also Malcolm's Central India.
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upon decided that both the accused persons were guilty—a decision

in which Yajnes'var Shastri^ is stated to have concurred. The
sentence was, that the male culprit was ordered first to be paraded

through the streets of Poena on the back of a donkey with his

face turned towards the back of the animal, and then tied to the

foot of an elephant and killed ; and the female culprit, as she could

not be sentenced to death,^ was banished from the kingdom.

The various incidents to which we have thus referred illustrate

the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Maratha sovereigns in all its

aspects. We see from them that those sovereigns, as heads at

once of the State and the Church, to borrow a modern European

expression, exercised legislative powers, judicial powers, both by

themselves direct and through the medium of arbitrators, adminis-

trative powers by the hands of a departmental minister, and execu-

tive powers through the instrumentality of Government Karkuns.

And the documents, it may be added, which furnish this informa-

tion extend over nearly the whole period of Maratha rule, from the

time of Shivaji down to that of Savai Madhavrao.

It has been already stated that the Maratha Eajas who claimed

and exercised the wide ecclesiastical jurisdiction thus indicated in

outline were regarded as Kshatriyas. The recently published docu-

ments contain many allusions to this point; but from those which

relate to Shivaji himself.^ it rather appears, if we read between the

lines, that the claim set up on his behalf to be of the Kshatriya

race was not universally regarded as really and truly tenable,

although, from considerations of policy and expediency, it might be

vol, i. p. 575. For a Muhammadan prince's use of the torture to extract information,

see Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii, p. 322.

^ Compare Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 558.

2 See note 4, p. 263. The punishments here mentioned were in ordinary use in those

days for certain offences. The infamous Ghfl^iram Kotwal was subjected to the parade

called Dhinda (see Peshwa's Bakhar, p. 157), though he appears to have had a camel

instead of a donkey to ride on. Some of Narayanrao Peshwa's murderers, and the

pretended Sadashivr^o Bhau (Grant Duff's spelling of this name as Sewdashesrao

is incorrect), were tied to the feet of elephants and thus killed (comp. Forrest's

Selections, p. 4, and Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. pp. 359-360),

others were beheaded or shot, and some had torches tied to their bodies, which

were then lighted, and they were thus burnt to death after their fingers had been

pierced with needles. See Peshiva's Bakhar, p. 132. It may, perhaps, be added that

about the manner of the death of the pretended Sadashivrao BhSu there are varying

accounts given. See the Peshiva's Bakhar, p. 134, and Peshwa Sakdvali, p. 30; Mr.

B. D. Nigudkar's Life of Parasthir^m Bhan Patawardhan, p. 40 ; Grant Duff, vol. ii.

p. 331, and note there ; and Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. viii. p. 294.

^ See, inter alia, Chitragupta's Life, pp. 108, 116, 168; and cf. Mardthi Sdmrdjija

Bakhar, p. 47.
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conceded. From the biographies of Shivaji by Krishuaji Anant Sab-

hdsad ^ and by Chitragupta,'^ it seems to follow that the search for

the origin of Shivaji's family, which resulted in the discovery that he

belonged to the Shisode^ clan of Rajputs who reigned in Udayapur,*

was not commenced until after the idea of a formal installation

(or Alehisheka) had been first started ; and Malhar Erimiao Chitnis's

narrative, although it proceeds on the assumption of the fact as

already established, rather indicates that Gfigabhatta, the great Pandit

of Benares, whose services were put in requisition for the installation

ceremonies, had some considerations of policy put to him before he

was persuaded to join in those ceremonies.^ They had also to strain

a point when, as a preliminary to the installation, the thread cere-

mony essential for a Kshatriya was performed on Shivaji at a time

when he was " forty-six or fifty years old," and had already had two

sous,— an irregularity which also was, we are told, expressly assented

to by all the assembled Brahmans and Pandits.^ How the assem-

bled Brahmans and Pandits worked their way to this decision none

of our authorities states. Further, it is remarkable that none of

them anywhere mentions the performance of the thread ceremony

upon any of the members of Shivaji's family except the ones who
were installed on the Gadi,^ and then that ceremony is mentioned in

connection with the installation ceremony.® In view of these facts,

it may be permissible to doubt whether the statements of both

' See p. 68. '^ Page 98.

^ See V. D. Vistdra, vol. x. p. 44.

* See Chitnis's Shahu, p. 9 ; see too V. D. Vistdra, vol. ix. p. 32 ; Gupte's Bhonsle

Bakkar, p. 4 ; Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 362 ; M. R. Chitnis's

Life of Shahu the Younger, pp. 101-102, where the different practice of the old

Udaypur family in a certain matter of ceremonial is referred to. It will be remem-
bered that the Udaypur fainily were the oldest of the Rajput clans (see Grant Duff,

vol. i. p. 27), and that they were the only family which had not permitted a daughter

of theirs to marry into the family of the Great Mogul. See Elphinstone's History of

India, by Cowell (3rd edit.), pp. 480, 506-507, and Malcolm's Central India, vol. i.

p. 44, note ; vol, ii. pp. 126-128, and note ; but also p. 482.

' V. D. Vistdra, vol. xiii. p. 202. See also the History of the Chitnis Family
.P.I.S.), pp. 6, 8, and K. P. Bahhar (K.P.I.S.), pp. lo-ii.

' See V. D. Vistdra, vol. xiii. p. 203. See, too, Forrest's Selections, p. 22, which
passage appears to me to illustrate a remark made in note i, p. 253, that the trans-

lation of the Rdyagad Bakhar is probably a very condensed translation, and not

verbatim.

^ RajarAm's is mentioned by M. R. Chitnis, V. D. Vistdra, vol. xiii. p. 248, but his

case was peculiar.

^ E.g., see Chitnis's Life of Rajar^m II., p. 2. Sambhajl's thread ceremony
appears to have taken place at a much earlier age than SivSjl's ; apparently it was
celebrated as a preliminary to his installation as Yuvardj or heir-apparent. See
below.
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Krislinaji Anaut Sabluisad -^ and Malhar Ramrao Chitnis,^ about

Shahaji, the father of Shivaji, claiming to be a Rajput of the Shisode

clan, or about Jay sing, Mirza Raja of Jaypur, acknowledging Shivaji

as a Kshatriya, and dining with him before the installation, deserve

to be entirely trusted. That at a later time the Satara Rajas,^

and the Nagpur Bhonsles, and the Ghorpades and others claimed

to be Kshatriyas, is a matter which, after Shivaji's affair, need

excite no surprise. The explanation of it all is contained in a pas-

sage in K. A. Sabhasad's Life.* He says that Gagabhatta was much
pleased with the splendid reception given him by Shivaji,^ and it

was Gagabhatta who suggested,*" that while a Mussalman Padsha

sat on the throne, and had the chhatra or umbrella indicative of

sovereignty, it was not proper that Shivaji, who had achieved what

he had, should not adopt the formal ensigns of kingship." And it

was when this suggestion was accepted by Shivaji, and a formal

Alehisheka determined on, that it became necessary to look into the

origin of the family, and to promulgate that Shivjiji was by birth a

Kshatriya.^ Taking the whole evidence together, it looks like a

€ase of a more or less deliberate manipulation ^ of facts and religious

rules in aid of a foregone conclusion, adopted for a purely political

purpose.

^ See Life, pp. 28, 38. In 1747 Raja Bakht Singh, a R^thor, speaks of the Mara-

th^s as a contemptible tribe from the Dekkan.
^ See Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. viii. p. 209. See F. D. Vistara,

vol. X. pp. 44, 119; vol. xiii. p. 202, where Sivaji claims that other members of his

family are reigning in Cutch and NepSl.

3 See Mardtht Sdmrdjya Bakliar, p. 116, and the references already given, also

Scott's Deccan, vol. i. p. 32 n. ; vol. ii. p. 4 ; Forrest's Bombay Selections, p. 725

(which is a Mussulman's account in 1781).

4 Page 38.

° Chitragupta appears to say that Gagdbhatta had come of his own motion to see

Siv^jl (Life, p. 95). The other authorities point the other way.
^ He is said to have got a lakh of rupees as a present. See the History of the

Chitnis Family (K.P.LS.), p. 6, note.

^ Sivaji is stated to have been himself rather keen about having his Munja or

thread ceremony performed. See Chitragupta's Life, p. 84. Inthe Mardtht Sdmrdjya

Bakkar, p. 47 (see also B. S. Gupte's Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. 8), it is said that he was

at one time going in for the regular Brahmanical life in preference even to the

Kshatriya life, after having been taught the Gayatri Mantra {Om tat sabitur, &c.) by

Gagabhatta. But from this extreme he allowed himself to be dissuaded by his

officers. He then also ordered that no mean employment was to be given to Brah-

mans, and he made some transfers accordingly. See also Grant Duff, vol. i.

p. 266, and Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers, pp. 20-21.

8 In the S'risivakdvya, iv. 23-29, Sivaji and Gagabhatta are both censured for the

whole proceeding, which is said to have been due to the suggestion of the evil

spirit, Kali, and which led, it is said, to Sivdji's losing his hidden wealth.

8 The S'ivokdvya expressly charges GSgabhatta with this.
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Of similar manipulations, or more pronounced and direct viola-

tions of religious rules of greater or less importance, the documents

before us afford sundry other examples. One of the earliest occurred

in connection with the arrangements for the accon^modation of

Sambhilji, when Shivaji, after the fliglit from Delhi, was obliged, in

order to disembarrass himself of all impediments, to leave the young

prince behind him. It appears that some of Aurangzeb's people

suspected that the boy was not, as pretended, a son of the Brah-

man Kasipant, in whose charge he was, and in order to silence

their suspicions, Kasipant was obliged to accept their challenge,

and to eat out of the same dish as Sambli^ijt. The Brahman made
the offence as light as he could make it by taking a quantity of

parched and flattened rice, called pohe,'^ mixed with curds on a

plantain leaf, for the purpose of eating in presence of Aurangzeb's

myrmidons. These men made a favourable report to the Emperor,

and Sambhaji was saved. But one of Shivaji's biographers, Chitra-

gupta, says, that the Brahman Kasipant secretly performed penance

for what he had done.^ It is to be remarked that Sambhaji is

stated by the same writer to have been dressed like a Brahman,^

with a dhotar tied round the waist," and also with the sacred

thread, which he did not get as of right till about 1679, when
Shivaji had his thread ceremony performed, with a view to instal

him as Yuvaraja or heir-apparent.'^

^ The rice not being cooked, as ordinary rice has to be, was not so objectionable

for the intended purpose as ordinary cooked rice would have been. It may be noted

that Khafi Khan's account (Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. pp. 285-292)

makes no reference to this episode. The Brahman Kisipant is there called Kabkalas,

and identified (p. 205) with the Kabji who became so notorious under Sambhrijl.

The author of the note there does not seem to have been aware that Kabkalas is an

abridged form of Kabi or Kair Kalusa, which fact harmonises all the various forms

of the spelling of the name.
- Page 75. The other authorities mentioned farther on say nothing about any pen-

ance. This test of dinner together appears to have been frequently applied in Marfttha

history. See, inter alia, Mardthi Sdmrdjya Bakhar, p. 32 (this is about Sambhfijl);

V. D. Vistdra, vol, x. p. 202 (ditto) ; Gupte's Bhonsle Bahhar, p. 9 (this also relates

to Sambhaji), p. 20 ; M. R. Chitnis's Life of RSjaram II., p. 2 ; and see Grant Duff,

vol. ii. p. 39, and Malcolm's Central India, vol. ii. pp. 131 n., 14971.; and Asiatic

Researches, vol. iii. p. 137. For two curious incidents connected with the dinner

question, see Holkar's Kaifiyat, p. 4, and Gupte's Bhonsle Bakhar, p. 31.

^ See Chitragupta's Life, p. 77, and V. D. Vistdra, vol. x. p. 185. He was said to

have been dressed like a girl. See Scott's Deccan (based on Ferishta), vol. ii. p. 16.

It is curious, in this connection, to notice that when SavSi M&dhavrao was going to

his father-in-law'.s house for his wedding, he is stated to have put on, not the

old Brahman dress, but a silk fenta or sash, tied round the head, a long coat, and
trousers (see Peshwa's Bakhar, p. 139). He put on trousers also when sitting in

Durbar. See ibid., p. 105.

* See V. D. Vistdra, vol. xiii. p. 242. According to the account of Kafi Khan,
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A similar occurrence took place again in Shivaji's family on his

father Shahaji's death, when, in spite of the prayers of her son,

Jijibai, Shahaji's widow, at first insisted on preparations being

made for her sacrificing herself as a Sati. Chitragupta's Life shows

that the argument which ultimately prevailed with the lady was

that, if she insisted on having her own way, Shivaji's life could not

be relied on, and the empire established by him would at once

cease to be.^ Similar instances are not wanting in subsequent

years in the days of the Peshwa power. The great violation of

religious rules which was involved in the Brahman Peshwas takinor

to the military profession is become so familiar, and almost such a

matter of course, so to say, that it hardly strikes one sufficiently in

the present day as having been in truth of that character.^ In

the protest made by the eminent Eamshastri against the Peshwa

Madhavrao Ballal's devoting too much time to religious obser-

vances, their incompatibility with those duties of Kshatriyas which

the Peshwas had undertaken is the strongest point in the argument;

and the departure from the ordinances of the faith is assumed as

an accomplished and irreversible fact, not a 'matter seriously under

discussion at all.3 Another story of similar significance is told of

the same eminent Peshwa Madhavrao. "When he was arranging for

his expedition against Hyder Ali, he sent a summons to the Bhonsle

chief of Nagpur to come over to join the Maratha army. The

Sambhaji had been married before he went to Delhi with Sivaji. This follows from

the statement that his wife wanted to become a Sati on hearing of the news of

Sambhaji's death at Allahabad (see Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii.

p. 292). If so, SambhSji's Munja also must have taken place aftei- his marriage. See

note 8, p. 265.

]
Page 85.

^ See V. D. Vistdra, vol. xvi. p. 284, for what a Brahman of our own day says

about it. See, too, Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 77. In the S'rUivaMvya, viii.

4, Shflhu's reign is extolled, in the well-established conventional style, as showing all

castes devoted to their respective duties ; and immediately afterwards, at viii. 22 et

seq., we read of that same Shdhu ordering Bahiropant Pingle and Balajl Visvanath,

the first of the Peshwas, to go on a military expedition, which the latter is stated

to have undertaken forthwith ; and again, at viii, 49, Bajirao I. is made to speak

of himself as both a Brfi,hmau and Kshatriya. See also ibid. xiv. 49, which relates to

the death of Visvasrao at Panipat, and ibid. (Appendix xi. 19), where the Kaja of Kolha-

pur is said to have twitted Parasur4m Bhau Patwardhan with having deserted his

duties as a Brahman. In the memorandum by a Mussulman writer (dated 1781-82)

summarised in Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers, p. 725 et seq., this

point is made against the Peshwas (p. 728). The remarks of the writer are note-

worthy (see also Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 75). It is curious that the per-

sons thus teaching the Brahmanas their duty should have been, one a Maratha, and

one a Mussulman, who quotes Manu against them !

^ See Grant Duff, vol. ii. p. 209.
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Bhonsle's agent at ]'oona went to consult with the ex-minister

Sakharam Bilpu as to what should be done. The latter was afraid

to give his counsel openly, as the Pesliwa's Karkun was present,

but he managed to convey his advice to the Bhonsle's agent without

the Karkun understanding the point. He suggested to one of two

persons who were sitting near him playing chess that, as the pawns ^

of his opponent had advanced in force, he should take back his king

a square or two. The Bhonsle's agent, taking the hint, at once

wrote off to his master to advise that he should not come to Poona

in pursuance of the Peshwa's summons, but should go back the one

or two stages he had advanced from N^gpur. This was done accord-

ingly, and Madhavrao, who had a great reputation for obtaining news

of everything that was going on in which he was interested,^ heard

of the Bhonsle's return to his capital ; and he also heard of Sakharam

Bapu's advice, which had led to it, though the latter was perceived

only by him hidden under the facts he learnt from the cross-examina-

tion of the Karkun. Madhavrao was a man of very strong will.

He at once sent for the Bhonsle's agent, and told him of his master's

return to N^gpur on the advice of Sakharam B^pu, and added, " If

your master is in Poona within fifteen days, well and good ; if not,

I will pay no heed to my being a Brahman, but will break his head

with a tent-peg !
" ^

The matter may perhaps be said to be carried a step farther

when a Brahman Karkun, writing of the end of the Brahman
Para^uram Bhau Patwardhan's life, writes as follows :

"^ *•' The end

of the deceased was excellent, for he served the Peshwas, performing

a Kshatriya's duties to the very last." But even if we pass from

the case of these secularised Brahmans, we find, in the instance of

the priests of Kayagaum, and perhaps I may add of the Swami
of Dhavadasi, that these men also, while still living as religious

IMhmans, devoted themselves to worldly, that is to say to political,

pursuits. Of the latter I only know from the recently published

Chronicle and the note in Grant Duff's History.^ The original

correspondence alluded to I have not seen ; but, with regard to the

^ Pawns in Maruthi are called Py^das, which also means soldiers.

- Nana Fadanavis is believed to have adopted and carried out Madhavrfto's system
of obtaining news from everywhere. See Grant Duff, vol. ii. p. 229. As to Nana,
compare PcsJnca's Bakhar, pp. 146-148, inter alia.

^ Pesliwa's Bal'har, p. 94. For a more ferocious story about Raghoba DMa see

Peshwa's Bakhar, pp. 81-82.
* Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 501. This is nearly all reproduced

in the Life of Bhau, by Mr. Nigudkar, recently published, p. 123.

" Grant Duff, vol. i. p. 523 ?i.
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former, the published letters show that they lent money at interest

to the Peshwas, were consulted by them about men and things con-

nected with the state, and, in fact, took an active and personal, if

occasional, part in public affairs.^ Another point of the same sort

may be noted as being a somewhat remarkable one. Among the

papers recently published is a letter addressed to the Peshwa Savgii

Madhavrao by his grandmother, Gopikabai, in reply to a request by

the former for advice as to how he should conduct himself. One
of the directions given to her grandson by the old lady, the widow

of Balaji Bajirao, was that he should cut short his Sandhya or daily

worship, and that, while the household priests performed the general

daily worship of the household gods, he should only offer the leaves

of the Tulsi plant. "^ Such a direction, given by a woman, and to

a young boy who was only just learning to read, write, and cipher,

affords somewhat remarkable evidence of how the exigencies of the

times were operating to relax the rigours of the old religious obser-

vances, even in the family of the Peshwa defenders of the faith.

Gopikabai was a very practical lady, of quick intelligence and strong

will ;
^ she must have seen the course of life of several prominent

men in the history of the Peshwa regime,^ and drawn therefrom the

conclusions which she embodied in her advice to her Gjrandson.

There are one or two curious facts to note in connection with the

relaxation of the rules regarding the taking of food. The first point

I take at second-hand from a note by the editor of the Life of

^ See Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), pp. 2 et seq. In this connection,

the metamorphosis of Gosavis into soldiers may also be noted. See Grant Duff, vol.

iii. pp. 33, 338, and compare, inter alia, Bhdu Sdheh's Bakhar, p. 53 ; Holhar's Kaifiyat,

p. 53 ; see also Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. p. 294, and Malcolm's

Central India, vol. ii. p. 168.

2 See Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 458 ; F. D. Vistdra, vol. v.

p. 179, where also Gopikabai's letter is published.

^ See Grant Duff, vol. ii. pp. 120, 168, and compare, inter alia, Bhdu SdheVs Bakhar,

pp. 89-90, Peshwa's Bakhar, pp. 61, 64-65, and Forrest's Selections from Bombay State

Papers (pp. 250-251), for what was thought of her among the English in those days.

Their prejudices, however, in favour of R^ghoba Ddda, their ally, are pretty clearly

perceptible there as elsewhere {e.g., see p. 267), and require to be always borne in

mind in such matters (see also p. 677). See further about Gopikabai, Elliott's

History of India, by Dowson, vol. viii. p. 287.

^ The Muhammadan observer whose memorandum is summarised and translated

in Mr. Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers (pp. 725 et seq.) speaks of the

rule of the Brahman Peshwas as an " ecclesiastic government," and goes on to say

that " this union of spiritual and temporal authority forms a two-headed monster in

society, which frightens an ignorant world into submission ; " and adds finally, that

" a great portion of the temporal power was, however, soon transferred to its proper

ministers, the laity, who, of course, endeavoured to shake the unnatural yoke of civil

Brahmanical authority."
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Jhahu, written by Malhar RA,rarao Chitnis. The Tratinidhi Para^

iuram Trimbak, having come under the displeasure of Shahu on

jount of his son's having gone over to the Kolhapur interest, was

to be put to death by Shahu's orders, when Khando Ballal

Jhitnis hastened to the spot, and interceding for the Pratinidhi,

ived his life. Eroni that time forward it is said that one promi-

member of the family of Khando Chitnis was, for several years,

always asked to the Sraddha or anniversary dinners in the Prati-

nidhi's family, in company with the Brahmans invited.'^ Two similar

departures from strict rule in regard to dinners are mentioned in

Ljthe Bakhar of the battle of Kharda. After the victory, the Peshwa

ras taken round by Nana Fadanavis to honour the various Sardars

with a visit. Among others, they called on the two Sardars of the

Sindhia, Jivaba Dada and Lakhoba Nana. There the Peshwa was

invited to what is called a faral—that is, a dinner, about which

there are fewer ceremonial and other difficulties than about the

ordinary preparations. The Peshwa turned to Nana saying, " These

people are Shenvis ;
^ how can their request be granted ? " Where-

upon Nana said, " The preparations have been made by our Brahman

cooks ; what does it matter if they are Shenvis ? Jivaba s wishes

must not be baulked. He has used his sword well. Such difficul-

ties in the case of our Sardars must be overcome." Then the Peshwa,

and also the Brahmans who accompanied him, sat down to the faral

—the Peshwa taking something only for form's sake, and the rest

taking the faral in the usual way. From the narrative in the

Bakhar, it seems clear that all parties thought that something not

in accordance with the prevailing rules was being done, and that the

justification or excuse for its being done was found in the political

exigencies of the occasion. From Jivaba Dada's tents the Peshwa

proceeded to those of Parasurara Bhau Patwardhan.^ Here, too,

the Peshwa had an invitation to stay for dinner. There was, of

course, no caste difficulty here, as both parties belonged to the same

^ Page 26. I can now refer to an original authority from the Prabhu side of the

matter. See the History of the Chitnis Family (K.P.I.S.), p. 11. See also K. P.

Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. 13 n. As to the historical event of the saving of the Prati-

nidhi's life, see Grant Duff, vol. i. p. 426, where, however, as said in the beginning

of this paper, the particular episode referred to in the text is not even hinted at.

- Page 20. The Shenvis are called " fish-eating BrShmans " in Chitragupta's Life

of ^ivaji, p. 123, where there are certain paragraphs, pronounced by the editor on

good gi-ounds to be interpolated, which are nevertheless of interest from an historical

point of view. The objection of the Peshwa mentioned above was based upon the

prevailing custom, which must have originally arisen from the Shenvis being then,

as now, ordinarily a fish-eating caste, while other classes of Brahmans arc not such. •

^ Khardd Bakhar, p. 20.
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caste division. But the Peshwa said to Nana, " Parasuram Bhau is

in mourning ;
^ what should be done ? " Again Nana was up to the

occasion, and ready with his practical advice. " Bhau's wishes," said

Nana, " must not be baulked on such an occasion as this ; some way
out of the difficulty about the mourning shall be found." "^

Ulti-

mately the Peshwa consented, and he and all his party took their

nocturnal meal at Parasuram Bhau's camp—Bhau himself sitting

apart, and not in the same row with his guests, in consequence of

his mourning. The writer of the Bakhar says, that in consequence

of the Peshwa's condescension, Bhau forgot his grief for the loss of

his nephew, and told ^ the Peshwa that the latter's staying to dinner

in the house of mourning * was an ample reward to him.^

On the next point of this sort to which I now proceed to draw

attention, the evidence is not quite as clear as could be wished.

Such as it is, however, I will adduce it. One of the Inost splendid

festivities celebrated during the days of the Peshwa power was on

occasion of the first marriage of Savai Madhavrao. The festivities

are described in much detail in the Peshwa s JBahhar!^ There is

^ Parasuram Bhau's nephew had been killed at the battle of Kharda, and for ten days

after his death his house and all his family would be in a state of ceremonial impurity.

2 This idea is worthy of note.

2 Page 2o. Jivaba Dada also had expressed himself in terms of similar gratitude.

4 In his recently published Life by Nigudkar, Parasuram Bhau is stated to have

been a very pious Hindu. His request to the Peshwa, therefore, is remarkable, as

well as the Peshwa's compliance and NanS's counsel.

s The elder MadhavTao Peshwa's dining with Janoji Bhonsla, as mentioned in the

Life of the Nagpur Chitnises (R.P.I.S.), p. 3, does not seem to have been a matter

of much religious or social significance. It appears from Mr. Forrest's Selections

from Bombay State Papers, p. 162, that the same Peshwa once invited Mr. Mostyn

to " stay and sup with him," and that Mr. Mostyn did so. How the supper went off,

and what were the details of the arrangements made, one would have liked to know,

but no information is forthcoming on that head, as far as I am aware.

^ Pp. 135, 144. The Peshwa''s Bakhar gives an account of some other tamdshas

held about the same time, e.g., the Divali, Shinga, and other festivities, which were

celebrated on a grander scale than usual, at the instance mainly of Mahdaji Sindhia.

The editor of the Peshica's Bakhar observes upon these latter, that they were part

of Mahadji's scheme for establishing his own power over the Peshwas and the

Maratha kingdom of the Deccan. That having regard to Savar Madhavrdo being in

reality a child, Mahadji may have had some such scheme in his head is not impos-

sible, as he was not himself much of a lover of pomp for its own sake. (See Mal-

colm's Central India, vol. i. p. 125, and Forrest's Bombay Selections, p. xxix.) But

that these tamdshas were not to the taste of Nana Fadanavis, and were in some sort

of way forced upon him, is an observation which rests on no evidence, and is rather

contrary to such slight evidence as there is. See Peshwa's BaJchar, pp. 167-172, 175,

193 (the last two passages relate to events which took place after Mahadaji's death).

See, too, Bhdu SaheVs Bakhar, p. 90, and the ballad at V. D. Vistdra, vol. v. p. 200,

and Grant Duff, aoI. ii, p. 139, with which compare Elliott's History of India by

Dowson, vol. iii. p. 280, and Kasi Rai's narrative, 3 Asiatic Researches, p. 124.

There would seem to have been a general degeneration all round.
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also a inemorandam dated Sake, 1704 (a.d. 1782), containing a

most elaborate series of directions as to each one of the innumerable

elements making up " the pride, pomp,, and circumstance " of a

glorious marriage, including even the perfumery, the refreshments,

and the amusements to be provided, the men to superintend them,

and so forth. ^ Among other things, the memorandum directs that

Sard^rs, Shilledars, Marathas, Mussalmans, Ali Bahadur,^ and others,

should be taken, after they are assembled together, to the house of

he bride's father for dinner and for far&l, and that they should also

e invited to a far^l or dinner at the Peshwa's palace on the proper

'occasion. And again it is said in another part of the memoran-

dum that the Nawab, Bhonsle, Holkar, and Shilledars of high posi-

tions, and Sarkarkuns (sic), MarjUhas, and Mussalmans should be

invited ; and they should be taken to the house of the bride's father,

and to the palace for dinner, and to see the dance. They should

be invited, and provisions also should be sent to them. It is

not clear from these directions how the various guests, Marathas,

Mussalmans, &c., were to be accommodated at the time of dinners

and farals, nor how they were served ; and, therefore, one cannot

be sure that they all sat down together, and were served out of the

same pots, though this does not seem altogether unlikely.^

Passing now from this point about dinners, we come to the im-

portant point of marriage. And here, too, it appears that the Peshwas

on their part initiated a change of custom, which, however, failed in

subsequent years to get itself established. I am not now referring

to Bajirao's left-handed marriage with Mastani, but Balajt Bajirao,

who was, of course, of the Chitpavan or Konkanastha section of the

Brahman caste, married Eadhabai, who belonged to a different

section of that caste, viz., Desastha ;
^ and it is said, though no

written authority is forthcoming for the statement, that Balaji had

also married a Karhada girl, in order to secure the ultimate com-

plete amalgamation of three of the great sections of the Brahman
community, viz., Desasthas, Konkanasthas, and Karhadas. That

object, however, has not been yet attained, and it is still usual, to

put it in the mildest language, to look askance at intermarriages
^

amongst the several subdivisions.

To turn now to laxities of a somewhat different character. It is

^ Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), pp. 277, 292.
- The son of Samsher Bahadur, who was the son of the first B&jirao by Mastani.

^ In the Peshwa's Bahhar, p. 143, a separate dinner for Mussalman guests is men-
tioned,

* Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 541 ; Peshwa Sdkdvalt, p. 18.

^ They take place on extremely rare occasions.

S
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curious to notice that even in the days of Peshwa rule there had

come into existence a number of Brahmanas who were unable to

help in the performance even of ordinary religious ceremonies. In

the sketch which has been published of the last days of Para^ur&ni

Bhau Patwardhan, we read that after the fuel had been collected

for the cremation of the great warrior's corpse, and some Bhikshukas,

or priestly Brahmans, had been got together from the village near

the place of cremation, the friends of Bhau naturally wished to

burn the body with the proper Mantras and ceremonies ; but a good

Brahman could not be secured for the occasion ;
" the Joshis of the

village were sheer dunces ;
" and so the body had to be burnt with an

unconsecrated fire.-^ A similar instance of ignorance, perhaps, how-

ever, more excusable than this, is recorded in connection with the

death of the great Swaml of Dbavadasi, the Mahapurusha ^ of Bajirao

I., and others. We read in the Bakhar of Brahmendra Sw^ml of

Dhavadasi that the attendant Brahmans performed the ceremo-

nies connected with his death with the ritual-book in their hands.

Even with this aid, however, they appear to have blundered ; and

after they had declared, in answer to a question from Shahu, that

the whole of the ceremonial was finished, the Raja inquired whether

their book contained any direction about the breaking of the Swami's

skull with a conch-shell, which he had heard was the proper thing

to do in the case of a Sannyasi. The Brahmans replied that there

was a direction to that effect in their book, but that they had over-

looked it through inadvertence, and were thereupon taken up roundly

by the Raja for their ignorance and carelessness.^

I have said before that this was perhaps a case of more excusable

ignorance than was betrayed by the Brahmans concerned in the

death-ceremonies of Parasuram Bhau Patwardhan. These latter

ceremonies are every-day ceremonies, which one would suppose

ought to be familiarly known to priestly Brahmans. Those in

connection with the death of a Sannyasi, on the other hand, might

well be unfamiliar, as being only of rare occurrence. Still, the

ignorance betrayed even on this latter occasion is remarkable,

especially when one has regard to the place and the time where the

event occurred. It cannot be that the iojnorance was due to there

being no demand for that sort of learning in which the men were

7 Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 500. The statement in Mr. Nigud-

kar's recently published Life (p. 125) is not consistent with the express mention of a

Bhada Gori there.

2 Grant Duff, vol. i. p. 23.

3 Page 31.
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found deficient. That is a condition of things of which some sort

of indication is perhaps beginning to be visible in some parts of

the country at the present day ; but its existence in the old days

to which these events carry us back is not to be assumed.^ How-
ever, whatever may be the true explanation, the facts themselves

are worthy of note.^

In connection with these incidents relating to funeral ceremonies

may be noticed one which is stated to have occurred on the death

of the uncle of the famous Bapu Gokhale, viz., Dhondopant Gokhale.

Dhondopant having been killed by a freebooter named Dhondi Vagh,

in an action in which Bapu Gokhale was also injured, but was

unable to save his uncle, Bapu cremated the body at the scene of

the disaster, and returned to Poona, where he wished to perform

the residue of the funeral ceremonies enjoined by the customs of

the caste. Dhondopant's widow,^ however, it is said, would not

hear of it. She is said to have spoken very stingingly to Bapu on

the occasion, and directed that none of the funeral ceremonies should

be performed until after Bapu had taken vengence upon Dhondi

Yauh for the slaughter of Dhondopant. The ceremonies were

accordingly held in abeyance. Luckily for him, Bapu Gokhale did

soon afterwards get an opportunity of encountering Dhondi Vagh.

Dhondi was killed in the encounter,^ and his head was carried on

^ From the point of view from which the above various incidents are here col-

lected, I do not think that much weight can be attached to the attack made by one
of the Patinidhan chiefs, Konherpant, on the Matha of the 3ankardchdryaat Sanhe's

Vara (as to which see V. D. Vistdra, vol. xx. p. 118), or to the plundering raid, which
seems to have gone against the priests, of Kayagaum (see Letters, Memoranda, &c.

(K. I. Sangraha), p. 26), or to the people at large, as distinguished from some Brah-

manas, resorting to English medicines dispensed at the English Residency at Poona
(Forrest's Selections, p. 540), though about this last the old prejudice is even now
not thoroughly rooted out ; still these facts are not altogether without interest in this

connection. I have seen no original authority about the former of these incidents.

There is a further reference to it, and an attempted explanation of it, at V, D. Vistdra,

vol. xxi. p. 285. Compare with it Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. pp. 148-224.

^ With the above instances of ignorance on the part of Bhikshuks or priests must
be coupled the examples of laxity on the part of Pandits and Shastrls betrayed on
the occasion of Siv.lji's thread ceremony, &c. (as stated in the authorities quoted in

notes I, p. 260, and 3, p. 263, and the remarks in the text to which they are attached),

and also on the occasion of the adoption of Chimdji Appa by the widow of his nephew
SavSl Madhavrao. That adoption was subsequently cancelled, ChimSji App& was
made to undergo penance, and the Shastris who advised the adoption were banished.

See Captain Macdonald's Life of Nana Fadanavis, p. 118, which seems to be based
on Grant Duff, vol. iii. p. 145 ; and also Mr. V. V. Khare's Life of Nana Fadanavis,

p. 203 ; and for an original authority see M. R. Chitnis's Life of Shfthu IL, p. 67.

' Compare the somewhat similar conduct of the Rajput Jasvant Singh's wife.

Elliott's History of India, by Dowson, vol. vii. p. 231.
* See Selections from Wellington's Despatches, by Colonel Gurwood, p. 9.
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a spear's point by Bapu and shown to Lakslimibai, the widow of

Dhondopant Gokhale. The lady was then satisfied, and the counter-

manded ceremonies were then finished !

^

There is one incident in the life of Para^uram Bhau Patwardhan

which is entitled to notice here, although I have not come across

any reference to it in any original document accessible to me. The

incident itself is pretty familiar to people in the Maratha country,

but I take the account of it that is given in the biography of

Parasur^m Bh^u recently published by Mr. B. D, Nigudkar.^ It

appears, then, that Parasuram Bhau's eldest daughter, Bayabai, was

married into the family of the Joshis of Baramati. She was then

only about seven or eight years old, and her husband died within

about a fortnight after the marriage. She therefore became a child-

widow, according to the usual custom. Some time afterwards

Parasuram Bhau laid the whole of the case of the unlucky girl

before the celebrated Eamsh^stri, who has already been mentioned

in this paper. His heart was touched, and he declared it as his

opinion that there was no objection to the little girl being re-

married. Then Parasuram Bhau sent up the case to Benares, and

the opinion of all the Shastris there was obtained in favour of such

re-marriage. But after this stage was reached Parasuram Bhau
abandoned his intention of getting the girl re-married, because it

was represented to him that the re-marriage of widows was against

the custom which had existed for many years, and that it was not

advisable for him to take the risk of offending his people by taking

a new departure from such a custom. The result was that the idea

was abandoned.^ But the incident is nevertheless of much historic

importance. That such a man as Parasuram Bhau Patwardhan,

one of the most prominent men at the court of the Peshwas, a

man who, as his biographer shows, was at heart a full believer in

the religion of his ancestors, should seriously contemplate such a

^ I only know of this incident from Aitihafikgoshti (Historic Anecdotes). I have

seen no original authority about it. In the recent Life of Bapu Gokhale there is

no allusion to it. It is there stated (p. 37) that B^pu, of his own motion, merely

resolved not to put on his turban until after he had wreaked vengeance on Dhondi.

For other instances of woman's stern determination see Bhau SaheVs Bahhar, p. 14,

and Malcolm's Central India, vol. i. p. 107, inter alia.

^ Pp. 131-132. Mr. Nigudkar's book is stated to have been written after reference

to some unprinted original papers which are indicated in a list of authorities

appended to the book. It is also stated that some of these original papers were

inspected by ray friend Eav Bahadur M. G Ranade when examining Mr. Nigudkar's

book in manuscript.^

3 See Nigudkar's Life, part xv.
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departure from established rules,^ is a thing sufficiently remarkable

when we are considering the nature of the hold which those estab-

lished rules had upon the conscience of that generation. That so

venerable and eminent an authority as Riirash^stri, a man widely

respected then and since throughout the Martitha Empire, should

have lent his countenance to that contemplated departure from

established usage, makes the incident still more remarkable. And
it is most remarkable of all that the eminent Sbdstris of Benares^

should have offered the support of their unaninious opinion to such

a departure. On the other hand, it illustrates the condition of

Hindu society in reference to such a practical departure that even

with the powerful supports now indicated, and with the proofs in

his hand that the current notions rested on no substantial basis, a

man like Para^uram Bhau Patwardhan should nevertheless have

found himself unable, owing to his surroundings, to take the

step to which the kindly impulses of his own heart prompted

him.

As I have brought together so many instances in which the

rigours of existing rules appear to have been deliberately relaxed

to a greater or less extent,^ it is right to point out one or more

instances which, in some respects, may be said to present a different

appearance to the view. Thus there can be no doubt that the

existing documents show many instances of very early marriages in

the Peshwa family/ Balajt B^jirao, for instance, was married when

he was nine years old ; Yi^vasrao, when he was eight ; the elder

Madhavr^o, nine ; Nelr^yanrao, ten ; Savaimadhavrao, a little over

eight. And this was not merely the practice in the Peshwa's family.

We find from a brief autobiographical sketch of Nana Fadanavis that

he was married when he was only ten years old.^ Again, we find

a record of more than one re-marriage immediately after the death

^ We learn from that most valuable repertory of information on the condition of

India about 1200 years ago, the Buddhist Records of the Western World, that

in the days of Hiuen Thsang widow-marriage was not customary among Hindus.

See vol. i. p. 82.

^ In our own days the Pandits of Benaras have expressed an opinion in exactly

the contrary sense—a fact which may, perhaps, be treated as one indication of that

change in the way of looking at those matters which is glanced at farther on in the

text.

' Compare generally Chitnis's Life of Rajaram I., pp. 58, 66, and Grant Duff,

vol. L pp. 322, 373 n.

* See, inter alia, Peshwa S'aJcdvali, pp. 5, 10, 14, 22, 23.

^ Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 34 ; Life of Nana, by Captain

Macdonald, p. i. The sketch does not appear to have been seen by Captain Mac-

donald. In the recent Life of Nana by Mr. V. V. Khare (p. 4), it is said that the

original of the sketch was taken away to England by a Mr. Brook.
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of a first wife.^ As to widows, there is a curious entry in a chrono-

logical list of important events which occurred in the last few years

of Peshwa rule.^ On the 1 2th of Sravana Suddha Saka 1729 (about

1807), it is stated that widows were subjected to the shaving opera-

tion at the Nakazari in Poena. One would have liked to possess

some further information about this hideous performance. Further,

it appears that a dancing-girls' dance was among the entertainments

ordinarily provided at marriages and so forth ;
^ and that not only

a man's wives, but even his kept mistresses,* sacrificed themselves as

Satis upon his death.

Looking at the facts and circumstances here collected as a whole,

we may say that we get some slight glimpse of the social and

religious condition of Maratha society during the days of the old

regime. That many things which exist now also existed then, of

course goes without saying. That the Brahmanical system existed

then in greater strength than at present is also what naturally

might have been anticipated. But that there should have been so

many actual departures from traditionary rule, that there should

have been even such schemes for departure contemplated as some

of those that have been here noticed, are facts which are not in

harmony with the notion that prevails in some quarters, that

laxity in these matters began with the introduction, under British

rule, of Western ideas into this country.^ To my mind, the various

^ See, inter alia, Peshwa^s BaTchar, p. 172; Peshwa S'akdvali, pp. 15, 35.

2 Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K. I. Sangraha), p. 523.

^ See, inter alia, Mardtkt Sdmrajya Bakhar, pp. 102-104'; PesJncas Balchar, p. 139;

Life of Raoja Appdji (K.P.I.S.), pp. 27, 63 ; Bhdu Saheb's Bakhar, p. 90 ;
Forrest's

Bombay Selections, p. 138 ; Scott's Deccan, vol. i. p. 29. There is a precedent of

quite respectable antiquity for this form of entertainment (see Kdliddsa's Rayhuvania,

canto iii. stanza 19).

^ See the Bhonsle Bakhar, pp. 79, 119, among many other passages.

^ In the Kdyastha PrahhUncM Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. lo, it is said that the ordinary

conduct of all castes was spiritually unclean under Muhammadan rule, and that

Brahmanas did not observe the rules about what to eat and what not. See also the

opinion of the Benaras Pandits at ibid., pp. ly et seq., and the GrSmaiiya section

(K.P.I.S.), p. 13. On the other hand, the S'riswakdvya, xv. st. i et seq., represents the

evil spirit of this Kali age as despairing, in consequence of nearly 5000 years of his

reign having passed away without the people beginning to indulge in what he

esteemed piety, and what is properly impiety, and it finally represents the spirit

as contented when the world—these writers always speak of India as the world

—

which had been snatched out of the hands of the (Mussulman) Yavanas by Sivaji and

others, was again placed in the hands of the British Yavanas (xv. 49). The meaning

of this obviously is that the writer thought the Hindu religion had been well pre-

served till the British became sovereigns of India, but might now be expected to

break down. Considering that this was said about 1820, I suppose that the writer

merely expressed the fears created in his mind by the establishment of a foreign and
*' Yavana '" Government, not any fears connected with the British in particular.
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items above set out indicate a relaxation which liad commenced
long before that period. And when we have regard to the causes

of the relaxation, as distinctly indicated in one or two instances, the

conclusion which they suggest is that the surrounding conditions in

the days of the Marutha power were too strong for the dominion

of rules which had had their birth under quite other and different

conditions.^ Originally, I suppose, this incompatibility manifested-

itself in certain special instances only. But once the solvent is

applied in that way at one point, similar results follow even at the

oints where the conditions are not equally and directly favourable.

It will have been noticed that some of the instances above given

of departure from the old rules of conduct are instances of deliberate

departure, consciously made, in view of the existing conditions

;

while the others cannot be so clearly traced to a conscious and

deliberate initiative, but seem to form part of what I have called

a general relaxation of the rigours of traditionary bonds. In both

respects, I am disposed to think, further progress would have been

achieved, and achieved with comparative ease, if the sceptre of

aharashtra had not passed away from the hands of the Peshwas.

nder indigenous rulers, whose fundamental rules of government

have been illustrated above, such progress would have come directly,

and, I think, also indirectly, with less friction ^ than under a foreign

power like the British, governed by the principles which it has laid

down ; although, no doubt, the silent force of education in Western

^ That some of these rules, even though practically inconvenient, still continued

to be observed, as is remarked elsewhere in the text, is not really a consideration

adverse to this view. As to such rules, it may be mentioned that, in Mr. Forrest's

Selections from Bombay State Papers, one can see many instances of business delayed

by reason of weddings and formal mournings, holy celebrations, and unlucky con-

stellations. See, inter alia, pp. 129, 130, 133, 145, 146, 149, 150, 159, 175, 596. At

p. 489 we find the objection on the ground of the constellations being unlucky first

taken, but afterwards abandoned, by Fattesing Gaikwar, on account of the firmness

of Mr. Malet. At p. 596 is a reference to delays due to Bajirao's superstitions. For

an account of a misfortune due to holy celebrations, see Elliott's History of India, by
Dowson, vol. vi. p. 291.

^ Compare the remarks, of somewhat similar purport, in the late Sir Henry Sumner
Maine's Village Communities (3rd edit.), pp. 46-47. It is said that the Peshwa Bfi,lS,jl

Bajlrdo, among his other reforms, " put down " the practice, commonly supposed to

have been prevalent among the Karhad^s Brahmans, of "offering human victims." See

Forrest's Selections from Bombay State Papers, p. 725, and authorities there quoted.

The note in the new edition on Sir John Malcolm's paper in the Bombay Literary

Society's Transactions is merely a caveat against its implicit acceptance, and un-

luckily affords no positive information. The practice, if it ever prevailed, has so

long ceased that it is now a subject for a mild joke only. The victim, it was sup-

posed, used to be not merely " a member of the religious order," but the son-in-law

of the person offering the victim !
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science and art, in Western history and literature, which the British

have brought to bear, must necessarily have been entirely absent

under indigenous rule.^

The late Sir Sumner Maine pointed out, many years ago, that

the operations of British courts of justice had resulted in the arrest

of the further development of Hindu law.^ It may with truth be

said that the passive influence of British administration generally

has exercised a somewhat similar influence on the general social

development of the Hindus. It is not altogether easy to analyse

fully the causes which have led, or which are leading, to such a

result, nor would this be a proper place to institute such an analysis
;

but, speaking broadly, it would appear that the general effect of

British administration so far has been to render feeble the various

forces which were in old days working from within the community

itself as a community," while, on the other hand, individualism * has

become, or is becoming, more and more the prevailing force. Nana

Fadanavis, for instance, when the occasion arose, gave advice as to

what was required to be done, even in defiance of what was sup-

posed to be right according to existing traditions ; and the Peshwa

acted on such advice, the Brahmans about him followed the example,

and nobody apparently raised any storm about it.

It does not appear that the way out of the difficulty, which

Nana said would he found after the act itself was done,^ had even

to be sought after. If it had been necessary to seek after it, it

would doubtless have been found. The community still being

endowed with vitality as a community, it would, no doubt, have

been a way of the same nature as is indicated by the various

1 With regard to this force, howcA^er, it must not be forgotten that it has two
modes of operation, as indicated by Sir H. S. Maine, Village Communities, p. 273,

and also pp. 270, 288.

^ See Village Communities, pp. 45-47.
^ In the K. P. Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), p. 9, for instance, we read that a dispute having

occurred in these parts between the Brahmanas and KSyastha Prabhus, the matter

was referred to the Pandits of Benares, and on their decision in favour of the latter,

all people in Western India commenced to act in accordance with that decision, not-

withstanding all previous dissensions. It is, however, proper to point out that some
recent events of a different aspect have also their parallel in occurrences of the days

of Savai Madhavrao. See the Gramanya section (K.P.I.S.), p. 7 et seq.

^ This force, I am disposed to think, is incompatible with the old basis of Hindu
society.

^ See notes 271, p. 2, and 4, p. 272. Yet it must never be forgotten that Nana
himself was not apparently a sceptic or freethinker. He was a thoroughly pious

Hindu, and was so regarded by his contemporaries. See Letters, Memoranda, &c.

(K. I. Sangraha), p. 39 ; V. V. Khare's Life of Nana, p. 166, where the poet Moropant

is quoted in support of Nana's orthodoxy. See also S'rUivahdvya, xvi. 27.
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instances we have stated. The old rule would by common, even if

tacit, consent have been gradually relaxed, and in process of time

custom would have sanctified everything. Such a process, I believe,

is what might have been witnessed under Peshwa, and even under

what may be called, in the narrower sense, Mar^thii rule ; but such a

process hardly takes place now, or is, at all events, incomparably more

slow and tedious in its operation, wherever British influence is in

other respects powerful. The late Mr. Krishna Siistri Chiplunkar,

thirty years ago, having eaten fruit at the table of a European

friend,^ was hauled over the coals in a community where he was a

eader of thought. A similar thing has occurred since, with a similar

suit. It has been said that the first event retarded progress ; and

hether this is true or not, and whether there has been any progress

ince then or not, it is perfectly clear that such progress as there

has been is extremely slow ; and, on the other hand, it has certainly

also become clear that there exists in Hindu society at the present

day persons to whom the real gist of the movement under Peshwa

rule is either unknown or unacceptable.

I must not, however, permit myself to continue these reflections

any further. The main purpose of this paper is to piece together

some features of the past from the scanty and desultory materials

available. This having been done, the lessons to be drawn from a

study of those features must be allowed to remain over for considera-

tion and discussion elsewhere. I will only, in conclusion, add one

word of explanation. The incidents here collected have been drawn

from the available records, without any attempt to discriminate be-

tween those of them which are based on contemporaneous records

and those which are not such. It must, of course, be admitted that

many, even most, of those records are not contemporaneous ; but,

in dealing with a theme such as that to which this paper is devoted,

it has not been thought necessary to take any account of that cir-

cumstance. In any case, these records are of value on the principle

which Grote applied to the older Greek writings—the curtain is the

picture. And as most, if not all, of the documents drawn upon

belong apparently to the age of the ancient regime, their special

historic value in regard to the special incidents for which they are

relied on has not appeared to me to be a subject necessary to be

dealt with as part of the present inquiry.

^ See the incident referred to in Dr. Norman Macleod's "Peeps at the Far East,"

p. 68, and note there.
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THE CHIEF MARATHI POETS.

BY

J. MURRAY MITCHELL, M.A., LL.D.

The inhabitants of Maharashtra—literally, the great country—are

among the most remarkable of the races of India. The mass of the

people has proved itself to be possessed of a bold military character

;

while the higher classes—the Brahmans especially—have been re-

markable for mental acuteness. Indeed, under native princes, the

ablest administrators have, in many cases, been Maratha Brahmans.

One naturally expects that the literature of such a people will

present interesting features. It has not yet received the attention

it deserves ; and I gladly avail myself of an opportunity of present-

ing a short paper on the subject to this Congress of Orientalists.

The prose writings in the Maratlii language are not of so much
importance as the poetry. In former days there existed a somewhat

numerous class of writings called hahhar. These were historical narra-

tives that commemorated the leading facts in the history of the

Maratha people. They were of the greatest service to Grant Duff

in the compilation of his valuable " History of the Mahrattas."

Those which he had made use of he handed over to the " Literary

Society of Bombay," which afterwards became the Bombay Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society. These MSS., however, have somehow

disappeared. This is much to be regretted; they would doubtless

have thrown light on various questions bearing on the annals and

administration of the Maratha empire which are now obscure. I

need not dwell on this subject, as it is to be brought before the

Congress by one fully qualified to do it justice—the Hon. C. F. Telang

of Bombay. Other prose writings in Marathi have chiefly been

translations, most of them from Sanskrit, but a few—especially

those of later date—from English. The native Christians in the

Maratha country are bearing an honourable share in the raising up

of an indigenous literature; but the most important part of the
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literature is in verse, and it is of this exclusively that I am to

speak.

We have met with a few works composed by Jainas, and of course

inculcating the tenets of the Jaina faith; but in Maharashtra the

Jainas are timid, and we have found them reluctant to show their

books, or even to confess that they possess any. Of Christian

books, whether those written by Portuguese missionaries or more

recently by Protestant missionaries and their converts, we need not

speak. We limit ourselves to what is Hindu both in origin and

sentiment.

There is a considerable class of writings relating to the affairs of

ordinary life, such as marriage-songs, cradle-songs, and the like.

Some of these seem to us full of simple, natural feeling. Others,

called Idvani—which we may render love-song—are, for the most

part, exceedingly coarse, not to say impure. Unhappily these

miserable productions are only too popular. It is right, however,

to say that there is one writer of Idvani—Piam Joshl—to whom little

or no objection can be made.

It was to be expected that after the Marathas, under Sivaji, had

risen in arms against their Muhammadan conquerors, their warlike

exploits would be celebrated in verse. It has been so, in fact ; and

a laTge number of poiaddS, or historical ballads, used to circulate in

former days over the country. None of those which we have seen

rise to high poetical merit, or, like " Chevy Chase," " stir the heart as

with the sound of a trumpet." Yet they have, at all events, historical

value, and are, in many cases, spirited or plaintive, as the occasion

requires. It is well that many of the best of these ballads have

recently been published.-^

But the most important part of the literature is religious. The

most ancient piece of Marathi verse that has come down to our day

was written about six centuries and a half ago ; and from that time

*to the present there have been at least thirty writers of verse who
are fairly well known. It is interesting to note that several of these

were women.

It is now generally admitted that the most ancient Marathi poet

was Mukundraj. He is understood to have been the g^cru of

Jayatpal or Jaitrapal, king of Devagiri (or Devagad), which is better

known under its modern name of Daulatabad. His reign probably

began in the year 1 1 9 1 a.d., and ended in 1 200. Of the parentage

and birthplace of Mukundraj, we know simply nothing. The place

of his burial is pointed out on the top of an almost inaccessible cliff

^ At Bombay in 189 1, by Messrs. Acworth & ShaJigram.
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near Jogayicheu Amben in the Dakhan. Mukimdraj is said to have

written his book—the Vivek Sindhu—in answer to questions pro-

posed by his royal disciple. It inculcates the strictest Vedanta

doctrines. The style is firm and compact ; but the whole work is

hard and dry, without passion or play of fancy. Probably it was

never known beyond the limited circle of the students of the Vedanta

philosophy, and even they would naturally set less value upon it

than on the recognised Sutras in the Sanskrit language.

It is believed that fully seventy-five years after Mukundraj, the

second poet arose in Maharashtra. To write his name as the

Marathas pronounce it, this was Dnyanesvar, otherwise called

Dnyandev or Dnyanoba. It is satisfactory to find in his case a date

on which we may rely. His greatest work bears the date of 1 2 1

2

of the Salivahan era, which corresponds with 1290 after Christ.

Dnyanesvar, then, was a contemporary of Dante.

Everything in the history of this writer has run into wild

mythology, out of which it is barely possible to extract one or two

grains of historic truth. Born in the Dakhan, he became connected

—apparently through his marriage—with Alandi, a village about

twelve miles north of Poona. Here he seems to have generally

lived, and to have died. There is an annual celebration at a temple

built in his honour at Alandi, which is attended by many thousands

at each recurring anniversary.

Of the legends connected with the poet, one or two specimens

will suffice. When Tsangdev, a still more mythical personage,

visited Dnyanesvar, he came riding on a tiger, holding a serpent

as a whip. Dnyanesvar, when he saw his distinguished visitor

approaching, was seated on a wall of the town. Immediately he

caused the wall to move forward and bear him to receive his guest.

The event is related with all admiration by Marathi chronicles ; and,

as the admirers of the poet say, we have ocular demonstration to

corroborate the history, for there, to this day, stands the old wall

at some distance out of the town. It is such an object of venera-

tion to pilgrims that, to prevent its being carried off piecemeal, it

has been found necessary to build protecting walls around it. After

this, no one will be surprised to learn that musical sounds are still

heard to issue from the poet's tomb. He lies there, not unconscious,

but playing on the vina, as in life he loved to do. Such, at least,

was the information we received from the admirers of Dnyanesvar

at Alandi.

Everything in our poet's history has been so fantastically changed,

that we doubt whether we know his proper name. The term
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Dny^ne^var—*' the lord of knowledge "—looks very like a honorific

appellation, and reminds us of the title Dnyani—"the knowing

one "—which we know was given to the celebrated Kabir. His

chief work, the Dnyane^vari, is also called Bhavarth-dipika ; and

this may be the original and genuine name.

Our poet was a voluminous writer. He composed a considerable

number of abhang, but on these we need not dwell at any length.

They are very similar in style and sentiment to compositions of the

same name that proceeded from later writers, such as Namdev and

Tukaram. The vanity of the world, the delusive character of all

sensuous joys, the necessity of detaching the heart from them, and

seeking refuge at the feet of Yithoba : these ideas are perpetually

occurring. They were caught up and still more passionately ex-

pressed by succeeding poets.

The monumental work of our poet is the Dnyane^vari. It is on

this his fame rests. It is a copious, elaborate paraphrase of the

Bhagavad Gita, a Sanskrit poem which has exerted immense influence

in moulding Hindu thought. The 700 slokas of the Gita are ex-

panded into 10,000 stanzas in Ovi metre, which implies a fourteen-

fold enlargement. New illustrations of the principles inculcated

are prodigally introduced, and sometimes new ideas, for Dnyane^var

is no slavish disciple of the Sanskrit poet. He has an unbounded

admiration of the Git^, but he has also ideas of his own, nor does

he lack the courage to express them.

A pathetic interest clings to the Dny^ne^vari. It was a swan-

like song, poured forth on the eve of a great national catastrophe.

The ferocious Ala-ud-din had crossed the Nerbudda, and Hindu

dynasties were falling before him like the grain under the reaper's

scythe. The Dnyanesvari was completed in 1290, and in 1293
the Hindu kingdom which had its capital at Devagiri was over-

whelmed by the Moslem arms.

We have mentioned that Dny^nesvar was a contemporary of Dante.

We may add that his relation to his mother-tongue was not dissimilar

to that of Dante to Italian. Dnyane^var, who seems to have been as

much skilled in Sanskrit as Dante was in Latin, refers to Mar^thi

in ternas singularly like those in which the Italian poet speaks of

qiiesto mio volgare ; he has the same desire as Dante to render the

vernacular a fit vehicle for the conveyance of high thought, and he

rejoices in his success in the attempt to render it such, in the same

tone of self-congratulation in which the great Italian speaks of

" Lo belle stile che m' ha fatto onore."
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The Indian poet says

—

"Even my Marhati prattle, flowing on,

Will in competition excel amrit itself
;

Expressions so full of beauty

I shall bring together."

And when he has gone on for some time with his recital, he declares

that the whole audience was immensely charmed:

—

"Then exclaimed the hearers—'Oh, this is excellent

!

What refinement of language !

Its sweetness has quite surpassed

Even music's self.

What ? is it not a perfect marvel

That this is our national Marhati speech ?

The sounds are filling the whole air

With exceeding sweetness.

What clear thought, like to moonlight

!

And the deep sense falls like refreshing drops :

And lotus-flowers spring up in the verse

Luxuriantly.'"

We must pardon our poet if his estimate of himself is a little too

high, as we pardon Horace when he says " Suhlimi feriam sidera

mrtice." We also admire him for his love of his mother-tongue,

and share in his joy on finding it a fitting vehicle of philosophic

thought.

Dnyanesvar was not only skilled in Sanskrit lore and possessed

of intellectual acumen ; he was also a true poet, though we can-

not call him a great one. He certainly dwelt on Nature with a

loving and observant eye. He does not indeed speak much of her

grander manifestations. Not far from Alandl—his usual dweUing-

place, apparently—the Sahyadri mountains (the " Ghauts ") present

striking, noble scenery ; but Dnyanesvar delights to point to what

is soft and beautiful rather than to what is grand and sublime.

Our poet continually illustrates his teaching by similitudes drawn

from visible objects. His lavish use of imagery, indeed, amounts

positively to a iault. He heaps illustration on illustration, till we

almost lose the idea in the crowd of similitudes. We do not claim

for Dnyanesvar any deep insight into the meaning or spirit of

nature ; his love for it resembles that of Keats more than that of

Wordsworth ; still, it is no small honour to a Brahman, metaphysical
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and introspective both by nature and education, that the beautiful

shapes and hues around were to him " an appetite, a feeling, and a

love."

As a fair specimen of his power of description, I may quote his

)icture of the retreat in the woods sought by the true ascetic on

fretiring from the noisy, deceitful world :

—

" A spot prepared by holy men,

Helpful to calm delight,

Exhilarating to the heart

And reassuring
;

There studious thought leads on to studious thought,

Experience doth wed the heart,

—

Such is the exceeding power evermore

Of its delightfulness.

When he lights upon such a place, son of Pritha,

Both the desire and the hope of devotion

In the heart even of the profane man
Will take deep root.

When, going on in his own way,

If unexpectedly he come upon it,

Back from it even the sensual man
Forgets to go.

It detains him who is loath to be detained,

The restless man it compelleth to sit down,

Its soothing power awakens

Unworldly thoughts.

A kingdom might be left for this,

That one might here in quietness repose

;

So would even the voluptuary feel

On his first glance.

And one thing more be noted

—

Let it be the abode of holy men.

But by the feet of the common throng

Be it all umstained !

There, like the drink of the immortals.

Sweet, sweet from the very root.

Stand thickly planted the trees.

Fruit-bearing ever.

There rivulets at every step,

Very pure, flow even apart from the rain-season,

And above all, fountains of water,

Easy to find.
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The heat of the sun is tempered there,

And a feeling of coolness dwells
;

The breeze is very gentle,

Calm in movement.

Seldom is heard a sound ;

No beast invades the thick recess

;

No parrot, no insect even,

Disturbeth there
;

But there are the water-loving hamas,

There sdrasas one or two,

And there may now and then

The IwMl sit.

Not dwelling always there,

But passingly, now and then.

Should also the peacock come,

So let it be !

"

I desire to speak of Dnyanesvar as a poet rather than as a

philosopher, and I shall not enter at much length into the tenets of

the Dnyanesvari. It reproduces, though with no servile exactness,

the teaching of the Gita, of which, w^e have said, it is a copious

paraphrase. It commences thus :

—

" Om ! salutation to the Primeval One,

Demonstrated in the Veda !

Victory, victory to the self-knowing One,

Spiritual in form !

"

In the very next verse, however, " the primeval one " is identi-

fied with Ganesa, the elephant-headed god. The poet proceeds to

compare the whole body of Sanskrit literature to the image of the

deity—every portion of the image reminding him of some portion

of the literature. The comparison is most elaborate and ingenious,

though in the highest degree fanciful, not to say fantastic. Even

the false- teaching of the Buddhists and Charvakas—for false the

poet esteemed it—is not overlooked ; it is fitly symbolised by

Ganesa's broken tusk ! Amid all this lavish fancy, the lengthened

comparison of the literature and the image is possessed of historic

value ; it shows us the estimate formed by this learned man of the

respective portions of Sanskrit literature six hundred years ago.

The Vedas and Upanishads are not confounded, as is often the case

in more modern writings. The former are compared to the fragrant

flowers that shine gracefully on the head of the image. But the

poet dwells with especial delight on the heroic poem the Mah^-
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bharata. The laudations heaped upon it are superlative. We
quote one or two out of a multitude :

—

*• Even as when, illumined by the sunbeams,

The three worlds gloriously sliine forth,

So by the intellect of Vyasa is made resplendent

The whole universe

;

Or as in the prime of life

The full freshness of beauty

Discloses itself pre-eminently

In the female form
;

Or as in a garden in spring-tide

The treasure-house of vegetable glory opens,

Even from the very first,

Exuberantly

;

So it [the Mah^barata] is peerless, without a second,

All holy and beyond compare,

The abode of excellence supreme

—

Be this noted well !

"

Our poet then proceeds to speak of the Bhagavad Glta, which he

regards as the most precious portion of the precious Mah^bharata :

—

I
" The very pollen of the Bharata-lotus

Is the disquisition named the Git^,

As it was spoken to Arjuna

By the Deity :

It is as if from the ocean of the divine word,

Churned by the intellect of Vyasa,

There had come forth this extract.

Peerless and fresh."

In his metaphysical and ethical beliefs our poet is very generally

a follower of the Gita, which he so highly admires. The following

description of the ascetic is a fair, though large, expansion of the

views expressed in the Sanskrit poem :

—

" He who is steadfast in mind,

Deep-meditating on the Supreme,

And yet outwardly conducts himself

Like other men

:

Who lays no constraint on his senses,

And dreadeth not worldly joys.

Who despises not any duty that befalls

At the fitting time

:
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When his active powers tend to work,

He doth not restrain them,

And yet by their exercise

Is mastered not

:

Who is not seduced by whatsoever desire,

Nor by the stain of affection soiled,

Even as though in the water yet not by the water moistened,

Is the lotus leaf :

Just as the water knows not,

While quenching the thirst of the cow.

To turn to poison and kill the tiger,

Even such is he."

The highest ethical position to which our poet rises seems to be

expressed in the following stanzas :

—

" The man who smites to hew it down,

And the man who planted it

—

Even as alike to both of these the tree

Yieldeth its shade :

Or just as the sugar-cane,

While to its guardian sweet,

Is not bitter to him that crushes it

;

Even such is he."

So far we can follow Dnyanesvar and listen even admiringly. A
note of extravagance, however, immediately succeeds the striking

passage just quoted :

—

• " And the word / he knows not
;

He calls not anything his own

;

Happiness or unhappiness

To him pertains not."

In connection with the subject of Dnyane^var's ethical teaching,

it may be right to point out an important difference that exists

between him and some other leading Marathl poets—Namdev and

Tukaram, in particular.

These later writers often speak sorrowfully of their personal errors

and deficiencies, and they earnestly implore help from a higher

power than their own. They ask, and they expect, sympathy in

their efforts after the true and the right from the Being whom they

worship. Their cry often becomes an outcry—a melting, passionate,

sorrowful pleading.

Now in Dnyanesvar we: see nothing of this kind. He always
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retains not only the perfect calm, but also what Milton calls the

"philosophic pride," of the Stoic. He makes no confession of

^Jailure in his efforts to realise his ideal. His mind

—

ipsa suis

^BjpoUens opibus— rejoices in the absolute assurance of rising to the

^Kerenest heights of duty. If the Marathas are right in their dates^—a doubtful point, however—our poet wrote his great work while

^^till very young. Certainly it bears no trace of proceeding from a

soul that had wrestled with temptation, that had failed to realise

its own high ideal, or that knew it to be, as Wordsworth says

—

" the most difficult of tasks to keep

Heights which the soul is competent to gain."

Dnyanesvar, as might have been expected in an admirer of the

Glt^, criticises with no small severity the popular worship of his

day :—
''They pay visits to Kasi ;

They bathe in the Bhagirathi
;

When the month Asvin recurs,

They perform worship

:

They smear ashes on their foreheads

;

Having put a riidrdksh garland round their throat,

Taking a lamp in thei^ hands,

They go to obtain a sight of^Malh£iri.

To you, according to your various classes,

Have we fitted to each his special duty

;

Adhere to that, and then right easily

Your wishes are fulfilled.

Other deities do not worship,

—

In no case let this be done !

Let your worship be the discharge of your proper duties

Full cheerfully!"

I have mentioned that although our poet is a warm admirer of

the Sanskrit work on which his own is a commentary, yet he occa-

sionally deviates from its teaching. This imparts a great interest

to the Dny^nesvari ; it probably exhibits the religious thought pre-

valent in the Dakhan towards the end of the thirteenth century,

and so aids us in tracing the historical development of Hinduism.

One important point in connection with which this development

appears is the doctrine regarding the guru or spiritual guide. The
Gita inculcates reverence for preceptors ; but the exaltation of the
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gurit gradually, assumed extravagant proportions, so as to render him

more important than the gods themselves. Tor, as the popular

saying runs, " If the god is displeased with us, the guru is our

refuge ; but if the guru is displeased we have no refuge." The

teaching of Dnyanesvar does not go quite so far as this, but his

language is sufficiently strong. Thus

—

"The gum is his holy place ; the guru is his god;

The guru is his mother ; the guru is his father

;

Apart from the service of the guru

No path [to heaven] he knows."

Further, the relation of our poet to the Yoga philosophy is

notably different from that in which the author of the Gita stood.

It is exceedingly probable that although the Yoga sutras, in the

form in which we now possess them, may not have been in exist-

ence when the Git^ was composed, yet the doctrine had attained

considerable development. The Gita, however, by no means com-

mits itself to such extremes as we see in the aphorisms of Patanjali

and his followers. Dnyanesvar, however, adopts the Yoga doctrine

in its amplest development. He expands the discussion into 228

stanzas of four lines each. He elaborately describes the processes

by which the devotee obtains an unearthly being and unearthly

powers. The whole passage is exceedingly remarkable, not less so

than the statements of Patanjali and his commentator, Bhoja Raja.

We content ourselves with quoting a description of the result of the

marvellous discipline. The discipline itself consists largely in sup-

pressing the breath :

—

" Like to the foliage of a golden tree,

With gem-like blossoms ever new,

Even so beautiful the nails

Come forth anew :

Over the body externally

Restraint extends its wings,

And also the internal strife of the mind

Doth cease

:

Then dies imagination,

All earthly functions cease
;

Body and soul thereafter

Are lulled to rest.

Where is hunger now ?

What has become of sleep ?

Even memory is lost

And wholly disappears.
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The teeth are changed,

And shine surpassingly,

As if they were a double row

Of diamonds set.

The body becomes golden,

And the marvel of the vital air is this

—

That of water and earth is retained

No portion even.

Then he sees what is beyond the ocean,

Hears what is done in heaven,

He knows the imaginations

Even of an ant.§He rides on the blast of wind,

And walks on water, his feet leaving no trace
;

In this very way

Have many attained superhuman power " (dddhi).

These extracts will probably suffice, and I shall not ask you to

follow the poet in his daring flight to what he callsR" the great gulf of Nothing,

Where there is no room for space."

Dr. Eajendra Lai Mitra informs us that he could find no Pandit

t m Bengal who had made the Yoga his special study.^ The study

I

would almost certainly be accompanied by an attempt to carry out

I

the practices it enjoins. When I was in Western India I heard of

more than one instance in which this attempt was made. I could

not learn, however, that the marvellous results on which Dnya-

ne^var so earnestly dwells had ever been attained. The poor Yogi

was still only hoping that the faithful performance of the rites

prescribed would bring success ere long.

The Theosophical Society of Bombay has naturally had its atten-

tion turned to a science which far excels in its pretensions the highest

flights of its own " occultism
;

" and in America, if we mistake not,

the remarkable man who dominated for a time the restless spirit of

Laurence Oliphant professes to have renewed his youth, and this by
the regulation of the breath and other practices somewhat similar

to those which the Yoga prescribes. The renewal of youth, however,

is but a commencement. We trust that the Transatlantic aspirant

will not fail to inform the world whether and when his body has

^ Dr. Mitra found a Brahman in Benares who promised to initiate him into the

Yoga mysteries provided the pupil would live in the teacher's hut and yield him the

strictest obedience prescribed by Hindu rules. This was too much for the inquisitive

doctor. Was it a way of getting rid of a troublesome demand ?
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become golden and his teeth like " a double row of diamonds firmly-

set ; " and thereafter we may expect to hear that, like the Yogis of

old, he can even
" bestride the lazy-pacing clouds

And sail upon the bosom of the air."

The form of verse in which the Dnyauesvari is composed is called

Ovi. It is loosely constructed in stanzas of four lines each, the

three first rhyming. Both as to the rhyme and the number of

syllables in each line, great liberties are taken with the rule—if

there be a rule. So far as accent is concerned, it may be called

trochaic verse, in the same sense as the name is given to certain

forms of English verse. The following specimen will give a suffi-

ciently clear idea of Ovi metre :

—

" Zo sarva bhiitanchen thayin

Dweshaten nenechi kahin.

Apa paru jS,ya nabin

Chaitanya jaiseu."

Those who are familiar with Greek and Latin metres will hardly

acknowledge the first three lines as trochaic dimeters
;

yet, as read

or chanted, that is the metre they come nearest to. Our poet

does his best with a somewhat rough and uiitunable language, but

neither in majesty nor in melody will his lines bear a comparison

with those of the Gita. Pace tanti viri dixerim ; for his own estimate

of his versification is much higher than this.

But finally, the Dnyauesvari has by no means received from

Marathi students the attention it deserves. Its phraseology is

archaic, and sometimes difficult to understand ; but there are educated

men in Western India who could successfully grapple with it. I

heartily wish my words might stimulate some of them to undertake

a thorough examination of the poem. I have already said that

esthetically its merits are not inconsiderable, for Dny^ne^var was a

true poet, though not a great one; and further, that its historical

value is great, as throwing light on the development of Hinduism.

Linguistically, also, it is fitted to render great service to all inquirers

into the earlier condition and the growth of the Marathi language.

I have still to mention that the Dnyauesvari is said to have been

almost forgotten for a lengthened period, a circumstance which need

not surprise us when we remember the convulsions in the Dakhan

occasioned by the Musalman invasion. It is said to have been

brought back into notice by Eknath of Paithan in the year 1584'

The ^exc of the poem now existing dates from that year.

\
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I meant to speak at less length than I have done regarding the

Dnyane^vari
;
yet on this interesting, important, but little studied

work I could hardly have said less. I am, however, in consequence

mpelled to deal more rapidly with other writers. I have called

this a paper on the chief Marathi poets. I must confine myself

to the two that are most popular, Namdev and Tukar^m.

Namdev or N^ma was an inhabitant of Pandharpiir, a tailor by

ade. It is impossible to give exact dates as to his history ; his

birth is usually said to have been in 1278, and his death fifty years

later. He evidently was a most voluminous writer of verse in oibhang

metre, and many of his lines are still popular. It is interesting to

ote that six of his short poems are included in the Granth or sacred

00k of the Sikhs,^ having been rendered into Panjabi. The god

Vitthal or Vithoba of Pandharpur, to whose worship Namdev was
enthusiastically devoted, appears in the Granth as Bithal. I would

fain quote some of Namdev's verses. While most are extravagant

in their laudation of Vithoba, others have a satirical sharpness

that shows this tailor-poet to have been a man of observation and
hrewdness.

But by far the most popular poet of Maharashtra is Tuk^r&m, or,

as he writes his name, Tuka. Go where you will in the Marathi
country, he is known and loved. Many of the higher castes, and

early all the middle and lower, can quote his writings. He was
ot a man of learning nor of much intellectual power. There is

no elaboration in his hymns; many of them are carelessly constructed;

but his words have gone to the heart of his people because he him-
self was a man of heart, thoroughly sincere and deeply earnest. Of
this poet a good deal has been written in English already. As far

back as January 1849 I published in the Journal of the Bombay
Asiatic Society his history as given by Mahipati in the Bhakta
LUdmrita. In 1867 Sir Alexander Grant wrote a paper regarding

him in the Fortnightly Review. In 1869 an edition of his works

appeared in Bombay with a " critical preface " in English, in which
the chief events of his life are discussed. Still more recently an
article of mine entitled " Tukaiam " has been printed in the Journal
of the Bombay Asiatic Society and the Indian Antiquary. We have
thus a good deal of information regarding the poet, and also specimens
of his writings already accessible in English. A large number of

his hymns, now for the first time translated, lies before me.

Tukaram earnestly inculcates devotion, especially to Vithoba, as

a manifestation of Krishna. His theological creed has no consistency.

* See Trumpp's translation of the Granth, pp. 489, 665, 666.
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There is occasional monotheism, there is polytheism, there is pan-

theism; and these contradictory beliefs are sometimes strangely

mixed together in one short effusion. Even on moral questions

Tuk^r^m is occasionally astray. But the man is always thoroughly

in earnest. He is seeking after God. He has often " no language

but a cry," but the child-like cry goes to our hearts.

Tukaram was born at Dehu, a village about eighteen miles west of

Poona. The probable date of his birth was 1608, and in 1649 he

" disappeared." Regarding that " disappearance " very extraordi-

nary things have been said, and are still by the mass of the people

believed, but we cannot enter on the question here.
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THE RISE OF THE DRAMA
IN

THE MODERN ARYAN VERNACULARS OF INDIA,

H. H. DHRUVA, B.D., LL.B., M.R.A.S.,

City Sessions Judge, and Joint Judge, Baroda.

^rrsf ^7[^5^w^ ^T'^mrf^^ fiR^TrT'^'fr^

"A Kdvya, or poem, is (written) for the acquirement of fame, wealth,

knowledge of V^avahdra, or life, and for the destruction of evil."

—

Mammata.

It is generally believed that the prose, and therefore the dramatic

literature of the Indian vernaculars, is of recent growth, and a

creation of English education. With the Fax Britannica came, among
many other good things, prose literature, the press, and public life.

Eaja Rama Mohan Eoy, followed by others, was the founder of the

prose literature of Bengal. Lalluji Lai's Prema-Sdgara, a classical

Hindi prose work, appeared in 1809 ^-^^ Harischandra and his

father, Gopdlchandra, alias Giridhar Das, and Lachhman Singh,

wrote the first Hindi dramas.^ The Marathi Bakkhars or memoirs

were pre-English ; but Marathi classical prose was a later growth,

founded by the early Marathi educationalists, as found in the Bdla

Mitra, a translation of Baguin's " Children's Friend," and in other

works. Professor Dadabhai Naorojji, M.P., ex-Divan of Baroda

State, and member of the British Parliament for Central Pinsbury,

the late Karsandas Mulji, ex-Divan of Limdi State in Gujerat, one

of the early Gujerati visitors to England, and an ardent reformer,

as also the poet-patriot Narmadashankar Lalshankar of Surat, gave

^ Grierson's Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, p. 132.

2 Ibid., pp. 154-155 and 124.
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Gujerat a chaste, homely, spirited Gujerati prose. The last of them

began to write in 1855 A.c, and a collection of his prose works

entitled Narma Gadya appeared in 1865 A.c, a standard and a

model work in Gujerati. The Government educational authorities

showed their approval and appreciation of his writings by getting

him to write the New Narma Gadya, which was subsequently pub-

lished by them. Runchhodabhai Udayaram, the present Naib Divan

of the State of Cutch, wrote his first Gujerati dramas, Jayahumdri

Vijaya Ndtaka and Lalita'duhkha-darsak Ndtaka^ soon after the year

'50, winning for himself the title of the Gujerati Shakespeare.

The press and prose style have mutually adorned and developed

each other. The literary and the political societies and other

political associations are a product of this age, while these last

have not a little contributed to the progress of the other two.

With the foundation of the Eoyal Asiatic Society of Bengal, followed

by its branches elsewhere, and the like institutions, dawned the

renascence of Indian literature. The Buddhivardhaka Sahhd of

Kavi Narmadashankar of Surat, and the Gujerat Vernacular Society

of Kavi Dalpatram Dayabhai, C.I.E., of Ahmedabad, did yeoman

service to the province of Gujerat in their cultivation and diffusion

of very instructive and useful literature. The Forbes Gujerati

Sabha of Manas Enkhram Suryaram Tripathi gave excellent trans-

lations of the immortal Has Maid of Sir A. K. Forbes, and it should

have done more real service, but it is almost dead for all practical

purposes. The Government in all parts of India have given the

first initiative in the creation and development of the modern ver-

nacular literature of India, and we owe not a small debt of grati-

tude to them for this as well as for other benefits.

The above is all true. But recent researches have found new

strata of early vernacular literature, hitherto undiscovered. Mr.

Grierson was the first to introduce formally the mediaeval vernacular

literature of Hindustan at the seventh International Congress of

Orientalists at Vienna, and he has since given us " The Modern Ver-

nacular Literature of Hindustan," which the Bengal Branch of the

Eoyal Asiatic Society printed as Part I. of their Journal for 1888.

The example of the learned and senior Society will be followed,

it is hoped, by its sister Societies in other parts of India, especially

Bombay. The Marathi has found a very zealous and patient scholar

in Mr. H. A. Acworth of the Bombay municipality, who would

do for the Marathi what Mr. G. A. Grierson has done for the Hind-

ustani. I propose to carry out such a work one of these days for

the Gujerati.
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My paper on the " Neo-Vernaculars of Western India, with

special reference to the Gujerati," read before the eighth Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists at Christiania, should have dis-

covered to scholars and investigators into the history and develop-

ment of the vernaculars that the Gujerati too has early dramatic

and prose literatures. But the paper was of a too general character

to give fuller details of these branches.

In another paper of mine of last year on " Bharata N^tya Sastra,

or the Indian Dramatics by Bharata Muni," I have shown that tlie

work, as it exists at present, being a production of a Nandi Bharata,

could not have been earlier than the fourth century B.C. Professor

Weber has alluded in his " History of Indian Literature " to the

Nata Siitras, referred to by the great grammarian Pdriini, whom
Professor Bhandarkar places in the eighth century before Christ;

but the learned professor doubts the existence of the drama at that

time. There is no reason, however, for doing that; as there are earlier

or Vedic references to the actors or Sailitshas in the Vdjasaneyi

Yajur Veda Samhitd, the Taittii^lya Brdhmana, and the Chhdndogya

Upanishad, which last describes Ndrada Muni as having studied the

arts of music and dancing, among others.^ In the first two works,

the Saihtsha, or Actor, with Silta, Mdgadha, Sahhdchara, and others,

lias been described as an offering in the Purushamedha. The
Physician, or Bhishaj, and the Astronomer, or NakshatradarSa, too,

have been similarly prescribed to be offered up as victims in the

sacrifice. This probably indicates the first beginning of the arts and

the sciences, as they were perhaps not established so firmly as to be

objects of study and regard in the time of the two Yajur Vedas.

Tlie Big Veda and the Sdma Veda have, as far as I know, no

words for actor and acting, or the histrionic art ; but another is the

position ascribed to it in the Chhdndogya Upanishad of the latter.

It (the "^75T3ftiT'^r^fij:wfV"^) is considered worthy enough to be

placed in the liberal curriculum of the time. Ndrada is counted

by the Bharata Ndtya ^:idstra, too, as one of the early founders

of the science. With the existence of the Vidyd or Science as

above evidenced, the Nata Siitras of Pdnini can be no other than

the early Bharata Siitras, presupposed by our present Ndtya Sdstra.

A writer of the notes to Premdnanda's drama Boshadar^ikd Satya-

hhdmdkhydna mentions and quotes from an author Adi-Bharata.

Can he be any other than the Nandi Bharata of the Bharata Ndtya

* Cf. Vdj. Sarri, (Professor Weber's edition), xxx. 6. p. 841 ; Tail. Br., iii. 4. i. 2, p.

82, Bibl. Ind. S., and ChMnd. Upa., vii. i. i. p. 473, Pandit Jibananda Vidyasagar's

edition {Nritya Gtta, Vddya, S'ilpa-Vidyd).
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tra above referred to ? He also quotes Bhdsa Kavi for the

yrgft^^irf^^^M '^ rule. This Bhdsa Kavi seems to be the same that

is alluded to by the poet Kdliddsa in his prelude to Mdlavikdg-

nimitra. This shows that Bhdsa was both a writer of dramatic

works as well as of works or a work on dramatic science. And
we have a parallel instance in the case of Bharata Mimi himself,

whose Triptcra-Ddha is instanced by this Ndtya Sdstra and other

writers on sdhitya or rhetoric, and whose Lakshmt Svayamvara

Ndtaka is noticed by the poet Kdliddsa in his Vihramorvast.

Of all the nations of the world, the Greeks and the Indians

made the first start and progress in drama. And they had their

separate courses and developments independent of each other.

While the Greek drama was the precursor of the modern European

drama, the Sanskrit drama was that of the Indian vernaculars.

Unlike Greek in Europe, Sanskrit continued to be the language of

the Indian dramas up to very recent times, and the vernaculars of

the people, whether they be the Prdkritas or the Apaihramsa, or the

later local dialects, were assigned a secondary and subordinate posi-

tion. Professor Bhandarkar describes the modern vernaculars to

have assumed " a distinctive character about the tenth century " A.C.,

and instances a copper-plate inscription of A.C. 1206, where the

Marathi appears in its specific character, and the work of Chanda

in Hindi} But, in the matter of the drama, the vernaculars do not

seem to have broken off from Sanskrit and Prakrit connections, and

did not assert their independent and principal character till the

sixteenth or the seventeenth century of the Christian era.^

In response to inquiries specially made by me of friends in other

parts of India, I am told by Lai a Murlidhar of Umballa, Panjaub,

that the Panjabi language has no drama. My friend, Mr. Dayaram

Gidumal Shahani, B.A., LL.B., of the Bombay Civil Service, writes

to me from Hyderabad, Scinde, that " there are no dramas in Sindhi.

Eecently a young man translated Nala and Damayanti from some

connected Hindi version, but I could hardly call it a drama ; it is

more like a story in the form of a dialogue." Syed Ali Bilgrami,

B.A., LL.B., Shums-ul-Ulma, similarly favours me with the informa-

1 Cf. his Wilson Philological Lectures, printed in Jour. Bo. Br. R, A. S., vol. xvi. No.

xliii. p. 342 ; but Mr. Grierson mentions the earliest Hindi works to be those of

Pushya Kavi. He says that I consider the earliest date of Gujerati to be about 730

A.c. {vide the "Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan," p. i). I also have

found a stone inscription of Vanardja Chdvdd of Pdtan, dated V.S. 802 (746 A.C.).

Cf. my paper on the " Neo-Vernaculars of Western India, with special reference to

Gujerati."

2 Cy. infra.
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tion from Hanamkonda, in Hyderabad Territory, Deccan, as given

here in his own words :

—

" As regards the Urdu drama," he observes, " I am not aware

that any dramas exist in Urdu at all. The Urdu literature has

been modelled on that of Persian, and the latter on the literature

of Arabia, hence the total absence of all scenic literature. The

only plays in the Persian language are very recent translations from

the Turkish. As regards Urdu, I don't believe there is at the

present moment a single play in that language. I am, of course,

leaving out of account the so-called Urdu productions of the Parsi

theatre, and also the Indra Scibhd, which, properly speaking, is not a

drama."

Thus the principal languages of Upper India and the West and

North-West, the Panjabi, the Sindhi, and the Urdtc, as also the

Persian, once the ofi&cial language of the Mahomedan world in India,

and which is still the court language of some of the Rajputana and

Central India States and the Nizams in the Deccan, do not possess

any original drama in the past or the present. This is probably

on account of the Mahomedan religious influence, which is opposed

to all scenic literature, as Syed Ali Bilgrami tells us.

Although I have received no replies about the other vernaculars,

the Bengali and the Uriya do not seem to possess any dramatic

literatures of their own, as far as my information goes. Babu
Ilaraprasad Sastri, M.A., of Calcutta, lately read a paper before the

Cumhuliatola Beading Club on the vernacular literature of Bengal

before the introduction of English education; but he nowhere

mentions in it the presence of prose and drama in Bengali. He
gives the date of the first Bengali poem, Sri Krishna Vijaya, that

took ten years to complete, as 1470 a.c. But the first Bengali

poet of note and eminence of mystic Bhakti celebrity was Chaitanya,

who was born in 1485 A.c. ;^ and Babu Haraprasad continues his

account down to the close of the eighteenth century. The present

Bengali drama, like all other vernacular dramas, is a growth of the

British period. When such a senior language as the Bengali is

devoid of a dramatic literature, it is not possible for the Uriya to

have one.

The same seems to be the case with Marathi also. The able paper

of Mr. H. A. Acworth, of the Bombay Civil Service, read before a

large audience in Bombay, made no allusion to this branch of

literature.

But that does not seem to be the case with Hindi and Gujerati.

1 Vide the paper, pp. 6 and A,
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My friend Mr. G. A. Grierson has a special note on the Hindi

and the Bihari drama in his excellent work above referred to.

" The Hindi drama," he remarks, " is a plant of recent growth."

" It is true that some of the earlier writers wrote what they called

mtakas" ^

Niwaj, who flourished about 1650 a.d. in the Doab, and who
attended the court of Eaja Chhatra Ldl, himself an author, simply

translated the Sahuntald under orders from A'zam Shah. This

cannot be called an original work.^ Not so the translation of

the Prabodha Ghandrodaya by Brajbasi-dasa, who flourished in the

Doab in 1770 A.C.^

Similarly the works of the celebrated poet Deb (No. 140), and

others, viz., the Deb Mdyd Prapancha of the former, the Prabhd-

vati, " written for the Maharaja of Banaras, and the Ananda
Baghunandana, written for Maharaj Biswanatha Singh (No. 529)
of Riwa, are wanting in the essentials of dramatic poetry." ^ Mr.

Grierson notices Harischandra and his father, Gopdl Chandra,

born in 1850 and 1832 A.c. respectively, as the earliest true

dramatists ; but these belong to the British period.

" In Bihar," remarks Mr. Grierson, " on the contrary, a dramatic

tradition has existed for nearly five centuries." And he names two

plays of Bidyd'pati Thakur (1400 A.C.), the Pdrijdt Raran, and

Rukmini Svayamvara, but he has not seen the MSS., though he

has heard about them.^ Lai Jha or Kabi Lai, of Magrani, district

Darbhunga (1780 A.c), was the author of Pdrvatt-Parinaya, and

Bhanu Natha Jha and Harkh Nath Jlia, Maithila Brahmins, wrote

about the beginning of the present century. But that also comes

within the British period.

Thus even Hindi, and its near sister Bihari too, have no early

original drama. The regions of the Hindi, Bihdri, and Bengali-

TJriya languages were too much influenced by the power and prestige

of Sanskrit, as those of SindJd, Punjabi, Persian, and Urdu were by the

Mahomedan faith, to allow of any independent growth of the drama

and prose in them. Marathi, equally eclipsed in this respect by

the power of Sanskrit, has presented the same result. The Marathi

poetry of Vd7nana and Moropant {MayHra Pandit) are far more

Sanskrit than that of any of the modern vernaculars. It was the

rise of the Maratha power that gave it a new start, and the litera-

ture of later times were the Bakkhars or memoirs referred to

1 Of. Vern. Lit. of Hind., pp. 154, &c. 2 cf. Ibid., p. 76. 3 cf^ ibid., p. 98.

* Of. Ibid., pp. 154 and 124; also p. 155. ^ Cf. Ibid., p. 155.
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by Mr. Grant Duff in his History of the Marathas. But still

under the Peishwas Sanskrit was far more patronised than the

vernacular.

But in Gujerat the case was different. The sun of its power

had set early in the fourteenth century A.c. The Jaina religion

and writers had superseded and gained the mastery over the

Brahmanic faith and Sanskrit influence. Consequently Gujcrati

had a development not found in the case of the other vernaculars.

We know of no translations of any Sanskrit drama in those times,

as in Hindi and Maithili. The translations of the works of

Kdliddsa, viz., Sakuntald, by the Hon. Mr. Jhaverilal U. Yajnik,

M.R.A.S. Bom. Br., and Mr. Dalpatram B. Khakhar, late Educa-

tional Inspector, Cutch, and Vikramorvast and Mdlavikdgnimitra,

by Mr. Ranchhodbhai Udayarrim and Mdlati-Mddhava and TJttara-

Rdma-ChaHta of Bhavabhuti by Professor Manilal N. Dvivedi,

B.A., and of Mudrd-Rdkshasa by my brother, Mr. K. H. Dhruva,

B.A., Vice-Principal, Gujerat Training College, Ahmedabad, came

after 1850.

The Prcibodha-Chandrodaya had many imitations in Sanskrit also,

mrely sectarian, and quite secondary in their style and execution,

ich as Satsanga- Vijaya and the like. Some of these were Prahas-

inas, or burlesques and satires. But Gujerati struck out a new
)urse altogether in the Jndnodaya Ndtaka, referred to in my

tetters on the unpublished literature of Gujerat,^ and in my paper

ion the " Neo-Vernacuiars of Western India." The actors in that

Irama are human characters rather than human beings, as in

the philosophical Sanskrit drama above named. The name of the

^author is Kiko Kavi. Unfortunately some of its first and the

last pages are missing. I propose very shortly to publish a transla-

tion of it in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland. The language of this drama is old Gujerati,

as far as we can judge of it from the present MS., which is No.

1558 of the catalogue of books and MSS. of the Gujerat Vernacular

Society of Ahmedabad, presented with other books with my paper on

the " Neo-Vernaculars of Western India," read before the eighth

International Congress of Orientalists. Prom the occurrence of

the chhi and achhi,^ forms of the modern cMe, for " is," I am inclined

to assign the work to the fifteenth or the sixteenth century of the

Christian era. The author may be a contemporary of Bhdlana,

^ Cf. my Mugdhdvabodha Mauklikam, Appendix, pp. 12, &c.
2 Vasanta VUdsa, an old Gujerati poem, written in v.S. 1508 (A.C. 1452), lately dis*

covered by my brother, Mr. K. H. Dhruva, B.A., and published in the April to August
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the translator of Bdna's Eddmiibart into Gujerati, whose Nald-

hhydna is dated v.s. 1545 (1489 A.c), or he may have lived a

short time after him.^

But this drama is of too rudimentary a character, and is want-

ing in some of the essentials of dramatic poetry. It contains

the Prastdvand or prelude, in which the manager and his wife,

or one of the principal actors of his troupe, or the buffoon, hold a

dialogue in Sanskrit introductory to the action of the drama. But

there is a marked distinction in the main part of the drama, where

the manager occasionally introduces characters by descriptive Aryds

or couplets, as we find in the vernacular or Prdhrita interlocutory

passages in the fourth act of the Vihramorvasi of Kdliddsa, which

are supposed to be later emendations. Be it what it may with the

Vikramorvasi, that is not in evidence before us at present, but the

practice seems to be a continuation or reproduction of the system,

existing in its germs in the introduction of characters at the end of the

prelude by some such shift, or in the several Nepathya or intrascenic

passages, and the Vaitdlika, or bard's utterances, suiting occasions

and persons. The Sanskrit dramas, not necessarily requiring the

presence of the Siltradhdra or manager at every stage, discover

the method of introducing new characters by those already on

the stage.

This practice seems to have been largely adopted in the plays of

the Bhavdyds, a professional class of actors, and by the performers

of the old school of Marathi dramas, whose only scenic apparatus is

a red skin and a few lamps, or better or mediocre lights, and whose

only action consists of the noise of the Bdhshasa parts, and the

drollery and buffoonery, sometimes degenerating to gross indecency,

with the fool of the Bhavdyds.

The Marathi performers have these interlocutory passages in the

Aryd metre, as in the Jndnodaya Ndtaka, and the Gujerati Bhavdyds

have one or another kind of some doggerel rhyme or song. The Bha-

vdyds name these passages Melanis or Melavanis^ or introductions, as

they are used at the time of introducing characters (>t^<r{L H*^^)-^
Thus here there is presented a new development of a local drama.

The Jndnodaya Ndtaha was in this respect a harbinger or prede-

(1892) numbers of the Gujarat School Paper, also contains both the forms f^ chhi

(v. 25, p. 113) and chhai ^T (v. 75, p. 194).

1 Of. PrdcMna Kdvya Mdld, p. 122.

2 Bhavai Sangraha, by Rao Saheb Mahipatram Rupram Nilcanth, C.I.E., 2nd
edit.

, pp. 54 and 4, &c.

3 C7/. ibid., p. 4.
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cesser in formation of the Bhavdis, as they are termed at present;

but while the former took a philosophical or moral turn, like the

mysteries of the Middle Ages, the latter, being for the people, took

the more popular and practical direction.

Like the Sanskrit dramas of old, the Bhavdis were performed in

places of public worship or of public assemblage. The old terms

Nata and Ndtaha disappeared from these popular burlesques. The

Natas are now known to be rope-dancers and other Gypsy tribes

moving about the country, and living by feats of gynmastic and other

bodily performances, which never go by the name of Ndtaha. But

the terms Bhavdi and Bhavdyds are but paraphrases of the words

Ndtaka and Nata. We know from works on Sdhiti/a, as well as

from Ndtakas, that the SUtradhdra, or manager, is addressed by his

assistant or chief Nata, as Bkdva, possibly a derivative of Bhava,

a name of Siva, who, as Virupdksha, taking up the cause of the

Asuras against the Devas, as we learn from the Bharata Ndtya

Sdstra, was one of the characters in the early formation of the

drama. ^ The class of the Bhdva then would come to be known as

Bhdvds or Bhdvakds (wr^: orvT?oirrOj as they were known in early

times as the sons of Bharata (H^rff^j'^T:). Now ht"^!: and vt^^t:

would, in Prdkrita or Apahhramsa and the vernacular, come to be

HT^-^Ti or HTeT-ijTJ Bhdva-ds or Bhdva-yds, and by interchange or

transposition of the vowels in the first two letters would become

Bhnvdyds or Bhavaiyds^ and their performances would naturally

come to be known as Bhavdi (v^FT or w^T"^). This class is also

known as Taragdld, from tarlca {Apahhramsa targa or taraga),

meaning men of (dramatic) speculation or conceit.^

The origin of the class and of the name of the composer or com-

posers of their plays or Bhavdis has not come down to us. The

introductory verses for the part or Vesa of Ganapati, the god of

benediction and wisdom (Jr$fjj:^t) mention Rainayo and llatai'

nyoA The name of Asdita occurs on p. 8 1 in the part of Rdmaddsa,

and the, following chhandas of the goddess-mother (mrrraft) on the

next page are ascribed to Otama (Sans. Uttama). The song or

' Cf. Mj paper on Bharata Ndtya l^dstra, in passing.

' Cf. from >?riT^ or "^'frr, HnTT or ^T-^T changed to firqi and ^W, both

found in the Gujerati even of Premdnanda, and the latter even in Hindustani.

* An old MS. of a collection of Gujerati proverbs (^<gi «u l^"?P^), appearing to be

of the fourteenth or fifteenth century a.C' gives the older term for it, Trdgdld,

in '^HTT^T ^^T ^TJTTWT •^T iftTt?: I ^^L I (The DhardHs, or the robber class,

and the Tragalas, should not be trusted).

* Cf. Bhavai Sangraha, 2nd edit., p. i. • t

'

"'
'' U
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Garbi of the Suttee, in the part of Siddharaja Jayasinha of Gujerat,

is the composition of one Durlabhar^m, son of Nahno, a native of

Surat, living in the choh or square of Kana'pitha} There are also

pieces of Blwjd Bhalda, who was born in v.s. 1841, a.c. 1785, and

who died in v.s. 1906, A.c. 1850;^ and of DMrd Bhalda, who was

born in v.s. 1809-10, a.c. 1753-4,^ in the part of the Bdvd,

while the parts of Sadhrd Jeshngi (No. 17) and Surd Sdmld (No. 10)

relate to the times of Siddhardja Jayasinha and Karana, the last

king of Gujerat. There are other parts which relate to later Eajput

kings. But such parts as JUthana (No. 2), Kansdro, or copper-

smith (No. 3), Miydn BlVt, or a Mahomedan grandee and his lady

(No. 4), Ldlji Manidr, or the bangle-seller (No. 5), Zandd-ZHland

(No. 6), " Kdlo" (No. 11), the '' Dhedl' or the lowest caste, living

on the fringe of Hindu society (No. 13), the Bdvds (No. 16),

and the Five Robbers (No. 18), represent the disorder and loose-

ness in society prevailing in the Mahomedan times, and the

tyranny, exactions, forced labour (veth), and wrong practices that

characterised them. The Rajput Governments, too, had some

share of these. As a faithful picture of those times they are very

interesting.

The scenes of two of the eighteen parts, viz., Miydn Bihi (No. 4)

and Ldlji Manidr the bangle-seller, are placed in Ahmedabad, and

there are allusions to Bombay and Surat, among other places. These

might have been later additions, as these plays have never been

committed to writing, but have descended from generation to

generation in the class. The traditions seem to have been added to

or altered, as the time and occasion, their audience or patrons,

required. These, therefore, cannot afford us means for drawing

any conclusion as to their age. But the play of Chhelu-Batd

(^^ "^^T^), the Indian Lothario (No. 7), has clear references to

the Emperors Akbar (p. 54) and Shah Aurungzeb (p. 54). The

heroine of the piece, Mohind Rdni, is Princess Mohind of Ahmed-
nagar or Amnagar in Northern Gujerat. The part therefore cannot

be earlier than the seventeenth century A.c.

The language of the plays is generally Gicjerati, but here and

there bad Hindustani is interspersed, and the play of Viko Sisodio

(No. 12) contains indifferent Mdrvddi.

Although we know nothing of the period of their rise, we are told

that the Bhavdyds were originally Brahmins. This class may have

^ Vide p. 202.

2 Cf. Prdchtna Kdvya Mdld, vol. v., Life of the Poet, pp. 2 and 5.

* Cf. ibid,, vol. xxiii., Life of the Poet, p. i.
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existed earlier, as the " Collection of Proverbs " cited in a note (supra

p. 305) alluded to them under the name of Trdgdlds or Targdlds.

But they seem to have earned their name and fame under the

Mahomedans. Their home seems also to have been Vadanagar or

Ahmedabad, in North Gujerat, from which places, by their itinerant

habits, they seem to have spread over other parts of the country.

The Bhavdi plays are each called a Vesa, or a part to be played.

They are still in tradition, as observed above, and Eao Saheb Mahi-

patram Rupram Nilcanth, C.I.E., was the first to give them in a

printed form in his compilation of the Bhavdi Sangraha, constantly

referred to above. The collection of these plays seems to have

been very popular, and has run through two editions, the second

being published in 1879.

Even the lowest classes, the Dhedas, have also their Bhavdyds, as the

common masses have their own Bhavdyds and Targdlds. The Bhavdi

was, and is still considered, a sacred performance, and it is every

year, or more than once in the year, celebrated at the shrines of the

goddess Amid Bhavdni, in the Ardsur Hills in North Gujerat, and

of Bahuchardji in Chuvdla in Central Gujerat. The celebrations are

considered so highly creditable that even high-class Brahmins, and

the highest of them, the Ndgaras, even perform them at those shrines.

Tims the Bhavdi has entertained the highest to the lowest in the

nd throughout centuries.

Their sole aim is to give a true picture of life, and draw special

attention to its weak points, in order to point a moral or create

a laugh. But the Bhavdyds have very often pandered so much to

the low tastes of the unlettered and uneducated masses, that they

have failed to correct and instruct them, which their telling per-

formances should have done. In painting the dark side they have

made the pictures too nakedly attractive, and they have disgraced

their plays with grossly indecent language, which the highly puri-

tanical editor of the Bhavdi Sangraha had very carefully to weed out.

The first edition of Bhavdi Sangraha contained 1 5 Vesas or

parts, and the second added three to them, i.e. the last, which have

been referred to above as Nos. 1 6, 17, and 1 8. It is only a special

treatment of the work that can do justice to these plays, which is

foreign to our present purpose. Let it suffice to say that here in

Gujerat, North or Central, we have a new set of dramas coming

into existence and growing ; but it was left to South Gujerat, of

the Mahi, Narmad^, and Tapti valleys, to give really classical

dramas.

As my friend Runchhodbh^i Udayaram has been superseded in
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the writing of the first drama in Gujerati, my own idea of being the

first dramatist to write on the Sanskrit or classical model was

anticipated more than two centuries ago by Kavi Fremdnanda and

his son Vallahha, whom I have noticed in my paper on the " Neo-

Vernaculars of Western India," read before the Congress at Chris-

tiania. About the year 1873 A.c, it occurred to me to write

dramas on the Sanskrit model, but in no slavish imitation of their

rules. And the first that I wrote were Aryotharshaha (a Vydyoya)

and Vikramodaya (an Anka), both of which have run through two

editions, and it is want of time that prevents me from taking up the

third. Jayanta-Sriyigdra (a Frakarana), Sitd-Santdpa, or Suvarna-

Mriga or the Golden Deer, Kali-Kutllhala or Nala-Damayanti, Amara-
p/iala or Plngala-Bhartrihari, Suvisdkha-Pahlava or an imitation

of Shakespeare's Othello the Moor, and other Ndtakas, and Avidyd-

vati-Ddha, a Bima and Aryodaya-JBhdna are partly written and still

unfinished. Of these, Avidydvati-Ddha and Jayanta-Srifigdra have

been published in some Gujerati monthlies, while a Vildsikd by

name Vasanta- Vildsikd is being printed in my Kufija Vihdra lyrics

now in the press.

- But as observed before, greater minds than mine have applied

themselves to the work, and have already successfully carried it

out. They were Kavi Premananda and his son Vallabha. The

former devoted his seventy years of a poet's literary life to the

patriotic task of elevating and enlarging Gujerati literature.^ He
had vowed not to put on a turban before the work was accom-

plished. He waged a regular crusade with the Puranis, and in his

poems he has made some home-thrusts at them for having ruined

his milder pupil, Ratne^vara of Dabhoi. The Fardnis, who lived

and live by retailing the Kathds or narrations of the Furdnas, by

translatinf; them in a sjarbled form to their devout audiences from

Sanskrit, had the whole monopoly of them. Premananda himself

was a Purdni of that class, and when he was relating his Kathd at

one place, a rival disputed with him and beat him down. Hence

arose his implacable wrath with him, and his vow to displace them

and their calling by giving the Kathds in the Frdkrita or the lan-

guage of the people. How he succeeded in this task may be judged

i'rom the fact that Sanskrit Puranis are now to be found only in

nooks and corners, with the old and decrepit and some elderly females

for their audience, while the new class of Vyasas relating the Kathas

in the vernacular is found in almost every town in Gujerat.

^ Kavi Premananda was born about v.S. 1700, and died after V.S. 1790. His

first work, Laksmandhai-ana, is dated V.S. 1720. He mentions his having taken up

his Mdrkandeya Purdna so early as V.S. 17 17.
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Fremdnanda had another rival in Samal Kavi, a native of

Ahmedabad, but since settled at Sihunj in Mdtar Fargand of the

Kaira Collectorate. Samal had praised his patron, the headman of

the village, Patel liakhidas, so highly as to compare him with Bhoja

and Vikrama. But the independent spirit of Premananda recoiled

from such fulsome flattery. In my Christiania Congress paper I

have alluded to the hot controversy about the superiority between

Samala and Vallabha, and the present and past generations have

awarded the laurel crown of the poet of Gujerat to Premananda,

who never in his poems called himself a poet or a Kavi. He
always styled himself Bhat, a perfect contrast to Samal and Vallabha.

His writings show him to have been thoroughly imbued with a

jiatriotic spirit for the elevation of his language, styling it " Gurjara

Gird" as opposed to
" Dem-Gird " or Sanskrit.

Thanks to the exertion and researches of my friend Eao Bahadur

Hargovinddas Dvarkadas, Director of Vernacular Instruction, Baroda,

and liis assistant, Sastri Nathashanker Pujashanker, to whose

indness I owe the advance sheets of Premananda's drama Rosha-

Darsikd Saiyahhdmdkhydna, to be published for the first time,

thanks, then, to their exertions we possess twenty-seven poems of

thirteen poets and upwards in their. Frdchina Kdvya Quarterly

between the years 1884 and 1891. They have also given twenty-

ve volumes, not including the drama last referred to, in the

rdchina Kdvya Mdld of our Baroda State in less than three

ears. Among the many beneficent acts of H.H. Maharaja Sayaji

Ptao Gaikwad, G.GS.I., of Baroda, and his minister, H.E. Divan

Bahadur Manibhai J^sbhai, this series will stand as an everlasting

monument of their greatest glory and public spirit. Had it not

en for his Highness's munificent grant for this national work,

t would almost have been an impossibility. However, we have

not got all our rich treasures discovered to the public view, though

the sums sanctioned have all been expended. It is still hoped that

his Highness's Government will finish the work they have so nobly

begun. Kavi Premananda and his son Vallabha have written many
more poems and dramas than those already published and the

father is said to have written the Malidhhdrata in Gujerati, num-
bering 300,000 verses. This work should surely see the light at

an early date.

The patriotic devotion of Kavi Premananda to the cause of

Gujerati cannot be better described and proved than in his own
words, translated below from his Frastdvand or prelude to the drama

Rosha-Darsikd Satyabhdmdkhydna

:

—
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" SUtra-dhdra (looking at the curtain).—Enough ! What need is there of

length ? Marisha, come this way.

" Pdrijpdrsvika (having entered).

—

Bhdva ! Here am I. What is your

order ?

" SUtra-dMra.—Marisha ! Here there are sitting friends, learned men,

great men, and others. Before them I have decided to enact the Rosha-

Darsikd SatydbJidrndkhydna, written by Premananda, son of Krishna, in

the Gurjara language. Go you and make preparations of musical instru-

ments, &c.

.

" Pdripdrsvika.—Bhava ; what ! Are all trees burnt up, that the dews

have settled on the Hingold (the Ingudi tree) 1 Well, pray hear ; while there

are dramas of Kalidasa, Bhava-bhtiti, Bana, Somilla, Jayadeva, and other

Kavisvaras, and they, too, in Deva-Gira (Sanskrit), what a joke it is to

enact a drama in the Gurjara language devoid of guna (merits), &c., and

one composed by a new man named Premananda ?

" Sutra-dhdra.—Marisha, because it is a new beginning, the audience,

with taste, would not be seeing any fault.

^^Pdripdrsvika.—Yes, it may be all well; but you seem to have pro-

scribed the word ^Ndtaka/^ An ^ Akhydnaj and that too to be per-

formed ! ! ! S'iva ! S'iva ! I have neitlier heard it, nor seen it, nor known
it. Be it what it may, but pray tell me that you have made a mess of the

Deva-Gir£i of the higher characters, and you would use the Gurjara Gira

in its stead; but what do you say to the 'Bala Bhasha' ('^T'^^TT^t)

of ordinary characters ?

" Sutra-dhdra (in anger).—One should not speak about what one has

nothing to do with. If you have no faith in my words, that in any Prdkrita

language whatsoever, the word 'Akhyana' is to be used for 'Nataka,*

and the 'Bala Bhasha' of the ordinary characters is to be dropt, please

settle the points after consulting Stitra 95 of Prdkrita Prabhdkara, written

by the great Hemacharya. This subject having nothing to do with this

affair, you have needlessly wasted time. All right ! Just see why the

Natl has delayed, whom I had asked to come soon.

^^Pdripdrsvika (looking at the curtain).—Bhava, look, here she comes.

J also live to act up to your orders. (Saying so, exit.)

" Natt (entering).—Aryaputra, be pleased to pardon me for my delay,

as it took me time to hear the message of my friend Gurjara Gira. What
orders arc there for our troupe 1

" Sdtra-dhdra.—Lady, if you have no objection, will you please acquaint

me with the message of your friend Gurjara Gira 1

"Natl.—Aryaputra, she has told me much, and you have little leisure

to hear it all. Yet 1 give you the substance at your request. My friend

has been very much pleased with the work begun by you, and she has

praised you much.
" Sdira-dMra.—Yes, it may be. My dear, the minds of the audience

have been entangled in the prose
;
pray unblossom or unfold them in poetry."
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^B The extract given above tells its own tale. It shows that this

was a new beginning of the poet, that the name Ndtaka has been

eschewed for dramas in the vernacular, and that he has given the

authority of a work of Hemacharya, not known till now, for calling

it an Akhydna, and for abandoning the use of Bdla Bhdshd for

ordinary characters. With the BJiavdi formation we have seen the

word Ndtaka eschewed for drama. A vernacular drama pure and

ennobling, in a chaste style and decent diction, and with all the

dramatic prose, is found <aily here, and that in the seventeenth

I

century of the Christian era. In this drama there is no means of

fixing the date, as in the case of other poems of his and of other

tiCavis, but surely it was after v.s. 1 7 1 7 or 1 7 20 ( 1 66 1 or 1 664 a.c.),

«nd long before v.s. 1790 (1734 A.C.).

We have quoted at the top of this paper a line from Mammata, the

author of the Kdvya Prakdsa, as to the four motives which prompt

poets in writing poems. But in the case of Prem4nanda, as here

observed, a higher motive than any of these four prompted him, and

that was a patriotic desire to render real service to his language and

literature.

The Bharata Vdkya of the drama is equally telling and eloquent

on this point. We are tempted to give it in the original with a

translation

—

"«rT^"^-g- -^w ^^"snr ^-^j TT ^ttr: ^tt '^f^.V ..^.
^Jprofusely decorated with excellent colours (i.e. Varna) in every

part. May it be sweet in every syllable (i.e. Pdda) or full of Rasa,

and endowed with ornaments {Alamkdras). May she be above her

friends {i.e. the other vernaculars), and whatever place is occupied in

general estimation, may she occupy that place again. And may Hari
fulfil my sole wish that she become the best of all her friends."

. The passage is used with a double sense in the drama, as appli-

cable to the language as well as the heroine, Satyabhamd. Hari
is both Krishna and God. In the case of Gujerati, her friends
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other queens of Krishna. The senior of the Gujerati is the Deva

Gira or Sanskrit, while that of Satyabhama is the senior Queen

Kukmini. The benediction is highly artistic as compared with others

of its class. As to how far Premanauda has succeeded, his son

Vallabha tells us that while Chanda Kavi had only one issue, the

Easo of Pritlmrdjd, and that in an indifferent medley of languages,

his father had many an excellent one. Vallabha places Premananda

above Chanda, and justly so. The patriotism of both was their own.

One stood up for his friend Prithurdjd, and for his losing game ; the

other was advocating the cause of his mother tongue, which he won
in the end. And in our review, too, we have found that the poet

has given a real start to his language with respect to the drama, in

which the others lagged far behind.

The patriotic efforts and struggles of Premananda and his school

of poets are not the subject of our paper. These are sure to occupy

a place of honour in the history of the Gujerati language and

literature. Let it suffice to say that Vallabha, worthy son of a

worthier father, following in the track of Premananda in drama-

writing, also fulfilled the vow of his father, who was moved to put

on a turban. I have given the names of some of the dramas of

these poets in my Christiania Congress paper. Premananda left d,

good estate to his heirs. But on a dispute arising as to succession,

the choice lay between his works on the one hand and the remainder

of his estate on the other. Vallabha selected the former while his

brothers took the latter. An unbending spirit of independence and

Byronian indifference breathes in every line Vallabha has written.

He died poor, so much so that his obsequies could only be per-

formed by an admirer on the security of his library of works,

pledged with a banker in Baroda for a few hundred rupees. The

mortgagee is now too jealous of the property, and so we have not

been able to obtain all the works, whether poetic or dramatic, of

these two patriot poets of Gujerat. But we hope and trust that

the managers of the PrdcMna Kdvya Mdld will fare better in that

respect.

We must pause now to summarise the results, (i) In the pre-

English period no modern Indian vernacular had any original

native drama except the Gujerati; (2) the Sindhi, the Punjabi,

the Urdu, the Bengali, and Uriya, and perhaps the Marathi, had

no dramas at all, while the Hindi and the Maithili had trans-

lations from Sanskrit or undramatic dialogues called Ndtakas, like

those of Dayar^ma Kavi of Gujerat; (3) in Gujerat the com-

mencement was made with the Jndnodaya Ndtaka and Bhavdis
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10 early as or even before the sixteenth century, B.C., on the one

hand, and with the Akhydnas of Premananda and Vallabha in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries on the other; and (4) pro-

bably the drama existed earlier, as appears from Premananda's

ference to Heraacharya's Prdkrita Prahhdkara, Sutra 95, which

ould presuppose a dramatic literature in Gujerat. Thus Gujerati

proved to be earlier than the other vernaculars in its epigra-

phical records, as well as in its poetry, prose, and drama. May
its present and future history, like its past, be equally interesting

Ind

ennobling.

I

APPENDIX.

(Notes by E. B. Sankar Pandurang Pandit, M.A., on the :

Drama in the Marathi Language, &c.

Since sending the paper by the last mail, I have received the

following communication from my friend Rao Bahadur S. P. Pandit,

Administrator, Porebunder State, Kattyawad :

—

" So far as I can answer your questions, I should say

—

" I. The only drama that is purely Prakrit is the Karpura

Mafijari, by Rdjdsekhara. But this belongs to an age when the

Prakrit had ceased t» be a living tongue, and the modern verna-

culars had already risen into good shape and become languages.

The same might be said of the Prakrit passages in the Sanskrit dramas,

while most of them belong to an age when the Prakrit had ceased

to be quite current ; at all events, the Prakrit of those passages is

the literary Prakrit, and not a living popular speech. This remark

applies to nearly all Prakrit literature, and this is vast.

" 2. I consider that the drama in Marathi is very ancient. I

cannot give the date, but its beginning must have been in the shape

of the Kala Sutri plays, and Gumhe Ata in Kanarese, in which the

manager must have acted as a thread-puller (sMra-dhdra) to make
his actors (dolls) go and move. This indeed, in my opinion, is

the original form of our Sanskrit drama before Greek plays

came to be known by our poets. The old form is still preserved,

as all old things are in India, side by side with their transposed

forms. The Kala Sutri, or mimic doll-plays, were in Marathi and

Kanarese followed by the Daidvdtdra or real human actors, who
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acted the ten Avataras, a very old form of acting. I cannot give

you dates, and dramas in the present shape are about fifty years

old."

Although I do not endorse all the above observations in their

entirety, yet I think the theory here proposed about the rise of the

drama is well worthy of consideration, as coming from so high an

authority as Mr. Pandit. The mimic doll-plays are not confined to

the Maratha and Kanarese country alone ; but there were pullers,

and their plays or their representations are more widely known. So

also the Dasdvatdras, to which I may add the Rdsa-dharis of the Vraja

Bhdshd and country, and the Dussera plays, enacting scenes from

the Rdmdyana or the Mahdhhdrata in some courts of Rajputana.

But these scarcely deserve to be placed in the catagory of dramas,

as we understand the word. Mr. Pandit's information does not

differ from mine, that the Marathi drama, as a department of litera-

ture, is of recent growth, and of the English period, as is the case in

all other parts of India, except Gujerat. The Bhavdyds, and espe-

cially their first, Ndyaka Asdit, arose in the time of Mahmiid

Begurra, the Sultan of Alimedabad, contemporary of King Mandalika

and Xarsimha Meheta of Junagadh, and of King Patai Raval of

Pavaghadha, whose inscriptions and language form the subject of

another paper of mine ; and this period was that of the dawn of

Gujerati literature in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries A.c.

The Prakrits, the predecessors of the modern vernaculars and the

successors of Sanskrit, have no original dramas of their own when

they were the languages of the people. So after Sanskrit, and that

after the lapse of several centuries, it was in Gujerati that the

drama ^ made its first appearance.

^ I have annexed for reference the advanced sheets of the Gujerati drama, viz.,

rt^^fjlefTT ^7^HT^n5fT"irj which is being printed in theSir^T*r ^T'^TflT'^ of the

Baroda State, Baroda.
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BY

H. H. DHRUVA, B.A., LLB., M.R.A.S.,

Baroda State, India.

Three years ago I read a paper before the Eighth International

Congress of Orientalists at Christiania " On the N"eo-Vernaculars of

Western India, with Special Eeference to the Gujerati," and pub-

lished the first of my " Frdchina Gvjardti Sdhitya-Ratna-Mdld, or

Garland of Gems of Old Gujerati Literature," my letters on " The

Unpublished Literature of Gujerat," contributed to the Advocate of

/yirfm, having been published in 1887. My Congress paper mapped

out the field in bold outlines, with here and there a few details, but

was of too general a character to do full justice to the several periods

and provinces of the language. My edition of the " Mugdhdvdbo-

dhamauktikam, or a Grammar for Beginners," was run through the

press hastily for the Congress as I was on the point of starting

for Europe, and I could not give that patient and accurate atten-

tion to it that I otherwise should have done. The imperfections

and inaccuracies of the publication were so many, that I notified to

the Director of Public Instruction, Bombay, my intention of taking

up a second edition of the work at leisure and cancelling the first,

long before the criticism of Mr. N. B. Divatia, B.A., C.S., Bombay,

appeared in the Indian Antiquary/ of February 1 892 ;
^ and my

letters to the Bombay daily were of too desultory and controversial

^ An unnamed writer in the vernacular monthly, the Gujerat Sclwcl Paper,

August and September 1890, pp. 187 to 189 and 207 to 211, has similarly reviewed

the work, almost in the same strain. My brother, Mr. K. H. Dhruva, B.A., also has

got a learned and sympathetic review of it in another vernacular monthly, the

Buddhiprakd^a, a paper of the Gujerat Vernacular Society of Ahmedabad, August

1891, pp. 169 to 184.

I
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a character, as a perusal of them from the reprint in an appendix

to the above-mentioned grammar will show.

I therefore owe an apology for some of the inaccuracies that have

crept into them, with the fuller materials at my command, and with

the greater attention I am now able to bestow on them. Yet I

cannot help putting in a caveat against all the sharp things said of

me and the grammar by the critic of the Indian Antiquary, who has

been carried away by an unmerited indignation against us. If I

liave erred in calling the Mugdhdvahodha a Gujerati grammar, I

have erred in good company. A Gujerati Sastri Vrajlal Kalidasa, a

philologist of the old type, and a close student of that and other old

Gujerati works, has stated in his " History of the Gujerati Lan-

guage," ^ published by the Gujerat Vernacular Society of Ahmedabad,

1866 A.c, that " a certain pupil of Devasundara Guru has written a

grammar of the Gujerati language in Samvat 1450, of which I

have a MS. copy, dated Samvat 1490. In this work are written

sayings of the Gujerati that can be understood even by a novice,

and it is therefore named Mugdhdvahodha Auktika." It was this

MS. copy, since the property of the Society, that formed the basis

of my edition. Dr. Bhandarkar, too, notices a MS. of the work,^

and calls it a " Thesaurus. " All my attempts to get at the original

MS. have hitherto failed
;
yet hopes have been held out to me that

I shall be favoured with a loan of it for my second edition.

I must premise my discussion of this question of the nature of

the work with an observation that the Sanskrit of the Jain writers

is not so accurate as that of the Brahmanic. They are not in

their element there, and Magadhicisms and Gujeraticisms creep

silently into their Sanskrit writings. The Prdbandha Batna Mdld,

the Prahhandha Chintdmani of Merutunga, and the Jagadu-Charita,

lately noticed by Dr. Biihler in his " Indian Studies," are instances

in point. Although their authors write in Sanskrit, they think in

their religious or local vernacular, and their expressions and terms

occur quite naturally paraphrased or translated into Sanskrit. No
argument can, therefore, be based on the phase " Prdkrita uktindm"

(sfTiTTT ^^"Tt), V. I of the work. Besides that, the writer qualifies

the expression by the word " Prdijah " (srr^:).

^ Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar speaks about the Sastri and his work in approving terms

in his Wilson Philological Lecture thus: "A Gujerati SS^tri named Vrajlal has

written a useful little tract on the history of his vernacular." Cf. reprint in Jour.

Bo. Br. R. A. S., vol. xvi. 1885, p. 251.

2 Cf. his report on the search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency dur-

ing 1883-84, p. 16. It is thus described :
" Mugdh^bodha (box 47), fols. 18, 11. 19,

letters 54. A thesaurus composed in 1450 Samvat ; date of MS., Samvat I5i7«

'
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The work has been described by Mr. K. H. Dhruva and divided into

fourteen chapters. The last six of them are no doubt in Sanskrit,

but a great part of the work is in the vernacular. Chapters i, 2,

7, and 8 contain SUtras and Kdrikds in Sanskrit, but the explana-

tion is in the vernacular, and chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 are wholly

in the vernacular. If the work was really and solely a Sanskrit one,

the instances of the several rules and the explanations of the SUtras

and Kdrikds should have been in that language, and not the ver-

nacular that they are given in. After the enumeration of the

Sanskrit case terminations,^ a regular discussion and explanation of

the vernacular terminations in all their details takes place ;
^ and

these are followed by Kridantas, or participles, as I translate then],

followed by moods or voices ; but there are no verbal terminations in

all their usual detail.^ This was surely a glaring omission, if the

work was really and solely a Sanskrit grammar.* The object of the

writer simply was to give as much of the Sanskrit grammar in his

work as was of use for his vernacular. The Gujerati of the four-

teenth century was by no means the Giojerati of the nineteenth
;

and so my nineteenth-century critics need not have been carried

away by the writer of the work adopting the Samjnds (^*^:),^

and even Kdrikds and Sutras of his senior and predecessor Hemd-
chdrya. The author has specially avoided the use of the word
Sanskrit throughout the whole of his Auktika or grammar.

The grammar, on the other hand, I must admit, is not wholly a

Gujerati grammar. For the purposes of illustration of his rules

ahout the seven Vibhaktis or cases, three Uktis or moods or

voices and six Samdsas or compounds, he has given the Sarvajina

Sddhdrana Stavana of Jayananda,^ who, according to Mr. K. H.
Dhruva, was born in 1380 v.s., took the vow of celibacy in 1392
v.s. at Dhaia in Malava, became a Siiri in 1420 v.s. at Pattan,

and died in v.s. 1441.^ He was a Siiri between Chandra ^ekhara

^ Vide col. I, p. 2.

* Vide pp. 2, 3, 4.

^ Cf. pp. 4, 5, 6, 7. Those given on p. 21, col. i, are for the present tense only.

The past tense is discussed on p. 22 in its vernacular or later Sanskrit use.

* Mr. K. H. Dhruva observes that as these have to be learnt from the S'abda-

Rdpdvali and the Bhdtu-RUpdvali, the new learner should draw upon them for his

study of this work.

^ Mr. K. H. Dhruva has found out that the terms f^"2[ , '^'Z, «rTf?m, &c., are

taken from the grammar of Hemdchdrya. All the SUtras of Sandhi are taken bodily

from the second and third Pdda of the first Adhyaya of Siddha llemdchandra S'ab-

ddnusdsana. Cf. Bvddhiprakdsa, 1 89 1, p. 171.

" Cf. Mugdhdvabodha, pp. 13-I4.

^
,Cf. Buddhiprakdia, 1 89 1, pp. 1 83- 1 84.
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and Devasundara mentioned by the unnamed writer of Mugdhd-
vdbodha^ who is supposed to be Guvaratna, one of the five pupils

of Devasundara, and the author of Kriyd-ratna-Samuchchaya, Shad-

darsana-samuchchaya-vritti, Vichdra-nischaya, and an Avachuri or

gloss on Somatilaka's Navya-Kshettra Samdsa} It was, then, by-

way of a compliment to the Suri preceding his own Guru or master,

Devasundara. If the rules of the Sanskrit were to be fully illus-

trated, Gunaratna would have and should have illustrated them by

other quotations like that of the Stavana or Hymn of Jaydnanda ;

but he has not done that.

Then, taking all the above varying pieces of evidence into con-

sideration, one cannot be dogmatical about the work being solely

and wholly a Sanskrit grammar in the Gujerati language. The

author has presumably not given his own name, and he seems to

have intentionally avoided calling it a Sanskrit grammar. It

partakes of the character of a grammar of both the idioms, if

not of both the languages, and correctly represents the transition

period. In Gujerat, at least, the period of Sanskrit scholarship,

grammar, and philology was closed with Hemachandra. The Brah-

min power was overthrown, and with it the Brahmin learning, and

the minds of the people were being directed into another course.

Hemachandra had already brought into prominence the ver-

nacular that he called Apahhramsd. The name Gujerati was not

applied to the language even at the time, three centuries afterwards,

to which we refer in this paper. The poet Narsimha Meheta calls the

language of his poem Surata-Samgrdma Apahhrashta Gird, or the

corrupt or Apabhrashta language ;
^ while his contemporary, Padma-

ndbha, author of Kdnhadade-rralandha, calls the language of his

poem Prdkrita.^ The language was honoured and elevated in the

name of the Gujara Gird, two or three centuries later, by Kavi

Premdnanda^ in his Bisha-darsikd-Satyabhdmdkhydna,^ which he and

'

his son Yallabh and their school enriched and adorned.

Yes, with Hemachandra the language receives a position and a

status, and it enters into competition with the Sanskrit ; and our

present author of the Mugdhdvdbodha gives the language greater

prominence and position under the name of the Prdkrita, by the

side of which the Sanskrita is not named ; and the work begun

by Hemachandra is completed by Premdnanda, who claims for it

1 Cf. pp. I and 23, first and last verses of the work.

2 Buddhiprakdsa, 189 1, p. 184.

3 Vide Prdchina Kdvya Quartei'ly, 1886, No. 4, p. 58.

*
Cf. Buddhiprakdsa, 189 1, p. 172.

6 Cf. my paper on the " Rise of the Drama in the Modem Indian Vernaculars."
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e same position that SanskHta occupied in his Bharala-Vdkya

nediction quoted in my other paper.

The Mitgdhdvahodha may or may not be called a grammar of the

ujerati language, but it is surely a grammar in the Gujerati lan-

guage. Mr. K. H. Dhruva compliments me for my error, which he

compares to that of Columbus, who, anxious to have a view of the

golden land of Ind, called the islands of the Western Hemisphere

that he Urst caught sight of, India, inasmuch as I called the

grammar a Gujerati grammar, through my devotion to my country

and my language.^ I accept the compliment, and thank him for

it. The Mugdhdvabodha has surely proved to be those islands of

the West of promise of the golden continent, and I am glad to

have an occasion afforded me of opening it to my brother scholars

the field.

In search of truth, our object is not victory but discovery.^ The

regions that we gain we do not annex as the political conquerors

would do, but we open them to other inquirers, like the scientific

and geographical investigators. We may be wrong, as all pioneers

are, and we may be liable to all the blame and rebuke, like Stanley,

that our critics may have in store for us, but we would be thankful

if they did half the work that they expect in us.

Mugdhdvabodha is sure to be the sheet-anchor of Gujerati philo-

logy—nay, all vernacular philology. It supplies us with the touch-

stone by which we are to test all forms coined at the several after-

mints of languages. No other vernacular supplies us with such a

work and of such antiquity, and in that respect the work is im-

portant and interesting. In spite of my having accepted the com-

pliment to myself as above, let honour be given where and to whom
it is due. It has been noticed above that this work was discovered

and noticed by Sastri Vrajlal Kalidasa so early as 1866 A.c.^ Kavi

^ Vide BuddhipraMsa, p. 169, footnote.

^ Professor Max Miiller has rightly observed, in his preface to the sixth volume of

his first edition of the Rig Veda, with Sayana's Commentary, p. 53, that "with
scholars, and with all true men of science who care for truth, the question, as I

have said in another place, is never who is right and who is wrong, but what is

right and what is wrong. The life of a scholar would not be worth living if, in

return for many things which he has to surrender, he did not secure for himself

that one inestimable privilege of owning allegiance to no person, to no party, to no

school or clique, but being able at all times to speak the truth, and nothing but the

truth, about all things which concern him, convinced that all who deserve the name
of scholars will thank him where he has pointed out any of their mistakes, will

forgive him even where he may have spoken rather freely or bluntly, and will defend

him against the clamour of those who seem to think they are nothing unless they

are infalUble."

' Vide supra, p. 316.
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BhMana, author of a translation of Bdnas Kddrnhari, too, is another

of his discoveries (the Sastri noticing the work, and quoting it in

his " History of the Gujerati Language "), although much is known
about him and his works from researches made by Rao Bahadur

Haigovinddas Dvarkadas, of the Baroda Prdchina Kdvya series,

and Ndrdyana Bhdrati Yasovant Bhdrati of Pattan, and myself.

The next find of this period was the Kdnhada-de Prdbandha of

Padmandhha Kavi by Dr. Biihler, late of Gujerat, and of Vienna

at present. It was published by the late editor of the Guje-

rat School Paper (ar-gr^TTT "J^T'^rq""^), Mr. Navalram Lakshmir^m,

an excellent Sanskrit scholar, then Principal of the Training

College at Rajkot. My own real find was the Hari Lild Shodasa

Kald, a poem by Bhima-Kavi, written in v.s. 1541 (1485 A.c), a

MS. of which I found with the same Mr. Xavalram Lakshmiram at

Rajkot in about 1882-83 a.c. And before any of us, the late poet-

patriot of Surat, Kavi Narmaddshunkitr Zalshunkur, had his private

collection of old Gujerati works, some of which he has quoted in

the introduction to his " Dictionary of the Gujerati Language," at

which he worked the greater part of his life. The old Sastri Vrajlal,

one of the first pioneers, probably the pioneer in the school, is still

living his well-earned rest in his native village of Maldtaj in Central

Gujerat. The veteran has sent me some miscellaneous papers, from

which I have been able to find very interesting old Gujerati and old

Mafathi pieces. I have also received from him a transcript of an

old Gujerati description of the last king of Champaner-Pavagadh,

Patdi Rdval, dated v.s. 1525 (1469 A.c). I draw my first inscrip-

tion of the period, that from Vdf/dod, Pattan Division, Baroda State,

dated 1425 v.s. (1369 A.c), from the Baroda collection, now witii

me, and have noticed it in my paper " On the Antiquities of the

Baroda State, and the Light they shed on Gujerati History,"

read before the Eighth International Congress of Orientalists at

Christiania in 1889.

The latest find of this period is a lyric poem, by name Vasanta-

Vildsa, discovered by my brother, Mr. K. H. Dhruva, at Ahmedabad,

which he has published in the April to August numbers of this

year of the Gujerat School Paper (ar^TTiT iiiT'^Tr^ ptC'^). Of all

the discoveries this is one of the most important and interest-

ing after that of Mugdhdvabodha, by Sdstri Vrajldl Kdliddsa, and

of Kdnhada-de Prabandha, by Dr. J. G. Btihler, Ph.D., CLE.,

Vienna. For whatever materials we at present possess relating to

the period under review, we are indebted therefore to the scholars

above mentioned, the real pioneers in the field, who really deserye
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the praise that the partiality of a brother, Mr. K. H. Dhruva, B.A.,

bestows on me.

In my paper before the last Congress " On the Neo-Vernaculars

of Western India, with Special Reference to the Gujerati," I have

noticed the life and times of Narasimha Meheta, said to be the Chaucer

of Gujerati, whose Hdra Mdld is said to be the work of v.s. i 5 1

2

(1456 A.c), and his contemporaries. But now, in Mr. K. H.

Dhruva's Vasanta-Vildsa we have an earlier work, as the date of it

is Bhddrapada Sudi 5 Thursday, v.s. 1508 (^ii

a

m r«j «f, 4<T^?i^T"fft"fr

^^TTTsrrfirrT^"^ -q-Ffr^T^^ ^f^^^^TT ^rfr^^tsr^ f^^^^i^

^1 *<<^*ti<Mi^'^'^'^'^, &c.), in the glorious reign of the Emperor

Patsah Sri Ahimad Sah Kutbudin, at Ahmedabad. This would

make the Ahmedabad lyric contemporaneous with the other lyric

poetry of Narsimha Meheta of Junagadh, as contained in his Surata--

Sariigrdma, &c. Unfortunately this poet is not known to give

the dates of the composition of his works, and so we have no

means of finding their exact position. Besides, his poetry has

been so popular, that it has been in the mouth of all religious

Vaishnava devotees in Gujerat. Copies of it are also to be

met with of varying ages, and in these copies, as well as in the

oral tradition, the language of the poet's time has not come down
to us

;
yet, in spite of all the verbal changes in the poetry

that has constantly played on the lips of the people, it has pre-

served some of its characteristics. It would have been an honour

to the Junagadh State, and a standing monument of the now closing

regime of its eminent Minister, my friend Rao Bahadur Haridas

Viharidas Desai, to have carried out the work of this poet in the same

way as the Baroda State has done for Premdnanda and Baydrdm,

and others ; in a critical edition of the works of the poet we would

have got some materials to work upon. Still, however, Rao Bahadur

Hargovinddas, of the Baroda Prdchtna Kdvya Mdld series, has given

us some of the works of Narsimha Meheta in his private series. The
No. 3 of 1885 of his series gives some Pada^ or songs of the poem,

and No. 4 of 1886. The celebrated Surata-Samgrdma, No. i of

1885, is Hdra Mdld, which he ascribes to Premdnanda, but which

I believe to be a composition of Narsimha Meheta. The Hdra
Mdld here published gives the date of its composition, Chaitra Sudi

II, v.s. 1734 (a.c. 1678). A controversy was started in an

Anglo-Gujerati Bombay weekly, styled The Gujerati, in which I

also took part, when I had collected several MSS. of the work

X
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and collated them. One of these MSS. was found to be dated

v.s. 1733, the year before the work was written by Prem^nanda,

which was absurd. This MS. was from Neriad, and I have

called it K Another from Baroda, which I have called B.,

and a Gujerat Vernacular Society's MS., which I have called S.,

do not agree in the text or in the number of Fadas, while S.

gives two varying dates in two Padas that do not agree with

that given in the printed edition. Rao Bahadur Hargovinddas, too,

notices such disagreements in his Preface to No. i of 1885 (pp.

3—4). Kavi Premananda has, moreover, not given his name to

the work, and yet at the end of some Padas his name occurs as

their author. These irregularities show that there was an original

work by Narsiinha Melieta which the poet Premdnanda had in-

corporated in his own, wherein he supplied the links that should

have made it a regularly connected poem as a whole ; and so the

older MSS.—that is, those previous to v.s. 1734—might have

got the old poem, and those after that date—the new compilation

of the later poem. Be this as it may, we know the date of the

event of the Hdra Mdld to be I 5 i 2 V.s.

No. 3 of 1885 of Prdchina Kdvya Quarterly gives a poem,

Govinda Gamana, or departure of Govinda or Krishna from Gokula

to 3fathurd, Akrura having come to call him. The Pada, or 31st

Song of it, is very interesting. In it only some of the old Gujerati

forms have been preserved in their purity. I have counted about

thirty-one of them in a poem of about twenty-four long lines, and

they are "^^ , "^TW?: , -eftt , '^T , ^t^ , -STTT , ^^f , ^'^T ,

^t^T, where there would be Trf%, &c., in the period after that,

^Tg-^, &c., in the period before that, and -^^ at present. There

are also fafT[far^ and ffTirffr^ for wii^^ and w^-^iT of our days :

^fiT for -^^ (we), fff for -^j and X"^ for ^•^. All these and like

forms are to be met with in the Mw/dhdvahodha of v.s. 1450, or

Vasaiita- Vildsa of i 508 v.s. Surata-Bamgrdma seems to have been

an earlier poem than the other two, and it breathes all the freshness

and vigour of a rising poet conscious of his own power and strength.

It is there in the last or the 71st Pada that the poet calls the

Gujerati, Apahhrashta Gird. It describes the victory of Rddhd

over Krishna. Can it also allude to the victory of the ruler of

Ahmedabad, Mahmud Begurra, over Mandalika of the Yddava

family of Krishna, who harassed him in the Hara Mala affair ? This

poem, too, contains some relics of old Gujerati as preserved in its

printed form ; and Rao Bahadur Hargovinddas detects in them

traces of Vraja and Chdrani dialects, which is not correct ; equally
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erroneous is his conclusion that the Gujerati 400 or 500 years ago

was written as correctly as at present ;
^ it is not a question of cor-

rectness or incorrectness, but it is that of the proper historical forms

in the genealogy of words and in the life of the language.

I have selected only a few forms in passing from the work, and

I find in Pada i, p. i, forms as T for "^ (that), fcT"^ for "^-^ (liim),

^f^ which now would be ^"^ (by a wise man). Pada 2, p. 3,

gives tlie forms ^TT and ^TT for modern ^t: and irr. Pada i 5

,

fw for w (is) p. I 3. Pada 1 8, p. 15, ffnr for ^?t. Pada 70, p. 57,

T"^t: for '^ (now), ^f^ for ^^ (in ^T^mr sans, w^ all). Pada 71,

p. 58,1:^ for T^ (one).

The poetess Mirdnhdi of Mevdd, queen of Kumhho Rdno, was

senior to Narsimha Meheta^ as Bhdlana was his junior contem-

porary. In my last Congress paper I have assigned the time of

Miranbai to between v.s. 1475 and 1500. Her Garhis or songs

are as popular among Vaishnava and other ladies of Gujerat

as the Padas of Narsimha Meheta have been, and so they have

suffered the same treatment as the others. During my visit to

Rutlam in Malava in 1890, I took down some songs from the

mouths of the workmen in the opium factories and warehouses

there, and they show in what forms they have been preserved there;

and these can very well be compared with some of the Garhis

of the princess published in the Kdvyadohanas of Kavi Dalpatram

ayabhai, O.I.E., or the Brihat Kdvyadohanas of Mr. Ichharam S.

Desai, the editor of the Gujerati. But such popular poets or their

popular songs cannot give us the real linguistic state of affairs.

For these purposes the earlier we go in time the better. I was

the first to discover the genitive termination -^ and its variants,

which are now peculiar to Marathi in the Gujerati of the period,

and that in the poem of Bliima Kavi, to give it the shorter name
of Hari Lila ('^f^^^), while carefully reading the MS. thereof at

Eajkot about ten years ago, and the form has been found in all the

poets and works of the time from Padmandbha of Jhalor to NarsimJia

Meheta of Junagadh and Vasantavildsa of Ahmeddbad. And in

the case of the latter I first found them in a MS. of some of the

Padas of Narsimha Meheta of about v.s. 1668. These number
fourteen. I had intended to write a paper on the language of

Narsinaha Meheta's time on the strength of these Padas, and two

inscriptions that I would notice below, one of Junagadh of v.s.

1507, and the other of JPdvdghad of v.s. 1525, but this intention

was never afterwards fulfilled.

^ Cy. pp. 4-5, Preface to No. 4 of 1886 of Prdchtna Kdvya Quarterly.
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These fifteen Padas in the MS. of v.s. 1668 contain a larger

number of older forms than those in the printed works above noticed.

Pada I gives the forms firxrf^"^ for f^TTf^^ , ffii for ^. Pada 5

has got the form f^it, now obsolete. Pada 6 has "g*, also obsolete.

Pada 10 has got "^TTTt second person, not now in general use,

although some Nagara Brahmin females of Surat use it in forms

^^twt, &c. Pada 14 has similarly ^t^^t.

I have alluded to Jina Kusala Suri Stavana in my paper read

before the Congress at Christiania on the " Neo-Vernaculars of

Western India." It is published at the close of Sripdlacharitra,

printed at Calcutta, under the patronage of Bai Bhanpal Bahadur of

Ajrin Gunje, and edited by Bharmddhikdri Pandit Sri Krishna-

chandra of Benares in v.s. 1930 (1874 A.c). The edition con-

tains Hinduisms or Bengalisms in print ; as, for instance, it gives

^ or ^ where there should be ^1: or ^^. There are # and ^tw
where there should be WX and ^titt or "^WT. These forms are

still used in Bundi Kota, in Bajputana in the Hdrduti, and in the

Bengali too, as also in the Ndgari Gujerdti at Praydg, or Allahabad,

and in other parts of Upper India, I have given a transcript of

the Stavana of Jina Kusala Suri as an Appendix. If we were to

test the language of the Stavana by the rules or the illustrations of

the Mugdhdvahodha, it would be found to be on all fours with them,

with slight variations here and there.

The same would be the case with the transcript of three in-

scriptions given in the Appendix. Two of them give the termini a

quo of our period. The first comes from North Gujerat, from a well

in the Pdtan Division of Vdgdod. It is dated v.s. 1425, Chaitra

Sicdi 13 Tuesday, at Vdgadendra-grdma. In the family of Kesava

there was one Purushottama. In his family was Vikram.a, as pious

as the great Vikrama. He had three sons, Bungara, PdlhdJca, and

Delhana. The eldest, Dungara, was very philanthropic. The three

brothers, natives of Vdgadendra, got the well constructed ; sixteen

bighas of land were settled on it for repairs. The name of the

wife of Vikrama and of the mother of the three sons was Punji.

The inscription records the above grant and history.

The next inscription comes from East Gujerat, and that is from

a well at Mouje Umarvdn NdhUi in Pdvdghad. It records the

construction of the well by the last Chauhdn, king of Sri Jayasirii-

hadeva, popularly called Patdi Bdval, of whom there is a bardic

poem called Patdyan.^ The inscription is interesting, not only for

the names of the kings of the family it gives, but for its Gujerati

^ Cf. Ram^yana.
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character and language. It mentions that the king had con-

structed the well for the spiritual benefit of his mother, Sri Fdmd
Devi, in the village of Ayast-dmanii. The instrumental form fft'^ir

"^T"5rt (Sanskrita 'W^ TTifT) is worthy of special note, as also the

case in apposition construction '^"qrTirr^'ftf'r j^mfsr ^H ^ (modern

"^'^TiTT^"^^ :5'^^ ^^jj 110w getting rarer and rarer.

The third inscription, again, comes from the heart of Saurashtra

or Soreth, from Juna-durga, or Junagadh of Mandalika-Frabhu, the

persecutor of Narsimha Meheta. Patdi Rdval had incurred the

wrath of Kdlikd Mdtd, as Mandalika had that of the Vaishniava,

and both fell at the hands of the puissant Mahomedan ruler,

Mahmud Begurra of Ahmedabad. This inscription is dated v.s.

1507 (a.c. 145 i) Magha 5th Thursday. The inscription, with

other peculiarities, has the remarkable ancient form wx for w,

which is as old as v.s. 802 in the Vanaraja inscription, or perhaps

older. But the most important and interesting evidence confirma-

tory of the Mugdhdvahodha Grammar is the Vasanta-Vildsa, hail-

ing from Ahmedabad of the year v.s. i 508. This, taken with the

Kdnhadade Frabandha of v.s. i 5 i 5, and the Mari Lild of Bhima

Kavi of v.s. 1 541, would assist us well in resuscitating the language

of Narsimha Meheta and Mandalika of Junagadh, of Bhima and

Bhdlana and Mugdhdvahodha of Fdtan, of Mahmud Begurra and

Vasanta-Vildsa of Ahmedabad and Patai Ravala of Pavagadh, and

Padmanabha and Mirabai of Eajputana. Had the works of

Bhdlana, a contemporary of Bhima, been preserved in the same

manner as these, his assistance would have been invaluable. The

earliest MS. of his work found is dated v.s. 1672 (16 16 A.c),

that of Bdna's Kddamhari. The earliest dated work of his is JVald-

khydna, dated v.s. 15 45,^ four years after Hari Lild in v.s. 1541,

and twenty years after our third inscription above noticed of v.s.

1525.

Then to return to Vasanta-Vildsa. It is written in Duhd or

Dohd couplets, eighty-six in all ; but the first six are missing.

Two of these couplets are repeated with eight variations. Ver. 29
is almost the same as ver. 36, and ver. 5 i nearly the same as ver. 54.

Portions of vers. 8, 11, 21, and 82 are missing, and the readings of

some are doubtful or indistinct, for which see the reprint of it in

the Gujerat School Paper, April to August 1892. On counting

and cataloguing the words in the above verses, I have found them

^ Cf. the expression "^"^''irf'?^ 'eil'S'j; "TT^f'ir in the Vanardja inscription in

Gujerati at Pdtan, dated V.S, 802 (746 A.c).

2 Cf. Baroda State Prdchtna Kdvya Mdld, vol. xi. p. 122.
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about 641 in all. Of these there occur 142 inflected substantive

forms and 182 inflected verbal forms, the rest being uninflected,

nearly all of them. Of the latter 182, there were only three forms

of the future, two for xTrfiT^ (i.e., we shall get), and one for "^f^^

(i.e., we shall mitigate), in vers. 46 and 53 for the first, and in

46 for the second, and 122 of the present tense, the others being

participial or like forms. Of the last 122, there are two forms of

the first person in drri (^t), remnants of the Sanskrita dmi or

dmah (^Tf% or ^n?:), singular and plural respectively, in ?R"Tt,

Kardm, and two of the second person in am ("^), in karam (^rr),

and vasam (^^'), in vers. 42 and 83 respectively. There are

again two forms in u (yt), third person imperative
( ) in de-u (^^),

in ver. 48 ; also de-su {^%) in ver. 49, and lahe-u (^tr%^) in

ver. 48 again. The remaining 116 are all forms for the third

person plural and singular. The plural forms are forty in aAm
(^t), as bheda-irri (^^), chheda-im (w^t), ver. 7, and di-im

(f^T), ver. 50. But the third person singular has three variants,

in the oldest, a-S ('^'^), in ananda-S {"^r^^"^), ver. 7, hola-e

('tiw^), ver. 28, &c., fifteen in all; a-i ("^t)? that are forty-

six, as in pdda-i (xfT'T?:), ver. 23 ; the now historically interesting

chha-i (^T?:), ver. 7-5, gd-i (itt), &c., and i (x), that are fifteen

again, as in chhi (f^) in vers. 8 and 25, and ^fo" as-i (meaning

is), in ver. 3 5 and others. The larger preponderance of the forms

in a-i i^X) shows that they are the forms of the period, while the

smaller numbers of those in a-e (^^) and i (x), show that the

former is fast going out of use, and the latter is just coming into

use. It is, therefore, remarkable that we do not find the former

in any of our other references consulted, while we have observed

chhi (f^) and the like in the printed works of Narsimha Meheta.

What forms out of these are not to be met with are here found, and

in them it is interesting to note that the third person of the present

tense had not yet lost the morphological difference between the

singular and the plural, which is rare even in the Mugdhdvabodha.

The substantive case forms are still more interesting. The sixty

forms noted by me have all the cases represented. The accusative

has only one instance in na-im («rT), in mayanana-im (yr^'^'s^'t),

in ver. 30, but the case is fast merging into the genitive, and the

dative has no separate inflectional existence. The instrumental has

six forms in i (ic), in inam-pari (x^'^fx), in vers. 26 and 86, and

in kucha-phala hhdri {'^^'^w^Tx), in ver. 52, and vdni (^f«r), in

ver. 73 among others; and in i-him (xT'i), in nine cases, in dmbu-

ddlihiTYi (^t'^'^f^T), ver. 23, yauvanamadihim (4^N«i*if^'l),
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ver. 27, &c., a survival and representative of Sanskrita hhih (fv-).

The ablative, like the dative, has no inflectional representative. The
locative, again, has two terminations, viz., i (t), twenty-three in

all, as in svargi (^faf), ver. i^^jagati (snrfcr), ver. 28, &c., and

sometimes in (t), as in chhayana-panaim (^f^TirTnTT), ver. 74, and

two forms in e i^), as inpdye (^^), ver. 70, and hindolade (f^'^wi),

ver. 71,

The richest in terminations of all cases is the genitive, which has

five in chd or cht (^t, ^), and variants ; five in tamtrfi (rpif ),

and variants ; four in no (•ft), and variants ; three in Id, and

variant lu (^t
, ^), and two in h (^). These tell their own tale.

From the SiUra •^>'fq-*r: ^T, ?r'«ift (kera and tana for the genitive),

these appear to be the oldest genitive vernacular terminations, and

in our analysis too the latter has got a larger number than any of

the others except chd and variants. The chd (^^) and variants seem

to be the forms of the period. The sa, a survival of the ssa of the

Frakrita^, and sya of Sanskrita, can only be seen in Jasu and Jasa

(w^ and "sr^), in vers. 51 and 56 respectively. Its next repre-

sentative ha also is fast dying out, as also the other old forms Id and

lu, represented more largely by nd and nu at the time, and later.

The small number of i forms of the locative shows that it is first

coming into use, the i form being the form of the time, having first

succeeded the older im (t).

We have only one form of neuter nominative plural in dm-im
(^^tt), a representative of Sanskrita dni (^rfsr) in -^T^^f^^tT
{bdhu-a-didTYiim).

But the nominative in u, as representing the Sanskrita S (^) or

Visarga and as preceding the modern (^), occurs in a larger

number, fifteen, as in kdgalu, ver. 47 (^T^^), sdrJiaii (^t^^),

ver. 71, &c.

Fifty forms are noticed of the pronouns, and the demonstrative

(four instances) d (^t) and ^ {\), also {^), ^-u, are just coming

into use. The relative pronoun has nine instances in all, which

contain jarri (w), for the neuter, /i (fw), in ver. ^6, and je (^),

twice in ver. 28, and jim {^), in ver. 53, perhaps for the feminine,

andyzfc (^) in vers. 14 and 27 for the masculine. Similarly, the

third personal has the forms ti (ffr) in vers, i 5 and 19, and ti ("rfl)

in ver. y6, and perhaps tim (fff) in vers. 16 and 53 for the feminine

te (^) in vers. 32, 38, 40, 47, 52, 68, 75, and 86 without distinc-

tion
; and in addition to them their genitive forms tdmhdm (ri\^\),

from tasya ("fT'^) or tassa ("JT^), changed to tahha fr^ ) or tdha

(fTT^) declined as a nominal base (cf. ver. 5 i). Teha (^'^), ver. 5 5,
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and timha-chu ("'ffT'^'^), ver. 66, are derivatives from the last

source.

Personal pronouns have eight forms for the second person and

eleven for the first. There is only one instance of tori ("rft"^) in

ver. 39 and one of tuma {''<^) in ver. 48, both genitive. The rest

are cases of tiim or turn ("rf or tt), nominative, accusative, or genitive,

as the case may be. For the first personal there is one instance of

hum (^) in ver. 79, one of ahma (^'^) in ver. 43, one of dpana

(^TT^) in ver. 43, three of muzd (^"^t), two in ver. 45, and one

ver. 46. There is one instrumental form, ma-im (^t), in ver. 68
;

but tliere are four forms of mu (h), which, on a comparison with

Narsimha Meheta, too seems to be the form of the period. Of

the expletives ri {fx), ri (t:), and a (^), the last is the largest

used, and so much so, that it sometimes gets in between the base

and the termination too. It is used nearly forty-six times in the

poem of Vasanta-Vildsa.

The above analysis speaks for itself, and it shows the principal

framework of the language. It represents the % or (^ or ^t)

form of the nominative of the old Pali of Asoka's inscriptions of

Shalibazgarhi (Kapur-di-giri) and Jimagadh, and not the e (^) form

of the Mdgadhi of the same. It also ])reserves the dental na ("sr)

of the former, and it has not changed it to na {w) as in the latter.

It has also its ra (t), in fact, which it has not changed to la (^).

Mr. Senart's contribution to the language of the A^oka Edicts and

other inscriptions, as of Nassick, &c., has thrown very interesting

light on these points ;
^ and so the peculiarities noted by him, and

here preserved, clearly show the relationship of the language of

the Junagadh Asoka inscriptions and the Kshattrapa and Andhra-

hhritya inscriptions of the Koiikan with the Gujerati. I have

attempted to show in my last paper on the Gujerati language of

1889 that this was but an ancient form of the Gujerati, which had

a larger extent and area than the present.

In this connection I deem it my duty to correct an error or mis-

apprehension of mine in my last paper, viz., that the language of the

Prithi Rdja Rdsau of Chanda Bardai should be classed as Gujerati

;

for I have gone through some parts of the work published in the

Bibliotheca Indica series, and I am led to conclude that it is more a

medley of Sanskritisms, Prakritisms, and the Upper India language

of Delhi than a true dialect of the Rajputana of the time. It also

contains an unusually large admixture of Mahomedan terms and

expressions for the period to which it belonged. This is the view of

^ Of. Indian Antiquary, vol. xxi. 1892, June and July numbers especially.
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.the poet Vallablia, son of Premananda Kavi, who had intrusted to him

to write poems in the Gnjerati on the model of the Hindi, and to

excel this other in it. He therefore seems to have been a close Hindi

scholar. He has surely surpassed in his style most of the Hindi

writings, Surcuids and Tulsidds only to be excepted. The view

above quoted of Vallablia will appear in a poem shortly to come

out in the Baroda State Prachina Kdvya Mdld series. Through

the kindness of the editors, I was able to see the passage and satisfy

myself about it.

Vallablia and Premananda, besides being great Gujerati poets, were

good linguists too, as has been evidenced from the old Gujerati

passages in the Risha-Darsikd Satyabhdmdkhydna of the latter, some

advance-sheets of which have been appended to my paper on the

" Rise of the Drama in the Modern Aryan Vernaculars of India."

This form of the language they have given to us in the speeches of

the wife of Sidama, the Vidushaka or buffoon and confidant of

Krishna, the hero of the drama. I would append these passages

too with the others mentioned above, and they also satisfy the

language test of Mugdhdvahodha and Va^anta-Vildsa.

Notwithstanding the above observations, I am still of opinion

that the modern vernaculars, and of these the three principal, viz.,

the Hindi, the Gujerati, and the Marathi, were more similar and

less distinguishable from each other in their earlier stages. Some
of the forms in the Marathi poems of Jndnesvara or Dnydnoha^ as

the Marathas style him, are so very like those found in Narsimha

Meheta that they could hardly be distinguished from similar Gujerati

forms. In the Appendix I propose to give some Marathi verses by

a Jain monk from a MS. I have received from ^dstri Vrajldl of

Maldtaj in confirmation of my present view, that this language has

to be compared with that of the Gujerati of the period we are

reviewing.

In my paper on the " Baroda Antiquities and the Light they Shed

on Gujerati History," I have shown how the several strata of

population of the country have been formed. The Chaulukyas of

Barpa of my Surat copper-plate, the Gujerat Chaulukyas of Dr.

Biihler, and of my Sankheda plates, recently published in the Indian

Epigraphia, and the Rdshtrakutas, formed the connecting link be-

tween Gujerat and Deccan. The Chdudas and Solankis of Pdtan had

their wars with the South, and in the time of the last Gujerati king,

Kanwb Vdghelo, a close alliance was formed with the Yddavas of

Devagiri or Daulatdhdd. It was the downfall of these Hindu powers,

and the consequent spread of a cyclonic wave of Mahomedan power,
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that brought about the general wreck. And with the insecurity of

the times and political hostilities the chain was broken, and the two

people had their separate growth and development as also their

languages. The Gujerat chroniclers place the fall of Karna, the

last king of Gujerat, in v.S. 1360, and only three generations

separate that period and the period of Mugdhdvabodha and Vasanta-

Vildsa, and Narsim?ia Meheta, Mirdbai, Bhdlana BMma, and Padma-
ndbha. This was too short a time for very marked differences in the

development of the languages. In the Hindi, too, the higher lights

of Suradds and Tulsidds had not yet dawned, and the language was

just forming, with its shading off" into the Urdu. My brother has

discovered a poem of that period, probably Prabkdvati Kathd, if I

mistake not, which seems to prove that fact.

We know of no epigraphic records, as far as my information

goes, of the Hindi ; and I have not been able to see the Marathi

copper-plate inscription of v.s. 1 128, A.c. 1206, in which the name
of Bhdskaraclidrya occurs, to which Prof. Bhandarkar alludes ^ in

his "Wilson Philological Lecture VII.;" but from such records before

us we have been able to ascertain the form and position of the

Gujerati language.

The period yet requires closer study and scrutiny, and I have

been able to give but a bare outline. As a pioneer, I simply open

the field ; but it is for others to clear it, cultivate it, water it, and

get good crops and fruit from it. And if I succeed in inducing

scholars to enter the field, I would consider my labours more than

amply repaid. Prof. Bhandarkar complains of the low position and

slow progress of the philology of the Indian Aryan vernaculars.

Mr. Grierson has introduced the Hindi to the Congress, and I have

attempted to do the same for the Gujerati for the second time.

The ancient literature of the languages is no doubt large, but it is

sure to repay a close study. They represent a recent formation of

the Indian thoughts, and the exponents of them, the words ; and

from these recent formations we should be able to ascend to the

ancient ones, as in geological research. And it is for this reason

that the study would commend itself to all true scholars ; and I

once more cordially invite them to embark on the enterprise, in

which I wish them every success.

1 Cf. Jour. Bo. Br. R. A. S., 1885, p. 342.
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I.

The Vagadod Inscription of v.s. 1425.

n ^ II
^'"^ x^^'t "^^ ^^^f^ \^ ^t^ '^^(^) «<iJilf*ui^ Tm

TT^^rr ^*3ix TT^ (sic ) ^T vitsi^

^•^T ^» (?) + + . . . . -^T^^T -^T* ^h?T -^W"^ "^ fVsf

^(^ ?)¥^ + "^^ ^'^^^ "^T^RT irnr^^ stjt^t + tw ^t + m<!^i

^r?rt Wt^ '^^r^TTfw sr^r^ffT w^ -^rrr ^r» ^- (-ft ?)^ir^ ^t<»

•^JTT^p "qr^^ 5irT?r5rT -^55 xr#t m-3-(?)-^ ^^T^^-^tN ;5^'ir5r"?: «irTTf^

w^T-^ . T"^ "^Tf? ^^-s^T ws xrnPt W^ . ^-^NK<i<i^ ^ + ^^
^T^ ^TT^ -^rf^r ^^ vrfwwT^ f^m K t?: ^^ f?^ ^f^ '^f'lr ^t
,

e^ * cv

T^T f^WT^T fq^^Ti: ^^ (?) ^f^-^^ JTT^ ^fTlTT?: f^^^f f^T^T^ -if

^nfrf . •^^(?)"^ W^TJT^-^rq-fTir fw^ ^srr ^-q-sri: -^ ^'^r ^"J^^
^T* -q-R^T ^T?: TT^t ^TTTTlft ^-ST^T • "^^ "^TT^ "T^ ^"^T^'l ^T"^

*?fiT ^T» ^^n: -^^ -qr^gr f^ ^^t-^ t"?"^ ;g-^Tt^ ^nf^TT ^Ijmi .

T?- ^^T^-^TiT -sr ?rl" ^T?: "5r -qr^n: -^^^ iit (Sans, firr:) arh?-?^

•sr^r^TUT ^^t'^TRiT Tr^rTr?TT t '^wr a -t^ -qifr f^^?:

.

Another Inscription in Sanskrit verse describing the family of the

founder's brothers, Dungar Sd and Pdlhd Sd, closes as follows :

—

^^^?5^T WWT TT-srfw (sic) ^JT^lf^fK (sic) -^^ ^-^ "^1 vTh

(sic) TT"^ 5^ •fr«-qr^iT (sic ?) fl < I! TTSFT -^'^"tf^r^^TTfT ^T^B* "qi^

fTT^t^T f^?:7rijT (? sic ?) -^r^^ tnTOTTTTr (? sic ?) n « n ^r«

^^TT (sic) n
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IT.

From a fragmentary Inscription at Uparhot Jundghad of King
Man^alika, dated v.s. 1507.

(t"^)^^ ^ *f-^^^ Sr^TlTT

(5.) ^^^ -^ - - jrfrr ofl-^ ^ f^Tirmir

(6.) - - ^^'TTT ^t^TT^^T (^TTt) flT ^T%^ "sr ^TT' I

irr-^ "T fiT^TT ^HWTT TT^f^^rsfr ^ix w - - - t -sfT oFt

(7.) - - W ^ rj - ^ ^TTirW - W\XW '^ '^T (l^TTT?

?:f% ^fNt^t^T wsfri ^ ^T^ •^'^ ^^ ^Tif^Tir'^K ^^'^gfN>^^

(8.) - -^T^ II -^^ctrwr^r

III.

An Inscription of King Patdi Rdval of Pdvdghad in a well at Mouje

Umaravdna Ndhni, dated v.s, 1525.

^flTnT^'^ ^^t^t"^ ^^rrf^JT^ '^^Ti?^-^ ^tri-^-q-f^'T WwrrW12 3 4 5 6

^l^*j<T^^ ^-^T-^-^^ ^t'Jf^^'sr ^TT-sr-^-^ ^N^^r^TT ^jt^t^t^^^-
7 8 8 9 10 "^ 11

^eTTTT 3rsr^rifr sriTTTft TT«rTf«^x:T^ ^«r^f^*'^"^ ff["T^^oTt ^t^^'^-

^tw ^Tf% f^^ ^^rsft ^^t^TK-grt far -^m?^ ^H f^TT^^r . .

^T^

.
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IV.

333

The Poem Jina Kusala Si^ri Stavana, written in v.s. 148 1, or

Memorial verses, f^^l?^^<;^R^^^* .

X>oha.

"S'Tae (Dhdla)

ffT^t "^^T ^-^R^^'f^ , WtffT^ "cT^ ^^Tlft (?) "^f^^ . ^ .

^^ "^T^ "^wt sp'r (born v.s. 1 3 30).

%'fn«r?: f^f^^'^iix:^ (entered Order v.s. 1346).

Ml^fui ^-spltirxnk "sr^ "^T^ (ascended Guddee at Fdtan in v.s. 1 377).

fsr^T^T "fT^ "^^ "^T-ff (died v.s. 1389).

^sT-fTTTT^r^ ws^X w>T, ^*^f^ "sr^w -^-^J ^FtT . a,

^^^tffT ^^•'Tffr f'R^(-?:)

^tTv "sn-fisr f^cTT ^*frnr

fif^^T ^Tf«rif WT ^tf^ «
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'TT"^ -^^ xflVfT "«IT^

"3"To5 {Dhdla) again.

^ToT ^^ ^tl^ ^TIT-^ "Ri^l^t

f^TTTirfTir flFT^W ft?^^

H rTT ^-RT^ ^T ^^ ?

^>-a -^^^ T^Tsit^'^ -^T^T (v.s. 1 48 1

;

^^cfi- -^r^Tir ^"^T 'Tsr ^^^^t

^foT^ fw^^T ^fz'H?"^
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frfit ^f^ ^ fy^^i'^T

V.

Notes from the JJttara-GUa Tika of one of the oldest Marathi

poets, Jndnesvara (fH'^'^'^ ^rix 'ftfrr "^Wt) giving forms used

similarly in some of the writings of Kavi Nartiimha Meheta of

Gujerat, and other poets of the time, (a.) Potential forms in -ije

{X'^) as in Ttf^w (Adhydya I. Out 9), also in ^%* six <?hfW

^wm w^ ^'tf^ (lb. 46), ^Trf^ f^rwaB Ttf^rw "^^ (lb. 47), and

^r^ ^^f»r wrfTir^ ^ %^ (lb. 53). Again there are -^tf^^ in

verses 61 and 67 lb., frf^^ Hfiir^ y^^T^T"^ verses 81, 118, 237,

104, 193, 230, 273, ^'^ ^^^iT^ €rw verses 104, 139, 272, 273,
^' -^T^ -ST^ "srif^W verses 104, 238, among others. There are

again the forms «rrT^ in ^^fs^ -^f^ ^^ -SHT^ ver. 1 50, ^jfJl^

in TT^T W«TT ^T^ ^TTfTW ver. 1 5 1, ^^w in ver. 190, and also

^f^ ibidem. The third Adhydya too contains the forms ^w
verses 68, 103, &c. The termination seems to have disappeared in

later Marathi, while it has long since changed to i-ye (xv) in modern

Gujerati. And so the above forms would be "^1%^, gfTTfTir^ &e.

(6.) Past participles in Id (w) or its variants, when it is either

a double termination, as in K^"^^ from ^T "to give,'^ meaning

" given,'' or single, as ^Fi^t from Sans. ^"JT, Prdkrita f^^ or ^^
"to see." Cf. f^:^^"^ I. 25 and 94, in f^i^^"^ ^^"^T ^v;w ; and

tf^^"^ in -^ "S^TT^T f^ kf^^ I. 26 and 267, also Tl^^ III. 7, and

^f'sr^ lb. V. 7.

(c.) Nominative termination in u (^). Cf. ^ff I. i, ^W^ I. 6,

^^ I. 6; f^Tfrr^ir and ^"^^-^ I. 9, ^'iT I. 1 1, ^^^ and JT^^ T. 63,

^"t^mi: I. 146, &c.

There are other peculiarities also common to the two languages

of the time.
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VI.

A quadrilingual poem from an old MS. in Sanskrit, Parsi, Dakshi

(Dakshini ? or Gujerati ?), and Turki languages.

S. ?rTf^^T^CT^*^K>^W

p. f^f^^^-gr f^xrr^ %whFfr^

P. tf'I'^^ f^fq-^TTsr '^^^t

S. -^^T^^-^^ f^^T^^^-^f^

P. ^W^^ %f^^f^ %fv^Tt

S. ¥TTH^ i * •) '^r^f^Tifw^
1). "H^f? q'T^fr ^i %f^"^

P. ^-^w TftT tt^jti^t: -^ ^^^^

G.? ^"^^ ^"^ ^^"^' ^"^^T 8

T^"g:^ ^HTTWr fw^-q-ffr: ftT"^ -STTWfT: (sic) ^T^IT: fT^^f^ff:

^^ -^ s»r^Ht ^^T-g- f^:g^t ^tT^*<Mi ^^t Tf^r -^^fr ^tt^^

VII.

An old poem (^^^*) in the Marathi language (^<&<8uf1 *n¥T) from

the same MS.

ft 3i-?n?ft- TT^:

^K^ ^"'TTT ^tlTT ^f'R^ f^^
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•^^^T^ ^Tir^rwT ^^r^r tt^

^^^ ^T-^'f ^^^^* ^T^*V ^-^f^^'^^ *<

"^rnr ^"«r ^f«r^T '^'t'^^T TTTifz- ^

^t^Tf^f^ ^Tf'^ ^Tf^ 'tff^f^ STfrT

mi^j -^XT^ ^^T-^T ^^ ^^-^iTffr 8

^TfT^T -^TT^ -^^T-^ ^fwt 'nftr^T ^-^

TT^TT ^ffT f^f«T -^T^T ^XJ^ ^T^'"^

^T^i^f^ '^^^ ^T^T -W^r^ Jfj-R-'-^

irr^df^ ^FfT .... ^Ji^stiK ^

^T "^ ^ft^

:j^^ f^in iiuicrr ^Fw ^'^"^^
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"^wrt: ^"^^T ^^^ ^T^r fft^Tir

^ffr ^TTT 3fifT ^7?5: 'T^^ ^f^fc

^T-^^TT Tt-# ffT^J ^rr^*t ffr -^f-Ct ^^

f^X^ f^^TT TT^^ "^fFf^ Wrf^

VIUl^l^l ^ffWt fft^ ^^T ^^TTff ^8

^Tf^T -sr^^ WTf^ ^TTrt TT^^T ^^ 1%

^tTtt?: ^f«r^ WT% -^fq-?: TTWTffTT afrfr:

^Tcrrf^ jrf^ -ff ^-^^^ ^iffK li

^n-w^yrx "^ ^f^ 'T^TT ^nrN"

•^^^fTT ^frf^ ir^r^ ^w^ ^fsr
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•i^fur -^-^^ -snTftfTir ^rrf^ f^^T ^wif^

^VT ^rr^Tf^ Tfarf ^fff^ ^t^ f^fw

"i^^ HTtTT ^rtf% ^w^ w^ \\

^f^T ^TffT ^Tf^ fjT^^rrf^ -^f^

vfz-^ ^5t% ^X^j '^^ft^ Hf^:

^T;jTir :31V?: -qT-^-f^f^ ^w^ ysfTx

*(\T-sT vrs %^T •rid •fid ^^nr \\i

339
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VIII.

A specimen of old Gujerati from a drama of Kavi Premdnananda

(v.s. 1700 to 1790). Roshadarsikd Satyahhamdhhydna : speeches

of Himati, wife of Siddrnd, the Vidushaka or the buffoon of the

play. Act I.

(a.) Rimatt QXidi Sriddmd.

(h.) Simaii and Rukmini.

'^^ift—^^ T^ fwfi Tt^T? ^WT ^-w^ '^^ ^^? ^n: ^^T?:

MdMi? t[^ w^ ^^ WTT.

ffi'^ ^-iTT fff'^^r?: t'^ aft^ ^rx w^T. 'n: "^wt t?: ^-55?^ tt^

"^^r?: ^T^T ^^^T f<r^ 'ft^ -^TfT^^^ ^^T ^^x ^^TT ^^^^

^if fft

—

"^r^ ^^.



XV.

THE WOMEN LEADERS OF THE
BUDDHIST REFORMATION.

BY

MABEL BODE.

(Abstract).

The Pali classics already edited, and in part translated, have given

such proof of the value and beauty of the early Buddhistic writings,

that I ventured to submit to the Indian Section of the Congress of

Orientalists a paper, which, under the above title, contained an

extract from a hitherto inedited Pali text, accompanied by a literal

translation. Tiie paper, in its original form, is too long to appear

in the present volume, but a short account of its contents may not

be out of place.

The above-mentioned text was taken from the Manoratha Puranl

or Wish-Fidfiller, as the great Buddhist commentator Buddhagosha

calls this, his commentary on the Angiittara Nikaya.

In preparing my paper, I had the use of a very careful transcript

of the Manoratha Puranl, made (for future editing) by the late Dr.

Trenckner, and now in the possession of the Pali Text Society.

From the note on the title-page it appears that the transcript is

founded on a Sinhalese MS. in the India Office Library (No. 30,

Phayre Collection), and with this Dr. Trenckner collated, as far as it

went {i.e., to the end of the third Nipata), a Burmese MS. of the

same work (No. 3 i , Phayre Collection). I have also had the ad-

vantage of comparing with the above transcript a third MS. (in

Sinhalese writing), which Dr. Morris was so kind as to lend me
from his own collection.

It is not easy to choose a typical chapter from such a work as

the Manoratha Puranl, but, as the position of women is a subject

growing in interest with the growth of our knowledge of the world's

history, I selected for translation a striking chapter in the First
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Ni'pdta. This chapter is the commentary on the Etad Agga Vdggo

of the Anguttara Nikaya, or discourse "concerning those who are

chief," in which Gotama enumerates his chief disciples. The greater

number of these are men, but there are also several women. Each

one is named in turn with a pregnant word of praise, and the com-

mentator fills up with vivid pictures the slight outline afforded by

these single words.

Thirteen Theris—women who had entirely renounced the world

to enter the Order—are referred to by Gotama as follows :

—

1. Mahapajapati GotamI—" rattanMnam "—chief among those

who are of great experience.

2. Khema—" mahapaiifianam "—among those who are great in

wisdom.

3. Uppalavanna— " iddhimantanam "—among those who are

gifted with the higher powers.

4. Patacara—" vinayadharanam "—among those who carry on

the tradition of the canon law.

5. Dhammadinna— " dhammakathikanam "—among those who
preach.

6. Nanda—"jhaylnam"—-among those who are practised in

meditation.

7. Sona—" araddhaviriyanam "—among those who are strenuous

in effort.

8. Sakula—" dibbacakkhukanam "—among those who have the

gift of the higher insight.

9. Bhadda Kundalakesa—" khippabhlnnam "—among those who
are swift to gain insight.

I o. Bhadda Kapilani—" pubbenivasam anussarantlnam "—among

those who remember former states of existence.

1 1 . Bhadda Kaccana—" mahabhiiinappattanam "—among those

who have attained to the five great gifts.

12. Kisa Gotami—" lukhacivaradharanam "—among those who
wear the rough garment.

13. Sigala Mata—" saddhadhimuttanam "—among those who are

earnest in faith.

We have, besides this commentary, many sources from which to

learn more about the Theris, who (naturally enough from the dis-

tinguished position they held) appear in the works of other writers

besides Buddhagosha. A most interesting comparison may be

made between his version of their lives and that given by Dham-
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mapala, the commentator on the ancient book of religious verses

known as the Therigdthd.

A few extracts from Dhammapala's work (Faramattha Dipani) are

given in Professor Pischel's edition of the Therigdthd, but a com-

plete text of the commentary, edited by Dr. Edward Miiller, is now
passing through the press for the Pali Text Society. This will

enable us to put the commentators side by side, and see their agree-

ments and their differences.

Enlarging on the passage in the Mad Agga Vdggo, which I

have quoted, Buddhagosha's plan is to give only so much of each

Theri's life as to explain the title she there receives from the

Master's lips ; but from these stories alone we can realise that

women had their share of leadership in the great religious reform

four centuries before the Christian era.

A very striking example is Dhammadinna, who, as Buddha-

gosha describes her, is emphatically a woman of spirit. Her
husband, himself suddenly attaining great sanctity, explains to her

the unfitness of their daily life together from that time, but offers

her (as " compensation," no doubt) as much treasure as she desires

for her sole use and enjoyment. Dhammadinna rejects with a fine

scorn the poor part thus assigned to her. She too devotes herself to

the religious life, and in due time becomes a teacher of the doctrine.

The scene changes, and the holy man is soon seen humbly question-

ing his former wife on spiritual matters beyond the reach of his

own wisdom. Dhammadinna cuts through various knotty points

with a keenness "as of one who severs the stalk of a lotus with a

sword." But she does not seem to have been over-much puffed

up, or to have wished to make the most of the triumph, for she

sends Visakha to the Master to be further instructed. Where-

upon the Master, after hearing the matter, utters a tribute of

praise to the Theri, which is in itself plain evidence of the rank

deemed possible for women to hold among the highest of his

followers.

I have no space to give further examples or to add more to the

above sketch, except an acknowledgment of the extreme kindness of

Professor Rhys Davids, who encouraged me to undertake, and helped

me greatly to prepare, both the text and my English rendering.
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THE WOMEN LEADERS OF THE
BUDDHIST EEFOEMATION,

AS ILLUSTRATED BY

DHAMMAPALA'S COMMENTAEY ON THE THEEI-GATHA.

BY

CAROLINE A. FOLEY, M.A.

The collection of verses attributed to certain eminent sisters of the

Buddhist Order and entitled the Theri-gatha, has been for several

years in the hands of Western readers of Pali. It was edited in

1883 for the Pali Text Society by Professor Richard Pischel of

Kiel, and published in the same volume as the corresponding collec-

tion of verses by Buddhist brothers known as the Thera-gatha,

which was edited by Dr. Oldenberg. In both works the form in

which they have stood for nearly twenty centuries as part of the

canon of the Pitakas was preserved—that is to say, the Gathas

or psalms appeared alone, without accompanying commentary. It

is true that Dr. Pischel, in the notes at the end of his work, inserted

some extracts from Dhammapala's commentary, but they are frag-

mentary, and in many difldcult passages altogether absent.

It may be well for those who have not inquired into the tradition

of the Buddhist canon if I am a little more explicit. Like the rest

of that canon, these gathas or sets of verses, which are believed to be

the direct utterances of some of the women who in Gotama's life-

time were the first of their sex to join his Order, were handed down

orally by the Order till the year B.C. 80. But there was also handed

down in like fashion the story of that episode or those episodes in

each woman's life which were the occasion of her composing her

gatJid or psalm. This, the atthahathd, it was permissible to the

individual exponents in succeeding generations to tell more or less
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in their own words, while the metrical gdthd was pronounced un-

changed as the sister had composed it. Atthakathd and gathd form

together what may be technically described as an dkhydna, or story

in mixed prose and verse.

In the year 80 B.C. the Buddhist scriptures were committed to

writing (in Pali), land as part of them, viz., in the Sutta Pitaka,

were incorporated the Gathas of the Theris, detached from their

explanatory atthakathd. These latter continued to be handed down

by way of oral transmission only. In the fifth century a.d. arose

a number of distinguished commentators, Buddhagosha and his suc-

cessors, who re-wrote all this unwritten expository tradition (which

served as a frame and explanation of the sacred books, and had

been handed down in the several dialects spoken at different centres

of Buddhist learning) in the Pali language.

About a century after Buddhagosha Dhammapala was living,

according to the Gandhavansa, at Kancipura, the modern Conge-

varam, in the Madras Presidency. He undertook to translate the

commentaries on the books entitled the Udana, Vimana-vatthu, and

Peta-vatthu, together with the Thera-gatha and Theri-gatha,

into Pali, his entire work being entitled the Paramattha-dipani.

His commentary, like other Indian works of its kind, gives not only

each dkhydna complete, but adds a paraphrase, in the Pali of his

own day, of the more archaic idiom in which the gdthd was written.

He also inserts collated passages from the Apadana, a collection of

Vitce Sanctorum included in the canon. All this is clearly a great

h^lp to the modern reader, for the ancient gdthd sometimes embodies

verses spoken at different times in the author's life, or even by

different persons; and the lines are often not so much sentences

as rosaries of words, each word to the ancient Buddhist being

fraught with pregnant and precious import.

This portion of Dhammapala's labours is about to become ac-

cessible to Pali students in the edition of the commentary on the

TherI-gatha made by Professor Eduard Miiller of Bern, now being

published by the Pali Text Society. To his kindness and that of

the President of the Society I am indebted for the privilege of access

to Professor Miiller's manuscripts.

Dhammapala begins his commentary with a condensed biography

of the incarnations of Gotama up to the time, in his last rebirth,

when, as the Buddha, he was occupied in founding his Order for

men only.

He then proceeds to tell very briefly of the first admis-

sion of women to that Order, following pretty closely the account
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given in the Vinaya itself, in the last book of the Cullavagga,

thus :

—

" On a later occasion, when the Teacher was residing at the

Kiitagara-hall near Vesali, King Suddhodhana [his father], who had,

while reigning, realised Arahatship, passed away.
" Xow Mahapajapati the Gotami, his widow [sister to the Buddha's

mother], formed in her heart the wish to abandon the world. And
when also the five hundred Sakya ladies had listened to the Teacher

deliveriug the Kolavada sermon on the bank of the Rohinl river,

they all with one consent agreed to go to Mahapajapati and say,

' We all would enter the Order under the Teacher,' and making her

their leader, they resolved to go.

" Now Mahapajapati had once already asked the Teacher to admit

her, and had not gained permission. She now having sent for her

barber, had her hair cut off, and put on the yellow robes [of the

monks]. Then, taking with her all the Sakya ladies, she went to

Vesali, and through the mouth of Ananda asked him of the ten-

fold power if she might not be admitted."

[The CuLLAVAGGA States in this connection that Gotama again

refused, but yielded to the intercession of Ananda.]
" Then Mahapajapati, receiving the eight Garudhammas, obtained

at the hands of the Teacher both the novitiate and full initiation.

Moreover, all her followers were admitted to full orders. Thus

fully ordained, Mahapajapati came before the Teacher, and, respect-

fully saluting, stood beside him while he taught her the Dhamma.
And when she had received a subject for meditation, she attained

to Arahatship. And the five hundred ladies also attained Arahatship

after they had heard the Nandakovada sermon.

" Thus the Order of nuns was firmly established, and waxed in

numbers in one place and another, in village, town, country, and

royal city. Matrons, daughters-in-law, and maidens, hearing the

wisdom of Buddha, the Law and the Order, rejoiced at his system,

and feeling agitation at the prospect of continuous re-birth, asked

the permission of their husbands, parents, and relatives, and joined

the Order, taking the discipline to their bosom. And then, successful

in virtuous works, and receiving instruction from the Teacher and

the monks with energy and endeavour, they not long after realised

Arahatship. And the verses which they uttered, either in exulta-

tion or otherwise, were collected afterwards by the Synodists, and

arranged in chapters according to their length. And they are called

the Therl-gatha."

Then Dhammapala proceeds to deal with each Therl, giving a
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record, varying in length and amplitude of detail, of her previous

existences, and of that last re-birth which in the West would alone

rank as her biography.

The following pages are based on this unpublished Piili text of

Dhammapala. I have translated his words quite literally, but the

verses from the psalms themselves I have rendered in English verse.

Read in conjunction with the commentary, the psalms afiford

insight of great interest into the circumstances attending the con-

version of their authors to the religious life, and the spiritual pro-

cedure whereby they were made perfect in salvation. The motives

which drove these women from the world to embrace the anagdriya,

or homeless life, are as diverse as those revealed in the records of

Christian monasticism. Across time and space a common humanity

is manifest. Escape, deliverance, freedom from a situation grown

intolerable, whether gradually or by a sudden crisis, such is the

recurring theme. Emancipation has been won from suffering of

some kind, physical, mental, or moral, as well as from the bondage

of conditions which are discerned as conducing inevitably to suffering.

The bereaved mother and the childless widow are released from

grief and contumely, the Magdalen from remorse, the toy-wife of

king or Dives from the ennui of an aimless life, the busy matron

from the absorbing lULepiiuvai tov /3iov, the young girl from the

humiliation of being sold to the suitor who could bid highest, the

thoughtful woman from the ban imposed upon her intellectual

development by conventional tradition. Such are the typical cases

I have selected from the Theri-gatha and its commentary to

illustrate in what light the monastic career presented itself to Indian

women in the days of Gotama Buddha.

But complementing this negative impulse to escape from pain

^

there was a prospect of more positive interest. Taking the vows

lid not mean mere mortification of feeling or deadening of energies.

It was a diversion of both into new channels. The Theris are as

exalted, and virtually as hedonistic, in their aspirations as any

Christian saint. Of them too Matthew Arnold could have said

—

h Ye like angels appear,

Radiant with ardour divine
;

Beacons of hope ye appear

;

Langour is not in your heart,

Weakness is not in your word,

Weariness not on your brow."

For they, while yet they were struggling with their bonds, im-
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pelled by the vis a tergo of goading circumstance, were reaching out,

more or less intelligently, after the " gentle liberty " of a higher,

wider law, by which to regulate and concentrate their lives,—viz.,

the Dhamma of contemplative and active discipline. Under its

regime the Bhikkhuni in her novitiate became one of the company
of disciples attending some eminent lady-apostle, and led the simple,

strenuous, stimulating existence of a student and an intending mis-

sionary.

Beyond and above the stage of ardent self-discipline there was

the vantage-ground of organic stability of disposition to be won by

the Bhikkhuni who, like those venerable Theris, had in her the

making of an Arahat. To the " elect lady " it was given to rise

above the felt need either of freedom or of law, for she had mastered

and purified emotion through attainment of that insight

"qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas,"

which could discern

"Dukkham, dukkhasamuppadam, dukkhassa ca atikammam,"

(sorrow, the uprising of sorrow, and the outdoing of sorrow), together

with that false joy which prevails when undiscerned sorrow is latent.

Before her she saw

—

"life unroll,

" A placid and continuous whole

—

That general life which does not cease,

Whose secret is not joy, but peace."

Whether philosophic attainment was within the possibilities of

her nature or not, the essential medium for it the Indian woman
found provided in the monastic life. On entering it, she, like her

younger Christian sisters, laid down all social prestige, all domestic

success, as a mother, wife, daughter, queen, or housekeeper, and

gained the austerer joys of an asexual rational being, walking with

wise men in recognised intellectual equality on higher levels of

thought, in communion with the mind that was in the Buddhas of

all time, and realising in due perspective her relations, actual, past,

and potential, to the universe of phenomena, as they in their

essential impermanence grew into being and dissolved again.

The Theri Soma, for example, claims this equality when Mara,

chief of evil spirits, taunts her with the incapacity of her sex to

compass the wisdom of the wisest among men.
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Soma, says the commentary,! was born as the daughter of the

chaplain of King Bimbisara at Eajagaha. She was converted by the

Buddha at the gate of Eajagaha, and thereafter taking the vows and

doing the Buddha's behests, with insight and virtuous works, became

an Arahat.

And dwelling thus in the happiness of freedom at Savatthi, she

entered one day the Andha grove to take siesta, and sat down be-

neath the shade of a tree. Now Mara, alone, and wishing to disturb

her, came up to her, invisible of form, and standing in the air,

spoke these words :

—

" That vantage-point of knowledge unto which

Tlie sages may attain is far to seek,

And woman cannot with her feeble wit

Achieve the distant heights, or hope to bridge

With her small intellect the gulf between.

For who shall measure with two-finger rule

The weary length of way which leads to Trutli 1
"

The commentary pauses here to paraphrase, explaining that

women from the age of seven or eight are always cooking rice and

saying, * Now the rice is boiled,' but do not really know anything.

They know only, when the rice they have prepared is cooked, how
to lift it out with a spoon and squeeze it with two fingers, and this

is why a two-finger intellect^ is spoken of."

Now when she heard this, the Theri rebuked Mara, saying

—

" How should our woman's nature hinder us 1

And what to us are attributes of sex,

Whose hearts are wholly set, whose feet mount up

Unfaltering to those cool heights of Truth,

In growing knowledge of the Arhat way ?

On every hand the love of pleasure yields,

Borne down by knowledge and the sense of Law,

And the thick gloom of ignorance is rent

In twain. Do thou know this, Evil One

!

And learn the limits of thy power, Death ! " ^

In Soma's case there is no indication of the monastic life being

embraced as a relief from painful circumstances, and in this respect

she stands almost alone. Different is the case of Anopama, another

daughter of wealthy parents.

^ Ed. Miiller, xxxvi.

' An Italian would use the identical idiom : una mente lunga di dv£ dita.

^ For the versification of this gaiha, as well as of those attributed to AnopamS, the

Patacaras, and Sundari, I am indebted to H, Morgan-Browne, Esq.
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Anopama, says Dhammapala,i was born under this dispensation,

as the daughter of a wealthy citizen called Majjha. And because

of the perfection of her beauty she was called " Anopama," the

Peerless. When she came of age, many sons of wealthy citizens

and great nobles of the court sent messengers to her father, saying,

" Give thy daughter Anopama to me, and I will give thee this and

that."

She hearing this, the thought arose in her—for that the promise

of saintship was in her—" What have I to do with the life of the

home ? " and she went to the Teacher. Hearing from him the Law,

she perfected knowledge . . . attaining insight and the fruition of

the Third Path. She asked the Teacher for orders, and he, taking

her to the nuns, ordained her. And on the seventh day realising

Arahatship, she thereafter reflected on her attainment, and waxing

inspired, said

—

" Daughter of Treas'rer Majjha's prosp'rous house,

Rich, beautiful, and famous, I was born

To vast possessions and to lofty rank.

Nor lacked I suitors ; many came and wooed

;

The sons of kings and merchant princes came

With costly gifts, all eager for my hand.

And messengers were sent from many a land

With power to treat and bargain for my hand,

And saying to my father, ' Give to us

Thy child Anopama, and we will give

Eightfold the price which thou hast ask'd for her.'

But I had seen the Buddha, the All-wise,

The One supreme. In lowliness I sat

And worshipped at his feet. He, Gotama,

Out of his boundless pity, saw me there,

And taught me as I worshipped all the Law.

Then resting on my couch in quiet thought,

I touched, through him, the Anagami-Fruit,

Where death is death indeed, nor comes re-birth.

Then cutting off the glory of my hair,

I entered on the lonely paths of life.

And wandered forth to lose the sense of home.

'Tis now the seventh night since first the weight

Of earthly things was lifted from my heart."

1 Ed. Muller, liv.
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We will proceed to consider some accounts of mothers and wives.

Tiie Theris who, in the short gathas assigned to them, exult most

keenly in their " freedom," are two who were the wives of poor

men, one a strawplaiter or basketmaker, the other only described as

a crook-backed Brahmin. One Theri, the wife of the latter, is called

MuTTA (" free "), the other is only known as " Sumangala's mother,"

her son having become distinguished as a Thera. The revolt in

both cases was equally from the society of the husband and from

household cares, especially the task of grinding corn or what not.

The gathd of Mutta is to this effect :

^

—

" Oh ! free indeed ! oh ! gloriously free

Am I in freedom from three crooked things,

—

From pestle and mortar, and my crook-backed lord.

Yea, I am free from re-birth and from death, -

And all that bound mine eyes is hurled away."

Khema and Sujata,^ on the other hand, wives, the one of King

Bimbisara, a supporter of the Buddha, the other of a wealthy young

citizen, leave affectionate husbands and a life of luxury to take the

vows. The latter gladly encounters Gotama as she is leaving her

pleasure-grounds to return to the town. Khema avoids the Teacher's

presence, conscious that she will not escape condemnation for being

engrossed with her own great beauty.

Khema, it is written,^ was born under this dispensation in the

kingdom of Magadha, at the town of Sagala, as one of the royal

family. She was sent to be the wife of King Bimbisara while the

Teacher was staying at the Bamboo Grove. (This monastery was a

present from the king.) Intoxicated with her own loveliness, she

thought, "He will declare there is sin in beauty," and she would

not go to see the Teacher. Now Bimbisara, wishing that she would,

instructed his men to speak in praise of the Bamboo Grove before

her, in order to create in her the desire to see it. She thereupon

asked the king :
" Sire, may we see the Bamboo Grove ?

" And he,

not choosing that she should come away without having seen the

Teacher, instructed his men that they should conduct the queen by

force to see him of the tenfold power. Now, when she had spent the

heat of the day in the grove without seeing the Teacher, she sought

to go. Then the king's men brought her against her will unto the

Teacher's presence. The Teacher, seeing her approach, projected

by supernatural power the shape of a divinely beautiful woman
standing behind him and fanning him. And Queen Khema, as she

1 Ed. Miiller, xi. 2 jbi^. Hji. s jbid. lii.
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looked, thought, " Verily the Blessed One has around him women
as lovely as goddesses. I am not fit even to wait upon such.

Behold, I am undone by my own wicked and baseless ideas."

Such conclusions she drew, gazing spellbound at the woman.
Now, as she looked, the Teacher, by power of will,, made that

woman pass from youth to middle age, and then to old age, broken-

toothed, grey-haired, and wrinkled, until she fell into a heap on the

floor, her fan in her hand. Then Khema thought, by virtue of her

resolve [i.e., made in a former birth], " Has such a body come to be

so utter a wreck ? Why, then, so will my body too
!

" And the

Teacher, discerning the change in her heart, said

—

" They who are slaves to lust drift down the stream,

Like to a spider ghding down the web
He of himself has wrought. But the released,

Who all the bonds of sin have snapt in twain,

No more on life intent, forsake the world.

And all desire of sense put far away." ^

She thereupon became an Arahat, and in the Apadana it is added,

" by her husband's consent." ^ Her, the Blessed One, as he sat in

the midst of a great congregation at the Great Jeta Grove Monastery,

called foremost of all his women disciples in wisdom.

To her one day, as she was taking siesta under a tree, Mara, the

Evil One, drew near in the form of a youth, tempting her through

the senses, and saying

—

Mara.

" Thou'rt fair and life is young, beautiful Khema !

I am young, even I too—Come, my fairest

!

Give me, while in our ear fivefold harmonies

Murmur melodious, give me to taste of love's sweetness.

Khema.

Through this body vile, foul seat of disease and corruption,

Loathing I feel and oppression ; cravings of lust are uprooted.

Cruel desires of the Skandhas cut like daggers and jav'lins.

Speak not to me of delighting in aught of sensuous pleasure

;

Verily all such vanities now no more may delight me.

^ Dhammapada, st. 347.
^ In nearly every instance of a wife or daughter leaving her home to join the

Order, the commentator mentions that permission had been given by the head of the

family. ^
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On every hand the love of pleasure yields,

Borne down by knowledge and the sense of law,

And the thick gloom of ignorance is rent

In twain. Do thou know this, Evil One,

And learn the limits of thy power, Death !

Lo ! ye, who blindly worship constellations of heaven,

Ye who, nourishing fire in cool grove, wait upon Agni,

Ignorant are ye all, ye foolish and young, of the Real,

Heedless of truths that are able to keep your hearts undefilM.

Lo ! as for me, I worship the All-wise, the One among mortals,

Utterly free from all sorrow, doer of Buddha's commandments."

With these narratives might be contrasted, did space permit,

the story and psalm of Capa, whose love for the husband she had

annoyed was so strong, that when he left her to embrace once more

the career of a mendicant monk, this time under the Buddha, she

abandoned her child, her home, and people, and herself sought

admission to Gotama's Order, caring only to follow her husband's

example.^

But it is Rachel " weeping for her children because they were

not" that constitutes more than does the widow, as such, the type

of utter despair among these mothers, and it is to her that Gotama,

or his elect followers administer specific consolation. The story of

KiSAGOTAMi, who, gricf-distraught, bore about her dead child, pray-

ing for medicine to be given him, and whom the Blessed One bade

fetch a little white mustard from any house wherein no one had

ever died, is sufficiently known. Her we meet with in these monastic

records as a highly-honoured Theri, ascetic in her neglect of com-

forts, strenuous in philosophic study, and appointed by Gotama as

lady-superintendent of the convent grove at the Jetavana. To the

Blessed One, who had healed her sorrows by showing her that

" there hath no [trouble] overtaken you save such as is common
to men," she was devoted heart and soul, singing of him as her

Jcalydnmnitta—her precious friend.^

The stoic consolations of Buddhism take a slightly different

aspect in the case of the many bereaved mothers who went in their

grief to the eminent Patacara, a sister who herself had known
the sorrows of bereavement to the uttermost. They were in num-
ber no less than 500, and the same message was given to all.

" These,^ bearing sons and living the household life, doing the

duties of the same caste, all lost their sons, and were smitten with

1 Ed. Muller, Ixviii. 2 i^id. ixiii. » Ibid. L
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the grief of the childless. And they gat them to the elder Lady
Patacara, and saluting her, they sat down and told her the cause of

all their sorrow. The Therl healed their sorrows, saying

—

*' The way by which men come we cannot know,

Nor can we know the path by which they go.

Why mournest then for him who came to thee,

Lamenting through thy tears, * My son, my son !

'

Seeing thou knowest not the way he came.

Nor yet the manner of his leaving thee ?

Weep not ! for such is here the life of man.

Unasked he came hither from the void.

Unbidden went he hence to other worlds.

Lo ! ask thyself again whence came thy son

To bide on earth this little breathing-space.

By one way come and by another gone,

As man to die and pass to other births.

By one way come and by another gone

—

Thou knowest not these things—What mean these tears ?
"

By these stanzas she taught them the truth, and they, hearing

the truth, were moved in heart, and by the Theri were admitted to

orders, and applying themselves with zeal to study and to works,

they not long after attained Arahatship.

Now these new Arahats, beholding the standpoint they had

gained through that inspired utterance, repeated it, and added

—

" Lo ! from my heart the hidden shaft is gone.

The shaft that nestled there she hath removed,

And that consuming grief for my dead child,

Which poisoned all the life of me, is dead.

My heart is whole and all my yearning stayed.

Lo ! I for refuge to the Buddha go.

The only wise—the Order and the Law."

These verses they uttered severally, and they are known as the

five hundred Patacaras.

Thus could Buddhism in the mouth of one woman avail to lift

many afflicted mothers above the four walls of domestic perspective

to a more cosmic standpoint. Hence "in Nature's infinite book

of secrecy " they could the better see things as in themselves they

really are, i.e., in their relation to the whole, and confess serenely

to ignorance where seeing even by a Therl was not attainable.

More orphaned than either bereaved mother or abandoned wife

would be the Magdalens who had awaked to a consciousness of sin.
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Of the three who are amongst the number of the Theri psalmists,

ViMALA is the most interesting example.

She in this present dispensation, writes Dhammapala,^ was bom
at Vesali, as the daughter of a woman who made her livelihood by

her beauty. And when she was come to womanhood . . . [living

after the fashion of her mother] . . . her heart was set to work

evil. And one day, seeing the elder, Mahamoggallana, going his

rounds in Vesali for food, her heart being in the bonds of lust, she

went to his dwelling-place, and strove by her allurements to beguile

him from virtue. Some say she was set on to do this by unbelievers.

The elder rebuked her for her wicked conduct and admonished her.

And when he had made an end of exhortation, her heart was

touched, and her sense of shame returned to her. Laying hold of

faith, she became a disciple, and afterwards was admitted by the

Theris ; whereupon, devoted and strenuous to succeed, she not long

after attained Arahatship. Then it was that, reflecting on the past,

she uttered these lines in exultation :

—

" How was I once putf'd up, incens'd with the bloom of my beauty,

Vain of my perfect form, my fame and success 'midst the people,

Fill'd with the pride of my youth, unknowing the truth and unheeding !

Lo ! I made my body, bravely arrayed, deftly painted,

Speak for me to the lads, whilst I at the door of the harlot

Stood like a crafty hunter weaving his snares, ever watchful.

Yea, I bared without shame my body and wealth of adorning,

Manifold wiles I wrought, devouring the virtue of many.

To-day with shaven head and yellow robe

I go forth on my daily round for food,

And resting in the quiet solitary shade,

I gain at length that Avitakka sphere,

Where reas'ning into intuition melts.

Now all the Yoga bonds ^ that fetter gods

And men are w^holly rent and cast away,

The cause of all impurity cast out,

And all around is liberty and peace."

Such are some of the psalms of the Theris, and such the brief

biographies introducing them, now about to become accessible to

^ Ed. Miiller, xxxix.

^ Sabbe yoga samucchinnd. The four Yogas, or kinds of attachment, to which not

only men but gods were prone, are Kdmayoga, Bhavayoga, Ditthiyoga, and Avijjaynga,

i.e., the bonds of lust, becoming (desire of future life), wrong views and ignorance.

Yoga stands either for the subjective tendency, or for the object by which mind and
heart are bound. The standard passage on the Yogas is AnguUara, iv. 10.
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students, and in time to all English readers. By the light of

these slight personal records we are better able to tell whether the
'' coming out " into the homeless life was a step of active initia-

tive, breaking forth from a groove which had become repugnant

or painful, or only a drifting into a new channel, when the sides

of the old way had been so broken down or worn away, that the

new departure was really that of the line ,of least resistance. The

former cases seem to me the most interesting—in which the woman
surmounts the grooves of habit and circumstance, when to yield to

both gives infinitely the least thought, trouble, and dislocation.

In practically every case the new departure had, as its proxi-

mate cause, the impact of a personal influence, magnetic, inspiring,

persuasive, to which, in the fulness of time, the predisposition,

developed through ages of re -birth, made its matured response.

Often that teacher was a woman, and her mission of mercy is

warmly acknowledged when the ransomed sister utters her psalm

of triumph. But oftener, in the case of these, the eldest daughters

of the Buddhist communion, it was the Buddha himself who led

them to the higher life or confirmed them in it. He remains ever

the supreme influence, and on him are poured epithets of devotion

and adoration. He was the Eternal Conqueror, Lord of the World,

Guardian of the World, Tamer of men, the All-wise, the Supreme

among men, the Welcome One, full of compassion, free from cor-

ruption, without fear. Mighty Hero, and so forth.

Never do we find, however, that voluptuous self-surrender to

the image of a Beloved Person which is so prominent a feature

in the ecstatic devotions of at least the later Christian woman-

saints. Christ to the Santa Teresas, the St. Catherines—even to

the Northern St. Anna-Emmerich and others—is the Heavenly

Bridegroom, who appears in a vision to embrace, and with whom
the tenderest expressions of love are exchanged :

"Unseen, untouched, unheard, unknown,

You take possession of your bride

;

I lose myself to live alone

In you, who once were crucified

For me, that now would die in you,

As in the sun a drop of dew." ^

The utmost length a Theri presumes to go is to call her Saviour

her spiritual friend, as KisagotamI does in her song, or herself his

daughter, a privilege claimed by the beautiful heiress SundarL^

1 Mathilda Blind, " The Mystic's Vision." 2 j^d. Muller, Ixix.
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She, grieving for her brother's death, resolves to renounce the

world, imitating her afflicted father, and, overcoming her mother's

objection and gaining her blessing, she leaves her great inheritance

at Benares to join the Order.

Thereafter gaining permission from her lady superior to go and

profess her loyalty to the Buddha, she arrived at Savatthi, and,

" filled with a glory of joy and delight at his presence," said as to

herself

—

" See, Sundari, the Teacher fair in hue,

His countenance as fine gold, clear and bright

;

Him who hath Wisdom's secret, and hath made

All things subservient to his master-mind,

Taming the untam'd, never tasting fear."

Then to Gotama

—

" And see, Master, Sundari, who comes

To tell thee of emancipation won,

And of the right no more to be re-born,

Who hath herself from passion freed, and from

The Upadhis conditional to birth.

Accomplished now is her appointed task,

And she from taint of sin is purified."

And the Blessed One asked her :
" Whence comest thou, Sundari ?

"

And she

—

" Lo ! from Benares am I come to thee,

—

I, Sundari, thy pupil, worship thee

And call thee Hero. Nay, thy child am I,

Thy only daughter, issue of thy mouth,

E'en of the wisdom of thy blessed word.

Accomplished now is my appointed task,

And I from taint of sin am purified."

Then said the Blessed One

—

" All hail, dear lady ! thence not far for thee the path,

For thou hast conquered self, and comest now

To worship wisdom at the Master's feet.

Thou too art freed from passion, and hast lost

The fetters binding down to birth again.

Thou too hast done on earth thy destined task,

And from all taint of sin art purified."

Gotama's method, in fact, was not to place a heavenly instead of

an earthly prop under the weak and tottering soul. In setting the
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heart at liberty from the bondage to one or two relations by the

instrumentality of larger intellectual and moral standpoints, he

educed, as such stoic methods must do, the inner resources and

self-reliance of each disciple, flinging them back upon themselves for

salvation, even while he gathered them into the " refuge " of him-

self, the Dhamma, and the Order, and telling them

" The aids to noble life are all within."

And this he did even when it seemed most harsh.

Patacaka,^ the comforter and guide of many more than those 500
mothers, lost her reason when young on being bereaved of her two

little boys, her husband, and her parents by a rapid succession of

accidents. She wandered about unheeding that her garments had

fallen from her, walking ever in circles, as though seeking her lost

ones, and pelted at and jeered at by the unthinking. Gotama
and his disciples passed by one day, and they said to him, " Suffer

not that little mad woman to come here." " Forbid her not,"

answered the Blessed One; and as she drew near on her listless

round unconscious of their presence, he stood still and said, " My
sister (a title of respect

—

hhagim) recover thou thy reason !
" And

she, by the mystic power of the Buddha, recovered her reason . . .

and greatly shamed at her wretched plight . . . prostrated herself

at his feet, saying, " Master, be thou my protection ! " telling him of

all her misery. . . .

The Teacher answered her :
" Patacara, think not thou art come

unto one able to be a refuge unto thee. For even as thou art shed-

ding tears for the death of thy sons and thy kinsfolk, so hast thou,

in the course of transmigration that hath not beginning nor ending,

shed tears for death of sons and kinsfolk more plentiful than are

the waters of the four great oceans." And he spoke the verse

—

" Less are the waters of the oceans four

Than all the waste of waters shed in tears

By heart of man who mourneth touched by grief.

Why dost thou waste thy life brooding in woe 1

"

And at the close of the stanza her sorrow abated. And seeing that

her sorrow had abated in her, he said :
" Patacara, to one passing

to another world neither child nor kinsman is a protection or help

or refuge. Neither can they be so here. Therefore, let him who

is wise first make pure his own conduct, then follow out that path

which leads to Nirvana." Thus he taught her, and said

—

1 Ed. Miiller, xlvii.
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" Sons are not for a protection, nor father, nor any kinsmen

;

For one overtaken by death protection is not in relations.

Seeing what this may mean, the wise man, by virtue directed,

Swiftly arises and makes plain the way that leads to Nirvana." '

Thus he taught her the Dhamma, and she being convinced, asked

to be admitted to the Order. For these elect ladies, instead of

being repelled by the austerity of Gotama's consolations, swallowed

the tonic draught and grew strong. Some administered it them-

selves. Dantika,^ during her siesta on the mountain-side, sees an

elephant-rider bid his beast present a foot that he may mount

thereby, and she, using as a basic idea (drammanam) the thought

—

Disvd adantam damitam manussdnam vasam gatam,

" Seeing the untamed tamed, subdued to the will of his masters,"
'^

set herself to win self-mastery and became an Arahat.

Yet the Therl who had attained to

—

" Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,"

was, as I said before, no wooden-hearted creature sans entrailles,

,She may no doubt have been somewhat below, or above, that poet's

vision of

—

" A creature not too bright or good

For human nature's daily food,"

yet she bore all " the vast orphanage of nature " in her bosom—men

and beasts and spirits. She, if she observed the Silas—the pre-

cepts of holy conduct—with sincerity, was bound to let her heart

brood over the whole world "with thoughts of love, pity, and

sympathy, far-reachiug, grown great, and beyond measure." * All

men were her children—" only in the Lord," as the Christian would

say, or she, as a good Buddhist, " only in the hope of freedom."

Patacaka ^ and her following of women-disciples see one day, as

they sit in the lodge at their daily meal, a weary wretched woman
approaching, potsherd in hand, begging for alms. It is Canda, reft

of all her kin by infectious disease, a homeless, childless widow.

"And the sisters, seeing her afflicted and hunger-stricken, were

moved with compassionate and loving impulse, and entreated her

kindly, satisfying her with the store of food there was for hospitable

use. And she, gladdened at the beauty of their conduct, approached

^ Dhammapada, 288, 289. ^ Ed. Muller, xxxii. * Ibid. .\L

* Tevijja Sutta. ' Ed. Muller, xlix.
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the Then, doing reverence and sitting down beside her." Then

Patacara taught her the " Dhamma of the Theris," with the usual

result ; and Canda afterwards gave utterance to her gratitude.

So far from leading a life of cloistered, futile dreaming, the duty

of spreading the gospel of the Dhamma devolved upon every Therl.^

These women were all, in their way, saviours and good shepherds

of the heedless and the lost, and, as Hallam would have said,

" practised all the stratagems of itinerancy." And such was the

eloquence of one at least, namely, of Sukka,^ as she taught, walking

to and fro on her shady terrace, all who came out of the city to

hear her, that the Dryad in the tree at the end of the terrace

was filled with impetuous enthusiasm at her wisdom, and, quitting

her cool shrine, went straight to Eajngaha, and wandered through

the streets and squares, impressing upon the citizens the glorious

opportunity they were letting pass unheeded, and crying

—

Sukka's Gdthd.

" What would ye men of Rajagaha have ?

What have ye done ? that mute and idle here

Ye lie about, like men bemused with wine,

Nor wait upon Sukka, while she reveals

The precious truths of the Ambrosial Way !

The wise in heart, methinks, were fain to quaff

That nectar irresistible, that fount

That never drieth up, with eager thirst.

E'en as the Wayfarer ^ sucks up the cloud.

And when the people heard, they forthwith with joyful eagerness

went forth to Sukka, and would not make an end of listening to

her.

Kow, when the Therl finished her appointed span of life, and

was about to pass away, she bore witness to the truth of her salva-

tion, and to herself, as to another person, said these words

—

^ There is no clear evidence, I believe^ that a self-contained enclosed building,

or set of buildings, forming what we understand by a monastery or convent, existed

in those times. All that there seems to have been by way of accommodation in

this or that vanam or grove was, in the first place, a paved floor surmounted by a

roof, borne not on walls, but on wooden columns, constituting together the hall or

Sala, and a private apartment—sleeping chamber and study—for the use of Gotama.

The cottages, cells, or cabins for the shelter of each brother or sister were probably

grouped round this central erection, but of storied house or outer wall we do not

hear.

2 Ed. Miiller, xxxiv. ^ Addha<ju—(,'{) the sun.
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child of light,^ by light of truth set free

From cravings dire, firm, self-possessed, serene,

Bear to this end thy last incarnate frame.

For thou hast conquered Satan and his hosts."

Such, in some of its aspects, was the life and work of the elect

ladies whom men called Therls, and who had won the serene stand-

point of the Arahat. They had lost much, willing or unwilling

—

they had lost tfieir world. But to them it was given " in exchange,"

to be reckoned each as an incarnate human intelligence, partaking

with other such—elect men and women—in the communion of

(literally) catholic truths, in the light of universal insight, in infinite

aspiration, in the widest application of the gospel of Fraternity, in

the larger love of the spiritual parents of mankind.

^ Sukkd — brightj radiant, lustrous.
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BUDDHAGHOSA'S VISUDDHI-MAGGA.
BY

HENKY C. WARREN.

One of the old languages of India, and contemporary with classi-

cal Sanskrit, is that which goes by the name of Pali. In this lan-

guage are written the sacred books of the Buddhists ; and though

there are Buddhist works in other languages, yet the Pali literature,

as it has been preserved in Ceylon and Burmah, is the most autho-

ritative record we have of the Buddhist religion and of the history

of the Buddhist Church.

The Buddhist literature consists of three main divisions, of which

the first and foremost is, of course, the Tripitaka or Buddhist scrip-

tures ; the second is formed by the commentaries on the scriptures,

while the third comprises a variety of works such as grammars,

histories, &c.

According to the Mahavaihsa and other works of the third divi-

sion, the commentaries or works of the second division have had a

curious history, having been first translated by the Buddhist mis-

sionary Mahinda about 300 B.C. into Singhalese, and then back

into Pali by Buddhaghosa in the beginning of the fifth century a.d.
;

and it is this second Pali version which we now have, the original

Pali commentaries and Mahinda's Singhalese translations of them

having all disappeared.

It is to a work of the commentary class that I now call your

attention—a work by the above-mentioned Buddhaghosa, who was

a most prolific author and commentator. Not very much is known

of Buddhaghosa's life beyond the circumstances related in the

Mahavansa concerning his conversion to Buddhism and the begin-

ning of his career as a commentator. It is there said that he was

of the Brahman caste, and a trained disputant of the Vedic religion

;

and, as was the wont in those days by such as wished to acquire

fame and a following, he went about from place to place seeking
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with whom he might debate. Naturally it was at a Buddhist monas-
tery that he found his Waterloo. A Buddhist elder named Revata

answered all his propositions, and submitted one in his turn taken

from the third division of the Buddhist scriptures which was of so

paradoxical a nature that it is not strange Buddhaghosa was obliged

to acknowledge himself worsted. Buddhaghosa then sought and
obtained admission to the Buddhist Order, and, according to the

account, it was to the profundity of his eloquence or voice that his

name of Buddhaghosa, " Having the voice of the Buddha," was due.

Buddhaghosa then began his career as a Buddhist writer, composing

the Nanodaya, and beginning work as a commentator. The helps

at his disposal being insufficient, Eevata told him that the original

commentaries were no longer extant on the continent of India,

but could be found in the Island of Ceylon in the form of Singha-

lese translations made hundreds of years before by the above-

mentioned Mahinda, the son of the great Asoka. Buddhaghosa,

therefore, went to Ceylon, and asked the priests of the Maha-
Vihara, or Great Monastery, at Ajiuradhapura for permission to use

their manuscripts ; but they desired a proof of his competence as

a Buddhist scholar before granting their consent. Giving him a

couple of stanzas from their scriptures, they asked him to see what
he could make out of them. On these two stanzas Buddhaghosa
composed an extensive work called the Visuddhi-Magga, and having

satisfied the priests, he made good use of their manuscripts by trans-

lating their commentaries back into Pali, the language in which
they were originally composed. But it is with this Visuddhi-Magga
we have now to do, an original work as to its scope and method,

but evidently the work of a born commentator, and consisting

largely of commentary matter.

The Visuddhi-Magga is a very methodical work, built on a

definite plan, and to this plan it faithfully adheres. It does not

appear to me so given to digressions as many other Oriental works.

The reason for its large size is because of the extensive scale on
which the plan is carried out. The details of the scheme are

elaborately worked out and discussed from many points of view,

and authorities from the scriptures abundantly adduced in support

of the various propositions advanced. As many of these quotations

are from works not yet printed, I have not been able to verify them,

e.g.^ those from the Patisambhidamagga and the Niddesa. The
nature of the work is indicated in its title, " Visuddhi-Magga," in

English, " Way of Purity," or, more freely, " The Way of Sal-

vation."
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Buddhaghosa takes Sila, or Conduct, as the basis, the sine qud

non of a religious life. By Sila he means the code of morality and

the ascetic practices suitable for a member of the Buddhist Order,

and the first two chapters are devoted to its consideration. The

remaining twenty-one chapters of the work are devoted to the con-

sideration of Meditation, or Samadhi.

Samadhi is divided by Buddhaghosa into two divisions, Lokiya-

Samadhi and Lokuttara-Samadhi. Lokiya-Samadhi is treated in

chapters iii.—xiii. inclusive. By its assistance one can induce trance

and attain to various magical or supernatural powers. It is still,

however, only Lokiya-Samadhi, that is, Samadhi pertaining to the

world, pertaining not merely to this life, but to existence in general.

It enables one to attain a higher or lower heaven according to the

particular trance induced, but does not grant immunity from trans-

migration. Forty different subjects of meditation, called Kammat-
thanas, are given, and among these men of every turn of mind can

find one adapted to their particular mental characteristics. There

are two grades of Lokiya-Samadhi, both salutary, but the higher,

called Appana, resulting in some one of the four Jhanas or trances.

The treatment of Lokiya-Samadhi consists in showing the method

to be employed in making use of any one of these forty different

Kammatthanas. Lokiya-Samadhi, however, can be practised by

the unconverted, and, in fact, the Buddha before his attainment of

Buddhaship had learned it under Alara Kalama and Uddaka

Ramaputta.

But as the object of the Buddha was to attain release from exist-

ence, the Lokiya-Samadhi was unsatisfactory ; he therefore turned

from his teachers and discovered the Lokuttara-Samadhi, which

Buddhaghosa elaborates in the third and last grand division of the

Visuddhi-Magga, chapters xiv.-xxiii., under the head of Panna

(Knowledge or Wisdom). Lokuttara-Samadhi differs from Lokiya-

Samadhi in being devoted to the attainment of Nirvana, whereas

Lokiya-Samadhi only leads to heaven. In Pafifia the human being

is analysed, and found to be a mutually dependent collection of

parts, no one of which has any permanent existence. The human

being is like the government of a country, which is self-perpetuating

and conditioned by its past, but constantly changing in its person-

nel. It is the object of Panna to discover the bonds which keep

the human being together and perpetuate existence after death

and to destroy them. The analysis of the human being is what

forms the subject of chapters xiv.—xvii. In chapters xviii. and

xix. the natural inference is drawn that there is no Self or Ego or
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immortal principle to the sentient being. This knowledge is called

Nataparifma, which may be translated " Analytical Knowledge."

Chapter xx. is devoted to Tiranaparififia, or " Discriminating Know-
ledge." In it one is warned of a number of by-paths that

might be mistaken for the way to salvation. The meditations of

chapter xxi. are called the Vutthanagaiiiinl Patipada, or " Turning

away Procedure," as through them one turns away from existence

and turns (chapter xxii.) to the Tour Paths that bring one to Nir-

vana in a greater or less length of time, at the farthest at the end

of the seventh existence. The last chapter is devoted to the bless-

ings of Panfia, among which is mentioned Nirodhasamapatti, or

" Trance of Cessation," being, I suppose, as near an approach to Nir-

vana as can be attained by a priest before death. This, in brief, is

the plan of salvation as outlined by Buddhaghosa, and this little

analysis will perhaps be found useful in understanding the table of

contents.

Although there is considerable poetry in the Visuddhi-Magga,

some of it quoted and some of Buddhaghosa's own composition, and

although in analysing the human being Buddhaghosa goes into a

great many anatomical and physiological details, curious as showing

the ideas of the ancient Hindus on these subjects, and a long account

of world-cycles is given, and other matters of miscellaneous interest

discussed, yet the Visuddhi-Magga is mainly important as a masterly

exposition of the Buddhist system of religion as it lay scattered

through the sacred books ; and it no doubt had a powerful influence

on the welfare of the Church in unifying its system of belief, so that

it could be grasped as a consistent whole.

[Mr. Warren's paper will be printed in extenso in the Journal of

the Pali Text Society.

—

Ed.]
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UN PROJET DE OARTOGRAPHIE HISTORIQUE

DE L'INDE,

PAR

M. SYLVAIN LEVI.

Malgr^ les beaux travaux de d'Anville, de Lassen, de Vivien de

St. Martin, de Yule, de Cunningham, la g^ographie scientifique de

rinde ancienne est encore k cr^er. Les mat^riaux pourtant ne

manquent pas ; ils p^cheraient plutot par surabondance. La litt^ra-

ture et I'epigraphie de I'lnde prodiguent les noms de peuples, de

villes, de rivieres, de montagnes ; les historiens d'Alexandre, les

g^ographes grecs et latins ainsi que les pelerins chinois et les Arabes

ont recueilli et nous ont transmis un tr^sor prodigieux d'informations

sur le climat, le sol, les divisions politiques, le systeme orographique

et hydrographique de ces contrees prestigieuses. Les difficultes se

presentent lorsqu'il s'agit de classer et de coordonner ces documents

epars ; I'apparente abondance se change alors en chaos inextricable.

Les indications les plus positives, les plus susceptibles de precision,

les mieux preserv^es de I'erreur par leur nature meme ne sont plus

que des pierres d'achoppement : les distances, I'orientation sont en

disaccord avec les autres donnees, contredisent les vraisemblances et

egarent les recherches. Les divergences des interpretes sur les ques-

tions essentielles trahissent I'incertitude des discussions et I'absence

d'une methode rationnelle. Leur commune erreur consiste a ex-

pliquer les Puranas, Pline, Ptolemee par une comparaison directe

avec les plus exactes notions de la geographic moderne, comme si,

pour reposer sur les memes donnees naturelles, les notions geo-

graphiques de deux periodes ^loignees devaient coincider, au moins

par a peu prfes. La geographic, avant de devenir une science

exacte, est et reste longtemps une science historique fondee sur des

temoignages d'une valeur in^gale ou incertaine, parfois sans

controle possible, et assujettie dans I'elaboration des mat^riaux aux

prejug^s religieux, aux caprices de la mode, aux fantaisies de
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rimagination ; ses erreurs ne sont qu'une application particulifere

des principes d'erreur propres k chaque epoque, grossie par I'hcjritage

du pass^. Pour la comprendre et Tinterprciter, il faut la suivre

dans ses transformations, discerner le progrfes continu sous les

fluctuations apparentes, reconnaitre dans chaque p^riode la part

des traditions et Tamorce de I'avenir.

La gdographie indigene est le lien commun de tons les systfemes

;

la doctrine indienne marque de son empreinte les Indika de Mcigas-

th^ne et les M^moires de Hiouen-Thsang ; la basse epoque de la

latinit^ en porte les traces manifestes dans Honorius. Ptol^m^e et

les Arabes travaillent sur des informations venues en droite ligne ou

par intermediaire des natifs. Ptol^m^e k son tour rattache indirecte-

ment k cette tradition le d^veloppement de I'Occident chr^tien
;

accept^ comme une infaillible autorit^ par le moyen-^ge, son credit

n'est pas ^branl^ par les recits veridiques ou merveilleux des rares

voyageurs ; I'lnde se d^double pour satisfaire k la fois Ptol^m^e

et Marco-Polo. Mais le voyage de Gama lance I'Europe entifere k

la decouverte et a I'exploitation de I'lnde : Poitugais, HoUandais,

Danois, Anglais, Fran^ais s'y pr^cipitent. En meme temps la

R^forme ^veille I'esprit critique et enseigne les droits de I'observa-

tion contre la tradition ; Castaldi, Oitelius, Mercator etudient et

consultent Ptol^mee, mais n'hesitent pas k rompre avec lui. Enfin

la revolution cartesienne vient faire table rase du pass^. Les

Samson, les Delisle annoncent la geographic scientifique, qui prend

conscience de ses forces et de ses proc^d^s avec d'Anville.

Ce mouvement des connaissances qui s'^tend sur une dur^e de

seize siecles s'exprime directement aux yeux dans les documents

[cartographiques. L'Inde d'abord massive peu a peu s'^tire, s'allonge

vers le midi, s'effile k I'extremit^ ; les cotes se creusent en estu-

aires ou se fendent en deltas ; des ports nouveaux s'y echelonnent,

amorcent des lignes de noms qui penetrent dans I'interieur et

jalonnent les routes de caravanes ; les fleuves remontent leur cours et

s'enrichissent d'affluents nouveaux ; le vaste continent se partage en

^tats, en provinces, indiques d'abord par un simple nom, d^limit^s

ensuite par des fronti^res precises. Enfin par une s^rie constante

de corrections presque insensibles, le contour et les traits prennent

leur aspect d^finitif ; I'epoque approche ou les collaborateurs de

rindian Survey pourront entreprendre sur des bases solides leur

oeuvre grandiose.

Mais I'examen des cartes n'a pas seulement I'avantage de

niarquer au regard le progr^s des connaissances geographiques, si

on entend sous cette designation I'^tude de la terre et des ph^no-
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inenes terrestres en dehors de I'activite humaiiie. La vie de I'liide

s'inscrit en traits precis sur les cartes de I'lnde, et ses multiples

manifestations que la philologie isole pour les analyser s'y p^n^-

trent, s'y combineut, s'y confondent corame dans la realite. L'oeil y
embrasse d'un seul regard V^tat economique, I'etat politique, I'etat

linguistique et dans une certaine mesure I'etat religieux de chaque

^poque. La multiplication des noms sur le littoral signale I'accroisse-

ment des relations maritimes et la direction du mouvement commer-

cial ; les lignes de penetration a I'interieur laissent suivre les

marchandises jusqu'a leur origine et tracent les grandes routes.

L'importance respective des royaumes se mesure k des signes varies,

mais certains : I'etendue du territoire, le nombre des villes et

souvent le caractere meme de la gravure ; les revolutions politiques

se refletent dans les modifications de frontieres, les changements de

capitales et I'apparition de divisions ou de designations nouvelles.

La forme graphique des noms dit la langue ou le dialecte en usage et

limite, mieux qu'un trac4 arbitraire, chacune des aires linguistiques

;

11 n'est pas jusqu'aux variations de la transcription qui ne soieut

instructives ; elles portent en quelque fagon le drapeau des impor-

tateurs occidentaux. Enfin I'onomastique locale nous enseigne, k

I'insu meme de nos informateurs, le culte et le dieu en faveur.

Cette rapide enumeration de motifs suffirait a justifier I'etude de

la cartographic indienne. II s'en degage pourtant un autre profit

plus considerable encore et d'une portee generale pour I'indianisme.

La vie exterieure de I'lnde s'y aflfirme et s'impose a I'attention ; a

suivre ainsi, par des temoignages indiscutables et nets, les constantes

relations de I'lnde avec le monde hellenique, avec la Chine, avec les

Arabes, avec I'Occident chretien, on se sent premuni centre I'isole-

ment factice autant qu'inexplicable ou I'enferme un prejuge trop

accr^dit^ ; la lumiere r^pandue sur les temps historiques rejaillit

sur la p^riode n^buleuse des Mgendes, I'lnde prend sa place dans le

mouvement universel de la civilisation, et si I'orgueil brahmanique

souffre de ce contact profane, le genie indien gagne en dignit(5

humaine. Degage des brumes impalpables ou I'emprisonnait la

litterature, I'indianisme atteint la vie r^elle et sent sous les magni-

fiques fantomes d'une poetique trop noble I'activite journali^re, les

sentiments passagers, les passions ephdmeres, le coeur et le cerveau

des milliards d'individus qui ont collabore pendant de longs siecles

a la formation de la civilisation indienne.

Je me propose de reproduire par la photographic les documents

cartographiques qui int^ressent I'lnde depuis Ptoldm^e jusqu'a

'Andville. Le Directeur de I'Enseignement sup^rieur et la Faculty
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des Lettres de Paris ont bien voulu encourager ce projet et m'offrir

pour le reiser un secours efficace. Des occupations absorbantes,

les difficult^s techniques de Tex^cution, la dispersion des mat^riaux

m'empechent d'en esperer Tachdvement k bref d(^lai. Je souhaite

de joindre aux cartes la reproduction des illustrations qui depuis le

bon Cosmas accompagnent souvent les relations de voyages, images

naives, pittoresques et parfois exactes encore. J'ai I'honneur de

soumettre au Congr^s un petit nombre de reproductions, essais mal

venus dans un art difficile ; si, en ddpit de leurs imperfections, le

Congres les juge dignes d'int^ret, son approbation sera le plus actif

des encouragements a mon entreprise, et je compte qu'avant peu

d'autres specimens, choisis et groupes avec m^thode, ex^cut^s avec

succes sauront justifier son suffrage.
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NOTES ON SOME OLD TOWNS IN PEGU.

BY

R. F. ST. ANDREW ST. JOHN, M.A., M.R.A.S.

In the year 1882, the late Dr. Forchhammer, Professor of Pali at

Rangoon College, was deputed to make an archaeological survey of

Burma, and some of his notes have been printed and published by

the Government of Burma, copies being sent to the Record Depart-

ment of the India Office, with a number of photographs, which are,

unfortunately, very poor.

The chief notes are on

—

1. The city of Aracan.

2. The Maha Muni Pagoda, Aracan.

3. The Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Rangoon.

4. The Kyouk-Koo or Rock-bridge Monastery of Pugan.

5. A list of objects of antiquarian interest in British Burma.

In all of these there is a large amount of interesting matter, but

I do not think that the Government of Burma should let the

subject drop, and consider that all has been done that need be done.

These reports merely show that there is room for further inquiry

and exploration by means of excavation.

On looking through the lists for the Irrawaddy and Pegu

Divisions, there are one or two places which seem to have escaped

notice.

Tarokmaw.

This place is a few miles south of Prome, and in the Burmese

language means '' Chinese promontory." The Burmese say it was

so called because a Chinese army penetrated to this point in a.d.

1284. The Peguans say the name means " Mango- tree point."

Colonel Yule in his " Mission to the Court of Ava," chap, viii.,

mentions " Tu^ma metropolis " as a city of the " Aurea regio,"
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suggesting that it is Tagoung. As the sea in those early days

reached ahnost to Prome, I would suggest that the word Tugma
refers to some old place of which Tarokmaw is the present repre-

sentative. There used to be an old wall there, but it may have

fallen into the Irrawaddy.

Tharawadi or Saraswati.

On the east of the Irrawaddy, half-way between Prome and

Rangoon, near the Pegu hills, is an old town of which very little is

known.

When Assistant-Commissioner there in 1868, I surveyed it, and

made a plan which is now lost. The peculiarity of the place is,

that instead of being a parallelogram, it is most irregular in shape,

and one or two sides are broken up into angles—a circumstance not

met with elsewhere as far as I know.

One of the gates is known as " Mi-oung-zin " gate, and the tale is

that when the gate-posts were being erected, the Brahmans ordered

that the first person who came by should be sacrificed. The first

person who came was a girl named Mi Oung-zin, and she was

thrust into the hole and filled in. Such things have been done

before now, even, it is said, in Copenhagen {vide Marryat's " Jut-

land," chap. X. p. 160).

Another curious thing is the canal running to it from the "Myit-

makha," an old branch of the Irrawaddy, called the " Thobo ditch."

Tho-bo in Burmese means " sheep-convey," and the story is that a

foreigner arrived bringing a shipload of sheep, and it was necessary

10 dig a canal to get the ship up to the town.

It is needless to say that this story is absurd, and invented to

explain a name no longer understood. Possibly it is the ditch of

an earthwork between the country of the Pyoos and Muns.

Panconia.

An old traveller, possibly Nicholas Conti, in a.d. 1444, men-
tions a town of this name. There is a silted up channel below

Henzadah, and on it, to the west of Danubyoo, there is said to

have been a town called " Paing-so-noung." As co often represents

the Burmese or Peguan tso, it looks as if this town was meant,

and it ought to be hunted up.
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OOSMIN.

This town is mentioned by Caesar Frederick in 1563 and Ealph

Fitch in 1586. It was a town on the waterway from Negrais to

Pegu, and the fashion is to say that it means Bassein, the Pali

name of which was Kusimanagara, corrupted into Kuthein.

I doubt this very much. In the first place, there is a map
made by a person named Wood in 179 5, alluded to by Colonel

Yule in his " Mission to the Court of Ava," which shows Cosmin on

a channel to the eastward of tlie Bassein river.

Bassein does not lie in the direct road from Negrais to Pegu, and

would be much out of the way.

Fitch says the houses of Cosmin were built on high posts for

fear of the tigers. As all houses in the lower part of Burma are

built on posts, these must have been remarkably high, and in a

walled town like Bassein, with little jungle round it, it is not likely

that these precautions would be necessary.

Just where Wood places Cosmin there is a creek called " Labut-

kula," which in the Mun (Peguan) language means " foreigners'-

creek,"—a creek in which the tide rises at both ends, meeting in

the middle.

Labut-kula is one of these, and about the middle are the remains

of an old town surrounded by dense jungle, which ought to be

thoroughly explored.

Takkala.

The Kalyani inscription at Pegu set up by King Dhammaceti

states that the missionaries Sona and Uttara landed at a place called

Golamattika nagara (even at that time, a.d. 1480), because it con-

tained houses made of earth after the manner of the Gola people

(Golamanussa gharanam viya mattika gharanaih bahulataya gola-

mattika nagaram ti yavajjatana voharanti). Dr. Forchhammer

identifies this place with a village named Taik-kulah, on the east

side of the Salween, by means of a Burmese translation of a Taking

(Mun) manuscript, which says Gola or Gula mattika nagara is the

same as Taik-kula. Because this name is spelt with /, he thinks

that it was a settlement- of the Gaudas of Gour, in Bengal.

In default of proof that a people called Gola or Goda made a

settlement at this spot, I am inclined to think either that the phrase

means people who used golas, i.e., storehouses made of wattle and

daub or brick, or that the word was coiued to represent the word kuld.
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That Takkala or Taik-kula was a seaport at one time is possible,

but it must have been in very early times ; for Ciesar Frederick,

who went from Martaban to Pegu in i 565 a.d., gives a full descrip-

tion of the difficulty of passing up tlie Sittang estuary owing to the

bore or " Macareo." ^ He mentions neither Takkala nor Thaton.

In 1544 Martaban was the chief town of that part, and a flourish-

ing seaport, and appears to have been so from A.D. 1287, when the

Shan chief Warn or Wagaru established a new dynasty.

That6n or Saddhamma Nagara.

This town is situated to the east of the Sittang estuary, at the foot

of a range of hills about 800 feet high, at a point where there is a

gorge leading to the east.

Tradition asserts that it was founded in the third or fourth cen-

tury of our era by people from Kalinka who were Buddhists. The

Kalinka people were said to have colonised Java and Bali in the

first century. A list of fifty-nine kings is given, ending in Manuha
or Manohari.

Burmese chronicles state that about A.d. 1050, Anuraddha (or

Anoaratha) of Pugan wanted a copy of the three Pitakas, which was

in the possession of Manuha. Manuha refusing to give a copy,

Anoaratha laid siege to the town, and having captured it, carried

off Manuha, his people, a religious relic, &c., to Pugan.

At Pugan there is still a building called the palace of Manuha,

touched upon by Dr. Forchhammer in his description of the Kyouk-koo

temple. The description of this palace has yet to come, and it is to

be hoped will throw further light on the history of Thaton. It has

always been thought that Thaton was Suvanna-bhumi, to which Sona

and Uttara were sent in the third century B.C. ; but the inscriptions

of Pegu state otherwise, and point to a place near Taik-kula.

After the above-mentioned destruction of Thaton, no kings ever

made it their capital, and it would appear that the whole of Lower

Burma was subject to the Burmese until a.d. 1287, when Wagaru
the Shan set up at Martaban.

In the year 1 869 I was Assistant-Magistrate at Thaton, and made

a survey of it. The walls were very perfect, except at one point to

the south-west, where the old bed of the Sittang estuary must have

impinged on them. There was a high rampart and ditch, then an

open space of i 50 feet, then a lower wall and ditch. On the west

and south are additional earthworks, also at the north-west and nortli-

^ Macareo, the breaker, is a Portuguese word.
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east angles. In the level plain towards the Sittang are traces of a

bund or mole. The main walls, which measure from north to

south about 8000 by 4000 feet from east to west, were faced with

blocks of stone or laterite.

About the centre was the antepuram or Nan-daw-gon, the walls

of which measured from north to south 1080 by 1 1 50 feet from east

to west. The interior of the town, therefore, contained about 940
acres, of which 28J acres were antepuram. The stone for facing

the walls probably came from the eastern ditch, which is cut through

solid laterite at the foot of the hill. In the antepuram no remains

were visible, and I was disappointed to find so few remains of

pagodas, as it had always been supposed that the huge buildings of

Pugan were copies of those seen by Anoaratha in Thaton. After

reading M. Mouhot's description of the ruins of Ongcor in Cambodia,

the idea came across me that the place which Anoaratha destroyed

was Ongcor, and that Thaton, being an outlying province of that

kingdom, was looked at in after times as the real place.

The same idea seems to have also struck Dr. Forchhammer, for

at p. 25 of his prize essay he says :
" From the sixth to eleventh

centuries the political history of the Takings is a blank. During

this period the ancient kingdom of Khmer or Cambodia attained to

its fullest power. It extended from the Gulf of Martaban to Ton-

quin. The kings who ruled over Khmer from A.D. 548 to the

eleventh century (the date of Anoaratha) favoured Brahmanism to

the suppression of Buddhism. . . . The country of the Takings

was then, no doubt, a dependency of the same kingdom."

If Anoaratha did not destroy Ongcor and the kingdom of Khmer,

it would appear that Thaton was under a petty Buddhist prince, who
would not give up his sacred books at any price.

The principal pagodas were situated to the south of the antepuram,

and of a form not common in Burma, viz., a square base. The

lower base of the principal one measured 104 x 104 x 18 feet, and

on the top of this was another block measuring 70 x 70 x 16J feet.

On this there was a third block 48 x 48 x 12 feet, surmounted

by a round stupa, the height of the whole being about 8 5 feet. As

the stupa had been rebuilt, it is doubtful if it originally measured

38 feet.

The second story, which is accessible by four flights of steps, was

decorated with recesses 4 inches deep, measuring 2 J x 2J feet, con-

taining terra-cotta entablatures in a very mutilated condition. As

these are not mentioned by Dr. Forchhammer, I fear they no longer

exist. They depicted stories in the greater Jatakas.
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In the bushes I discovered inscribed stones, which have been

pronounced by Dr. Forchhammer to be in a character more closely

connected with the Vengi of the fourth century a.d. than any other

in Burma, and also some stone figures of Vishnu which I had

dragged out and set up in front of the court-house. These are also

mentioned by Dr. Forchhammer.

As the Doctor says at page 1 1 of his note No. II., " More light

is required to dispel the darkness which involves the early history

of Thaton :
" and not only of Thaton, but other places in Burma.

This can only be obtained by careful research by an officer appointed

specially for the work, and it is to be hoped that the Government

of India, at the instance of the Burmese Local Government, will

either appoint some such officer, or direct officers who may be on

the spot to make surveys and inquiries. A study of the Mun
language should be encouraged. It is a language that is fast becom-

ing dead, but is eminently useful to the philologist and antiquary."

There are other old towns where investigations may be made, but

it is of little use sending men simply to examine the surface.^

^ A detailed account of Thatdn was given by me in the Phoenix, 1872.
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BY
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The first three chapters of the Essay review the evidence that has

been adduced to prove that the

Vernal Equinox was in the Krittikas

at the time of the Taittiriya Sanhita, and it is shown that the above

position of the equinox may be fully established by direct and

indirect statements contained in the Taittiriya Sanhita itself. In

the second chapter of the Essay an attempt is made to prove

(mainly on the authority of the Shatapatha Brahmana ii. i. 3. 1-3)

that in very old times the year in the Vedic calendar began with

the vernal equinox, and that the sacrificial system is coeval with

this primitive calendar. When the beginning of the year was

altered to the winter solstice, the old year-beginning was still re-

tained side by side with the new one. When the vernal equinox

was in the Krittikas, that asterism therefore began the year from

the equinox (Taitt. San. iv. 4. 10; Taitt. Br. i. i. 2. i), while the

solstitial year began from the month of Magha, as stated in the

Taittiriya Sanhita vii. 4. 8 (also Tandya Brahmana v. 9), interpreted

and explained by Jaimini in his Mimansa Darshana vi. 5. 30-37,

and Shabara on the same. If Jaimini's interpretation is accepted,

we have here a strong corroborative evidence of the equinoctial

year then beginning with the Krittikas ; for if the winter solstice

occurred in the month of M^gha, the equinox must be in the Krit-
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tikas, and vice versd. It has also been shown that it is more reason-

able to interpret the Krittikas to mean the asterism of that name
than a divisional portion of the Zodiac.

.But the main point of the Essay is to prove that in the days of

the Rigveda Sanhita the

Vernal Equinox was in Mrigashiras (Orion),

and the conclusion is based on tlie following grounds :

—

I. The statement in the Taittiriya Sanhita vii. 4. 8, that the

Phalguni full-moon was the month or the beginning of the year.

There are similar statements in the Shatapatha Brahmana (vi. 2. 2.

18), the Taittiriya Brahmana (i. i. 2, 8), the Sankhyayana Brah-

mana (iv. 4 and v. 7), and the Gopatha Brahmana (i. 19). In all

these passages we are told that the Phalguni full-moon night was

the first night of the year. What does this mean ? It cannot but

mean that the winter solstice once occurred on the Phdlguni full-moon

day, for the following reasons :

—

I . That the Maghi and Phalguni nights being mentioned together

in the Taittiriya Sanhita, it is natural to interpret Phalguni as

referring to the winter solstice according to context.

.2. We cannot accept Sayana's interpretation that the Phalguni

full-moon was called the new year's night because it occurred in

the Vasanta (spring) season. For, first, as a matter of fact, it could

not have occurred in the Vasanta ; and, secondly, because it does

not satisfactorily account for the fact why the Phalguni full-moon

was called the new year's night. Any day in the Vasanta season

might on this principle be so described, and it would be a clear

misuse of words to describe any day in the Vasanta as a new
year's day.

II. If the winter solstice occurred on the Phalguni full-moon,

the vernal equinox must coincide with Mrigashiras or Orion. There

is evidence to show that it did. The word Agrahdyani, according to

Amara (i. 3. 23), is a synonym for Mrigashiras. The word is also

found in Panini iv. 2, 22. The word literally means "beginning

the year." But the question is what began the year ? whether the

full-moon occurring in the vicinity of Orion, or the constellation

itself? The latter view is shown to be the correct one on the

following grounds :

—

1. If we suppose that the full-moon or the month began the

year, there are grammatical difficulties in deriving the name dgra-

hdyani for the asterism of Mrigashiras.

2. If the full-moon began the year, it must have begun it either
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{a) at the winter solstice or (h) at the vernal equinox, as these two

are the only known ancient year-beginnings. In the first case, the

vernal equinox must be placed 27° behind Revati—a position which

it has not yet attained ; and we are thus led to the theory of the

libration of the equinoxes, which is now abandoned as mathema-

tically incorrect. We cannot therefore accept the first interpretation.

As regards the second, it gives us 19,000 B.C. as the probable time

when the position could have been true ; and we cannot accept this

as probable, especially when there is no evidence of continuity or

the existence of the intermediate periods.

It is therefore necessary to hold that the constellation was the real

year-beginning at the vernal equinox, and that the name for the

month dgrahdyanika is a derivative name. The occurrence of winter

solstice on the full-moon day in Phalguna is thus fully corroborated

by the vernal equinox coinciding with Orion.

III. If the Ph^lguni full-moon began the year at the winter

solstice, the summer solstice must fall on the full-moon in Bhadra-

pada. There is evidence to show that it did. The summer solstice

begins the southern passage of the sun, and is called the ayana of

the pitris. The first month or fortnight in this ayana is thus pre-

eminently the mouth or the fortnight of the pitris, or the fravashis,

or the manes. The Hindus up to this day regard the dark half of

Bhadrapada as the fortnight of the manes ; and so do the Parsees,

whose year commenced with the summer solstice, and the first

month of the year was dedicated to the manes (vide Dr. Geiger's

" Civil, of East. Iranians," vol. i. p. 153).

IV. There are several Parsee, Greek, German, and Vedic traditions

which are simply and naturally explained on the supposition that

the vernal equinox was in Orion when these traditions were formed.

When the vernal equinox was in Orion, that constellation, together

with the Milky Way and Canis, was, so to speak, the boundary

of heaven and hell, the Devaloka and Yamaloka, which, in Vedic

works, mean the hemispheres north and south of the equator. We
can therefore now easily understand :

—

1. How heaven and hell are separated by a river according to

the Parsee, the Greek, and the Indian traditions. The river is no

other than the Milky Way, which is actually so called in the later

Hindu literature. The Chinvat bridge of the Parsees may be sup-

posed to be constructed on this river.

2. How the four-eyed or three-headed dogs came to be at the

gates of hell to guard the way to Yama's regions (Rig. x. 14. 11).

These are the constellations of Canis Major and Canis Minor.
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3. How Shundsirau, in Rig. iv. 57. 5, are said to make milk in

heaven, and how Sarama vomited milk when kicked by India.

4. How and why Vritra is said to appear in the form of an

antelope (Rig. i. 33. 12 ; v. 34. 2), and how his head is said to be

cut oft' (Rig. iv. 1 8. 9 ;
viii. 6. 7). The legend is based upon the

form of the constellation of Mrigashiras (antelope's head).

5. How Namuchi was killed by the watery foam (Milky Way)
by India (Rig. 8. 14. 13), and how the gates of heaven weie cleared

by killing him (Rig. x. 74. 7). Di. Hang (" Essays on Paisees,"

p. 217) lecoids a tiadition that the Paisee Dastuis legaid the

Milky Way as the vazra of Mithia, vvhile in later Hindu liteiatuie

(Sahitya Daipana, 10) stars aie spoken of as the foam of the ocean

of the sky.

6. How Piajapati (Orion) was killed or sacrificed himself at the

beginning of the yeai (Taitt. Bi. iii. 9. 22. i).

7. Why at the end of the old and the beginning of the new yeai

ancient Germans performed mummeries in which two peisons dis-

guised as stag and hind weie the principal peifoimeis. It is really

a relic of the time when Orion, the hunter, commenced the year.

8. How the dog (Canis Major) awakened the rays of the sun at

the, beginning of the year (Rig. i. 161. 13). This explains the

rigin of dog-days. They were once the new year's days.

9. How Indrani let loose her dog at the ear of Yrishakapi in the

form of an antelope, and how Viishakapi's head was said to be cut

off for spoiling the sacrifices (Rig. x. S6. 4 and 5).

I All these legends and traditions can now be very easily explained.

' V. But the Gieeks have not only retained the Aryan traditions,

but even the name of the constellation (Orion) may be shown to be

of Aiyan origin. Plutarch says that the Greeks did not borrow it

from the Egyptians. Orion is therefore either a transformation of

dgrayana, the original of dgrahdyana, or it is similarly derived from

ores, a limit, a boundary, and aion, an age. Orion therefore was

the limit of the age or the year ; or, in other words, it began a new
year in old days. No satisfactory, or rather no derivation of the

word has yet been suggested. Plutarch mentions that the Greeks

retained theii old names for Orion, Canis, and Ursa (Arktos), and

we can now identify all these with dgrayana, shvan, and rikslms in

the Vedic woiks.

VI. Not only the name, but even the attributes and accompani-

ments of Orion (staff, belt, and lion's skin) are fully preserved in

the Yedic ceremonials, especially that of the thread ceremony per-

formed by every Brahman. The belt of Orion is the same as the
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aiwyaonghana of the Parsees and the yajnopavita or the mekhala of

the Brahmaiis.

VII. Above all, there are express texts in the Eigveda which state

that the year, or the Uttarayana or Devayana, or the passage of the

sun north of the equator, began in those days when the sun was in

Canis or Orion, i.e., Shvan or Mrigashiras of the Yedas.

1. In Eig. i. 163. 13, it is said that "the dog will awaken the

rays of the sun when the year is complete." This means that

when the sun is to the south of the equator, it is the night of the

devas, and his rays sleep during the period. When the sun comes

over to the north of the equator, the dog, Canis, will awaken him.

In other words, the dog commenced the year at the vernal equinox.

2. In Eig. X. 86, 22, the sun, in the form of Vrishakapi, is

thus addressed by Indra :
" mighty Vrishakapi ! when rising

upwards, you would come to (our) house, where would (your) sin-

ning Mriga (antelope) be ? where the pleasing (Mriga) would go ?

"

This means that when the sun goes to the house of Indra, the

sun's Mriga (antelope) would be invisible. In other words, tlie

sun being then in Orion (Mriga), the constellation of Orion would

be invisible (Taitt. Br. i. 5. 2. i); and this at the time when the

sun is about to enter the house of Indra, i.e., about to go to the

north of the equator. The passage is fully discussed in chap. vii.

3. In Eig. i. 105. II, the sun is said "to ward off the dog

out of his way, as the animal was crossing the eternal waters." Is

not this a description of the heliacal rising of the Dog-star at

the beginning of the Devayana—the terminus of the " eternal

waters "
?

There are other passages, but as they are not so explicit, they are

not given in the Essay. But those given above are enough to sup-

port the statement in the Taittiriya Sanhita, and no less than/w
Brahmanas that the Phalguni full-moon began the year at the winter

solstice, and, as a necessary consequence, the vernal equinox was

in. Orion. No better interpretation of the passages in the Sanhita

and Brahmanas here referred to is as yet suggested. We should

therefore be perfectly justified in holding that the Taittiriya Sanhita

and the Brahmanas record a real tradition of the solstitial year once

beginning with the full-moon in Phalguna. The passages in the

Eigveda Sanhita supply us with a record of actual olservations to

the same effect.

Prom all these facts, texts, traditional coincidences, and arguments

it follows that :

—

When many of the hymns in the Bigveda were sung, the solstitial
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^n^as in Orion or Mrigashiras.

^B. And this gives us about 4000 B.C. as the approximate period

when these hymns were sung. The Greeks and the Parsees sepa-

rated after this, and before the vernal equinox was in the Kli-ittikas,

they have retained no tradition about the latter period. The

eriod thus determined is consistent with the opinions entertained

by ancient and modern scholars in India and Europe about the age

of Zoroaster, Homeric poems, and the Vedas. It shows that many

f the hymns now preserved in the Eigveda can be traced back, as

bserved by Professor Weber, to the time when the Greeks and the

^arsees and the Indians lived together.

Pre-Orion Period.

Traces of still remoter antiquity can, however, be found in the

Vedic works. If the statement in the Taittiriya Sanhita about the

Phalguni full-moon is to be interpreted to mean that the solstitial

year once began on that day, the statement about the Chitra full-

moon must also be similarly interpreted. Krittikas and Magha,

Mrigashiras and Phalguna, and Punarvasu and Chaitra thus become

the correlative pairs of year-beginnings in old times, the former in

each case denoting the equinoctial beginning, and the latter the

solstitial one. There is, however, not as much corroborative evi-

dence to establish the third case as we have in the second.

The only corroborative evidence available is :

—

1. That all the sacrifices are ordained to be commenced by offer-

ings to Aditi, the presiding deity of the asterism of Punarvasu

(Taitt. Sanhit. vi. i. 5. i ; Ait. Br. i. 7 ; Vaj. San. 4. 19).

2. The Abhijit day falls four days before the central or the

Visliuvan day in a satra. (See Dr. Hang's translation of the Ait.

Br., p. 279.) If this is understood to mean the day when the sun

is in the asterism of Abhijit, then the vernal equinox must then be

in Punarvasu.

3. The representation of the asterismal Prajapati in the Taittiriya

Brahmana i. 5. 2. 2, with Chitra as his head, can now be easily

explained like a similar representation of Brahman in the Zodiacal

signs by Badarayana ("India: what it can teach us," p. 324). If

the latter representation was conceived after the Bashis were intro-

duced and came into use, then it is natural to suppose that a similar

representation in asterisms of Prajapati, or the god of time, was

made in old days when the Nakshatra system was organised.
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These three facts, joined with the statement in the Taittiriya Sanhita

that the Chitra full-moon once began the year, show that the Aryans

framed and used a calendar long before the vernal equinox was in

Orion. It was in the early part of this period that the year was first

made to commence with the vernal equinox, and sacrifices estab-

lished on that system. In the latter part of the period the year-

beginning seems to have been altered to the winter solstice in

Chaitra, and the two systems have since then continued to exist

side by side.

There is almost a continuotis record of the precession of the

equinoxes from this period up to the present day in the Indian

literature. From Punarvasu to Mrigashiras (Orion) in the Rigveda
;

from Orion to Rohini as preserved in the legend of Prajapati running

over to his daughter and killed by Eudra (Ait. Br. iii. 33); from

Eohini to Krittikas in the Taittiriya Sanhita ; from Krittikas to

Bharani in the Vedanga Jyotisha ; and finally, from Bharani to

Ashwini in the Surya Siddhanta and other works.

The conclusion which we may draw from a consideration of all

these facts is that the oldest periods of the Aryan civilisation must

be rearranged somewhat as under :

—

I. The Pre-Orion Period, 6000-4000 B.C.—The primitive calendar

was first framed at this time, and a sacrificial system based upon it.

The solstitial year was established in the latter part of the period.

The finished hymns of the later period did not exist at this time.

The vernal equinox was in Punarvasu.

II. The Orion Period, 4000-2500 B.C.—That is, from the time

when the vernal equinox was near the right shoulder of Orion

(Ardra) to the time when the equinox was in the Krittikas. This

was pre-eminently the period of the hymns. The Greeks and the

Parsees left the Indians during the latter part of this period.

III. The Krittika Period, 2500-1400 B.C.—When the Taittiriya

Sanhita and several Brahmanas were compiled. We can now ex-

plain why the hymns had become unintelligible in these days. The

vernal equinox was in Krittikas, but the tradition of the Phalguni

full-moon being the new year's night was retained. It was probably

during this period that the Sanhitas were compiled in their present

form.

IV. The Pre-Buddhistic Period, 1400-500 B.C.—This is the

period of Sutras, ceremonial, grammatical, philosophical, &c.

Such are the conclusions which can be fairly and reasonably

deduced from the astronomical facts, references, and allusions con-

tained in the Vedic works, and the linguistic evidence does not
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conflict with them. For we must place a considerable period between

the Rigveda hymns and the time of the Biilhmanas, when those

hymns had become unintelligible. The linguistic method does not,

however, give us any specific point of time, while the astronomical

references and observations supply us with definite facts indicating

definite time. Taking these points as the centres or starting-points

of the different periods, we have to see if the durations assigned to

them are or are not probable on the linguistic grounds. Thus used,

the two methods will be found to harmonise.
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(Abstract.)

In this paper, Snrgeon-Major Waddell, taking Hwen-Tlisang as

his guide, identifies the site of King Asoka's palace, supposed by the

earlier authorities to have been swept away by the Ganges many
centuries ago. While on a visit to Patna, he took the opportunity

of exploring its neighbourhood, and was surprised to find the site of

Pataliputra practically entire, the chief landmarks of Asoka's palaces,

monasteries, and monuments, as described by the Chinese travellers

and pilgrims, Hwen-Thsang and Fa-hian, remaining. The locality

of these remains is the neck of land between the old Son and the

Ganges, at the confluence of these rivers. Here stood the capital of

the Magadhan kings, till it was deserted about five or six centuries

from Asoka's time (circa B.C. 250). Hwen-Thsang, about 635 A.D.,

found the city and its buildings a mass of crumbling ruins, and
" long deserted," and he notes " the sanghardmas (monasteries), Deva

temples, and stupas which lie in ruins may be counted by hundreds

:

there are only two or three remaining entire." This state of

desolation continued down to Sher Shah's time ia 154 1 A.D., and at

Sher Shah's visit, although still retaining the name of Patana or

" the city," it seems to have been an unimportant village when he
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decided to make it his capital. Sher Shah clearly foresaw that

Patna would become a great town, and therefore he ordered a fort

to be built on the old site. Bihar from that time was deserted,

while Patna became one of the largest cities of the province/ and

since Akbar's time the largest. The most striking Buddhist feature

in the neighbourhood of Patna was the Bhikna Pahdri, or " Hill of

the Mendicant Monk." This was visited by Dr. Waddell, who
found it to be an artificial hill of brick debris, over forty feet high,

and about a mile in circuit, and now crowned by the residence of

the Nawab Sahib of Patna. The most interesting point about it is

that at the north-eastern base of the " Hill of the Mendicant

Monk " is the shrine of the Bhikna Kunivdr, or " The Mendicant

Prince." The object here worshipped under the title of Bhikna

Kuiiwar is the image of a many-peaked hill, with a pathway

leading up from the base along a ledge, and climbing a steep valley

to a recess (in which the cave was situated). This is clearly the

facsimile in miniature of the historic hermitage-hill built by Asoka
for Prince Mahendra, who afterwards became the Buddhist apostle

of Ceylon. The Prince's hermitage is worshipped under his name
by the semi-aborigines of the country—the Dosadhs, Ahirs, and

Goalas—with offerings of flowers, fruits, milk, sweetmeats, and

silken thread, in the same manner as the remote ancestors of the

present generation of worshippers paid homage to the mendicant

Prince Mahendra in Asoka's day. The higher caste Hindus in the

neighbourhood pay the Dosadhs to make offerings on their behalf.

The history of this image, so far as can now be ascertained from

the hereditary Dosadh priest in charge of it, is that it existed on the

top of the mound of Bhikna Pahari, to which it gave its name, from

time immemorial until about 113 years ago, i.e., about 1780 A.D.,

when the ancestor of the present Nawab Sahib began building his

house upon the hill and close to the image. According to the

tradition, the building fell down several times, and could not be com-

pleted until the Mohammedan noble besought the priest, the great-

grandfather of the present one, to remove the image, and accompanied

the request with a present of money. It was then removed to the

site where it now is.

The image is about four and a half feet high and made of clay.

As it is quite in the open and unprotected by any roof, it is partially

eroded and washed away during the rains. It is therefore repaired

after each rainy season. Its present shape is that which has been

handed down hereditarily in the priest's family as the orthodox shape
;

^ Cf. Tarikh-i-Sher-Shahi, Elliot's trans., iv. 478. London, 1867.

2 B
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but why this particular shape was given it, the priest is unable to

say. The survival of this image with a well-preserved form during

all these centuries is a most curious fact in the history of idol-worship,

especially when it is remembered that the image is made of perishable

plastic material requiring constant renewal, and the ivorshippers as

well as their priests are quite unaware that the object which they worship

is a hill

!

Having thus fixed with certainty the position of Mahendra's

hermitage-hill, the rest of the identifications followed with compara-

tive ease and certainty ; for Mahendra's hill lay to the north of

Asoka's palace and the city monuments, so that the sites of the

latter must have remained practically uninjured by Gangetic action.

Bara Pahdri^ or the " great hill," and Chhota Pahdri, which in direc-

tion and distance answered generally to Hwen-Thsang's description

of Upagupta's hermitage-hill and the five stupas, were successively

identified by Dr. Waddell. On the way thither he sighted two great

stupa-like mounds and other brick mounds, which, on closer inspec-

tion, seemed to be the remains of Asoka's palace and hill, and what

seemed to be the actual stone containing the footprints, the base of a

small Asoka pillar, an Asoka image, the great beam palisade and

moats noted by the Greek historians.

The superficial appearance of these remains admits of the identifi-

cation almost beyond doubt of some of the remains ; although the

real nature of most of these mounds can only be revealed by actual

excavation.

The particular sites described are the Eaja's (? Nanda's and

Chandragupta's) palace, where sculptured stones and statues are

frequently found on digging below the surface; Asoka's palace,

probably where the village of Sandalpur now stands ; the first

Asoka relic stupa ; the vihara of Buddha's footprints, defaced by the

iconoclast Hindu king Sasanka, regarding whom and his lost capital

some information is given in an appendix. Eegarding this stone a

curious tradition exists in the neighbourhood, that no matter where

it is taken to, this stone always comes back to its old place. In Dr.

Waddell's opinion the stone he saw was the actual and original

stone of the footprint of Buddha as seen and described by Fahian

and Hwen-Thsang in the fifth and seventh centuries A.D.

Among the most interesting identifications was that of Upagupta's

hermitage-hill, erected for Upagupta, the fourth patriarch of the early

Buddhist Church. All that is left of it is a high brick mound, now

known as Chhota Pahdri, or " the little hill." Traces of the old wooden

walls of Pataliputra, as reported by Megasthenes in the fourth century
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B.C., still exist. The villagers in digging wells came upon beams i o to

1 5 feet below the present surface. These beams are of sal wood

(Shorea rdbusta), of immense girth, and in an upright position,

and the wood is in an excellent state of preservation. A part of

the lines of Asoka's city walls could be traced where they border a

moat called Mahdrdj Khanda, or the '* Emperor's cuttings," and

there should be no difficulty in tracing these ramparts for several

miles. Many of the stones of Asoka's buildings are being con-

stantly carried off and used in building mosques and in various

other ways, while some are broken up for road-metal. Notwith-

standing this, it is surprising that so many of the stones are still

extant. Wherever Dr. Waddell went during his short visit in

Patna, he found fragments of these old sculptured stones, and there

can be no doubt that were a good search made, numerous sculptures

would be found.

In conclusion, Dr. Waddell notes that the magnificence of Asoka's

monuments elsewhere throughout India leads us to expect great

things from properly conducted excavations at his palaces and

capital, apart from foreign coins and other objects likely to be

found. Of these we have an instance in the Matri statue, a very

fine sculptured pillar in the very old style as seen in the Barhut

sculptures, and in the same highly polished hard sandstone of the

Asoka epoch, having two female figures, one on either side, carved

in bold relief. Cattle now use the sculpture as a rubbing-post.

Two other statues of yakkas or genii found here are now in the

Indian Museum at Calcutta. They date almost to Asoka's time,

and are certainly among the oldest statues found in India.

[We regret that want of space prevents us from printing the

whole of Dr. Waddell's important paper. This has been printed in

full, with maps and illustrations, in Calcutta. Ed.]
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
BY

Professor E. B. COWELL,
President of the Aryan Section.

I HEA.IITILY congratulate my brethren in Sanskrit studies on our

meeting here to commence the actual work of our Aryan Section

this morning. We have had to surmount some difficulties and

obstacles, but they have all been happily overcome, and we now
meet to cheer one another's countenances " as iron sharpeneth iron,"

and to encourage each other by mutual sympathy and help. May
I venture to put my greeting in the form of a Sanskrit sloka ?

Pura pras&mt^ n'shayaA samagaman

Vaneshu simteshu kathardramanas^//,

Bhavanta evam tvadhuna samagat^

.

Adnsh^adosh&n nagare samakule.

Tathapi manye ramawiyataraso

'bhyudeti ^itteshu viparyayad api

;

Tath& hi vidyud gaga7^e gataprabhe

Tania/^su mtir^/iatsu vira^atetaram.
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Calm in calm woods the ancient Rishis sate,

Soothing their souls with friendship's converse high

—

While we, my honoured friends, by evil fate,

Meet where the city's ceaseless din rolls by.

Yet contrast brings new harmonies to light,

And stirs the soul to sympathies profound

;

The lightning never shines so keenly bright

As when the darkness gathers deepest round.

When we thus meet, a little band of real workers and sympa-

thisers in the cause of Sanskrit literature and its kindred subjects,

we can hardly help, I think, a feeling of pride as we remember how

much has been already achieved, in spite of the difficulties of the

task, by the long and earnest co-operation of the scholars of different

countries patiently directing their several efforts to one common
object. Much indeed remains to do, but much has been done.

Two things, for instance, especially suggest themselves to my
mind, as they are more immediately connected with the subject

which I have chosen for these few introductory remarks—I mean

the settlement of the commencement of the Gupta era in a.d. 318

or 319; and the identification of the Malava era with the old

Samvat. These two recent discoveries give us a firm standing

ground amidst the uncertainties of Hindu chronology ; and such

discoveries are due to our European method of research, turned to

the solution of these apparently hopeless Eastern problems. For it

was these very questions of chronology and history which at first

seemed to present such an insuperable difficulty to the Sanskrit

student. The long series of Hindu thinkers and writers had gone

on, generation after generation, for 3000 years, and yet no indivi-

dual link of the chain could be definitely associated with any known

historical event. The rise of Buddhism, the Greek and Scythian

conquests, the Arab and Moghul invasions seemed to have left no

more traces in the contemporary literature than if they had hap-

pened in another continent. In fact, as far as posterity is concerned,

the cTiefs-cVceuvre of Sanskrit literature might have been all composed

in the depths of quiet forests and hermitages, where no rumour of

external wars or changes of dynasty could come in to ruffle the

calm temperament of the poet or the philosopher. We can plant

the great writers of all other nations in the midst of their historical

surroundings ; Horace and Virgil, Dante and Petrarch, Chaucer and

Shakespeare reflect to us the varied influences of their times, and we

naturally turn to the contemporary history to understand the full

meaning of their works ; it is only in ancient India that the poem
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or the philosophy is left without any such contemporary explana-

tion. Sanskrit literature seems to come to us as an aranya-ruditam,

a " far-off cry in the waste " of time, but with no recognised per-

sonality in the speaker. We hear the message, but the sender of

the message is at best only a name.

I have often thought that an instructive contrast as well as parallel

might be drawn, by one who had the necessary knowledge, between

the literature of the Talmud and that of the Sanskrit Purva Mimamsa.

There are, of course, some interesting resemblances ; each represents

a long series of studies and discussions carried on by an aristocracy

of learned men, who devoted their lives to the interpretation of a

sacred text which embodied their ritual and social laws as well as

their religious belief. Hence naturally the most striking common
characteristic of both literatures is the din of disputation which

seems to deafen us when we open a page of either. Sanskrit

scholars will recollect the passage in the HarshaA:arita which de-

scribes the king as wandering in the Vindhya forests, where he finds

seated on the rocks and reclining under the trees the partisans of

some twenty philosophical sects, all listening to their accepted tenets

and zealously defending them. Any one who has looked into the

Talmud will recognise the same atmosphere of disputation and argu-

ment. I will not dwell on the minor parallels, but it is singular to

remember how the continual debates between the followers of Guru

Prabhakara and Bha^^a Kumarila find their analogy in the never-

ending Talmudic discussions between the school of Hillel and that of

Shammai ; and, again, the thirteen rules of interpretation of Rabbi

Ishmael-ben-Elisha are paralleled by the well-known Mimamsa
canon of the respective value of the different proofs that one thing

is subordinate to another

—

i.e., the order of the prama?ias for deter-

mining viniyoga-vidhis ; and many such common features might

easily be produced.

But there is one great difference between the two literatures

which strikes the most casual reader. The discussions of the

Hindu Mimamsa are carried on between anonymous disputants
;

a perpetual nanu and iti cen na are all that remains of the once

sturdy and self-asserting logicians, and though the retort may be

keen and the logical pitfall well prepared, it is a land of echoes and

shadows, not a battlefield of real combatants, each of whom is asso-

ciated with a definite personality of his own. But in the Talmud

every opinion and objection is labelled with its author's name and

testimonial :
" Rabbi Yehuda said in the name of Rabbi Samuel,"

or " Rabbi Yochanan said in the name of Simon-ben-Yochai," or
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"Rabbi Yehuda said that Rab said," &c. And these different

names can be located in their several centuries, and we can thus

arrive at something like a literary chronology and history.

Now in Indian literature we can only accomplish this by tedious

and patient comparison and inference. Little by little we are build-

ing up our facts, toilsomely won by watchful investigation ; we are

gradually advancing, step by step. One day I feel sure we shall

be able to map out the history of ancient India in broad, definite

outlines, century by century. We shall never know those stirring

individual details which rivet us in other histories, because these

can only be supplied by the contemporary witness, who himself

chronicles what he has seen, or tells it to the subsequent chronicler.

But we shall be able, by means of the inscriptions and Prasastis, to

gain a clear view of the general sequence of events, and I have no

doubt that we shall find new and unthought of reflections of these

events in the contemporary literature. No one can escape from the

influence of his own time—not even a Kalidasa or Kumarila or

>S^ankara AMrya. I believe that, when we know more of the events

of each century, we shall find unconscious references to them even

in those very books which now seem to us so isolated and dateless,

just as modern criticism has discovered a faint contemporary allu-

sion even in the Greek romance of Xenophon of Ephesus, whicli

might have seemed as dateless as the Kumara Sambhava. So the

reference to Din-naga in the Meghaduta, and the quotation from the

-Kttusamhara which Professor Kielhorn discovered in Vatsabha^^a's

Prasasti may be only specimens of many similar allusions which

now lurk unnoticed in well-known books. Professor Biihler has

shown us, by his brilliant paper, how these inscriptions can open

a new chapter in Indian literary history. Let us take courage

from past successes and look hopefully for future triumphs. Literary

chronology and history are but one corner of the great field of Indian

antiquity, but every part is of use for the whole ; every detail won

from oblivion helps to fill up that complete picture of the old

Indian world which we are all trying to restore.

Professor Cowell read a paper on the Buddha-A^arita or poetical

Life of Buddha, of which he had nearly completed an edition for the

"Analecta Oxoniensia." The paper will appear with some addi-

tional matter in the forthcoming preface to the volume. The main

object of the paper was to illustrate the real position of the author,

Asvaghosha, in the history of Sanskrit literature. He seems to

have flourished in the first or second century of our era. The
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oem was translated into Chinese early in the fifth century, and it

is also mentioned as one of Asvaghosha's works by I-tsing, the

Chinese traveller, who visited India in 6y^.
I Professor Cowell endeavoured to prove that certain episodes in

the poem had been imitated by Kalidasa in his Eaghuva?7isa and

Kumara-sambhava, as well as by subsequent poets, and that its

style necessarily implied an acquaintance with the laws of Hindu
rhetoric. Consequently it was of great importance, as tending to

establish Professor Biililer's views as to the successful cultivation

in India of artificial poetry and rhetoric in the early centuries of

our era. If Kalidi^sa may be called the Hindu Virgil, Asvaghosha

may claim the title of the Hindu Ennius.



II.

LA NATURE PRIMITIVE D'ADITI.

PAR LE

Professeur Ph. COLINET.

Aditi est revetue dans le Eig-Veda d'attributs tres Aleves ; avec les

Adityas, ses fils, elle se trouve au sommet du pantheon vedique.

Ce fait a ^t6 reconnu et expose depuis longtemps par M. von Eoth

dans un article intitule Dje hochsten Gotter der arischen Volker,

(Z. D. M. G. vi.).

D'un autre cote, Aditi n'occupe que tres peu de place dans le

recueil sacre : aucun hymne ne lui appartient en entier ; il faut

r^tudier dans une centaine environ d'invocations detachees. Son

caractere n'en a pas ete moins bien d(^crit par M. Miiller, et surtout

par M. Hillebrandt dans sa monographic Ueber die Gottin Aditi.

Et cependant Aditi reste, a certains ^gards, une enigme a laquelle

on pent ^tre tente d'apporter une solution nouvelle. La difficulte

ne consiste pas tant a saisir les traits varies, disparates meme qui

composent son caractere, mais k trouver la notion centrale, pri-

mitive qui les relie entre eux, et a lui assigner, avec ses fils, aussi

mysterieux qu'elle meme k certains ^gards, une place dans le natura-

lisme vedique. C'est sous ce rapport que les solutions donn^es

jusqu'^ ce jour paraissent insuffisantes ; celle que nous proposons ici

est une hypoth^se nouvelle, mais bas^e sur les materiaux rassembles

par nos pred^cesseurs, dont nous commen^ons par reconnaitre nos

obligations k cet egard.

L'^tymologie a joue un grand role dans I'interpretation du mot et

du personnage d'Aditi. On connait I'analyse proposee par M. Eoth,

et admise comme certaine par Bergaigne : dditi serait derive de la

racine da, Her, d'ou *diti lien, dditi sans liens. Cette derivation

serait confirmee par I'emploi du mot comme adjectif ou comme nom

commun, pour exprimer diverses notions tirees du sens etymologique.
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Aditi ne serait elle-meme que la personnificatiou de cette entit(5

abstraite ou de la lumi^re empyreenne conc^ue, d'une maniere ab-

straite, comme le principe (iternel ou imperissable ; elle serait du

reste une creation propre k Tlnde, poste^rieure k ses fils, qui ont, eux,

leurs analogues chez d'autres peuples indo-europ^ens.

Certes I'etymologie de M. Eoth, envisagee en elle-meme, est par-

faitement plausible. Cependant elle ne s'impose pas comme une
certitude. Tout d'abord le mot diti, lien, n'existe pas, quoiqu'il se tire

tr^s regulierement de la racine da, Her. Mais cette racine elle-m^me

est quelque peu suspecte d'apr^s Whitney (Die Wurzeln, <&c.). La
comparaison du grec Seoo ne suffit pas k la garantir: car celle-ci

pourrait bien etre en rdalit^ une alteration de des, d'apres des

deriv(5s comme Sea-jULo^. La nuance de cette racine est du reste

presque toujours tellement speciale que nous n'hdsitons guere a

nous rallier k I'opinion de M. Pischel (Ved. Stud., ii. 103), qui

rapproche ddmpati de Sea-TroTtj?. Dans ce cas nous aurions affaire

k ces racines parall^les des : dem : dems.

Toute cette discussion dependrait alors des phenomenes du develop-

pement des racines, ph(^nomene dont I'existence est aussi certaine que

I'explication en est obscure pour le moment : cela n'empeche qu'on

puisse et qu'on doive tenir compte de ces faits, les plus importants

peiit-etre de ceux qui m^ritent de pr^occuper I'attention a la fois du
linguiste et du philologue. Malgr^ les doutes que font naitre ces

considerations, on pourrait admettre la derivation propos^e, sans se

croire oblige pour cela de partir d'un sens abstrait priniitif, que ce

soit Vdternitd de Eoth, ou la liberU de Bergaigne, ou die Unvergdng-

lichkeit de Hillebrandt ; on pourrait en effet prendre dditi comme
une epithete detach^e de devi dditis ; ceci suffit pour faire tomber

les conclusions qu'on a cru pouvoir tirer de I'etymologie du mot.

Le sens appellatif du mot dditi, que les considerations etymolo-

giques ne suffisent pas k etablir, d'apr^s ce qui precede, ne se ddmontre

pas davantage par les procedes de I'exegese philologique proprement

dite. A ce point de vue, nous croyons pouvoir partir de ce principe,

qu'un sens admis comme certain dans quelques passages ne peut-etre

abandonne, k moins que des raisons positives n'en imposent un
nouveau ; nous n'entendons parler ici que du sens direct, litteral,

faisant abstraction de la traduction proprement dite, dont les prin-

cipes nous paraissent plus compliques.

De I'aveu de tons, le mot dditi est employ^ dans le Eig-Veda

.comme nom propre dans la grande majority des cas. Dans
d'autres, le meme mot est employ^ dans divers sens appellatifs,

d'apr^s la plupart des v^disants ; mais dans le detail on varie beau-
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coup, et sur le sens precis et sur I'^tendue de I'emploi du mot

comme adjectif ou nom commun. Bergaigne dans ses Etudes sur le

Lexique du Rig-Veda, veut conserver partout le nom propre except^

dans deux ou trois passages ou il hesite entre le nom propre et le

sens etymologique, en attribuant k dditi ce qu'il appelle un sens

concret, lequel revient en somme au sens (Etymologique. L'exameu

de cette question verbale nous 4Ioignerait trop de I'objet special de

ce travail et nous nous contentons de formuler la conclusion de la

discussion detaillee qui paraitra prochainement dans le Musdon} A
notre avis, dditi est toujours nom propre dans le sens direct ; d'autre

part, ce nom propre est employe maintes fois avec allusion a certains

caract^res de la d^esse, ou avec allusion a un sens etymologique

vrai ou suppose : le sens final, voulu par I'auteur—et qu'on devrait

eventuellement admettre dans une traduction—est tres souvent con-

forme aux interpretations des illustres savants qui ont debrouilM

le chaos v^dique, et dont les erreurs memes sont souvent instruc-

tives pour leurs successeurs.

L'etymologie et I'ex^gese philologique ne fournissent done sur

I'histoire du mot dditi aucun renseignement qui doive nous empecher

de chercher dans les mythologies indo-europeennes des traces de

Yidde qu'elle represente.

Aditi, d'apres M. Eoth, personnifie re^ternit^ ou le principe (Eternel

concretise dans la lumi^re empyreenne (Art. cit^, p. 6^) ;
pour M.

Hillebrandt elle est die UnvergdnglicTikeit des Tageslichtes {p. c,

p. 20). Nous aussi, nous voyons dans Aditi la lumiere empyreenne,

mais nous nous ^loignons du point de vue particulier de ces deux

savants, sur la maniere dont les Aryas vcEdiques auraient congu cette

substance.

Envisag^e comme deesse de la lumiere supreme, Aditi trouve des

analogies d'abord dans I'Eran. L'Avesta connait une divinity femi-

nine, Ahurani, dont les rapports avec Ahura Mazda doivent avoir

ete tres etroits, quoique les textes nous laissent dans une grande

obscurity sur la nature de ces rapports. Justi (Handhuch d. Zend-

sprache), traduisant ahurani ahurahe, Tappelle fille d'Ahura, un genie

aquatique {cf. De Harlez, Avesta, Yagna, 65 et 67). Elle personnifie

les eaux celestes, et etait identique a Ardvl (Jura Anahita, summa
excelsa immaculata (dea) de Harlez (Avesta'^, cxiii.). Celle-ci ap-

parait comme I'eau celeste, source de toutes les eaux terrestres

(au Yagna, 64, et au Yesht, 5). Les m^mes traits sont sans doute

applicables h. Ahurani, qui (au Yagna, 67, 14 et 15) vient k la

tete des eaux de la mer Vourukasha et de toutes les eaux terrestres.

^ Une " Etude sur le mot Aditi " a paru dans le Mus6on, x. i.
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Ardvl (Jura n'est cependant pas ime divinity du monde de Tempyree
;

elle habite la region des ^toiles, la plus rapprochee de la terre (Dar-

mesteter, The Zend-Avesta, ii. 73, note). II n'en est pas moins digne

de remarque qu'elle est rattach(3e h une r(5gion lumineuse. De plus,

elle n'envoie pas seulement des eaux sur la terre, mais aussi dans

la region au dessus du soleil (Yesht, v. 91), qui est tout juste la

e^ion de la lumi^re infinie.o
Cette derni^re circonstance semble montrer que les Eraniens ne

regardaient pas le monde empyr^en comme dtranger aux eaux : on

gait que le Rig-V^da y place la source ou le principe des eaux aussi

bien que de la lumiere. Le nom d'Ahurani, qui indique un rapport

Jntime avec le dieu de I'empyree, favorise cette opinion. La place

(qui est assignee a Ardvi Qura dans la r^^gion des etoiles n'est pas un

obstacle a cette vue ; la division de I'univers signal^e par M. Dar-

mesteter, terre, Etoiles, lune, soleil, lumiere infinie, est bien peu

aturelle si on la regarde comme nne division locale ; h ce point de

ue les Etoiles devaient etre plac^es apres le soleil et la lune. Les

ttributs d'eclat et de majesty donnas a Ardvi ^ura (Yesht, v. 9)

.6 mont Hukairya, dont elle decoule et qui est fait d'or (Yesht,

97), invocation faite h Ahurani pour lui demander " le monde

eilleur des justes, brillant de toute splendeur" (Yagna, 6y, 11):

tout cela tend a montrer une liaison intime entre la lumiere et la

divinite des eaux superieures. Un dernier indice en faveur de ce

^^xapprochement se trouve dans un passage du Bundehesh signal^ par

^BA. Kuhn (Die Herabkunft des Feuers, p. 1 1 o), 011 il est dit que

^le Hom blanc croit aupr^s de I'arbre Jat-bes, dans la source Arduisur.

^Kuhn compare avec raison ce Hom blanc a I'arbre d'immortalit^,

au-dessus duquel demeurent les dieux immortels d'apres le Rig-

Veda, i. 164, 22. Or Yamrta est un des noms par lesquels les

Hindous ont d^signe la nature, la substance du ciel supreme (cf.

inon Nature du Monde Sup^rieur MitsSon, ix. 171 ).

La Grfece connait une divinite feminine de I'empyree, la compagne

(le Zeus. Zeus, dit M. Decharme, ne sejourne pas au ciel visible

;

Tether est sa demeure ; c'est la qu'il habite au milieu de la lumiere

^ternelle (Mythologie de la GHce Antique, 16). A c6t(5 de lui

apparait h Dodone, une divinite qui lui est ^troitement unie, Amur],

dont le culte parait post^rieur aux temps homeriques (Decharme,

o. c, p. 49). Malgr4 cette date tardive du culte, il serait bien

difficile de ne pas attribuer i cette d^esse une origine beaucoup

plus ancienne. Aicovr], en effet, est un feminin correspondant a

Zeuy-Afo?, analogue aux feminins Ahurani, Varunani, etc., de

I'Avesta et du Rig-V^da. Ces formations remontent sans doute
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a une haute antiquite, car dans les langues ou nous la rencontrous,

elles forment des feminins designant des deesses qui correspondent

a des dieux tres anciens, dont elles empruntent ainsi le nom. M. de

Harlez cite pour I'avestique cinq mots en dni, Sni, qui ne sont pas

tous des feminins (Avesta, cxiii.) ; chez Leumann (K. Z., xxxii.

308), on en trouve quelques exemples post-vediques : ailleurs elle a

disparu.—Dione est une divinite de la nature humide et de la fecon-

dit6 generatrice. Elle est presentee comme fille d'Ocean et de

Th^tys, et comme m6re d'Aphrodite (Decharme, 0. c, p. 49).

Ordinairement Zeus apparait comme I'epoux de "Hjoa, qui lui

est enti^rement coordonnee. Eeine du ciel, elle partage ses attri-

buts modifies dans le sens de sa nature de femme. Hera preside a

I'hymen ; elle est le type de I'epouse chaste et accomplie ; elle

veille sur les meres qui se trouvent dans les douleurs de I'enfante-

nient—On a soutenu I'opinion, et M. Decharme s'y rallie, que le

culte de Hera etait originaire de I'Asie, d'ou il aurait passe, par

Samos, dans toute la Grece. Precisant sa pens^e, le meme auteur

ajoute (p. 70) :
" II est difficile de ne pas admettre la parents de la

d^esse samienne avec I'Hera hellenique d'une part, avec la grande

deesse asiatique de I'autre. C'est a cette derniere opinion que nous

preferons nous rallier. Une raison de reporter le personnage de

Hfera jusqu'aux sources memes de la mythologie indo-europeenne

se trouve dans son nom, qu'on rapproche d'une manifere trfes plausible

du Sanscrit svdr, qui designe la lumiere, et en particulier la lumiere

empyreenne; un developpement de cette racine est devenu chez les

Slaves, un nom de la divinite supreme, Svarog,

Les mythologies eranienne et grecque possedent done une divinite

feminine qui, pour le nom, se rattache 6troitement au dieu de

I'empyree. Ahurani est, il est vrai, la divinity des eaux dont

I'Avesta ne place pas formellement la source dans le ciel supreme

;

Dione partage ce caractere aquatique jusqu'a un certain point.

Mais nous avons tache de montrer qu'au moins dans I'Eran il existe

des relations entre la lumiere et les eaux supc^rieures, independam-

ment meme du nom de la deesse ; on doit se rappeler en particulier

le hom blanc, un des noms du breuvage d'iinmortality ; celui-ci se

trouve dans la source Arduisur, qui n'est point diffi^rente d'Ahurani.

On pourrait done admettre que la th^orie vedique qui identifie les

eaux et la lumiere dans leur source empyreenne, etait aussi counue

dans I'Eran. Etant donnes I'analogie d'Ahurani et de Dione comme

divinites aquatiques ou d'origine aquatique, et la relation identique

de leurs noms avec les noms des dieux qu'elles accompagnent, on peut

croire qu'a I'epoque indo-europeenne, I'idee d'une origine commune
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k ces deux substances existait d^jk. Malgre tout, on doit avouer

qu'une autre explication est ^galenient plausible. Le dieu supreme

des Indo-Europeens personnifiait peut-6tre aussi bien le ciel visible,

le siege des nuages, que I'empyree; Ahuraui et Aiwvtj pourraient

repr^senter I'i^ldment celeste ft^minin envisage de cette mani^re.

Mais la premiere explication deviendra plus probable, si nous par-

venons a montrer qu'Aditi est le reprdsentant v^dique de ces deesses

^troitement unies a la divinite du ciel supreme.

Avant d'aborder ce sujet, il reste k signaler la Juno des Remains,

dont le nom renferme deux fois le suffixe qui forme dgalement

Ahurani et Dion^, et le nom des dresses vediques Varunani et Indrani.

Ce qui a 6t6 dit plus haut des formes avestiques en dni, ini, permet

de regarder ces formations comme des adjectifs ; on devrait alors

sous-entendre un substantif comme dans le nom de la femme des

A9vins, Agvinl raj, la splendeur agvinienne ; cette dernifere corre-

spond, pour le sens, au nom de Hera, si on le prend comme I'i^quiva-

lent de Svctr.

II.

Un des traits du personnage d'Aditi, d'apres M. Hillebrandt,

c est qu'elle repr^sente le cote f^minin du ciel. Cette notion est

nee, d'apres lui, de la combinaison du caractere feminin d'Aditi, de la

designation du ciel comme uiie vaclie, ainsi que de I'identification

-du ciel avec Aditi (p. c, p. 42). Pour nous, nous regardons cette

notion comme le noyau primitif et central, dont derivent tons les

caracteres de la deesse : en d'autres termes, Aditi serait le r^flexe

indien de Hfera, la personnification d'une entiti^ (^troitement unie

au ciel-dieu ou au dieu du ciel, la divinite supreme des Indo-

Europeens.

Nous ecliappons ainsi d'abord au grave inconvenient encouru

par ceux qui regardent Aditi comme une formation secondaire.

Aditi, en effet, est une divinite qui partage, avec ses fils, les attri-

buts les plus transcendants ; d'autre part, rien dans les textes ne

porte a croire qu'elle soit le produit de speculations individuelles et

passag^res : malgr^ le pen de place qu'elle occupe dans les hymnes,

sa presence s'y fait sentir souvent, et presque toujours d'une mani^re

identique; les passages cosmogoniques ou elle apparait dans le dixifeme

livre sont assez concordants pour qu'on puisse refuser d'y voir le

resultat de la fantaisie; enfin, elle a conserve une place dans la

raythologie posterieure. Quelle difference avec des entit^s comme
Prajapati, Vi^vakarman, p. e., qui portent clairement au front la

marque de leur origine speculative, et qu'on pourrait, au moins dans

2 c
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le Rig-V^da, appeler des personnages de rencootre. On concevrait

aisement qu'Aditi se fut elevee a la hauteur qu'elle occupe dans la

nuit des temps prevediques, et que son culte fut a son d^clin k

I'epoque meme ou furent composes les hymnes : c'est ainsi que nous

voyons Yaruna descendre du rang supreme, et remplac^ par d'autres

divinites ; on s'expliquerait difficilement, au contraire, qu'on eut

elabore une conception aussi elevee pour lui accorder ensuite une

place aussi exigue. L'exemple de Brahmanaspati est tres instructif

a cet (^gard. Ce dieu est evidemment une creation indienne, placee

tres haut par les serviteurs du hrdhman ; mais aussi que d'hymnes

nombreux lui sont consacres, et comme on s'applique a faire passer

sur sa tete les prerogatives les plus c^lebrees du grand dieu national,

du dieu des guerriers Aryas.

Tous les caracteres d'Aditi, si soigneusement decrits par M. Hille-

brandt, s'expliquent sans difficulte si Ton admet qu'elle represente

a I'origine la lumidre empyrdenne dans son union amc le del supreme

ou le dieu du del supreme. Elle est alors la deesse de la lumi^re

imperissable, dont I'Aurore est la face brillante : on lui demandera

son don lumineux; c'est a elle qu'on s'adressera pour obtenir la

naissance dans le monde supreme, ou Ton reverra son pere et sa

mere : c'est ainsi que nous interpretons le passage R.V. i. 24, i et 2,

Ko no mahyai dditaye p'dnali ddt pitdram ca drqeyam ca mdtdrarii

ca, en le comparant a Ath.—Y.-vi. 120, 3, ydtrd suhdrdah . . .

svargd tdtra 'pagyema pitdrau ca putran. Ce monde est avant

tout le monde de la lumiere supreme, le monde d'Aditi. Aditi

s'appellera aussi Uruvraja, Uruvydc, comme deesse du monde qui

s'etend au loin. !l^pouse du dieu que les Indo-Europeens appelaient

le Pere, du dieu qui nourrit et aussi qui commande et veille aux lois

du monde moral, on I'invoquera pour obtenir I'innocence et I'abon-

dance de tous biens. Differente en cela de Yaruna, qui dans le

Rig-Yeda represente I'antique Ciel-Pere, elle ne punit jamais : il

n'est jamais question de sa colere ; elle est la mere toujours propice.

Son nom de vaclie est un simple symbole, qui la presente comme une

source feconde de bienfaits toujours nouveaux. Quant a son identi-

fication avec divers objets relatifs au sacrifice, on pourra se con-

tenter d'y voir le resultat des innombrables speculations qui ser-

vaient aux brahmanes a rapprocher les choses les plus disparates.

Parmi ces rapprochements il en est un cependant qui semble plus

constant : c'est celui d'Aditi et de la terre, qui repose sur des

analogies reelles. Comme Aditi, la terre est la deesse de la f^condit^

;

comme Aditi, elle est surtout I'dpouse de Dyaus, non du Dyaus-

empyree, mais du ciel visible.
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Mais le caracteie le plus frappant d'Aditi, au point de vue des

textes et de notre these, c'est celui de m^re des Adityas. Ceux-ci

sont les dieux de Tempyrde, les dieux de la lumi^re dternelle et

impdrissable : c'est ropinion bien (itablie par M. Roth dans I'article

d(5j^ citd plusieurs fois. Independamment meme des textes apportes

par M. Hillebrandt, cette circonstance suffirait k nous faire voir dans

Aditi, leur m^re, une ddesse de nature lumineuse. Cette ddpendance

et cette similitude de nature se trouvent clairement exprimdes dans

le vers i. 1 36, 3 :
" Jyotishmatlm dditim dJidraydthshitim svdrvatlm

a sacete div4 dive jagrvdmsa divS dive— jyotishmat kshatrdm

agate ddityd." . . . C'est done par leur union avec Aditi que les

deux Adityas acquierent leur domaine lumineux. A(Uti apparait ici

comme une personnification du lieu, dyukshdm sddanam (ibid. 2),

occupe par les Adityas ; mais nous ne voulons pas presser a ce point

des textes ou les idees sont rendues par des images que les rishis

ne materialisaient peut-^tve pas a ce point ; ces textes nous am^nent

du reste a une conclusion plus importante.

L'antique Ciel-P^re n'apparait plus dans le Rig-Vdda comme le

dieu supreme : il a fallu les patientes recherches et les deductions

ingdnieuses de M. von Bradke, precede par M. Mliller et M. Breal,

pour dtablir d'une maniere positive que le regne de Varuna et des

Adityas a succede a celui de la divinite maintenue ailleurs sous

son propre nom, comme ZeJ? iraTYip ou Jupiter. Dans I'lnde, Dyaus

n'est que le ciel visible ; il a cede sa foudre a India, mais sa

royautd universelle et pacilique a passd avec ses attributs les plus

elevds h Varuna et aux autres fils d'Aditi, qui sont aussi ses fils. Telle

est la conclusion a laquelle est arrivd M. von Bradke {Dyaus Asura, p.

1 1 2), les devas Varuna etc. sont les fils du Pere-Ciel

—

div—les divi-

ens. Ici notre hypothfese se ddgage des faits comme une deduction

presque ndcessaire : Dyaus-empyrde a etd le pfere des devas Adityas
;

Aditi est encore leur mere. Aditi est Vepouse de Vantique Dyaus-

empyr^e, disparu du monde vMique ; elle correspond a Junon, Hera

ou Dion^ et a Ahurani devenue plus tard la ddesse des eaux ct^lestes,

semblable en cela au successeur de Dyaus dans I'lnde transform^ en

dieu de I'occian ! Hatons-nous d'ajouter que le terme d'c^pouse ne doit

pas etre pris ici dans le sens anthropomorphique absolu, comme en

Grece ou en Italic : il s'agit seulement d'une personnification con-

9ue comme dtroitement unie a Dyaus. Ou pourrait objecter que le

Rig-Veda ne contient aucune confirmation positive de cette conclu-

sion. Le fait est vrai, mais il ne pouvait en etre autrement. Le Dyaus

indo-europden personnifiait sans doute non-seulement le ciel-empyrde,

mais encore le ciel visible, ou, si Ton veut, il dtait le regent supreme
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de I'lin et de I'autre : nous n'avons aucune raison positive de pr^f^rer

I'une ou I'autre de ces alternatives. Lorsque dans I'lnde il fut

devenu exclusivement le ciel visible, il avait perdu par le fait meme
le caractere qui I'unissait a Aditi. Comme ciel materiel, il avait du

reste une autre contre-partie feminine, a savoir la terre ; cette cir-

constance doit avoir contribu^ beaucoup a faire oublier ses relations

avec Aditi.

On admet generalement aujourd'lmi qu'Aditi est posterieure a

ses fils; ceux-ci d'origine tres ancienne n'auraient ^te rattach^s que

plus tard a I'entit^ d'origine abstraite qui leur fut donn^e comme
mere. Cette opinion introduit inutilement a notre avis une con-

tradiction dans le caractere des Adityas et de Yaruna en particulier.

Celui-ci est en effet la figure la plus ^l^v^e. parmi les dieux du

Kig-Veda; les hymnes qui le celebrent rappellent maintes fois les

invocations sublimes des Psaumes ; d'un autre cote, il est essentielle-

ment un dieu fils, il est Aditya, fils d'Aditi. Ce trait lui est attribu^

constamment ; on insiste meme sur la d^pendance de son etre h

regard de sa mfere Aditi (i. 24, voir plus haut). Cette contradiction

s'explique difficilement, si cette filiation est un caractere adventice.

On comprend qu'on conserve des caracteres anciens en contradic-

tion avec de nouveaux traits acquis ; mais on ne comprend guere

qu'on les cree en y insistant k ce point. Si Varuna, comme fils

d'Aditi, est ancien, si cette relation est primitive, il s'ensuit que la

mere elle-meme est tres ancienne et que le fils n'a pas toujours

occupy la place ^minente qu'il tient dans le pantheon vedique. Nous

arrivons ainsi, par une autre voie, h la meme conclusion que M. von

Bradke sur ce point, et en meme temps nous renfor(jons d'un nouvel

argument notre opinion sur la nature primitive d'Aditi.

L'absence de toute mention du couple Dyaus-Aditi ne doit pas

surprendre apres ce qui a et^ dit d^ja de la transformation du pre-

mier, et de son union avec la terre. 11 est possible qu'il en reste

quelque trace dans les textes x. 63, 3 (yShliyo mdtd mddhumat

pinvate payah p'lyusham dyaiis dditir ddribarJidh), et v. 59, 8

(mimatu dyaur dditih). Ces passages sont trop isoles et trop obscurs

pour qu'on puisse en tirer quelque donnee positive.

Par centre, les hymnes nous mettent en presence d'un autre couple,

Aditi-BaJiSha, qui k premiere vue constitue une grave objection

centre notre these. La premiere r^ponse qui se pr^sente, c'est que

Daksha n'apparait comme epouse d'Aditi que dans quatre passages du

dixieme livre qu'on pent voir chez Muir, S. T., v. 48 et suiv. Ailleurs

Daksha est ^numer^ en compagnie des autres Adityas, ou son nom,

qui signifie intelligence, ne pr^sente rien d'anormal en presence des
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noms bhdga, dmga, qui ont le meme caract^re abstrait. L'union d'Aditi

et de Dakslia pourrait etre mise tout siinplement sur le compte des

speculations cosinogoniques, d^j^ frdquentes dans les derniers temps

v^diques. Daksha aurait done 6i6 tout simplement Tun des Adityas,

k qui son nom aurait valu plus tard une position exceptionnelle.

Telle est I'opinion admise ; toutefois les faits permettent une autre

explication, trfes probl(5matique il est vrai, mais qui apporterait une

nouvelle confirmation de notre opinion sur I'origine d'Aditi. A ce point

de vue, du reste, cette nouvelle explication n'est pas indispensable

;

observons d'abord que, sur les quatre passages dixifenie livre dont il

k 6t6 question, il en est trois (5, 7 ; 64, 5 ; 90, 5), ou l'union de

Daksha et d'Aditi n'est mentionn^e qu'incidemment ; cette circou-

stance les rend moius suspects de n'etre qu'une speculation indivi-

duelle : I'idee est pr^sentc^e comme admise. En dehors de ces pas-

sages, Daksha apparait comme nom propre dans ii. 27, I : Qrnotu

mitro aryama hJidgo nas tuvijdto Varuno Ddkslio dmgah, et dans i. 89,

3 : humahe . . . hhdgam mitrdm dditim ddksham dsridham—Du second

passage consid^r^ a part, on pourrait etre tent^ de conclure que Daksha

n'est pas Fun des Adityas, mais plutot I'^poux d'Aditi. Quant au pre-

mier qui debute par ddityihhali rajahhah il met formellement Daksha

au nombre des Adityas, et ce n'est point sans quelque violence qu'on

pourrait, en taxant le po^te d'erreur ou de langage neglig^, se r^soudre

en faveur de I'indication moins precise du premier passage. Ailleurs

le mot Daksha est nom commun, et il n'est aucun passage ou on ne

puisse I'expliquer ainsi. Neanmoins comme le mot a deux sens

bien ^tablis, il est arriv^ que les interpietes ont h4sit4 : c'est ainsi

que les expressions ddJcshapitr et ddkshasi/a sunu, appliqu^es k

Mitra-Varuna, ont ete rendues tantot comme fils de I'intelligence

tant6t comme fils de Daksha. Daksha a ^t^ traduit comme nom pro-

pre par Ludwig dans v. 66, 4 : Ddkshasya purhMJi, die Scharen des

Daksha. Mais le sens reconnu depiir est celui de forteresse, qu'il est

possible de maintenir ici. Mitra-Varuna sont sages, kdvyd, par les for-

teresses, les moyens de defense que leur fournissent leur intelligence.

II est vrai que la mdtaphore est tres extraordinaire, et on est tented

de voir dans les purbhir ddkshasya une expression mal comprise ou

d^tournee de son seus, et ayant signifi^ r^ellement les forteresses de

Daksha, le dieu inaccessible, a I'abri de toute attaque.

II se pourrait done, mais les textes ne permettent pas de con-

clure avec quelque probabilite positive, que Daksha soit beaucoup

plus ancien comme ^poux d'Aditi qu'on ne I'a cru jusqu'ici. On
devrait alors y voir un heritier de la paternity de Dyaus, ou, plus

naturellement, Dyaus lui-m^me sous un autre nom.
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D'ailleurs le nom de Daksha est-il bien le meme mot que ddJcsha,

intelligence ? Au point de vue du Rig-Veda lui-meme, c'est-a-dire

des auteurs qui I'ont employ^, on peut repondre d'une maniere

affirmative ; mais en s'occupant de I'origine meme du mot, on est

tent^ de rapprocher dakshi, ddkshu, daksMs, qui sont des ^pithetes

d'Agni, avec le sens de hrHlant, comme le prouve le pdda qui donne

ici dh comme initiale. Un derive daksha, de la meme racine, serait

egalement possible, et aurait ^t^ confondu avec ddksha, intelligence,

au point que le souvenir du dh initial se serait compl^tement perdu.

II ne serait pas impossible non plus qu'on eut affaire k une autre

racine avec initiale d, nasalisee dans le damh du Dathupatha et

donnant I'intensif dandah, rapport^ ordinairement a dah ; ce damh
serait repr^sent^ par le goth tuggl, constellation. C'est ici aussi

qu'on aimerait de placer le Lithuanien dangHs, ciel, si dengiil,

couvrir, n'invitait plutot k voir ici la voute qui recouvre le ciel

visible. Ddksha serait au contraire le brulant ou plut6t Yign^, car

c'est dans ce concept que se reunissent les notions de hritler et de

hriller. Mais toutes ces donnees sont trop problematiques pour

qu'il nous soit permis de les presenter comme base d'une hypothese

bien s^rieuse. II est clair seulement que ddksha, quelle que soit

I'origine qu'on lui assigne, n'est pas un obstacle a notre opinion sur

I'union primitive de Dyaus et d'Aditi.

III.

II reste a considerer certaines donnees de la religion vedique et

des religions post^rieures de I'lnde qui plaident en faveur de I'origine

assignee a Aditi. C'est d'abord le personnage de Puramdhi qui a

une certaine analogic avec Aditi. Puramdhi est la personnifi cation

assez vague de la nature bienfaisante des dieux, auxquel elle reste

^troitement unie. Oette divinite, qui se retrouve dans I'Avesta,

appartient done k I'epoque indo-^ranienne. C'est un appui indirect

pour notre these, a un double titre. D'abord, elle recule jusqu'a

cette ^poque I'origine, que nous croyons plus ancienne encore, des

divinites f^minines qui personnifient les attributs des dieux. En
second lieu, elle montre que notre hypothese n'a rien d'etrange au

point de vue du Rig-Veda lui-meme. Sans doute, Puramdhi n'ap-

parait pas comme I'epouse d'un dieu d^termin^ ; mais ceci n'est

qu'un cote accessoire de la conception ; le caract^re d'epouse au

degre d'anthropomorphisrae ou le montre la Grece, n'est pas primi-

tif ; la maternite d'Aditi dans le Rig-Veda presente elle-meme

quelque chose d'immateriel, qui ne rappelle la generation terrestre
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qu'a titre d'analogie. Toutes les mythologies mdo-europ(5ennes con-

naissent des divinites feminines ; dans le Rig-Vcida elles tiennent

peu de place en dehors d'Ushas. En revanche, les hymnes sont

pen(^tres d'un symbolisme tr^s d(^velopp(i, reposant sur la duality

d'un principe m^le et femelle. Bergaigne dans sa Religion VMique

a poursuivi partout les traces de ces speculations souvent bizarres.

Ce fait important trouve une explication toute naturelle si Ton place,

a I'origine meme de la religion des rishis, une conception dont ces

etranges speculations ne seraient que I'application d^voycie. La
duality d'un principe m^le et femelle et I'origine des choses par

leur union s'affirme avec force dans les speculations philosophiques

qui emaillent la litt^rature rituelle. L'homme des premiers ages

vediques, et meme celui du I'^poque indo-europeenne, aura sans doute

raisonne de la meme mani^re ; le couple Dyaus-Aditi est done pro-

bablement le prototype mythique des cosmogonies post^rieures qui

elles-memes ont contribu^ a la formation des philosophies classiques,

oil le monde apparait comme le resultat de I'union de Furusha-

Prakrti ou de Brahma-Mdyd.

Les (Jaktis des religions sectaires meritent aussi I'attention. II

est a remarquer que (^dkti et surtout (^dcl, gaclvaty se disent tout

specialement d'Indra, dont la femme s'appellera plus tard gacl. Qakti

et gad designent proprement la puissance, le secours puissant des

dieux. Voici done encore une personnification d'un attribut divin

analogue a Puramdhi, a VAgvini raj et a Aditi, dans notre theorie. M.

Geldner pretend meme qu'elle est accomplie deja dans le Eig-Veda

(Vedische Stitdien, ii. i), mais les passages qu'il allegue ne le

prouvent pas. Les ^aktis a cote d'analogies reelles presentent

cependant des traits qui les distinguent profond^ment d'Aditi. La

^akti de ^iva est une d^esse cruelle et impudique, tandis qu'Aditi

est par excellence la deesse de la ciemence et de I'innocence. Mais

cela n'empeche qu'elle presente, a I'egard de son e.poux, ce caractere

d'union etroite, de reflexe feminin, que nous redamons pour Aditi

vis-^-vis de Dyaus-empyree. II suffit, du reste, de comparer les

hymnes vediques adresses a Vishnu, avec le culte rendu a ce dieu

dans les temps posterieurs, pour etre frappe d'une difference tout aussi

profonde. II n'est pas meme certain que les temps vediques ne

connussent rien d'analogue aux cultes immoraux des ages suivants.

II y a longtemps qu'on a remarque le soin des rishis a eiaguer ou a

interpreter les choses qui ne convenaient pas a leurs tendances

generalement nobles et eievees (cf. A. Earth, The Eeligions of India,

p. 28 et suiv.).

En resume, Aditi est le contre-partie feminine du Dyaus prevedique,
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le dieu du monde empyreen, auquel elle est ^troitement unie. De
la les caract^res de deesse de la lumiere, de mere des d^vas, de d^esse

de rinnocence morale ; sa nature feminine la rendait propre aussi

a personnifier plus specialement la cl^raence et la bienfaisance

divines. Son origine remonte a I'^poque indo-europ^enne.

Ainsi envisagee, Aditi occupe k bon droit, avec ses fils, la place

la plus elev^e parmi les dieux vediques. De meme, et plus encore

que les Adityas, elle est dominie, dans les preoccupations des rishis,

par des divinites de nature et d'origine inf^rieure. Cette circonstance

s'expliquera desormais pour la mere comme pour les fils ; tons sont

d'anciennes divinites rejetees peu k peu a I'arriere-plan par d'autres

figures, plus propres peut-etre k repr^senter un nouvel id^al. Les

d^vas eux-memes, Varuna et les autres, ont remplac^ leur pfere Dyaus,

dont le domaine s'est restreint au ciel visible ; leur mere, Aditi,

I'epouse de Dyaus, a garde son rang, pendant que le souvenir de son

union disparaissait en meme temps que Dyaus perdait les qualites

qui leur etait communes pour devenir exclusivement I'^poux de la

terre, ce complement naturel du ciel visible. Cependant les d^vas,

les diviens, les fils de Dyaus recueillaient la part la plus noble

de I'heritage paternel, tout en restant les fils d'Aditi, qui leur com-

munique leur nature ether^e (i. 136, 3). II n'est pas impossible

que Daksha, dont le nom pourrait signifier Vign^, soit primitive-

ment Dyaus-empyree lui-m^me, cache sous un autre nom.

Dfes lors, la comparaison avec les divinites feminines des autres

mythologies s'impose ; on se rappelle imm^diatement les deesses qui

jouent aupr^s de Zeus et de Jupiter un role d'epouse, qui n'est que la

transformation anthropomorphique d'une conception antique, beau-

coup plus large. Ahurani elle-meme

—

ahurmii ahurahe—que son

nom rattache etroitement k Ahura Mazda, le representant eranien de

YAsura dyaus pitar (Von Bradke, 0. c, p. 80 et suiv.), est probable-

ment identique dans son origine avec Aditi. Quoiqu'elle represente

dans I'Avesta, les eaux celestes, bien des indices permettent de lui

assigner des rapports avec la lumifere. D'apr^s le Rig-Veda, la

source des eaux et de lumiere se trouvait egalement dans I'empyree,

ou plutot la substance empyreenne etait le principe de Tune et de

I'autre. Cette conception est si naturelle ; d'un autre cote les deux

religions presentent, sinon en elles-memes, du moins dans leurs

origines, taut d'analogies meme de detail, que malgre I'absence

de preuves assez positives, il ne sera pas temeraire de voir dans le

personnage meme d'Ahurani une donnee suffisante pour admettre

I'existence probable de cette theorie physique k I'epoque indo-

eranienne.
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APPENDICE.

Toute cette discussion est rest^e independante de considerations

^tymologiques ; on a fait remarquer seulement que I'dtyraologie

courante n'est pas incompatible avec I'origiue que nous attribuons

k cette divinit(3. Aditi peut etre I'epithtte d6tach(ie d'uiie expres-

sion comnie devl dditis, la d^esse sans limites, ou encore en imagi-

naut une designation analogue 11 Vagvini raj ou k la varundnl,

une divdni aditis. Cette derni^re expression form(5e de deux

adjectifs parait pen vraisemblable. A notre point de vue, il doit

etre permis, en presence d'une Etymologic qui n'est pas Evidente, de

chercher pour le mot dditi des Elements d'une couleur moins

indienne. II n'est pas t^m^raire, croyons-nous, de songer, comme
racine d'dditi, k di, briller, precede d'une voyelle proth^tique, c'est k

dire une voyelle dont I'origine est provisoirement inexpliquEe. On
sait que ces voyelles sont surtout nombreuses en grec ; le San-

scrit ne les ignore pas entierement, comme le montre aritra,

eper/uLog, compart avec les mots cong(5n^res des autres langues. Si

le Sanscrit avait laisse tomber la voyelle initiale, la forme grecque

aurait 4te regardee comme affectee de la voyelle proth^tique.

Parfois cette derniere langue montre des formes doubles comme
eOeXeiv et OeXeiv. II ne serait pas impossible que le Sanscrit offrit

ici un doublet analogue dans dditi-diti de la racine di. Celle-ci

se montre dans suditi, sudiditi, avec les memes sens que div dans

didyi.U, dyuti. Quelque obscures que soient les relations des racines

di, div, identiques pour le sens et qui ont des analogues dans si,

siv, mlv, mu, dans kdmamuta, et autres (c/. Persson ^), il est fort

naturel d'admettre qu'on a affaire ici a des suffixes tr^s anciens i et

u, simples ou diversement combines : les essais qu'on a faits pour

faire sortir ces formes d'une racine unique, par 1'(Evolution phonEtique,

ne paraissent pas avoir atteint leur but. Si i et u sont suffixes, on

n'(3chappe pas k la n^cessitE d'admettre pour ces racines un (^tat

plus ancien, ou la consonne initiale etait prec(5dee, au moins dans

quelques-unes, d'une voyelle g^n^ralement perdue sous I'influence du

manque d'accent, et de la tendance marquee des langues indo-

europeennes au monosyllabisme des racines. Dans notre cas, on

aurait Vd (voyelle -\- d) < (V) di, (V) div.—(F) di aurait donnE

en Sanscrit dditi-diti : ce dernier, specialist dans le sens de richesse

comme le latin dis-ditis (cf. Br^al, Diet. Etym, Latin.) ; ce dis ne

devrait plus etre regard^ comme une contraction de dives, divit,

^ Studien zur Lehre von der Wurzelweiterung und Wurzelvariation, p. 156.
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que le Eig-V^da connait aussi, avec le sens primitif de brillant, dans

divit—(F) div aurait donne dyuti, analogue k dditi-diti et dyiit

analogue a dlt (dls). Aditi serait done la splendeur de Dyaus,

divdni aditis ; cette expression ne serait pas tautologique en

prenant *divdm comme derive du nom propre dyaus-div. Ce sont

la sans doute des conjectures et meme des conjectures plus ou moins

hasard^es, qui nous ramenent ^ la p^riode de formation meme de la

langue indo-europeennes ou tout est encore bien obscur. Nean-

moins, et malgr^ le risque de s'^garer, on ne voudra pas sans

doute proscrire toute tentative destinee a y faire entrer un peu de

lumiere, en formulant des hypotheses qui ne manquent pas d'un

certain fondement, et qu'on tient du reste ^ I'ecart du domains

philologique proprement dit.



III.

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SCtRAS OF ASVALAYANA

AND SANKHAYANA AND THE SaKALA AND BAsH-

KALA glKHAS OF THE RIKSAMHITA.

R. G. BHANDARKAR.

A MANUSCRIPT of a work entitled AnuJcramanikddhundhllr was pur-

chased by nie for the Government Collection about two years ago.

It was bought by my agent from a Brahman of the Sankhayana

school, living at a village called Brahmapol, about two miles from

Jaypur, along with other Vedic works belonging to that school. It

consists of the Sarvanukrama in a tabulated form. In each line we
have first the number of the hymn, then the first pdda of the first

verse, and afterwards follow in order the numbers of the vargas and

of the verses of which the hymn is composed, the name of the Rishi,

the deity, and the metre. The next hymn is treated similarly in the

next line. When the particulars referring to a hymn cannot be com-

pletely given in a single line, we have more than one, i.e., a para-

graph. The Sllktas are numbered continuously from i to 1017, and

the end of an Adhydya is simply marked with the letters Adhya.

The Valakhilyas come between hymns 66% and 669, i.e., after viii. 48,

and are numbered from i to 10. The manuscript was transcribed on

Sunday the 7th of the dark fortnight of Bhadrapada in the Sariivat

year 1796, and is thus a hundred and fifty years old.

This tabulated Anukramani agrees in all respects with the Sar-

vanukrama of Katyayana, as I have found from a comparison of

parts here and there with the statements at the top of the hymns in

Professor Max Miiller's edition, and with the original Sarvanukrama.

The number of verses in vii. 21 is, however, given as nine, because it

would appear, at first sight, the tenth is the same as the last verse of

the previous hymn. In other places, however, where the same verse

occurs at the end of two successive hymns, it is not left out of

account ; so that there is probably a mistake here. The number of
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hymns, 1017, is the same as that given in the Anuv^kanukramani,
indexed in the Sarvanukrama, and found in the Vulgate. But our

Dhundhu differs from the last in omitting one of the eleven Vala-

khilya hymns, viz., that beginning with yam ritvijo (viii. 58) ; but

agrees with the Sarvanukrama. Eor this also omits the hymn, and

an anonymous commentary on the work existing in one of my recent

collections of manuscripts agrees with the text, as it contains no

reference to it.

The author of the Bhashya on the Charanavyuha, often noticed by

scholars, says that the omission of viii. 58 constitutes the distinction

between the Sankhayana and A^valayana Sakhas. At the same

time, he notices the insertion of two of the three verses composing

the hymn into x. 88, but only as a Khila, and, consequently, not to

be counted. The work before me does not notice the insertion, pro-

bably just on this account, assigning to the hymn nineteen verses,

which it has in the Vulgate. It will thus appear that the statement

of the commentator as to the omission of viii. 58 in the Sankhayana

Samhita is confirmed by my manuscript; and the Sarvanukrama

agreeing with both, seems to follow the text used by the school of

Sankhayana, rather than that used by Asvalayana's school.

But the statement of the commentator and this conclusion are

contested by Professor Oldenberg, and the grounds are these :—In

the Upakarana ceremony, usually called Sravant by us, after the

name of the month in which it is performed, oblations are thrown

into the fire after the repetition of the first and last verses of each

Mandala. In the Sankhayana Grihya Sutra the last verse that is

directed to be repeated is " tach chhamyor avrinimahe," &c., which,

therefore, must have been the last verse of the tenth Mandala of

the Samhita followed by Sankhayana. Similarly in another place in

the Sutra, the teacher's having taught to the pupil the whole of

the Veda ending with ^aihyor Barhaspatya is spoken of. Saihyor

Barhaspatya here means, according to Vinayaka, the commentator on

the Sutra, the second verse, " tach chhamyor," &c., occurring at the

end of the last hymn, and not that same verse occurring in the

middle. Now, on the evidence of a Karika quoted in a Prayoga or

manual of domestic rites noticed by Professor Weber in his first

Berlin Catalogue (p. 314), it is concluded that the Bashkala Samhita

of the Rigveda ended with the verse ** tach chhamyor," &c., and

since Sankhayana prescribes that verse for the last oblation, that

this is the Samhita which Sankhayana followed, and that his Sutra

was written for those who accepted the Bashkala Samhita.

To determine this point, it is necessary to trace the source of the
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information contained in the Karika noticed by the two scholars,

and to bring together the statements of subsequent writers based on

tliat source. The Karika occurs in the work entitled A^valayana

Grihya Karik^, attributed to Kum^rila. Whether this writer is the

same as Kumarila the great Mimamsaka is a point which I, at least,

do not consider to be settled. There is a copy of it in the Govern-

ment Collection of 1883-84, made by me ; it bears the number 509.

The collection A. of 1881-82, also made by me, contains two copies

of a Bbashya on the Kdrikas, Nos. 176 and 177. No. 176 is an excel-

lent manuscript, and contains the original as well as the commentary.

The author of the latter does not give his name ; and though the

name Narayana does occur in one place, still it is written in such a

manner that it remains doubtful whether it is meant as the name of

the commentator. In the introduction we are told, " First of all,

Narayana, the author of the Vritti, composed his work, as it was

difficult for persons of little learning ,who had simply a smattering of

a part of the sacred lore, to perform the various ceremonies prescribed

by Asvalayana with the help of the Sutra alone. Taking that Vritti

as a basis, and considering the views of Jayanta and others which

are in conformity with the Sutra, the author of the Karika composed

the Karika, setting forth the procedure in order. Still, some people

neglecting this Karika, though of use to carry one through the rites,

on account of the difficulty arising from its brevity, and regarding a

Paddhati (manual) alone to be useful in this respect, perform the rites

for themselves, and cause others to perform them [in accordance

with it]. Therefore, on account of the impossibility of removing

doubts by a mere Paddhati as to what is first and what is last, whether

a thing exists or does not exist in the whole body of the rites pre-

scribed in the Grihya Sutra, some one, through the favour of the

deity presiding over the ceremonial, having sat at the feet of a

master the like of whom is not to be found, of the name of Yuppa-

devabhatta, residing in the city of Kalamba, and belonging to the

Asvalayana school of the Rigveda, for receiving instruction in the

interpretation of the Karik^, is now expounding the whole KarikS,

for removing doubts concerning the body of rites that are performed,

making use of what was taught to him by his master." ^

7?^rfT«»rfTTrf cjrrf^^t ^wix\ fr-srng^ ^r^^ ^'^•^wjU'm\^^'
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From this it appears that the Karika was written in accordance

with Narayana's Vritti, the views of Jayanta and others being

also represented; and in the work itself the Bhagavadvrittikrit

and Jayanta are frequently mentioned.^ Now, as regards the point

in question, Naidhruvi-Mrayana's Vritti on A^v. Gri. iii. 5. 9, is :
" It

is well known to students that this itself (and no other) is the Sutra

and Grihya of the S^kala traditional text and the Bashkala text.

For the Sakalas *sam^nl va akutih' is the verse, because it is the final

one of their Saihhita ; while for the Bashkalas 'tach chhariiyor ^vrini-

mahe ' is the one, being at the end of their Saihhita. Construing it

thus is proper." 2 The Karika based on this Vritti is that noticed

by Professor Weber in the first Berlin Catalogue, and runs thus :

—

*' The last oblation (ahuti thrown into the fire) of the Sakalas is after

[the repetition of] the Rik ' samani vah,' and the last oblation of the

Bashkalas after [the repetition of] the Rik * tach chhariiyor.' " ^

The commentary on this is :
—

" In the province of the Rigveda there

are five different Sakhas, Asvalayani, Sarikhayani, the Sakalas,

Bashkalas, and Mandukas. Of these, the last oblation of the Sakalas

is by repeating ' samani vah,' and the last oblation of the Bashkalas is

by repeating ' tach chhariiyor/ Everything else is the same. This

same Asvalayana Sutra is of use for the performance of the rites to

the followers of the Asvalayana Sakha, and to the Sakalas and Bash-

kalas." * Jayanta in the Vimalodayamala thus speaks about the

f^m^ f^^-^ f^^% f^ -^T -STT^T^Tf^^^* ^'^'^ ^"^^ ^^"J^T l^t^^"^^-

^j^'^f^'sr ^tciftrrt fw^-qiTTTT^t 3T'^i"Tr^ fr^-fw^^ f^fir'rtir"???

—From No. 176 of A. 1881-82.

^ See also Dr. Biihler's Review of my Report for 1883-84. Ind. Ant, vol. xviii.

p. 1 88a.

f^f^x|i^l35f7r^%-fl I —From No. 509 of 1883-84 and 176 of A. 1881-82.

3 See p. 168, Ed. Bibl. Ind.

* W7^^ Tf^ 7i:T^TiT<CT: I WT^WT^^ ^tl^T^'ift (mWT^^) ^T-

^g7iTT%TT^^>fTr I —From No. 176 of A. 1881-82.
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point :
—

" Since this itself (and no other) is the Sutra of Sakala and

Bashkala, and this the Grihya of the two Saihhiias, those who end

their Saitibita by the verse, * samani va akiltil;i ' throw an oblation into

the fire after repeating this verse and then offer to the Svishtakrit

;

while those who read * tach chhaihyor ^vrinimahe ' at the end of their

text throw an oblation on repeating that verse and then offer to the

Svishtakrit, and not on repeating ' samani va akiitih.' This sense is

obtained from the word eM, which occurs in both the Siitras." ^

It will thus be seen that the source of the information used by

Professor Oldenberg is Naidhruvi-Narayana's statement in theVritti;

and though Jayanta's direct connection with Narayana's work is not

mentioned, still the passage from his work is so greatly like that

occurring in the Vritti, that there is hardly any reasonable doubt

that it is based on the Vritti, or both derived from a common source.

If, then, the Bashkala Samhita ended with " tach chhaihyor," &c., while

the Sakala with " samani va akutih," the Sankhayana Sutra, which pre-

scribes " tach chhamyor," &c., as the verse for the last oblation in the

Upakarana ceremony, must be a Siitra of the Bashkala Sakha ; and

as according to Saunaka the Samhita of this school had eight hymns
more than that of the Sakalas, and the arrangement of some of the

smaller books composing the first Mandala was different, it follows

that the statement of the commentator on the Charanavyuha that

Sankhayana's Samhita differed from A^valayana's, which is the same

as that of the Sakalas, only in excluding viii. 58, cannot be true, and

there is no Samhita exactly corresponding to the Sarvanukrama,

which also excludes this hymn. At the same time, though my
manuscript was in the possession of a Brahman of the Sankhayana

school, along with other works decidedly belonging to that school,

still it should be considered as not representing tlie Samhita of that

school. But, on the other hand, it must not be forgotten that those

same writers who give us the information which leads to these con-

clusions tell us as a fact well known to students of Asvalayana's

Sutra, that that was the Sutra and Grihya of the Bashkalas as well

as of the Sakalas. The same fact is stated by Gargya-Narayana in

his comment on the first Srauta Sutra of Asvalayana. The expres-
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sion idam eva or etad eva, used by them, would show that this same

and no other was, according to the commentators, the Sutra of the

Bashkalas ; and if the Sankh^yana Sutra was peculiarly theirs and

the A^valayana that of the Sakalas, they were not aware of the fact.

Again, if, following these commentators and looking to the present

condition of the text, we exclude the hymn containing "tach

chhariiyor," &c., from the Sakala Saihhit^, and hold it to have at no

time formed part of it, the traditional number of Riks in it, viz.,

10,580^, exceeds the real number by 15, which is exactly the number

of Riks contained in that hymn. This in itself would show that the

liymn formed part of that Saiiihita at some time, and if we interpret

the Grihya Sutras iii. 5. 8 and 9, independently of ISTaidhruvi-Nara-

yana, and in accordance with Asvalayana's usual style, we shall find

that he supports our inference. And if this inference is correct, all

the difficulties pointed out above will disappear, and ^ankhayana's

S^tra as well as Asvalayana's will have to be considered as a Sutra

for both the Sakalas and the Bashkalas.

According to Narayana, Asvalayana uses the word ekd in iii. 5. 8

to indicate that the verse " samani va akutih " should be used to the

exclusion of " tach chhaihyor avrintmahe," which is prescribed in the

next Sutra ; and the word ekd in this last Sutra or iii. 5. 9 is used to

indicate that "tach chhariiyor avrinimahe" should be used to the exclu-

sion of " samani va akutih." Thus the sense is that or this verse should

be used, and not both, i.e., vikalpa or option is here allowed ; but it

is a vyavasthita vikalpa, i.e., one course is to be followed by one

class of men and the other by another. Now, Asvalayana's usual

way of expressing a vikalpa is by the use of the word vd, as in

i. 10. 9; i. II. 13; i. 14. 5; i. 15. 6; i. 19. 2; i. 20. i, &c. &c.,

and we find the word used even a little before in the section under

consideration in the Sutra iii. 5. 3. Different courses for two classes

of persons are prescribed by naming one of the classes, as in i. 7. 9,

where the Jamadagnas are mentioned, and i. 10. 9, where we have

the Paiichavattis, or by using the word eke, i.e., " some," as in i. 4. 2
;

i. 13. 6, &c. So, then, if he meant the verse mentioned in iii. 5. 8

for the Sakalas and that in iii. 5. 9 for the Bashkalas, we should

expect him to name the first school in the first Sutra or the second

in the second. At any rate, even if this mode of expression should

be considered unnecessary, the word vd is quite indispensable.

Again, Narayana interprets the word ekd in these two Siitras in

quite a different manner from that in which he interprets it in iii.

5. 6. In this last Sutra the word is used to prevent the repetition

of the next verse in the text of the Sariihit^, while in the two, it is,
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he says, used to prevent the verse in the next or the preceding SUtra

from being repeated in addition to the one occurring in the Siitra

itself. And Narayana himself is by no means certain about the

explanation he has given ; for he winds it 'up by saying " ity evairi

nive^o yuktah," which means " this construction is reasonable," or

rather, according to the sense of the word nive^a as used by the

grammarians, it means, "A^valayana should properly have put in

words to that effect."

The true explanation of the two Siitras seems to me to be this.

A^valayana evidently meant to prescribe the first and the last verse

of each Mandala. But since those for whom he wrote were supposed

to know the whole Samhit^ by heart continuously without proper

divisions, or perhaps to possess a book in which the verses were

written continuously without a break, he prescribes a pair of verses

in each case, the first of which is the last of the previous Mandala,

and the second the first of the next Mandala. This mode of expres-

sion can evidently not be used in prescribing the first verse of the

first Mandala, or the last verse of the last Mandala ; hence, they

must be prescribed separately and singly. But to prevent the possi-

bility of the learner connecting the word dvricha, " pair of verses,"

with the first verse that has to be prescribed singly, and of his

repeating the second verse also of the first Mandala, the word ekd

is used in the Sutra, iii. 5,6," Agnim Ide purohitam ity ekl" But

there is no such necessity in the Sutra which prescribes the last

verse of the tenth Mandala, for even if the word "pair" were

brought over to it, it could mean nothing, as nothing follows the last

verse. If, notwithstanding this, the word ekd is used in that Siitra

also, the reason must be the same as that which holds in the case of

the Sutra about the first verse of the first Mandala, i.e., it is used to

prevent the next verse from being repeated. The conclusion to be

derived from this is that some verses followed the verse " samaui va

akutih " in the text as it existed in A^valayana's time. And the last

of these additional verses is also prescribed in iii. 5. 9 by A^valayana;

and there, too, he uses the word ekd. What could be the meaning

of the word there ? No more verses can be supposed to follow the

last of the additional verses. We can understand the meaning or

A^valayana's object in using the word only if we suppose that the

additional verses which followed " samani va Akutih " constituted such

a hymn as the Samjnana hymn with fifteen Riks, as given by the

author of the commentary on the Charanavyuha, the fifth of which
was " tach chhaihyor," &c., and the fifteenth or last also the same. If

the word ekd had not been used in the Siitra which prescribes " tach

2 D
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chhaihyor," &c., the learner, by connecting the word " pair " with it,

might have used the first " tach chhaniyor," &c., i.e., the fifth verse of

the hymn, and along with it the sixth also, " nairhastyam," &c. But

ehd prevents the use of this, and the result is that the last verse

only of the Samjil^na hymn is prescribed. But now the question

arises, If another hymn followed " samani va akutih," why does Asvala-

yana not prescribe its last verse only, " tach chhaihyor," &c., as is done

by Sankhayana, and why does he prescribe " samani va akutih," &c.,

also. The reason must, I think, be sought for in some such fact as

this, that in his time the Sariijfiana hymn was considered a necessary

appendage of the Samhita, though the text of the latter ended with
" samani va akutih," or there was no general agreement that that

hymn was not a part of the Saihhita ; some included it, while others

did not. To meet both these views, Asvalayana prescribed both the

verses. So that it is not vikalpa or option that Asvalayana allows
;

an option to be construed as resulting in one verse being prescribed

for one of the two schools, and the other for the other ; but twenty-

one Riks are prescribed, and twenty-one ^hutis or oblations for the

followers of the Rigveda generally. And since the scholiasts we
have consulted inform us of the tradition that Asvalayana's Sutra

was intended for the Sakalas as well as the Bashkalas, the twenty-

one Riks and ahutis must be understood as laid down for both.

If, for these reasons, we reject Narayana's interpretation, and admit

the supposition that Asvalayana prescribes the two verses either

because the Sariijnana hymn formed a necessary appendage of the

Saihhita, or its rejection was not accepted by all, Sankhayana must

be understood to prescribe the last verse only of that hymn, not

because he intended his Sutra for the Bashkalas only, but because he

acknowledged the Sariijnana hymn as decidedly the last hym.n of

the Sariihita, and not a mere appendage ; or the view of its being

apocryphal was not started in his time, or he did not notice it. But

that view, which is only indicated by Asvalayana, gained strength

gradually, especially in the ^akala school, and about the time of the

Anukramanis the hymn was rejected by that school. But the Bash-

kalas were more conservative, and retained it. And even the Sakalas,

though the hymn was thrown out, repeat at the present day the

last verse of it, " tach chhaniyor," &c., in winding up the Sarhdhy^

Vandana and the Brahmayajna. It is repeated before the verse

" namo brahmane," which is prescribed by Asvalayana in iii. 3. 4 ; and

both are prescribed in the Grihyaparisishta (Ed. Bibl. Ind., p. 270, 1. 8).

This circumstance might not improperly be taken to point to its

ancient connection with the Sakala Sariihita. By the way, it would

I
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appear, from what I have stated, that the Anukramanls are chrono-

logically subsequent to A^valayana's Grihya.

And now all the difficulties which I mentioned before have been

cleared. What the commentator on the Charanavydha says as to

the difference between the Saihhitils of the A^valayana and the

Sankhayana schools is true, as the Saihhita of the latter is not

necessarily that of the Bashkalas. These two Sakhas are only two

Sutra Sakhas like those of Apastamba, Hiranyake^in, and Baudhayana,

and do not point to a difference of the Saihhit^ text. If we believe

the scholiasts, A^valayana's Slitra was intended both for the Sakalas

and the Bashkalas, and we may regard Sankhayana's also as in-

tended for both. That the Sakha of A^valayana is a Sdtra Sakha

only, and is not tied down to a particular SamhitS,, is also indicated

by the present practice of Brahmans of that school, who at the end

of their Saihdhya adorations have to describe themselves individually

as Rigved^ntargata^valayana-Sakala-^akhadhyayin. The name of

Sakala is added to show what Saihhita it is that he studies, as the

name A^valayana by itself does not do so. The Bashkala Sakha seems

to be extinct now ; for the author of the commentary on the Chara-

navyiiha, after giving its peculiarities on the authority of a Vritti

on the Anukramanl, says " evam adhyayanabhavach chhakhabhavah,"

"^uch a text is not studied, therefore the Sakha does not exist."

The only Samhit^, therefore, to which both A^val^yana and Sankhgl-

yana now refer is that of the Sakala school. And the text used by

the two Sutra schools differs only in the omission of Rv. viii. 58,

by the followers of Sankhayana. But in this respect they agree

with the Sarvanukrama ; and it is the A^valayanas who have

admitted that hymn into their text, or allowed it to remain there in

opposition to that work. My manuscript, also found with a Brahman
of the Sankhayana school, really represents the text of his school,

and of no other ; and the traditional number of Riks in the Sakala

Samhita, io,58oi, is now justified, since at one time the Samjnana

hymn formed a part of that Samhita.

It may be remarked in conclusion that the Sutras of A^valayana

and Sankhayana about the Upakarana ceremony which we have been

discussing are adduced by the commentator on the Charanavyuha as

authorities for including that hymn in the text of the Samhita.

One can understand how in his eyes the Sutra of the latter is an

authority, believing as he did that the Samhita of Sankhayana was
the same as that of the Sakala school. And probably he attaches

the same significance to Asvalayana's prescribing the use of " tach

chhamyor " as to Sankhayana's ; but he has not explained why it is
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that the former prescribes the last verse of x. 191, "samani vah,"

&c., also. He, of course, does not adopt Narayana's interpretation.

According to the commentator, the Samhita of all the Rigveda

schools is the same ; which is true, as we have seen, in the case of

the four that are extant. The fifth, the Manduki, has not yet been

traced.

There are two copies recently transcribed of the commentary on

the Charanavyuha in the Deccan College Collections, No. 19 of

1871-72, and No. 5 of 1873-74. Neither of them contains the

name of the author. But the work has been lithographed at Benares,

and also printed in the Benares Sanskrit series as an appendix of

the edition of the Pratisakhya of the White Yajurveda. In both, the

name of the commentator is given as Mahidasa, who wrote the work

in the year (expired) trida^angadharamite, which in the edition in

the Benares Sanskrit series is given as equivalent to 161 3, but which

really means 1633, tridasa, meaning "gods," denotes 33, the tradi-

tional number of the gods. This Mahidasa or Mahidasa is probably

the same as the author of the commentary on the Lilavati, written

in 1644, and noticed in my Report for 1883-84 under No. 205 (pp. 82

and 368). The dates refer to the Saiiivat, i.e., the era of Vikrama,

and thus correspond to 1577 and 1588 a.d.



IV.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

BY

R. G. BHANDARKAR, op Deccan College, Poona.

I.

A Buddhist JXtaka Story in Patanjali.

The Adichchupatthanajataka, No. 175 of FausboU's edition (vol. ii.

p. 72), is to the following effect :—In former times, while Brahmadatta

was reigning at Benares, the Bodhisatto was born in the family of a

Brahman, and, after finishing his education at Takkhasila, became an

Isi-hermit (Rishi), and lived on the slopes of the Himalaya together

with a crowd of followers or disciples. After having spent a long

time there, he came down from the heights and lived together with

his followers in a hut made of leaves in the confines of a village in

the vicinity. When the hermits went into the village for alms, a

monkey used to get into the hut of leaves, spill the water, break the

pots, and clear his bowels in the fire-sanctuary. After the hermits

had lived for a year in the village, they made up their minds to

return to the slopes of the Himalaya, as the heights had, at that

time, become charming by means of flowers and fruits ; and begged

leave of the villagers. The villagers expressed their intention to

give a feast to the hermits at their hut before their departure and

the next day brought a great many nice eatables to the hermitage.

The monkey, thinking of inducing the villagers to feed him also,

assumed the appearance of one practising religious austerities and

of a pious being, and stood adoring the sun. The villagers seeing

him in that attitude, and observing that those who lived in the

vicinity of good men became good themselves, said

—

^^ Twt: ^-^^ ^f'fr ^^r^mf^fTT 1

"Among beings of all species, there are (some) who are

ennobled by their virtue ; see, a vile monkey adores the sun."
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The Bodhisatto, finding that the men were praising the monkey

in this manner, and observing that they were pleased with an unde-

serving creature, said

—

wf^^Ti-^ ^f'frr -^^ f*rrr ^^^w ii ffr i

"You do not know his conduct; you praise him without

knowing; he cleared his bowels in the fire - sanctuary and

broke pots."

Thereupon, knowing the hypocrisy of the monkey, they struck

him with sticks and fed the hermits.

Under Pan. i. 3. 25, Patanjali gives as an instance of the first

Varttika, ^Tf^'<?l^"Rf?r'g"^, "he adores the sun," and quotes the fol-

lowing verses :

—

" Among many unintelligent beings there is [possibly one]

who is intelligent, seeing that in this crowd (army) of monkeys

one adores the sun.

"Do not think he is intelligent and is as we are ; even

this is his monkeyism, that he adores (apes the adoration of)

the sun."

Here the story is not given ; but there can be no question that

whatever it may have been, a monkey is seen putting himself into

an attitude of adoring the sun, and in this respect it resembles the

Buddhist Jataka. In both the two verses are spoken by two different

persons. The speaker of the first verse supposes that the attitude

the monkey assumes is out of real devotion for the sun, wherein we

have another point of resemblance. But in the Mahabhashya the

adoration is regarded as indicating such an intelligence in a monkey

as men possess ; while in the Jataka story it is attributed to piety.

The same word, sthd with ttpa, is used in both ; but the verse in

Pataiijali being in Sanskrit, where the distinction between the

Atmamepada and the Parasmaipada is to be carefully observed, the

Atmamepada is used, as real adoration of the sun is meant ; in the

Pali the distinction between the voices is lost. The impression of
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the first speaker is corrected in both by the second, wherein we
liave a fifth point of agreement. But intelligence is denied by the

second speaker in the one case, and piety in the. other, which differ-

ence depends upon the original difference pointed out above. In

the Mahabhashya story, a crowd of monkeys is seen before him by
the first speaker ; while in the Jataka there is only one monkey.
In the second verse in Pataiijali the Parasmaipada is used, as reality

is denied to the adoration, and it is in consequence no adoration.

Whatever, therefore, may have been the story from which these two
verses have been extracted in the Mahabhashya, the resemblance

between it and the Jataka story is so great as to warrant us in attri-

ibuting

a common origin to them, and regarding them as different

versions of the same story, though we have no grounds for holding

them as identical.

II.

Dates of the Vedanta-kalpataru, Vachaspati, Udayana, and
RamInanda.

I

In noticing the Vedanta-kalpataru of Amalananda, Dr. Hall, in his

" Index to the Bibliography of the Indian Philosophical Systems,"

says :
—

" It was written in the days of one Eaj^ Krishna, who had a

i)rother Mahadeva."

A more definite statement was not possible at the time when Dr.

Hall wrote. But since that time we have made greater progress in

the knowledge of Indian antiquities, and can now with ease determine

who this R^ja Krishna was who had a brother of the name of Maha-

deva. The verse occurring in the Kalpataru is as follows :

—

" I begin the Kalpadruma (wish-fulfilling tree), calculated

to adorn the garden of Vedanta, while the king Krishna, the

son of Jaitra, is protecting the earth in a manner to exalt the

Yadava race by his fame, along with his brother Mahadeva

;

and the lord of the serpents is resting himself after the long-

continued exertion consequent upon [bearing] the burden of

the earth."
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These princes, Krishna and MahMeva, who were sons of Jaitra,

and belonged to the Yadava race, were the princes of those names of

the Yadava dynasty of Devagiri. The introduction to Hemadri's

Vedanta-khanda and the inscriptions speak of them as the sons of

Jaitrapala, and we are told that they succeeded their grandfather

Singhana. During Krishna's lifetime Mahadeva only assisted him

in the government, and became sole king himself after Krishna's

death. Krishna reigned from 1 247 a.d. to 1 260 A.D.^ The Kalpa-

taru was therefore written in the interval between these two dates,

i.e., about the middle of the thirteenth century. Vachaspatimisra,

on whose work, the Bhamati, the Kalpataru is a commentary, lived

sufficiently long before this date to acquire reputation as an im-

portant author.

Another latest limit to Vachaspati's date is Saka 1174 or 1252

A.D., in which year a commentary on Bhasarvajna's Nyayasara was

written by Raghavabhatta, who mentions or quotes from Vachaspati

and Udayana.2 Dr. Hall gives the time of Bhoja of Dhara as the

earliest limit ; for Vachaspati, he says, quotes Bhoja.^ Unfortunately

he has not stated where Bhoja is quoted by him ; but if it is the

passage from the Rajavarttika quoted at the end of the Samkhya-

tattva-kaumudi that he means, the Rajavarttika has not yet been

discovered, and we do not know for certain who its author is. The

statement made by Dr. Hall that it was composed by Bhoja is based

simply on the information given by Ka^inath Sastri Ashtaputtre,

which is more than questionable.*

But if the supposition that the Rajavarttika was written by Bhoja is

correct, the earliest limit for Vachaspati's date is the period between

996 A.D. and 105 1 A.D. Vachaspati thus flourished between about

1050 and 1 250 A.D. But in this period we have also to place Udayana

and assign to him a date later than Vachaspati, for Udayana has

commented on the Varttikatatparyattka of Vachaspati. Another

earliest limit to the date of Udayana is Saka 913 or 991 A.D., in

which year Sridhara's Kandall was written. In his commentary on

Udayana's Kiranavali, Vardham^na, the son of Gangesa, says in his

explanation of one passage, that therein Udayana sets forth the view

of the Kandali.

The Kalpataru is mentioned by Ramananda in his comment on

Samkaracharya's Bhashya on the Vedanta Sutra, i. 4. 11.^ He states

1 See my Early History of the Deccan, p. 86.

^ Dr. Hall's Bibliography, p. 26.

3 Sariikhyasara, Intr., p. 40, note.

* Ibid., p. 49, note.

* Ed. Bibl. Ind., vol. i. p. 363.
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that the explanation given by the author of the Prakatartha about

the accent in the word panchajana has been refuted by the author

of the Kalpataru. Thus we have the autlior of the Prakatartha

first, then Amalananda, the author of the Vedanta-kalpataru, about

1250 A.D. ; and after him Ramananda, the author of the Ratnaprabha,

published in the Bibliotheca Indica.

in.

The Latest Limit of the Date of the Origin of the Conception

OF the Ten Avataras of Vishnu and of the Widow
Marriage Text.

A manuscript of a work entitled Dharmapariksha, by Amitagati,

a Digambara Jaina, and the author of the Subhashitaratnasamdoha,

which was written in Vikramasamvat 1050, in the reign of Munja
of Dhara, has recently fallen into my hands. It was composed in

1070 Vikrama, as we are told in the following verse :

—

"When a thousand and seventy years of King Vikrama

had elapsed, this Sastra, full of the incomparable nature of

the religion of the Jinendra, in which other creeds have been

condemned, was finished."

Amitagati makes use of a story to convey his precepts, in the

course of which the god Vishnu, and the several acts unworthy of him

as the Supreme Being which he did while he lived in the world as

Rama and Krishna, are spoken of. In connection with this I find

the following verse :

—

ift^: ^: Y^: sfW ^rTTf^'^^^'^I -^m^' I

xvHt ^^^ TRrg ^^- ^r^ i^ii: "^t: q

" A Eish, a Tortoise, a Boar, a Man-lion, Vamana (dwarf),

Rama, Rama, and Rama, Buddha and Kalkin,— these are

known as ten [forms of Vishnu]."

There is a marginal note on "^^ in which the word is explained

as meaning V<*^ or " boar." The three Ramas are of course Para-

^urama, Rama the son of Da^aratha, and Balarama or Krishna.

The last is spoken of independently in several places as an incarna-

tion of Vishnu.

I
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In another place, when the divine character of Vishnu is called

in question, we have

—

" Why did he, like an ordinary miserable living being,

become a Fish, a Tortoise, a Boar, a Man - lion, Vamana
(dwarf), and Eama thrice ?

"

Here we see that the idea of the ten incarnations of Vishnu had

become quite an ordinary article of belief in 1070 Vikrama or 1014

A.D,, and Buddha had been received into the popular Brahmanic

pantheon. In the latter verse the two last incarnations have been

omitted, probably because the object was to represent the births of

Vishnu in previous ages of the world; while the ninth belongs to

the present, and the tenth to a future age.

A little farther on, a story is told of a recluse of the name of

Mandapakau^ika. On one occasion he sat down to dinner along

with other recluses. Seeing him sitting in their company, the other

recluses rose up, afraid to touch him, as if he were a Chandala.

Mandapakau^ika asked them why they rose up as they should at

the sight of a dog. They told him that he had become a recluse

immediately after he had been a Brahmacharin, and without going

through the intermediate order by marrying a wife and seeing the

face of sin. A man without sin does not go to heaven ; nor are

religious mortifications successful if gone through by one in that

condition. He then went away and asked men of his caste to give

him a girl in marriage ; but as he had become an old man, nobody

would give his daughter to him. Thereupon he went back to the

recluses and told them of this, when they advised him to marry a

widow and assume the life of a householder. By doing so, no sin

was incurred by either party, as stated in the scriptures of the

recluses (tapasagame). Eor they said

—

Wf^(l^\) smfoT-^ W^^ ST^-ff TTffT-^ W^ I

TT^^TTTT^ •TTtt^rt "^^T^ f^^SphJ-ff D

" In these five distressful conditions, viz., when the hus-

band has renounced the world, is an eunuch, is not found,

has fallen away from caste, or is dead, another husband is

allowed to women."

The text on the subject occurring in the Smritis of Parasara and

ISIarada, and also in that of Manu, according to a statement of
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Madhava contained in his commentary on Par^^ara, though not

found there now, is as follows :

—

^ w^ ugl fji d -JHfl^ ^ TrfTTW -qr fft I

•q-^^xn^ ^^"^t xrfrr^r^t tV^rt^-f^ 11

The difference, we see, is little ; the words are merely transposed

in the first line, and we have ^^•r'i" for Ti. This transposition, how-

ever, allows of the proper locative '^"^^ of '^f'rr being used without

the violation of the metre. It will thus appear that the text

was known in 1014 A.D., and widow marriage was not a thing quite

unheard of at that time.



V.

THE EPOCH OF THE KALACHUEI ERA.

BY

Professor F. KIELHORN.

The difficulties of finding the European equivalent of a Hindu date

are of two kinds : they are partly caused by the nature of the Hindu

calendar, partly by the fact that the Hindus have not one national

era, but have employed, at different times, at least a dozen different

eras, with varying epochs, and various commencements of the year.

The first of these difficulties has been removed by the Tables of

Professor Jacobi, which enable us to construct, without any great

labour, a calendar for every year of the standard era of the Kaliyuga,

and to determine the European equivalent of every day of such a

year. For fixiug the epochs of the different eras also much has

been done ; but much remains to be done. The equations for con-

verting the years of the Vikrama and Saka eras into years of the

Kaliyuga have been known for a long time. The European equiva-

lents of the dates of the Gupta-Valabhi era have been found by

Dr. Fleet and Mr. Dlkshit. On the epochs of the Newar and

Lakshmanasena eras I have written myself. At present, I wish to

show what conclusions I have arrived at in regard to the Kalachuri

era, and the nature of the years of this era.

The dates which may with certainty be referred to the Kalachuri

era are all from inscriptions in Central India, and fall between the

Kalachuri years 724 and 958. Twelve of them contain sufficient

data for verification. When last I wrote on the subject, I was able

to give the European equivalents of these twelve dates, and was of

opinion that the era commenced on the 28th July, A.D. 249, and

the Kalachuri year with the month Bhadrapada, and that, with one

exception, the years of the dates were current years. The objection

to this is that, as I have ascertained by an examination of nearly

all the dates of the published inscriptions, it has always been the

prevailing custom of the Hindus to quote in their dates expired
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years. Besides, I have recently found that as late as the end of

last century the lunar year, in the very part of India which was

once subject to the Cedi kings, commenced, not with Bhadrapada,

but with Asvina. And with these two facts to guide me, I have

now arrived at the conclusion that the Kalachuri era commenced on

the 5th September, a.d. 248 ; that the year began with the month

Asvina ; and that the years of all the twelve dates are expired years.

A similar conclusion is forced on us in regard to the Gupta era, the

true epoch of which I believe to be a.d. 318-319, not 319-320.

NOTE ON COLEBROOKE'S MSS. IN THE

GOTTINGEN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.

By Professor KIELHORN.

These MSS., nine large folio volumes, were presented by Colebrook

to r. A. Rosen, in acknowledgment of the services rendered by

Rosen in putting together and seeing through the press Colebrooke's

Essays ; and they were given to the Gottingen Library by Rosen's

father in 1852. Six volumes contain Sanskrit lexicographical

works, three refer to Panini's Grammar ; and their chief value lies

in this, that on nearly every page they contain notes in Colebrooke's

handwriting, or even complete translations of the original texts.

As regards the Grammatical MSS., it is of special interest to see

from various notes in these volumes how well Colebrooke, about a

hundred years ago, had understood the mutual relations of the three

great Hindu grammarians, and how far, in this respect, he was in

advance of other distinguished scholars who came long after him.

In translating the rules of Panini's Grammar, Colebrooke has strictly

followed the Hindu, commentators, and this undoubtedly was the

proper course to follow. At present it may be doubted whether

even the earliest commentators, in every instance, have rightly

understood Panini's text; and in this respect arguments may be

adduced to prove that Panini is separated from Katyayana and

IPatanjali
by a much greater interval of time than is commonly

assumed.



VI.

THE MADHAVANALA-KATHA
PUBLISHED FEOM THEEE LONDON AND

THEEE FLOEENTINE MSS.,

WITH A TRANSLATION OF THE PRAKRIT PASSAGES.

Dr. p. E. PAVOLINI.
Priv. Doc. at the R. Istituto di Studi Superiori at Florence.

^rlganeQaya namah

pranamya paraya bhaktya ( = Ve. 26, 41).

asti samsarabhutalalankarabhuta (om. B.) Puspavati nama nagari,

yatra

niramaya niratankah samtustah paramayusah

vasanti yatra sudhiyah (muditah C.) kalajnata iva prajah.— i.

tatra raja Govindacando (°dro C.) nama : tasya rajninam sapta Qatani

:

tasam madhye mahadevl (Eudra niaha° namni pattarajni B.C.) padmi-

nljatih Padmavati nama vartate. 'nya^: citrini, 9ankhini, hastini,

jatayah (om. C). tatha hi strinam catasro jatayah ; tad uktam

:

padmini citrini caiva ^ankhinl hastini tatha

pratyekam tu varastrinam uktam jaticatustayam.—2.

asam pratyekam laksanam aha
;
padmini yatha

sampiirnendumukhi (cfr. Ea. 4).— 3.

citrini yatha

{^yama padmamukhi (cfr. Ea. 5).—4.

(^ankhinl yatha

tanvangi kutileksana (cfr. Ea. 6).— 5.

hastini yatha

plnasvalpatanur (cfr. Ea. 7).—6.

tasam api (madhye C.)

:

bala [ca] taruni, praudha, vrddha, bhedam catustayam.—7.

tasam laksanam

:

bala sodaQahayanI (cfr. Ea. ii, Ve. p. 183).—8-9.
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(sa raja sarvanayikalaksanajnah. C.) tasya rajno grhe Madhavslnalo

nama (puspabatuko B.) vipro 'sti, puspamayamalyaracan3,dikam karoti

(om. B.) ; sa ca lupena Makaradhvajah, ^astrena Brhaspatih. tasya

rupena sarva iiagarikah striyo mohitat, kamarta jatal;i
;
yatalj

su (sva C.) rupam purusam (S. 7128).— 10.

ekada nagaravasibhir lokaih sambhuya rajno 'gre niveditam: bho

rajan, Madhavasya rupena sarva nagarikalj striyo mohitah. ato vayam
sarve, Puspavatirn parityajya, anyanagaram gacchamo, Madhavo van-

yatra gacchatu. tato rajna manasi cintitam

:

bahubhir na viroddhavyain durjanair vapi sajjanaih

(durjayo hi mahajanah F.) (S. 4418).— ii.

iti manasi cintayitva, sabhamadhye Madhavam ahiiya, kathitarn : he

Madhava, svagunan mamagre praka^aya ! tato Madhavena cintitarn

:

raja idr(}am vaidarbha (vitarka B.C. /.) vakyam kad^pi na vadati

:

tasmat kaQcid api piqunapraveQO jatah. yatah

paravade qatavadanah .... pigunah (Su. 389).— 12.

aparam ca

khalali sarsapamatrani (S. 2045).— 13-

api ca gdha

tan natthi gharam, tan natthi rdulam {rduram M.S.), pattanam

api [yal natthi,

jattha adranakuvid do tinni khald na dlsanUi.— 14.

kirnca

akopito (B akro^ito, F arosito) 'pi sujano na vadaty avacyam :

nihpidito madhuram udgiratiksudandah

:

nico jano gunac^atair api sevyamano (piijyaraano F.)

hasyena (Qamena B.) tad vadati yat kalahe 'py avacyam.— 15.

(yad vadati tat kalahena tulyam /.).

manasi cintayitva " rajno vacanam Qubham v^py aQubham va maya
kartavyam," (yatah: ajnabhango .... =21 B.), rajno 'gre hasta-

bhyani vinam grhitva, maudramadhyatara (cfr. Aufrecht, Oxf. MSS.,

200 h. 3) tristhanakasvarena rago vrttah. tatas tasya ragena sarva

sabha mohita. uktam ca

sukhini (°nah B.) sukhanivaso (°nidhanam C.F. /.) duhkhi-

tanam vinodah,

(^Tavanahrdayahail Manmathasyagradutah,

aticaturasugamyo(ratirabhasavidhata C.) vallabhahkaminlnam,

jayatu jagati nadah pancamag copavedah.— 16

harati harinacittain, ka katha cetananam !

ramayati ca Mahegam, ko Balako mahlQati

:
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vitarati khalu muktim, kah prayaso 'rthasiddher

!

ahaha jagadabhistah kasya sevyo na nadah ?— 17.

a^matarad (?) api gahanam vidvan samsarasagaram tarati,

himakaramaulir agadhe majjati nambudhau(?): sudhlro'pi.— 18.

tato rajna vicintitam

:

atirupahrta Sita (S. 149).— 19.

iti rajna vimrsya Madhavaya triparnavitikam dattva, kathitam : bho

Madhavanala, tvaya mama nagare na sthatavyam. Madhavenoktam :

devadeQab pramanam.

mata yadi visam (S. 4798).—20.

ajnabhango (S. 878).—21.

maryadanilayo mahodadhir, ayam ratnakaro niQcitah

:

sarvaQaparipurako 'nugamitah sampattihetor maya
;

Qambuko 'pi na labhyate kim aparam ratnam maharghyam yadi,

doso 'yam na mahodadheh punar idam janmantarlyam phalam.

—22.

kim ca

uttamat paribhavah Qreyan, na nican mana uttamah

Kamsaripadaghatena Kaliyamiirdhni bhiisanam.—23.

iti cintayitva videQam pracalitab. gdha

:

dissai mvihacarittmn {vivilncariyam M.S.), jdnijjai suana-dujjana-

viseso,

appdnam ca kalijjai, hindijjai tena puhavle.—24.

tato grhad vinihsrtya, vanad vanam gramad gramam nirgatah,

kramena Kamavatim nama nagarim yayau. tatra

sasyapurna (susasya sarvatra C.) mahl sarva (kale C), kale

varsati Vasavah (varidah C.)

dharmakarmarato lokas tatra dharmaikasadmani.—25.

tatra Kamaseno nama raja mahan. tasya Kamakandala nama nartaki

eka (patram B.F.) vartate : riipena Ratlva (sic)

9yamam (nilam C. ^uci B.F.) netradvayam yasya . . .

kapolau .... darpanopamau (Ve. 43, 30).—26.

nasika .... gikharais .... vidrumopamito 'dharah (ibid.)— 27.

mayiirasya .... (ibid.).—28.

svalpako madhyadeQa^ ca . . . . (ibid.).—29.

rambhopame ca janghe ca (ruriijanghe C), mrnalasadr^au

bhujau (bbuje kamaladandake C).

nakhamQvabhiQritam ramyam niipuram padayoh gubham.—30.
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(tarunyadrumamanjarl kim athava kandarpasamjivinl,

kim lavanyanidhanamurtir athava sampurnacandravali,

kim nail hy atha kimnaii kim amarl vidyadhaii vatha kim,

keyam kena kiyad-varena kiyata kasmia katham nirmita ?/.).

—31.

(ity adi Kamakandala rupavarnanam add. B.C.).

ekada sa Kamakandala candanamaylm kapatakaculikam (kamcukim
C.F.) krtva (vidhaya F.) raj no 'gre nanarta. tatsamaye Madhavanalo

rajadvaramsampraptah; mrdanganinadam akarnya, pratiharaya kathi-

tavan : bho pratihara ! atra sabhayam sarve murkha eva santi. tac

chrutva pratlharena tathaiva rajne niveditam : bho maharaja! ko' pi

brahmanah kuto 'py agatya vadati " atra (samsadi B.) sarve murkha

eva santtti" raja praha : he pratihara, kalj ? tarn prccha, kena kara-

neua sabha murkh^ti. tatah pratlharensigatya tad eva Madhavah
prstah. Madhavenoktam : bho dvaiika, ^rnu ! atra dvadaQanam taurya-

trikanam purusanam (dvadaQaturyanam 0.) madhye yah purvo

'bhimukho mrdangam (panavam C.) vadayati, tasyangustho (daksine

kare hy angu° B.F.) nasti: tatas talas (gabdas B.) trutati : tena

nrtyam aQuddham bhavati (om. 0.) : atah sabha murkha. tato dvari-

kenagatya rajne niveditam. rajna tat sarvam jiiatva pratiharaya

kathitam: tarn vipram (jighram anayeti. tatas tena praveQito Ma-
dhavanalo rajne 9ubha9lrvadam karoti:

yenakrantam tribhuvanam .... Mandaradrir ....
satyam satyam .... patu vo Vasudevah (Padmanabhah B.)

(Ve. 36, 20).—32.

iti rajne aglrvadam dattva sthitah (om. B.) rajna ca tasniai tustena

pancakhandavastrangalankaranam (panc^ngaprasado F.) dattam

:

atha rajnadistasane Madhava upavistah. tatas tarn tasya rajasam-

manam drstva, Kamakandala susvaralapam Qlokasaptakam kathayati

(om. C.)

:

gunah sarvatra (S. 2143,2144,2149, 2142, 2161,4656, 2128).

—

33-39-

tato manasa cintitam : ayam ko 'pi mahapurusah sarvakalakuQalo

Bharatadigastravetta samagatah: adya me sarvah kalah saphala

bhavisyanti. yatah dohd

:

bhamaro jdnai rasavirasam jo cumbai navajdi,

ghunao kim jdnai happudd ? suhkham vakkala khdi.—40.

yan maya rajno 'gre nrtyam krtam, tat sarvam vrtha : yatah gdlid

ajppatthdve bhaniam, arasiaaggehi gdyiam gmm,
" md md ! .

." bhaniyam suraye, tinni vi loe na akkhanti.—41.

2 E
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aparam ca

subhasitena gitena nrtyena ca viQesatah (S. 71 16).—42.

tato rajnah par^ve Madhav^nala upaviste sati, Kamakandalaya savi-

Qesam iirfcyam prarebhe : sarvah kalah prakatitah ; mastake nirapuri-

tam kala^am samsthapya, hastabhyam gutikacalanam karoti (cakram

calayati Bg.) padena satalam nrtyati (mastake—nrtyati om. B. padena

padanyasam karoti, liastena hastanyasam karoti, nmkhena ganam karoti,

netrena kataksam karoti F.). Tatsamaye 'kasmat bhramarenagatya

Kamakandalayah stane malayajasaurabhalobhenagatya damgah krtas

tena: tasya vedana jata; tatas (sic) "yadi padacestaya bhramaram

nivarayami, tada nrtyabhango bhavati : yadi hastena nivarayami,

gutikacalanam na bhavati : 9ira9calanena, niram patati " ti cintayitva,

pavanam akrsya,nasaputenadlrgha9vasamtyaktva,bhramaro nivaritah.

ekena tasyas talaraksayutam mahat karma Madhavena jnatam, anye

ke 'pi na jananti. tato Madhavena rajadinam mukham avalokya (ko

'pi kimcid dadati : na rajnapi kim api dattaiii. add. B.), bhupadattam

alamkaranain (pancangaprasado F.) tasyai ucitadanam dattam. tatah

Kamakandalaya dvikarena nitva (grhltva, mastake samaropya F.)

kathitam : bho nikhilavidyaparaga ! bhavata samah ko 'pi kalabhijno

nasti. kim ca

danena panir, na tu kankanena (S. 6586).—43.

api ca gdhd

meghassa jalam, candassa candid, dinaarassa harajdlam,

sappurisdnam hattho •uadro savvaloassa.—44.

tato raja taddanam drstva irsyavan babhuva ; Madhavaya krodhasa-

hitam vakyam jagada : bho brahmana, bhiksuka, tvaya me (sic) dattah

astang^lamkarah kena karanena tasyai dattah ? Madhavanalenoktam :

bho maharaja, Qrnu:

kim gitam kanthahlnasya ? kim kulam ^ilavarjitam ?

kim jnanam gunam ajnatva ? kim dhanam danavarjitam ?—45.

(na gitena vina Visnur, na gitena vina (Jivah

na gitena vina Brahma: tasmad gitamayam [gitatmakamy:]

jagat r.)—45 his.

samgltasahityarasanabhijnah saksat pa^uh piicchavisanahlnah

bubhuksito gaus trnam atti nayam bhunakti bhagyena trnani

mudhah (S. 7037).—46.

yan na gitarasair bhinnam, yan na samskrtavakpata

yan na kantamukhadhistham,tan mukham vivaramviduh.—47.

gdhd
harind jdnanti gundn, vane i'asdu[na] (yasiuna Bg.) giyamd-

hanwiyarji
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tdriarri (MS. tono) vi a natthi dhanam jlvarti vdhassa ap-

panti.—48.

vdhassa giamdne imirid harinena jl\v{]am dattam

dhanno kurangandho Balikanao jinniyo jena.—49.

tato rajua krodhavistena (sabbam visrjya B.) katbitam : he bhiksuka

(adya B.) tvadlyam Qirah kbadgena vidarayaini! kim tu (param kim
karomi B.) brabmano 'vadbyah. uktam ca

ghnanti ye vai nara vipraii (cfr. S, 662).—50.

kim tu tvaya mama nagare na stbatavyam! tato Madbavena cintitam :

kake 9aucam (S. i6[8).—51.

iti cintayitva katbitam : dev^deqah karaniyah. puna(5 cintitam : dbig

mam (pandityam B.), mandabbagyo 'bam yato 'bam daivena idrga-

stbanau nissaritab ! param tu svavacanam sarvatbaiva paripalanlyam.

yatah
udayati yadi suryah (S. 1232).— 52.

aparam ca

pattram naiva yada (S. 3895).—53.

na sa prakarah (S. 3480).—54.

kim karoti narab (S. 1729).— 55.

ksiranidhav upajatas tribbuvananatbena vanditah qirasa

tad api Qacankah ksinah ! Qiva ^iva bbavitavyata visama.—56.

jatah siiryakule (S. 2384).—57.

iti vilapya Madbavanalo 'tiduhkbapiditah san, rajno 'pamanabbayat

tatrastbanat pracalitah. yatah gdhd :

jananwi, janayam, hhakkham, 'bandhu7ti, geham, dhanam ca

sokkha\_m ca~\

avamdnahid purisd saccam {yittam C.) durena cajjanti.—58.

kimca
avivekini bbupale (S. 693).— 59.

tato rajagrbad gaccban, Kamakandalagrbam praptah : sa ca prema-

purvakam vakyam iice : be kanta, be kamalapattraksa, be Makara-

dbvajasundara ! mamopari prasadam (krpam B.) kuru, madlyam
grham agaccba ! ity uktva kare grhltva sa taya svagrbam nitah

;
^ay-

yayuin upavistayoh parasparam sneho jatah. Madbavo jagada : gdhd

neharn kahavi na kijjai aha kijjai rattakamhalasariccho

khayakdladhoyamdnam sadd a rangam na cajjanti (chuttanti

A.B.C. dinamdnadhoamdnam. Bg.).—60.

Kamakandala praba : gdhd

jammantarena vidahai (virahe C.) uttamapurusdi jam kiyam
pemmatn

Kdlindl Kanha-virahe ajja vi. kdlani, jalam vahai.—6 1

.
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Madhavah praha

:

hrdayaharini (Ve. 141).

—

62.

Kamakandala praha : gdha

ahhinayasuraydramhhe hoi chaillana jam kamma
tam Tidrinam hiaefivena samani najdi vissaranam.—63.

Madhavah praha : gdhd

caurdsi handhd je vihid " caurdsi " siddkapurusehi

abliinayasuraydrambhe te devdnam pi dullahd honti.—64.

ity adi parasparam vadantau kamabanapiditau jatau : tato nanavidhi-

catura9ltibandhadi [divya 0.] suratam prarebhate (uktam ca : S. 224,

S. 4003, B. F.—•/. quotes here many verses from the Ratimanjarl).

Madhavah praha

:

tava vadanamrtapanke locanayugalam pramadatah patitam

:

ceto gatam uddhartum; tad api ca kucasamdhisamkate

patitam.—65.

(dipah panduratam, ^acl malinatam, kamadayo 'starn gatah :

khe tara viralah : punah punar iyam praci samaraktatam

;

drstva mam kusumesubhinnahrdayam kopah parityajyatam !

deby alinganacumbane mama priye ! 9esam (detain Bg.) gata

yamini. C).—65 his.

Kamakandala praha

:

pratya^a-vidhnranain viramati janmaiva narlnam

purusas tu rahasi bhanitam sahacarasahaiva vismarati.—66.

Madhavah praha

:

kunkumapankavilepitadeha (Su. 1275).

—

6y.

atha Kamakandala Madhavam prcchati : gdhd

Tcim jiviassa cihnam ? kd hhajjd kdmardjassa ?

ko vissarai na satatam ? ko dullaho (^ -) tibhuvanassa ?—68.

tato Madhava uttaram dadati : gdhd

:

kanti (kdmo C) jwiacihnam, Rai hhajjd Mayanardja^sa

sujano na vissarai satatar/i, yovvanam dullaho (!) tihhuva-

nassa.—69.

punah Kamakandala prcchati : gdhd

ko unhe aisisiro, sisirasamaye hoi accunho ?

ko uasamai dullahadukkhahuhhukkham pipdsam ca ?—70.

Madhava uttaram dadati

:

QiQirosnayor upayah stanas tarunyas tu vedhasa vihitah

:

abhimatadayitadrstya duhkhapipasaksudhaQantih.—71.
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Kamakandala praha

:

kim komalam bhave'ssim, kim loe atthi savvado kadhinam ?

pacchdtavo kehim ? ko tnssadi paragunehi jano ?—72.

Madhava uttaram praha

:

paraguna rijjhoA gunie, kohehi hhave pachdtdvo,

kulise te kadhinahrdaya, vadakarutm komalam hhavai.—73.

Kancanarehd mandiramajjhe pekkhaha hdld likhai hhuangam !

na hi na hi vallaha ettha hhuango ! hiijjhaha ubharalavenivi-

hhangam /—74.

tato Madhavah praha

:

jhatiti pravi^a geham (S. 2468).—75.

iti (anekakathalapena tayo ratrir gata C.) vinodam cakratuh. tato

Madhavah prabhatasamaye rajno 'pamanabhayac tatrasthanat praca-

litah. yatah

tyajed ekam kulasyarthe (S. 2627).

—

y6.

tato Madhavah pracalitah. tatah Kamakandalatlva virahena pidita,

vilapantl bhumau papata. gdhd

diho vasantamdso, navaneho, padhamayovvandramhho,

pancamaglassa dhun% pancdggl ; ko jano sahai ?—yy.

Kamakandala ksanena caitanyam prapya praha : gdhd

vasiuna majjha hiae, jiam ghattuna, kattha caliyo si ?

hepahiya,pahamandana! muhakamalain te kattha disemi?—78.

Madhav§,nalah praha : gdhd

candamuhi, hanisagdminiy ^ ^ hhayataralakkhi, koildrdve !

varakundakalidasane, bho muddhe, kattJm dissasie ?—79.

atha Kamakandala praha : gdhd

puridsd sd siddhl {hotu tua sawasiddhi C), sundala, caliyo si

jattha kajjena ;

chappaya-vdsanivdso : tarn dijjaha amhandmena.—80.

iti parasparam vilapena Madhavah Kamakandala ca duhkhinau

jatau. Madhavah Kamakandalapargve mahata duhkhen^gru vimun-

cati. gdhd

pdicsamaye pavdso (Ve. 217, 9).—81.

ity nktva Madhave pracalite sati, punah Kamakandala bhiimau

papata ; bahuvilapain cakara : gdhd

hdhiaammamavihindghatiamvajjena vajjasdriccham, {°rena Bg.).

vallahaviyoakdle jam na gaam khandakhanddi !—82.
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he samkara ! jai sirijasi mam, td (Ve. 220, 19).—83.

doha : hiaa, Jcatua-ppavdsam sahehi tarn c ajjiam dukkham !

piamdnusasdriccJiam sadd bhamanto na pdvihisi.—84.

api ca

kim dustam kathitam maya priyatame, prayas tvaya jivitam

(cintitam C. Bg.).

yafc tvam vaira mamopagrhya sahasa de^antaram tvam

gatah ?

sa bala yad idam braviti bahu^ah prthvidhara prccha me (?)

ksamyam tad vacanam viyogavidliurad proktam maya tvam

prati.—85-86.

priye prayate hrdayam prayatam, lajja gata cetanaya sahaiva

nilajja he jiva, katham na yasi mahajano yena gatah sa

panthah ?—87. [d is a quotation from a well-known stanza

beginning with dharmo 'pratisthah.]

iti vilapya punar murchita bhumau papata. atravasare hahakaram

kurvantyas tasyah sakhya militah parasparam uktavatyah (om. C.F.).

-|- uddhuyatatanii .... .—88.

f syad asyatibhavat .... .— 89.

tadanantaram tabhih sakhibhih samaQvasya grhe nita : sa ca gveta-

vesam adaya (tapasvini bhiitva, upavasabhiimi^ayanam krtva,

ekasanam brahmacaryam palayanti B.), padminldalagayane (om.

B.) dinani gamayanti sthita.

^a^ini khalu kalankah (S. 6432).—90.

tato Madhavah ksutpipasaplditah san, vanad vanam gramad gramam
atikraman, jalapiirnnm saro 'pa9yat : vegena tatra gatva, svacchajale

snatva, jalam pitva, amravrksatala upavistali, Qramarahito jatah.

Kamakandalamukham smarati

:

isanmilita[lola]locanayugam (Su, 1361).—91.

api ca

indumukhi, kumudaksi, rambhom, kamalacamkaracarana,

amrtadravalavanya, hrdayagata, devi kim dahasi ?—92.

iti vilapan sa tatragre hamsayugmam dadarga : tatksanat kamena

pidito vikalendriyo jatah. hamsam prati praha

:

hamsa, prayaccha me kantam (S. 7357).—93. (C. has dhu-

majyotih° = Meghadiita 5).

tato dhairyam avalambya, tatra sarasi mukham praksalya, tatah

pracalitah. agre gacchan kam api pantham dadar^a. sa ca Kamasenam

prati Vikramadityena rajna presitah, samasyarn (samisya F.) nitva
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sammukho militah. Madhavenoktam : bho pantha, kidrQl samasya ?

tatas tena kathitam

:

"magnah samudravelayam" iti. Madhavah prtlha :

AgastihastaQ culukaraiteccho vahanakrtau

magnah samudravelayam iti devas tadajaguh.—94.

("vahanopari taranti samudrah. " tato Madhavah praiia:

bhavan grnutam

:

yatlia karatale ghatah, yatha parvatagre ratho yati,

tarn tatha karatale ghatasurio ["sunau F.]

yanapatrasadrgam [panapatrasahitau F.] samav^ksya

tatra ^ankitam idam budhavargair

vahanopari taranti samudrah.—•/).

iti samasyam purayitva, kramena Ujjayinyam pravistah. tatra raja

Vikramadityo nama (asamasahasikaparadulikhakatara iti garvani

vahati F.)

sarve danapara varna, dvija vedaparayanah (cfr. Ve. 39, 22).

kalopabhoginah (Ve. 165).—95.

nopasarga °parakramabhayam (Ve. 39, 24).

varsanam (Ve. 39, 26).—96.

kale varsitva Parjanyo (Ve. 39, ly^.—97.

asatyam na vadanty eva (Ve. 165).—98.

tatra ksutpldito vipragrhe bhojanam yayace : tato brahmanena bhak-

tipurvakam bhojanam dattam : yatah

cauro va yadi candalah, ^atrur vapi nrghatakah

agato vaigvadevante so 'tithih svargasamkramah (°dayakah

F., Cfr. Hit. i. 57 uttamasyapi).—99.

bhojanante panyavithikam (devatayatanam B.) gatva, upavistah.

tatra anyapathikahaste Kamakandalam prati lekhanam presayamasa

:

"(he pranapriye B.) aham Ujjayinyam kramena pravistah; tvayat-

mlyapratinia, vilikhya, ^Ighram mayi presanlya : tena mama cetasi

atlva saukhyam bhavatiti gaha

ma jdnasu vissariam tua muhakamalam : hiaa-thiam taiii

me ! (videsagamanena F.)

sunnam bhamai sarlrani^ jattha tumam jiviam tattha.— lOO.

api ca

nityam Brahma yatha smaranti munayo (S. 3716).— 10 1.

anyac ca

kveudor mandalam ambudhih (S. 1999).— 102.

cakorlnayanadvandvam anandayati candramah

;

sakhi, sahajikaprema diirad api virajate.— 103.
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(smarati yatlia gaur vatsam, cakravaki divakaram,

vanchati catako toyam, tathaham tava dar^anam F.).— 103 his.

atha Kamakandalaya pratyuttarah lekhah presitah

:

(aham iha sthitavaty api tavaki, tvam api tatra vasann api mamakah
likhitapatram anangarasakulam virahini prahinoti priyam prati

|| /.)

gdhd: tua cintam uradhariyam : tua guna-gethigumphid mala :

tua ndma-samjhayanto [a] ruluna vdsaram rayanirri.— 104.

jlam tua pdse : tua jasa souna savanasamtoso :

jlTid ndmaggahane : ehd ditthi na phalai[me].— 105.

iti Kamakandalalekham vacayan, dirgham nih^vasya, nagarad babir

bhramyaD, Mahakalanamnah Qivasya devakulam dadar^a : tatra ^iva-

sy^rcanam stutim ca cakara

:

namo bhavaya rudraya Civaya ca namo namah

!

i^aya vrsabbankaya bbimaya ca namo namah !— 106.

mabadevaya guptaya Vasudevaya vedhase

varaya nilakantbaya, Bbavanyah pataye namah !— 107.

madhyahne pratah samdhyayam krtanjaliputah stbitah

etaddvada^anamani trisamdbyam yah pathen narah,

sa sarvair mucyate papaih, satyam yati ^ivalayam.— 108.

iti stotram pathitva, ratrau prasadamadhye siisvapa : param ca nid-

ram na lebhe (uktam ca : samgame dahati maaasam eko, viprayoga-

samaye 'pi tato 'nyah ; tapakaranam ubbav api manye, durjane na

sujane na vi^esah F.— 108 his); tato ratryardhe kathinim adaya

tatra prasadabbittau gatbadvayam lilekba :

so kovi natthi suano (Ve. 218, 16).— 109.

mrald jdnanti gurid (Ye. 219, 17).—no.

iti gatbadvayam likbitva susvapa. (pratar uttbaya gatah. F.) tatab

prabbatasamaye raja ^ivam namaskartum agatah. gatbadvayam drstva

vacayitva vismitah san, cintitavan : ko 'py ayam mama nagarama-

dbye virabi vartate ? mama rajyam eva vrtba ! maya pratbamatah

sa jnatavyah, pa^cat tasya duhkhain naqayamiti cintayitva bbupo

gatah. yatah

garjati Qaradi (S. 2089).— 11 1.

(iti vimrQya nagaramadbye carah presitah. uktam ca:

gavo gandhena pa^yanti [S. 2084] F.).—in his.

aparanigayam Madhavah Qlokam ekam lilekba

:

kim karomi, kva gaccbami (S. 1733).— 112.

tato dvitiyadivase prabbatasamaye raja ^ivam namaskartum agatah :

bbittilikbitam papatha : Qlokam vacayata rajiia cintitam : yenedam
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padyam likliitam sa virahl janalj kutra tisthatiti katham jnatavyam ?

iti cintayitva devalaye bhramata rajna eko 'tiksinas tapasvl brahmano

drstat. sa ca varam varam prstas " tvayedam padyam likhitam ? " iti,

tatas tena prstenapi yada kim apy uttaram na dattam (yenedam . . .

dattam om. F.), tada rajna punaQ cintitam: mayadya virahapiditasya

duhkham naqayitva bhojanam kartavyam : yatah

rajyam yatu, (^riyo yantu, ^arlram yatu nirmalam (me
dhruvam. /.)

;

yan maya svayam evoktam vaco me vastu sarvada (vastu

tat tatha Bg.).— 113.

tato rajna patahaghosah karitah :
" ayam purusah kasya virahena

duhkhiti yo janati, sa kathayatu : tasmai tadlpsitam dasyainiti

"

patahe vadyamane sati, rajasamlpam agatya (Goganarnnl B.) Bho-

gavilasinya (panyanganaya F.) kathitam : (devaham kathayisye C).

bhojanam kurusva ! iti kathitva Bhogavilasini ratrau prasadamadhye

gata, praccbannlbhuya sthita. tato ratryardhe gate sati, Madhavah
(tapasanam madhye F.) suptah san, dlrghani^vasam mumoca. Bho-

gavilasini Qanaih ^anais tatsamipam gatva, tasya dehopari padam
utksiptavati. tato Madhavanalena nidraghurnitalocanena kathitam

:

he Kamakandale, yat tvaya caranam mama dehopari nyastam, tad

durlkuru! tato Bhogavilasinya tadvacanam ^rutva, tasya svariipam

(samyaktam F.) jnatva, tatparQvad agatya, rajne kathitam : deva,

Madhavanalo viprah Kamakandalavirahena duhkhl maya jnatam :

yatah

akarair lingitair vapi (S. 848).— 114. (udlrito 'rtha F./.= S.

1236).

tatah prabhatasamaye raja Madhavam samahHtavan ; sa ca aQisam

dadati

:

(om. f.) yavac candrarkataiajalaravinikaraih sagrahaih Qobhamanam
vyomaste

;
yavad aste Hari - Hara - caranambhojabhuktir

janaiiarn

;

yavad Gangatarangair ativimalam alamkurvatl bhati bhfimih :

sanandas tavad astam nikhilaparijanaih Sahasanko nar^n-

drah.— 115.

tato rajna bhanitam : bho nuidha, ve^yaya sahaiva sneham avahasi

;

veQyayaQ caritam na janasi ? <jalid

vaktre (sic) surdarattd ; nehe karavlrakusumasdricchd :

gabhhonnad hhuangiva vesa-hiaam mahajjeva.— 116.

Iekam
kadakkhai janain, bmrri dakkhia (MS. kadakhi), kare

dharai [anndm] :
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hulalanghanam^ aMttl, atthassa Ichaam, asllasamvdsam,

gamanam vessdna ghare na ruccai dhammastlassa.— 1 18.

abhaksyam bhaksayen nityam, suvaso madyapagrhe

kusthi bhavati vitt^Qo, veQyadosah svabhavajah.— 119.

hattho sappassa muhe nikhippai visam kunai [a] dhdram

phanind saha samlildm, vesde samdnasamgaino hoi.— 120.

atha rajna ity ukte sati, Madhavah praha :

vajivaranalohanam (S. 6029).— 121.

punnam nlrehi saw : dinaarakarabohidi kamaldi :

hhamardnam tattha save vdso, una tattha rdahamsassa

(pammanivdso, hi saro rda° C).— 122.

tato rajnoktam :

jalpanti sardham anyena (S. 2371).— 123.

Gangayam valukasamkhya, jalamanam mahodadheh :

matimanto na jananti caritram khalu yositam.—124 (cfr. Ve.

215.4).

anrtam sahasam maya (S. 328).— 125.

atha Madhavah praha

:

strllokah paramo lokah susaurabhyarasayanam,

karanam strl krtarthatve trisu lokesu giyate.— 126 (cfr.

Ve. 2, 15).

ghrtam saram rasanam ca (Ve. 35, 44).— 127.

amrtasyeva kundani (S. 535).— 128.

sarvesam eva ratnanam (S. 6955).— 129.

phalam dharmasya (S. 4371).— 130.

yena n^lingita . . . madhuralapa, pinavrtta° (Ve. 36, 7).— 131.

ostha(jangha° C.)dhararasasvado . . . sa pa9nli kathyate

budhaih (Ve. 36, 11).— 132.

yenendlvara° (S. 5 543)-— 1 3 3-

iti Madhavenokte sati, raja savismayah praha : he Madhava, Kama-

kandala tavaivamvidha snehabhumih ! striyo mama nagare bahutara

vartante
;
yas te rocante, ta grhana : anyac ca yat kim api dravyadi-

kam prarthayase, tat sarvam dasyarai. Madhavenoktam : he deva,

yen^moditaketakldalapute . . .

. . . suptam . . . "puline . . . qantim kutah ((^drngadhara-

paddh., ed. Peterson, 837).— 134.
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yatah

jo jdnai jassa gwnam, so tassa pidaro (sic) hoi :

cuaiiL (MS. rUpam /) parahuavanid, kdgo nimba{p)pJiala7ii

cuhai.—135.

(jojanai \_ja\ssa mho, so tassa avekkhanam kunai:

pammaiii ravikirandnam suhai pphdse, na candassa C).— 135
his.

tato rajna cintitam: avaQyam Madhavayanyah striyo na rocante;

uktam ca

dadhi madhuram, madhu madhuram, draksa madhura, sudhapi

madhuraiva

:

tasya tadaivahi madhuram yasya mano yatra samlagnam.— 1 36.

tato rajna punaQ cintitam: yenopayena Madhavaya Kamakandala
ghatate, sa upayo maya kartavyah. iti samcintya raja puran nirgatah

sagunam apa^yan, raja Madhavanalena saha (dvitlyaditya iva F./)
caturangasainyam adaya, Madhavanalavirahacikitsartham Kama-
vatlm gatah. tad drstva, Madhavasyativa vismayo jatah. tatah

Kainavatim prapya, Madhavam ekatra sthapayitva, raja Kamakau-
dalagrham gatah : Kamakandalaya ca, rajanam drstva, cintitam

:

ayarn ko ^pi rajalaksanayukto mahapuruso drgyate. tato rajna cinti-

tam: iyam eva prayah Kamakandala sarvalavanyamayi bhavisyati.

tato rajna prsta sa : he sundari, ka tvam? Kamakandala praha

:

aham Kamasenasya raj no nrtyakarini Kamakandala namnakhyata.
tatah Kamakandala prcchati : bho mahapurusa, ko bhavan ? raja

praha : aham Ujjayinipuradhipatih. tatah Kamakandalaya " asama-

sahasaikamallavira-Yikramadityo 'yam " iti jnatva, taccarane pati-

tam. tato rajna akrstau caranau Kamakandalahrdaye lagnau (after

cintitam, B.F./, run thus: purusah samanyo na hi: iti cintayanti,

Madhavain hrdi dhyayanti, rajna saha vividhaprakarair vinodaii

kurvanti sthita [!]. tato rajna Kamakandalaya hrdaye pado . . . etc.).

tatah Kamakandala prakupita praha : bho maharaja, tvaya brahmane
padaghatah krtah. uktam ca

gurunam ca dvijatlnam padenaiva na samspr^et

ajnanandhah spr9en murkhah sa yati narakam param.— 137.

raja kupitah praha: he Kamakandale, ko'tra brahmano yasmin

padaghato maya krtah ? Kamakandala praha : Madhavanalo nama
brahmano mama hrdaye vartate : tasmin padaghato jatah. rajna tataQ

cintitam : aho mahan anayor anurago drQyate 1 iti vicintyoktam : he

Kamakandale, ko'pi Madhavanalah kasyarncit pranayam krtva,

tadvirahena mrtah. tatah Kamakandala raj no mukhan Madhavasya
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maranam Qrutva, sahasa virahardita bhumau papata : ha natha ! ha

nath^ti krtva, pancatvam gata. uktam ca gdlia

dsd na dei maranam, hoi a maranam nirdsae pemme ;

avasam jena marijjai, tarti neha^ri vadai loo pi (cfr. Ve. 2
1 7,

ii).-i38.

raja tasyah satyam maranam jnatva, vismito, Madhavanalasamipam

agatya, tanmaranavrttantam kathayamasa. Madhavo 'pi tasya mara-

nam Qrutva, virahardito bhumau papata :
" ha priye Kamakandale !

"

ity uktva mrtah. rajapi tasya maranam drstva, ativa vismito :
" ha,

mandamatina maya kim krtam ! yugapad eva strlhatya brahmana-

hatya ca lagne " ti bhuyah paQcattapam cakara. uktam ca

sahasa vidadhlta (S. 6970).—139.

vanam gatva khadgam adaya svaQira^chedam kartum udyatah. atran-

tare agnikokilabhyam vetalabhyam (vaitalenagatya B.F.) khadgam
grhitva, nivaritah : uktam : bho rajan, tava sahasena tusto 'smi

;

varam vrnu ! Vikramadityo vadati : bho vetala, yadi tusto 'si, tada

mrtau stripurusau jivaya. tato vetalabhyam (B.F. : vaitalena patale

gatva, tatksanad amrtam anitam tayor mukhe ksiptam : ksanena

dvav) jivitav utthitau : tato raja saharso jatah : uktam ca :

vijetavya Lanka (Su. 2278).— 140.

(B.F./. : raja ca dutam praty aha : bho duta, tvam gaccha, Kamase-

nagre iti kathaya :
" tvaya Kamakandala (jighram presaniya, anyatha

virupam bhavisyati." tato 'nantaram dutena Kamasenam prati gatva,

Vikramadityasya vacanam kathitam. tatah Kamasenena cintitam

:

maya kim kartavyam ? raja Yikramaditya idr^am vakyam vadati

:

tatra kim Madhavo Vikramadityasamipe vartate ? tatra Kamakandala
maya na presaniya. evam dutagrena prstah : bho diita, tatra Madha-
vanamo ko 'pi vipro 'sti ? diitena kathitam : bho Kamasena, tvam na

janasi? rajna Vikramadityena Madhavo duhkhiti jnatvasya Madha-

vasya duhkhanirgrahanayagatah. tatah Kamasenenoktam : bho diita,

tvam Vikramadityasamlpam gatva evam kathaya :
" Madhavo mama-

jnamadhye tvaya katham anitah ? ptirvam maya Madhavo mamajna-

madhyastho nihka9itah : punas tvaya mamajnamadhyam anitah

:

tato 'ham Kamakandalam na dasyami." tatah sthanan diitah praca-

litah, sainyamadhyam agatya, Vikramarkasamipe gatva sarvam vrttan-

tam bhanitam. tato raja Vikramadityah sakopah samjatah : kathitam :

bho diita, punas tatra gaccha ; tatra gatva tvaya evam kathanlyam :

" yadi tvam Kamakandalam na dasyasi, tadaham tava sainyam ghata-

yisyami." diitena tatra gatva Vikramarkavacanam Kamasenasyagre

kathitarn. Kamasenena vimr9ya iti kathitam : raja camatkrtah ; bho

subhatah, sajjibhuya yuddhayagamyatam ! "devadeQah pramanam"
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tair uktam. tatah sarve ('nucarah /.) sajjibhutah. tato raja Vikramar-

ko yuddhaya pracalitah. tatah Kamavat} ah samlpam gatva, sthitva,

dutah presitah. tato dutenagatya Kiimasenagre kathitam : bho rajau,

yuddhayagamyatam. tato Kamaseno garvam gatah; kathitam: bho

diita, Qiuyatam ! uktam ca

:

yady api ratati sarosam mrgapatipurato 'pi mattagoiiiayuh,

tad api na kupyati simho hy; asadrQapurusesu kah ko-

pah?— 141.

dutenagatya Vikrainarkagre kathitam : bho rajan, bhavad-uktaiii

vacauaui niveditani
;
param tv atigarvavistena rajna dustah ^lokah

pathitah. " sa ka ?
" ity ukte, dutena pathitah. tarn ^rutva Vikramarko

'tivakupito 'py uvaca : aham Kamasenasya rudhiram pibamity uktva

[B. /. : yuddham prarabdham : narair narah hatah : a^vair agvah :

gajair gajah : rathai rathah : Kamasenasya sarvam sainyam vi-

dhvamsitam.]

[F. : raktanetra^ carvitadharosthah caturanginim senam adaya Kama-
senanagaram prati calitah. tatah Kamaseno 'pi nagaran nihsrtah.

Vikramarka - Kamasenau sasainyau militau: tada Vikramar-

kasya sainikaih Kamasenasya sainikah kecit pralayanam karitah,

kecit kabandhaiupah krtah, kecic chinnacaranah krtah, kecic

chinnahastah krtah. mahayuddhe jate, Vikram^rka-Kamasenau

ranabhiimau militau

:

Kamaseno mahaviro Yikramarkam uvaca ha

:

bho bho Vikrama, vira, tvam mama sainyavinaQaka,

tistha tvam ksanamatram hi,yavad banair na bheditah!— 142.

ity uktva kathinam vakyam simhanadam athakarot

Vikramarko 'pi viro 'sav, anena (MS. saunena) hrdaye da-

stah.— 143.

Kamasenam jaghana^u na cakampe mahabalah,

Kamaseno 'pi banena Vikramarkam atadayat.— 144.

evam parasparam yuddham banajalair babhiiva ha

:

evam mahabalau virau puspitav iva kim9ukau

raktanetrau ca drstau ca, krodhenaiva pariplutau.— 145.

etasmin samaye tatra Vikramarko mahabalah

Kamasenain nabhideQe naracena jaghana sah.— 146.

sa bhinnanabhih sahasa nipapata dharatale.

murchitam tarn samalokya, rathad utLlrya satvaram,— 147.

svaratham sthapayamasa Vikramarko mahabalah.

Kamasenam jalaih siktva, vayuna pratyabodhayat.— 148.
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utthitam tarn samalokya, Vikramarko nananda ha :

"madlyam balasamarthyam asau vetti hi tattvatah !
"— 149.

Kamaseno Vikrainarkam pratyuvaca mahabalam :

mayaparaddham yan, natha, dustenakaryavedina,— 150.

ksamasva, Vikram^ditya, paraduhkhapahah sada

!

idam madlyam rajyam hi tvadiyam hi, mama prabho.— 151.

gaja9vadhanam dhanyam ca, sarvam dasasya grhyatam
;

9adhi mam kim karomy atha, kinkaro 'srai tavadhuna.— 152.

ity ukte vacane 'nena Vikramarko 'bravid vacah

:

tvaya vinitavakyena dustavakyam nirakrtam ;— 153.

samarpanena rajyasya samtustam mama manasam.

madiyam vacanam, bhratar, yadi kartum ihecchasi,— 154.

Madhavaya ca vipraya deya vai Kamakandala

:

Madhave hi prahrste vai vayam tusta, mahamate !— 155.

Vikramarkavacah ^rutva Kamaseno mahamanah
Madhavaya dadau tarn hi hemaratnair vibhusitam.— 156.

B. /. : Kamasenena cintitam : aham kim karomi ? mama saiiiyam

Vikramadityena Madhavarthe 'param Kamakandalarthe hatam. maya
mandamatina purvam Kamakandala katham na presita ? ! atlvaviru-

pam bhutam!—tato 'nantaram Kamakandalam nitva trahi trahicy

nktva, Vikramadityasamipe gatva, carane patitah ; uktam ca : iyam

Kamakandala Madhavaya diyatam. tato Vikramadityena kathitam

:

bho Madhava, asyah svlkaram kuru.

(B./. F. : yada Kamakandala Kamasenena datta, tada Madhavo 'tyan-

tam praharsitah : tam alingya nimilitanetrah san, miirchitah. tada

Vikramarko 'tyantam kautukavisto jatah. uvaca : bho sabhasadah !

asyanaya sakam snehadhikyam pa9yantu !—tato Madhavena tam

hrdaye grhitva, ekante gatva, caturagity-asanair nanaprakaracum-

banair drdhalinganaih sa bhukta).

raja ca tav adaya saharsah sasainyah svanagaram a.^atya, qubhalagne

tayor vivaham karayaniasa. punas tau, bahutaram gaja9varatnabhii-

myadikam dattva, svanagare sthapitau. tayo9 ca parasparam anudi-

nam pritir avardhateti.

paropakararasiko, data, sahasanirbhayah,

Vikram^rkasamo raja na bhiito, na bhavisyati.— 157.

(F : etat-9rotur vividhaphalalabhah syat).

(/.: yah ko 'pi kathanakam 9rnoti va pathisyati, tasya viraho na

bhavisyati)
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iti ^ribhattavidyadharaQisyena Anandabhidhena

viracitam Madhavanalopakhyanam (Qrngarakavyam B.)

samaptam.

TEANSLATION OF THE GAHAS.

14. There is not a house, there is not a king's palace, there is not a

town, where two or three rascals are not to be found in anger

without a reason.

24. People wander on the earth to see different customs, to know
the difference between good and bad men, and to improve

themselves.

40. A bee which sucks what is newly produced, knows what is tasteful

and what is not tasteful. Does a worm know what is base ?

it eats dry bark. {Navajdi, the fresh part of plants as com-

pared with the old bark. The MS. reads vappurd, but comp.

Hemac. Prakrtapr. iv. 387.)

41. An unseasonable speech, a song sung before people without any

I

taste (for music), the words " do not ! do not !" (from woman's
lips) in the pleasure of love—these are three things not praised

in the world.
.

' The water of the cloud, the shining of the moon, the network of

beams of the sun, the hand of good men, are a benefit for

everybody {m.j. c. sltalam d. IcarapJidso s. vittam jianam saala-

loassa Bg.)

48. Even gazelles, living in the woods, know good qualities and the

i

power of song ; as they have no wealth, they give their life to

tlie hunter (gitalobhena pagavo 'pi pranan tyajanti ; naranam

ka varta? ity arthah).

9. By the singing of the hunter this gazelle gave up his life ; rich

was this prince of gazelles, by whom Bali and Karna were

surpassed (dhanyah ku° yena Bali-Karnau parajitau; Bali-

• Karnebhyam ^arlram jivitam va na dattam, tena (by the

gazelle) tad api krtam. Comp. S^ 2428, 2998, and Hemac.

Yogagastra, 4, 32).

58. Verily, men timorous of contempt forsake far-away mother,

father, food, relatives, home, wealth, and pleasure.

60. We must never deal with love ; or love must be like a red cloth,

which, although washed, does not lose his colour even after

long time (dinam vyapya dhaute sada ca rangam na tyajati.

yatha kambale rago na gacchati, tathaiva drdharagah kar-

tavyah).
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61. That love felt for excellent men gives pains in a future birth : as

the water of the river Kalindi flows even to-day dark, although

Krsna ( = Balarama, the Yamunabhid) has released it (from

his grasp. Bg. : Kalindi Krmaviraha ajja vi Jcrsnarti jala^ii

vahai. This is a curious mixture of Sanskrit and Prakrit, but

the metre at least is right ! Comp. S^. 829).

6^. abhinaya (°nava° C.) suratarambhe bhavati chaillanam yat karma,

tan narinam hrdaye jivena samam na yati vismaranam (abhi

°ye ratikarmani bhavanti vidagdhah, te na° hrdayajivita-

bhyam samarn na yanti vi°. grngare strinam atlvasukham,

maranaparyantam tat sukham na gatityarthah).

64. caturagiti bandha ye bhanita " catura^Itlti " siddhapurusaih, abhi°

te devanam api durlabha bhavanti. Cf. catura^Ity-asanair

after v. 156.

68. What is the mark of life ? who is the wife of King Kama ? wlio

is never forgetful ? what is hard to obtain in the three worlds ?

69. Loveliness (or love) is the mark of life ; Eati is the wife of King

Madana
;
good men never forget

;
youth is hard to obtain in

the three worlds.

^o. What is very cold in the hot season and becomes very hot in the

dew-season ? what calms the troubling pains of hunger and

thirst ?

72. What is soft in this world ? what is always hard on the earth ?

whence comes repentance ? who rejoices at another's virtues ?

73. A virtuous man is pleased with others' virtues ; repentance arises

from wrath ; like an axe are the hard-hearted (men) ; benevo-

lence is tender (rijjhai=rdhjSite '^.).

74. Look, the girl Kancanalekha sits in her room, drawing a serpent 1

—Oh no, my dear, there is no serpent ! thou wast deceived by

her tress of hair, which, becoming loose (glided on the pallet).

(
Uhharala is not a regular form, but there is no doubt about

the meaning ; the Sanskrit has : budhyasva udbandhana °).

yy. The long spring month : a new love : the first beginning of youth :

the sound of the fifth chord (of the lute) : the five fires—who

could endure them ? (Bg. shows a better reading

:

I viraho 2 va° ^ na"" 4. pa°

5 pancamardassa [ragasya] dhu °

—

pancdggl.

Comm. ete eva pancagnayah : ko jano sahatity arthah).

78. After thou hast dwelt in my heart, after thou hast taken my life,

where art thou gone ? traveller, ornament of the road, where

shall I see thy lotus-face ? (Bg. : pathia w paragharaman-

danagamanain te—hatham hoi 1 " Wanderer, how darest thou
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to go to a stranger house ? " Comm. : yan na tisthasi ? tasyaiva

sarvasvam grbitva gacchasi ? . . . tasya dhanam grhitva ced

gamyate, tarn raja badhnati ; atali katham gamanam bhavatiti

paramarthah).

79. Moon-faced, who walkest like a swan, with timid trembling eyes,

with a voice as sweet as that of a nightingale : thou, whose

teeth are like the fine jessamine-flower, oh dear, where shall I

behold thee ?

80. The hope of this fortune is now fulfilled : my pretty one, thou

art gone where it was necessary; thou shalt pour (lustral)

water for me (in my funeral), (satpadah bhramarah ; tasya

vasah padmarn, tasya nivasah jalam; tad datavyam. tava

virahena maya martavyau iti mannamna jalam, tarpanajalam,

datavyam iti pari^esah.)

82. Alas ! my heart, which Destiny struck with a thunderbolt,

became hard as a diamond ! why did it not break into pieces

at the time of the separation from my love ?

84. Go, my heart, elsewhere, and endure these pains begotten (in a

former life) ; but, wert thou rambling about always, thou

shouldest not meet with a man like thy beloved one ! (ata eva

maranabhavad arjitam samcitam piirvajanmakrtam virahata-

pam sahasva).

100. Do not think that I have forgotten thy lotus-face ! its image

dwells in my heart. My body rambles as an empty (shadow)

;

where thou art, there is my life.

104. I bear thy remembrance in my breast : with thy good qualities

I have wound up a garland ; while thinking of thy name, I

weep day and night.

105. (My) life is on thy side ; hearing of thy fame gladdens my ears

;

pronouncing thy name rejoices my tongue ; the sight only,

alas ! remains without its delight

!

116. The mouth of a courtesan is painted with nice cosmetics (her

words of love are false) ; her love is like a karavlra-flower (it

lasts but a moment) ; her body is flexible like that of a

serpent (?) ; verily, her heart is a great one ! (vaktre suragarakta

mukhenaiv^nuragarn karotity arthah. snehe kara° sadrga acira-

sthitasneha iti yavad).

117. She glances at a man with a stealthy eye ; if she sees another

man, at the same time she seizes his hand, while her heart is

longing after another ; the whore is like a cemetery

!

118. A virtuous man finds no pleasure in offending his family, in

bad fame, in destroying wealth and in visiting the house of

courtesans.

2 F
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120. Intercourse with a courtesan is like putting one's hand into the

mouth of a serpent, like taking venom as food, like sporting

with a serpent.

122. The lake is filled with water; there are lotuses awakened by

the sun. The lotuses are the abode of bees, the lake of

swans.

135. We show our kindness to anybody in whom we recognise good

qualities; thus the females of cuckoos kiss the mango-tree,

while the crow kisses the fruit of the nimba.

135 his. If we know that some one bears love to us, we praise him;

thus the (day) lotus rejoices at the kiss of the sunbeams,

but not at that of the moonbeams (which on the contrary

makes the night-lotus happy).

138. Hope gives no death (so long as there is hope, there is life), but

death comes from a hopeless love. If one happens to die in

this way, then people call that " (real) love."

For this first edition of the tale of Madhavanala I have chosen

the MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 3354 (A) as a basis; then I have compared

two MSS. of the India Office, No. 171 5 (C) and No. 2206 (B), as well

as three Florentine MSS., Aufrecht Sanskrit Flor. MSS., No. 10 1 (F),

102 (/), and 453 (Bg.); of this last I could avail myself only while

the present work was passing through the press. In (A) are quoted

a larger number of verses than in any other of the aforesaid MSS.

(C) is the one that differs the least from (A), but omits the verses 17,

18, 22, 23, 38, 39, 45, 46, 55, 57, 61, 62, 67, 69-74, 87-89, 103, 136,

157. (BF/) give a somewhat more copious version, since they con-

tain a very full and rather dull account of the events which occurred

between the resurrection of the loving couple and their marriage,

while (AC) simply state that the wedding ceremony was celebrated

immediately after the Brahmana and his love were restored to life

;

they do not mention in any way the opposition of King Kamasena.

Still (BF/) are less valuable MSS., as they omit a great many verses,

and are, on the whole, less correct than (AC). (B) wants 2-9, 13, 17,

18, 22, 23, 36, 37, 59, 65-69, 71, 75, 85-87, 92, 113, 124, 136, 157,

and omits all the Prakrit verses, except 41, 100, 109; thus does (F),

while (f) gives not a single gaha. (Bg), written in Bengali charac-

ters, is on the whole a good MS., and helped me to correct some mis-

takes of (A) and (C), with both of which it closely agrees ; it wants

the strophes 17, 18, 22, 23, 45-47, 55-57^ 62, 65, 66, 70-74, 84,

!
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87-89, 103, 115, 136, and it contains, like (C), a Sanskrit translation

of the gahas. I could derive no benefit from the Hindi drama
Mddhavdnala-Kdmakmiidald-ndtaka, . written by ^filigramavaigya,

and printed in Bombay 1868. This drama, in almost all its cir-

cumstances, follows our story. I nourished the hope of finding in

some of the gahas of our MSS. a correspondence with the Hindi

dohas, and in this way I thought to get help for a better understand-

ing of them; but I was quite deceived, with the single exception

of the doha at page 100

:

kaha karaim ? kita jayahaim ? raja Eama na ahi

:

tiya-viyoga-samtapa-sava Eaghava Janata tahi,

which is the translation of verse 1 1 2 of our tale.

The story of Madhavanala, although rather insipid, both as it is

related in the MSS. and as it is set forth in the above-mentioned

Hindi drama, is a very popular one, as is shown by the great

number of MSS. in which it is copied. No doubt it owes its popu-

larity both to its contents and to the connection in which it stands

with the story of one of the most celebrated Indian kings, Vikrama-

ditya of Ujjayini. However, it is not met with, nor alluded to, in

any of the three well-known collections of novels which deal with

the deeds of that benevolent king: Somadeva's Kathdsaritsdgara,

the Simhdsanadvdtrirp.giJcd, the Vetdlapancavirngati. The story of

the loving couple who died from grief after their separation, and that

of " King Vikramaditya, the hetsera and the young Brahmana," in the

former work (iii. 15 and x. 58) bear both but casual likeness with the

Madhavanalakatha. The second work offers, in the seventh novel of

its Jainic recension, only an analogy to the episode of the attempted

suicide of Vikramaditya (see Weber, Indische Studien, xv. p. 333).

The importance of the tale is swollen on account of the many
Sanskrit and Prakrit strophes which adorn it. (A) contains no less

than 106 Sanskrit strophes, many of which are not (as far as I

could ascertain) quoted elsewhere. The works I consulted about

that are

—

Bohtlingk's Indische Sprilche, 2nd edit. (S.)

SvMdsitdvali, ed. Peterson. (Su.)

Vetdlapancavif/igati, ed. Uhle. (Ve.)

RatimanjaH (Colombo, 1887). (Ka.)

The gahas quoted in the tale are still more interesting. Their

number amounts to thirty-nine—four only of them being quoted else-

where (not one in Hala). To understand them is sometimes far from

easy, all the more because in the MSS. (AC) they are almost always
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written in a very corrupt and discordant form. For some of the

gahas, which are only quoted in (A) and omitted in (C) and (Bg.),

the difficulty was still greater, (C) and (Bg.) being the only MSS.
which, together with a literal Sanskrit translation, have a short com-

mentary of the Prakrit verses. It was reasonable therefore to expect

(as was experienced by Uhle in his praiseworthy edition of the

Vetdlapancavi7)igati), that a quite satisfactory restoration (and render-

ing) of these verses was impossible ; I have, however, succeeded in

establishing a better reading for most of them. In order to help the

reader in grasping their meaning, I have thought it best to add an

English translation and some Sanskrit notes, which are borrowed

from the above-mentioned short commentary in (C) and (Bg.). I

hardly need to point out some dialectical peculiarities which will

be easily observed by Prakrit scholars. No doubt the compilers

of the tale had but a slender knowledge of Prakrit grammar and

Prakrit metres. Thus they write gunan 48 ace. plur. for gum, cihnaiu

68-6g ioY cinhaTTi ; vasduna 4S for vasiuna (as in 78), cajj (tyajy) in

the active sense 58, &C., ghattuna 78 for ghe°, pidaro 135 for piadro

are wrong; while dhunl yy = '^f-i^, gethi i04 = -qf^, and dakkhia

1 17 = •^17 may be easily explained; akklianti 41 belongs to -^^

(Comm. : triny api loko narcati. Prof. Leumann writes to me : "I
should say it is akhydnti. A-khya in the passive sense is certainly

curious, but arcyante is literally impossible "), jinniyo 49 to fm.

Bali-kanno jinniyo 49—if the reading of the MS. should be right

—

would be a very interesting form, because it is an example of true

dual (dvandva) desinence. As de^I-words we must consider cliuttanti

60= cajjanti (tjjot comp. chaddai ^^frr Jacobi, Ausg. Erz. in Mdhdr.

Gloss.), chailla 63 = fV^T^ (from root ^^ ?), cuhai 135 =-^-^ffr.

As regards the metre, which is chiefly the arya or gaha, I will

only point out the following few verses as differing from the regular

pattern :

—

ha, 63; aa, 64, 120 ; hh (upagiti), 68-70, 84, 104, 105, 109, 135,

135 5is. Aryagiti 74, Doha 40.

A circumstance worthy of remark is that the various o-^jy/Aara

appear almost always in a regular succession or grouped ; thus the

gahas 14-61, 72-83, I TO-i 18, show all the regular shapes of the metre.

In 79 two short syllables are wanting ; we can easily supply them

(by reading for inst. aihhaya°).

I beg to notice that Prakrit verses are printed in italics ; that under

this mark [...] I have noted conjectural words, inserted in order to

restore the meaning or the metre; and noted under
-f-

corrupted
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words or verses, which I was not able to restore. Where the metre

was wrong and could not be made right, I have put the mark (1).

Various readings, as well as additions, are both put in brackets, and

the reader will easily perceive which of the two is meant. I feel much
indebted to my friend Professor Ernst Leumann, at whose suggestion

I undertook this work, and who favoured me with some valuable

hints concerning the Sanskrit portion as well as the Prakrit verses (of

which 40, 'j'i^, and 74 were restored by him). Mr. A. V. Vecchi, a

resident in Florence, kindly looked over the English portion.

I



VII.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS

EEGAEDING THE AGE OF THE EAELY MEDICAL

LITEKATUEE OF INDIA/

JULIUS JOLLY,
Professor of Sanskrit, University of Wiirzburg.

Conflicting Views regarding the Age of Hindu Mediciiie.

The exaggerated theories of the antiquity of Indian medical litera-

ture which were put forward by Dr. Hessler, author of a Latin

version of " Susruta," and others, have been succeeded in Germany

by the hypercritical views advanced by Dr. Haas, who endeavoured

to refer the composition of Susruta's standard work to the period

between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries A.D., i.e., a great deal

more than two thousand years later than Dr. Hessler had attempted

to do. The ingenious theories of Dr. Haas have been refuted, in

their turn, by Weber, and particularly by the late lamented Professor

August Mliller, by whose elaborate investigations^ the influence of

the Indian writers on medicine on the medical literature of Arabia

has been finally established.

Persian Writers on Medicine.

The same influence may be traced in the contemporaneous works

of Persian writers on medicine, as may be gathered from Abu Mansur

Muwaffak's copious work on Pharmacology, translated very recently

into German by a young Persian physician, A. Achundow.^ This

learned composition contains references both to "the medical men

of India " generally, and to authorities with such unmistakably Indian

names as Sri-Fargavadat, i.e., Sri-Bhargavadatta, and J^thak-Hindi,

i.e., the Indian work on nativity. What is more, the 584 remedies

enumerated and described in this work include many such as are

^ This paper was not sent in till after the Congress, though we were prepared for the

learned author's contribution, and are glad to give it a place in our Proceedings.—Ed.

2 Arabische Quellen, zur Geschichte der indischen Medicin, in the Journ, of the

Germ. O. S., xxxiv.

3 Die pharmakologischen Grundsatze des A. M. Muwaffak, in Prof. Kobert's Histo-

rische Studien aus dem pharmakologischen Institut der k. Universitat Dorpat, 1873.
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more or less confiued to tlie soil of India, as, e.g. aloes, tamarinds,

and sandal-wood ; and a number of drugs with which the author had

become acquainted during his extensive travels in India are expressly

designated by him as Indian drugs. Professor Robert, the learned

editor of Dr. Achundow's translation, having placed the names of

these drugs before me, I have tried to identify them with the names

of Indian plants, and my suggestions, such as they are, have been

printed by Professor Kobert.^ I have come across a drug with

an evidently Indian name since, viz., amladsch^ Emhlica officinalis,

which, according to Muwaffak, is an Indian word meaning " a stone." ^

This designation is clearly identical with the Sanskrit term amala,

Emhlica officinalis.

The Bower MS.

Direct proof of the existence of a native Indian system of medicine

at a far earlier period than the time of the Arabian and Persian

writers on medicine has been furnished|by the discovery of the

Bower MS., and of the two Sanskrit works on medicine contained

in it. The date of this MS. has been referred to the fifth century

A.D. both by Dr. Hornle and by Professor Blihler,^ and it is therefore

the earliest Sanskrit MS. extant. Su^ruta and the other leading

authorities in the field of medical science come out as prominently

in this early work as in the hitherto known Sanskrit compositions

on medicine. For a detailed analysis of the principal points of

coincidence between the Bower MS. and the printed Sanskrit works

on medicine, I may refer to Dr. Hornle's excellent annotated edition

and translation of the Bower MS. (Journ. Beng. As. Soc). Some
minor details might be added to the points noticed by Dr. Hornle.

Thus the legend regarding the origin of garlic, and the rules regard-

ing its various medical uses, may be traced in the Ashtangahridaya

and other works on medicine, as I have shown elsewhere.* Regard-

ing the cure of weak digestion, B. 47 has the following :

—

mande tu

langhanam piirvam pa^c^t jpdcanadipanam'; and so A. (Ci. 3, 124,

p. 335) ordains mande dipanapdcanah. B. 87 foil, has a great deal

about plasters for the face; Bh. (Madhy. 4, p. 61) agrees^ with Bh.

^ Die pharmakologischen Grundsiitze des A. M. Muwaffak, in Prof. Robert's

Historische Studien aus dem pharmakologischen Institut der k. Universitat Dorpat,

1873, PP- 294-296. 2 Ibid., p. 146.

' Journ. Beng. As. Soc, vol. Ix. ; Wiener Zeitschr. f. d. Kund. d. Morgenlandes, v.

302 ff.

* " Der Knoblauch in der indischen Medizin," in a collection of papers published

in 1893 on the occasion of Professor von Roth's anniversary.

^ Abbreviations :—A. = Ashtangahridaya (ed. Kunte). B. = Bower MS. (ed. Hornle).

Bh. = Bhavapraka^a. C. = Caraka (ed. Jibananda). S. = Su^ruta. V. = Vishnu.

Y. = Yfijnavalkya.
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as to the ingredients to be used for such plasters, as, e.g. yashti, can-

dana, kushtha, tila ; and whilst B. remarks that the patient should

not let the plaster become dry, nadhcirayeta suskham prcdepam vadane

manushyah, Bh. observes accordingly, suslikas iu trinaMnah sydt

tathd dushayati tvacam. On remedies against cough, B. 1 20 has the

remark, ghritair mdrutakdsinam sdnnair updcareddhimdn, correspond-

ing to A. (Ci. 3, I, p. 328), kdsdm snehair dddv updcaret . . . ghritaih

;

and so there is perfect agreement between the other remedies against

cough in both works. The causes of premature grey hair are stated

as follows in B. 112:

—

rasadoshdd vyavaydcca pittasonitadushandt
/

hhavaty akdlapalitam. Bh. (Madhy. 4, p. 63) has an analogous

statement, krodhasokasramakritah ^ariroshmd sirogatah
j
pittam ca

keMn pacati palitarri tena jdyate.jj

Relation of Medical Writings to other Branches of Sanskrit Literature.

The mutual relations between medical literature and other depart-

ments of Sanskrit literature have not been receiving much attention

hitherto,! in spite of their importance for purposes of chronology. It

will be my endeavour to show that the medical theories and rules

of diet in which the early law-books of India, the Smritis, abound,

agree to a considerable extent with the corresponding portions of the

medical works.

Formation of the Body.

Generation and the formation and growth of the human body is

described as follows by Caraka (Sar. 4, p. 351 foil.), those passages

which agree literally with the corresponding sections of the Vishnu

(96, 43 foil.), and Yajnavalkya (3, 72-100), Smritis being marked out

by cursive type :

—

Garhhas tu khalv antarikshavdyvagnitoyahhiXmivi-

kdras cetanadhishthanabh^tah sa hy asya shashtho dhdtur uktah . . .

yathd pralaydtyaye sisrikshur dhUtdny aksharabhutah sattvopadanah

pHrvataram dkdsam srijati tatah kramena vyaktataragunan dhdtUn

vdyvddikdms caturah . . . sa sarvagunavdn garhhatvam dpannah

prathame mdsi sammllrchitah sarvadhdtukalushikritah khetabhUto

hhavati . . . dvitiye mdse ghanah sampadyate tritiye masi sarvendri-

yani sarvangavayavas ca . . . tatrdsydkdsdtmakam saldah srotram

Idghavam saukshmyam viveka^ ca vayvatmakam sparsah sparsanani

ca raukshyani preranam dhdtuvydhanarri ceshtds ca ^ariryah agnyat-

makam rupam darsanani prakdsah paktir aushnyam avdtmakam raso

rasanam saityam mdrdavam snehah kledas ca prithivydtmako gandhah

ghrdnarii gauravarri sthairyam m'drtis ca . . , tadd prabhriti garhhah

^ Certain coincidences between works on medicine and the Vedas, Pdnini, Vara-

hamihira, and the Amarakosha have been pointed out by Professor Weber.
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spandate tac caiva k^ranam apeksharndna na dvaikridayaiji vimdna-

namgarhham icchanti kartum . . . tasmdt priyahitdhhydm garhhiniin

msesheno'pacaranti JcvJaldh . , . garhhasydpadyamdnasya viinMajti

vair4pya7n vd kurydt / caturthe mdsi sthiratvam dpadyate . . . paiicaiiie

mdsi garbhasya mamsa^om^opJlcayo . . . shashthe masi garbhasya

balavarnopacayo saptame masi garbhalj sarvabhdvair apyayata . . .

ashtame mdsi garbhaS ca mdtrito garbhata4 ca mdtd . . . muhur
7nuhur ojah parasparata ddadate . . . tasmsit ta.d^ garbhasya janinav-

ydpad bhavati. For an analogous, though less copious, description

of the formation of the body, see S. (^ar. 3, p. 10), and A. (Sar. i, p.

183 foil.). Both of these works, however, do not agree with Yajna-

valkya and Vishnu so closely as Caraka. In this place the Indian

theory regarding the causes of the production of male or female

children or of hermaphrodites may be fitly referred to. It is com-

mon to Manu (3, 49), and to the medical works S., A., C, Bh., and

others.

Anatomy.

The subject of anatomy, in the medical and legal works referred

to, is discussed together with the formation of the body. The

analogous statements of these works regarding the structure and

•parts of the body may be exhibited in a tabular synopsis. It will be

seen that, in this case also, the learned composition of Caraka, the

superior antiquity and authenticity of which has been well brought

out by Dr. Haas, agrees far more closely with the legal works than

the other compilations. The parts of the body are

—

Vishnu
Parts of the Body. and

Y&jftav.
Caraka. Su^nita. Asht. Bhfiv.

Elements (dhatu) 7 7 7 7 7
Skins 6 6 7 7 7
Parts of the body 6 6 6 6 6

Orifices » 9 9 9 9 9
Bones 360 360 300 (360) 360 (300) 300
Veins (sira) 700 700 700 700 700
Ligaments (snayu) 900 900 900 900 900
Arteries (dhamani) . 200 200 24 24 24
Muscles 500 400 500 500 500
Tubular vessels

(siradhamani) 2,900,956 2,900,956 ...

Vital parts (marma) . 107 107 107 107

Joints 200 2000 210 210 (2C0) 210

Objects of the senses 5 5 5 5
Organs of perception

.

5 5 5 5
Organs of action 5 5 5 5 ^,
Hairs .... 300,000 2,900,956 innumerable

Excretions (mala) 12 7 7 7
Seats of vitality

.

10 10 10 ...
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The agreement between Caraka and the law-books, especially

Yajfiavalkya's, is exhibited very plainly, moreover, in what the

former calls koshthdilgdniy i.e., the nav^l, the heart, and the rest;

and in his list of fifty-six pratyangdni, which correspond to the

stMndni of the law-books. But it is* in the department of osteology

that this agreement shows itself most distinctly. The bones are :

—

Boues.

Teeth
Bones at their root .

Nails
Fingers and toes
Long bones of each)
hand and foot >

[Roots of each hand)
and foot] . >

Heels
Ankles
Manikas of each hand
Elbows .

Legs
Knees
Cheeks
Thighs
Arms
Shoulders

.

Upper part of the)

spine . . >"

Temples (lower part)

Vlshiju
and Caraka.

Y&jflav.

32 32
32 32
20 20
20 20

60 60

[41 [4]

2 2

4 4
2

4 4
4 4
2 2

2 2

2 2

2

2 2

2

2 2

Clavicle .

Palate
Flat buttocks
Secret part
Back
Neck
Breast
Ribs, together with

SthS.lakas and
Arbudas

Chin

.

Root of the chin
Nose
Eyes
Ears
Forehead
Temples
Head

Vishiju
and Cai-aka.

YAjftav.

2 . 2
2 2
2 2

I I

45 45
15 15

17 14

72 72

I I

2 2

I I

2 1(1)

2 1(1)

2 1(1)

2 2

4 ^

360 360

A. has the identical figure of 360 bones, which, however, are

specified in the Commentary only. The 300 bones of S. and Bh.

consist of 120 of the extremities, 117 of the trunk, and 63 of the

head.

Qtmntiti/ of Blood, <Sse.

Yajilavalkya states the respective quantities of blood, water, bile,

&c., in the human frame, in aHjalis or sotticefuls. Precisely the same

statements occur in C.

Physiology.

Turning from anatomy to physiology, we may note, first, that the

theories of the law-books and of the works on medicine regarding

menstruation and conception are absolutely identical. Thus the well-

known rule of Mauu, 3, 46-48, on this head recurs in A. (Sar. i, 27

foil.), Bh. (i. I, 18), and Su. (Sar. 7 foil). Impotency, together witli

^ Vishnu, 22, 81 ; and Manu, 5, 135.
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its causes and cure, is discussed in Bh., i. i, 23, and v. 218 foil. ; S.

^ar. 9, C. 848 foil. The classification of impotency as comprising

seven kinds, some of which are curable and the rest incurable, as

well as the names of certain Klibas, such as, e.g. irshyaka and dsekya^

recur in the Narada-smriti, xii. 1 1 foil., and so do some of the remedies

prescribed against impotency. Childhood, or the period of minority,

extends to the age of sixteen, both according to legal and medical

authorities. The theories of the medical writers regarding the varying

influence of the six seasons on the system seem to underlie the rules

of the legislators regarding the various quantities of poison to be

given, according to the time of the year, to a person who is to be

tested by the ordeal of poison.^ The best of climates, according to

the medical authorities, is the climate of an arid (jdiigala) country

;

accordingly, the legislators advise the king to settle in a jdngala

country.^

Diseases.

The numerous diseases referred to in the law-books, especially in

connection with the subject of Karmavipaka, correspond to the no-

menclature of the medical writers, and so do the poisons which are

referred to on occasion of the ordeal by poison.

Hygieology.

The department of hygieology and personal duties presents a vast

number of analogies between legal and medical literature. A man shall

rise early in the Brahma Muhfirta ; he shall not take food or a bath

during an indigestion ; he shall after meals cleanse his teeth with a

stick of a certain kind of wood ; he shall not travel without a com-

panion ; he shall not scratch the ground without reason ; he shall not

step on ashes, excrements, chaff, or potsherds ; he shall not cross a

river (swimming) with his arms ; he shall not ascend a tree or a boat

of doubtful solidity ; he shall not exert himself without a purpose
;

he shall never look at the sun ; he shall not serve low people ; he

shall not stop at the root of a tree at night, nor at a cross-road ; he

shall avoid the smoke of a burning corpse. These examples have

been collected from the Dinacaryadhyaya in A., Sii. 2. Many other

instances may be gathered from Bh. I. i. 114 foil., and the whole of

the Dantakashthavidhi, ibid. 90, agrees almost literally with the sixty-

first chapter of the Vishnusniriti.

^ Sevya^ca, NSr., xii. 13, is probably wrong for asekyalca.

^ This fact has been pointed out by Professor Stenzler in his Essay on Indian

Ordeals, Journ. Germ. 0. S., ix. 674.

' Manu, 7, 69 ; Yajii., i, 320; Vi., 3, 4.
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Philosophy.

The philosophical and cosmological tenets of both sets of works

offer many points of resemblance, besides those contained in the

above-quoted chapter on embryology. Thus the human body is said

to consist of the five elements, of earth, water, fire, air, and ether.

Manas, " mind," is distinguished from buddhi, " intellect," and atman or

jiva, " soul." The entire Samkhyan theory of the twenty-four Tattvas

is found both in the Bhavaprakasa (L 1,9 foil.) and in the Vishnu-

smriti (97). The author of the Code of Manu shows himself fully

acquainted with the three qualities of Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas in

the mortal frame which play such an important part in the Hindu
system of medicine. The whole creation consists of immovable and

movable things (sthdvara Rndjangama). The sthdvara things,^ accord-

ing to Susruta and other medical writers, may be divided into the

four kinds of vanaspati, vriksha, virudh, and oshadhi. This division

corresponds to Manu, i. 46-48. Of jangama things there are also four

kinds, both according to Manu and Susruta, viz., jardyuja, andaja,

svedaja, and udhhijja. The well-known medical theory of the three

humours in the human frame, viz., wind, bile, and phlegm, underlies

the term " sdmnipdtika, diseases," which occurs in the law-books.

Weights and Measures.

The legal writers trace weights and measures from trasarenu, the

atom of dust which is seen to move in a sunbeam. Writers on

medicine define the term trasarenu in the same way, but they further

divide a trasarenu into thirty paramdnus. The various coincidences

and differences between the medical and legal writings on the sub-

ject of weights and measures have been fully pointed out by Cole-

broke in his Essay on Indian Weights and Measures.

Proverbial Sayings.

Considering this general agreement between the teaching of the

legal and medical writers, it is not surprising to find that they

should have a number of proverbial sayings in common, among

which those relating to the instability of human life (Vishnu 20),

and to the eight things commanding reverence in this world (N^rada

xvii. 54) may be mentioned.

1 In Manu, i, 46, also the reading sthdvardh is perhaps preferable to the reading

taravah, which has been printed in my edition of Manu.
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Points of Difference.

On some points there exists a difference of opinion. Thus the

medical writers assert that neither the father nor the mother should

be very young ; the former being less than twenty-five years old and

the mother less than sixteen, the child will either die in the womb,
or it will not live long, or the senses or limbs will be incomplete.

The legal writers, on the other hand, are advocates of infant marriage,

as has been shown elsewhere. Again, the law-books denounce

alcoholism and animal food in the strongest terms, whereas the

works on medicine prescribe spirituous drinks, broths, and divers

kinds of meat for certain diseases. These differences of opinion,

however, may be easily accounted for by the different ends which

the legal and the medical writers had in view.

Antiquity of Indian Works on Medicine.

The coincidences referred to are the more remarkable because they

extend over the whole range of Smriti literature. If, e.g. the

chapter on anatomy in the Vishnu and Yajfiavalkya Smritis were

tlie only case of close agreement between legal and medical works, it

might be argued that this agreement does not prove much for the

antiquity of works on medicine, as the two law-books in question can

be hardly older than the third century a.d. Such analogies, how-

ever, as those occurring, e.g. in the section on personal duties, which

is among the earliest relics of Smriti literature, prove distinctly that

the groundwork of Sanskrit writings on medicine is genuine and old,

not inferior in antiquity, apparently, to any other branch of Indian

learning.
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IfOTE SUR LE DIEU MANGALA.

CoMTE ANGELO DE GUBERNATIS,

Professeur k l'Universit6 de Rome.

{Avec une planche.)

En pr^sentant et en illustrant la forme et I'origine de I'akri, dout se

servent les mahouts de I'lnde, au Congres des Orientalistes de Stock-

holm, j'ai eu roccasion de rattacher le dieu Gane^a, fils de ^iva,

qui porte la tete d'un ^l^phant, et, parmi ses erablemes, Vakri, k sou

grand-pere India, monte sur I'elephant ; et j'ai pu constater alors

dans le monde mythologique un cas assez prononce et assez curieux

d'atavisme.

Je signale aujourd'hui un second cas, non moins interessant,

d'atavisme divin, dans la personne mysterieuse de Mcmgala, qui

cache, sous ce nom aussi propice que celui de son pere, le second

fils de ^iva, le dieu de la guerre, nourrisson des Pleiades, plus

generalement connu sous le nom de Karttikeya, qui le rattache

egalement a Indra, le dieu belliqueux de la pluie et de la foudre.

Le docteur Gerolamo Donati vient de presenter a la Soci(5t^

Anthropologique Italienne la reproduction photographique d'une

tablette int^ressante en cuivre, dont le roi de Kutch a fait present

au Musde Indien de Florence, avec uu essai de traduction des

litanies en I'honneur de Maiigala qu'elle porte gravies, en avan^ant

I'opinion que la tablette designe par Maiigala la planete Mars.

Cette opinion me semble se justifier si on substitue k la planete

le genie qui la domine, c'est a dire, le regent Mars, Karttikeya, le

dieu de la guerre en personne.

Dans le Pantheon Indien de Moore, Mangala figure, en effet,

comme le sixieme signe du zodiaque, dans I'aspect d'un jeune

guerrier, k cheval d'un belier, et qui resemble enormement k Indra,

dont le belier aussi bien que I'^l^phant est la monture afifectionnee.
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Vrishnih, proprement celui qui verse, devenu ensuite le b^lier

fecondateur, est Tun des noms du dieu de la pluie, de I'Tndra

vedique.

Dans nos litanies, on donne k Mangala le surnom de VarshakartH,
ou faiscur de pluie, pluvieiix ; nourri par les six dtoiles de la pluie,

par les six Pleiades, par les six Krittikas, Karttikeya, le Mars Indien,

comme le dieu qui apporte le grand b^ndfice de la pluie si souvent

invoque dans I'lnde meridionale, y est ais(itj^eut devenu Mahgala

ou propice comme son pfere ^iva, dont la monture est le taureau

fecondateur. J'ai pu assister aux fetes que Ton c(3l(3brait k Kangivara,

I'une des villes saintes prfes de Madras, en I'honneur de Karttikeya,

et du me persuader que son culte s'y confondait avec celui de son

pfere brahmanique et de son grand-p6re vedique.

Bhuminandana, ou ddice de la terre, est encore appele sur notre

tablette le dieu Mangala ; il y figure, en outre comme Jlls de la terre,

d'une couleur rouge de feu, pareil k Agni, et qui Moigne les maladies

et les dettes, probablement parce que lorsqu'on le fete, ainsi que son

frhre Ganega, on liquide dans I'lnde tons les comptes de I'ann^e.

On sait que I'ann^e indienne est marquee par la saison des pluies,

et que par le nom Varsha on designe la pluie et Vann4e ; pour cette

raison, Mangala ou Karttikeya, nourri par les Pleiades, les etoiles de

la pluie, ouvre k son tour rann(3e et devient, dans notre tablette,

comme Gane^a, un rinahartri ou celui qui enUve les dettes et ailleurs,

un rinahantaka, c'est a dire, celui qui dMruit les dettes.

Ceux qui ont assiste aux fetes de Gaiie(^.a dans I'lnde, et aux

plongeons qu'on y fait faire k ce dieu dans la mer ou dans la riviere,

ont bien compris que de cet aimable et populaire Janus qui ouvre

I'ann^e benie, I'annee bienfaisante, les marchands et le peuple de

rinde font dependre toute la richesse, tout le bonheur de I'annt^e

qui va suivre ; c'est, done, en son nom, qu'on ferme tons les vieux

comptes et qu'on ouvre les nouveaux. Lui aussi, done, est comme
son pere, comme son frere, un porte-bonheur, et un veritable patron

de tous les endett^s, et en son nom, ainsi que les Chretiens au

nom du Christ, les Indiens, au milieu de grandes r^jouissances, se

r^concilient. Les deux fils de (Jiva, Gane^a et Mangala ou Karttikeya,

malgre la tete d'(^l^phant, fagonn^e au premier, se ressemblent pro-

digieusement par leurs instincts. Les l^gendes guerri^res des deux

freres se touchent de bien pr^s ; ce qui n'a rien d'extraordinaire,

puisqu'ils sont tous les deux des petits-fils d'lndra. Le dieu des

dieux, k la fin de la p^riode vedique, s'est triple ; comme Divaspati,

Brihaspati et Brahmanaspati s'est spiritualist en Brahman ; comme
guerrier amoureux a pris la forme de ce Vishnu, dont Krishna est
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devenu I'expression populaire
;
comme dieu terrible et bienfai-

sant a la fois, s'est identifie en Qiva, le cr^ateur et le destructeur.

Mais, entre Mangala ou Karttikeya, dieu de la guerre, fils de

Civa et Indra, notre tablette nous permet peut-etre encore de saisir

un autre rapport interessant.

Indra gagne au ciel ses grandes batailles m^t^orologiques, grace

surtout a I'intervention formidable de ses puissants auxiliaires, les

trois fois sept ou vingt-un Marouts, les vents flamboyants et rugis-

sants au milieu de I'orage. Les Marouts sont presque les rivaux

d'Indra ; les memes rapports se trouvent dans la mythologie hellenique

entre le dieu de la guerre et le vent. Je crois, done, que c'est en

souvenir des vingt-un Marouts, grace auxquels Indra gagne ses

batailles au ciel, que la tablette des litanies consacr(^e a son petit-

fils Mangala, se trouve partagee en vingt-un sections, dont le centre

est represent^ par le nom de Mangala, le bienheureux. Indra

figure a la tete des Marouts, comme I'un d'entr'eux, ainsi qu'il nous

apparait comme I'un des trois freres, comme I'un des Ribhous,

comme I'un des Vasous, comme I'un des Adityas : aiusi des vingt-un

noms donne au fils de ^iva, au petit-fils d'Indra, Mangala est le

premier.
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IX.

PALI, SANSKRIT AND PRAKRIT
ETYMOLOGY.

BY

The Rev. RICHARD MORRIS, M.A., LL.D.

There are at present no scanty material for studying the old Prakrit

idioms. The labours of Goldschmidt, Weber, Jacobi, Pischel, Biihler,

Mliller, Hoernle, and others have largely contributed to our know-

ledge of rare and difficult forms.

The publication of Hemacandra's Def;inamala is one of the latest

and perhaps most important aids to those interested in the Prakrit

literature and lexicography.

It will be a great gain to students when the second volume, con-

taining a complete alphabetical index, is published. It will throw

much light upon Jaina Prakrit, Pali, the Gaudian dialects, as well as

upon classical Sanskrit, and its indebtedness to the popular idioms.

The Prakrit dialects throw light upon each other. Pali is often an

aid to Jaina Prakrit, and will be found serviceable in dealing with

some difficult forms in Hemacandra. For the most part the phonetic

peculiarities of the older Prakrits are essentially the same, but

Pali became a literary dialect at a very early period, and has been

more conservative than Jaina and other Prakrits. In Pali, how-

ever, we have popular forms as distinguished from classical ones,

and these are of great interest.

We will take issa as the popular form of ikka = ikkha, a bear.

The modern Hindu dialects have not this form, which comes from

an older *iccha, but Marathi has the closely allied Hsa.

Pali, Pkt., and Skt. have accha (from *akkha), and the well-

known accha-hhalla, which in Sinhalese becomes walaJia (for walassa)

= M. asa-val.

Bhalla is generally considered to mean a bear, but accha-hhalla

looks very much like an attempt to Sanskritise assa-vala = valassa,

a wild bear, a bear of the woods. There is a great tendency in all
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the Prakrits to soften ch into s. In the oldest Pali, for instance,

kassapa is connected with kacchapa, a tortoise, and Marathi has

kdmsava for kassapa or kdsapa.

We can thus see how Pkt. piissa'i, pumsa'i, go back (i) to pvxxhati

= punchati, (2) to proncliati.

So isia (vaQayita), H. D., i. 84, stands for issita, and must be

equated with Pali icchita.

Take another of Hemacandra's conundrums. Vojj'ha-a = vojjha-

malla.

Vojjha-a = vojjha-ka = vujjha-ka = Pali vujjhaka = yuddhya-ka,

fighting.

Vojjha-malla = malla-vujjha = Skt. malla-yuddha. (See Jataka,

2, 96.)

Hemacandra assigns to villa the sense of accha, clear. This at

first sight appears to be inexplicable. There is nothing in Skt.

that seems to indicate the origin of it.

But we must bear in mind that Prakrit I frequently represents a

cerebral d. Thus krklaM becomes first kheddal and then khellai

;

cf. vedhia — vellia = vestita.

Let us then turn villa into viddha and we see that it is identical

with Pali viddha = Skt. vtdhra, clear, bright, applied to the clear

open sky both in Pali and the older Skt.

Pkt. has often cerebral for Pali dentals, thus Skt. vardhra,

leather, corresponds to Pali vaddha or haddha, and is found in Pkt.

vaddka-i-a, a shoemaker.

Sometimes Pkt. turns original I or r into cerebral d, hence atthiida

(lagha) = atthida = a-sfhUla.

Kuruda = karula = Fall kurura = krura. (See H. D., ii. 62,.)

Acchigharulla dvesya (H. D., i. 41) = 1 acchi-karulla ( = aksi-

kriira), for karidlacchi ; cf. Skt. krUra-drg, cruel.

L. E. passes into I in siiiidola = Skt. sindHra (n. of tree). Some-

times I passes into cerebral n, as in thUna, SLqva. = *thilla = *sthil7'a,

of Skt. sthHrin, a pack-horse.

Cf. to rosdna'i = ros-dla'i, to rub, polish, from riis or liis, to adorn.

Again, Hemacandra (D., vii. 27) has a long note on samiLcchani,

a broom, and quotes numerous authorities in support of it.

We have already seen that nch passes into cch and ss, and we are

able to equate this with Pali sammufijani, a broom, which Childers

believes to be a variant of sammajjani. But it is a false reading for

sarmonchani, from the root unch, with sam. The Sinhalese musnd,

a broom, = sam-usn^ = samufichna, when s represents cch = nch, but

not ?y or y.
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From the same root Pali has savi-uncha-ka, gleaning, and Jaina

Pkt. samucchai = samunchati, to sweep up.

The fact that nch passes easily into cch helps us to see that

anaccJia'i, a substitute for kars, stands for anvacchai from Jdnch

(draw, drag) + anu. Cf. amchia dJcrsta (H. D., i. 14).

Acchi-viyaccM, parasparamakarsama = dnchi-vyanchi, from the

same root.

"We see, too, that luncha'i may = luccha'i = lukkhai = luksati, from

Skt. ruks.

Sometimes nkh occurs for Jcli = ks, as osuThJchia, utpreksita (H.

J)., i. 159) = osukkhita from surks + ava.

In Pali we find such popular forms as kumhhaka for kitpaka, a

mast ; ulumpa for udUpa, a raft, with which we may compare Sin-

halese kumha, M. kumha, for kupa.

In Pkt. we have numerous instances of this kind. The curious

term alamya, a cock, does not carry its etymology on its surface.

But it stands for allampa = allappa, and this for d-ldpa = drdva

from ru + a, so that alampa means a crower, and is connected

with M. dravnem, to own ; d-ravni, cock-crowing.

We can see how by assimilation mp ( = pp) may become in7n.

This serves to explain Pkt. kamma'i, cut, from kalpati, through

kappati, kampati, kammati. (Compare jaihpai from jalp.)

The causal kammavai, a substitute for upabhaj, represents Skt.

kalpayati, Pali kappeti.

This nasalisation is common in the modern dialects, and in

Hindi we find sdmpa = sdpa = sappa = sarpa, snake. It is this

change that explains Pkt. ohdmia, weighed, which has long been

a crux to those who would restore it to its Sanskrit form.

We must bear in mind the use of Skt. dhar (with and without

tulaya), to weigh, and then we can easily see that ohdmia — oham-

mita = odhampita = odhappati = odkarpita, from the causal of dhar

with ava (or upa ?).

In Sinhalese we find aramha, a grove, Skt. drdma, and Hema-

candra mentions drdmhhika = aramika, a fiorist.

We may, I think, venture to explain khumpa, trnamaya (H. D.),

as a variant of khuppa or khupa, and related to M. kumhhd, Skt.

ksupa, a bush.

We can understand how pendava, a substitute for pra + stha

(H. P., iv. 37; H. D., $g)=pindavai=piddava'i=ptlava'i, the

causal of pid. Cf. vippindia = vipidita (H. D., vii. 70 ;
uppela'i,

H. R, i. 117).

Gutthamda bhasapaksi (H. D., ii. g2) = ^o\xi\j\\Mdi. = *guUhdla-

gotthala t= go-stha + ala. Cf. Skt. bhasa = gostha.
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So guntha adhama-haya (H. D., ii. 9 1
) = gutha = Skt. ghuta.

For jj we have often flj in Prakrit. Thus rumjai = rujjai =
rudyati ; and this enables us to see the same root in o-ruihjark,

nastiti bhanitagarbha krida (H. D., i. 156).

Rumda, " vipula, mukhara " = rudda == Skt. rudra. Of. ramjai,

break = rajjai from radyati, Skt. rad.

We have also a root rad, to cry, in Pkt., for Hemacandra (D. I.,

75) gives aradi, drddia, " vilapita," from the causal of root, rat + a.

Of, M. rad-nem, cry, bewail ; a-radnem, cry out ; Hindi ratrid, call

out.

Cerebral t usually becomes d in Pkt., hence Skt. and Pali ceta,

boy, slave, becomes (i) ceda, (2) cilia (H. D., iii. 10), for cidda.

Of. old Sinhalese salaya = calaya for *cetaka.

See note on villa, clear.

Pkt. vdydda, a parrot = Skt. vdcdta, talkative. This calls to mind
the forms pitsa and pitsaJca, a parrot, evidently meaning chattering.

This represents an older pussaka, which we find in Pali pussaka

(not in Childers), explained by Buddhagosa as "a big barn cock,"

which is applied to a boaster or bragger. Cf. M. phusdri, bragging
;

Hindi phas, sound, noise ; M. phusldvinem, brag.

I regard pussaka as a derivative of a verb phussa'i, a variant of

which is phamsai (H. P. , iv. ), a substitute for visamoad.

Here phamsai =phassai =phdsai (cf. phamsa = -phassa in Pkt.

suhaphamsa). Mamthi phasvimrri. phdsvinem, cheat; cf. Skt. phds,

idle talk. With this I would connect Pkt. upphdlai, to speak

(foolishly), a denom. of upphdla, a wicked person.

Compare Pali sam-pha, idle talk, with Skt. pha-pha. The lexi-

cographers give phi, idle talk, a wicked person. M. has phas-kd

worthless, used of persons and speech.

Uddhacchavi, visamvadita (H. D., i. 114),! connect with uddhac-

chia nisiddha (H. D., i. 1 1 1.)

In Pali we find itddha for idjilha ; Pkt. has babbha = vardhra, and

iiddhacchia I would explain as ubbhaxchita from bharts-}-ud.

Uddhacchavi must represent a derivative from a causal uddhac-

chava'i.

In H. D., i. 119, 2(d-dha€chavia and uvahatthia = sajjita. Tlie

root is here hasta, as in ava-hatthia, abandoned (P. L., 79), from

dpahastyati ; cf. Skt. apahastita, lost. The lexicographers connect it

with ha^ta, hand. Ava-hatthia looks like a secondary verb formed

from the passive-participle of either bhramg or dhvarfts (dhvas) with

apa.

Ubbhdvai, a substitute for m??i (H. P., iv. i6S) = icddhdvalj to
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roam at large, from dhcw, run. A derivative of Skt. ud-hhd would

not explain the sense of the Pkt.

Skt. has ud-dhava, joy, from a denominative uddhdva'i, might be

formed.

H. D., i. 117, has ichhhdvia and umbhavia surata.

Vellai, another substitute for ram, is connected with the noun

vella vilasa (H. D. vii. 94) from ^^1, roll about.

Samkhuddai, another substitute for ram, and also khuddai, seem

to come from a root kJmrd, leap, hop, jump.

Appdha'i, Appdhe'i.

Pali has the rare form vyappatha, " a word," " fame," which comes

from root prath with vy + a.

The Sinhalese has pdnawd, to show, display = Skt. prdthayati,

spread abroad, make known.

The Pkt. form of dprdthayati would be appdhe'i (and appahai).

S. Goldschmidt considered it to be an exact reflex of Skt. dvydhar.

Professor Weber, rightly objecting to this, would refer it to abhydhar.

The derivative here suggested needs no hypothetical forms.

Pali uddeti and oddeti signify to lay a trap, set a snare, cast a

net, from the root di. I have found no use of this in Prakrit,

except in the compound uddiya-imsa (Hala, 787, p. 428), of which

Professor Weber says, " Ich weis hiermit gar nichts zu machen."

It means beset with snares.

I find in H. D., i. 21, avadia ( = Pali, oddiia) in the sense 9f

khinna. The root di, di, has the sense of spend, waste ; cf. M.

udnem, fly ; udvinem, scatter, waste.

In the Mahavastu we find oltyati, to fly down, and alli-a'i

(H. D., i. 58), aliyati from li. In the sense of "upasarpati" it

must represent dliydi = a-diyati from di.

The Sinhalese ata-wanawd, set a trap = utta-wanawa or idlawa-

Tiaivd = Pali uddayati. Prakrit has no separate sign for the

palatal ft, but employs the cerebral n instead.

It is often difficult to see at once the origin of such a form as

sannattia paritapita (H. D., viii. 10), but recollecting Pali words

like sanuaraeti from sam + yam, we can equate sannattia with sam-

y^t-ita, from the causal of the root yat.

So sannamai (H. D., viii. 1 9), " adriyate " = sannammati, from

sam + yamyate.

Pali does not, I think, tolerate such forms as maildi, Skt. mauli,

but has only mol% top-knot of hair.
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Pkt. has, ill addition, morfa, dmoda, and a reduplicated muru-
murnda = mudu-muda juta. In this sense we have mukkumdi =
Skt. mukuta, a nest (see H. D., vi. 1 1 7).

Pali sometimes separates the conjunct consonants vy into viy, as

viyagga for vyagga, or vagga = vyagra, bewildered ; but, on the

other hand, we have vdla, a snake, for vydla.

Pkt. has v'idla, a thief (H. D., vii. 90) = Skt. vydla^ which also

stands for vi-Mla, evening.

In Pilli ava, frequently contracted to o initially, appears as in

the body of a word, as uddosita = udavasita, stable ; koca = kavoca,

mail. This enables us to explain vi-ola avigna (H. D., vii. 63).

It cannot be for vydhda or vikula, but must stand for vikola =
vikalava = vikavala = Skt. viklava. To the root klav I would also

refer khavalia, kupita (H. D., ii. y 2) = kavalita = keLlsLYito. = klavita.

The aspiration is due to /, though the conjunct kl is separated.

Pkt. thuri, a loom = thori, from Skt. *sthavarl ; cf. sthavi, a

weaver.

Pkt. does not always separate conjunct consonants, as Pali. Thus,

from root, trad (split, bore, break = trd), with nir, we get nit-tiradi,

nirantara, and nit-tiradia trutita.

Skt. qmasru appears in Pkt. as masuri (H. D., vi. 130), but we
also get mamsu or massu.

Pali has occasionally loss of aspiration, as ikka, a bear ; tikka =
tiksna. Pali ikkhana, a fortune-teller, corresponds to Pkt. ikkana, a

thief (H. D.).

Pali shows us what letter is lost in Pkt.—thus, asia, sickle, must

be the equivalent of Pali ctsita, connected with Skt. asi and asira.

Pkt. dhaniyam, strongly, much, is generally Sanskritised into

dhanikam, and referred to dhana, as if the original meaning were

richly.

But Pali dhanita, strong, as opposed to sithila weak, shows that

there is no connection with dhana. The Jaina Prakrit, too, has dliani-

yakam for dhanitakarri.

The Pali dhanita has acquired a special sense as a grammatical

term for the aspirated consonants of each class. The root is probably

dhvan.

But Prakrit has peculiarities altogether unknown to Pilli, forms

akin to those found in the modern Gaudian dialects. Probably

most of the cruxes in the De^inamamala may be solved by those

most conversant with those dialects related to Skt.

Ollaria supta (H. D., i. 163) is explained by Hindi u-lar-na, to

cause to sleep ; idarnd, to lie down, take seats.
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In H. D. we have kummdna and kurumdna in the sense of mldna,

fading, which must be referred to root mid.

Just as amla becomes amhila in Pali, so Hindi, with kic for vi,

makes from ku-mla a verb kumhhildnd,kumhldnd, to fade {kumbhilant,

fading), kummana = kummdna = kumhhdna = kumhhldna = kumldna
= ktcrumdna = ku-lumdna = ku-muldna = kumildna = kumldna.

Marathi has dmdulnem, swing, and dmdolana, a swing, from root

dul. The Skt. andolana chiefly rests on the authority of tlie

lexicographers, and is, I believe, a true Prakrit form. Benfey

would refer it to dandul, a frequentative of did. But with Marathi

amtharnem = attharnem, scatter, and addana = dddna, we may con-

sider andola to be a variant of addola — a-dola. The Skt. hindola

seems to be either a curtailed ahindola for ahi-dola from dul + abhi,

or represents an earlier sindola for sandola from dal -\- sam.

Nimdini, nidnia (H. D.) " kutrnodharana," may be compared

with Pali nidddna, digging up weeds.
^

Skt. undura, a rat, with its variants indHra (M. undira), undiiru,

nndura, is probably a true Pkt. form for uddura from root dur (a

variant of dar, dal), to rend, tear, a causal, of which we have in

Pkt. mdurai. Sanskrit has nddhdna, udvdna, a fireplace, stove.

Pali itddhdiia, an oven, is perhaps a variant of iddhana, from indh,

kindle. Pkt. udddna, an oven, may be for uddd^ia (like kattari

for kattari, shears) = iiddhana, through a fancied connection with

'uddd'oa from root da, bind.

With andolana = addolana we may compare Pkt. aihgutthi =
a-gutthi, a veil, from gunth. The curious form amgumai, to fill,

a substitute for puray, must be referred to aggumai = agumai, from

guma'i, to fill
;
gumila, full. So agghddal and agghdval (H. P., iv.

169), to fill, to satiate, represent Skt. ^ghrapayati; the former with

the Guadian causal suffix ada. Cf. agghdna tripta (H. D., i. 19) =
a-ghrana.

Ahiremi, fill, may perhaps be from abhi + ram, through the

causative remayati = riramayati.

Pkt. has interesting forms allied to Pali, as for instance ilia, a

sickle, with which we may compare Pali, illi, (Skt. ilt), probably a

woodman or hunter's knife.

Marathi has ild, a curved instrument for cuttincj grass : Hi, a kind

of blade set in a stock for cutting vegetables.

Ilia, ella, poor (if not for idra,^ a curtailed daridra), must repre-

sent ^iddra = ittra = Pali ittara = Skt. itvara.

^ T^irhdi\yl = niddani and nidnia= md^nita.
'^

Cf. Prakrit chilla from chidra.
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Tr does not often become /r, but cimcillai seems to be a frequen-

tative of cillal from citryati, a denominative from citra, Jaina

Prakrit has cilliya dipyamana.

Illlra grhadvara may be connected with Pali e]aka (? = illaka),

a threshold. But we have formations in Prakrit altogether un-

known to Pali as causals in ada, ala ; the use of particles urii-,

ulu-j for lid- ; ada for ana ; the employment of the suffix ilia or

illi.

Prakrit has a fondness for reduplicated and frequentative forms

like tharakhai, kurukurita (ranaranaka) badabadai vilapati, culucula'i

caluulai = spondati, with a host of others unknown to Pali.

Some of these compounds are very puzzling. Thus in H. D., vi.

1 06, hharuhumdia = uddhalita, or hhuru-kumdia. Of the last I

can make nothing, but bhuruhumdia seems to be a corruption of

uru-hulia = uru-dhulia, where unc is the prefix uru in uru-solla =
prerita. It is more frequently written ulu, as in ulu-phumtia, from

sphut ulu-hulia dissatisfied ulu-amdia ( = praluthita) for ulu-giidia

a demon, from guda, a ball.

It has also roots that have been lost in Pali.

Sanskrit itself has no root to explain romantha = rug-man-tha,

from a root Q^uff found in Prakrit, a-roggia = a-riigita, bhukta (H.

b., i. 69).

Cf. Marathi drogna, eating.

I. On the Buddhist-Sanskrit Samkalikd.

The Petersburg Dictionary, on the authority of Burnouf, registers

a noun samkalikd, but without any explanation. A reference to the

"Introduction a I'Histoire du Buddhisme Indien "
(p. 258, n. 3)

shows us that the word occurs in the " Divyavadana " (see Cowell and

Neill's edition, p. 4 3,1. 9) :
—

"Yat tatra samkalikd curnam cavagishtam

tat pishtva tatraiva pralepo dattah " = Les eclats de Santal . . . et

ce qui restait de la poudre fut pile et donne dans le Vihara pour

servir d'onguent."

Burnouf's rendering of samkalikd by 4clat is doubtless quite

correct, though the word was altogether new to him. But sam-

kalikd-curna is a compound which is explained in the "Index of

Words " to the Divyavadana as " shavings." The literal meaning would

seem to be chip-dust, which almost answers to our English saw-

dust.

We find samkalikd in the Mahavastu (i. pp. 21, 22, 24): "Asthi
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samhalikdh parivarjyanti nirmansa snayusamyuktah."^ There are

some various readings, as sainkarikah, santarikah, sakalikah. Pro-

fessor Senart takes the latter part of the compound to be a deri-

vative of samkal, and to mean " a heap." With it he compares

the Pali atthi-samJchalikd (Jat., i. p. 433), which he regards as a

false reading for atthi-samkalikd, and would amend the Jataka test

accordingly.

But the word atthi-samkhcdikd (Sinhalese ceta-scekilla) rests on

very good authority, and is not to be lightly set aside or altered

because of the later Buddhist-Sanskrit corrupt reading. The best

manuscripts of the Satipatthana-sutta (Majjhima-Mkaya, i. p. 258)

have atthi- (or atthika-) samkhalikd, which is confirmed by the read-

ings of the Mahasatipatthana-sutta (Digha JSTikaya). It occurs also

in other well-known texts. The commentary on Petavatthu, ii. 12.

1 1 , explains it by aUhi-samkhalita-mattd !

In Suttavibhanga, i. p. 105, atthika-samkhalikd corresponds to

atthi-kamkala in Suttavibhanga, ii. p. 1 34: " Idaham addasam atthika-

samkhalikarri vehasam gacchantam, tam enam gijjharpi kakapi

kulalapi anupatitva anupatitva pasulantarikahi vitudenti."

We have a parallel passage in Samyutta-Nikaya (xix. i
, 9), where

the printed text has johdsulantarihdhi.

[The last word but one of this quotation is in the instrumental

case, but must be translated as if it were the locative, " in the ribs
"

(see H. P., ii. 137, vol. ii. p. 121). Childers has j^^dsulikd = Ski.

*pargukikd, from pargukd, pdrgukd, a rib, but not any similar

form with cerebral I. The Pali probably had pMsuld (pdsuld), or

phdsuli (pdsuli). Compare Hindi and Marathi pasoli, phasoli, a

rib.]

Buddhagosa has the following note on the foregoing passage from

the Suttavibhanga (Par. iv. 9, 2) :
" Atthi-samkhalikan ti setam

nimmamsa-lohitain atthi-samghdtikaTn." ^ But the skeleton is not

always entirely fleshless and unarticulated, but sometimes " samain-

sasalohita naharusambandhana " (see Majjhima Nikaya, i. p. 458).

It only becomes a mere heap of bones when it is " apagatasam-

bandhana."

[Buddhaghosa's use of samghdtaka may be compared with Marathi

samgada representing a Skt. *sanighata, the skeleton or frame of

anything. ^^^A^-samghata occurs in Dhammapada, p. 258, and

^ Compare "Nothing is left but a bony skeleton " in Nagarjuna's Epistle (Journal

pan Text Soc, 1886, p. 23) with Mahavastu, i. p. 24.

^ See Buddhaghosa's note on " kharapatacchikam pi karonte" and "sunakkhehi

pi khadapente" (Angutara, II. i. i).
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seems to mean the ribs. In Milindapanha we have nava . . .

minsidiXTU-smnghdtikd, where we ought perhaps to read samghatika =
having its framework of various woods.]

The term asthi-samJcalikd, as well as its Pali equivalent, does not

mean bone-heap, but bone-chain (the bony column linked together

as in a chain), that is to say, a skeleton.

It seems somewhat unreasonable to affirm that -samkalika, which

is only met with in Buddhist-Sanskrit texts, and is not quotable

from the older literature, has become in Pali -samkhalikd. The
reverse is no doubt true, as Hemacandra refers samkala, chain, to

Skt. Qrnkhala, corresponding to Marathi samkala.

The compiler of the Mahavastu was evidently perplexed by the,

to him, unfamiliar atthi-samkhalikd, and Sanskritised it by asthi-

samkalikd.

There is a Skt. asthi-kamkdla, a skeleton, which appears in Pali,

probably through accent-shifting, as aWd-kamkala. It is not in

Childers' Dictionary, but is now well known from the printed texts.

Compare Theragatha, v. 1149; Mnjjhima-Nikaya, i. p. 132 =
Anguttara, v. 76 = Theragatha, v. 488 = Suttavibhanga, ii. p. 134.

In Theragatha, v. 488, we have atthikamkdla in the printed text,

though four manuscripts read -kamkala. In Samyutta-Nikaya, xv.

10, 3, we find atthi-kamkalo, atthi-puiijo, atthi-rasi, where one MS.
has atthi-samkalo.

But to return to the use of samkalikd in the Divyavadana, with

the meaning of splinter, lath, chip, shaving. The root kal + sam
would not produce such a derivative in the sense of chip, &c. Here,

again, Pali helps us to correct the Sanskrit and to supply the

original term, which is sakalikd, a splinter or chip of wood or stone,

&c. Childers has no mention of it ; but compare the use of the

word in the following passages :

—

(i.) " Bhagavato pado sakalikdya khato."—The foot of the Blessed

One was wounded by a potsherd (Milinda).

(2.) " So kira . . . ekam makkhikam gahetva kovilara-saWi-

kdya sule vijjhi."—He, it is said, took and impaled a fly on a chip

of Kovidara-wood (Jat, iv. 30).

(3.)
** Sakalikan ca paticca aggi jalati t'eva samkham gacchati."

—

And so a fire made up of and consuming chips goes by the name of

a "chip-fire" (Majjhimp,, i. p. 259).

Lastly, we find sakalikam sakalikam karoti corresponding to San-

skrit gakali karoti, to reduce to chips, to reduce to fragments, in

Samyutta-Nikaya, xii. 55, 5 (see a parallel passage in Anguttara-

Nikaya, iv. 195, p. 199):

—
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" So tarn rukkham khandakhandikam chindeyya, khanddkhandikam
chetva phaleyya, phaletva sakalikam sakalikam kareyya."—He would

cut that tree into (big) logs, and having cut them into logs, would

split them up, and having split them up, would reduce them to chips.

" Bhindath' etam bhikkhave darupattam sakalikam sakalikam

katva bhikkhimam anjanupapisanam detha."—Break that wooden
bowl, brethren, and having ground it to powder, give it as ointment

perfume to the brethren (CuUavagga, v. 8, 2, p. 1 12).

We have here two distinct uses of the Buddhist-Sanskrit sarri-

kalikd, one representing Pali sakalikd, Skt. *gakalikd, the other

corresponding to Pali samkhalikd = Skt. grnkhalikd.

It is evidently unsafe to attempt to correct Pali by a mere

reference to the North-Buddhist texts, but we may often check the

Buddhist-Sanskrit by . comparison with established forms in Pali

documents.

We find derivatives of sam-\-kal represented in Pali by sam-

kalana (Sum., i. p. 95) and samkalita (Theragatha, v. 65, p. 10).

II. Cula, Lhanva.

"Aham cudah paramacudo dhanvah paramadlianvah, ko mam
pravrajayishyatiti " (Divyavadana, pp. 488, 490).

There are two cruxes in this passage—cudah and dhanvah—both

of which, the editors explain, doubtfully, as " stupid." But this can

hardly be the exact meaning of both terms. If the compiler of the

Divyavadana had the Pali before him, we can account for the two

words cudah and dhanvah ^ :

—

" Aham culo . . . dandho . . . ko mam pabbajessatiti."

The compiler probably took for granted that cerebral / always

represented Skt. d (as it does in cula = cuda, &c.). But Pali

cUla = culla = Skt. ksudra, little, mean. This is the signification

of cudah in the text ; and we know that Panthaka, who says, " I

am little and dull'' was called Cullapanthaka.

The second puzzle to the compiler would be dandho^ slow, dull,

blockish.

" DaTidhd mayham gati asi paribhiito pure aham," are words

attributed to Cullapanthaka in the Theragatha, v. 556 (see also

Jat., i. p. 116, 11. II, 30).

" Cullapanthako samanero pabbajitva dandho ahosi." " Culla-

panthako nama dandho avirulhidhammo."

^ The Prakrit forms are culla, chuddha, khudda. We find khudddka= Skt. ksudraka

in Mahavastu, i. p. 302,
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I doubt whether any Sanskrit scholar could with certainty

restore for us the original form of dandha} Childers refers it to

Skt. tandra, weary, which ought to be represented in Pfili by tanda

(c/. atandita, unwearied). Trenckner connected it with Skt. ddrdkya,

sloth, inertness, from drdha through *daddha ; but dardhya ( = firm-

ness, stability) would probably become in Pali ddlha.

[There is a Prakrit dhamdha = lajja with which might be

connected a noun *dhamdha, timid, hesitating, slow, from which

Pali dandha could be derived, though usually the second aspirate

would be dropped, as in khud^ for khudha, Skt. kmdhd, Jaina-pkt.

khuha. There is also Marathi dhandranem, to befool ; dhaiidryd, a

blunderer. I believe that dandha arises from a Skt. *dddra, sleepy,

slow, from the intensitive or frequentative of drd^ to sleep. Com-
pare daridra [dA,dra], from dra, to run, whence daridi^a, Pali dalidda,

poor.]

If dandha, as far as its etymology goes, is a crux to us, much
more would it be to the Sanskrit compiler of the Divyavadana.

He might imagine it meant "blockish," hence the restoration dhanvahy

which he probably connected with dhanvan, &c.

III. KriddpaniJcd.

In Divyavadana, p. 3, Qrona Koti-karna has eight nurses as-

signed to him—two to carry him, two to keep him clean, two to

suckle him, and two are said to be kridanikd. But the Sanskrit

kridanika is an adjective, and we need a substantive in the text to

correspond to those in the other compounds, airiQa- (anka-) dhatri,

maladhatri, and ksira-dhatri.

On p. 475, one of Candaprabha's nurses is called Kridapanika,

which is doubtless the only correct reading, though the Sanskrit

dictionaries have not registered this form. But in Pali we have,

from ^^krid, a causal verb krildpeti (Jat., ii. 129, 142), from

which we obtain the nouns krildpanaka (m.) and krildpanikd (f.).

Compare Jaina-pkt. kilavana (Spec, der Naya, p. 1 1 7). Childers

has neither the causal verb nor the nouns formed from it. In

Majjhima-Nikaya, i. p. 384, we find krildpanaka, with its cor-

responding feminine, in the sense of " one who is to amuse another
"

—that is to say, a playmate. This, of course, represents a Skt.

kriddpanaka.

The Buddha tells the following story to the brethren :
—

" A
^ In Jat., iii. 141, we have the verbs dandhati and dandhdyati, to be slow, to

dally ; cf. dandhayitta, Sain., i. p. 252.
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certain old Brahman had a young wife who was about to become

a mother. ' Go/ said she to her husband, ' to the bazaar, buy and

bring me home a young male monkey, which shall be a play-fellow

(kilapanaka) for the little boy (that's coming).' ' Wait, my dear,'

said the Brahman, ' until you have been confined ; if it turns out to

be a little boy, I'll buy and bring you a he-monkey as a playfellow

for him ; and if it is a little girl, I'll buy and bring you a she-

monkey as a playmate (kilapanika) for her.'

'' The infatuated husband was, however, obliged to give way to

his wife's whim, so he brought home a he-monkey. Then his wife

bade him take the creature to the dyer and get its colour changed

and made yellow. Its coat was to be made smooth all over by

some kind of polishing process (so that the animal would look like

a proper Hindu baby).

" The dyer said he could manage to dye the monkey yellow, but

would be unable to give it a smooth surface (like cloth) ^ by any

process of rubbing up and down."

The Buddha applied this story to the doctrine of the Niganthas.

It was capable of taking the colouring of fools, but could bear no

inquiry (anuyoga) or discussion (vimajjana).

IV. Avajjati.

This use of mmajjana in the sense of " discussion " leads me to

consider here the Pali and Buddhist-Sanskrit dvajjati and dvajjana.

Childers has no mention of mmajjana, which corresponds in form

to Sanskrit vimarjana, but in sense to vimargana. It is curious to

note that the verb vimajjati is employed in its literal (physical),

acceptation, while the substantive seems only used metaphorically

In Sumangala, i. p. 276, anumajjati is explained by anumasati, to

touch; but on p. 83, anujnajjana has the metaphorical sense of

" consideration, investigation, or handling."

In Pali it is somewhat remarkable that we have not as yet come

across the words dmajjati and dmajjana in a physical or metaphori-

cal sense. What we do find is dvajjati, to meditate, consider ; and

dvajjana, meditation, consideration.

In Buddhist-Sanskrit we find dvajjanto (Mahavastu, i. p. 377),

for which some MSS. read avadhyanto, as if it were connected with

Pali avajjhydti from Skt. ava-dhyd.

This has led E. Miiller to refer dvajjati to the root dhyd, in spite

^ Compare ubbhatobhagavimattham vattham, cloth with a nap on both sides

(Parinibbana-sutta, p. 29).
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of considerable phonetic difficulties against it. Notwithstanding its

meaning, Childers refers dvajjati to Skt. dvarjate, to give, bestow.

We must, I tliink, be guided by the hints afforded us in anumaj-

jarui, fimajjana, and derive dvajjati from the root mrj, so that

dvajjati is merely a variant of dmajjati employed metaphorically.

(Compare the use of Skt. mrq and dmrg.)

Clough's Singhalese Dictionary has dvajjana, thought, reflection,

considering, and drrianjana, meditating, thinking, also stroking with

the hand as an act of fondling.

In the Prakrit dialects we have several instances of the change

of mtov:^ ( I.) Between two vowels, as Jaina-pkt. navata = namata,

felt-cloth ; Pkt. nava'i = namati ; navasiya namasita. Compare

Marathi onamiem, to stoop; a?lmva7ia = acamana. (2.) Initially, as

Marathi vamgula = Pkt. mamgula, bad, nasty (Pali mamku with

suffix -la) ; Pali vimamsa = mimamsa ; Pkt. visdla'i = Skt. mi^ra-

yati (P. L. H. D., iv. 28; vi. 133); vaggo-a — vamgnsa. (H. D.,

vii. 40) = mamgicsa ; vafijara = mahiaray a cat (H. P., ii. 132).

Prakrit has sianaya = sivanaka (H. D., viii. 5 5), a cemetery. This

answers to Pali sivathikd. Both forms may be derived from Skt.

(;7iiagdna = Fall susdna, Pkt. sosdna, susana^ (H. D., viii. 45).

Sinhalese sona, sohona. Cma^ana might become (by separation of

conjunct consonants by i instead of 21 or a) : (i) simasdna, (2) by

change of accent through the suffix -ka stmalianaka, (3) stmanaha, (4)

sivanaka (sianaya). The Pali might turn simahanaka into (i)

simahiM, (2) sivahikd, (3) sivathikd. Compare Prakrit bihhovana,

hihboyana for Skt. himbopadhdna = Pali himbohdna. Here Pali

keeps hd for dhd, while Pkt. rejects it. On the other hand, Pkt.

retains the p, which is lost in the Pali.

The Jaina-prakrit use of dvajjati, as far as I have been able

to ascertain, agrees in meaning exactly with its Sanskrit equiva-

lent. But how is it with respect to the forms registered by Hema-
candra ? In the De^inamala, vii. 69, we find vajjiya ^ = apalokita.

This of course agrees in meaning with the Pali dvajjita.

The theory I have ventured to put forward of dvajjati for dmajjati

is strongly supported by Pkt. " majjiyam apalokitam pitam ca

"

(H. D., vi. 144). In the first sense majjiya^ from the root mrj

{cf. Pali majjati, to rub) ; in the second from mad (cf. Pali majjati,

to be intoxicated). Thus Prakrit has both vajja'i and majjdi, with

the meaning of to consider ; while Pali employs dvajjati, and not

dmajjati, in this sense.

^ Cf. Sinhalese awunanawS and amunanawA, to string, thread.

2 Prakrit has also someina = gmag^na= swrn^ruim (H. D., viii. 45).

^ The various readings, vajjhiya, vajhiya, seem to point to a bujjJiita from Vbudh,
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We find in P^i the causal verb dvajjeti = Skt. dvarjayati, to bend,

incline; and in one passage in the Jataka-book (ii. p. 243) men-
tion is made of " the spell for conquering the earth " (pathavi-jaya-

manta), which is also called " avajjana-manta.'' With this compare a

phrase in the Divyavadana—" Acu prthag-jana varjanakari riddhih."

See also Lai. Vist., p. 315 1. i ; and compare "Tao Kalagasuri

thio egassa sS^hino samive avajjio ya so mamta-ihim" (L. D. M. G.,

xxxiv. p. 262, § 37).

V. Abhhidiya.

Bearing in mind the change of m to v (that of v to m is not more

common •^), we may perhaps be enabled to throw some light upon

the origin of Pkt. abbhidiya (P. L., 190; H. D., i. 78; H. P.,

iv. 164), united, joined.

Professor Pischel compares dbhhidai with Marathi bhidnem, to

come into contact ; Bangali hhetite, to meet.

In Prakrit hh sometimes represents an older v or m, as hham-

gusa = mamgusu (Hala) ; Marathi hhisalnem — misalnem (cf. Pkt.

misdlai and vis^lai, to mix ; hhirribhala — Skt. vihvala (H. P.,

ii. 58).'

Sometimes hh springs from v, due to an older ^, as in Jaina-pkt.

thUhha = Pali thupa, Skt. sthiipa ; Pali vitahhi — Pkt. vitavi = Skt.

vitapin.^ Perhaps uhhhd-a = qantsi (H. D., i. 96) is an instance of

this change from v to hh, uhhhdta — unmldta for ubbata = uvvdta

(see H. D., i. 100, and Index to Hala, s.v. va = mla). We also

find in H. D., i. 163, orummdti = indiYdXi, which probably is another

form of uru-md-% for uru-va-i.*

Taking into account these well-known changes, we may be justified

in equating Jhhid with Jmil (through ml), "to meet," so that

ahhhidiya = d-hhidita = d-vilita = d-milita.

The Pkt. nihelana, " house," is referred to by Professor Biihler to

Skt. niketana (through, I suppose, the intermediate forms *nikedana,

^ Compare (^weZa= avela= apida, a garland; amaZa?/a = avalaya nipura (H. D. T.,

67). Hemacandra gives vd as a substitute for mid. This probably arises out of

vM=mld, "to fade," by the loss of I.

2 Beames connects Hindi mit, "to be effaced," met, "to efface," with Skt. mr?.

But these forms stand for mU and met (caus.) ( = miia, meld), Skt. mid, ^' to fade,"

Pali mildyati.
'^ Orummdi may stand for o-dummdti, from dhma + apa, or ava. Marathi has

dumdumnem, "to swell, storm, rage." With this Pischel compares Pkt. dilmindi=

davayati, and dummdvei (causal).

•* G. Miiller compares Pjili dindima with dundubhi, "a drum."
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*niyelaiui), but the Jaina-pkt. has nibhelana as well as nihelami. The
former may have arisen out of *nibhedana = nimelana, " a meetiug-

place." The etymology is, however, very obscure. Compare nimena

sthana (H. D., iv. 37), where there is a various reading, nimelana =
nibhelana.

" Vohhtsano varakah (H. D., vii. 82) is a puzzle. I take varaka

to mean " adulterated, impure, low
;

" and so vobhtsatw to be formed

from the verb *vi/avo-hhisai = Skt. *vyava-misrayati. It can hardly

represent *vyava-bhisana, " fearful," where the second part of the

compound is from the causal of Jhhi^ "to fear."

VL Khatvd, Vdraka, Tapu.

" So 'parena samayena panaka-vara[ka]m uddishtas tad vdrakam

nirmadayati
|
agantukap ca bhikshava agatah

|
sa taih prishtah

|

(^ramaneraka kim samghassa panakam bhavishyati
|
sa kathayati

nastiti
|
te nir^cibhatah prakrantah

|
samghassa ca panakam sam-

pannam
|

sa tasya karmano vipakena tapvakarah samvrittah

"

(Divyavadana, p. 343).

The chief crux in this passage is the term tapvdkdrah. On pp.

^38, 342, instead of tapvakaran we have khatvdkdran, the former

element of which is translated "vase" by Burnouf. As the Skt

khatva is " a bedstead," I think this must be a blunder for kuta, " a

waterpot" (Jat., i. 250,^ ii. 432 ^).

Tapu is translated " coupe " by Burnouf, but the editors of the

Divyavadana suggest "caldron." But I would venture to amend

the text by reading tumbakarah, since tumba is a well-known Pali

term for a mendicant's " water-pot." Compare udaka-tumba (Sum.,

i. p. 202) ; An^gatavarnsa, v. 299, p. 44 ; J. P. T. S., 1886 (Jat., iv.

114). Tumba = 'Skt. tumba, "a milk-pail," with which compare

Marathi tumba, "a bowl or vessel made of the white gourd;"

tumbadi, " a mendicant's bowl."

Vdraka = panaka, " a water-pot," is not found in the Sanskrit

dictionaries ; but there was probably, from vdri, " a water-pot," the

derivation vdrika, as vdri-a ( = varika) occurs in H. D., vii. 47, for

napita, " a barber."

Childers has, wrongly, vardkciy " a pot or jar
;

" but compare

dsidhi-vdraka, " a pot of curds " (Jat., iii. p. 54); lohsL-vdraka, " an

" Ddrukuta shows that it was made of wood, and not of skin.

- Kuta is here used as a gloss to kumhha; cf. Pkt. AM*«?a=ghata ; Skt. kuta, "a
water-jar."

2 H
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iron-pot " (Suttavibhanga, Par. iv. i,3,vol. i. p. 190); xxdaksi'Vdraka

(Milinda, p. 260).

We thus see that Jchatva, vdraJca, and tapu signify " water-

vessels " of various kinds.

Nirmddayati^ with the meaning of " to wash," is curious. We
should expect nirmdrjayati, but probably it is a Prakritism due to

the use of nimmaddeti, in the sense of (i) "to rub, wipe;" (2)

" cleanse, scour, wash."

VI. Khalastoka.

" Qramaneraka dadasva me khalastoJmm kuttayitva " (Div., p. 343).

In Pali this would be " samanera dadahi me khalathovam kottetva."

—

The savaka asked the samana to pound and give him some few

grains of rice gleaned from the threshing-floor.

We see that the compound khalastoka means husked rice, because

it was to be put into a mortar and pounded. Compare khala-hhiksa,

food gleaned from the threshing-floor (H. D., vii. 89). Burnouf

takes khalastoka to mean a piece of oil-cake. The editors of the

Divyavadana suggest " a small piece " as the meaning, but this is

somewhat indefinite, and leaves out of sight the former part of the

compound. Compare " khalena khalam vicaritva vihim aharitva

kottetva," &c. (Sum., i. p. 570).

VII. Dhanita aud Dhaniya.

There are no end of puzzles to be solved in the curious terms

registered by Prakrit grammarians and lexicographers. Something

more, however, than a knowledge of Sanskrit seems required to

eliminate their original form and meaning. Take, for instajice, Pkt.

dhaniyam = galham, drdham, " very much " (P. L. ; H. D., v. 58 ;

Hala, 357). Biihler and Weber would refer it to Skt. dhanikam,

as if the original meaning were " richly." But Pali has dhanita,

"strong," as opposed to sithila, "weak;" therefore Pkt. dhaniyam

must be equated with a Pali dhanitam, " strongly, exceedingly

much." Jaina-pkt. has dhaniyam, " very," together with dhaniyham

= dhanitakam. See Z. D. M. G., xxxiv. p. 282. " Anudiyaham

tapparo dhanlyarn " = day by day exceedingly intent upon that

(Aus. Erz. in Maharashtri, 69, 23).

In Pali dhanita appears to have become a technical term among

the grammarians for the aspirated consonants (aghosa and ghosa) of
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each class (see Minayeff 's Pali Gr., p. 49, § 3, while sithila was used

for the unaspirated consonants.

" Aham sithila-dhanitadini ahapetva . . . pathamam kamma-
vacam savemi" (Sima vivada vinicchayakatha in J. P. T. S., 1857,

P- 26).

With sithila dhanitctdini we may compare " aithilsi-dhaniia-

digha -rassa-garuka - lahu - kkhara - paricched - akusala " (Milinda,

p. 344); and the following passage from Buddhaghosa's Commen-
tary on the Digha :

—

" Sit\nla.-dhanitail ca digha-rassain

Lahuka-garukaii ca niggahltam

Sarabaddham vavatthitam vimuttarp

Dasadha vyanjana-vuddhiy^ppabhedo."

•—(Sum., i. p. 177.)

That Pkt. dhaniyam = dhanitam = dalham is shown, too, by the

following passage from Sum., i, p. 17:

—

" Balhi-Jcamma = sithil^-

karana = ppayojana." Here we see plainly that dhanita is opposed

to sithila, and has the sense of dalha. It is probably to be referred

to the root dhvan.

YIII. Isa-a = Rojjha = Rohi-a.

In P. L., 227, we find the unfamiliar word rojjha explained as

in H. D., vii. 1 2, by vrsa. Professor Biihler suggests " rat " as its

meaning. Hemacandra (De^i., viii. 61) has " Atro viso akhuriti vrsa

9abdabhavah." There is, however, no quotable authority in Skt. for

vrsa in the sense of " rat." The P. W. shows that it is a coinage of

the lexicographers out of the compound vrsa-daniQa, " having a strong

bite, a cat." The key to the explanation of rojjha is supplied by

H. D., i. 84, where we find " Isao rojjhakhyo mrgah." Prom this

meagre information we are enabled to equate isa{Jc)a with rojjha,

and if we can explain the former we arrive at the exact meaning of

its equivalent.

But first of all what is isa{k)a ? Taking the long i to be merely

graphic for an omitted consonant (compare dsa = assa = agva, misiya

= mi^rita, 7iisde = ni^raya, Hsiya = ucchrita, &c.), we see that isaka

stands for issaka. Without the aid of Pali we can get no further

;

but Childers has issa (and isa ?, isa), a bear, so that issaka means

a little bear, or simply bear, for the ending -Jca often adds no

diminutive force to the stem to which it is suffixed. The Marathi

has risa = rissa ^ for issa, a bear. But issaka goes back to *icchaka

^ M. has rlna, riddhi, &c., for P^li ina, iddha, &c.
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or *ricchaka, and these lead us up to Skt. *rksa-ka, from rksa, a

bear, or, better still, rsya, " antelope."

For, starting from rksa we could get riccha, rikhha (Pali ikka =
ikkha) ; and just as vrksa becomes rukkha and vaccha, so rksa may
produce *racclia ( = Pali accha ^), *ruccha, or riijjha. This last, by

shortening of the vowel before the conjunct consonants (see Var., i.

20), might become rojjha. Compare the double forms fuggala and

'poggala, hundi and hondi (body), luddhaka and loddhaka.

The form rohi(k)a is also equated with rojjha in P. L. and H. D.

Here the steps would be *rks-ika, *rukkhika, *rokkhika, *rokhika,

rohia. Compare duhia = dukhia = dukkhia, from dukkhita.

Thus we see that issaka, rojjha, and rohika, alike as to form and

meaning, might spring from the Skt. rksa. But it is more likely

that rohia = Skt. rohita, and rojjha = S. rudhya. Compare Hindi

rojh, " white deer."

In Prakrit we find several variants of the same original. Thus

Skt. pdtheya is represented by pahijja, pahejja, patthayana (P. L.,

155)^ patthenaya, pacchenaya, pecchenaya (H. D., iv. 24).

IX. Vojjha, Vojjhaka.

We will take another of Hemacandra's little equations—" Vojjhao

tattha vojjha-mdMdih bharah" (H. D., vii. 80).

Vojjhaka = vojjha-maWsi does not at first sight solve the difficulty.

But recollecting that rojjha = rujjha, we may take vojjhaka to stand

for vujjhaka. We may get at the meaning of the Pkt. by a

reference to Pali. In Dipavamsa, ix. 1 7, we find bujjhaka = vujj-

haka, " fighting," from vujjha,^ which is another form of yiijjha, from

the stem of the verb yujjhati. ISTow we know that yujjha has the

same meaning as Skt. yuddha, so that vojjhamalla is merely a pra-

kritism for malla-yuddha, " wrestling, fighting," and this must, of

course, be the meaning of vojjhaka as well as of vojjha.

For vojjhaka, in the sense of hhdra, we must look for the etymo-

logy in Skt. {y)mjhaf from vah, to bear, carry.

Compare Pali vuyhati (Theragatha, i. 88) = Pkt. vubbhai (see

Gaud., 341, 826, 1044; Spec, der Naya, f. 65 note).

In Setabandha, iii. 54, we meet with duv-vojjha. Heraacandra

(Degi., vi. i 22) has mada = vojjha = cibika, a letter ; Hindi hojha =

Marathi hoja, a load.

^ Cf. Sinhalese wal-aha (a heax) — ioaZ-asa~wal-assa, a wild bear. Wal is wild, as

in wal-ura, hogs.
'^ Jaina-pkt. has yujjhai and yujjha, forms that occur also in Seta. , ix. 6t,

; xv. 47.

3i/y=;A(Var.,iii. 28).
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X. Vojjhara.

Vojjhara atita (H. D., vii. y6) is perhaps to be referred to vyava-

ksar, to pass away. Compare pajjhariya (P. L., 186; H. P., iv.

173), nijjharai (H. P., iv. 20), ujjharia (H. D., l 133), ujjhara

(Seta., p. 150, col. 2).

In the sense of hhita, we might refer it to *vyava-skhal.

As a various reading for wjjdi^ to be afraid, we have vojjhdi. If

the latter were quite assured, we might connect it with vyavadhyd.

Compare Pali ujjhdyati.

XI. Majjhakay Maccha.

Majjhaka = nsLi^itQ. (H. D., vi. 115) must be connected with the

root mrks or mraks, anoint, rub, to which we must refer um-maccha

(H. D., i. 125).^ Compare um-macc/ia i' vaiicati (H. D., i. 117;
H. P., iv. 93). In H. D., i. 167, ummacchia (see ummacchavia,

H. D., i. 116) is explained by rusita and ^kala, probably from some

confusion with ummucchia, from the root murcch. In Seta., xi. 19,

20, we find ummaccha for ummacchara = *unmatsara.

XIL Ayajjha.

Ayajjha vepate (H. D., i. 71 ; H. P., iv. 147) seems to stand for

dvajjhati = Pali vedhati, to tremble, from Skt. vyatt, through *vyath-

vati, *vyadhyati.

Ve-iddha (visamthula, H. D., vii. 95) = md-viddha = vi-vedha,

from vi + vyath. Ve-iddha, in the sense of dviddha = vi-viddha,

from vi + vyadh.

Nivahdi, a substitute ioi pis (H. P., iv. 185) = ?uvac?Aai = nivya-

dhati, while nivahdi (for na9) = nivadhati (H. P., iv. 178).

XIII. A-imchj Sammucchani.

Anaccha (?for anamcha = anvamch),<^2/amc^ai'( = B.Y?imQh),d-imcha

are among the substitutes for kars in H. D., iv. 187.

In the first two we have the root amch^ (cf. ainwhia akrsta,

H. D., i. 14), to draw, as in Jaina-pkt. aTricMvei' = akarsayati (Kal-

pasutra, § 6'^), with the prepositions anu and ava (or apa).

^ See H. P., vol, ii. p. 153. Pischel compares hojjai with M^ratht bujnem, to

startle.

2 " Ummaccham asambaddham bhangi-bhanitam krodha^ceti trayarthaip.

"

' There is a variant reading, dyamcka.
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In H. D., i. 41, we have from the root dmh, drag, acchiviacchi

(v. I. viyacchi), parasparara akarsana, for anchi-v'iyanchi ; the latter

part of the compound may represent vy -h aficJit.

A-imchai must be referred to another root, most probably to

vrmch. Pali has dvinchana-mjjii (Cullavagga, v. 14, 3; vi. 2, i),

as if from ^vrnch, to draw. In Suttavibhanga, i. p. 121, we have

dvinjand explained by akaddhana, and the verb dmnji occurs on

p. 127. In Jat., v. p. 290, we find dvinjana-iSi]]M. The conjunct

consonants nj and nch are easily and often confounded in Pali (c/.

opunjitoa = opunchitoa, Cullavagga, p. 322).

There may have been two distinct roots, vrfij and vrnch.

Anaccha'i shows that nch passes into cch, and this is well illus-

trated by the word samucchani, a brush or broom (H. D., viii. 27).

Childers under sammajjani (Skt. samm^rjani) quotes from the

Abhidhanapadipaka sammunjani,. as if it were merely a variant of

the other, from the root marj. We ought no doubt to read samun-

chant, from the root uncJi, to clear up, glean. We have in Pali

samunchaka, gleaning (Jat., iv. 66, 1. 6), with the various readings,

samunjaka, samuccha'ka. The Sinhalese musnd, a broom, represents

an older *sam-usnd, *hamusnd, for samvcchnd. Sinhalese s in musnd

represents nch, cch, but not nj or j.

[Compare Pali punchatt} to sweep, wipe
;

pada-2)^m^'A<x7^^, a foot-

towel (Theragatha, 560).

In Jaina-pkt. ipsija-punchana is a broom.

In H. D., iv. 105, as substitutes for marj, we find puncha, pumsa,

phusa, pusa. Cf. ava-pusia samghatita (H. D., i. 39). Sinhalese

pisanawd = pusanawa, Marathi pus-nem show that punchai became

(i) piiccha'i, (2) pussa'i, pumsa'i, and pusa'i. Compare Marathi ^i^s-

7ie7ri — Pali pucchati.~\

This tendency to assimilate nch to cch is seen in the Jaina-pkt.

verb samucchal = samunchati, to glean, sweep up.

" No pihe nayava pamgune daram sunnagharassa satrijae

;

Putthe na udahare vayam ; na samucche no samthare tanam."

—(Sayagadamgasutta, I. ii. 3, 14, 129.)

The ascetic should not close nor open the door of an empty house.

Being asked (the way), he should not give a (misleading) reply.

He should not sweep up grass (in order to take it away), nor spread

it out (to make a bed).

In Jaina-pkt. samucche would also mean " should cut up," from the

1 In Div., p. 491, we ^nd. ponchate, to clean (shoes).
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root chid + samud, and the scholiasts thus explain the words, " na

samucche tanam," " tatha na samucchindyat trnani kacavaram ca

pramarjanena napanayet."

The Jaina monks carried no instrument for cutting grass, and the

reference in the lines quoted above is doubtless to the gleaning

and sweeping-up of grass. It is also supported by the Pali samufi-

chaka, gleaning.

Hemacandra (D., i. 49) has the curious form aimnanu-avici-am

ahi paccuiam " anugamanam." Does the first represent a Skt.

*abbh-anu-vanjitam (or -vajjitam), from the root vraj ? The second

might come from ^1, with abhi-prati-ud, and represent an older

abhipaccudita.

There is an ahi-paccual (H. D., i. 60) grhnati, agacchati, which

Professor Pischel would refer to ^c^ + abhipra (H. D., iv. 163;
iv. 209).

But we should expect ahipacca-ai = abhipaccavai, answering to

abhi-pra-cyavati if the root were cy^i.

Cyavati is in Pali and Jaina-pr^krit cavati (pp. cuta) ; ca-ai

(pp. cu-a ; ger. ca-ittd = cyiitvd).

The root of ahipaccva'i can only be cyu on the supposition that

the verb is formed from the passive participle ahipaccu-a = abhi-

paccuta.

Luncha'i, Lukai.

Sometimes mM, 7}ich (nch), represents an older Jckh for ks. Thus

osumkhiya (H. D., i. i 59), explained by utpreksita, mast be referred

to the root surks, through *ava-sukkhita.

In H. P., iv. 105, lumchai and hchai are given as substitutes for

kars. The former goes back to *lucchaiy *lukkhdi, and *luksati,

from Skt. rUks.

In H. P., iv. 71, we find nilumchai, -zer-stampffen, which seems

to be the same as nillunchai in H. P., iv. 91.

Luhdi = *kikhdi = lukkhai = luksati, from Skt. riiks. The adjec^-

tive luha (luha), rough, is found in Buddhist-Sanskrit and Jaina-pkt.

representing Skt. ruksa. As a verb, " rubbed dry," we find luhiya =
lHhita in Kalpasutra, § 61, explained in the commentary by lusita.

Wehave dhcmkhai (H. P., iv. 182), "touch," which appears to go

back to dhihkhdi, from dluks = drUks ; cf. ahilamkhai = abhilakkhati

= abhilaksati.

In P. L. we find nelaccha, a eunuch, which Professor Biihler

rightly refers to Skt. *nairlaksa or *nirlaksa, which are non-quotable

forms. It represents nillaccha, from the root lacch = lafich ~ lakkh =
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laks. Pali has lakhha and laficha, a mark. In Theragatha, vers.

43 7> 459> 440j we have nillacchati, to deprive of the marks of

virility. The Com., p. 213, has " Nillacchesi ti purisabhavassa lac-

chanabhutani bijakaui niccha[re]si nihari."

Vacca'i, to deceive (H. P.), is probably for vancai or vanchai, from

Skt. vdnks or vdnch, wish, desire.

In H. D., we find a-amkha (mih-snehsi) = *a-vdnksa ; cf. Skt.

vdnchd, desire.

XV. Karamart.

Karamari (H. D., ii. 15) signifies a woman carried off by force.

The plural, karamaTi{y)o, occurs in P. L., 106, and is referred by

Professor Btlhler to Skt. karamrgitd. This would produce kara-

mi(y)ia or karamari(y)a. Pali, however, has karamara, a servant or

slave taken in war (Jat., i. 155; iii. 1 47). The P. W. has kara-

nfiarin^ "ein Gefangener." The word is probably formed from

kara, a gaol, with mara, on the same principle as the modern Hindu

formations kdra-hhdra, business.

Hala has a variant reading, kiri miri.

XVI. Padi-ajjha-a.

In Pali wpajjha occurs for upajjhdya = upddhydya. H. D., vi. 31,

has the curious form padi-ajjha{k)a in the sense of upadhyaya.

U]pajjha would be represented in Pkt. by avajjha or vajjha. Com-
pare posotha for uposatha = upavastha. Padi-ajjhaka, therefore,

must be for an older *pati-vajjhaka = *^vati + upadhyayaka. The

Sanskrit ddhydya becomes ajjhdya (Var., iii. 28), and not ajjha.

We meet with avajjhdya (H. D., i. 39 (37) ) for upadhyaya, show-

ing a confusion between ava and upa, which we find elsewhere.

Avi-ajjhd, navavadha, paratantra (H. D., i. ^y), cannot stand for

d-vi-badhyd or dvi-vadhyd, but for a-vi-hadhyd, " not independent,

tied, married," or api-badhya, " connected, tied," from the root handh.

'^ Fddi-ajjho yah pitrgrhat patigrham vadhum nayati " (H. D.,

vi. 43). The first word is a puzzle ; does it represent pati-vajjha -•

pati-paksa, the husband's friend ?

XVII. Ahiddaya.

Paiyalacchi, 1 90, has the very curious form ahiddaya, " tor-

mented," for which Professor Blihler offers no etymology. Its mean-

1 It is given on the authority of Trik., 2, 8, 63, and is only a loan-word from the

Prakrit.
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ing answers exactly to Skt. dbhyardita, which ought to be represented

by abbhaddia or dbhhaddiya (compare Pali, addita, and addita^

hurt, from the root ard). This might become—(l) ahaddiya,

(2) ahiddaya. We find in H. D., i. 15, addanna, addana, akala,

with which we may compare Skt. ardana.

XVIII. Aviya, Oviya.

Where Pali has often i or ii, Pkt. has i, as in dviya (P. L., 268),

pierced, stitched. Compare Pali dvuta (aputa), in dvutasutta

(Digha, ii. 84; Sum., i. p. 221). In Pali dvita and dvnta mean
guarded, enclosed. There is a Marathi ov-nem, to stitch, thread,

from the root vr. The Jaina-pkt. has oviya, " parikarmmita," which

looks as if it were connected with ava-pri, with which would be

related vyavata, vavata, vavada. But according to Hemacandra

(P., i. 63) arpita becomes oppita, whence comes opiya, oviya (H. D.,

i. 167) = aropita.

Compare Pali appita, fastened, fixed, fitted.

Arpita should also become in Pkt. appiya, dpiya, dviya.

Professor Pischel compares Marathi op-nem, which is identical with

Hindi opna, " to polish." As a noun, M. and H. have opa, polish,

with which is connected Pkt. oppd^ polishing gems by means of

a whetstone, &c.

Compare Sinhalese opa-na^anawd, to polish ; opaya, polish, opaivu,

smooth.

XIX.' Oratta.

Oratta (P. L., 198), split, torn, is referred doubtfully by

Professor Biihler to the root vra^c. But ava-vra^c would probably

produce orihka ; compare virikka, patita (H. D., vii. 64) ; rikkia,

Qatita (H. D., vii. 7) ; rittudia gatita (H. D., vii. 8) = rikkudia, a

causal from the pp. of vrasc.

Prakrit has occasionally a for u and u for a,^ and it looks at

first sight as if oratta were a variant of orutta for orugga {olugga,

orukka).

Compare Pali mukka and mutta.

We also find uratta sphatita (H. D., i. 90), probably for oratta.

We have ullukka trutita (H. D., i. 92), which may be either

from J tunc or lup or luj {ruj) ; but rikka and ritta, empty, are

from i^rinc, as sikka and sitta are from ^ sine.

^ Compare nilckaja = nikkujja (H. D., iv. 33), vaMara= vallura ; nry'Awra = nijjhara

(H. D., iv. 26) ; bhuinai= bhamai; wZZandiya =ullundiya (P. L., 201), undara, unduru,

for undura, a rat.
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Compare ana-rikka, ava-rikka = ksana-rahita, " without leisure,

busy" (H. D., i. 20), from rinc.

Bikka (H. D., vi. 6), sloka, is Sanskrit riksd, a mote ?.

Oratta and uratta, however, seem regularly formed from the

root ramp ( ? a variant of rump, rup), cut, break.

Eampai (ramphai), taksnoti (H. D., vii. 3 ; H. P., iv. 1 94). This

root exists in Marathi, orap-nem.^ to strip off, scrape, scratch. We
also find oram'piya in P. L., 198, with the meanings of nasta and

akranta (H. D., i. 171). In the first sense orampiya is the causal

of ava-ramp, but in the second mp = rrib, and is perhaps to be

referred to the root ramhh, to go.

Compare vilumpia, from the root htbh. In H. D., i. 171,

oddampia = odampia = orampiya ?.

Samrd-ia = nipista (H. D., viii. 10) stands for sam-rdp-ia =
sam-ramp-ia ? See H. P.

This substitution of m in the place of a long vowel is seen in

Sinhalese kumha = kuppa = kUpa ; Pali ulumpa = uluppa = udupa
;

Pkt. ndlampia = ndddpita = akrandita (H. D., iv. 24). Compare

too namdia = nddita, simharuta (H. D., iv. 19). So viddamdia,

vippimdia (H. D., vii. 70) nasta, represent respectively vi-dddia for

viddlita ^ (or vidarita) ; vi-pidita or vipiddita. Ldlamma (akrandita

H. D., vii. 2y^ = ldldpita.

The cerebral d may, of course, represent I or r. Occasionally we
find the dental d becoming r or I. As for r and I, they are frequently

interchanged. Compare Pali dldrika — Skt. aralika, a cook. In

the Divyavadana, 285, 1. 25, ul-lad-ayati, is rendered by "to cook."

This seems to point to a Pkt. root, rad (ral, lal), from ^rddh, Marathi

rddh-nem " to cook." Compare Pkt. hali-dra for haritdla.

A-rad-ia (vilapita) H. D., i. y^ = d-lalita; Pali veluriya = Pkt.

velulia (H. D,, vii. 77) = Skt. vaidurya.

Ava-ddh-ia (H. D., i. 47) ut-krusta may be connected with

Hindi u-ldhnd, to reprove.

Ulludha, H. D., i. 1 00 = ud-rulha. Compare Uddariya, P. L.,

181; H. D., i. 78 with udddliya, F. L., 178; H. P., iv. 125;
oddalai, H. D., i. 166.

UlMria, P. L., 117; H. P., iv. ii6 = udduria. See vi(d)uria,

H. D., vii. 72 from ^d^". [Probably H.'s htra in nilliira,^ &c., is

copied from the compounds].

In H. D., i. 1 1 we find "amkiam tatha avarurndiam parirambhah."

^ Vi-firia na§ta (H. D., vii. 72) = vidilrita±:(? viltoita)= vidarita, a causal of a root

dur, " split." We see I for d in Sinhalese molok, melek, for Skt. mrduka, Pali muduka.
2 Of course Itlrai might be a causative of M with suffix (causal) ra.
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The root of ava-rumdita is not from readh or raiiibh, but from

lud, " to adhere," so that ava-rumdia = ava-ruddia, ava-riidia = ava-

Ifidita.

P. L., 168, has ELYSi-rumdana, "embrace.' This interchange of

r and / explains alamampUa, alasyavan (H. D. i. 46). It seems to

be equivalent to *ana-lamj-ula = a-lafijula, *a-ranj-ula, " disinclined

(to work), idle," from the root raflj ; compare the use of Skt. m-rafij,

" to be indifferent to." Marathi has vi-ramgidd, " play ;
" vi-ravigul-

nem, " to be idle."

Sinhalese tola springs from tunda = tonda = toda. Old Sinhalese

dandu, " wood," is probably for dddio = ddru.

Compare Pkt, karndura = kaddura, kdidla = kddulla (H. D., ii. 8),

" a crane." The Skt. is karatu = (l) karalu, (2) kdrula, (3) Mdura.

Pkt. kuruda = kiiriida = kuriila = Skt. krUra (H. D. ii. 63).

TOam^ia = khinna (H. D., i. 102), represents ut-tapita, while

uttammia must be referred to ut-tdmyati. (See P. L. 1 80.)

XX. Osaddha.

Osaddha (P. L., 194), " thrown down," appears correctly in H. D.

as osuddha. See Setubandha.

S. Goldschmidt refers it to the root sudh ; but swnibh is not

uncommon in Pali, and is met with in Buddhist-Sanskrit. See

Mahavastu, p. 14, 1. 2 ; Jat., iii. p. 185 ; Petavattha, iii. l 7, 8.

The Dhatupatha has guhh, gumhh, in the sense of "hurting, injuring:"

"pubhati, pobhathe himsaya ca." See P. W. s. v. pubh, 3, J. P. T.

Soc, 1884, p. 296.

In Setabandha we find nisumbhai corresponding to P41i nisumbhati.

Theragatha, v. 302.

The Com. explains " bhumiyam nisumbheyyam " by " pathaviyam

patetva badhana-vijjhanadina vibadhissami." The Com. to Peta-

vattha, p. 89, has the following note on "bhumiyam patisumbhitu

ti (iii. I, 8): Papate patita viya jighacchadidukkhena thatum

asamattha - bhavena bhumiyam patita. Tattha va gatatthanam

ghasadinam alabhena chinnasa hutva kenaci patimukham sumbhitd

patita viya bhumiyam patita ti attho." It occurs also in Jaina-pkt.

:

" Dhademti pahademti ca hanamti vadhamti taha nisumhhaTnti
"

(Suyag., ii. i, 5, p. 263). See Gaiidavaho, 1. 123, where nisumhhanta

is explained by ahanyamana.

[Dhddemti = prerayanti
;
pahddemti = bhramayanti. See H. D.

i. 48 ; H. P. iv. 79. Compare nid-dhddaviya in Aus. Erz. in

Maharashtri, iii. 4.] Paiyalacchi, 194, has nisicddha, " thrown down."
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See H. P. iv. 268. The Com. to the Suyagadamga-sutta has the

following note on the passage quoted above :

—

" Nisumbhambiti kukatikayam grihitva bhuman patayamti ad-

homukham."

We find siddha (H. D., viii. 30), paripatita. Is this for suddha

or does it belong to the root srhh. We also find simda = sidda ?

siddha = motita in H. D., vii. 49.

XXI. Appdha'i, Appdhe'i.

Hemacandra (P., iv. 180) mentions appdhai as a substitute for

samdiQ. Appdhiya, "pointed out, shown." (P. L. See H. D., i.

39, i- 37)-)

Appdhei, "teach, show," is the causal form. See Hala, v. 634;
Seta., X. 75 ; xi. 37.

The Sanskrit scholiasts explain these terms in various ways—by
adhyapay, abhash, &c. S. Goldschmidt considered appdhiya to be a

reflex of the Skt. *dvydhrta, through the intermediate steps *avvdhia,

*ahhdhia. Professor Weber rightly objects to this identification,

and would refer it to Skt. abhydhar, which would give dhbdhia,

dhdhia, but not, I think, appdhia.

Two etymologies of appdhei suggest themselves ; one from Skt.

*dspdgayati = *dpassei = dpdhe'i = appdhei. Marathl has the verb

pdh-nem, "to look, see," from pasa (H. D., iv. 181 ; cf. ava-pdsai =
passati, H. D., i. 59).

[JJppdhala, " longing," in P. L., 242, is referred by Professor Btihler

to Skt. *ut4-pa9, to look for. But H. D., i. 136, has uvvdhalam,

autsukyam, dvesyam. This would require a Skt. *ud'hdha-la from

udhdha, having the arms raised either as in the act of imploring or

of attacking,]

The other and more likely source of the word may be found in

Skt. dprdthayati, to spread abroad, divulge, show. This would

appear in Pkt. as appdhei without any phonetic difiiculty, and with-

out resorting to any hypothetical forms. This etymology is sug-

gested by the somewhat rare Pali noun vyappatha ( = Skt. *vydpratha),

one of the synonyms of vaca, gira, udirana, ghosa, in Dharmma-

sangani, p. 143). Compare Skt. prathd, fame, renown; Sinhalese

pd-nawd, to show, display, which cannot be referred to pacj.

In Suttanipata, v. 158, we find khma-vyappatha, which is ren-

dered " harsh spoken " by Professor Fausboll, though " defamer

"

would perhaps be equally correct.
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XXII. Uddiya-pdsa.

There is a very difficult verse in Hala, 7^7, p. 428 :

—

" Uddiya-pasam tanachan

(n)a kamdaram nihua-samthiya vakkham.

Juhadiva parihara

muhametta sariyam kala ..."

The editor says, " Ich weis hiermit gar nichts zu machen."

The reading of the M.S. is uncertain with regard to kamdaram,

samthiya, and sariyam. With respect to uddiya-pdsam, we see

that it is an adjective compound, being an epithet of some neuter

noun (nom.) in the first line of the verse. Uddiya-pdsa would be

good Pali for " beset with snares." The verb uddeti or oddeti is used

(with pasa and jala) in the sense of to lay a snare, set a trap, cast

a net. Compare Anguttara, I. xxiv. 4 ; Jat., ii. 52, 153, 183, 238.

The phrase " luddo pasam iv' oddiya " (like a trapper setting a

snare) occurs in Theragatha, y. 7^-
" Tanhaya uddito loko " (the world is encased by lust), Samyutta,

i. 78, vol. i. p. 40).

It would be good Pali to write in prose—Udditapasam tinac-

channam ^ kedaram = a paddy-field covered with herbage (and)

beset with snares.

Kamdara means a pit, cavern, glen, and would hardly be used to

denote an elephant-pit or a paddy-field.

Ava-di-a ( = uddita), in H. D., i. 21, is explained by khinna. It

is from the root di, to spend, waste. Compare Marathi ud-nem, to

fly, leap ; ud-vinem, to scatter, waste.

Avadi is properly to fly down, and in a causative sense might

come to mean to scatter, spread (a net). The Mahavasta has oliyati,

to fly down. The Sinhalese ata-wanawa goes back to '"^utta-wanawa

or *ulla-wanawa for Pali uddayati.

Parihara muhamettam = Pali parihara mukha-mattam = (parihara

bhojanamattam), " observe moderation of mouth, be moderate in

regard to food." This is the motto of the verse.

For kala we ought perhaps to read kalahha. We are enabled

by the aid of Pali to get some meaning out of Hala's difficult

verse. The young elephant and leader of the herd wants to leave

his native haunts (the Vindhyas ; see v. 788) and to gorge on

the cultivated rice in the paddy-field. He is warned that the

rice-field has snares laid in it, and the vicinity is guarded by

those lying in wait for wild elephants. The leader of the herd

^ Compare tinacchannakdba in " Sakuntala," ed. Williams, p. 208.
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is, therefore, bidden to observe moderation in eating, and to be

circumspect.

Verse 790 contains an allusion to an elephant-hunt. The caiipasa

in this verse probably refer to the sides of the paddy-field in verse

XXIII. Avahdsini.

In Hala, v. 693, p. 349, avahdsini occurs for avahdsini (the

nose-rope or bridle of a bullock). In H. D., i. 46, we find avaydsiiii

= nasa-rajju.

Arasenid = lasa-rajju {sic) in S., is a crux which Professor Weber
has to leave unsolved. It reminds one of Marathi vesana, the nose-

bridle of a bullock. Can it be for avasenika, from si, to bind ?

Compare avaydna (H. D., i. 24) = avaddna ( = akarsana-rajju), from

the root dd, to bind ; Marathi, ddvana, a rope ; Skt., ddmani, a rope

for tying cattle.

Professor Weber does not suggest any etymology for avahdsini^}

As a long vowel is often used instead of a conjunct consonant,

avahdsini is the same as avahassini = avaharsini, from the root kars,

draw, drag. Compare Marathi hdsara, bullock-reins ; hasani, a tie,

cord ; hasnem, to bind tightly ; Hindi hasnd, to tie.

The root hrs or kars takes different forms in the various Prakrit

dialects. From the passive participle we have the well-known stem

haddh ; but from hrs we obtain has ; in Jaina-pkt. dhasai, uhhasai,

vohhasa.i ; hus (kos) in Jaina-pkt. tihkosa, ukkosia. Compare ahhusdi,

uhhusai, as substitutes iov gam in H. P., iv. 162.

From hars we have hass in Pali ukhassa ^ and hams in uhhdviseti

= uhhasseti or uhhdseti = ut-karshayati.

The root ghas has several forms : Pali ghamsati, Jaina-pkt. ghasai,

ghamsai*, ghasai (c/. Marathi ghdsnem, ghams-nem ghasal-nem)

;

Pkt. gJias, ghus, ghis in Pari-hattana, nihattha ; ghusala'i (H. D.,

ii. 1 10 [108]; ugghusai (H. P., iv. 108). Compare Tlin.di ghasnd,

to rob
;
ghusd, a blow. Sinhalese gaha-naivd, to strike, beat.

Kammai, " to cut!'

The root hal'p, originally " to trim," is represented in Pali by the

causal hapjpeti, to cut (Jat., ii. 99 ; iii. 298). Compare Marathi

hdp-nem, Sinhalese hap-anawd, to cut. In Prakrit this root occurs

1 Ava-ydsini might, of course, be for ava-pS,sinl, from pag, to bind. See Ava-ydsa'i,

to embrace, H. D., iv.

2 Cf. Pkt. ava-yaddhahia = ranahrta, H. D., 1. 43. Pali avakaddhati, to remove.
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much disguised in Jcammai, to cut. It is not easy, at first sight, to

see how it has come from kalp ; but the root jalp appears in Pkt.

as jamp for japp (cf. simpcii = sippai = sificati), so kalp might be-

come (l) kapp, (2) kamp (3) kamm. With this change we may
compare the Punjabi stem limma = limha = lippa from >^lip. See

Beames, iii. p. 59. We have, too, thimpa for thippa (H. D., iv. 140)
from J tip (Var., viii. 12).

In H. D., iv. 3, it is stated that for upa + bhuj kammavai may be

used. This is of course the causal of kalp formed from the new

stem, and answers to Skt. kalpayati.

XXV. Khammai^ " to go."

The Pkt. hamma'i (H. R, i. 74) corresponds to Pali ghammati ?,

but we also find a root, jham, to go, in ujjhamana, ojjhamana

palayana (H. D., 1. 103), which may be connected with Skt.

jhampa and jhampd, springing, leaping (see H. P., iv. 161).

There is, too, a root khammia, probably from khamh, which rests

on the authority of the Dhatupatha, and occurs in the curious com-

pound ada-kJiammai = anuvajjai (H.. D., i. 41), to follow, look after.

The prefix ada is here the Marathi particle ada (half) used in the

sense of sub, minor, like Skt. amt, as ada-ksLma, a subordinate

work ; ada-juna, half-worn ; ada-klial-nem, to stumble, falter. We
.find it in the Pkt. verb ada-ujjhia = ipurushsLjitsh (H. D., i. 41),

from ada-{v)ujjhai, to play the hero. Compare vtijiha = yujiha,

fighting.

We also find uru in uru-milla'i, uru-sollai (H. D., i. 1 08); ulu-

phuntia = vinipatita pra^anta and orummdti ? = uru-mdti udvati ulu-

(^)ziwcZm = praludthita (H. D., i. 117), ulu-kasia (H. D., i. 115).

Uru-, ulu-, seem to have the force of ud, and may represent Skt.

urdhvarn, above. Compare Sinhalese uda, above, upper (ud in in-

scriptions, as ud-galu, the upper hill).

The prefix ku appears to have the force of vi in kokkdsia (H. D.,

ii. 35); ko(k)dsai = kakdso/i vikasasi (H. D., ii. 50); kojjharia =
ku-jjharia apurita (H. D., ii. 50) for vi-jjharita ?.

Many nouns have this prefix, probably from old verbal compounds

with vi. Cf. Skt. ku-dddla = ku-ddla,^ a spade or hoe, from *vi-

dal, split ; ku-liga, axe, from *vi-lig {vi(f), tear ; Pkt. ku-luncai =
vi-luncai.

^ The explanation (go-darana, bhtlmi-darana) given by the Hindu lexicographers

shows that they probably connected it with the root doL or dar.
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XXVI. Vdcanaka,

Vyutpatti has vayana, a kind of sweetmeat, and this is registered

in the P. W., together with vdyanaka, a kind of pastry. These are

no true Sanskrit forms, but loans from the Prakrit vdyana, vdyanaya,

a present of food = prahelaka, prahenaka.

Childers has not any corresponding term, but we find vdcanaha

in Jat. iii. 171, in the sense of present :
—

" Ath' ekadivasam ekasm^ gama manussa agantva brahmana-

vdcaTtaka-tthkyo, acariyam nimantayimsu. So Karandiyam manavam
pakkositva : tata, aharn na gacchami, tvam ime paficasate manave

gahetva tattha gantva vdcanakdni paticchitva amhakam dinna-kottha-

sam ahara 'ti pesesi."

We find sotthi-vdcaka in Milinda, p. 309.

Professor Weber has a long note on these words in Hala, p. 120-

121. He is inclined to connect them either with pdcana or opdyana.

The Pali shows us that the right reading is vdcanaka, and signifies

(l) a present, (2) a present of food.

For prahenaka and prahelaka the lexicographers and scholiasts

are the only authorities. Prahenika is no doubt the original form

(see Divyavadana, p. 13, 1. 26; 258, 19), and refers to some choice

food ; hence the expression " pranitani prahenakani." See Childers,

s.v. 'pahenaka. He has not registered the noun pahina (not in Skt.

dictionaries), which occurs in Sum., i. p. 78 :

—

" PaAma-gamanam vuccati gharagharam pesitassa khuddaka-ga-

manam."

XXVI. SihaJi.

Siha'i, one of the substitutes for kdnks, to desire (H. P., iv. 192 ;

see H. D., viii. 32), cannot be referred to sprh. S.

Goldschmidt has shown that Pkt. dsamgha'i comes from dgams

{cf. Pali dsimsd, wish, hope, with Pkt. asamgha = iccha, H. D., i.

y6), through *dsainhai. In the same way gims or gis would give

siha'i for sinhai.

Ahai, to desire, is probably a denom. from the noun dgd, wish,

desire.

H for s is seen in hana'i = prnoti (H. D., viii. 5 5, i. 62) ; hamja-a

= samjaka (H. D., viii. 61); hallappa = sallapa ; hakkoddha (H. D.,

vii. 60) = *sakkhoddha = samkhuddha, from sam + ksubh.

The form kakkutta (for sa-khutta ?) = ut patita (H. D., viii. 60)

= utksipta (H. D., iv. 144 ; P. L., 82), pulled out, thrown up, may
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come. Hakkoddha or sakkoddha is merely another way of writing

mklwddha for samkhoddha or sam-kbuddha.

We find sd-hattiya (P. L., 233 ; H. P., iv. 82) for samghattita

;

sdhardi (H. D., viii. 27) = samharati. Cf. Jaina-pkt. sdhattu = samh-

ritya, not from ut + ksip, but from sam + ksip, or perhaps from

khapp, the stem of the passive of kmhh (see H. D., viii. 64).

S. Goldschmidt refers -khulta to khan, through the passive stem

khupp.

XXVI. Udda, Uddhumdi.

We can sometimes check the Pkt. forms by a comparison with

the Pali and Jaina idioms. Thus udda in H. D., i. 123, is explained

by jalamauusa and kakuda. The former is evidently a blunder,

as udda is not " mer-man," but is the equivalent of Pali udda. Skt.

udra, by some authorities explained as a " crab," by others as an
" otter." There is no doubt that the latter meaning, as in Pali, is

the true one—the otter frequenting in past times, as now, holes in

the banks of rivers.

The second use of udda = kakuda shows that it is for udya, from

Skt. udaya.

Uddhamta, in Kalpasutra, Jin., § 39, is explained in the Com-
mentary by Uddhdvat. The correct meaning seems to be " blowing

up, arising," from the root dhmd or dham. All the compounds in

Pkt. but one are formed from the base dham, but ud+dhmd gives

rise to uddhumdi, always employed with the meaning of "to fill."

See P. L.; H. P., iv. 169 ; H. D., i., 1 17 ; Var., viii. 32. Compare

Marathi dumdumita, filled out, distended.

In Pali uddhumdta keeps the original signification of " blown up

(with air or wind), swollen."

In Setubandha, i. 8, the causal of uddhumdi seems to mean " ex-

tinguish." The commentator K. explains uddhumdia = uddhmdpita

by purita. R. has the following note :
—

" Uddhmdpita utdhama-

payitum nirvanikartum arabdhum."

I have already pointed out that in Pali and Buddhist-Sanskrit

niddhdpita, " expelled, put out, removed," is, as shown by the various

readings, confused with nihbdpUa. But niddhapita = niddhavita

from nir + dhav (caus.). In the case of Pkt. uddMimdvia there is

no such confusion, and saliluddhumaia should be rendered " filled

with water." If the quarters of the submarine fire were filled with

water, the fire would be extinguished.

2 I
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Heavai, Olhmdaz.

For muc in H. P., iv. 9 1 , we find the substitutes ussikha, reava,

and dhamsdda. The first may be compared with Pali ussitta, from

ussincati, to bale out, empty (Jat., i. 497; ii. 72; iv. 16).^ We
find ussikJca given in H. D. with the meaning of utksipta. There

must have been the intermediate steps of ^uk-khijpta, *ukkhitta,

*ucchitta, *ussitta.

Reavdi stands for recavai = recayati, the causal of rinc. In P. L.,

1 93 J we have reyaviya, emptied. In H. D., vii. 11, reavia is

explained by ksinikrta. Compare Hindi u-licnd (u-ricna), to bale

out. Dhams dddi is formed from dhvams, with the causal suffix

-dda or -dla. See P. L., 192, with Professor Biihler's remarks.

Compare Marathi dhasalnem, to give way. There is a Marathi u-sap-

nein, to bale out, which probably represents an older ussippnem (cf.

simpai, sippai, for sincati, H, D., iv. 95). We find u-pan-7iem, to

winnow, for ava-pH. Compare Pkt. uppuniya, winnowed (P. L.,

187), which is a variant of oppuniya or opuniya, usually referred to

ut H- pu.

A for u is seen in Marathi u-dhal, bestrew = Skt. dhUldyati + ava

See note on Oratta.

In H. P., iv. 26, olunddi and ullunddi are given as substitutes

for viric.

In the P. L. we find a root lund, to plunder, a Pkt. variant lunth,

lutk?' Cf. Hindi lutna, to be plundered ; M. lutnem, to plunder, strip.

There is also a root land (which Benfey refers to >^lad) in

viand, oland, to throw up or out. Compare runj and ranj, rump

and ramp, &c.

Dhamkharasesa.

Dliamkharaseso vi hu mahu-arena mukko na malai-vidavo (Hala,

755, P- 411)-

Professor Weber says, " dhamkhara ist mir giinzlich dunkel."

There is no such Pkt. word as dhamkhara.

The meaning of the verse seems to be this : the bees frequent

the malati branch, but abandon the dhamkarasa stalk. Dhamkha

is the ordinary Pkt. for Skt. dhvdmksa, a crow (see P. L., 44 ;
H.

D., iv. 13); Pali dhanka = dhankhsi (Jat., ii. 208; Theragatha, v.

15, p. 21).

^ Compare Sinhalese i-hi-nawS, to bale out, scatter, for v-si-nawd. In H. D.,

i. 142, we have 'd-sukkia= ussikkia vi-mukta.

2 In H. D,, i. iig, praluthita= \iTecitai.
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phamkharasa seems to be the name of a plant like dhvdmksa =
Tidsa (cf. our crowfoot). Dhamkharasa -f- isa = the stalk of the Dh°
plant. Isa = issa (see H. D.), = Pali isd, related to Skt. ^ika, stem,

stalk.

Here there is evidently a strong contrast (i.) between the mean
crow-sap plant and the beautiful /aswime

; (2.) between the stalks of

the former and the boughs or branches of the latter. The bees, of

course, neglect the one and frequent the other.

Eosdnaz.

Bosdnai is one of the substitutes for marj\ rub, in H. P., iv. 150.

We have rosdniya polished in P. L. 224. Bosdnai marsti, H. D.,

vii. 12. It appears to be a causal form, and is a variant of ros-dla

or rosdda, from the root rUs, his, to adorn. It meant originally (l)

to beat, pound
; (2) to hurt, kill. Jaina-pkt. has lusai, to attack.

(Ayaranga-sutta, i. 8, 3, 3).

EasdldH, P. L., 237.

Sam-dna,^ one of the substitutes for hhuj, seems like a causal of

9am in the sense of to appease (one's appetite).

. Sam-d7'ai, H. P., iv., a substitute for sam + d + 7'ac is also from

the root of pam in the sense of to purify, cleanse.

Pamgai.

Pamga is one of the substitutes for grah in H. P., iv. 9. Bearing

in mind that purrisai =pUsai = pussat, and amgutthi, a veil, is for

a-gunthi, a veil, we see that paTYigai = pdgai = paggai, a short form

of pagganhdti, from pra + grah.

For pa'iiigai = paggai we may compare Sinhalese, udangu, proud,

haughty, with Skt. udagra ; Pali udagga, high, elated. E. Miiller

(Anc. Ins. in Ceylon) has udaiiga^ height, with which he compares

Maled. udu, sky.

Sinhalese, polaiigd, a terrible venomous snake = Skt. punndga

through *ponagga, *polagga ; Pkt. *silimha = silippa^ from pitpa

(H. D., viii. 26).'

Other consonants are occasionally nasalised in this way, as Sinha-

lese, kumba ( = *kuhba = *kuppa) = Skt. kilpa ; Pali ulumpa = Skt.

a raft ; Hindi, uncd = ucca, high.^

I

^ It may be for sam-anhai (from sam + a^nSti) samannai = samSnai.

2 Cf . Marathl kumpa = Skt. Mpa.
3 Skt. kalevra, a dead body= Pkt. kaliniha, for kcUivva, kalibba.
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Cilia.

Cilia, ceda, bala, H. D., iii. i o = Skt. and Pali ceta, boy, slave.

Cilia = cela = ceda. Compare old Sinhalese salaya = calaya = *cetaka,

a servant.

Cimcai.

Cimca-i-a (P. L., 85) mandita is probably from a cad or cand, to

adorn, and represents a Skt. *cancadita.

See cimca-ai, H. D., iv. 115. Cimcillai seems to be a frequenta-

tive of a denominative verb cillaJi, from citra. Cf. Skt. citr, adorn,

while cimcai = ciccai = cittryati = citryati — ridai seems to represent

an older lila:i from a noun lild, grace. Cf. Pali WJid ; Marathi W/i

;

Skt. lild, grace, skill.

Cimca-ia calita (H. D., iii. 13) for original *cancadita = cancalita.

Compare Marathi c^car-nem, to reel, stagger ; Skt. cancala.

Ciddavia.

Ciddavia = nimsigita, (H. D., iii. 13; P. L., 188) represents an

earlier *cidapita ?, for *cirapita, the causal of a root c^r, in Hindi

cira, a crack ; Marathi cila, a sudden spurting forth (as of milk)

;

ctraknem, to rend with a sound.

Ciddavia would probably mean to tear up, destroy entirely, so as

to leave nothing remaining.

Pamta = Prantta.

*' Muni monam samadaya dhune kammasariagam.

Pamtam [ca] luham sevanti vira sammatta-damsino."

(Ayaramga-sutta, i. 2,5,^6;i. 5 3>§5)-
Professor Jacobi gives the following rendering of the foregoing

" A sage adopting a life of wisdom should treat his gross body

roughly. The heroes who have right distinction use mean and

rough food."

" Dhune kamma-sariragam " corresponds to Pali " dhune kamma-

sarirakam " = should get rid of his body of Karma." Compare

Ayar., i. 4, 3, § i ; and Suyagadamga-sutta, i. i 5, 22, p. ^550

;

" dhuije purvakadam kammam, navam va vi na kuvvati " (See Ayar.,
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i. 4, 2, where we have " dhune samassayam "). Here dhurje =
dhuniyat, apanayet.

In Ptlli we find " dhunati papake dhamme " = he shakes off (or

gets rid of) evil conditions (Theragatha, v. 2, p. i).

With respect to the Jaina text quoted above, Professor Jacobi

has the following remarks :
" These words apparently form a ploka,

though the third pada is too short by a syllable; but this can easily

be corrected by inserting ca ; pamtam luham ca sevamti. The
commentators treat the passage as prose " (Jaina Sutras, S. B. E., vol.

xxii. p. 26).

The difficulty does not altogether consist in the omission of a

syllable, but in the employment of pamta as here used in the sense

of " mean or poor," a signification not found in classical or Bud-

dhist Skt., Pali, the literary Prakrits of Hala, Setubandha, &c., or

in the modern Hindu dialects.

Pamta represents, of course, Skt. prdnta^ " border," whence Pali

panta{l.) border; (2.) remote, distant. Compare " Sevetha pan-

tdni senasani " (Samyutta, vi. 2, 3; Suttanipata, v. 72, p. 11;

Theragatha, V. 142, p. 20; Milinda, p. 402). ^' Pantamhi sayana-

sane" (Jat., iii. 524. See Anguttara, iv. 138, 2).

In Buddhist-Sanskrit, prdnta is not uncommon, and its use agrees

closely with that of the Pali panta :
" Pr^wto-gayanasanabhakta "

(Divyavadana, p. 188, 1. 15 ; see 132, 1. 21); "^^wto-cjayanasana-

sevin (ibid., p. 312, 1. 8-9). " Prantani c^ayanasanani " (ibid., p.

344, 1. 10).

In the above quotations we get no trace of the sense of " mean "

or " rude," though, of course, the distant or remote seats and beds

would be but poor affairs. In Jaina-prakrit, as far as the commen-

tators go, pamta seems to have the signification of ** mean, poor :

"

"Amta caraga . . . pamta caraga luha caraga . . . amtahara

pamtdhdrd . . . amtajivi ^a77ito jivi" (Suyogad., ii. 2, 72, pp. 758-

759). Compare also Siiyogad., i. 15, 15, p. 547, where the first

amta is employed in the sense of " a poor state :
" " Amtani dhira

sevamti tena amtakara iha." The Dipika has the following

note :
—" Amtan amta prdmtdhdrdn sevamti virastena samsarasya-

mtakaraste." The Tika is somewhat fuller :
—

" Amtan paryamtan

visayakasayatrisnayastatparikarmanartham udyanadinam ahaarasya

vamta-pramtadini dhira mahasatva visayasukhanisprihah sevamti

'bhyasyamti tena camta-pramtabhyasanenamta karah samsarasya

ksayakarino bhavamti."

In Kalpasutra (Jaina, § 1 7) we find pamta (and amta) applied to

kula (family) :

—
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"Jan nam arahamta va cakkavatti va . . . amta-kulesu va

pamta-kulesu va daridda-kulesu va . . . ayaimsu va ayaimti va

ayaissamti va " = For it never has happened, nor does it happen,

nor will it happen, that Arhats, Qakravartins . . . should be born

in low families, mean families, poor families . . . (Sac. B. of the

E., vol. xxii. p. 225).

According to Buddhist authorities, a Buddha could not be born

in an obscure or out-of-the-way place ; and a similar rule held good

for the Jaina Arhats ; hence Mahavira was born in the Brahmanical

(and best) part of the town of Kundagrame.

The epithet pamta therefore defines the locality of the kula or

family (and not the condition), so that it would be possible to take

pamta here in its older sense of "border;" a border or frontier family

being in reality equivalent to a mean or poor family. In fact,

pamta-'knla has much the same meaning as Pali paccanta-visB.ja ( =
pratyanta-visaya) in Saddhammopayana, v. xi.

So much, then, for the original signification of pamta (in pamta-

kula), which might have acquired the secondary meaning of "mean

or rude." But while this is not at all unlikely with regard to its

employment with kula, it is not so easy to see how it has, against

older and widespread usage, become associated with litha—(i) rough,

coarse, as applied to food
; (2) used also substantively in the sense

of " coarse fare," " hard life " (samyama), and even " one who lives

the hard life of a mendicant, bhikkha." Compare the following

passages, where Mha ( = lukkha = rukkha) is employed in Jaina-pkt.

in the senses above mentioned.

" Atha javittha, Wienam " (Ayar., i. 8, 4, § 4) ;
" Aha, lukkha-

desie bhatte" (ibid., i. 8. 3, § 3) ;
" Tamha, luhdo parivittasejja

"

(ibid., i. 6, 5, § 3).

" Suram mannati appanam yava luham na sevae" (Suyagad., i.

3, I, § 3, p. 161).

"Virata carissaham rukhham'' (ibid., i. 4, i, § 25, p. 239).
" Nikkimcane bhikkhu su luha-jiwi je garavam hoi salogagami

"

(ibid., i. 13, 12, p. 497).

The note in the Dipika is as follows :
—

" Bahyarthena niskimcano

bhiksuh su-ruksa-jivi valla -cana "kMi-prdmtdhdrd eambhuto pi

ka^cid gauravapriyo."

"Aham amsi bhikkha luhe " (ibid., ii. i, 10, p. 578. See also

i. I, 60, p. 605-606 ; ii. 2, 72, p. 758-759).
Here the Jaina Mha corresponds to Skt. ruksa or luJcsa, and is

common in Pali and Buddhist Sanskrit. (See Academy, August

12, 1890.)
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In Pali, however, liikha is never associated with pania (as

regards food), but with panita (dressed, cooked, delicate). Com-
pare the following uses of the term :

—

" Jarasigalo bhojanam patilabhitva na vicinati lUkham va pairiUarii

v^ti" (Milinda, p. 395).
" Panitam yadi va lUkham appani va yadi va bahuin."

" Yapanattham abhunjimsu agiddha nadhiraucchita " (Theragatha^

V. 923, p. 84 ; see also v. 436, p. 46 ; 579, p. 60).
^^ Panttam pi lukham denti" (Dhp., p. 214).
" Xt2Ma-panitadisu yamkifici dento" (ibid., p. 374).
" Lukham denti no panitam " (Samgutta, xv. 4, 5 ).

In Divyavadana, p. 425, we find luha-pranlta

:

—" Sa pragyati

ayushmato Vita^okasya pampukalam ca civaram mrnmayam patram

yavad annabbaikshyam MAa-pranitam drishtva ca rajnah padayor

nipatya kritanjalir uvaca."

In the light of the foregoing illustrations of luha and pranita,

we would venture to amend the faulty lection in the third pada of

the Ayar., i. 2, 6, § 3, by reading (in deference to the older usages

of the Skt. and Pali) " panitam luham ^ sevanti sammattadamsino,"

which would correspond in Pali to " panita-lukham sevanti vira

(dhira) sammattadassino." But sammattadamsino was probably not

in the oldest form of the Jaina text, and perhaps the true reading

is samattadamsino, as in Ayar., i. 5, 3, § 5, p. 24), "observing

indifference " with respect to dainty and coarse fare. Compare

the previous floka, beginning "naratim," which has a parallel in

Anguttara, iv. 283, and Pali aratiratisaha with Jaina arairaisaha.

We must bear in mind that the language and traditions of both

Buddhists and Jains were derived from the same source, and would,

as a matter of course, have many points of similarity in common.

It is true that the redaction of the Jaina canon was very much later

than the settlement of the canonical books by the Buddhist redac-

tors, and the latter may have kept the dialect of their sacred books

in a less corrupt state than Jainas ; but, on the other hand, as Dr.

Jacobi has pointed out, the Jaina-pkt. is nearer to Pali than the

literary prakrits, and the earliest works of the Jaina canon are

probably older than such Northern Buddhist texts as the Lalita-

Vistara, Mahavastu, Divyavadana, &c.

It is quite possible that the Jainas, although using many well-

known Buddhist terms of a technical character, may have purposely

altered their opponents' phraseology, and changed phrases like

panita-luha into pamta-lUkha. Or perhaps the later Jaina scribes,

^ Or panitalAliam, &c.
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not understanding the older use of joanita with reference to food,

may have substituted the more familiar pamta, which originally

denoted locality, and not state or condition.

In one passage, however, of the Ayaramga-sutta (i. 8, 3, § 2, p. 43),

we find pamta, as in Pali, employed as an epithet of seyya and

asana, in the sense of remote, out-of-the-way:

—

" Aha duccara-Ladham acari

Vajjhabhumim ca Subbhabhumim ca

Pamtam seyyam sevimsu

Asanagaim c'eva pa7!itdim."

" He travelled in the pathless country of the Ladhas, in Vajjha-

bhumi and Subbhabhumi; he used there miserable beds and mise-

rable seats "
(Jacobi).

The Jaina-pkt. viyatta-chauma (Kalpasutra, Jin., § 16), an epithet

of Arhats, is another form of the Pali vivatta-cchadda, an epithet

of the Buddha. According to Professor Jacobi, the Jaina epithet

means "who has got rid of unrightedusness
;

" the Pali signifies

" one by whom the veil (of human passion) is rolled away." Ac-

cording to Buddhaghosa, it means also " free from rebirth " and
" free from illusion

;

" by virtue of being free from rebirth, Buddha

is an Arhat, and by being free from illusion (or veils), he is

sammasambuddha.

Samiti.

Trenckner has pointed out in his Pali Miscellany how the Skt.

smrti has been turned into sammuti. Something like this has taken

place in Jaina texts. In them we never find sai ( = sati = smrti),

or sao ( = sato = smrta), used in a technical sense, as in Buddhist

phraseology. In their place we have samii = samiti, and samiya =
samita. Samiti in the P. W. is referred to the root i, but samita to

the causal of the root sam or gram.

In the scholiast's explanations samita and smiti are associated

together as regards their meaning, but disconnected as to their ety-

mology. But they ought strictly to be connected, just as sato, sati,

and satimd are in Pali. In meaning, Pali sati answers to Jaina

samiti and sato to samita} Strictly speaking samita ought to mean

restrained, calm, but the exact sense is " circumspect." The commen-

' In Pkt. smrt becomes sumarati and sarati. We find, however, visamia referred to

vismrti and to viasamita or vi^rdmita. Skt. smrti could become sumiti or samiti in

Prakrit, and sm.rta could give rise to sumita or samita.
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tators are often in doubt as to the etymology of samita ; sometimes

it is connected with samatd, and at others with samyak. If we
examine a few passages where samia or samiya occurs in Jaina

texts, we shall see that it answers in meaning to Skt. smrta, and

not to samita or gramita

:

—
" Jae nam samane bhagavam Mahavire anagare jae iriya-samie

bhasa-so^mie esana-samze, ayana - bhanda-matta- nikkhevana -samte,

uccara- pasavana - khela - sihghana -jalla-priritthavaniya-sa??i2e, mana-

samic, Ya,jB.-samie, 'k^ja.-samie " (Kalpasutra, Jin., §118; see also

Samacari, § 5 3-54). The scholiasts explain sarnie by samyat pravrta.

The following is, with some slight alteration. Dr. Jacobi's transla-

tion of the foregoing extract :
—

" Henceforth the venerable Mahavira

was houseless, (l) circumspect (samita) in his walking, (2) circumspect

in his speaking, (3) circumspect in his begging, (4) circumspect in

his acceptance of anything, in the carrying of his outfit and drinking-

vessel, (5) circumspect in relieving himself, (6) circumspect in his

thoughts, words, and acts." (See A. Sayagad., ii. 2, 23, p. 704 ;

ii. 2, 72>^ p. 758.)
" Tarn ca bhikkhu parinnaya sabbate . . . samite, care " (Say., i.

3> I, p. 214).
" Suvratoh pobhanavrata yuktaih samitah -pamca-samiti^hig caret

samyamanusthanam karyat" (Com.).

" Pam ca mahavvayajutto pamca-samio tiguttigutto ya " (Uttara-

dhyayana, 19, 19, p. 606).
" Mrgaputro pamcamahavratayuktah Mrgaputra pamcamaha-

vratasahita -pamca-samiti samitah triguptaguptah pamce samite,

samato, trihumgupto " (Com.).

" Je khala bho vira . . . samitd sahita saya jaya samghada-

damsino oovaraya uhataha logam uvehamana iti saccamsi parivi-

utthimsa" (Ayar., i. 4, 4, § 1-4)-—"There are those who have

established themselves in the truth, . . . heroes endowed with

knowledge, always exerting themselves, full of equanimity, valuing

the world (as it deserves)."

[Here samita is left untranslated. . Sahita is wise
;
jaya, restrained.

Samghadadamsino cannot mean full of equanimity (nirantaradarsinah

^ubhapubhasya), but signifies having a right view of matter (and the

impermanency of its forms, whether beautiful or otherwise).

Samghada I take to be an error for samkhaya = Skt. samskrta,

Pali sarhkhata (see Suy., i. 2, 10, p. 150). Paiyalacchi has sarri-

ghayana with the sense of " samu saya." Hemacandra (Depi., viii.

14) has samghayana parira, with the v. 1. samkhanaya^ ? for sam-

khayana = samkhatana. ]
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Here the Com. connects samita with the five samitis mentioned

in the quotation from the Kalpasutra. According to Madhava's

Sarvadarpanasamgraha samiti is one of the divisions of samvara (the

stepping of the apravas), and signifies the acting so as to avoid

injury to all living beings,^ or the keeping the attention properly-

alive (so as to see immediately if an insect is in the way).^

This keeping the attention alive is not the true meaning of Skt.

samiti, but of smrti, and circumspect is smrta, and not samita, as far

as the original signification of these words are concerned.

With the passage cited from the Kalpasutra we may compare a

somewhat similar one from the Mah^parinibbana-sutta, p. 19 (see

Buddhist Suttas, p. 29), where the Pali sampajanakari = sato sam-

pajano, in full presence of mind, answers exactly to the Jaina samita.

The Jainas seem to have been fond of the number Jive. The

Buddhists had four satipatthdnas, and this technical term appears

to have been turned by the Jainas into samti paitthana = prelmte-

pratisthana.

Udddna.

Ulli tatha uddana culli (H. D., i. 87).

Udddna appears in the P. W., on the authority of the Hindu lexi-

cographers, as meaning (i) oven, (2) the submarine fire. In the

Depi. it has the sense of fire-place, but in the verses quoted by

Hemacandra it signifies the submarine fire :

—

" Tali-oggi-ulli-uvva-samtatta unhayalsi-ukkole.

Kasadhua vaccai o ukkakaddhia-jalammi.

Uddanam va samuddam lamghai vadavan-al'-ii-yv^ra??*,.'^

Kass-ww(tAam na janai" ukkamdi-bhuo pai majjha."

Udddna may be a variant of a form allied to Pali uddhana^

Sinhalese uduna (Old S. uddun), upon the etymology of which

Skt. throws little or no light.

But I think udddna may be a contraction of an earlier ud-dahana,

from dah, to burn. Cf. Pkt. hiUboyana = Skt. himbopadhdna, Pali

himohana.

Uddhana might even be referred to the same source ; but I am
inclined to regard it as another form of iddhana, from indh, kindle,

^ Colebrooke's Essays, vol. i. p. 449,
2 Wilson's Essays on the Religion of the Hindus, i. p, 311.

5 Compare uvvaria tapa, H. D., i. 132,

* Udddna may have originally been uddana for uddhana and altered so as to con-

nect it with Skt. udddna from root dd, " bind."
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We may compare Pali undura, a rat, with the variant indilra

preserved by Hindu lexicographers. The true form would seem to

be undura^ from the root dur (a causal of which we have in Pkt.

viduria), to split, tear, a variant of dar.

In the verses quoted above, uwa, heat, may be the Skt. Hva, the

submarine fire. Marathi has, however, uba, heat ; ubnen^ to swelter
;

Hindi iibha, excessive heat ; uhhnd, to be oppressed with heat.

Ukkola = uh-kolla = ukkulla = uk-kula, from root kUd or kul, to

burn. See note on aMkHlai.

Ka-kkida, hot ashes, probably comes from the same root.

Andolana, Hindola.

These words, meaning a swing, rest chiefly on the authority of

the lexicographers. The root appears to be dul (? for lul), as in

dola, a swing.

Andolana is referred by Benfey to dandid, an anomalous frequen-

tative of dul, for dandid, swing.

Bearing in mind, however, such forms as Marathi amiharnem =
attharnem = d-tharnem from d + str ; amddna = addana for dddna,

and Pkt. am-gumdi = aggunfiai = d-guma'i, &c., we may take andolana

to be a Prakritism for *dddolana = *ddolana.

Hindola may be referred either to a curtailed form of *ahi-ddola

= *abhi-dola or to *sindola = ^sandola, from dul -f sam.

Cf. Marathi, himdolnem, joy, swing ; hinduld, hindold, a swing-

ing cradle ; Hindi hindula, hindola, a swing, cradle.

Avaha'i, Avahe'i, Avahdvei.

In H. P., iv. 151, avahei, to compassionate. Kripam karoti,

H. D., i. 48, represents Skt. *ava-\-dhd]payati (causal of avadha),

to show consideration or care for.

Avahea anukampya, H. D., i. 22, corresponds to Skt. avadheya.

Avahei, H. D., i. '^y, racayati may be compared with Pali odheti

from *ava-dhdyati (causal of -dha). Avahai, a substitute for rac

(H. P., iv.), is the equivalent in form to Pali avadahati, but in

meaning corresponds perhaps to Skt. upadhd.

Ohdvai = avahdvai, a substitute for akram (H. P., iv. 1 60) is to

be referred to Skt. ava-dhdvati from ^dliave, "rua"

Professor Pischel compares Marathi odhavnem to drive, tend, a

causal of odh-nem. There is, I venture to think, no real connection
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between ohdvai and odhavnem. There would be with odhdva'i, and

with ddhavdi. See H. D., iv. 155.

Uhhhdva'i.

Ubhhdvai, one of the substitutes for ram (H. P., iv.), is probably

libbhdvai = tcddhdva'i, *' to roam at large." Compare Pali ubhharana

and tcddharana.

Samkhuddai is also a substitute for ram. H. J)., ii. 75, has

hhuddiax surata from hhurd, " play, hop." Compare the Skt.

chudd, chull, " dally," which are evidently loan-words from the Prakrit

dialects.

Agghdna, Agghddai, Agghavai.

Agghdna (tripta, H. D., i. 1 9) = a-ghana, Skt. a-ghrana from

a -}- ghra, to satiate, satisfy ; cf. d-ghrdta, satisfied ; Hindi dghdnd.

Agghddai and agghavai are causals and represent Skt. aghra-

payati, "to fill, satiate." See H. P., iv. 169, where these verbs

are given as substitutes iov pHray, to fill (H. D., i. 37).

Amgumm = agumai, to fill. Compare amgutthi = agutthi (a veil).

Ahinema'i = ahhiremai, perhaps from ahhi -\- ram through the caus.

*remayati = riramayati.

An-illa, Anolaya, Anudavi, Anualla,

These words in H. D., i. 19 = prabhata.

Anilla = anela. Compare Pali anela-ka = Skt. an-ena -\- ka, fault-

less, unspotted. The original meaning of ena seems to have been

spotless, bright.

Anolaya = *anolaJca = ^alonaka = *alunaka = Skt. aruna + ka

*'dawn."

Anu-alla = *auu-kalla from Skt. kalya " dawn."

Anu-dair = anu + dair, from davi, probably connected with dava,

or from the root dii, " burn."

Uggahai, Uvahatthai.

Uggahai, a substitute for rac,'K. D., iv. 94 = ug-gathai = uggrathati,

from Skt. ud-f-granth (grath).

Hemacandra recognises ganth only as the representative of Skt.

granth, but Pali has gathita = granthita as well as ganthita}

^ Cf. Hindi gatMna, "tie;" gathna, "to be tied;" gattha, "bundle;" MarAthi.
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Uva-hattlidi, a substitute for samdraCy (H. D., iv. gs) = ^upa-

ghatthai from Skt. upa + granth, the aspiration being due to the

following r, as Pkt. ukkhando/i = Skt. ut + krand.

The Sinhalese verb gccta-l&nsiWii, " to tie with a knot," and gcetaya,

" a knot," are from the root granth, and serve to explain Pkt. genda
and genthuka, *' a cloth tied in a knot over the breast."

Pa-risaiy Padisdi.

The above forms are given as substitutes for nap.

The cerebral d = r ov I, and the root is probably ris, rip (lif), to

hurt, kill. Compare resi(t)a chinna (H. D., vii. 9).

Pari-atta-li-a (paricchinna, H. D., vi. 33) =^an-A;af^a-/t7a, a

causal of pari-kattai, from root kri, cut. Cf. kattdrl (H. D., ii. 4) =
Pali kattart (J. iii. 298) = Skt. karttart, scissors, shears.

Pari-arnta, Avaydsai.

The above are substitutes for glis^ embrace (H. D., iv.).

Pari-amta'i = pari-attdi = ^2j:i-Yai,tid^iy from pari + vrt. Compare

aJ)hhdyatto pratyagata (H. D., i. 3 i )}

Avaydsai = ava-vdsai = avapsisaiy from ava-j-paf.

In H. D.J iv. 161, tala-amtdiy a substitute for bhram, seems to

stand for tala-atta = tala-dla = tala-tdla. Compare M. tara-tara, in

a rapid manner, and Pkt. tiritillai = bhramati.

On the root mld.^

In Pali and Pkt. we find mildyati = mlayati. With t for I we
have in Marathi mitnem, to subside ; Hindi mitnd, to be effaced

;

metnd, to efface. Beames would connect these modern forms with

Skt. mrsta, rubbed.

M. has a causative malavnem corresponding to Skt. mldpayati

and vd-vaneijij to fade. Sinhalese has welenawd and mcelawenawd, to

wither ; Marathi has v for m in vitnem = mitnem. In Pali amla

becomes amhila, which seems to explain Hindi kumhhildnd, kum-

hldnd, to fade, wither; ku7nhldi, kumhhildni, fading, from mid+ kit.

In H. D. we have kumraana and kuricmdna = mlana, fading. The

former goes back to *kummdna = *kumhhdna = kicinbhldna = kum-

hildna = ku-mlana. The latter represents ku-lumdna, ku-mvldna —

1 Ci. padi-amta-a {ksixmakaxdi, H. D., vi. ^2)=:padi-atta-Jca=prati-varttaka.

2 As vd is a substitute for mid, there may have been a form vLd.
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kumildna — ku-mldTia. Benfey connects ku-mala and ku-vidra with

ku and mid.

Sunhasi(k)aj Soma(t)i{k)e.

Sunhada and somaia = swapna9ila (H. D., viii. 39). The

sunha- in sunhasika seems to stand for *sumha~ = *subbha = *supna

= swapna. Compare S. sumhanu, to sleep ; somatika — *sovatika =
*suvatika = *swapatika. Compare Pkt. sovana, sleep.

Asia.

Asia (datra, a sickle ; H. D., i. 14) = asita, as in Pali. It is pro-

bably related to Skt. asi and asira.

Ajjhelll for *dajjhelli = *dadhya+ illi, from the intens. of dha,

sack ; or for d-jhelli, from a+ dhya, with suffix -Hit.

Avattaya (H. D., i. 34, Yi^^kmBXhuXo) = a-vyaktaka.

Rumda, Rumjai.

Runda (vipala, mukhara, H. D. = rudda, Skt. rudra, from rud.

To this root must be referred rumjai (H. D.) = rujjaii for rudyate.

Compare orumjam nastiti bhanitagarbha krida (H. D., i. 156).

Khumpa (trnadimaya, H. D.) = khuppa^ = khUpa, seems to be

connected with Marathi. Kumhhd^ a bush ; Skt. ksupa, a bush.

Sanndmai, Sannatte'i.

In H. P., iv. 83, for a-\-dar the substitute sanndmai may be

used. Here two roots are possible to which it may be referred :

( I .) nam, " bend," in which case sannamai = sannammai, Skt. sam +
namyate ; (2.) yam, " strive, reach." Here sannamai = sanndmai =
sanndmmai, Skt. sam -\- yajnyate ; cf. Pali sannameti. In H. D., viii.

19, we have sannamai ddriyate.

Sannattia (paritapita, H. D., viii. 10) = sam-ydtia = sam-ydtita,

from the root yat (causal).

Compare avanna = ava-jna ; annatti = annatti = d-\-jnapti (H. D.,

i. 17).

Pen(fava.

Pendavai, a substitute for pra+ stha (H. P., iv. 37); ^pindavat

= piddavai = pilavai, the causal of pid, "press." Compare vip-

pindia = vipidita, H. D., vii. 70 ; and Pali pileti. Compare penda

(for pinda) ^ khanda, valaya (H. D., vi. 8
1
).
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Rafijai.

In H. D., iv. 1 06, the following are among the substitutes for

hhang, " break :
"

—

ka-ramjdi, ni-ramjai, pavi-ramjai. In H. D.,

V. 32, we ^nd padi-rafljia bhagna.

The radicle 7unj, " break," is not in the Sanskrit dictionaries, but

ranja'i may be a nasalised form of rajjai, for radyati, from root rad,

from which we have in Skt. virad and prarad ; cf . ni-rdda, nasta, H.

D., iv. 30.

Ve-adai= Vi-galati.

Ve-addi, a substitute of khac, H. P., iv. 89. Ve-yadiya, P. L.,

joined, studded; ve-adia, pratyupta, H. D., vii. yy. Ve-adai =
vegadai = vi-galati. Compare samgalai = samghatate, H. D., viii. 1 9.

In H P., iv. 113, galai is a substitute for sam+ ghat.

Marathi has sdingadnem, to join, unite ; sdm-gada, a float or raft

;

Pali ni-gala = Skt. ni-gada, a chain.

But ve-adai may also be for ve-jadai, for H. D., iii. 4i,has jadiya

= khacita. Cf. gha>na.-\oha.-jadiya-mogguT& (Aus. Erz. in M., p. 2 2,

1. 8).

Alampa.

Alampa (kukkuta, H. D., i. 1 ^) = allampa = dldpa = dldva =
drdva^ from a + ru, signifies " a crower." Compare Marathi dravnem

and aranem, to crow, dravni, cockcrowing.

The interchange of I and r is seen in ai-rimpa — *ati-limpa =
*atilipa (H. D., i., lipi). In the sense of dosa apabhrasta, ati-rimpa

must be referred to ripra = rippa = rimpa.

The Sanskrit dictionaries have alipaka, a dog, bee ; alimpaka,

alimhaka, alimaka, Indian cuckoo, bee, frog, which seem to be from

alampa, with sufiix -ka, with an attempt upon the part of the lexi-

cographers (upon whose authority only these words rest) to connect

them with ali.

Nittiradi (nirantara, H. D.), must be connected with nit-

tiradia trutita (H. D., i.), from *nir + trad ( = trd^ split, bore).

Trad would become, by separation of the conjunct consonants,

tirad.

Allatta palatta (par^va parivartana, H. D., i. 47).

At first sight these forms seem to suggest a root, lat = lut (Skt.

lutyati, to roll upon the ground, which rests, however, only on the

* Crying, howling, humming (of bees).
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authority of the Hindu grammarians), so that allatta palatta =
d-latta pralatta.

In Pali this would be dvatta parivatta. In Udana, ii. 6, p. 14,

we have dvattati parivattati, to roll about on the ground (in

pain) :
—" So dukkhahi tibbahi kharahi katukahi vedanahi phuttho

dvattai parivattati ca."

Prakrit dllatta-palatta ( =pallatta)
^ would represent an older

d-vatta pari-vatta, the first being assimilated to the second through

a false etymology. Hindi has ulat(a) pulat(a), topsy-turvy ; ulatnd

palatnd, to overturn. M. ulatnem, to turn over, upset.

Pkt. has uithala (otthala) patthalla in the same sense. Cf. Hindi

uthal(a) pathal{ct)^ topsy-turvy ; uthalnd pathalnd, to be overturned.

M. uthalnem = ulatnem.

Hemacandra, iv. 1 1 7, has paliallai (a substitute for gh'Arn), whicli

is merely a variant of pathalai = pra-thalati ?. Utthallai (H. D.,

i. 96) = parivartati.

The same root is seen in the intensitive tharatharai, tliaraharai

;

Marathi, thar{a) tharnem ; Bengali, tJmr(a) thurite ; Hindi, t1ial{a)

thalnd, tremble, shake, all of which seem to go back to Skt. toar,

Prakritised into thur, thul ; thar, thai ; cf. thulla (H. D., v. 27) =
parivartita.

The u in Hindi u-latnd and Pkt. ut thalla is a corruption of ava.

We find in Pkt. o-alla^ pa-alla, parialla, which might be referred

to the root val, roll, but are, I venture to think, variants of ava-atta,

pla-atta, &c. (through ava-adda, pa-adda), from vrt.

For other views of these forms see H^la, 898 ; Piperita, p. 1 1
;

Index to Setubandha, s.v. alla^

In Kalpasutra (Jin., § 92) we have allina = pallina = a.-lina-pra-

lina, rendered by Professor Jacobi as "stiff and motionless."

Perhaps such modern Hindu form as Hindi lotna potna, to turn

over and over, M. lat{a), put(a), wild, overflowing, are formed in

imitation of the foregoing.

Tliaha = nil&ya, (H. D., v. 24). Compare Hindi thdnga, a den of

thieves ; M. thdmga, spot, place.

Thagha = thaga, from root sthag^ hide, conceal.

1 Pari-atta would become pallatta, just as pallattha, palhattha=paryasta, paUanka=

pari + aiika, &c.

2 H. D., i. 165, "paryasta;" and cf. d-alla cancala. H. D., i, 75, d-allaroga-

akalla = akalya.

3 Hindi anthalana, to swagger = ? atthaldnd= 1 d-thcddnd.
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Pharfisai, Ud-dhacchavi.

Phainsa'i} in H. D. iv., is one of the substitutes for visam-vrtd.

Here the m is merely graphic, B.nd phummi = phctsmi = plidsai, with

which we may compare Marathi phas-vinem, pltdsdvinem, to cheat

;

phasphasnem, to fizz ; Skt. phds, idle talk.

With phas or plids, evidently of onomatopoeic origin, we may
compare phus in M. pJmcskd, hollow, worthless (used of persons and

speech)
;
phusphiis, phassa, spitting, hissing

;
phtisldvinem, to cajole.

Hindi phics, sound, noise ; M-phusdri, bragging ; Skt. phu, idle talk.

In Pali we have pussaka, a large barn-cock (Ariguttara, iii. 64,

6). For phussaka applied to a boaster compare pusa-(k)a, 2^usa, a

parrot (P. L., H. D.).

We have in Sanskrit pha, phd, idle talk, and in Pali sam-pJm,

useless speech. The Skt. phi means idle talk and a wicked man,

perhaps upphdla, a wicked person ; upphdla'i ^ (uppdla'i), to speak

(H. P., iv. 2; H. D., i. 117); samibhulla, a bad msiTi = samphu-la

(H. D.).

Ud-dhacchavi (visamvadita, H. D., i. 1 1 4) = ud-bhacchavi, ? from

fud-bhacchaiai', the causal of hacch = hharts.

See iiddhacchia = ud-bhacchita nisiddha, H. D., i. 1 1 1

.

Vilia = vilita = vridita, from vrid vidduna = *viduna = *vriduna

veduna = veluna = *villuna = vriduna mlanaya = *villanaka = *vri-

lanaha (H. D., vii. 6y). In H. D., vii. 61, vidda = vridd.

Guntha (adhama-haya, H. D., ii. 91) = gutha = Skt. ghuta. The

loss of aspiration in the initial is due to the aspiration in the follow-

ing syllable.

Gamdhelli (madhu maksika, H. D., ii. 200), gandha+ illi ; cf.

Skt. gandhdli, gandholi, a wasp. In the sense of chaya gamdhelli

= gddha-\-illi from root gah ?.

Gutthamda (bhasa paksi, H. D., ii. 92) = *gutthada = *gutthdla =
*gotthala = gostha+ cda. In Skt. bhasa = gostha.

Go-amtd (gocaranah, H. D., ii. 98), either go-vatta or go-vata.

Alamha (H. D., i.), an umbreWsL = dlappa = *ddappa = *iitaipipa, =
*dtapta = atapatra. The Skt. dlamha = asylum is not to the purpose.

Aramhhi{k)a malakara (H. D., i.) = dramhika = drdmika. Com-

pare Sinhalese drdmha = drdma, a grove ; Pali, kumhhaka = umhaka
= kiipaka^ a mast.

Amhetti musti-dyuta, the game of odd or even (H. D.)

? = d-vetti = d-vestiy^^Tom the closing of the hand or fist in the game.

^ Compare -phamsa= -phassa in Pkt. sukha-phamsa, P. L.

2 In H. P. uppdlai and pisuna'i are mentioned together.

2 K
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Anga-vaddhana (roga, H. D., i. 47), anga-vardhana, ? swelling of

the limbs, dropsy. Cf. anga-marsa, rheumatism.

Aya-tamcia, ava-accia (apacita, mamsala, H. D., i. 47), ava-tancita

or apa-tancita^ uncontracted, full, &c., from the root tanc, to con-

tract.

Anahappanaya (anasta, H. D., i. 48), ? ana-sapanata = ana-sam-

pranata = a sampra -f- nata from Tiam. See note on h = e.

Ava-acchai (hladate, hladayati, H. D., i. 59) = ava-vacchati = ava-

vdnchati, from vdnch to desire ; in the sense of "to see; " it stands

for ava-pacchai.

A-mora-ja (vi9esa-jna, H. D., i. 66).

A-mHra-ja from the root mUr in murcCi (divide). See H. P.

;

or it may mean one going to the root of the matter, in which case

we should have read d-molaka for mula-^ha.

Ahisdya (akranta, H. D., i. 20) = abhi-sata = abhi+ pranta.

Ammdi-d (anumargagamini, H. D., i. 22) = a-magika = a-

margika.

Ava-gadia (vistuna, H. D., i. 30) = ava-gala from avct-\-gcd.

Compare ni-gal, to fall down.

Anelmjjha (H. D., i. 30) cancala, ? a-nekujjha from nikkrudhyati.

Compare Pali kiijjhati.

Ava-akkhia, ava-acchia, ajjhavasia (H. D., i. 40) nivapitam

mukham. The first two are from the root taks, to cut ; the last is

from adby -}- ava 4- 9a.

Acchi-handla, acchi-gha-rulla^ acchi-harilla, duesya (H. D., i. 41)

= aksi-garidla = aksi-karulla, from aksi-krura. The form kuruda,

kurida, pitiless, cruel, occurs in H. D., ii, 63, karulla = krurya h

AcchigaruUa would seem to be a Prakritism from garula-accM =
krura-aksi. Compare krura-drip, cruel.

A-padicchara (jadamati, H. D., 1. 43), ? *a-pratiksa-ra.

Anacchiara (a-cchinna, H. D., i. 44) = anacchidara = aTio^-cc/wfi^m

— accliidra. Cf. ana-raraa(k)a = (arabi, H. D., i. 45).

Atthuda (laghu, H. D., i. 9) = *a-tthula = *a-thllla = a-sthula, not

large, not coarse.

Anappa, (khadga, H. D., i. i $) = anarva = an-arva 1.

Appajjha ( = atma -|- adhya) atma-vapa (H. D., i. 15). Compare

Pali ajjhatta ( = adhyatman).

Annai (tripta H. D., i. i g) = aannavita from a+jnapita.

Thurt (tantavayopakarana, H. D., v. 28) or *thori, from Skt.

'^sthavaH. Cf. sthavi, a weaver.

ThUna (apva, H. D., v. 2S) — thula = ^sthura, Cf. Skt. stMrin,

a pack-horse.
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Imgliia (ghmta, H. D., i.), if not for simghita, may perhaps be for

igghi{t)a =jigghita. See H. D., iii. 46, and cf. d-igghdi = djighrdh

(ibid., i. 71)

Ikkana (cora, H. D., i.) = ikkhana = ^Vt. iksana-ka, a fortune-

teller. For loss of aspiration compare Pali ikka for ikkha^ a bear.

Irdva (gajja, H. D., i.) = erdva = *airdva for airdvana.

Ilia (lavitra, H. D., i. 82) = Pali illi = Skt. Hi, probably a hunter's

knife. Marathi has ila, a curved instrument for cutting grass, and

Ut, a kind of blade set in a stock for cutting vegetables.

Ilia (daridra, H. D., i.) presupposes an older iddra (not a curtailed

daridra) for iUi^a = Skt. itvdra = Pali ittara, poor.

Rli varstrana and illira vrsti-varana (H. D.) may be compared to

Marathi iralerriy a sort of screen used in rainy weather.

Illira grhadvara may be connected with Pali ela-ka ( = illa-ka), a

threshold ?.

Veddha-i-a (carmakara, H. D.) = vaddhavika = *vardhrd-pika,

from Skt. vardhra ; Pali haddha, vaddha, vaddhaka, a leather strap

;

vaddha-maya, of leather.

Vd yada (fuka, H. D.) = Skt. vdcdta, talkative. Compare note on

piisa, a parrot.

Ri-mina (rodanapila, H. D.) = rivina or ri-mana, from root rt,

ri, howl.

Ririta (lina, H. D.) is a frequentative of rt, melt, a variant

of Zl

Villa (accha, H. D., vii. 88) = Pali viddha, bright, clear, applied

to the bright sky ; Skt. vidhra.

The Pkt. villa = vela = vedha = viddha = vidhra. We see that dh

passes into I in vedhia = vellita = veshtita (H. D., vii. 96).

Vi'Olon (avigna, H. D., vii. 63) cannot stand for vijdkula or for

vikula. It seems to be equal to vikola = *vikalava = *vikavala =
Skt. vi-klava. To the root klav I would refer khavalia = *kavalita

= *kalavita = klavita, kupita, H. D., ii. 72.

Vilumka (virupa, H. D., vii. 63) = vi-lukka = vilugga = viricgiia ?.

Cf . nirimka = nirikka. See H. P., iv. 1 1 6.

Vi-rallia (vistarita, H. D., vii. 71). In H. P. virallai is given as

one of the substitutes for tan. This seems to be connected with a

causal vi-rdl = vildl, from vi + li. Of. Skt. virala, then, and viralita.

Viggova (vyapala, H. D., vii. 64) looks, at first sight, as a variant

ofvikkojpa = vekopa = vaikupa,hut Jaina-pkt. has viggovitta = vigopya,

from *vigup, to reject. The adjective viggova is to be referred to

^m root gup in the sense of " to be confused, troubled," and stands for

1^—
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Vidla (cora, H. D., vii. 90) = Pali bala = Skt. vydla. In the sense

of samdha vidla = vi-Jcdla.

Vila-ia (adhijya, H. D., vii. g2) = vilagita ; but 'yi7a-mdena =
vilavia, from m-\-U. Cf. o-Zo^^ = olagal = ava+lag.

Vunna (bhita, udvigna, H. D., vii. 94) = *mid-na, from root vud,

to sink, hence to be depressed. JJv-vumm udvigna (H. D., i. 123).

With this is probably connected vdvonaya (vikirna, H. D., vii. 59)
= vy-a-vunn-aka. It can hardly represent vy-d-(v)unnata, from

nam. The form vud seems to be identical with the Skt. bul, hola-

(jati, dip, dive, sink, in the Dhalapatha.

Satthara (H. D.) is usually referred to Skt. srastara, and by

some lexicographers connected with the root srams or sras, from

which it has not certainly derived its meaning of " layer, bed."

The Pali for bed, couch, is santhara = samstara. Cf. Hindi sathara,

a mattress. The form srastara ( = *sramstara) is probably an

old dialectical variant of samstara. The Pkt. sattliara might, of

course, be for sd-thara = santharo., as sd for sam is by no means

uncommon.

Arddi, A-rddia.

Arddi, drddita (vilapita, H. D., i. 75), probably for d-rdt-i,

d-rdt-ita, from the causal of rat-\-d, yell, cry. Compare Marathi

rad-nem, cry, bewail, aradnem ( = aradnem), cry out, bawl ; Hindi

ratnd, call out ; rddi, 7'drt, a wrangler.

A-moda (juta, H. D., i. 62), from d-\-maula. Compare Pali

moli, top-knot of hair, crest; Skt. mauli. In H. D., vi. 117, we
find maudi, moda, murumumda} juta ; also rmikhumdi = Skt. mukuta

a crest.

Ve-dlla (asamarthya, H. D., vii. 75) = Pali ve-kalla, deficiency,

Skt. vaikalya.

Ve-alla (mrda, H. D., vii. 55), ? for vegalla from m-^-gal.

A-lamkia (khanjikrta, H. D., i. 6S) = d-lamgita, from lang, to

limp. Cf. Marathi lamgada, lame ; lamgadnem, to limp, halt

;

Hindi lamga, limping.

A-roggia (bhukta, H. D., i. 69) = *druggita — *d-ritgita. Compare

Marathi d-rogna, eating. We have here probably a causal of a root

rug, chew.

^ This seems to be a reduplicated form for mudu-muda= moda-moda.
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Pahhdlai.

Pabhdlai (H. D., vi. 73) has the double meaning of plavayati and

chadayati.

The second meaning shows that pabbalai = pra-val-ati from the

root veil, cover, but the first sense would point to *plavati becoming

—(i) palavati, (2) parvalati pabbalati. Cf. Pali opildpeti, from

avaplu. H. D., vi. y6, ]ia,3 pdlappa {yipluta) = paldpa = pldva.

Ojjha.

Ojjha (acoksa, H. D., i. 148) is a difficult form to explain, and

there is a v. 1. avoksa for acoksa.

0-jjha may be a curtailed form of o-kkha-ra = avaskara^ unclean.

Cf. Skt. anavaskara, clean.

If the reading avoksa be the true meaning, then ojjha would mean

clean, as avoksa = ava+uksa.

Pali has vokkha nimmala, for which there is the variant cokkha =
coksa.

' [Owing to the sad calamity which has befallen Dr. Morris, he has now

become quite unable to use his eyes, and has not been able, therefore, to

correct the proofs of this paper. This has kindly been done by Professor

Rhys Davids, at the request of Dr. Morris.]



X.

DEUX TRADUCTIONS CHINOISES DU
MILINDAPANHO.

PAR

EDOUARD SPECHT.

INTRODUCTION PAR M. SYLVAIN LEVI.

Un dialogue socratique sur les doctrines du buddhisme, a I'ombre

d'un portique grec, dans la capitals du Panjab, en presence de moines

a la robe jaune et d'hoplites dresses a la macedonienne ; une con-

troverse entre la dialectique des sophistes et le dogmatisme subtil

des acaryas ; d'un cote Menandre, un lointain heritier d'Alexandre,

souverain de la Bactriane, du Caboul et de I'lndus; d'autre part

Nagasena, le docteur invincible, venu de la terre sainte pour

defendre la religion ebranlee ; un siecle et demi avant I'^re

chretienne, cent ans apres Agoka, I'^glise militante, deux cents

avant Kaniska, I'eglise triomphante : voil^ le Milindapanho, les

" Questions de Menandre," livre unique que I'histoire des religions,

I'histoire des litt^ratures, I'histoire des civilisations interrogent avec

une curiosite fievreuse, impatientes d'eclairer I'epoque obscure on

rinde en contact suivi avec I'liellenisnie sent dans son sein I'eveil

d'activit^s et de tendances nouvelles. La science ne connaissait

jusqu'ici de cet ouvrage qu'un texte ecrit en pali et incorpore

dans le canon singhalais; M. Trenckner en a donne une edition

excellente, et M. Rhys Davids en a entrepris une traduction

complete dont un volume a d^ja paru dans la collection des

" Sacred Books of the East." Mais I'editeur et le traducteur ont

du loyalement faire des reserves sur la valeur des donnees fournies

par leur texte. La composition, le style, aussi bien que le sujet en

rendent I'authenticite suspecte ; le Milindapanho laisse apercevoir
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comme par transparence un original Sanscrit on sanscritisant, sur

la nature duquel les informations manquent. L'auteur de I'imita-

tion a-t-il suivi son module avec fid^lite, ou ne I'a-t-il pas traite

plutot avec une libeite orientale ? La critique doit-elle tenir

compte du sentiment littdraire, et eliminer a ce titre les trois

quarts de Touvrage oii le dialogue, commencd avec I'art consomme

d'un Platon ou d'un X^nophon, ddgen^re en controverse lourde et

massive ? Le Milindo pali n'est-il plus qu'un fantome legendaire

ou sort-il d'une tradition vivante ? Ou s'arrdte I'histoire, on com-

mence le roman ? Des citations emprunt^es aux textes sacres qui

encombrent le texte, faut-il conclure k I'existence fort ancienne

d'un canon etendu ? Faut-il y reconnaitre au contraire I'aveu

maladroit oii se trahit I'age tardif du livre ? Problemes qui

semblaient desesp^res, et dont la solution s'obtient ou s'entrevoit

aujourd'hui. Par un retour etrange et significatif, c'est la Chine

qui fait ici jaillir la lumiere. Le catalogue du Tripitaka chinois,

compile par M. Bunyiu Nanjio, tresor de documents encore inex-

plores, classe sous le numero 1398 un "Sutra du bhiksu Naga-

sena," traduit entre 317 et 420 apres J.C., et dans lequel figure

comme interlocuteur un roi Mi-lan. Le savant japonais en signale

dubitativement I'analogie avec le Milindapanho, car I'introduction

ne r^pond pas avec exactitude au d^but du texte pali. Trapped de

cette indication, je m'empressai de la communiquer k M. Specht,

que ses connaissances speciales me d^signaient autant que son

inepuisable complaisance comme le plus sur des guides. 'M.

Speqht se mit aussitot a I'oeuvre. Son premier examen, tout

superficiel qu'il dut etre en portant sur I'ensemble, a donne des

r^sultats trop pr^cieux pour n'en point hater la publication. Qu'il

me soit permis de r^unir et de resumer ces conclusions ; le memoire

qui suit fournira les pieces justificatives. Les " Questions de

Menandre " appartiennent en principe a la collection du Nord
;

l'auteur ri^sidait k I'extr^me nord-ouest de I'lnde, alors que I'ex-

pansion indienne depassait les rives de I'Oxus et atteignait pour

le moins I'incertain Chi-pi-i-eul, I'laxarte peut-etre : il est contem-

porain des derniers Indo-Grecs ou des premiers ^akas. II connait

Menandre par une tradition encore fiddle, car la transcription chinoise

conduit a un type plus voisin du grec Menandros que I'alteration

pali, le nom meme des ofiiciers grecs semble pre^serve avec une

certaine fidelite dans Toriginal. La r(5daction primitive n'embrasse

que i'introduction et les deux premiers chapitres du texte p^li,

design^s par excellence dans cette imitation mdme sous le titre de

Milindapanho; dans ces etroites limites, la recension meridionale
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suit I'original avec une fidelite suffisante ; mais tout le reste n'est

qu'une agglomeration de controverses adventices coulees dans un
moule commode. Les deux recensions nord et sud du Milinda-

pra^na primitif se ressemblent assez pour que la comparaison du

chinois puisse resoudre certaines difficultes d'interpretation du pali,

que ces difficultes viennent des mots ou des ideas. Enfin, I'univer-

selle autorite de ce dialogue profane sur les questions de doctrine

est affirmee par I'existence de deux redactions paralleles dans le

canon des deux grandes eglises buddhiques, et sa popularite dans

I'eglise du nord n'est point douteuse puisque les Chinois en ont

connu et traduit deux recensions assuremerit concordantes dans

I'ensemble, mais tres-divergentes dans le detail. Fondee sur ces

donnees essentielles, la critique n'hesitera plus desormais k tirer

parti des riches materiaux du Milindapracna pour I'histoire des

doctrines et des dcritures buddhiques, si incertaine encore ; et tons

les orientalistes seront d'accord avec moi pour souhaiter que M.
Specht poursuive et acheve a bref ddlai les recherches dont il nous

offre aujourd'hui les primeurs.

Le Milindapaiiho, par son importance, a attire depuis longtemps

I'attention des savants europeens.^ Dans cet ouvrage philosophique

le roi Menandre, souverain de la Bactriane, interroge Nagasena.

docteur buddhique, sur les doutes qui se sont Aleves dans son esprit,

et sur la doctrine de ^akyamuni. Le roi, convaincu par les reponses

de son savant interlocuteur, finit par se convertir.

M. Levi, mon devoue confrere de la Society Asiatique, a, dans sa

remarquable these, " Quid de Grsecis veterum Iiidorum monumenta
tradiderint," mis a profit les renseignements fournis par le Milinda-

panho. II a attire mon attention sur la traduction chinoise de ce

livre, et a bien voulu comparer le texte pali avec les divers passages

que j'ai traduits.

Selon plusieurs auteurs, les onvrages buddhiques se sont r^pandus

dans le Celeste Empire des le i^^ siecle de notre ere. D'apr^s M.

^ Parmi les auteurs qui se sont occupds du Milindapanho nous citerons :

—

Turnour—"Examination of some points of Buddhist chronology." The Royal

Asiatic Society, Sept. 1836.

Burnouf

—

Un memoire malheureusement resU inidit.

Spence Hardy—"A Manual of Buddhism and Eastern Monachism."
Trenckner—"Pali Miscellany."

Le texte pali a ete' public par Trenckner, et traduit par M. Rhys Davids, "The

Questions of King Milinda," dans "The Sacred Books of the East " (1890).
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Vassilief ils se seraient propagcs au IV. si^cle ; aussi nous trouvons

beaucoup de livres sanscrits ou pal is rendus dans la langue de Con-

fucius sous la dynastie des Toin (317-420).
Les deux traductions chinoises du Milindapaiiho, intituleds

86 ^ ib £ ^, Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, "Le livre du bhikshu

Nagasena," datent de cette (3poque. La premiere fut insdrde

dans la collection de Corde que le roi de ce pays fit publier en

10 10; la secoude fut imprimde dans le grand recueil buddhique,

paru en 1239 sous les Soung, et rdimprimde dans les recueils des

Youan et des Ming.-^ Ces deux ouvrages ne comprennent que les

trois premiers livres du texte pali. A partir du 4® livre de la

recension pali, la conversation entre le roi Milinda et Nagasena

prend une forme plus ample ; les rdponses du docteur buddhique

sont aussi plus longues que dans le 2^° et le 3™® livre, lesquels

d'apres leur facture forment un tout complet. Les traductions

chinoises comprennent done I'introduction, les deux parties intitulees

:

questions de definitions (lakkhanapaiiho), et questions de doutes

a dissiper (vimaticchedanapanho) ; ces deux parties sont embrassees

dans la table des mati^res du texte pali sous la rubrique spdciale de

Milindapaiiho, " Questions de Milinda." ^

Un simple examen suffit pour constater que nous avons trois

redactions du meme ouvrage qui a etd successivement remanie. La
premiere nous a ete conservee par la traduction chinbise qui a 6t6

inseree dans la collection de Corde ; la ^econde par celle du recueil

des Soung; la troisifeme est celle dont le texte pfdi est le seul

representaiit.

La premiere version (A) est la plus courte, et comprend 13,752

aracteres ou mots chinois; la seconde (B) a 22,657 caract^res, soit

ne augmentation de deux cinquiemes ; le* second livre de la version

amplifiee traite de Tame et de ses facultes, de la renaissance et de

la transmigration ; toutes ces questions, qui n'existent pas dans la

^ Ces deux traductions ont 6t6 de nouveau imprimdes dans la collection publi^e au

Japon en 1881 sous le titre de Ta-ts'ang-king. Grace b, la g^n^rosit^ de M. Ryauon

Fujishima, la Socidt^ Asiatique de Paris poss^de un exemplaire de cet ouvrage.

Nous designons la preiDi^re redaction par A, la seconde par B ; elles ont dte inser^es

dans le troisieme fascicule de la xxiv. section ou boite.

2 Voici ce passage entier ; nous empruntons la traduction de M. Trenckner (Pali

Miscellany, p. 30) :
" Here we must stop to relate the previous history of those two

persons (Milinda and Nagasena), which must be done by dividing the subject into

six parts, viz., the Pubbayoga (or merits acquired in former existences), the Milinda

questions, the discussion on definitions, the equivocal problems, the questions con-

cerning inductions, and the discussion of similarities. The Milinda questions,

again, are twofold : those turning on definitions, and those aiming at dispelling of

doubt. The equivocal problems likewise are twofold : the great chapter, and the

discussion on yogis.'

"
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premiere redaction, forment dans le texte pali la plus grande partie

du chapitre 2 (Nos. 3 a 9), ainsi que le troisi^me chapitre.

Quoique le developpement de I'ouvrage soit ideutique, les questions

ne sont pas toujours plac^es dans le meme ordre ; le pali a plus de

rapport avec la seconde version qu'avec la premiere ; ainsi les para-

graphes 8 a i 5 du 7™® chapitre du texte pali se suivent ^galeraeut

dans la seconde redaction, tandis que Tordre en est tres altere dans la

premiere, on la correspondance s'etablit ainsi : Nos. 8, 12, 13, 14,

15, 9, 10, II. Nous donnons comme specimen la traduction de

ces passages :

—

" Le roi demanda a Nagasena :
^ ' Du sage qui fait le mal ou de

I'homme ignorant lequel merite la plus grande punition ?

'

" Nagasena dit :
' L'homme ignorant qui fait le mal merite une

grande punition ; l'homme sage qui est coupable doit avoir une

punition moindre.'

" Le roi repondit :
' Je ne comprends pas ce que dit ISTagasena ; ' et

il ajouta :
' Moi, je gouverne mon royaume par les lois ; si les grands

ministres commettent une faute, ils sont grandement coupables ; si le

petit peuple ^ commet une faute, il est moins coupable. C'est pour-

quoi je pense que le sage qui commet une faute merite une grande

punition, et que I'ignorant qui en commet une doit avoir une puni-

tion moindre.'

" Nagasena dit :
* roi ! ecoutez cette comparaison ; du fer chauffe

est sur la terre, un homme sait que cela est du fer chaufif^, I'autre

ne sait rien; tous deux ensemble veulent prendre le fer chauff^

Quel est celui qui aura les mains abim^es ?

'

" Le roi repondit: ' Celui qui ne le savait pas aura les mains abim^es.^

" Celui qui ne pent defendre son corps et sa bouche, ne pent

^ Na-sien-pi-kieou-Jcing, A fol. 51 recto, B fol. 64 recto, texte pdli, p. 84. Voici

la traduction de M. Ehys Davids, p. 1 29 :

—

" The king said :
' Whose, Nagasena, is the greater demerit—his who sins con-

sciously, or his who sins inadvertently ?

'

" * He who sins inadvertently, O king, has the greater demerit.'
"

' In that case, reverend Sir, we shall punish doubly any of our family or our

court who do wrong unintentionally.'

" ' But what do you think, king ? If one man were to seize hold intentionally

of a fiery mass of metal glowing with heat, and another were to seize hold of it

unintentionally, which would be more burnt ?

'

"
' The one who did not know what he was doing.'

"
' Well, it is just the same with the man who does wrong,'

" * Very good, Nagasena !

'

"

2 B : met "le peuple ignorant," i-*o J^.

3 A partir de ces mots, la seconde redaction differe completement ; voici la

traduction de ce passage :

—

" NSgasena dit :
' L'ignorant qui commet une faute ne pent se repentir, ii cause de
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saisir les preceptes de la doctrine. C'est pourquoi la multitude

des hommes ne peut avoir la quic^tude du corps.* Nagasena [ajoute

et] dit :
' L'homme qui a la connaissance parfaite (Hio-tao) peut

d^fendre son corps, peut d^fendre sa bouche ; il peut comprendre

les preceptes de la doctrine. Son cceur peut entierement atteindre

les quatre Dhy^na.' ^

" Le roi dit :
' Bien ! bien !

'

" Le roi demanda k Nagasena :

'^
* Qu'est-ce qu'on nomme mer ?

est-ce I'eau que Ton appelle ainsi ou donne-t-on ce nom h autre chose ?

'

" Nagasena r(^pondit :
* Ce que les hommes nomment mer, c'est de

I'eau qui se joint avec du sel par moitid; a cause de cela on dit la mer.'"

On peut dire en general que les questions sont les memes ; les

arguments et les exemples se ressemblent sans pourtant etre repro-

duits textuellement. Ainsi le passage qui parle du maitre d'ecriture

est bien d'accord avec le texte pali.

" Le roi demanda ensuite a Nagasena :
^ ' Peut-on savoir si le

Buddha n'a pas de superieur ?

'

cela il merite une grande punition. Le sage qui commet une faute a du remords et

dit, Je me repentirai de ma faute ; c'est pourquoi il mdrite une petite punition.'

"Le roi dit : 'Bien.'

1 Nous nous sommes contents de mettre le terme Sanscrit toutes les fois que les

caracteres chinois se trouvent dans Eitel, " Handbook of Chinese Buddhism."
2 Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, A fol. 51 recto, B fol. 64 verso, texte pSli, p. 85, dont voici

la traduction de M. Rhys Davids, p. 131-12 :

—

"The king said : 'There is the expression ocean, Nagasena. Why is the water

called ocean ?

'

"The Elder replied: 'Because there is just as much salt as water, O king, and

just as much water as salt ; therefore it is called ocean.'

" ' Very good, Nagasena ! '

"

[M. Rhys David n'a pas, semble-t-U, saisi le sel de ce passage. " II est difficile,"

^crit-il en note, "de concilier la r^plique avec la question," et il propose une sorte

d'interpretation desesp^r^e. Le chinois dclaire heureusement ce passage. II faut

traduire ainsi :—" Le roi dit : ' V^n^rable Nagasena, on appelle I'oc^n (samudda)

ocean (samudda). Pourquoi done de Veau (udaka) s'appelle-t-elle ocdan (samudda) 1
'

Le Vdnerable dit :
' Autant il y a d'eau, seigneur, autant il y a de sel ; autant il y a

de sel, autant il y a d'eau. Et c'est pourquoi on dit : L'ocdan (samudda).' " M^nandre

s'etonne, parait-il, que de I'eau soit d^signde par un nom sp^cifique au lieu du nom
gen^rique. C'est ce que le chinois fait entendre clairement en posant la question

dans ces termes :
" Est-ce I'eau qu'on appelle mer, ou donne-t-on ce nom ^ autre

chose ? " NAgasena justifie le nom de samudda, samudra, par une interpretation dtymo-

logique :
" C'est de I'eau (uda) en combinaison avec (sam) un autre corps."]—S. L.

^ Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, A fol. 48 verso, B fol. 61 verso, texte pali, p, 7i> dont voici

la traduction de M. Rhys Davids, p. 1 10-3 :

—

" The king said :
' Is it possible, Nagasena, for others to know how incomparable

the Buddha is ?

'

" 'Yes, they may know it.'

" ' But how can they ?

'

" 'Long, long ago, O king, there was a master of writing, by name Tissa the
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" Nagasena demanda au roi :
* Quel est le mattre qui composa ^

I'ecriture ?

'

*' Le roi r^pondit :
' Le maitre qui composa Tecriture se nomme

Tchi K.'
2

" Nagasena dit :
* roi, avez-vous vu Tchi ?

'

" Le roi repondit :
' Tchi est mort depuis longtemps

;
je n'ai pu le

voir.'

" Nagasena dit : '0 roi, si vous n'avez pas connu Tchi, comment
peut-on savoir qu'il composa I'ecriture ?

'

" Le roi repondit :
* On se sert depuis longtemps de lettres, et cet

enseignement s'est transmis de generation en generation ; cette

raison m'a fait connaitre le nom de Tchi.'

" Nagasena r^pliqua :
' C'est parce que celui qui voit les preceptes

de la doctrine du Buddha, voit le Buddha tr^s admirable, lequel a

enseigne aux hommes de bonne volonte la doctrine tres profonde des

sutras
;

j'ai connu ainsi les preceptes de la doctrine du Buddha, ils

se sont perpetues jusqu'a present, c'est pourquoi je reconnais que le'

Buddha ne pent avoir de superieur.'"

Cependant plusieurs questions des traductions chinoises ne se

trouvent pas dans le texte pali; nous n'avons pas rencontre les

suivantes :

—

" Le roi demanda ensuite k Nagasena :
^ ' Le Buddha fit-il con-

naitre entierement sa doctrine et les preceptes des sutras ?

'

" Nagasena repondit :
' Buddha fit connaitre entierement sa doc-

trine et prescrivit les preceptes des sutras.'

" Le roi dit :
* De quel maitre Buddha regut-il les preceptes des

sutras ?

'

" Nagasena repondit : ' Buddha n'eut point de maitre. Dans le

Elder, and many are the years gone by since he has died. How can people know

of him ?

'

" 'By his writing, sir.'

" 'Just so, great king, whosoever sees what the Truth is, he sees what the Blessed

One was, for the Truth was preached by the Blessed One.'

<< ' Very good, Nagasena !
'

"

^ Le mot que nous traduisons par composer est 5s. tsao, c'est le meme caractere dont

les auteurs chinois se servent lorsqu'ils ecrivent la phrase suivante : Fou-hi composa

I'ecriture (voy. Wai-ki, fol. 13 ; le diet Khang-hi au mot ^ chou).

^ D'apr^s le diet, de Khang-hi, ce caractere se prononce aussi tchat (voy. Eitel,

Chinese Diet, in the Cantonese Dialect, p. 50), il pourrait representor en Sanscrit

la syllabe "^rcT tchat ou ^"^ tchad. Le caractere chinois ne peut done rendre la

prononciation de Tissa du texte pali. [Le texte pali porte Tissatthero, qui suppose

un Sanscrit Tishyasthavira ; la seconde partie du nom semble rendre raison de la

finale chinoise t ; quant au personnage ainsi ddsignd comme un tres ancien lekha-

carya, "maitre d'ecriture," il est entierement inconnu jusqu'ici, h. moins qu'on

I'identifie avec Tissatthero Moggaliputto, lequel est mentionn^, p. 3.]—S. L.

^ Na-sien-pi-kicou-king, A fol. 49 verso, B fol. 62 verso.
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temps qu'il obtint la Bodhi, Buddha fit connaitre alors enti^rement

la doctrine des siitras ; ne pouvant I'enseigner k tous ses disciples,

il instruisit ses premiers adeptes, tous la re^urent de ceux-ci.* " 1

II est de toute probabilitc^ que le texte primitif de notre ouvrage a

etd compos(^ dans un pays ou le roi grec Menandre avait laiss6 des

souvenirs directs. Les traductions chinoises ne font que confirmer

cette hypothfese. Cinq fleuves sont mentionn^s dans la seconde

question du cinqui^me chapitre du texte pali ; ce sont le Gange, la

Jumna, rAciravati, la Sarabhii, et la Mahi. Les traductions chinoises

nomment le Gange, le Sindhu, la Sita, I'Oxus, et le Chi-pi-i-eul.

Les auteurs des deux premieres rc^dactions du Milinda (jcrivaient

done dans le nord de I'lnde, peut-etre dans la Bactriane ; nous en

trouvons encore une preuve dans la question prc^c^dente. Voici du

reste les traductions du texte chinois de ces deux questions :
^

—

" Le roi demanda ensuite a Nagasena :
* Avez-vous vu le Buddha?'

" Nagasena repondit :
* Non, je ne I'ai pas vu.'

" Le roi dit :
' Les maitres de Nagasena ont-ils vu le Buddha ?

'

" Nagasena repondit :
* Mes maitres aussi n'ont pas vu le Buddha.'

" Le roi dit :
' Comment ? si Nagasena et ses maitres n'ont pas

vu le Buddha, alors il n'y a pas de Buddha !

'

" Nagasena dit : '0 roi ! avez-vous vu les cinq cents fleuves qui

convergent au meme point ?

'

" Le roi dit :
* Moi je ne les ai pas vus.'

^ Bajoute: "Le roi dit: 'Bien. '"

2 Na-sien-pi-Jcieou-king, A fol. 48 verso, B 61 verso, texte pftli, p. 70, dent voici le

traduction de M. Rhys Davids, p. 109 :

—

" The king said :
' Have you, Nagasena, seen the Buddha ?

'

" 'No, sire.'

" * Then have your teachers seen the Buddha ?

'

" 'No, sire.'

" ' Then, venerable Nagasena, there is no Buddha.'
" ' But, great king, have you seen the river tjhsi in the Himalaya mountains ?

'

'"No, sir.'

" ' Or has your father seen it ?

'

" 'No, sir.'

"
' Then, your majesty, is there therefore no such river ?'

" ' It is there. Though neither I nor my father have seen it, it is nevertheless there.'

" 'Just so, great king, though neither I nor my teachers have seen the Blessed

One, nevertheless there was such a person.'

" ' Very good, Nagasena.' "

[Ici encore la traduction chinoise suggfere une meilleure explication du pAli. La

Dhanadl, situde dans I'Himaiaya, est inconnue aussi bien h. la cosmographie bud-

dhique qu'h, celle des brahmanes. Le mot liha signifiant, en vertu de son ^tymologie,

groupement, reunion, ne serait-il pas naturel d'y reconnaitre la riviere centrale " oh

convergent les cinq cents rivieres." Cette conception, connue des Puranas brah-

maniques, r^alisde sur les cartes chinoises de I'lnde, avait fait son chemin dans

I'occident, car on la retrouve dans la cosmographie d'Honorius.]—S. L.
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"
' Le pere du roi, son grand'pere, ont-ils vu ces fleuves ?

'

" Le roi dit :
' lis ne les ont pas vus.'

" Mgasena dit :
' Le roi, son pere, son grand'pere n'ont pas vu

ces fleuves, il n'est pas done certain que sur la terre ces cinq cents

fleuves se reunissent au meme point.'

" Le roi dit :
* Quoique mon pere, mon grand'pere et moi nous

n'ayons pas vu ces fleuves, il est vrai cependant que ces fleuves

existent.'

" Nagasena dit :
' Quoique ni moi, ni mes maitres n'ayons pas vu

le Buddha, il est cependant vrai que le Buddha a exists.' " ^

" Le roi demanda de nouveau :
^ ' Pourquoi le Buddha n'a-t-il

pas de superieur ?

'

" Nagasena repondit au roi :
* Comment I'homme qui n'a pas penetre

dans la mer pourra-t-il savoir que les eaux de la mer sont grandes

;

qu'il y a cinq fleuves, cinq cents petits fleuves qui penetrent dans

ces grands fleuves, lesquels sont le Gauge, le Sindhu, la Sita,

rOxus, et le Chi-pi-i-eul,^ et que les eaux de ces cinq fleuves coulent

jour et nuit, et que I'eau de la mer n'augmente ni ne diminue.'

Nagasena s'adressant au roi :
'0 roi ! peut-on apprendre par oui-

dire ?

'

" Le roi dit :
' Vraiment oui, on pent apprendre ainsi.'

" Nagasena dit :
* Ceux qui confessent la voie (Tao), qui I'ont

obtenue, affirment que le Buddha n'a pas de superieur, c'est pour-

quoi je le crois.'

^ Entre les deux questions il y a :
" Le roi dit :

' Bien !

'

" Le roi demanda :
' N'a-t-il pas de supMeur ?

'

" N%asena repondit :
' Non ! il n'y a pas de superieur au Buddha.'

"

2 Voici la traduction de M. Rhys Davids de la seconde question :

—

" The king said :
' Is the Buddha, Nagasena, pre-eminent ?

'

" ' Yes ; he is incomparable.'
" ' But how do you know of one you have never seen that he is pre-eminent ?

'

" ' Now what do you think, O king ? They who have never seen the ocean would
they know concerning it: "Deep, unmeasurable, unfathomable is the mighty
ocean I Into it do the five great rivers flow—the Ganges, the Jumna, the Akiravati,

the Sarabhti, and the Mahi—and yet is there in it no appearance of being more
empty or more full !

" ?

"
' Yes, they would know that.'

"'Just so, great king ; when I think of the mighty disciples who have passed
away, then do I know that the Buddha is incomparable.'

" ' Very good, Nagasena I '

"

3 'Il heng (Gange) H ^ sin-fa (Sindhou) %L % sse-t'a (Sita) '{"$ K po-tch'a

(Vaxus-Oxus) iiS, M ^ ^ chi-pi-i-eul. Nous reviendrons sur ces fleuves et

nous donnerons la traduction du passage du Commentaire du livre des eaux

(Choui-king-tchou, 7K ^ ?^), qui mentionne les divers cours d'eau de I'lnde et

du centre de I'Asie.
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" Le roi dit :
* Bien ! bien !

'

"

Les renseignements fournis sur Milinda par les traductions

chinoises sont seniblables b. ceux du texte prdi. Ainsi, dans la 5"'"

question du 7™® chapitre Nagasena demande au roi :
^ " * Dans

quel royaume etes-vous n^ ?
*

" Le roi repondit :
' Moi je suis ne dans Tempire Ta-thsin,'^ dans

le royaume nommd Ho-li-san/ "
PSf ^ St (Alasanda).

Nous lisons dans I'introduction que le roi Milinda r(';gna ii

^ 3§, Che-kie (Sagala), et gouverna son royaume d'apres de

justes lois.^ Comme dernier extrait nous donnerons le passage

suivant qui se rapporte k la conversation entre le roi et un disciple

du Buddha nomme Ayupala dans le texte p^li, et if ^ j^, Ye-

ho-lo,* dans les traductions chinoises.

" On rapporte ^ qu'un homme du bord de la mer regna sur ce

royaume ; son fils, nomm^ 5^ W, Mi-lan (Milinda), dans sa

jeunesse avait eu peu d'amour pour I'etude des sutras, il professait

la doctrine h^t^rodoxe et en connaissait entierement les preceptes.

Les docteurs de cette doctrine ne pouvaient r^soudre ses doutes.

Le p^re de Milinda etant arriv^ h, la fin de sa vie, Milinda lui

succeda et fut souverain. Le roi demanda aux officiers des fron-

ti^res de droite et de gauche :
' Dans ce royaume y a-t-il im docteur

ou un homme du peuple qui puisse avec moi (examiner) mes doutes

sur la voie (Tao) et sur la doctrine (King).' Les officiers des fron-

tieres dirent :
* Ceux qui etudient la doctrine du Buddha, les Qramanas

sont des hommes sages, bons et intelligents, et peuvent avec le roi

examiner ses doutes sur la voie (Tao) et la doctrine (King).' . . .

^

Le roi dit aux officiers de sa suite : ^ Qui d'entre vous connait

^ Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, A fol, 50 verso, B fol. 63 verso, texte pali, p. 83, dont voici

la traduction de M. Rhys Davids :

—

"
' In what town, king, were you born ?

'

" • There is a village called Kalasi ; it was there I was born.'

"

2 A partir du premier ou second si^cle de notre ere on d^signe ainsi chez les

auteurs chinois I'empire romain aussi bien en Europe qu'en Asie (la Palestine ou la

Syrie). Ta-thsin doit indiquer ici les successeurs d'Alexandre.

^ Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, A fol. 44 verso, B fol. 53 recto.

* Le premier caract^re n'est pas dans la M^thode de St. Julien ; il rend la pre-

miere syllabe de Kaus'eya (Eitel, Handbook, p. 55 a), et aussi la premiere de Yavana

(ibid., p. 174). Ho synonyme de %I ho=:va (St. Julien, Mdthode, No. 392), la tran-

scription chinoise ne nous ^claire pas plus que le texte pMi sur ce personnage ; on

peut lire aussi bien Yavala ou Kahola, ce dernier a I'avantage d'etre cit^ comme
nom de docteur (voy. Weber, Hist, de la Litt. Indienne, p. 235 ; TSran&tha, p. 85

(Kakola).

5 Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, A fol. 44 verso, 45 recto, B fol, 53 verso, texte pAli, p. 3

;

voir la traduction de M. Rhys Davids, p. 6.

^ Dans le texte il y a ici la description de Sagala que nous n'avons pas traduite.
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un gramana tres eclaire dans la doctrine, capable (d'eclaircir) mes

doutes et de m'exposer la voie' (Tao). Thien-mi-li, Wang-khiun/

i^ ^ ^'J ^l t!^j officiers de la suite du roi, dirent respectueuse-

ment au roi: * Oui, il y a le gramana, nomme Ye-ho-lo,' ^f if. ^.
Le roi envoya en mission Thien-mi-li et Wang-khiun lesquels

allerent trouver Ye-ho-lo, et lui dirent :
' Le grand roi desire voir

le grand maitre.' Ye-ho-lo repondit :
' Le roi desire me voir, c'est

tres bien. II pent venir, moi je ne puis aller vers lui.' Thien-mi-li

et Wang-khiun retournerent aussitot aupres du roi, lui rendirent

reponse. Le roi monta dans un char avec 500 Ki, j$,^ et tous

allerent au vihara pour voir Ye-ho-lo ; ils se sahierent reciproque-

ment. Le sage les pria de s'approcher des sieges ; les cinq cents

chevaliers acquiescerent et s'assirent.

" Le roi demanda alors a Ye-ho-lo :
' Seigneur, pour quelle

raison avez-vous quitt^ votre maison, rejete la famille
;
pourquoi

avez-vous les cheveux de la tete ras^s, et etes-vous convert du

Kachaya comme un ^ramana ? Seigneur, je desire savoir qu'est ce

que la doctrine (Tao)."

" Ye-ho-lo dit :
' Moi, je suis fidele a I'enseignement du Buddha,

a sa doctrine,^ qui dans cette vie pent donner le bonheur, et dans

les autres vies pent nous rendre aussi heureux ; c'est pourquoi j'ai

les cheveux de la tete rases; je suis convert du Kachaya comme un

^ramana.'

" Le roi demanda a Ye-ho-lo :
* Comment celui qui a I'habit blanc,

qui demeure dans sa maison, et suit les devoirs de la famille, ne

peut-il done pas avoir le bonheur dans cette vie ainsi que dans les

autres vies ?

'

" Ye-ho-lo repondit :
* Celui qui a I'habit blanc, qui demeure

dans sa maison, qui a femme et enfants, qui accomplit les devoirs

de son etat, pent etre heureux dans cette vie et dans les autres.'

^ Nous avons consid^r^ Thien-mi-li Wang-khiun comme le nom de deux des quatre

officiers mentionnds dans le texte p^li ; le caract^re 3 Sii] wang, se pronounce mong

dans le dialecte de Canton. [II est impossible de ne pas reconnaitre Thien-mi-li

dans le personnage d^signe en pSli par Devamantiya et ou M. Trenckner n'h^sitait

pas k reconnaitre le nom grec de Demetrios. La transcription chinoise confirme

cette opinion. Wang-khiu est sans doute identique au pS,li Mankura, nommd avec

Devamantiya et deux autres officiers.—S. L.]

2 B : a la place de Ki, ^ K'i terme, que nous rendons par chevalier. Wells Williams,

(Diet. Chin. Lang.) le traduit par cavalry, horsemen, a rider. Ce mot rentre en com-

position dans les titres de la noblesse h^r^ditaire de la Chine (voy. Mayer, " The

Chinese Government," No. 455).

3 Le texte porte ^ "^^ tM, fr 4*' l^io-Fo-tao-hing-tchong, mot ^ mot ^tudier

de Fo (Buddha), dans le chemin de la voie.
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" Le roi dit :
^ * Seigneur, c'est done inutile de quitter sa maison,

de renoncer k la famille, de raser ses cheveux, de porter le Kachaya
comme un ^ramana/

" Ye-ho-lo resta silencieux, ne trouvant pas de rdponse. Le roi

s'adressa aux officiers de sa suite et leur dit :
* Ce (jramana par

sa grande et lumineuse intelligence est un sage. Est-il urgent de

rinterroger davantage ?

'

" Les officiers de la suite du roi le saluferent en levant les mains,

et dirent :
' roi victorieux ! Ye-ho-lo, rdduit au silence, est

vaincu.'

" Le roi observa k droite et k gauche les Upasakas qui n'etaient

point deconcertes, et voyant la figure calme de ces Upasakas, il pensa

qu'il n'y avait qu'un ^ramana fort et intelligent qui put avec lui

examiner tons ses doutes. Le roi dit k Thien-mi-li, officier de sa

suite :
* Wy a-t-il pas un ^ramana sage et intelligent, capable avec

nioi [de dissiper] mes doutes sur la doctrine (King) et la voie (Tao).'

" ' C'est Nagasena, maitre des ^ramanas, qui connait toute la

doctrine, qui pent r^soudre vos doutes/ "...
Nous esperons que les quelques extraits que nous venons de

donner des traductions chinoises suffisent pour faire saisir la diffe-

r.ence qui existait entre les deux premieres redactions du Milinda-

pafiho dont les originaux sont perdus et le texte pali qui nous a 6t6

conserve. La premiere, la plus courte, avait ^t^ redig^e peut-etre

dans la Bactriane ou au nord de I'lnde, dans un pays ou TOxus,

la Sita, le Gange et le Sindh etaient ^galement connus. La seconde

avait ^t^ remaniee en maints endroits et compl^tee ; mais elle

conservait encore le caractfere de la premiere, tandis que le texte

pali entierement refondu sur la seconde version a 6t6 dcrit probable-

ment dans le centre de I'lnde, loin de I'Oxus. Le Gange et ses

affluents avec le Mahi sont les seuls fleuves cites. Les nonis

propres sont changes ; Tissa a remplace Tchad ; Ayupala, Ye-ho-lo.

II ne faut pas oublier qu'au lY® siecle de notre 6re les deux premieres

versions existaient encore dans Tlnde ou au nord de ce pays ; c'est

alors qu'elles ont etd apportees en Chine et traduites; et c'est

ainsi elles nous ont etd conservees.

^ Selon B, *' si celui qui a I'habit blanc, qui demeure dans sa maison, ayant femme
et enfants, accomplissant ses devoirs peut de meme dans cette vie et dans I'autre

6tre heureux, seigneur, c'est sans raison que vous avez quittd votre maison," Ac.

,

comme A.

2 L
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ERANICA.
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EUGEN WILHELM,
Pro/euor 0/ Iranian Langwiget ai the University of Jena.

I.

IJktee den wenigen Zeichen des altpersischen Alphabetes, iiber

dcren eigentliche Geltung noch Zweifel bestehen, ist ^ hervor-

zuheben, welches Swegel mit tf^ Westergaakd mit ]fr, Oppert

mit thrj HtBSCHMA2?N mit ^r, Lepsius in seiner Abhandlung ^Uber

das Lautsystem der altpersischen Keilschrift" (Abhandlungen der

Berliner Akademie 1863) p. 408 mit ti und Babtholomae mit 8

umschreibt. Cf. Babtholomae: B. B. 9, 126. Dabei muss bemerkt

werden, dass zwischen den alteren und den neueren Umschreibungen

eine betrachtliche Verschiedenheit hinsichtlich des zu erreichenden

Zieles besteht. Die alteren Orientalisten und Sprachvergleicher

betrachteten die Umschreibung orientalischer Worter in die heutige

Schrift nur als Nothbehelf; es lag ihnen bios daran, fUr jedes

Zeichen der einheimischen Schrift ein bestiramtes Aequivalent zu

finden, welches dem Leser es moglich machte, die Umschreibung

in seinen Gedanken wieder in die urspriingliche Schrift zurtickzu-

versetzen, wie das betreffende Zeichen dieser Schrift auszusprechen

sei, musste der Leser aus anderen Quellen wissen. Die moderne

Umschreibung legt aber den grossten Wert darauf die genaue

Aussprache zu geben, eine bessere und genauere als selbst die

der urspriinglichen Schrift ist. F(ir sie wird es sich also vorzUglich

darum handeln festzustellen, welchen Laut das in Frage stehende

Zeichen gehabt hat.

Die Zahl der Worter, in welchen das Zeiehen ^ sich findet,

ist eine ziemlich beschrankte, namlich: Artakhshaifd, khshatra^

Jdishatrapdvan, Atrina, Atriydd'iya, tritiya^ putra, hamitfiya, pitfa,

Citfdtakhma, niyatrdrayam. Die meisten dieser Worter sind be-
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kannt und etymologisch sicher; es kann kein Zweifel sein, dass

in ihnen ir iirsprunglich gestanden hat, und es ist nur die Frmge,
ob zur Zeit des Darius noch so gesprochen wurde» wenn anch
vielleicht in der Weise, dass der eine der beiden Lante stfirker

hervortrat als der andere. Um dies la ermitteln, mQssen wir

suchen, ob wir Terfolgen konnen, wie andere gleichieitige V6lker
die betreffenden WSrter wiedergeben. Es lassen sich Terschiedene

Ansicbten aufstellen, ftlr jede derselben spricht etwas, Itlr keine

genug, urn sie zur Grewissheit zu erheben,

1) Fiir die Ansicbt, dass das Zeichen ^ die Aussprache tr

gehabt habe und dass beide Laute noch gehSrt worden sind,

spricht der Name ArtakJisliatra^ der noch auf den Inschriften des

ersten Sasaniden in der Form Arta^eir erscheint Femer spricht

dafiir das Wort ikshaif€^p6vatiy fUr welches der anarische Text
£h. 2,80 und 3>22 sakseqMvan bietet. Die Griecheu schreiben

daftb* aarpd-mf^ und die spStem Bflcher des Alten Testamentes

D^^"^itfn45. In dem letzteren Beispiele erscheint lir ttlr tr, Lep^sius

will dieses Beispiel nicht gelten lassen und glaubt a. a. O. p. 410,

dass das Wort den GriecJien durch nicht niUier nachweisbare

Vermittler zugekommen sei bei welchen sich die alte Aussprache

erhalten habe oder dass die alte Aussprache in einigen <^ranischen

Dialecten noch fortdauerte. Die erste dieser Annalimen, welche

durch nichts bewiesen Avenlen kann, scheint mir sehr lAveifelhaft,

mehr Wahrscheinlichkeit hat die iweite, angesichts des sAsanidischen

Artas)ietr jedoch, das uns in dieselbe Gegend woist, in welcher

das Altpersische gesprochen wurde, dilnkt mir auch diese zweite

Annahme sehr ungewiss, Zwei Worter sind hier noch lu berClck-

sichtigen: Bdkhtrish — Boucrpta und UfokhsJmtara — K'je^6tpif<^

in welchen beiden Wortern immer ^Tyl ^3[, niemals ^ ge-

schrieben wird, also tr mil Ewei getrennten Zeichen ausgedriickt

wird. In dem ersten dieser W()rter ki>nnte der dem tr vorher-

gehende Oonsomuit den liborgang in tf Terhindert habon. denn

dieser Laut ei*scheint sonst nur im Anlaute oder im Iidauto

iwiscJien Vocalen, wie die obeu angetlihrten Wdrter leigen. In

UmUishatai-a woUte man ofloubar, dass beide Laute deutlich ge-

hOrt worden soUten. Weiui also in tr beide lu^uto noch gehi>rt

wurdon, so liisst sich doch nicht leugnen, djvss einer der beiden

ttberwog und dass die Perser diese Verbindung ftlr einen einfachen

Laut hiolten und danuu durch ein besonderes Zoichen wieilergaben,

um ihn vom thr zu untorscheiden. In loUtore Buchstaben soUte

das ursprUngliche tr eigentlicii ttbergelien, aber im Altpersischen

wird dalllr nur tr in oinom Zeichen ^ geschrieben. Cf. Bar-
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tholomae: Hanclbuch der altiranischen Dialekte § 73 b, 105,

Beugmann: Grundriss der vergl. Gramm. d. indogerm. Sprachen

Bd. I, § 261, 353. 473,2.

2) Wenn aber einer der beiden urspriinglichen Laute in tf das

IJbergewicht erhalten hat, so fragt es sich, welcher von beiden

dieser sei. Mit E-echt weist Lepsius die Ansicht von Lassen

und Benfey zuriick, dass t der iiberwiegende Laut sein konne,

das wiirde eine Riickbildung sein. Lepsius sieht darin einen Zisch-

laut, den er mit s umschreibt und von dem er glaubt (p. 407),

dass er dem sJi nahe gekommen sei, t und r waren natiirlich in

diesem Zischlaute aufgegangen. Es musste mitliin tr bereits zu

sr geworden sein, wie dies in den neueren eranischen Sprachen

mehrfach der Fall ist, und s dann das r sich assimiliert haben.

cf. hamitriya = avest. hamisto, usha = ushtra. Justi, Kurd.

Worterbuch 488. Es ist manches, was fiir diese Ansicht zu

sprechen scheint, so der Umstand, dass das Wort tfitiya im Neu-

persischen zu sa oder si wird, ferner, dass in der anarischen

Ubersetzung Eigennamen wie Atrina, Citfdtaklima durch Assina,

Cissantakma wiedergegeben werden; nicht unwahrscheinlich wird

vermutet, dass der Name Tissaphernes urspriinglich Citfdparna

gelautet babe. Dagegen ist zu bemerken, dass auch thr im An-

arischen durch ss wiedergegeben wurde, wie Missa fiir Mithra

erweist, ferner dass neben das altpersische niyatmrayam das

avestische nisrdraydo (Vd. XVIII, 109 ed. Sp. = 51 Westerg.)

gestellt werden muss, neben putfa sogar das neupersische piisar,

3) Eine weitere Moglichkeit ware die, dass in den mit tr

geschriebenen Wortern statt sr oder ss die spater auftretende

Entartung zu hr schon eingetreten ware wie im Neupersischen.

Darauf konnte die Schreibung Kva^dpyjg fiir Uvaklishatara leiten.

An putra batten wir dann das sasanidische pulir und neupers.

pur anzuschliessen, das neben pusar gleichberechtigt dasteht, und

Ardaslier fiir Artakhshatrd ; khshatra ware Mishahra zu sprechen.

Ardasher ist aus Artasliahr oder vielmehr Ardashehr hervorge-

gangen, ahnlich wie im Neupersischen j^, shdr neben ^4?-^, shahr,

das sasanidische puhr neben dem neupers. ^^., p>ur steht. Cf.

Mupo, Mihr = Mithra, Eev. ling. lY, 225, Meherdates Tacit. Ann.

XII, 43. Wahrend man im Deutschen in nehmetij mahlen ein h

zusetzte, das etymologisch dem Worte nicht angehort, so hat man

umgekehrt im Eranischen ein etymologisch berechtigtes h wegge-

lassen, weil man es durch den langen Vocal geniigend bezeichnet

glaubte. Dies scheint die Ansicht von En. Mullee zu sein, der

fiir tf vorzieht r zu schreiben.
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4) Eine fernere Moglichkeit, die ich noch nirgends angedeutet

gefunden habe, ware die, dass t und r umgesetzt und r nach der

Analogie des Neupersischen in sh verwandelt worden ware. Fur
diese Aussprache wiirde die hebrilische Form des Namens Aria-

xerxeSj namlich fc<riB^B^nri")« sprechen, die nur auf diese Weise
entstanden sein kann. Dieser Ubergang des r vor t in sh ist im
Neupersischen ganz gewohnlich. Will man einwenden, dass auf

diese Weise unser Zeichen wieder einem Doppellaute entsprechen

wiirde, was ja vermieden werden soil, so darf man nur an das ^ s

des Avesta erinnern, das unter seinen mehrfachen Bestimmungen
auch die hat, rt zu ersetzen. Uber dieses eigentiimliche § mogen
hier noch einige Bemerkungen folgen.

n.

Der Laut ^ § ist von jeher eine Yerlegenheit fttr den Era-

nisten, da er bios im Awesta vorkommt und in alien iibrigen

eranischen Dialecten vollkommen fehlt. Cf. Brugmann, Grundriss

der vergl. Gramm. etc. Bd. 11, pag. VIII. Baetholomae, B. B. 7,

188—193. Fragen wir nun, um iiber die Aussprache ins Reine

zu kommen, wie die Worter, welche dieses Zeichen enthalten, in

andern Dialecten vertreten sind, so zeigt sich hier eine sehr ver-

schiedene Yertretung. Folgendes sind die verschiedenen Arten:

1) Dass ^ s einem rt entspreche, hat zuerst Feiedrich Mullee
gesehen. Cf. Kukn und Schleichee, Beitrage fur vergleichende

Sprachforschung Y, 382. Eranica in den Wiener Sitzungsbe-

richten 66, 369. Dies ist der Fall in folgenden Wortern: ma^ya,

Mensch = altpers. martiya, scr. martyay neupers. >^^ 7nesa,

tot == scr. mrita, dem im Altpersischen marta entsprechen wurde,

amesa, unsterblich = scr. amrita, im Altpers. wiirde amarta ent-

sprechen, asaf asavan, wahr, rein = scr. rita, ritdvan, altpers.

arta-i pesana, Schlacht = scr. pritandf im Altpers. moglicher

Weise partand, pesu, Furt, wofiir man im Altpers. partu erwartet,

parsi j9w/iaZ, nem^ers. pul. Wir ziehen ferner hierher : qdsa, qd§aya

Yd. Ill, 115 Sp. = 33 Westerg., qdsar = qaretar, hdsar == haretar,

fravasi = altpers. fravarti, welches als Eigenname in den Keil-

schriften vorkommt, asa-vahishta =» neupers. ardi-Uhishtj auch die

Zusammensetzungen asish-vanuhif asemaoglm sind hierherzuziehen,

da letzterer Form im Altpersischen artemaoglia entsprechen wiirde.

cf. Spiegel, Yergl. Gr. p. 25 fg. Es diirften dies wohl alle die

Worter sein, in welchen s einem rt entspricht. Dieser Ersatz

I
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scheint aber verschieden gelesen worden zu sein. Fiir Masya und

Masydna (welche Worter sicher auf das avestische masya zuriick-

gehen, wenn sie auch in der Avestasprache selbst nicht vorkommen)

finden wir bei Beruni nicht bios <^L^A^ ^ «^r**^ (p. 100,5),

sondern (p. 99,14) auch «^L;^^aI^ ^ l.?-'^*^, nach der Aussprache

von Quarezm ^\>y^ ^ >yf>. Dagegen schreibt Tabaei (I, 148)

<kib^Lo ^ ^j^. Im Pehlevi entspricht (cf. Spiegel, Gramm. der

Huzvareshsprache § 24, Anm. 4) ar oder dhr in diesen Wortern,

wo sie vorkommen, es kann aber auch ash stehen. Das erstere

entspricht obigem melhi, das zweite dem meshi. Man beachte

auch die Verlangerung des Vocals in hdhar, qdkar, dem die obige

Schreibung mdri entspricht. Die Frage ist nur, ob wir ^m, ^^i

als Ersatz fur rt betrachten sollen oder als Ersatz fiir r, nach

welchem t abgefallen ware. Wir entscheiden uns fiir letzteres aus

Griinden, die wir unten angeben werden.

2) Andrerseits giebt es auch Worter, die mit s geschrieben

werden, in welchen dasselbe nicht dem rt entspricht, sondern

dem lihy, cy oder etw^as ahnlichem. So in hasa, hase fiir scr.

sakhyd, salihye^ in tdsydo fiir takhydo, in a§o fiir akhyo von aka,

bose. Ob im Avesta dem s ein y noch nachgelesen werden muss,

wie Spiegel in seiner vergl. Gramm. p. 27 vermutet, ist durch

su = altpers. sJiiyu, sditi =» shiydti doch noch nicht erwiesen,

vielmehr zeigt sich, wo das y erhalten bleiben soil, statt s ein

shk wie in saoshkyds, varshkyamna, shkiti, wo s in vielen Hand-

schriften steht, aber entschieden spatere Orthographie ist. Wie

es sich auch damit verhalten mag, in diesem Falle ist s sicherlich

palatal und dem sind auch noch Worter wie dasina, kasa beizu-

zahlen, die also dem prakritischen dacchina, kaccha entsprechen

(Var. 3,30 Lassen, Instit. p. 263).

In vielen Fallen, welche diesem ahnlich sind, erscheint im

Altpersischen sh an der Stelle des s oder Palatals, cf. cishciy,

aniyashciy, avashciy = avest. cit-cit, anyat-cit^ avat-cit, wo t dem

folgenden Palatalen assimiliert ist. Anlautend ist s = khsh in

Wortern wie: siti, sudha, soithra im Avesta. Dass das Alt-

persische khy in sh auflose, lasst sich nicht belegen, dagegen

wird thy, das im Avesta unversehrt bleibt, zu shiy, was auch

nichts anderes ist als die Yerwandlung in den Palatalen, cf. altpers.

hashiya = av. haithya, uvdipashiya = qaepaithya, marshiyu in

uvdmarshiyush = merethyu. Spiegel: Altpers. Keilinschriften.

2. Aufl. p. 165, § 27. In der That ist der Zischlaut sh am meisten

geeignet den Palatalen zu ersetzen, wenn derselbe nicht vorhanden

ist. So sehen wir im Arabischen, dem die Palatalen fehlen, das
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neupersische ^ durch J^ vertreten und auch im Neupersischen

selbst kommen Beispiele dieses Wechsels vor, cf. >^jj^a^ — Mj^i:»

(i. e. cithrem dzdta) ^jf^ und J^\)^, J^^ und J^^, c.^%^ und <J^I^.

3) Eine grosse Menge von Wortern — wohl die meisten —
welche im Avesta mit h geschrieben werden, entsprechen dem sh

der iibrigen emnischen Sprachen. Dies zeigt besonders die Ver-

gleichung mit dem Altpersischen, cf. altpers. patiyakhshaiij und
avest. aiwydkhhayeinti, gausha und gaosa, hhshatra und khsathra,

khshapa und khsajm?!, frdishayam und fraehjeiti, shaiy — he,

niyasJiddayam und nisddhayat. Dabei scheint man im Avesta

das s dem sh gegeniiber als aspiriert angesehen zu haben, denn

es tritt in Fallen ein, wo in andeni Buchstabenreihen Aspirierung

einzutreten pflegt, cf. Worter wie dsnushca, isya (aber ishti),

usanhf urvikhsna, khsathra, khrvisyantahe, khsaodanh, guhbdum,

gusatd (aber gushtd), cahnan, caekjdn und viele andere. Aber
schon den Schreibern unserer altesten Handschriften scheint das

Bewusstsein von einem Unterschiede zwischen h und sh geschwunden

zu sein, sie setzen bald den einen, bald den andern dieser Buch-

staben. Aus diesen Thatsachen scheint mir nun folgendes hervor-

zugehen. Als Sibilant ist s vollkommen iiberflussig, wir mussen

also auf die iibrigen Functionen dieses Lautes zuriickkommen.

Am leichtesten ordnet sich derselbe in das alteranische Alphabet

ein, wenn wir ihn als die Spirans von c fassen in Beispielen wie

asyo fur urspriingliches akhyo, achyo und weiter zugeben, dass

hinter diesem ch ein y auch verschwinden konnte. Auch die alt-

persischen "Worter wie hashiya^ shiyu wiirden sich so erklaren

lassen. In dem ersteren Worte ware der Dental unter Einfiuss

des folgenden y zum Palatalen geworden. Thut man dies, so

bleibt immer noch zu erklaren, in welcher Weise rt zu s umge-

staltet wurde. Um dies zu ergriinden, mussen wir, wie bereits

bemerkt worden ist, vor allem wissen, ob s dem Doppellaute rt

entspricht oder nur einem Telle desselben, so dass der andere

Teil abgefallen ware. Gewiss ist, dass man bei dem Yorkommen
von s nicht den Zischlaut als den urspriinglichen ansehen darf,

sondern r. Das zeigt die Etymologic nicht bios der oben unter

1) aufgezahlten Worter mit s und ihrem Wechsel im Avesta,

sondern auch die Pehleviworter, in welchen sh mit ^^ oder ^aj

wechselt. Das Verhalten des r vor harten Consonanten ist ein

doppeltes im Avesta, cf. karaimn, zarazdd^ zarazdditi, maraka (in

marakaecd Westerg. Geldner yasna 31, 18); erethwdy garefs^

carekarethra, carekeremahi, terefydt, tares, dares, kerefs, narepi,

narefs, imreq, peretata, peretente, peretha^ larethra, berekhdJia,
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hereghnya, herejaf marekhtar, marekhstar, vareca, as-vareco, varefsva;

tarsu, tarsna, darsi, parsanta, parsiiya, haresmi, marsaona. Da-
gegen finden wir vehrka (in den Handschr. aiich vahrka), kelirpeni,

mahrka. Hier ist r ohne Svarabhakti an den Guttural und Labial

getreten und die Folge davon war, dass r zu hr umgestaltet wurde.

Dies ist jetzt die allgemeine Ansicht. Nur vor t findet sich meines

Wissens kein r ohne Svarabhakti, ebensowenig ein lir, dafiir wechselt,

wie wir bereits gesehen haben, rt und s. Yergleichen wir nun das

Neupersische, so finden wir, dass rt entweder zu rd wird oder zu

shtf so dass unter dem Schutze des sh der dumpfe Dental erhalten

bleibt. So stammt ^;_yX-:^b von dar und Beispiele der Art finden sich

viele. Bei manchen Wortern sind auch Doppelformen vorhanden,

wie ^^^:;J:i\jS und ^>J^SS, ^^^:Ux5r und ^jo^y" Wo die Tenuis sich

erhalten hat, da wurde r in sh verwandelt, wo r erhalten blieb,

hat sich auch die Erweichung des t in d eingestellt. Wie mir

scheint, ist auch bei s die Umwandlung des r in sh die Haupt-

sache und der zweite Consonant wurde nur sehr schwach gehort,

was in dem Lautzeichen ^ s durch den Strich, wie ich glaube,

angedeutet ist. Allerdings ist die Yerwandhmg des rt in s ein

Vorgang, welcher den Avestadialect unter das Neupersische herab-

druckt. Man kann vielleicht den Yorgang auch so erkliiren, dass

in Pehleviwortern wie ^j\m>j ^cio^o^, >rJji«, cVjoj^q) etc. Umsetzung

des rt in hr (wie oben unter 3) stattgefunden hat, aber der Uber-

gang von rt in s lasst sich wohl nur durch tjbergang des r in sh

und die Assimilierung des folgenden t erklaren.

An dieser Stelle mag auch einer Erscheinung gedacht werden,

die eine gewisse Yerwandtschaft mit den vorher genannten Fallen

hat, ich meine den Wechsel zwischen r und sh auf den indo-

eranischen Miinzen. Dort findet sich bekanntlich PAO Konig,

was neuerlich Stein als identisch mit dem neupersischen shah

erweisen wollte. Langer bekannt und unzweifelhaft sind die Doppel-

formen OOHPKI = huvishka, KANHPKI = kanishka und

KOPANO = kushan. Die Eormen huvishka, kanishka sind mit

den eranischen Lautgesetzen wohl vereinbar, sie sind nur eine

Ausdehnung des Gesetzes, welches lehrt, dass r vor t in sh zu

verwandeln sei, auch auf den Guttural k. Welche Form die

urspriinglichere sei, die mit rk oder shk, lasst sich leider nicht

bestimmen, da die beiden Namen, in welchen diese Lautverbindung

vorkommt, einer fremden, uns sonst unbekannten Sprache ange-

horen. Anders steht es mit KOPANO = kushan. Hier ist die

Yertauschung der Laute r und sh nach den sonst geltenden

eranischen Lautgesetzen nicht zulassig, aber auch hier haben wir
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es rait einem Fremdworte zu thun und wissen nicht, welchc der

beiden Formen die fruhere ist. Anders verhiilt es sich mit dem
Worte FAO = »'-i^. Hier haben wir ein acht 6ranisches Wort
und ohne Zweifel ist sh oder lihsh der ursprUngliche Laut, der

— und zwar im Anlaute des Wortes — in r iibergegangen sein

miisste, wofur eine weitere Analogic nicht vorhanden ist. Sonst

ist diese Erklarung sehr ansprechend. Was mich verhindert, ihr

zuzustimmen, ist der Umstand, dass mir PAONANO «» jtLiwlJbUi

sehr bedenklich erscheint. Die Grunde, welche gegen diese Identi-

ficierung sprechen, hat schon Kirste in der Wiener Zeitschrift

f. d. Kunde d. Morgenl. II. Bd. p. 240 fig. ausfiihrlich erortert.

KmsTES eigner Deutung kann ich aber noch weniger beitreten.

III.

Die Formen auf are und aresh im Avesta.

Zu den noch nicht mit voller Sicherheit bestimmten gramma-

tischen Endungen in der Avestalitteratur gehoren die Formen,

"welche auf are und dresh endigen. Cf. Bartholomae, Arische

Forschungen I, 69. Es ist ein Unterschied, ob man diese Formen
"vom allgemeinen sprachvergleichenden Standpuncte aus be-

trachtet oder vom speciell eranischen. Auf den letzteren habe

ich mich gestellt.

Wer vom Sanskrit ausgeht, der wird von Anfang an geneigt

sein, die Formen auf are und dresh dem Medium oder Passivum

zuzuweisen, denn nur dort kennt das Sanskrit solche Formen.

Fiir das Avesta ist indessen wohl allgemein zugestanden, dass

die Formen auf are nicht dem Medium, sondern dem Activum

zugehoren. tJber die Entstehung dieser Formen wollen wir uns

nicht weiter aussern, sondern nur bemerken, dass wir unter den

Nominibus Worter auf are iinden, die mit solchen auf an wechseln.

Dies vorausgeschickt wollen wir hier die Stellen verzeichnen, auf

die es ankommt:

Yd. Xyil, 28 Sp. = 9 Westerg.: imaose te srvao maregha

a^o-zushta hydre arshtayasca etc.

Yt. YIII, 55: manayen ahe yatha hazarirem naram ojam

narem adarezayoit yoi hydn asti aojanha aojishta.

Ys. L, 4,2 Sp. = LI, 4,2 Westerg.: kuthra yaso qy^n

asem ku speiita armaitish.

JusTi rechnet alle diese drei Formen zum Potentialis Activi.

Die iibrigen Formen gehen auf drish oder dresh aus.
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Vd. Vlll, 64 Sp. = 22 Westerg.: vaso pascaeta mazda-

yasna ahe nmanahe myazdem daitliydresh.

Yd. y, 36 Sp. = 10 Westerg.: thrayo kata uzdaithyan

aetahe yat iristahe.

Vd. V, 41 Sp. = 12 Westerg.: uzbaodham tanum nidaithyan.

Ys. LIX, 2 Sp. = LX, 2 Westerg.: tao ahmi nmane

jamydrish (Sp.), jamydresli (Westerg. Geldner).

Ys. LIX, 7 Sp. = LX, 4 Westerg. : jamydn ithra asaonam

variuhish surao speiitao fravasayo.

N. Ill, 1 1 : cithra v6 huydresh masanao.

Ys. Liy, 7 Sp. = LY, 2 Westerg.: tao no huydn humizhd* .

Yt. XYI, 3: atha na akhshta luydyi.

Yt. VIII, 56 : yat zi spitama zarathushtra airyao danhavo

tishtryehe raevato qarenanhato aiwi-sacydresh daitim yasnemca

vahmemca.

Yd. YII, 141 Sp. = 57 Westerg.: yatha aetahmi anhvo

yat astvainti yuzhem yo (yoi Westerg.) masyaka qaretha

qasta huydresh gamca qastem qaraiti.

Ich kann hier nirgends einen syntaktischen Unterschied finden,

welcher die Formen auf -are, -drish von denen auf an trennte

und uns notigte, dieselben als Medialformen aufzufassen. Da nun

auch die Perfectformen auf -dre dem Activ angehoren, so fasse

ich diese Formen auf -dre, -drish oder dresh ebenso und sehe,

wie bei den Nominibus auf -ure nur ein Hiniiberspielen der -ar

Formen in die -an Formen.

IV.

Der Pluealis majestaticus im Avesta.

Es ist schon die Frage aufgeworfen worden (von Williams

Jackson), ob man nicht einen Pluralis majestaticus im Avesta

annehmen solle. Ich stimme dem vollkommen zu und glaube

folgende Stellen des jiingeren Avesta lassen sich fiir diese An-

sicht anfiihren.

Ein grosser Teil des 2. Fargard des Yendidad handelt be-

kanntlich von der Einrichtung eines Vara durch Yima. Dass

nur von einem einzigen Raume die Rede ist, kann nicht bezweifelt

werden. Dabei muss aber auffallen, dass Yd. II, 92. 127 Sp. = II,

30. 38 Westerg. die Form varefsva vorkommt und dass dies eine

Pluralform sei, zeigt aetaesva varefsva in II, 130 Sp. = II, 39
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Westerg. Diese ganz alleinsteliende Pluralform hat schon vicle

Schwierigkeiten gemacht, mir scheint sie zu beweisen, (lass wir

als Thema des Wortes nicht vara anzusetzen haben, sondern vare,

welches als masc. nach Analogic von nare flectiert wurde. Ein

Locativ pluralis eines auf r endigenden Wortes ist im Avesta bis

jetzt nicht gefunden worden, es kann aber mit Sicherheit vermutet

werden, dass die regelmassige Form desselben varesva gelautet

habe. Dazu wiirde varefsva stimmen, nur dass der Endung noch

ein f vorausgeschickt ware wie in fslitdna^ = scr. stana. Diese

Vorsetzung eines f ist zwar bis jetzt nicht zu erkliiren, steht aber

als vorkommende Thatsache durch dieses Beispiel fest. Die An-

wendung des Plurals gegeniiber dem Singular kann man nur als

einen Beweis der Hochachtung ansehen.

Ganz ahnlich liegt der Fall mit varena. Mit diesem Naraen

bezeiclmet man bekanntlich das Land, wo Thraetaona geboren

wurde. Der Name kommt demgemass gewohnlich im Singular

vor, so Vd. I, 68 Spieg. =» I, 18 Westerg. Yt. IX, 13; XV, 23.

Aber an einer Stelle Yt. V, 33 heisst es: upa varenaesu cathru-

gaosaesu. Bei der sonstigen Gleichheit der Anschauungen ist ein

G-rund fiir diesen Plural nicht gegeben, er diirfte auch hier nur

fiir einen Beweis der Achtung gelten.

* Bartholomae: Indogerman. Forschungen I, S. 187. Anmerk. sagt: „Un-

klar ist niir das Verhaltnis von np. pistdn zu av. fstana. In Ubereinstimmung

mit hu§nud ware *fistan zu erwarten." Mir scheint in np. pistdn wegen Ein-

dringens des Vocales i die Aspiration unterblieben zu sein.
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ON THE PROGRESS OF ARMENIAN STUDIES.

G. A. SCHRUMPF, M.R.A.S.,

Delegate of the Philological Society of London.

Introductory.

The International Congress of Orientalists has already on several

occasions given the Armenian language a place in its Aryan Section.

Unfortunately, the papers presented on this subject generally dealt

with special points, and could therefore only interest a few rare

specialists. Now it seems to me that the main object of a Congress

like ours ought to be to spread, and even, to a certain degree, popu-

larise the studies with which it purposes to deal. I would submit

that we have met not so much to exhibit our individual knowledge,

as to learn from one another, and thus widen the circle of our infor-

mation. In the vast and ever-increasing field of Oriental philology

and history there cannot be too many workers, and each of us ought

to endeavour to enlist as many recruits as possible. This can,

however, only be accomplished successfully if, instead of enshroud-

ing ourselves in specialties inaccessible to outsiders, we allow any

one who chooses to peep behind the scenes and judge for himself of

what has been done and of what yet remains to be done. Special

researches will then follow in due course, and, it is to be hoped,

meet with suitable encouragement.

Among the Oriental languages to which these remarks apply, I

beg leave to-day to call your kind attention to one which, consider-

ing the peculiarities of its philological structure, the importance of

its literary monuments, and the wonderful intellectual activity of

the people who speak it, still awaits that justice to be done to it

which has not been denied to its kindred. Shall the present cen-

tury, which has achieved the glorious merit of erecting philology

into a science, be allowed to end its course without having paid a
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befitting tribute to that beacon of civilisation which St. Gregory

kindled on Mount Ararat and the dauntless sons of Hayk ever

since kept ablaze during the dark and troublous history of Western

Asia ? Nay, is it not our bounden duty to testify our gratitude to

that noble Armenian nation— for, in spite of political complications,

it does remain a nation—when we consider how bravely it with-

stood the brunt of every invasion which threatened to sweep away
our European institutions, and how generously it saved our adven-

turous Crusaders from utter annihilation ? And, gentlemen, who
knows but that at no distant date the Armenians may be called

upon to fulfil the mission apparently reserved for them by Provi-

dence, of becoming an efficient regenerating factor in the develop-

ment of Asia Minor ?

Apart, however, from these purely sentimental considerations,

which evoke in every student of Armenian history a feeling of just

enthusiasm for the pursuit he has undertaken, we have here to

consider chiefly the scientific value of Armenian studies. What
claims has Armenian to our notice as regards philology and history ?

What help does it afford us in bridging over the gaps between

certain branches of the Aryan family of languages ? What light

are its archaeology and history calculated to throw on the past of

Asia Minor, many a period of which is still concealed in obscurity ?

To answer these questions, it will be necessary to examine what

has been achieved hitherto, in order to solve the problems involved
;

and should the importance of Armenian thus be placed beyond a

doubt, what remains to be done to make it available for the inves-

tigations of modern science ? It is my intention to develop these

two points in the course of this paper, and I propose to discuss

—

(i.) The importance of Armenian for the science of language or

comparative philology.

(2.) The historical value of Armenian archceologjj and literature.

In each of these two chapters I shall first attempt to review the

existing materials and describe how they were obtained ; secondly,

I shall endeavour to indicate what we have still to do in order to

give these materials their proper value, and to add to them as many

new ones as possible.

I.

First, then, as to the philological hnportance of Armenian. Some

forty or fifty years ago the place of Armenian in the classification

of languages was still unsettled, and when, through the researches

of Petermann, Windischmann, Gosche, and Lagarde, it was at last
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placed beyond a doubt that Armenian belongs to the Aryan (Indo-

European) family of languages, there still remained the question as

to its proper position among these languages. Lagarde and Dr.

jFriedrich Miiller, for instance, held the view that it was merely a

branch dialect of Eranian until Professor Hiibschmann demonstrated

in 1877, by an article in Kiihns Zeitschrift, ^' Die Stellung des

armenischen im Kreise der indogermanischen Sprachen" that it is

entitled to an independent place, and shares certain features com-

mon to Slavo-Lithuanian on tlie one hand and Eranic on the other.

Lagarde died unconvinced, but Dr. F. Miiller now on the whole

adopts the conclusions of Hiibschmann, while he considers Armenian

a descendant of the Thracian group of dialects. Dr. Sophus Bugge

of Christiania has recently called attention to some striking resem-

blances between Armenian and Etruscan, and we are still awaiting

the further results of his patient and ingenious investigations. To

every unprejudiced person, however, who is acquainted with the

present condition of Armenian philology, it must be clear that we
should not be too hasty in arriving at conclusions. In spite of the

etymological and linguistic discoveries of Hiibschmann, Lagarde,

F. Miiller, Bugge, Bartholomse, Meillet, &c., there is still so much
to be accomplished before a final judgment can be passed that it

would be more advisable to reserve any decided opinion until we

have collected the necessary linguistic materials.

Among these materials we must, of course, first and foremost

rank the dialects, both literary and popular; and, moreover, under

their historical as well as under their topographical aspects, that is,

both as regards time and as regards locality. A brief review of the

work that has already been done in this respect, as well by native

Armenians as by other scholars, may perhaps be opportune at this

moment. To make everything perfectly clear, I would preface, how-

ever, that Armenian presents itself to us in two principal forms

:

(i) literary, and (2) popular. The literary, again, has its various

historical periods ; from the fifth to the twelfth centuries it appears

purest, and bears the name of Grahar, or " book-language," which,

like classical Latin, was probably never spoken by the people at

large. During and after the thirteenth century this Grahar was

unable to maintain its purity, but was forced to submit to an inva-

sion of popular, and even foreign elements, until about the beginning

of the present century there emerged a modern literary dialect,

accepted as normal by Western Armenian writers, and having its

centre at Constantinople. Some time later, thanks especially to

the Lazareff Institute of Moscow, a similar literary dialect sprang
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up among the Armenians of Russia, with Tifiis at present for its

intellectual centre. These two modern literary dialects, the Western
and the Eastern, are getting more and more polished every day,

through numerous books, papers, and reviews ; but it is to be

desired that they may some day coalesce into one single form.

By the side of the literary dialects we have to consider the

numerous popular dialects {asxarhdbar), not only in Armenia proper,

but also among the Armenian emigrant colonies, as in Poland,

Persia, and India ; these are often very interesting, because, like

Canadian French, they have preserved old relics of the speech of

the mother country. Unfortunately, as a rule, we can only study

the popular dialects in their contemporary form, since, with a few

rare exceptions, all records of their past forms have vanished. Nor
can we say as yet what dialect, if any, the ancient literary or

Grabar was founded on. Was it a court language in the sense of

Luther's Hochdeidsch, or the language of a capital (Ostanic) ? As far

as we can go back it appears to us fully developed and polished,

and it remains to be seen whether inscriptions will some day reveal

a prior state ; at any rate, along with the invention of the national

alphabet attributed to Mesrob there springs into existence the Grahar

as the sole literary form of the Armenian written language. Was
Armenian employed for literary purposes before that period ? This

does not seem probable, and it is much more likely that the three

great neighbouring languages, Greek, Persian, and Syriac, were the

only written and cultivated languages in the respective portions of

Armenia bordering upon them. In a paper read by Dr. Adalbert

Mera at the fourth session of our Congress (Florence, 1878), it was

remarked that there must have existed an Armenian translation of

the Bible from the. Syriac previous to the one which was made from

the Greek. No doubt it is possible to conceive that Armenian may
have been used sometimes for local administrative purposes and

then written in a Semitic alphabet without the vowels, for Mesrob's

invention seems to have chiefly consisted in the introduction of

vowel signs based on the Greek model. These are, however, merely

conjectures, and we have no clear facts.

Although the origin and early development of the Grabar are

plunged in obscurity, it is fortunate that there exists a large number

of popular dialects which require to be investigated scientifically
;

but since, as a rule, until very recently, they had no written litera-

ture, we cannot trace their history any more than that of the pro-

totype of the Grabar. We can, however, gain a good deal of valuable

information by comparing their vocabularies and phonology, and, as
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a considerable amount of popular literature has been preserved by-

oral tradition, we need not despair of obtaining good results yet.

The great point, of course, is to study these dialects by the scientific

method. This has scarcely been done hitherto, but a good deal of

preliminary material has been collected which may enable us to make
a fair start. With your kind permission, I will now enumerate the

chief books published in the Armenian dialects.

A good beginning was made by the late Professor K. Patkanian,

of the University of St. Petersburg, who issued various works on the

subject. A few of the dialects he wrote on have, however, received

more attention since. Thus in the Tiflis dialect (not the Eastern

literary, but the spoken dialect of the people) we have of last

century the charming lyric poems of the weaver-poet Say^th-Nowa,

carefully edited with a grammar and commentary by Achwerdoff,

Moscow, 1852, on which edition Petermann based his interesting

papers on the Tiflis dialect in the transactions of the Berlin Academy
of Sciences for 1866. Then we possess the excellent comedies of

Gabriel Soundoukiantz, where the Tiflis dialect is so profusely

introduced that they are well-nigh unintelligible to a stranger,

though he be an Armenian. One of them, " The Ruined Family,"

has been translated into German by Dr. Arthur Leist in the

Armenische Bihliothek, published by W. F^iedrich of Leipzig. A
valuable store of information is Georg Ter Alexandrian's Tiflisecoc

mtavor Tceanqe (masn a), Tiflis, 1886, pp. 451. The author began

to collect as early as 1859, and gives us in eighteen sections a large

number of popular songs, .tales, proverbs, &c. Only last year Mr.

Alexander Thomson of St. Petersburg compiled from these various

materials a Historical Grammar of the Tiflis dialect, which is a most

valuable contribution to comparative philology. The Van dialect

is exhibited, for instance, in the Vanay Saz, a collection of songs

and tales edited by Georg G. Serene, gathered from the people of

the vilayet of Van in the old province of Vaspourakan. The dialect

of Karabagh, the black garden, so called on account of the fertile

soil of its valleys, between the Kur and the Arax, now in the

government of Elisavethpol, has been exhibited by Mr. Vardan

Barxoudareanc in his Fele-Povyi (the fool Paul), Tiflis, 1883, a

collection of the jests of the fool of Sahnazar, one of those Meliks

or chieftains who long maintained their independence against the

Turks, in the village of Avetaranc, in the province of Verand.

Povyi is supposed to have died about 18 10, and the jests were

gathered by the editor from the reminiscences of the old people of

the locality. There are also various sketches of village life published
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in the Karabagh dialect by Awsabeantz and others. The dialect of

Jgoulis (or Zoic) in the " Golden Valley," the district of Go^^en, in

the old province of Vaspourakun, the land of mire and song, the

gay province of Armenia, where Moses of Khoren still heard the

Pagan hymns, and which, with Davith Beg, defied the Osmanli at the

beginning of last century. This dialect forms the subject of a

brilliant work by a native of the province. Professor Sargis Sargsian

of the Lazareff Institute, who has just been snatched away by death

at the age of thirty-seven, when so much good work was still expected

from his pen. It was once thought that the Zok dialect was merely

a conventional language used by the population of Agoulis, chiefly

silk-merchants and money speculators ; but this is now disproved,

and " Zok," which Petermann failed to explain, is probably a nick-

name derived from a demonstrative pronoun peculiar to the people

of Agoulis. The dialect of Achalzik, a town on the road between

Tiflis and Batoum, was studied by Mr. Alexander Thomson in his

"Linguistic Researches," St. Petersburg, 1877. Owing to immigrations

from Eizeroum, it much resembles the dialect of the latter town, but

seems to have preserved older forms than the Grabar. The dialect

of ZeyOoun, the ancient Ulnia, a highland town in Cilicia, where the

Armenians once founded a flourishing kingdom during the Middle

Ages, can be studied in Oulnia Kam ZeyOoitn by Yakob Y. Allawer-

tian, Constantinople, 1884. The dialect oi Nakhitchevan {i.e.. New
Nakhitchevan on the Don) is exhibited by Patkanian in the first

part of his "Dialectical Researches," St. Petersburg, 1875, a work

which contains three tales by the celebrated national poet, Raphael

Patkanian, cousin of the late Professor, translated by Dr. Arthur

Leist in the Armenische BiUiothelc. The second part of K. Patka-

nian's " Dialectical Researches " treats of the dialect of Moush. The

dialect of Djulfa, the Armenian suburb of Ispahan in Persia, mucli

resembles that of India. I know of no work describing it, but I

fancy some manuscripts—as, for instance, in the British Museum

—

might help us in determining some of its older forms. The Polish

Armenian dialect was carefully studied by the late Dr. Jan Hanusz

of Vienna University in the Vienna Oriental Jouriwd for 1887, after

the publication in 1886 of a vocabulary of the words collected at

a place named Kuty. It is known that many Armenians are settled

in Poland and Hungary (they even have a monthly review in

Hungarian), as may be seen in Demeter Dan's recent brochure, Die

orientalischen Armenier in der Bukowina, reprinted from the Czemowitz

Zeitung.

With the study of the dialects is intimately connected that of

2 M
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the folklore. Here some valuable collections have already been

made. First and foremost, the Groc ou Broc (" Pen and Spade "), by-

Bishop Sruantztianz, who collected near Van and Moush, besides

other similar works by the same writer, and the Mdrchen tend Sagen,

published in the Armenische Bihliothek by Professor G. Khalatianz

of the Lazareff Institute, and collected in the circle of Alexandro-

pol, while the folklore of the Armenians settled in Transylvania

and Galicia was collected and translated into German by Heinrich

von Wlislocki, Marcheii und Sagen der Bukowinaer und Siehenhiirger

Armenier, Hamburg, 1892. Last May, Professor Tcheraz of King's

College read a paper before the Folklore Society which greatly

interested and entertained a large and attentive audience, and I

understand he has promised a similar lecture for the autumn session.

Only yesterday he read a similar paper in our Anthropological

Section.

Already as early as 1850 the late Professor Mgrditch Emin of

the Lazareff Institute called attention to the old Pagan songs and

mythology of Armenia. Dulaurier criticised Emin's essay in the

Journal Asiatique of 1852, and partly reproduced it in the Bevue

des Bewo Mondes of the same year. Since then little was done until

the time of Sruantztianz, who in his Groc ou Broc, published the

fragmentary remains of a popular heroic legend, Sasound Davith Kam
Mheri dour, Constantinople, 1874, reproduced by Patkanian in the

second part of his " Dialectical Studies," 1875, with a brief grammar

and vocabulary, translated into German by Professor Khalatianz in

his Mdrchen und Sagen. This is evidently a reminiscence of a

lost Armenian popular epic, for how should the old mythology (so

ably described by Emin in an article translated into French by

Stadler in the Bevue de VOrient for 1864) have perished without

leaving any traces whatsoever. Have the sougs which Moses

Khorenaci still heard, accompanied by the pampirn, vanished with-

out leaving an echo behind them ? Is there no recollection of

Vahakn, the dragon-slayer (wisapakay, SpaKovTOTrviKTrjg), the Her-

acles of Armenia, and the other diucazn or demi-gods ? Is there no

longer a reflection left of that magnificent temple of Astixat in the

province of Daron, the richest in Armenia, and the sacrificial place

of its sovereigns ? Surely the discovery of David of Sassoon raises

the hope that something else may be discovered soon, and that

Armenia, as recently Finland, will some day yield its Kalevala.

This hope is still further encouraged by the fact that in 1889 Mr.

M. Abeghean was able to publish at Sousi, David ev Mher, where he

even restores the metrical form, based on accentuation, of the greater
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number of the passages. The story was told him at Etchmiadziii

by an old man named Nahapet of the village of Ginekanc in the

district of Moks. On this publication a clever writer under the

pseudonym of Leo based a searching critique, published in 1 89 1 at

Tiflis (a reprint from the Moscow Literary and Historical Review),

in which he endeavours to show that David of Sassoon is a personi-

fication of beneficial strength, while David Mher, by way of contrast,

impersonates destructive, and therefore useless strength. A short

time ago, the Nor-Dar of Tiflis announced that the Tiflis Society

for the publication of old Armenian texts had just received for the

press a manuscript from Deacon Karekin of Etchmiadzin, containing

numerous variants and additions to David Mher.^ Mr. Abeghean,

in fact, had already been told by this informant, Nahapet, that there

were people who knew more passages than he (the narrator) did, and

it now appears that these people have been discovered by Father

Karekin.

I hope that this somewhat lengthy enumeration has at any rate

made one thing clear, namely, that it is worth while in the interests

of science to turn our attention to the dialects and folklore of

Armenia. The hindrances for such a study are great, as Armenia

is now under the sway of powers who are equally jealous of any

movement that might awaken national aspirations among their

Armenian subjects ; it will not be an easy matter to collect materials

on the spot, not to mention that the natives are themselves very

suspicious when asked to give information respecting themselves.

However, a start must be made, and as this is a case for applying

the proverb Vunion fait la force, I shall presently venture to propose

to your kind consideration a scheme for the formation of an

Armenian Dialect and Folklore Society, but I defer the details of this

proposal till the conclusion of my paper.

II.

Meanwhile I pass on to the second portion of my programme,

:viz., the historical value of Armenian archoeology and literature.

This opens a vast field for investigation. In archaeology we have

already a huge mass of preliminary material collected on the anti-

quities of Armenia by Father Lucas Indjijian and the greater works

of Father Ghevond Alishan of the St. Lazarus Congregation of

Mkhitharists at Venice (Ai'rarat, Siunik, Sisakan, &c.). Excellent

directions for the study of the details are given by Brosset in his

^ It has since been published.
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Ruines d'Ani and similar works, whereas quite recently Prof. Joseph

Strzygowiiki of the Vienna University has shown by his Utchmiadzin

Evangeliary what light the study of even minor art may throw on

the solution of important problems. With regard to the inscriptions,

those in the cuneiform, so-called Vannic, writing, have been shown

by Patkanian and Professor A. H. Sayce not to be in Armenian, but

time may yet reveal to us some ancient records engraved on rocks

in some Armenian dialect anterior to the Grdbar. The Russian

Government fully appreciates the importance of Armenian archseo-

logy, for only a few weeks ago Mr. N. Marr, Patkanian's successor at

the University of St. Petersburg, was sent to Ani to make researches,

and he has already been fortunate enough to discover an old buried

chapel of architectural value.

Turning to the history of Armenia, there is a very comprehensive

Armenian history by Tchamitch, which reaches to the end of last

century; but the author did not know many of the sources which

have been made known since his time. A modern work on the

subject was begun by Garagasean, but, after the publication of the

first volume in 1880, it was stopped by the Turkish Government.

There are, of course, many smaller histories. As to the older

historians of Armenia, the late Professor Patkanian published in

the " Transactions of the International Congress of Orientalists,"

third session, St. Petersburg, 1876 (pp. 455— 511), a" Bibliography of

Armenian Historical Literature." This list, unfortunately somewhat

faulty and incomplete, requires to be revised and republished in a

second edition, for many texts have been edited since its appearance,

more especially through the exertions of the Armenian Text Society

of Tiflis. Among the best of these are the histories of Ghevond and

Asoyik, edited by His Excellency Councillor G. A. Esoff of the

Russian Ministry of Public Education at St. Petersburg, who read

a paper on Armenian studies at the Stockholm Congress.

A detailed bibliography of the whole Armenian literature is

supplied in the works of Father Karekin of Venice, which are

indispensable to every student of Armenian literature. I will not

try your patience with a lengthy enumeration of titles of works ; it

will suffice to remark that Armenian literature affords abundant

material towards extending our knowledge of ecclesiastical as well

as of political history. This very year Dr. Arsak Ter Mikelian,

who studied theology at Jena, published a brief and readable account

of the history of the Armenian Church in its relations with the

Greek Empire. A perusal of the copious notes appended to this

work,^ quoting the testimony of Armenian, usually contemporary.
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writers, amply demonstrates the value of Armenian literature in this

respect, and its importance is not less in matters concerning the

interpretation of the Scriptures, the lives of saints, the liturgy and
ritual, &c.

Then Armenian literature is most valuable to us, inasmuch as it

has preserved many translations of Greek, Syriac, and other writers,

whose original works are either lost, or, if still extant, can have

their accuracy tested by the aid of the Armenian versions. Father

Karekin's work on the translation from the Greek alone is a stout

closely printed volume, and enables us to judge of the abundance of

the material, much of which is still unpublished. Mr. F. C. Cony-

beare of Oxford is at present making researches in this direction, his

last production on the subject being an article "On the Armenian

Version of Plato's Laws " in the American Journal of Philology,

vol. xii. pp. 399-413-
Besides the importance of Armenian for the study of ancient

Greek literature and for the history of the Byzantine Empire, it

affords great aid to the reconstitution of the apocryphal books. M.
Carriere has already given us some specimens, and in the last

number of the Vienna Oriental Journal Father Kalemkiar of the

Vienna Mkhitharist Congregation has an article on the so-called

Seventh Vision of Daniel, of which he prints the Armenian version

according to a manuscript in the Lambeth Palace Library. I may
add that the vexed question of the pseudo-Callisthenes also derives

much light from the Armenian translation, as has been shown by

Zacher, and quite recently by Father J. Dashiau of Vienna.

As to the value of Armenian with regard to political history, I

may be permitted to select at least one instance. In 1866 Pro-

fessor Patkanian published a memoir on the history of the Sassanian

dynasty according to Armenian sources. This essay was translated

into French by Evariste Prud'homme, and inserted in the Journal

Asiatique for 1 866. Among the historians who throw most light on

this obscure period of Persian history, the most prominent no doubt

is Sebeos, who is supposed to have been a bishop in the seventh

century, and therefore a contemporary, perhaps even an eye-witness,

of the events which led to the fall of the Sassanian kings and to the

earlier invasions of the Arabs in Persia, and a manuscript of Sebeos,

entitled the " History of Heraclius," but preceded by two long

I

chronological summaries, which, at first sight, do not appear to

belong to the work at all, was preserved in the Etchmiadzin Library,

and in 1 8 5 i Mihrdatian published a printed edition, while eleven
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the same scholar also edited the text, but he had to rely on the

Constantinople edition of 1 8 5 i , as the Etchmiadzin manuscript

was no longer to be found, and on a modern copy of it preserved in

the Asiatic Museum of St. Petersburg. The text is therefore still

in a very unsatisfactory condition, and, in virtue of its importance,

demands a critical edition.-^ M. Neandre de Byzance (Norayr) of

Stockholm, already distinguished by his French-Armenian Diction-

ary, based on Littre, has prepared a number of emendations, and

restored misplaced folios, passages, and words to their proper places

both of Seb^os and of other writers. He offers here amended texts

at prices varying from 800 to 3000 francs, and it is to be hoped

that some learned Society will purchase them for publication.

Meanwhile M. Carriere, of the £cole des Langues Oriental es, has

nearly completed a French translation of Sebeos, and judging from

his previous performances, among which I need only mention his

pamphlet on the "Patriarchal Genealogies in Moses of Khoren,"

there is every reason to hope that his work on Sebeos will be a

success.

What I have said of the importance of Sebeos applies more or

less to at least fifty or sixty other Armenian historians, and there

exists ample material to sift and study for a number of years to

come. We want critical editions, and good translations based upon

them, and such editions can only be obtained if we search for

reliable manuscripts. A good beginning has been made by the

Mkhitharists of Vienna and the Berlin Academy of Sciences, and

careful lists of MSS. have already been compiled and published for

the libraries of Berlin, Vienna, the Vatican, Munich, St. Petersburg,

&c. The Eev. S. Baronian of Manchester has promised the Vienna

Mkhitharists to describe the manuscripts in the British Museum,
while Mr. F. C. Conybeare is attending to those in the Bodleian.

What is meant by critical editions may be gathered from Gut-

schmidt's essays on " Agathangelos and Moses of Khoren," as well

as from Prof. A. Baumgartner's essay on the " Ehetoric Attributed to

Moses Khorenaci," published in the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen-

Idndischen Gesellschaft, vol. xl. I may add that Dr. Baumgartner is

preparing a complete edition of Moses's works, and I believe Mr.

Conybeare is engaged on one of David Anhaght, one of the old

translators of Plato, Porphyry, Aristotle, and other Greek writers.

^ The Etchmiadzin MS. used by the editor of the Constantinople edition could not

be found by Patkanian, but Father Galoust of Etchmiadzin told me a few days ago

at Paris that it has again been discovered.
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Conclusion.

Now, when I look back on what has been done (and I Imve

published a fairly complete account of it in Prof. Tcheraz's Armenia,

which has been translated into Armenian and published in tlie

Mourtch of Tiflis, as well as in the Basmavip of Venice, in eacli

case with notes by the respective translators, while the Mkhitharists

of Vienna have asked me to print a revised edition in German, which

they will also issue in Armenian), when I look back upon all these

volumes which it took me some three years to peruse in a cursory

way only, and to give a mere superficial description of them, I can-

not help feeling very sanguine indeed as to the future of Arme-
nian studies. We have now reached a period when the abundant

material which has been gathered requires patient and careful sift-

ing, when new material must be collected and utilised, and when
we are called upon as Orientalists to see that all the advantages

which Armenian presents shall be obtained from it to their utmost

value. Surely it is high time that the philological study of Armenian

should be placed on a sound scientific footing, and I submit that this

result would be best achieved through the united efforts of both Arme-
nian and non-Armenian scholars. On the other hand, the archaeology

and history of Armenia urge similar claims, and the natural conclusion

that suggests itself to me is that there ought to be formed an Interna-

tional Society for the Promotion of Armenian Studies, consisting of

two sections : (
i
) one for the Armenian dialects and folklore, as I

mentioned before
; (2) the other for the archaeology and history of

Armenia. The subscriptions might be devoted to the publication

of suitable Transactions and to the awarding of prizes for meritorious

essays (there already exist certain funds for such prizes), and the

Society might solicit donations for sending out competent scholars

to make researches in Armenia. If we consider that the French,

Prussian, and Russian Governments have repeatedly sent out scientific

missions to explore Armenia, surely it is not a Utopian idea to

hope for similar aid. If the pecuniary resources of the Society

were not sufficient for the publication of critical editions of the

Armenian authors or for scholarly translations in the European

languages, an appeal might be made to similar Oriental Societies

interested in the work, in order to induce them to accept essays

recommended by the Armenian Society for insertion in their Journals

or publication in their Series.

The task of promoting Armenian studies is indeed not one for
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mere individual capacities, but requires the efforts of a number of

men working in the same direction and with a common object. If

I rightly understand the significance and usefulness of such gather-

ings as the International Congress of Orientalists, it is to bring

together such men. I therefore venture to move the following

resolution :

—

" The ninth International Congress of Orientalists, held in London
in September 1892, recognising the great scientific importance of

Armenian philology, archaeology, and history, recommends the forma-

tion of an International Association for the Promotion of Armenian
Studies."

The object of this Society should be similar to that of the Society

for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, with which it would have a

natural connection, namely

—

(i.) To advance the study of the Armenian language, literature,

archaeology, and history.

(2.) To issue a periodical journal for the publication of suitable

memoirs, and acquainting members with the progress of the work.

(3.) To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcriptions, plans, photo-

graphs of inscriptions, manuscripts, works of art, ancient sites and

remains, and with this view to invite travellers to communicate to

the Society notes and sketches of archaeological and topographical

interest.

(4.) To organise means by which members of the Society and

its deputies may have increased facilities for visiting ancient sites

and pursuing archaeological researches in both Turkish and Eussian

Armenia, or for studying the dialects and folklore of these pro-

vinces.

(5.) To keep up constant relations with philological, archaeologi-

cal, and historical societies, and to contribute suitable information

to the journals and publications of such societies.

I must apologise to the Hellenic Society for having borrowed

some of the above almost verbatim from their bye-laws ; but I

could not have expressed my meaning so well otherwise.

I shall be glad to receive the names and addresses of persons

willing to accept my views in general, and to lend their aid to the

formation of such a Society. We might then discuss the matter by

correspondence, and fix upon the character of a preliminary pro-

spectus to be circulated among likely members.

I now beg to repeat my resolution, viz.

—

" That the ninth International Congress of Orientalists, held in

London in September 1892, recognising the great scientific import-
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auce of Armenian philology, archaeology, and history, recommends

the formation of an International Association for the Promotion of

Armenian Studies."

" Le Congres International des Orientalistes, assemble k Londres

en septembre 1892, reconnaissant la haute importance scientifique

de la philologie, de I'archi^ologie et de I'histoire armdniennes, recom-

mande la formation d'une Association Internationale pour Tavance-

ment des (Etudes armdniennes."

Der tm ©eptembev 1892 in bonbon t)crfammette 9te Internationale

dongreg ber Drientattften erfennt bte grogc ttjiffenfcfjaftlic^e SSic^tig-

feit ber armetttfc(;en @prac^e, ^rcl)dc(ogte unb ®efd;td;te, unb empfic^U

bte ^ttbung etner ^^nternattonafen @efeUfcij)aft pr 33eforbcrung bev

armentf(J;en @pracij)e,

IS92A^ ] nbinnbfi tlk9 if-m-iPtupnt-iuh- y^jtLlruutf.^ut'ltbnnu tib'bbnnpn.

^luJiuqq-UMjttb Jb^tutrnnntiQ^ , aiuUui*hiniI ^i*>j p-utbiuuhnni-fifliufb
,
^biu^

hioum-pbiuh L. tuuMindnt-jabtuU a.^inutLuib Jh& Lutnlri-nnnt.pltL^ljh , tin

lu/uXbiupuin^ ^ujjLutuu/b ni-ujuibg ^uiutun ^luiTaiaq.iujti'b nbLbnnLp i/u/b

Jn LutqilnL.phuVb i

' *^* This resolution was seconded by Professor Minas Tchdraz

and carried. Professor Cowell, the President of the Aryan section,

^ proposed a vote of thanks to the author of the paper, which was

likewise carried.
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BIN WOET

VERWANDTSCHAFTSVEEHALTNISSE INNEEHALB
DER INDOGEEMANISCHEN FAMILIE.

TON

GRAZIADIO ASCOLI, Senat. d. Konig. It.

Es sei mir gegonnt, ein Wort liber die Frage der Verwandtschafts-

verhaltnisse zwischen den verschiedenen Sprachen und Volkern der

sogenannten indogermanischen Familie, keineswegs als Kritik oder

Widerlegung der Ansichten die vorgestern an diesem Orte von so

competenter Seite ausgesprochen wurden, sondern gewissermassen

als einen pfliclitmassigen Ausdruck meines wissenschaftlichen Ge-

wissenSj hier einzuschalten. Auch habe ich nicht die Absicht eine

wirkliche Discussion hervorzurufen und werde mich so kurz wie

moglich fassen.

Die Frage, worum es sich handelt, bestimmte ich geflissentlich

als eine solche, die zugleich die Verwandtschaftsverhaltnisse der

Sprachen und der Volker umfasst. Die verschiedenen Zustande

des sprachlichen Organismus innerhalb einer Sprachfamilie hangen

niimlich, meiner alten und immer festeren Ueberzeugung nach,

ganz besonders von den verschiedenen Blutsverhiiltnissen ab, die

den einzelnen Volkerschaften eigen waren oder wurden. Vergegen-

wiirtigen wir uns zum Beispiel den Unterschied zwischen italienischer

und franzosischer Sprache. Beide Sprachen haben das Vulgarlatein

zu Grunde ; das Italienische ist aber noch jetzt die fast unversehrte

Volkssprache des alten Roms ; im Franzosischen hingegen ist die alte

Lautform durch und durch zerrlittet, und zwar ganz besonders

desswegen, weil das franzosische Volk ein gallisches ist, dem die

lateinische Sprache aufgedriingt wurde und das sie seiner eigenen

Lautdisposition angepasst hat. Zwei Glieder indogermanischer

Zunge fliessen hier einigermassen, nach langem Sonderleben, zu-
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sammen. Anderswo, und in sehr verschiedenen Epochen, stosst

auch Indogermanisches mit Michtindogermanischem zusammen und
die wechselseitige Wirkung kann natiirlich verschieden ausfallen,je

nach den Proportionen der zusammentreffenden Volkerschichten

und der besonderen Anlagen der unterliegenden Sprachen. Der
alte Organismus derjenigen Sprache, die im Ganzen und Grossen

den Sieg davon triigt, liegt uns immer mehr oder weniger verun-

staltet vor, je nach der Menge und der Natur der ethnologischen

Vermischungen, wodurch das neue Volk entsteht.

Die heutzutage in solcherlei Betrachtungen waltende Skepsis

scheint mir insbesondere aus einem Missbrauche der Analyse hervor-

zugehen, der uns die synthetischen Begriffe, d. h. solche Begriffe, die

aus einem vollkommenen Bewusstsein und einer vollen Ver^e^en-

wartigung der Gesammtzustande entstammen, erschwert und hindert.

Die Skepsis hat uns sogar dazu gefuhrt, iiber die Stelhing des

Griechischen, den iibrigen europaischen und den asiatischen Sprachen

gegeniiber, S(5nderbare Zweifel zu hegen. Mit den alten Sprachen

Asiens bildet aber das Griechische durch und durch eine einheit-

liche Gruppe, d. h. im Griechischen, Alteranischen und Altindischen

dauert im allgemeinen der urspriingliche Organismus der indoger-

manischen Sprache in solchen Proportionen unversehrt fort, die

anderswo durchaus nicht zu treffen sind und die keineswegs in deni

besonderen Alter der betreffenden literarischen Monumente eine

genligende Begrlindung erbalten. Ja es darf sogar behauptet werden,

dass manche besondere Entwickelungen des sprachlichen Organismus

erst dann stattgefunden haben, als die grsekoarische Einheit (um
mich so auszudriicken) noch fortdauerte, d. h. nachdem sich die

iibrigen Indogermanen davon getrennt batten. Ich erinnere z. B.

an die besondere grammatikalische Function solcher Elemente, die

zwar auch in den iibrigen Sprachen vorkommen, daselbst aber nicht

die bestimmte und feste Verwendung zeigen, zu der sie im Grie-

chischen und Arischen jrelangen. So ist -tero als wirkliches Com-
parationssuffix, wie ich in einer Abhandlung zu zeigen gesucht habe,

die unserem Congresse bereits gedruckt vorliegt, ausschliesslich dem
Griechischen und Arischen eigen ; ebenso die Erscheinung dass

-meno und -to zugleich und beisammen als Exponenten eines part,

perf. pass, gelten. Und vieles andere solcher Art liesse sich noch

anfiihren.

Griechisch und Altarisch sind also am nachsten oder reinsten

unter einander verwandt, und das heisst, mit anderen Worten, der

Sprachorganismus ist bei diesen Phasen der Sprachfamilie unver-

sehrter, weil dieselben die Blutsverhaltnisse des indog. Stammes
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noch ziemlicli unversehrt vorstellen oder voraussetzen. Kommt
aber das altarische Wort nach dem grossen indischen Continente,

d. h., mit anderen Worten, vermischt sich das arische Blut mit dem
einheimischen Blute Indiens und erleidet folglich das arische Wort
den Einfiuss der sprachlichen Anlagen und Neigungen der ein-

heimischen Volker Indiens, so zerfallt rasch der indogermanische

Organismus, ungemein rascher und tiefgreifender, in Indien als in

Griechenland.

Dass in Italien ahnliche Griinde der Entartung einen besonderen

Abstand vom Griechischen vorgebracht haben mogen, habe ich

anderswo angedeutet und meine Ansicht hat sich ansehnlicher

Beistimmuiigen erfrent. Aehnliches lasst sich iiber die Differenzi-

rungen anderer Sprachen muthmassen, und auf semitischem Felde

sind die Entartungen nicht zu vergessen die der alte Organismus in

^thiopien erleidet. Doch ist hier der Ort nicht, weiteres iiber dies

alles vorzutragen ; es lag mir nur ob, das Prinzip zu wahren.
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THE ORIGIN AND CRADLE-LAND
OF THE ARYANS.

BY

J. S. STUART-GLENNIE, M.A.

The problem of the origin and cradle-land of the Aryans was

treated in this paper from the new point of view which seems to

be necessitated, not only by the later results of research with

respect to Aryan origins, but even still more by the later results

of research with respect to Egyptian and Chaldean origins. As to

the latter, I must refer to ray paper in the Semitic Section on the

" Origin of the Primary Civilisations," merely noting here that from

the facts pointed out in that paper it would appear to result that,

in the origin of what, so far as we know, must be reckoned as the

primary civilisations of Egypt and Chaldea, the chief determining

condition was a conflict of higher White, and lower Coloured and

Black Races. If so, however, the question of the origin and cradle-

land of the White Race cannot be treated, as generally hitherto, as

if it were identical with that of the origin and cradle-land of the

Aryan Race. If, many thousand years before the Aryans appeared

on the arena of history—an event which seems now to be brought

dowTi so late as the third millennium B.C.—an elder White Race

had founded, and had for millenniums maintained, great civilisa-

tions in the. Nile and Euphrates Valleys, it is evident that the

origin of the Aryans can be regarded as but the origin, under

adequate physical and other conditions, of a new variety of this

elder White Race, and in a cradle-land, therefore, probably quite

different from that in which the White Race was originally formed.

And the question as to the cradle-land of the Aryans becomes now,

therefore, the question (i) as to the locality where such conditions

of racial intermixture probably prevailed as would naturally result

in the formation of a White Race distinguished from the Archaian
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White Race (that to which the higher classes of the Egyptians and
Chaldeans belonged), as the Aryans are distinguished, not in their

physical feature only, but in the characteristics of their languages

;

the question (2) as to the locality suited, at the same time, to such

a manner of life, and to such knowledges and ignorances as are

indicated by those words common to the Aryan languages from

which the Aryan Vrsprache is conjectured ; and the question (3) as to

the locality from which the Aryan dispersion most probably took

place—the division of the Aryans into two great western and

eastern branches, and the formation, at the same time, of two great

families of speech, distinguished from, yet related to, each other in

such a way as are the two great families of the Aryan languages

and the members of each of these families.

Now, approaching this problem from a consideration of the

localities—Thrace and Transoxiana— in which we have our first

historic knowledge of the appearance of Aryans—tall, high-nosed,

blue-eyed, fair-haired, warlike men, speaking inflected languages

—

we ask whether, in the region equally distant from these secondary

Aryan cradle-lands, namely, in the many-rivered plains of what is

now Southern Russia, north of the Euxine, the Caucasus, and the

Caspian, the primary Aryan cradle-land may not probably be

found ? The writer then endeavoured .to show, and especially from

the facts collected by 0. Schrader in his Ursprache and UrgeschicUe,

that the region thus -defined, and which approximates closely to that

defined by Schrader about the same time as that just indicated was

first defined by the writer, was more probably, perhaps, than any other

region the primary centre of dispersion of the Aryans. Tims the

cradle-land of the Aryans is, in accordance with the general drift

of recent scientific opinion, placed in Europe. But the very basis

of the writer's argument for an Aryan cradle-land in Europe leads

to a justification, so far at least, of the former theory of an Aryan

cradle-land in Asia. This theory, so far as the Aryans are con-

cerned, would now appear to be false, seeing that we seem now
bound to regard the Aryans as a special variety—the Semites being

regarded as another earlier variety—of that White Species of man-

kind to which the founders of the Egyptian and Chaldean civilisations

belonged. But this former theory, so far as the primitive stock of

the White Races is concerned, may still probably be justified, and the

cradle-land of the White Species, though not of its Aryan Variety,

may be probably still placed in Central, or rather, perhaps, Northern

Asia.

The writer further endeavoured to strengthen his position with
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reference to the primitive Aryan cradle-land by arguments based

on the facts of the former existence, and comparatively recent

drying-up, of a great inland sea separating Asia from Europe, and

termed by him the " Eurasian Mediterranean." Of this great inland

sea he exhibited a map, in which he had endeavoured to combine

the most recent results of research with respect to Eurasian areas

formerly covered by the sea, though it must always, perhaps, be

more or less uncertain how many of these conterminous areas were

contemporaneously under water. And, setting forth a view similar

to that of Siiss in his Aiitlitz der Erde, the writer made certain

suggestions with reference to the not improbably verifiable character

of the ancient Chaldean deluge-traditions, and their Hebrew variants.
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I -INDEXES OF WORDS.

SANSKRIT.

Akimchitkaratva, the having no effect

at all, 202, 206.

Aksha, organ of sense, 202, 207, 212.

Agochara, incognisable, 201, 205.
Agrahayani, Mrigasiras, 377.
Aiiga-marsha, rheumatism, 514-
Aiigaugits^ belonging to one and the

same person, 194.
Achitta, unintelligent being, 422.
Achchha, bear, 466.

Achchha-bhalla, a wild bear, 466.
Ajna, ignorant, 207.

Ajnatva, ignorance, 205.

AjfiLasvabhava, devoid of the natural

capacity for knowing everything,

206.

Aiijana, magic ointment (for the eyes),

202, 206, 207.

Atithi, guest, 439.
Atilaughana, tran^ression, going be-

yond, 203.
Atisaya, excellence, intensity, 203.
Atis^yana, pre-eminence, 187.

Atita, past, 206, 210, 212.

Aiiudriya, imperceptible to the senses,

203 ; 'darsana, 203 ; "pratyakshi-

disambhavana, possibility of saper-

humiin perception, 204; "pratyaksha-

bhaj, endowed with superhuman
perception, 189.

Adhyayanaikadesasparsin, having only
a smattering of a part of the sacred

lore, 413 note
Adhyitmam, internal, 187.

Ananumeya, not to be inferred, 203.
Ananta, endless, 206.

Auavaskara, clean, 517.
Au&gata, future, 206.

Auildi, having no banning, 189, 190,

Anumana, inference, 189, 198; anu-
manatisaya, eminent inferential

knowledge, 203.

Anumeya= prameya, 197, note 46.
Anumeyatva, cognisabilitj, 187.
Anuyoga, inquiry, 478.
AnuvSda (explanatory) repetition of

a Yedic passage, 189.

Antarita, past, 187, 195, 196, 198,212.
Andolana, the swinging, a swing, 472,

507.
Apasabda, incorrect word, 203.
Apahastita, lost, 469.
ApArva, the Unknown, 203.
Amala, Emblica officinalis, 455.
Amnta, immortal, 533.
Ayana, passage of the sun, 378.
Arthapary&ya, 206, 208.

Arth&patti (the proof called) presump-
tion, 191.

Arhat, Jina, 196 teq.

Alipaka, a do^ a bee, 511.
Alimaka or alimpaka, or alimbaka,

Indian cuckoo, bee, frog, 511.
Avaskara, unclean, 517.
Av&jhya, a harsh word, 431.
Ayirodha, consistencj, 187.

Avirodhin, being in conformity with,

187.

Avyakta, indifferentiated matter, 160,
161.

Avyayastiiitijthebeingoutofplace, 196.
Asmatan (T), 432.
Asvini rij, "lasplendeur asvinienne,**

401.

Asht&Ag&Uihkira, adornments for the

ei^t parts of liie body, 434.
Asat, non-being, 161, 164.

Asi, swoid, 471, 510.

5^
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Asira, missile, 471, 510. (Should it

be asida ?)

Astitva, -ta, existence, 190, 201.

Asthi-kamkala, a skeleton, 475.
Asthi-sarhkalika, a skeleton, 475.
Akasa, ether, 160.

Akhyana = nataka, 310, 311.

Agama nitya, the eternal Scripture

(Veda), 189; agamavidhih nityah,

a Vedic injunction, 190; agama-
satyatva, authority of the Jaina

Scriptures, 193 ; ^gama, Jaina

Scripture, 201, 212 ; agaraadyati-

saya, excellence in Vedic lore, 203.

Agrayana, 379.^
Agrahayana, Margaslrsha, 379.
Agrahayanika, Mrigasiras, 378.
Aghrana, satisfaction, 508,

Aghrata, satisfied, 508.

Ajnapatra, rescript of a king, 255.
Atman, soul, 198, 205, 206.

Adimat, having a beginning, 189, 190.

Apida, garland, 480 note i.

Aptata, trustworthiness, 187.

Aprathayali, to spread abroad, divulge,

show, 492.
Ayagapata, "tablet of homage," 219.

Arama, a grove, 468.

Aramika, a florist, 468.

Aralika, a cook, 490.
Alamba, asylum, 513.
Alekha, letter, 440.
Avajjati, to meditate, consider, 478

Avajjana, meditation, consideration,

478 seq.

Avarana, obstruction of knowledge,

187, 188 note 14.

Avirbhava, display, 209.

Avriti, obstruction of knowledge, 209.
Asa, wish, desire, 496.
Asirnamaskriyavastu, rule about bene-

dictions. &c., 300.

Asirvada, benediction, 433.
Asrava (for asrava), the influence of

the outside world, 506.

Ikshudanda, sugar cane, 431.
Itihasa, epics, 203.

Itvara, low, vile, 472, 515.
IndHra, a rat, 472, 507.
Ishta, tenet, 187.

Ikshanaka, a fortune-teller, 515.

Irshyavat, jealous, 434.
Ili, a hunter's knife (?), 472, 515.
Isa, lord S'iva, 440.
Ishika, stem, stalk, 499.
Ujjayini, Ujjein, 439, 443.
Udupa, a raft, 468, 499.
Udagra, high, elevated, 499.
Udavasita, stable, 471.
Uddana, fire-place, the submarine fire,

506.

Uddhava, joy, 470.
Uddhana, fireplace, stove, 472.
Uddh^pita, expelled, 497.
Udra, otter, 497.
Udv^na, a firej^lace, stove, 472.
Undura, a rat, 472, 507.
Unduni, a rat, 472.
Upamana, comparison, 190.

Upavasa, fasting, 438.
Upaveda, accessory or secondary Veda,

431-
Upahasana, quib, taunt, 210, 212.

yiladayati, to cook, 490.
Urva, the submarine fire, 507.
Riksha, bear, 484.
Rinahantaka, destroying the debts,

463-
Rinahartri, taking away the debts, 463.
Rita, Ritavan, true, 533.
Rishya, antelope, 484.
Ekadesa, a part, 189.

Eka (rik), 416 seqq.

Airavana, Indra's elephant, 515.
Oliyati, to fly down, 470, 493.
Kariisari, Krishna, 432.
Kachchhapa, tortoise, 426, 467.
Ka(ii)chulika, a bodice, 433.
Kanthahtna, having no voice (for

singing), 434.
Kandarpasarhjivini, life restorer of the

god of love, 433.
Kabandha, a headless trunk, 445.
Karatu, a crane, 491.
Karana, organ of sense, 202.

Karanajnana, knowledge obtained

through the senses, 198, 199, 200.

Karamarin, a prisoner, 488.

Karttarl, scissors, 509.
Karmakshaya, destruction of actions,

210 note.

Karmat^, -taya = as the object of cogni-

tion, 198.
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Kalaha, quarrel, 431.
Kaia, art, 433.
Kalevara, a dead body, 499 note 3.

Kalkin, Avatara of Vislinu, 425.
;ykalp, "to trim," 494.
Kalpadruma, •wish-fulfilling tree, 423.
Kavocha, mail, 471.

Katyayana, Vararuchi, 203.

Kapeya, monkeyism, 422.

Kamakaudala, N. of a dancer, 432,

_433-
Kainasena, N. of a king, 432, 438,

443-
Kami,rta, love-sick, 431.
Kamavati, N. of a town, 432, 443.
Karyanumeya, inferred by action, 199.

Kaliya, N. of a dragon, 432.

Kalya, dawn, 508.

Kimnari, female demon, 433.
Kilapanaka, fem. -nika, playmate, 478.
Ku- = vi-, 495.
Kuta, a water-pot, 481.

Kuddala, a spade, hoe, 495.
Kula, noble descent, 434.
Kulisa, axe, 495.
Kushthin, affected with leprosy, 442.
Kusumeshu, having flower-arrows, ep.

of Kama, 436.
Kiipaka, a mast, 468, 513.
Kurma, tortoise, 425.
Kritarthatva, satisfaction, 442.
Kritrima (agama), (a scripture) made

by men, 190.

Kevalaih jnanam, supreme knowledge,

210, 212.

Koshthaiigani, the navel, the heart,

and the rest, 458.
Kridanika, playmate, 477.
Kridapanika, N. of a nurse, 477.
Kliba, eunuch, 426 seq.

Kshiranidhi, the sea of milk, 435.
Kshudra, little, mean, 476.

Kshupa, a bush, 468, 510.

Khatva, water-vessel, 481 seq.

Khatv£i, bedstead, 481.

^khamb, to go, 495.
Khalabhiksha, food gleaned from the

threshing-floor, 482.

Khalastoka, husked rice, 482.

^khurd (khfird), to leap, 470, 508.

Gaiiga, 442.

Gandhali, or gandholi, a wasp, 513.

Gutika, a small ball, 434.
Gupta, N. of S'iva, 440.
Guru, teacher (of mankind), 187 ;

spiritual teacher, or any other vene-
rable person, 443.

Gomayu, a kind of frog, 445.
Gomedha, cow-sacritice, 132.

Govindachanda, N. of a king, 430..

^granth, to tie, 508 seq.

Grahana, eclipse, 203.

Ghuta, ancle, 513.
Chakorl, a kind of bird, 439.
Chandanamaya, made of sandal wood,

433-
Chandrarkagrahana, lunar and solar

eclipses, 203.

Chamara, a chaurie, 187.

Chittavat, intelligent, 422.
/^chitr, to adorn, 500.

Chitrint, a particular class of women
(see padminijati), 430.

,^/chudd, to dally, 508.

Chuluka, a handful, 439. I

^chuU, to dally, 508.

ChMa, little, mean, 476.
Cheta, boy, slave, 469.
Chetana, soul, 201, 206.

Chetana, a sentient being, 431.
Chetas, consciousness, sense, 436.
Chaitanya, consciousness, 202.

Chodand, Vedic injunction, 196, 198,

205, 206, 209.

Jaiigama, movable things, 460.

Janmantariya, belonging to another

life, 432.
Jangala, arid, 459.
Jinendradharma, the religion of the

Jinendra, 425.
Jine^in, Lord Jina, 196.

Jiva, soul, 206.

Jaimini, 203.

Jfia, knowing, 207.

Jiiasvabhava, whose very nature is

knowing, 201, 205.

Jfiana, knowledge (ofthe Atma), 160,

164.

Jnanavaraiia, hindrance to knowledge,

206.

Jneya, knowable, 207.

Jyotirvid, an astronomer, 203.

Jhampa and jhamp^, springing, leap-

ing, 495-
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^ytanch, to contract, 514.
Tattvarthas&stra, 195.

Tandra, weary, 477.
Tapasvini, female ascetic, 438.

Tapu, cup (?), caldron (?), 481 seq.

Tamas, darkness, 165.

Tarimi, a youthful woman, 430.
T^pasagama, Scriptures of the recluses,

426.

Tara, high (voice in music), 431.

Tala, time (in music) ; talas trutati,

the time is broken, 433.
Talaraksha, observing of time, 434.
Tithi, lunar day, 203.

Tlrthakrit, founder of a religious sect,

187/
Tumba, "a milk-pail," 481.

Trid, to split, break, 471.
Tauryatrika, the triad of music, song

and dance (read tauryatrikapurusha-

nam (?)), 433.
Trayivid, follower of the Yeda, 191.

Xra.'^nrenu, atom of dust in a sunbeam,

460.

Triparnavitika, pieces of the areca-nut

and other spices rolled up in three

betel-leaves (?), 432.
Tristhanaka, of the three modulations

of the voice (mandra, madhya, tara),

431-
Daksha, intelligence, 406.

Damani, a rope for tying cattle, 494.
Dardhya, sloth, 477.
Divaukas, celestial being, 187.

Divya, heavenly, 187.

^dt, to spend, waste, 493,
^dul, to swing, 507.
Diira, distant, 187, 195, 196, 198,

203, 212.

Devakula, temple, 440.
Devata, gods, 203.

Devagama, the attendance of the gods,

187.

Dola, a swing, 507.
Dosha, defect, 187.

Draksha, grape, 443.
Dvijati, a Brahman, 443.
Dvricha, pair of verses, 417.
Dhanva, dull, 476.
^^dhar, to weigh, 468.
Dharmadharma, virtue and vice, 191.

;^dhma, to blow, 497.

^ydhvams, 498 ; dhvams with apa,

469.
Dhvamksha, a crow, 498.

Naktamchara, animal moving at night

(such as cats, owls, and rats), 202,

203.

Nakshatra, constellation, 203.

Nakshatradarsa, astronomer, 299.

Nabhoyana, moving in the air, 187/
Nayanataraka, pupil in the eye, 206.

Narakesarin, man-lion (Vishnu-Ava-

tara), 426.

ISTartaki, a female dancer, 432.

Nada, music, 431, 432.

Narasimha, man-lion (Vishnu), 425.

N^racha, an iron arrow, 445.
IN^asaputa, nostril, 434.
Mketana, house, 480.

E'igada, a chain, 511.

IS'igal, to fall down, 514,
Niddana, digging up weeds, 472.
jS'in&da, sound, 433.
Niratanka, free from fear, 430.
Niramaya, healthy, 430.
]^irdosha, free from defects, 187.

Nirmadayati, to wash, 482.

^NTivesa, putting in of a word, 417.

ISTira, water, 434.
Nilakantha, S'iva, 440.
Nlipura, anklet, 432.
Nrigh^taka, a murderer, 439.
Nrityagttavadyasilpavidya, the fine

arts, 299.

Pakshavyapaka, inherent in the minor

premise, 198.

Pakshikrita, made the subject of the

minor premise, 196.

Pahka, pond, 436.
Paiichatvarh gam, to die, 444.
Patahaghosha, public announcement

by the sound of a kettledrum, 441.

Panyavithika, a shop, 439.
Patita, fallen away from caste, 426

seq.

Padmavati, N. of a queen, 430.

Padminijati, a woman of the Padmini

class (first of the four classes into

which women are divided in Hindu
erotical science), 430.

Paramanu, atom, 196, 460.

Paramayus, long-lived, 430.

Parichchhitti, definite knowledge, 198.
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Parin^mav^da, theory of evolution

(from Brahma), 163. (Should it

not be mayavada 1)

Paribhava, insult, 432.

Parokshatva, the being imperceptible

to the senses, 199.

Pa8chattS,pa, repentance, 444.
P^tava, acuteness, 202.

Padagh^ta, a kick, 443.
Panaka, water-i)ot, 481.

Pi^una, calumniator, 431.

Punnaga, 499.
Pur, fortresse, 405.
Puruslia, the Person, the unchangeable

divine essence, 158, 160, 161, 162,

163.

Piishpabatuka, a gallant, 431.

Pushpavati, N. of a town, 430, 431.

Pritana, battle, 533.
Prithu, boar, 425.
PrajM, intelligence, 203, 209.

Pranita, see hlha-pranita,

Pratijiiamatra, a gratuitous assertion,

193-

Prativadin, the Mim^ihsaka, 199.

Pratihara, janitor, 433.
Pratyaksha, directly perceived, 187,

195, 196.

Pratyaksha, perception, 189, 196,

198, 202.

Pratyaiiga, (fifty-six) secondary mem-
bers of the body, 458.

Pratyas^vidhura, suffering hopeless

separation from a lover, 436.

Pratyasatti, proximity, 202, 206.

Pratyuttara, answer, reply, 440.

Prath, with vya, 470 ; see aprathayati.

Pratha, fame, renown, 492.
Pranashta, lost, 426 seq.

Pral)hS,karadarsana, the teaching of

Prabhakara, 198.

Pramana (shat), six kinds of proof,

196, 198, 202.

Praniatri, the knowing subject, 198.

Pramada, carelessness, 436,
Pramiti-(kriya), action of cognition,

198, 199.

Prameyatva, cognisability, 195, 196,

198.

Prayasa, effort, 432.
Pravrajita, one who has renounced

the world, 426 seq.

Prasiddha, evidence, 187.

Praliei^aka, a present of food, 496.
Prahelaka, a present of food, 496.
Pranta, border, 501.
Praudha, a bold woman, advanced in

youth, 430.
Plia, idle talk, 469, 513.
Plialajnana, knowledge obtained

through the result of perception,

198, 199, 200.

Pha (Nom. i^liHs), idle talk, 469, 513.
Phi, idle talk, a wicked person, 469,

513-
Phu, idle talk, 513.
Balaka, 431.
Bahirantarmalaksha3'a, removal of ex-

ternal and internal dross, 187.

Bah is, external, 187.

Balabhasha, language of ordinary

characters in the drama, 310.
Bal^, a young girl, 430.
Buddhi, intellect, 160.

^s/bul, bolaj'ati, to dip, dive, sink,

516.

Brihaspati, teacher of the gods, 431.
Brahman, the highest immortal, 163.

Brahnianahatya, murder of a Brah-

man, 444.
Bhagavat, the Lord (Jina), 189.

Bhatta, Kum^rila, 199, 210, 212.

Bharataputrah, sons of Bharata, i.e.,

actors, 305.
Bharatadisastravettri, a knower of the

science of dramatic art, 433.
Bhalla, bear, 466.

Bhava, K of S'iva, 440.

Bhavabhrit, an ordinary person, 189 :

bhavabhritam prabhuh. Lord of

men (Arhan), 205.

Bhavabhritsam^nya, generality of

mankind, 189.

Bhavani, wife of S'iva, 440.

Bhavitavyata, inevitable necessity,

fate, 435.
Bhrig^siddham, partly improved, 198.

Bhava, bhavaka, Bhavayos (actors),

305-
Bhashyakara, author of the Mim^msa-

bhashya, 198.

Bhasa = goshtha, 513.

Bhishaj, physician, 299.

Bhiina, S^iva, 440.
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Bhilmisayana, lying on the ground,

438.
Bhogavilasini, 441.
Bhogtndra, lord of the serpents, 423.
Bhrariis with apa, 469.
Bhrashta, fallen off from Br^hmanical

religion, 257.
Makaradhvajn, epithet of the god of

love, 431, 435.
Mandanakara, adorninj 423.
Mata, tenet, 206.

Matsya, fish (Avatara), 426.
Madira, wine, 202, 206.

Madyapa, a drunkard, 442.
Madliya, middle (voice, in music),

43
1;

Mantrarthavada, explanatory passage

in the Veda, 190.

Mandajnana, of dull intellect, 209.

Mandabhagya, unfortunate, 435.
Mandara, Mount Mandara, 196.

Mandra, deep (voice), 431.
Manmatha, god of love, 431.
Martya, mortal, 533.
Malayaja, sandal, 434.
Mallayuddha, a pugilistic encounter,

467.
Mastaka, head, 434.
Mahadeva, N. of S'iva, 440.
Mahesa, S'iva, 431.
Mahodaya, excellence, 187.

Magadha, bard, 299.
MMhavanala, N. of a sage, 431 seqq.

Mayavin, juggler, 187.

Mithyaikanta, heretical doctrine, 196.

Mina, fish, 425.
Mimamsaka, the IMimamsaka (Kuma-

rila), 204, 206.

Mukuta, a crest, 471, 516.

Mushtidyuta, the game of odd or even,

513-
MMa, foundation (of an argument),

190, 201.

Miilavarjita, unfounded, 190.

Mrinala, lotus-fibre, 432.
Mrita, dead, 533.
Mridanga, a drum, 433.
Mekhal^, girdle, 380.

Medha, memory, 203, 209.

Moksha, deliverance, 165.

Moha, stupor, 201 seq.^ 206.

Mauli, top-knot of hair, 470, 516.

^/mla, to fade, 509 seq.

Mlana, fading, 472.
Yajnopavita, sacred thread, 380.
Yavanamaya, perverted to Muham-

medanism, 257.
Yamint, night, 436.
Yukti, reason, 187.

Yogyata, fitness, 206.

Rajas, passion, 165.

Rati, goddess of love, 432.
Ratnakara, jewel-mine, ocean, 432.
Vrad, 511.

Rambha, a plantain tree, 432.
Rambhoru, having thighs as full as a

plantain tree, 438.
Rasayana, life elixir, 442.
RagMimat, endowed with love and

other passions, 187.

;^rish, to hurt, kill, 509.
^ri, to howl, 515.
^^ri^li, to melt, 515.
Rudra, 440.

Vrdksh, 468.

Ruksha, rough, 502.

^rlish, to adorn, 499.
Romantha, ruminating, 473.
^lafig, to limp, 5 1 6.

Langhana, transgres.<ing, 209.

Lavanyanidhanailitlrti, the embodi-
ment of the treasure-house of love-

liness, 433.
Liiiga, sign, 189.

Lila, grace, skill, 500.

^lud, to adhere, 491.
^lunth, to plunder, 498,
Lfiksha, see ruksha.

.yiiish, to adorn, 499.
Luha, rough, coarse, 503.
Li^ha-pranita, coarse and dainty food,

503-
Lekhana, a letter, 439.
Varaka, adulterateil, impure, low, 481.

Varjanakari riddhih, 480.
Vartamana, present, 206.

Vardhra, leather, 467, 515.
Vallabha, beloved, 431.
Vasudeva, S'iva, 440.
V^chata, talkative, 469, 515.
Vadin, the speaker (Jaina), 199.
Vanara, monkey, 422.

Yamana, dwarf, 425, 426.
Vayana, a kind of sweetmeat, 496.
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V^yanaka, a kind of pastry, 496.
Varaka, a water-pot, 481 «ery.

Vart, a water-pot, 481.

Valuka, sand, 442.

Vasava, ludra, 432.
Vikalpa, option, 416.

Vikalpajnana, uncertain knowledge,

206.

Vikala, evening, 471, 516.

Vikraniaditya, 438.se^^/., 443 ser/7., 446.

Viklava, agitated, 471, 515.
Vigraha, body, 187.

Vidyadhari, a demi-goddess, 433.
Vinoda, diversion, 431.
Viprakarsha, remoteness, 202, 206.

Vibhiiti, sign of glory, 187.

Vimajjana, discussion, 478.

Virala, thin, 515.

Virahint, a woman separated from her

lover, 440.
Virodha, difference, 187.

Yilaiighana, transgression, out-doing,

209.

Vivara, a (mere) hole, 434.
Vina, lute, 431.
Vidhra, clear, bright, 467, 515.
Viryantaraya, hindrance to power, 209.

Vriddha, an old woman, 430.
Vrisha, a rat, 483.
Vrishabhanka, ep. of S'iva, 440.
Vetala, a kind of ghost, 444.
Veda, the Vedas, 203.

Vedhas, Brahman, 436 ; S'iva, 440.

;^vell, to roll about, 470.
Vesya, a courtezan, 441,

A^'aikalya, deficiency, 516.

Vaisvadeva, the offering to the Visve

Devas, 439.
Vyanjanaparyaya (T), 206, 208.

Vyatireka, negative judgment, 196.

Vyavasthita vikalpa, -an option where
one course is to be followed by one

class of men and the other by
another, 416, 418.

Vyakarana, grammar, 203.

Vyamoha, delusion, 191 ; stupor, 206
seq.

Vyala, a thief, a snake, 471, 516.

Vyoman, heaven, 209.

S'akalikri, to reduce to chips, 475 seq.

S'ankhini, a particular class of women
(aee padminijati), 430.

S'abara, S'abarasvarain, 198 seq.

S'anibftka, a bivalve shell, 432.
S'astra, Jaina scriptures, 187; sciences,

203.

S^iva, 440.
S'ivalaya, house of S'iva, 440.
^su(m)bh, to hurt, to injure, 491.
S'rihkhala, chain, 475.
S'ailfisha, actor, 299.

S'masana, cemetery, 479.
S'masru, beard, 471.
S'vetavesha, a white garment, 438.
Samvara, the stopping of the Asravas,

506.

Saihvedana, manifestation, 199.
Saiiisarasagara, the ocean of worldly

life, 432.
Sariisarijana, ordinary mortals, 189.

yamskritavach, Sanskrit language, 434.
Sarhkalika, chain, 473 seqq.

Saihkalika-churna, "shavings," 473.
Saiiigtta, singing accompanied by

music and dancing, 434.
Sachitta, intelligent, 422.

Sachchid-ananda, the true, the intelli-

gent, the hajip}', 161, 163.

Sat, being, 161.

Satalam, observing time (in dancing),

434.
Sattva, goodness, 165.

Satya, real, 187.

Satyam, the true, 164.

Sabha, council, 431.

Sabhachara, gambler (?), 299.
Samaksha, samakshata, perception,

196.

Saniava, teachings (of various schools),

187.

Samasya, part of a stanza to be com-
pleted by another person, 438 sef^.

Sanianadhikaranya, relation of cause

and effect, 194.

Samiti, the five Samitis in Jaina ter-

minology, 504 seqq.

Sanibhavyavyabhicharit^, exception to

the rule, 204.

Sarvajfia, omniscient being, 189, 190,

193, 201, 205.

Sarvajnata, -tva, omniscience, 193,

207.

Sarvajnasailisthiti, existence of an
omniscient being, 187.
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Saiiinipatika, diseases coming from
a complicated state of tlie three

humors of the body, 460.

Sahajika, inborn, natural, 439.
Sahasaiika, epithet of Vikramdditya,

Sahitya, literary composition, 434.
Sindtira, N. of a tree, 467.
Sudha, nectar, 443.
y^sumbh, 491.

Stikara, boar, 425 seq.

Stikshma, minute, 187, 195, 196, 198,

203, 210, 212,

Stita, charioteer, 299.
Saurabha, fragrance, 434.
Strtloka, womankind, 442.
Strthatya, murder of a woman, 444.
Sthavi, a weaver, 471, 514.
Stha with upa, to adore, 422.

Sthana = pratyaiiga, 458.

Sthavara, immovable things, 460.

Sthtirin, a pack-horse, 467, 514.
Smrita, "circumspect," 506.

Smriti, 504 seqq.

Srastara, a couch, 516.

Svabhava, one's own nature, 209.

vSvarga, heaven, 203.

Svastha, consistent, 206.

Svabhavika, natural, 209.

Harfisa, flamingo, 438.
Harina, antelope, 431.
Hari-Hara, Vishnu and S'iva, 441.
Hastinl, a particular class of wom

(see padminijati), 430.
Hindola, a swing, 472, 507.
Himakaramauli, wearing the moc

diadem, i.e., S'iva, 432.
Hiranyagarbha, 189.

Hetn, svahetubhyah, by proper meai

187.

PALI.

Achchha, bear, 466.

Achchhabhalla, wild bear, 466.

Ajjhatta = adhyatmam, 514.

Atthi-karhkala, and -kamkala,skeleton,

474, 475-
Atthi-samkhalika, skeleton, 474 stg-.

Atthi-sarhghata, ribs, 474 seq.

Atthi-saihgh^tika, a heap of bones,

474-
Addita, hurt, 489.
Atandita, unwearied, 477.
Atikanima, the outdoing, 348.
Atthakatha, story of an episode, in

explanation of a gdtha, 344 seq.

Addita, hurt, 489.
Anagariy^, homeless life, 347.
Anumajjati, to touch, 478.
Anumajjana, consideration, investiga-

tion, or handling, 478.
Anussarati, to remember, 342.
Anelaka, faultless, unspotted, 508.
Appita, fastened, fixed, fitted, 489.
Ambila = amla, 472, 509.
Aratiratisaha, 503.
Avakaddhati, to remove, 494 note 2.

Avajjhyati = ava-dhya, 478.

Avijjayoga, bond of ignorance,
3;

note 2.

Asita, sickle, 471, 510.

Akhy^na, story in mixed prose ai

^ verse,_345.

Amajjati, 478 seq.

Araddhaviriyo, strenuous in effo;

. 342.
Arammanam, a basic idea, 359.
Alarika, a cook, 490.
Avajjati, to meditate, consider, 4;

seq.

Avajjana, meditation, consideratio

478 seq.

Avajjana-manta, " the spell for co

quering the earth," 480.

Avajjeti, to bend, 480.

Avattati parivattati, to roll about (

the ground, 512.

Avinchhana-rajjii, 486.

Avinjana-rajji], 486.

Avinjana, dragging, 486.

Avita, see avuta.

Avuta, guarded, enclosed, 489.
Asiiiisa, wish, hope, 496.
Ikka = ikkha, bear, 466, 471, 515.
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Ikkhana, a fortune-teller, 471.

Ichchhita, 467.

Ittara, poor, 472, 515.

Iddhimanta, gifted with the higher

powers, 342.

111!, a woodman or hunter's knife (?),

472, 5^5-

Tssa, bear, 466, 483.
Isa, stalk, 499.
Ukkaiiiseti = ut-karshayati, 494.
Uddeti, to lay a trap, set a snare, cast

a net, 470, 493.
Ulumpa, a raft, 468, 490, 499.
Udaka-tumba, "water-pot," 481.

Udagga, high, elated, 499.
Udda, otter, 497.
Uddosita, stable, 471.

Uddha for ubbha, 469.

Uddhana, an oven, 472, 506.

Uddhumata, bloAvn up, swollen, 497.
Undura, a rat, 507.

Upajjha = upadhyaya, 488.

Uposatha, a fast, 488.

Ubbharana = uddharana, 508.

Ussitta, emptied, 498.
Elaka,, a threshold, 473, 515.
= ava, 471.

Okkassa, 494.
Oddeti, see uddeti.

Odheti — avadhayati, 507.

Opilapeti from avaplu, 517.

^ykarhs = karsh, 494.
Kattari, scissors, shears, 509.

Kappeti, to cut, 468, 494.
Kammatthana, subject of meditation,

364-

Karamara. a servant or slave taken in

war, 488.

Kalyanaraitta, precious friend, 353.
^kass = karsh, 494.
Kassapa, tortoise, 467.
Ivamayoga, bond of lust, 355 note 2.

Ivujjhati, krudhyati, 514.

Kumbhaka, a mast, 468, 513.

Kurura, cruel, 467.
Kocha, mail, 471,
Krilapeti, causal verb from krid,

477-
Krilapanaka, fern, -nika, playmate,

477.
Khippabhifino, swift to gain insight,

342.

Khtna-vyappatha, " harsh spoken " or

"defamer," 492.
Khuda = kshudha, 477.
Gatha, verse, psalm, 344, 345.
Ghariisati, 494.
Ghammati, 495.
Chavati = chyu, 487.
Chullapanthaka, 476.
Chilla, little, mean, 476.
Cheta, boy, slave, 469, 500.

Chokkha, see vokkha.
Jamma, vile, 421.

Jh^na, trance, 364.
Jhayin, })ractised in meditation, 342.
]Sfataparinna, " analytical knowledge,"

365-
Tikka, sharp, tikshna, 471.

Ttranaparinna, " discriminating know-
ledge," 365.

Tumba, a mendicant's waterpot, 481.

Th^ipa, sthupa, 480.

Dandha, dull, 476 seq.

Dandhati, dandhayati, to be slow,

477 note.

Dalidda, poor, 477.
Ditthiyoga, bond of wrong views, 355

note 2.

Dindiraa, a drum, 480 note 4.

Dibbachakkhuka, having the gift of

the higher insight, 342.

Pukkham, sorrow, 348.
Dukkhasamuppado, uprisingof sorrow,

348.
Dhanka = dhankha, a crow, 498.

Dbanita, strong ; aspirated consonants

471, 482 seq.

Dhammakathika, preaching, 342.

Dhuniti, to shake off, 501.

Xigala, a chain, 511.

JSTiddhapita, expelled, put out, re-

moved, 497.
Nibbapita, 497.
Nirodhasamapatti, "trance of cessa-

tion," 365.
Nillachchhati, to deprive of the marks

of virility, 488.

Xisumbhati, 491.

Pachchantavisaya, 502.

Panita, dressed, cooked, delicate, 503
seq.

Panta, (i) border, (2) remote, distant,

5o'-
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Parivattati, see avattati.

Pahina, 496.
Pahenaka, 496.
Pada-puiichiianl, a foot-towel, 486.
Pileti, to press, 510.

Punchhati, to sweep, wipe, 486.

Pubbenivasa, former state of existence,

342.

Piissaka, a big barncock, a bragger,

469, 513-
Ph^suM, rib, 474.
Phasulika, rib, 474.
Baddha, leather, 467, 515.
Babbha = vardhra, 469.
Bala = vyala, 516.

Bimbohana = bimbopadhaiia,479, 506.

Bujjhaka = viijjhaka, fighting, 484.
Bhavayoga, bond of, i.e., desire of

future existence, 355 note 2.

Maiiiku, bad, 479.
Majjati, to be intoxicated, 479.
Malla-vujjha, a pugilistic encounter,

467.
Mahapanno, great in wisdom, 342.
Mahabhiiinapatto, having attained to

the five great gifts, 342.
Milayati, to fade, 480 note 2, 509.
Mukka = mukta, released, 489.
Mutta, see Mukka.
Muduka = mriduka, 491 note i.

Moli, top-knot of hair, 470, 516.

Rattannu, being of great experience,

342.

Lakkha, mark, 488.

Lakkhanapafiha, question regarding

definitions, 521.

Lancha, mark, 488.

Lilha, grace, 500.

L^kha, rough, coarse, 503.
Ltikhachivaradhara, wearing the rough

garment, 342.
Luha, rough, coarse (food), 502.
Lokiya-samadhi, worldly meditation,

364-
Lokuttara-saniadhi, supernatural medi-

tation, 364.
Vagga, bewildered, 471.
Vaddha, vaddhaka, a leather strap,

467, 515-
Vaddhamaya, of leather, 515.
Varaka, see varaka.

Yachanaka, a present, 496.
Vala, a snake, 471.
Varaka, a pot, 481.

Viddha, bright, clear (sky), 467, 5
Vinayadhara, carrying on the tradit

of the canon law, 342.
Vimajjana, discussion, 478.
Vimatichchhedanapanha,questiona

ing at dispelling of doubt, 521.
Viyagga, bewildered, 471.
Vivatta-chchhadda, epithet of Budd

504.
Vimariisa = mimams^, 479.
Vujjhaka, fighting, 467, 484.
Vutthanagamini patipada, " turn

away procedure," 365.

Vuyhati, to bear, carry, 484.
Vekalla, deficiency, 516.

Vedhati, to tremble, 485.
Veluriya = vaidurya, 490.
Vokkha, clean, 517.
Vyappatha, a word, fame, 470, 49:
Sakalika, a splinter, or chip of W(

or stone, 475.
Samkalana, 476.
Samkalita, 476.
Saihkhata = saiiiskrita, 505.
Samkhalika, chain, 476.
Samghataka, frame, skeleton, 474 i

Saiinameti, from sam + yam, 470.
Sata = smrita, 504.

Sati = smriti, 504.

Satipatthana, 506.

Satima, 504.

Saddhadhimutto, earnest in faith, 3
Santhara, bed, couch, 516.

Samunchhaka, gleaning, 468, 486.

Samuiichhanl, a broom, 467, 486.

Sampajanakarin, in full presence

mind, 506.

Sam-pha, idle talk, 469, 513.

Sammajjani, 486.

Sammuiijani, a broom, 467, 486.

Sammuti = smriti, 504.

Sakhamiga, monkey, 421.

Sithila, weak, 471, 482; unaspira

consonants, 483.
Slvathika, 479.
>ysumbh, 491.

Susana, cemetery, 479.
Sotthi-vachaka, 496.
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A-aiiikha, without love or desire, 488.

Aaranakuvia, in anger without reason,

431-

Ai-riihpa = atilii)a, 511.

Aisisira, very cold, 436.

Akittl, bad fame, 442.

Akkusai, to go, 494.
Akkhai, to praise, 433, 452.

Agghavai", to fill, satiate, 472, 508.

Agghadai, to Ull, satiate, 472, 508.

AgghS,na, satisfied, 472, 508.

Amga-vaddhana, dropsy, 514.

Amgutthi, a veil, 472, 499, 508.

Aihgumai', to fill, 472, 507, 508.

Achchha, bear, 466.

Achchhigharnlla, hateful, 467, 514.

Achchhi-vi(y)achchhi, mutual attrac-

tion, 468, 486.

Achchhi-harulla, and -barilla, hateful,

514.

Achchunha, very hot, 436.

Ajjhavasia, nivapitam mukhani, 514.

Ajjhaya = adhyaya, 488.

Ajjhelli, from dha, to suck, 5 1 o.

Amch, to drag. 468, 485 seq.

Amchhavei* = akarshayati, 485.

Aihchhia, akrishta, 468, 485.

Ada-, sub, minor, 473, 495.
Ada-ujjhai, to play the hero, 495.
Ada-khammai, to follow, look after,

495-
Anachchhai, to drag, 468, 485 ^eq.

Anachchhiara, achchhinna, 514.

Anappa, khadga, 514.

Ana-rama(k)a, 514.

Ana-rikka, busy, 490.
Anahappannya, anashta, 514.

Anilla, daybreak, 508.

Anualla, dawn, 508.

Anudavi, dawn, 508.

Anolaya, dawn, 508.

Annaia, tripta, 514.
Aimatti = ajfiapti, 510.

Ati-rimpa, see ai-riilipa.

Atthuda, light (asthAla), 467, 514.

Addana, and addanna, akula, 489.

Anuvajjai, to follow, 495.
Anekajjha, chanchala, 514.

Aihta, a poor state, 501.

Apadichchhara, stupid, 514.
Appajjha, atmavafia, 514.
Appati, to give, 435.
Appahai = samdi.s, 492.
Appahiya, pointed out, shown. 492.
Appahei, to teach, to show, 470, 492.
Abbhayatta = pratyagata, 509.
Abbhidiya, united, joined, 480.
Arhbetti, the game of odd or even,

513-
Ammanu-aihchi-aiii, following, 487.
Ammai-a, anumargagamini, 514.
Ayataihchia, apachita, m^riisala, 514.
Arairaisaha, 503.
Arasia, a man without taste, 433.
Arasenia = nose-rope 1 494.
Alamariijula, idle, 491.
Alampa, a cock, 468, 5 it.

Allatta-palatta, parsvaparivartana, 5 1

1

seq.

Alli-ai, alivati, 470.
Allina pallina, '"stiff and motionless,"

512-

Ava-akkhia, nivapitaili mukham, 514.
Ava-achchhai, hl^date, hladayati, 514.
Ava-achchia, see ayataihchia, and ava-

akkhia.

Avakfisini, nose-rope of a bullock,

494.
Avagada, vistirna, 514.

Avajjhaya for upadhyaya, 488.

Avadahia = utkrushta, 490.

Avadia, khinna, 470, 493.
Avadt, to fly down, 493.
Avanna = ava-jiia, 510.

Avattaya, unsteady, 510.

Ava-pasai = passati, 492.
Avapusia, saiiighatita, 486,

Avayana = avadana = akarsliana - raj ju,

494.
Ava-yasai, to embrace, 494 note i,

509-

Avayasini, nose-rope (of a bullock),

494.
Ava-rikka, busy, 490.

Avaruriidana, embrace, 491.
Avaruriidia, parirambha, 490 seq.
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Avahai = rach, 507.
Ava-hattliia, abandoned, 469.
Avahavai, see ohavai.

Avahavei, to compassionate, 507.
Avahasint, nose-rope of a bullock, 494.
Avabea, to be pitied, 507.
Avahei = rachayati, 507.
Asia, sickle, 471, 510.

Aliiddaya, tormented, 488 seq.

Ahineiiiai = abhiremai, 508.

Ahi-pachcliuai, to take, to come, 487.
Ahipachchuiam, following, 487.
Ahiremai, to fill, 472.
Ahilariikhai, to desire, 487.
Aliisaya, akranta, 514.
A alia, roga, 512 note 2.

A-igghai - aj ighrati, 515.
A-imchhai, karsh, 485 seq.

Akasai = akarshati, 494.
A^-guttht, a veil, 472.
-Ada, -ala, causals in, 473.
Amiiraja, "one going to tlie root of

^ the matter" {% 514.
Amela, a garland, 480 note i.

Amoda, matted hair, 471, 516.

Amoraja, viseshajna, 514.

Ayaihchbai, karsh, 485.
Ayajjhai, to tremble, 485.
Aradia, crying, 469, 490, 516.

Aramblii(k)a, a florist, 468, 513.
Aradi, crying, 469, 516.

A-roggia, bhukta, 473, 516.

Alamkia, khanjlkrita, 516.

Alamba, an umbrella, 513.
Aliyai = adiyati, 470.
Alumkhai, to touch, 487.

Avi-ajjha, a newly married woman,

. 488.

Aviya, pierced, stitched, 489.
Avela, a garland, 480 note i.

Asamghai, to desire (asams), 496.
Asamgha, wish, 496.
Asa, hope, 444.
Ahai, to desire, 496.

Ikkana, a thief, 471, 515.
Imgliia, ghrata, 515.
Ill, a kind of blade set in a stock for

cutting vegetables, 515.
Irava, elephant, 515.
Ilia, poor, 472, 515.
Ilia, a sickle, or a hunter's knife (?),

472, 515-

-Ilia, -illi, Prakrit suffixes, 473.
nil, an umbrella, 515.
Illira, an umbrella, 515.
Ultra, house door, 473, 515.
Issa = isa, stalk, 499.
Isa, stalk, 499,
Isa-a = issaka, bear, 483.
Isia, vasayita, 467.
Uaara, benefit, 434.
Ukkasai = utkarshati, 494.
Ukkusai, to go, 494.
Ukkola, 507.
Ukkosa, 494.
Ukkosia, 494.
Ukkhandai, utkrand, 509.
Uggahai, rach, 508.

Ugghusai, 494.
Ujjhamana, flight, 495.
Uddiya-pasa, beset with snares, 45

493-
Unha, hot season, 436.
Uttariipia = khinna, 49 1.

Uttammia, 491.
Utthala patthalla, topsy-turvy, 512.

Utthalla, 512.

Utthallai = parivartati, 512.

Udda, (i) jalam^nusha, (2) kakuc

497-.

Uddariya, 490.
Uddana, oven, fire-place, 472, 506.
Uddaliya, 490.
Uddhachchhia, nishiddha, 469, 513
Uddhachchhavi, visaiiivadita, 4^

513-
Uddhaiiita, blowing up, arising, 49'

Uddhavai, to roam at large, 469 seq

Uddhumai, to fill, 497.
Uddhumaia, extinguished (?), 497.
Uppalai, see upphalai.

Uppahala, longing, 492.
Uppuniya, winnowed, 498.
Upphala, a wicked person, 469, 51;-

Upphalai, to speak foolishly, 469, 51

Ubbha-a = sania, 480.

Ubbhavai, ram, 469, 508.

Ubbhavia, surata, 470.
Ubharala, hair, 437.
Umbhavia, surata, 470.
Um-machchha, 485.
Um-machchhai, vanchati, 485.
Um-machchhia, rushita, akula, 485.

Uratta, split open, 489 seq.
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Uru- for ud-, 473, 495.
Uru-millai, 495.
Urusolla, prerita, 473.
Uru-sollai, 495.
Uru-hiilia, 473.
Uland, to throw up or out, 498.

Ulu- for ud-, 473, 495.
Ulu-umdia, a demon, 473.
Ulu-kasia, 495.
Ulu-(g)niidia, praluthita, 495.
Ulu-gudia, a demon, 473.
Ulu-phuiiitia, viuipatita, prasanta,473,

495-
Ulu-hulia, dissatisfied, 473.
Ullukka, broken, 489.
Ullundai = virich, 498.
Ulllidlia = ud-rulha, 490.
Ulltlria, 490.

Uvahattha'i — samriracli, 509.

Uvahatthia = sajjita, 469.
Uvva, heat, 507.

Uvvahalam = autsukyam, dveshyam,

492.
Uvvunna, udvigna, 516.

Ussikka = utkshipta, 498.
Ussikkai, to loosen, to free, 498.
Ella, poor, 472.
0-alla, 512.

Ojjha, avoksha, clean (?), 517.
Ojjhamana, flight, 495.
Oddampia, 490.
Oddalai, 490.

Opiya = aropita, 489.
Opuniya, see uppuniya.

Oppa, polishing gems, 489.
Oppita = arpita, 489.
Oppuniya, see uppuniya.

Oratta, split, torn, 489 seq.

Oraiiipiya, (i) nashta, (2) akrauta,

490.
O-ruiiija, nastiti bhanitagarbha krida,

469, 510.

Orummai = udvati, 480, 495.
01ai = avalag, 516.

Oland, see uland.

Olundai = virich, 498.
OUaria, asleep, 471.
Oviya = aropita, 489.
Oviya, " parikarmmita," 489.
Osadilha, thrown down, 491.
Osumkhi(y)a, utprekshita, 468, 487.
Osuddha, thrown down, 491.

Ohamia, weighed, 468.

OhS,vai = akrani, 507.
Kakasai, vikasati, 495.
Kakkutta, utpatita, utkshii)ta, 496.
Kakkula, hot ashes, 507.
Kaiiichatiareha, Kanchanalekli£l, .437.

^kaddh = krish, 494.
Kadliina, hard, 437.
Kamd{lra = kaddura, 491.
Kaiina, karna, 435.
Kaijha, krishna, 435.
Katt&ri, shears, 472, 509.
Kariidara, a pit, cavern, glen, 493.
Kamniai, to cut, 468, 494 seq.

Kammavai = upabhuj, 468, 495.
Kammasariagaiii, "body of Karma,"

500.
_

Ka-raiiijai, to break, 511,

Karamari, a woman carried off by force,

488.

Karavirakusuma, Karavlra flower,

441.
Kaliiiiba, a dead body, 499 note 3.

Kas = krish, 494.
KS,iilla, a crane, 491.
Kaga, crow, 443.
Kadulla, a crane, 491.
Kalindi, N. of a river, 435.
Kirimirl, see karamari.

Ktlavana, playmate, 477.
Ku = vi, 495.
Kujjharia, full, 495.
Kundakali, jessamine-flower, 437.
Kummana, fading, 472, 509.
Kuraiigan^ho, prince of gazelles,

435-
Kurukurita, 473.
Kuruda, cruel, 467, 491, 514.
Kurumana, fading, 472, 509.
Kulunchai, vilunchati, 495.
Kus = krish, 494.
KM or ktil, to burn, 507.
Koilarava, having a voice :>s sweet as

that of a nightingale, 437.
Ko(k)asaiL, vikasati, 495.
Kokkasia, 495.
Kojjharia, full, 495.
Khaa, destruction, 442.

Khammai, to go, 495.
Khala, rascal, 431.

Khavalia, angry, 471, 515.

Khuddai, to sport (ram), 470.
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Khuddia = surata, 508.

Khutta, from khan, 497.
Khumpa, trinadimaya, 468, 510.

Khuha = kshudha, 477.
Khupa, see khumpa.
Khellai, to play, 467.

Gathita = granthita, 508.

^ganth = granth, 508.

Ganthita = granthita, 508.

Gamdhelli, madhumakshika, 513.
Gabbhonnaa, having a flexible body,

441.

Galai, saihghat, 511.

Gayia, song, 433.
G&ha, gatha, 431 seqq.

Giya, song, 434.
Guntha, adhama-haya, 469, 513.

Gutthaiiida, the bird bhasa, 468, 513.

Gumai, to fill, 472.
Gumila, full, 472.

Genthuka, a cloth tied in a knot over

the breast, 509.

Genda, see genthuka.

GSthigumphia, vround up in a knot

(gethi = granthi), 440, 452.

Go-aihta, gocharanah, 513.

Ghamsai, 494.
Ghara, house, 431.

Ghasai, 494.
Ghasai, 494.
Ghis, form of ^/ghas, 494.
Ghunaa, worm, 433.
Ghus, form of ^/ghas, 494.
Ghusalai, 494.
Cha-ai = chyu, 487.

Chailla, clever (vidagdha), 436, 452.

Chaiipasa, 494.
Chajjai, to give up, to lose, 435, 452.

Chandia, shining, 434.
Chappayavasaniva?n, water, lit. tlie

dwelling-place of the abode of the

bees, i.e. of the lotus, 437.

Chaluulai, spandati, 473.
Chirhcha-ai, 500.

Chiihchai, 500.

Chiriicha-i-a, adorned, 500.

Chiiiicha-ia, chalita, 500.

Chiiiichillai, 473, 500.

Chiddavia = nirnasita, 500.

Chilla, boy, slave, 469, 500.

Chilliya, shining (dipyamana), 473.
Chuttai, to give up, to lose, 435, 452.

Chuluchulai, 473.
Chuhai, to kiss, 443, 452.

Cheda, boy, slave, 469, 500.

Jadiya = khachita, 511.

Janaya, father, 435.
^jamp=jalp, 495.
Jaya, restrained, 505.

Jasa, fame, 440.

Jigghia, ghrata, 515.

Jiha, tongue, 440.

^jham, to go, 495.
Tiritillai, to roam about, 509.

phaihkha, a crow, 498.
Dhaiiikharasesa, name of a plant (?)

498 seq.

iSTimena, sthana, 481.

Tala-ariitaii, to roam about, 509.

Thagha = thaga, 512.

^thar, 512.

Tharakhai, 473.
Tharatharai, to tremble, shake, 512.

Tharaharai, see tharatharai.

^thal, 512.

Thaha = nilaya, 512.

Thiihpa = thippa from V^F^Pj 495-
^thur, 512.

^thul, 512.

ThuUa, parivartita. 512.

Thiina, horse, 467, 514.

ThUbha = sthiipa, 480.

Thiiri. a loom, 471, 514.

Thori, see th<iri.

Ditthi, sight, 440.

Dinaara, sun, 434.
Dujjana, bad man, 432.

Duv-vojjha, 484.

DUmai —- davayati, 480 note 3.

Dhariisadai = Skt. much, 498.

Dhaniyaih, strongly, much, 471, 482.

Dhaniyhain, very, 482.

Dhaniyakam for dhanitakam. 471.

Dhariidha = lajja, 477.
Dhanna, rich, 435.
Dhammasila, a virtuous man, 442.

Dhademti = prerayanti, 491.

Dhunai, to remove, 500 seq.

Dhuni, sound, 437.
Naihdia, the roaring of a lion, 490.

Navai = namati, 479.
Navaja, freshly produced, 433, 447.

Navata = namata, felt-cloth, 479.

Kavaneha, new love, 437.
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Navasiya = namasita, 479.
Nalaihpia = akrandita, 490.

Niania, digging up weeds, 472.

Nit-tiradia, trutita, 471, 511.

Nit-tiradt, nirantara, 471, 511.

Nid-dhadaviya, 491.
Niiiidint, digging up weeds, 472,

Nibhelana, house, 481.

Nimelana = nibhelana, 481.

Ni-rada, nashta, 511.

Nirasna, hopeless, 444.
Nirimka = nirikka, 515.
Nillunchhai, to trample (?), 487.

Nivahai, (i) pish, (2) nas, 485.
Nisuddha, thrown down, 491.
Nisumbhai, 491 seq.

Nihelana, house, 480.

Nt-raihjai, to break, 511.

Nilumchhai, to trample, 487.

Nelachchha, a eunuch, 487.
Neha, love, 441, 444,
Pa-alla, 512.

Paggai, and paiiigai, to seize (grab),

499-
Pachchhatavo, repentance, 437.
PaQhehhenaya = patheya, 484.

Pattana, town, 431.

Padi - ajjha - a = prati + upadliyaj^aka,

488.

Padi-ranjia, broken, 511.

Padisai, nas, 509.

Patthayana = patheya, 484.
Patthenaya = patheya, 484.
Pamta = pranita, 500 seq. ; mean, poor,

501 ; remote, out-of-the-way, 504.
Paihta-kula, " border family," i.e.

"mean family," 502.

Pabhalai, (i) plavayati, (2) chhadayati,

5^7-

Pamma, day lotus, 443.
Paya-punchhana, a broom, 486.

Parahuavania, female of the cuckoo,

443-
Pari-atta-lia, parichchhinna, 509,
Pari-aihtai, to embrace, 509.
Pari-alla, 512.

Parisai, nas, 509.

Palatta, see allatta-palatta.

Pavi-raihjai, to break, 511.

Pahallai, ghlirn, 512.

Pahademti = bhramayanti, 491.
Pahiya, traveller, 437.

Pridi-ajjha (?), 488.

Palappa, vipluta, 517.
Pasai = pasyati, 492.
Pahijja = patheya, 484.
Pahejja = patheya, 484.
Piamanusa, beloved one, 438.
Piaara, kindness, 443.
Pumsai, to rub, 467, 486, 499.
Punchhai, to rub, 486.

Pusai, to rub, 486.

Pussai, 467, 499.
Puhavt, earth, 432.
Pusa, pusaka, a parrot, 469, 5 1

3.

Pechchhenaya = patheya, 484.
Penda for pinda, 510.

Pendavai, prastha, 468, 510.

Perama, love, 435, 444.
Posotha, a fast, 488.

Phaifasai = phassai = phasai, visamvad,

469, 513-
Phusai, to rub, 486.

Badabadai, vilapati, 473.
Bappuda, base, 433.
Bibbovana, bibboyana = bimbopa-

dhana, 479, 506.

Bhakkha, food, 435.
Bharhgusa = mamgusa, 480.

Bhajja, wife, 436.

Bhania, speech, 433.
Bhimbhala = vihvala, 480.

Bhuanga, a serpent, 437.
Bhuru-kumdia, 473.
Bhuruhumdia = uddhfllita, 473.
Maihsu, beard, 471.

Maiidi, top-knot of hair, 470, 516.

Mamgula, bad, nasty, 479.
Maiiigusa = bhaihgusa, 479, 480.

Majjai, to consider, 479.
Majji(y)a = avalokitam pitaiii cha, 479.
Majjhaka, barber, 485.

Madavojjha, a litter, 484.

Mayanaraja, King Madana, the god of

love, 436.
Masana, cemetery, 441.

Massu, beard, 471.

Masurt, beard, 471.

Mahammya, power, 434.

Milaya(t)i, to fade, 509.

Misalai = vlsalai, to mix, 480.

Mukkuiiidi, a crest, 471, 516.

Mudumuda, matted hair, 471.

^riuumuiiida, matted hair, 471.

2 o
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Muha-kamala, lotus-face, 437, 439.
Muhamettaiii, moderation of mouth,

i.e. in regard to food, 493.
Moda, matted hair, 471, 516.

Yujjhai, to fight, 484 note 2.

Yovvana, youth, 436.

Ramjai, to break, 469, 511.

^rad, to cry, 469.
Rattakambala, a red cloth, 435.
Ramp (V), to cut, break, 490.
Raiiipai, takshnoti, 490.
Rayani, night, 440.
Rasavirasam, what is tasteful and not

tasteful, 433.
Rasalati, 499.
Raahaiiisa, flamingo, 442.

Raulam, palace, 431.
;y^rad, to cook, 490.

Rikka, empty, 489.

Rikka, stoka, 490,
Rikkia, satita, 489.

Ritta, empty, 489.
Rittiidia, satita, 489.
Rimina, rodanasila, 515.
Ririta, lina, 515.
Rukkha = Mha, 502.

\/rug, 473-
Ruiiijai = rudyati, 469, 510.

Rumda, vipula, mukhara, 469, 510.

Reavai == rechayati, 498.
Reavia = kshanikrita, 498.
Reyaviya, emptied, 498.
Resi(t)a = chhinna, 509.
Rojjha^vrisha (?), 483. (But H. D.

vii. 12 explains rojjha not by vrisha,

but by risya, a white-footed he-

antelope.)

RosMa, 499.
Rosanai, to rub, polish, 467, 499.
Rosaniya, polished, 499.
Rosala, 499.
Rohi-a = rojjha, 484.

fJ\dX = lut, to roll upon the ground (1),

511 seq.

^land, 498.
Lalampia, akrandita, 490.
Lilai, 500.

,^lumd, to plunder, 498.
Lukkha, rough, coarse, 502.

Luiiichhai, karsh, 468, 487.
Luha, rough, 487.

Luhai, karsh, 487.

Liisai, to attack, 499.
Luha, rough, coarse, 502.

Ltihiya, rubbed dry, 487.
Vakkala, bark, 433.
Vaggo-a, ichneumon, 479.
Yachchai, to deceive, 488.

^ajja> (i) thunderbolt, (2) diamond

437.
Yajjai, to consider, 479.
Yajjia = avalokita, 479.
Yaiiijara, a cat, 479.
Yadakaruna, benevolence, 437.
Vaddha-i-a, shoemaker, 467.

Vappura, see bappuda, 447.
Ya = mla, to fade, 480 note i.

Yayana, a present of food, 496.

Yayanaya, a present of food, 496.

Yayada, a parrot, 469, 515.

Yari-a, a barber, 481.

Yavonaya, vikirna, 516.

Yaha, hunter, 435.
Yiala, thief, 471, 516.

Viala, evening twilight, 471, 516.

Yi-uria, nashta, 490 and note i,

Yi-ola, avigna, 471, 515.
Yiggova, vyakulabhava, 515.
Yiggovitta = vigopya, 5 1 5.

Yidda = vrtda, 513.

Yitabhi = vitapin, 480.

Yitavl = vitapin, 480.

Yidurai, 472.
Yiddamdia, nashta, 490.
Yidduna = vriduna, 513.

Yippimdia = vipidita, 468, 490, 510.

Yiyatta-chhauma, epithet of Arhats,

504.
Yirallai, tan, 515.
Yirallia. vistarita, 515.
Yiiikka, torn up, 489.
Yila-ia, (i) adhijya, (2) dina, 516.

Yilia = vridita, 513.
Yilumka, virtipa, 515.
Yiludipia, 490.
Yilla, clear, 467, 515.
Yisa, food, 442.
Yisamia = vismrita, 504 note.

Yihi, destiny, 437.
Yisalai, to mix, 479, 480.

Yujiha=:yujiha, fighting. 495.
^yvud, to sink, to be depressed, 516.

Yunna, frightened, 516.

Yubbhai, to bear, to carry, 484.
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Ve-adai, khach, 511.

Ve-adia, pratyupta, 511.

Vealla, mridu, 516.

Vealla, unfitness, deficiency, 516.

Ve-iddha, visamsthula, 485,

Vedhia = veshtita, 467, 515.

Veddiia-i-a, a shoemaker, 515.

Velanaya = vridanaka, 513.

Velulia = vaidurya, 490.

Vella, sport (vilasa), 470.

Vellai, to sport (ram), 470.

Vellia = veshtita, 467.

Veyadiya, joined, studded, 511.

Vesa, vessa, courtesan, 441 seq.

Vokkasai, 494.
Vojjai = vojjhaiL, to be afraid, 485.

Vojjha-a, fighting, 467, 484.

Vojjha-malla, wrestling, fighting, 467,

484.

Vojjhara, atita, 485.
Vobhisana, adulterated, impure, low,

481.

Samra-ia = nipishta, 490.
SaihliU, sporting, 442.
Sariikala, chain, 475.
Samkhaya = sarhskrita, 505.
Samkhuddai, to sport (ram), 470, 508.

Sainkhuddha, from sariikshubh, 496
seq.

Saihgalai =• saihghatate, 511.

Saihghadadamsin, having a right view

of matter, 505.
Samghayana, body, 505.
Sannattia, paritapita, 470, 510.

Sannamai, adriyate, 470, 510.

Satthara, layer, bed, 516.

Samtipaitthana, 506.

Sannamai, see sannamai.

Sappa, serpent, 442.

Samattadamsin, observing indifference,

503-
Samdnai, to eat, 499.
Samdrai, to purify, cleanse, 499.
Samia, see samiya.

Samii = samiti, " keeping the attention

alive," 504 seqq.

Samita, circumspect, 504 seqq.

Samiti, see samii.

-Samiya = samita, or smrita, 504 seq.

Samuchchhai, to sweep up, 468, 486
aeq.

Samuchchhanl, a broom, 467, 486.
Sariibhulla, a bad man, 513.
Sammatta-damsin, having right dis-

tinction, 500, 503.
Sarati = smarati, 504 note.

Sarichchha, similar to, 435.
Saliluddhumaia, filled with water,

497-
Savana, ear, 440.
Sahita, wise, 505.
Saihgada, a float or raft, 511.

SS,richchha, likeness, 438.
Sahattiya = saihghattita, 497.
Sahattu = samhritya, 497.
Sahara! = samharati, 497.
Sikka = sitta, 489.
Siriida = motita, 492.
Sitta = sikkii, 489.
Siddha,. paripatita, 492.
Siihdola, N. of a tree, 467.
Siiiipai = sippai = sinchati, 495.
Silippa = silpa, 499.
Silimba, see silippa.

Sihai, to desire, 496.
Sianaya, a cemetery, 479.
Sivanaka, a cemetery, 479.
Suana, good man, 432.

Sukkha, dry, 433.
Sunna, empty, 439.
Sunhasia, svapnastia, 510,

Sumarati = smarati, 504 note.

Sumana, a cemetery, 479, note 2.

Suraya, pleasure of love, 433, 436.

Sus^na, a cemetery, 479.
Suhaphaitisa, 469.

Sokkha, pleasure, 435.
Somaia, svapnasila, 510.

Somana, a cemetery, 479 note 2.

Sovana, sleep, 510.

Si)pana, cemetery, 479.
Hakkoddha = sainkhuddha, 496 seq.

Harhja-a = saihjaka, 496.

Hanai, to hear (srinoti), 496.

Hammai, to go, 495.
Hali-ara = haritala, 490.

Hallappa = sallapa, 496.

Hiaa, heart, 436, 437.
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Thur(a) thurite, 512.

BENGALI.

I

Bhetite, to meet, 480.

HINDI.

Anthalana, to swagger, 512 note 3.

Aghana, 508.

Uiicha, high, 499.
Uthal(a) pathal(a), topsy-turvy, 512.

Uthalna pathahia, to be overturned,

512.

TJlat(a) pulat(a), topsy-turvy, 512.

TJIatna palatna, to overturn, 512.

Ularna, to lie down, take seats, 471.

TJlarna, to cause to sleep, 471.

Ulahna, to reprove, 490.

TJlichna, to bale out, 498.

Ubha, excessive heat, 507.

Ubhna, to be oppressed with heat, 507.

Opa, polish, 489.

Opna, to polish, 489.

Kasna, to tie, 494.
Kumbhilani, fading, 472, 509.

Kumbhilana, to fade, 472, 509.

Kumhlai, fading, 509.

Kumhljina, to fade, 472, 509.

Gattha, bundle, 508 note.

Gathana, to tie, 508 note.

Gathna, to be tied, 50B note.

Ghasna, to rob, 494.
Ghusa, a blow, 494.
Chira, a crack, 500.

Thai (a) thalna, to tremble, shake,

512.

Thanga, a den of thieves, 512.

Pasoli, rib, 474.
Phas, sound, noise, 469.
Phus, sound, noise, 513.
Bojha, a load, 484.

Mitna, to be effaced, 480 note 2, 509.

Metna, to efface, 480 note 2, 509.

Ratna, to call out, 469, 516.

Radi, see rari.

Rari, a wrangler, 516.

Rojh, white deer, 484.

Lariiga, limping, 516.

Lutna, to be plundered, 498.

Lotna potna, to turn over and over,

512.

Sathara, a mattress, 516.

Sampa, snake, 468.

Hindula, a swing, cradle, 507.

Hindola, see hindull

MARlTHt.

Amchavana = achamana, 479.

Ada, half, 495.
Ada-kama, a subordinate work, 495.

Ada-khal-neiii, to stumble, falter, 495.

Ada-jiina, half-worn, 495.

Addana = adana, 472.

Ariitharnem, to scatter, 472, 507.

Ailidana = adana, 507.

Andhala-pangala, a blind and lame

man, 10 1.

Abhang, a certain metre, 285, 295.

A-radnem, to cry out, 469, 516.

Ardoshi-pardoshi, neighbours collec-

tively, 1 01.

Asa-val, bear, 466.

Ariidulnerii, to swing, 472.
Arhdolana, a swing, 472.
Aranem, to crow, 511.
A-ravni, cock-crowing, 468, 511.
Aravnerfa, to crow, 468, 511.

Arogna, eating, 473, 516.

Ila, a curved instrument for cutting

grass, 472, 515.
Ill, a kind of blade set in a stock for

cutting vegetables, 472.
Iralerii, a sort of screen used in rainy

weather, 515.
Udnerii, to fly, 470, 493.
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l^lvineiii, to scatter, waste, 470, 493.
I thalneih, to upset, 512.
IJdhal, bestrew, 498.
Undira, a rat, 472.
TJpannem, to wiimow, 498.
Ubneiii, to swelter, 507.
Ulatnerii, to turn over, to upset, 512.
TJsapneiii, to bale out, 498.
Uba, heat, 507.
Odhavnem, to drive, tend, 507.
Onavneih, to stoop, 479.
Opa, polish, 489.
Op-nem, to polish, 489.
Orap-neih, to strip off, scrape, scratch,

490.
Ov-nem, to stitch, 489.
Kasant, a tie, 494.
Kasneiii, to bind tightly, 494.
Karhsava, tortoise, 467.
Kap-neiii, to cut, 494.
Kasara, bullock-rein, 494.
Kumpa, well, 499 note 2.

Kuihbh^, a bush, 468, 510.

Ktimba, a well, 468.

Ghasal-nerii, 494.
Ghariisnem, 494.
Gh^sneiii, 494.
Chachar-nerii, to reel, stagger, 500.
Chila, a sudden spurting forth, 500.
Chirakneiii, to rend with a sound, 500.

Jat-pat, quickly, 101.

Taratara, in a rapid manner, 509.
Tumbadi, "a mendicant's bowl," 481.
Tumba, " a bowl or vessel made of the

white gourd," 481.

Thar(a)tharnem, to tremble, shake,

512.

Tharhga, spot, place, 512.

Dagad-gigad, a stone, loi.

Davana, a rope, 494.
Dumdumita, filled out, distended, 497.
Dumdumneiii, " to swell, storm, rage,"

480 note 3.

Dhandranerh, to befool, 477.
Dhandrya, a blunderer, 477.
Dh^salneiii, to give way, 498.

Padri-widri, a missionary, loi.

P5,h-neiii, to look, 492.
Puta, see lata.

Pus-neiii, to rub, 486.
Phas-ka, worthless, 469.
Phasphasnem, to fizz, 513.
Phasvinerii, to cheat, 469, 513.
Phassa, spitting, hissing, 513.
Phasavineiii, to cheat, 513.
PhUsoll, rib, 474.
Phasvineiii, to cheat, 469.
Phusari, bragging, 469, 513.
Phuska, hollow, worthless, 513.
Phusphus, spitting, hissing, 513.
Phuslavineih, to brag, to cajole, 469,

513.
Bandhuk-enduk, a gun, loi.

Boja, a load, 484.
Bhidnem, to come into contact, 480.

Bhisalneiii = misalnem, 480.
Malavneiii = mlapayati, 509.
Mitnem, to subside, 509.
Misalnem = bhisalnem, 480.

Rad-neih, to cry, bewail, 469, 516.
Radh-neih, to cook,. 490.
Risa, bear, 466, 483.
Lagbag, close by, loi.

Laihgada, lame, 516.

Lamgadneih, to limp, halt, 516.

Lat(a) put(a), wild, overflowing, 512.

L&vani, lovesong, 283.

Llla, grace, 500.

Lutnem, to plunder, strip, 498.

Vamgula, bad, nasty, 479.
V^vanem, to fade, 509.

Vitnem = mitnem, 509.
Viramgula, play, 491.

Viramgul-nem, to be idle, 491.

Vesana, nose-bridle (of a bullock),

494.
Samkala, chain, 475.
Saiiigadneiii, to join, unite, 511.

Saiiigada, skeleton, frame, 474.

Hinduia, and hindola, a swinging

cradle, 507.

Himdolnerii, joy, swing, 507.

PUNJABI.

Limma = limba = lippa from ^lip, 495.
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SINHALESE.

Ata-wanawa, to set a trap, 470, 493.
Amunanawa, to string, thread, 479.
Aramba, a grove, 468.

AwunanawS,, to string, thread, 479
note.

Amanjana, meditating, 479.
Aramba, a grove, 513.

Avajjana, thought, reflection, 479.
-^ta-soekilla, "skeleton," 474.
Ihinawa, to bale out, scatter, 498

note I.

Utta-wanaw^, see ata-wanawa.

Uda, above, upper, 495.
Udanga, height, 499.
Udgalu, the upper hill, 495.
Udangu, proud, haughty, 499.
Uduna, uddun, 506.

Ullawanawa, see ata-wanaw^.

Opa-naganawa, to polish, 489.

Opaya, polish, 489.
Opaw6, smooth, 489,
Kap-anawa, to cut, 494.

Kumba, a well, 468, 490, 499.
Gaha-nawa, to strike, beat, 494.
Goetaya, a knot, 509.
Goeta-lanawa, to tie with a knot, 509.
Tola from tunda, 491.
Dandu, wood, 491.
Panawa, to show, display, 470, 492.
Pisanawa = pusanawa, 486.

Polanga, a terrible venomous snake,

499.
Moelawenawa, to wither, 509.
Musna, broom, 467, 486.

Melek, see molok.

Molok = mriduka, 490 note i.

Wal, wild, 484 note i.

Walaha, a wild bear, 466, 484 note i.

Walilra, hogs, 484 note i.

Welenawa, to wither, 509.
Salaya, boy, slave, 469, 500.

Sumhanu, to sleep, 510.

Sona, cemetery, 479.
Sohona, cemetery, 479.

OLD PERSIAN,

Aniyashchiy, 534.
Arta-, true, pure, 533.
Artakhshatra, 530, 531, 532.

Atrina, 530, 532.
Atfiyad'iya, 530.
Avashchiy, 534.
Bakhtrish = bactria, 531.
Chisbchiy, 534.
Chitiaparna = Tissaphernes, 532.

Chitfatakhma, 530, 532.

Fraishayam, 535.
Fravarti, 533.
Gausha, 535.
Hamitriya, 530, 532.

Hashiya, 534.
Khshapa, 535.
Khshatra, 530, 535.
Khshatrap^van, 530, 531.

Marshiyu, 534.
Martiya, man, 533.
Mithra, 532.
Myashadayam, 535.
Niyatfarayam, 530, 532,
Partana(^), battle, 533.
Patiyakhshaiy, 535.
Pitra, 530.

Putra, 530, 532.

Shaiy, 535.
Shiyati, 534.
Shiyu, 534.
Tr, the old-Persian letter, 530 seqq.

Tfitiya, 530, 532.
Usha = ushtra, 532.
Uvaipashiya, 534.
Uvakhshatara = Kya^aP?j J, 531, 532.

Uv§.marshiyu, 534.
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Aiwyakhsayeinti, 535.

Amesa, immortal, 533.
Anyat-chit, 534.
-Are, -aresh, verbal endings, 537
Asa, asavan, true, pure, 533.
Asa-vahishta, 533.
Asemaogha, 533.
Asish-vaiiuhi, 533.
Aso, 534.
Avat-cliit, 534.
Basar, 533, 534.
Chit-chit, 534.
Dasiiia, 534.
Fraesveiti, 535.
Fravasi, 533.
Fshti^na = stana, 539.
Gaosa, 535.
Haithya, 534.
Haraisto, 532.

Hasa, hase, 534.
Kasa, 534.
Khsapan, 535.
Khsathra, 535.
Masya, man, 533.

seq.

Merethyu, 534.
Mesa, dead, 533.
Nisadhayat, 535.
Pesana, battle, 533.
Pesu, ford, 533.
Qaepaithya, 534.
Qasa, qasaya, 533.
Q^sar, 533, 534.
R, 535 seq.

S, the sound s in Avesta, 533 seqq.

Saiti, 534.
Saoshkyas, 534.

^e, 535.
Shkiti, 534.

^iti, 534.

^oithra, 534.

^u, 534.

Sudha, 534.
Tasyao, 534.
Vara, 538 seq.

Varena, 539.
Varshkyamna, 534.
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Abeghean, M., 546 seq.

Abhang, Marathi verses in A. metre,

285, 295.
Abhijitday, 381.

Abhinava-Dliarmabhushana, 208 note.

Abliira, language of the, loi.

Abhislieka, see installation.

Accadians, 23, 24.

Acbalzik dialect (Armenian), 545.
Achara, rules of conduct, 254.

Achiravatl, river mentioned in the

Milindapanho, 525 seq.

Achundow, A., 454 seq.

Achwerdoff, 544.
Acworth, H. A., Marathi scholar, 298,

301.

Aden, 94, 95, 123.

Adi-Bharata, 299.

Adipurana, 213.

Aditi, 381 ; the original character of

A., 396-410 ; etymology of A., 396
seq., 409 seq. ; Dyaiis-Aditi, 403
seqq.^ 407 ; Aditi-Daksha, 404 seq.

Adityas, 396, 403 seqq., 408, 464.

Adoption, laxity of Hindu priests with

regard to, 275 note 2.

Adultery, punishment for, 264.

Adwaita sect, 157.

Afghanistan, 87, 121, 122.

Agama, Jaina Scripture, 200 seq., 211,

212.

Agami Karma, 172.

Agglutination, 91.

Agglutinative languages, 91.

Agni, 129, 161, 353, 406, 463.
Agoulis dialect (Armenian), 545.
Agrahayani, 377> 378, 379-
Ahirdni dialect, loi.

Ahirs, 385.
Ahom of Upper Assam, 119.

Ahura Mazda, 398, 408.

Ahurani, 398 seq., 400 seq., 403, 408.

Aitons, 120.

Aiwyaonghana of the Parsees, 380.

Ajatasatru, 170.

Ajjaapatra, rescript, 255.
Aka tribe, 115.

Akalamkadeva, Jaina author, 186 se^'.,

189, 197 note, 200 seq., 202, 205,

209, 211 seqq.

Akbar, 306.

Akhyana, for IS'ataka, 310, 311, 313.
Akrura, 322.

Ala-ud-din, 285.

Alandl, village north of Poona, 284,

. 286.

Alara Kalama, 364.
Al Beruni, 226, 227, 232.

Alexander the Great, 31, 32, 139.

Alexandria, centre of gravitation of

the ancient world, 33.

Alexandrian period, 31.

Alexandrian, Georg Ter, collector of

Armenian folklore, 544.
Aligarh, college at, 62.

Alishan, Father Ghevond, 547.
Allawertian, Yakob Y., 545.
Alphabets : Arabic, 20, 109; Armenian,

543; Aryan, 132 ; Burmese, 118;
Chinese, 23 ; Cuneiform, 22, 23, 24,

530, 548; Cypriote, 22 ; Dravidian,

108; Egyptian, 21, 22, 23, 24 note
;

Greek, 20 ; Indian, 20, 29 ; Phen-
ician, 20, 22 ; Scytho-Greek, 235,

238, 242 seq. ; Uriya, 103 j Vanuic,

548 ; Vengi, 375.
Amalananda, 423 seqq.

Amba Bhavani, goddess, 307.

Amenophis III., King of Egypt, 25.

Amherst, dialect spoken in, 119.

Amitagati, Jaina author, 425.
Amoghavarsha I., 213.

584
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Amrita, 399.
Aimgamin, one who is not re-born,

350-
Anam, 94, 119.

Ananda, author of the Madhavanala-
Katha, 447.

Ananda, Buddhist friar, 346.
Ananda Raghunandana, 302.

Anant Chaturdasi, 149.

Anatomy of the Hindus, 457 seq.

Ancestor worship, 149, 177, 178 seq.

Andhrabhritya inscriptions, 328.

Angdmi NAgas, 116.

Anguttara Nikaya, 341 seq.

Animal sacrifices, 131, 132, 139, 161,

181.

Anoaratha of Pugan, 373, 374.
Anopama, 349 seq.

Anukramanikadhundhfi, 411.

Anukramants, 418 seq.

Anuraddha, see Anoaratha.

Anuradhapura, 363.
Anuvakanukramant, 412.

d'Anville, 366, 367, 368.

Ao Nagas, 116.

Apabhransha, 10 r, 318.

Apabhrashta Gira, 322.

Apadana, Vitae Sanctorum, 345, 352.
Apastamba Brahmans, 258 ; Apas-

tamba Siltra, 419.

Appa, Chimaji, 275.

Appana, the higher grade of Lokiya-

Samadhi, 364.
Aptamimamsa, see Devagamastotra.

Aptamlmamsalamkriti, 188 note 11,

189.

Aptaparlksha of Vidyananda, 195,

196, 198, 203 note, 211.

Arabian travellers, 366 seq.

Arabic, spoken in Aden, 94, 123.

Aracan, city of, 370.

Arahat, 348, 349, 352, 354, 359, 361.

Arahatship, 346, 350, 354, 355.
Architecture in India, 221, 245 seqq.

Ardvi Sfira Anahita, 398 seq.

Arhan, omniscience of, 187, 188 seq.,

194, 196, 200 seq., 202, 205, 208

seqq., 211 seq. ; worship of A., 219.

Armenia, home of the Semites, 1 2.

Armenian alphabet, 24 ; language in

parts of India, 122; on the progress

of A. studies, 540-553 ;
philological

importance of A., 541-547 ; literary

and popular forms of A., 542 s&i. ;

A. Bible translation, 543 ; A. folk-

lore, 544, 546 seq. ; A. popular

epic, 546 ; proposals of an A« Dia-

lect and Folklore Society, 547, 551
seq. ; A. archaeology and literature,

547 seqq. ; A. Text Society, 548

;

A- versions of Greek and Syriac

writers, 549; importance of A,
literature for theology, 548 seq.

;

A. MSS., 550.
Arrakan, 105, 117, 118.

Arrakanese, 118.

Artaxerxes, 533.
Arya metre, 304.
Aryan; home of the Aryans in the

East, II, 12, 128; Aryans and
Semites, 12, 15, 20; date of A.
separation, 12 seqq. ; A. civilisation,

16; A. mythology, 19, 398, 400
seqq., 407 seq. ; A. immigration in

India, 84 seqq., 129; disintegration

of the A. language in India, 86 seq.

;

intercourse of the Aryans with the

black race of Southern India, 88

;

A. languages in India, 92, 95 seqq.

;

reading and writing known to the

Aryans (!!), 132 ; A. calendar, 382 ;

the mutual relations between the A.

languages and peoples, 554-55^;
origin and cradle-land of the Aryans,

557-559; Armenian an A. lan-

guage, 541 seq.

Arya Somaj, 142, 156.

Asaita, 305.
Asarh, Hindu festival in the month

of, 149.

Ascoli, Graziadio, on Aryan languages

and peoples, 554-556.
Ashtangahridaya, 455.
Ashta Pradhana, "eight ministers,"

2 54-

Ashtasahasri, 188 notes, 189, 196,

197 notes, 210 note, 211 seqq.

Ashtasati, commentary on Devagama-
stotra, 187, 188 notes, 189,201, 211.

Asia, home of the Aryas, 11, 12, 558

;

home of the Semites, 1 2 ; Western
Asia and Egypt, 26.

Asia Minor, 8, 541.

Asoka, no evidence of writing before,
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29 ; Buddhist council under A., 30 ;

Asoka inscriptions, 108, 328 ; A.'s

temple at Mahabodhi, 246, 250

;

A.'s son Mahinda, 363 ; A.'s capi-

tal of Pataliputra, 384-387 ; A.

image, 386; Milindapanho a century

after A., 518.

Asoka-balla, 241.

Assam, 85, 90, 93, 94, 99, 105, 109,

no, 112, 114, 115, 116, 120;
Upper Assam, 119.

Assamese, 105.

Astrology in modern India, 141 seq>

Astronomical facts, and the antiquity

of the Veda, 376 seqq., 382 seq.

Astronomy, Chinese and Indian, 28.

Asura, 129; gods and Asuras, 158.

Asva^^hosha, 394 seq.

Asvalayana ; the relations between

the Sutras o^f A. and S'ankhayana,

411-420; A. Grihya Karik^, 413
seq. ; A. Grihya Siitra, 413, 414
seqq.'j A. S'rauta Sutra, 415.

Asvina, ancestral worship in the

month of, 142
;
year begins with

A., 429.
Asvini, lunar mansion, 382.

Asvint raj, 401, 407.

Asvins, 401.

Atharva-Veda, 130; VI, 120, 3. 402.

Atma, 152, 157 seqq., 171, 172, 177;
Vishnu is A., 152; nature of A.,

157, seqq. ; A. is God, 159; how
the A. is known, 160 seq.; A. is

one and the same for all, 170.

Atmanepada, use of the, 422.

Aufrecht, Prof. Th., 215 seq.

Auktika "grammar," 317.
Aurangzeb, 267, 306.

Avachuris, 216.

Avataras, see Incarnations.

Avesta, Ahurani and Ahura Mazda
in the, 398 seq., 400, 408 ; Puram-
dhi in the A., 406 ; the sound s in

the A., 533 seqq.; r in the A., 535
seq. ; forms in are and aresh in the

A., 537 seq. ; the pluralis majesta-

ticus in the A., 538 seq.

Avitakka sphere (Buddhist term), 355.
Avyakta, 160, 161.

Ayagapata, " tablet of homage," 219.

Ayana, passage of the sun, 378.

Ayaramga-sutta, passage from tlie,

500 seqq.

Aymonier, 40.

Ayodhya, 147, 148.

Ayupala, 527, 529.

Babylon, 18, 19, 24, 27 ; B. astro-

nomy, 28.

Bactria, Buddhist friars in, 31.

Badaga tribe, 107.

Bddshdh, B. R., on divine incarna-

tions, 128 seqq.

Bdgheli dialect, 95.
Bagri dialect, 97.

Bahmana (a town), 234, 238.

Bahmanwasi, 238.

Bahucharaji, 307.
Baiga tribe, in.
Baijndth, Lala, on modern Hindu re-

ligion and philosophy, 141 seqq.

Baines, J. A., on the Language Census

of India, 80 seqq.

Baisakh, month of, sacred for gifts to

the Brahmans, 142 ; festival in B.,

148.

Baisw4ri dialect, 95.

Bakharas, Maratha chronicles, 252,

282, 297, 302.

Bala Bhdsha, 310, 311.

Baladitya, King of Magadha, 225, 229,

232.

Balaji Bajirao, 255 seq., 258, 270; his

marriage witli a Mussalman woman,

258 seq., 273.

Balar^ma, 425.

Bali, a king, 136, 149, 447.
Ballads, Marathi, 283.

Baloch, no, 122.

Balochistai], no.
Baltistan, language of, 89.

Bana, 213, 304, 320, 325,

Banjatra, 144.

Barabar, cave temples in, 221.

Bara Pahari, 386.

Barhut sculptures, 387.

Baroda, 99, 102.

Barth, 40.

Barxoudareanc, Vardau, 544.
Bashkala Sakha, 411-420; B. Sarh-

hita, 412, 414.

Baudhayana, 419.
Baumgartner, A., 550. ,
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I

Bfiva, 306.

Bayabai, Patwardhan's daughter, 276.

Behar, see Bihar.

Benares, Sanskrit department of the

college at, 52, 64, 65 ; An<];lo-Sans-

krit department, 65 ; Brahmins
teaching Sanskrit in B., 65 ; Rama
worship in B., 148 ; Sivaratri festi-

val in B., 150; Brahmin students

in B., 153 ; Pandits of B., 262.

Benfey, 12, 16, 17.

Bengal, colleges in, 62 ; the languages

and the races of B., 104, 105, 114,

115, 119, 121, 122 ; Kolarian lan-

guages in Western B., 92 ; Hindi

spoken in South-West Bengal, 96 ;

Thibetan spoken in B. Himalaya,

113 ; black races of Lower B., no ;

Santhals in B., no ; Chi\tia Nag-

piir division of B., m ; Royal

Asiatic Society of B., 298.

Bengali, 96, 104 seg., 115, 117, 324;
B. drama, 301.

Berar, 99, 102, 108, in.
Bergaigne, 40, 396, 397, 398, 407.

Bezojd, 26.

Bghdi dialect, 121.

Bhadda Kachchana, 342.

Bhadda Kapilani, 342.

Bhadda Kundalakesa, 342. .

Bhadra, see Bhadrapada.

Bhadrapada, festival in the month of,

149 ; dark half of Bh. the fortnight

of the manes, 378 ; Kalachuri era

not beginning with Bh., 428 seq.

Bhadun, Gavesh Chaturthi festival in

tlie month of, 149.

Bhagavat, god, 162.

Bhagavat-Gita, 157, 158, 164, 165,

168 ; on Karma, 172 ; Mara^hi

paraphrase of Bh., 285, 288, 289,

294.

Bhagavata Purana, 145 seq., 153, 261.

Bhagirath, king of the solar race, 149.

Bhairava, god of the mantras, 142,

153-

Bhakti, faith, 145.

Bhalana, 303, 320, 323, 325, 330.

Bhamati of Vachaspatimisra, 424.

Bhamini Vilas, 152.

Bhdnddrkar, R. G., 76, 299, 300, 316,

330, 411 seqq., 421 seqq.

Bhanu Gupta, 228.

Bhanu Natha Jha, 302.

Bharanl, the constellation, 382.

Bharat, stei>brother of Rama, 137.

Bhnrata, author of the Ndtya S'astra,

299, 300, 305.
Bliargavadatta, 454.
Bhartrihari, 186, 213 seq.

Bhasa Kavi, 300.

Bhasarvajna, author of Ny&ya8dra,424.

Bhaskaracliarya, 330,
Bhaskaranand Saraswati, *' Yattndra,"

167 aeq.

Bhatta, 200.

Bhava, title of the Siltradhara, 305.
Bhavabhtiti, 303.
Bhavai Sangraha, 307.

Bhavais (plays), 305, 307, 311, 312.

Bhavaprakasa, 460.

Bhavarth-dipika, 285.

Bhavayas, a professional class of actors,

304? 3055 306, 307.

Bhawalpur, 98.

Bhikkhuni, Buddhist nun, 348.

Bhikna Kuiiwar, 385.
Bhikna Pahari, 385.

Bhikshukas (Brahmans), 274.

Bhil dialect, in.
Bhima-Kavi, 320, 323, 325, 330.

Bhinjwa, see Baiga.

Bhishma, 151.

Bhitari inscription, 222.

Bhoja Bhakta, 306.

Bhoja of Dhara, 424.

Bhoja Rajd, commentator of the Yoga
SMras, 292.

Bhojpiiri dialect, 95.

Bliotdn, 113, 114.

Bhotdni language, 113 seq.

Bhtlminandana, " delight of the earth,"

ep. of Mangala, 463.

Bhiinjia, see Baiga.

Bihdr, dialects spoken in, 95, 96, 97 ;

the drama in B., 302 ; B. deserted,

385.
Bimbis^ra, 349, 351.

Birth, ceremonies at, 178.

Bithal, see Vithoba.

Black races, 557 seq.

Bode, Mabel, 341 seqq.

Bodhi tree, 245, 246.

Bodo dialect, 114.
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Bombay, Sanskrit College at, 53; B.

Sanskrit Series, 76 ; dialects spoken

in B. and B. Presidency, 99, 122,

123, 124; B. Karnatic, 108; Lit-

erary Society of B., 252 ; B. Branch
of the RA.S., 252 seq., 282.

Bopdeva, 145.

Bopp, 16, 17, 35.

Borishka, families in the Punjab, 98.

Bower MS., 455.
Bradke, 403 seq.

Brahma-Maya, 407.
Brahman, the god, 130, 146, 402

;

the highest immortal, 161, 162,

163, 164, 172; B. in the Zodiacal

signs, 381.

Brahmanas, 129, 131, 382 seq.

Brahmanaspati, 402, 463.
Brahman Chach, 233, 241 seq., 243 seq.

Brahmanemidatta, 213.

Brahmans, the white caste, 29; B.

title of honour in Buddhism, 31 ;

Brahminical education, 48, 49 ; B.

learning, 50 ; Brahmans refuse in-

struction to the lower castes, 86
;

B. and Buddhism, 87 ; B. in South-

ern India, 88 ; Brahmanical honours

claimed by Saurashtri priests, 100;
Brahmans of Western India, 10 1

;

B. invasion in Manipur, 117; B.

and animal sacrifice, 132, 139; B.

protectors of the Veda, 136 ; B. as

astrologers, 141 seq., 179, 180; wor-

ship of B., 142 seq,; gifts to B.,

142 seq., 149; B. as readers, 152
seq. 'j B. students maintained, 153;
B. only entitled to Moksha, 168,

170 ; Jainas and Buddhists borrow
from the B., 221 ; B. patronised by
Mihirgul, 230 ; B. ministers of

Maratha kings, 255 ; B. and Pra-

bhus, 256 seq., 262 seq. ; B. excom-
municated, 257 ; dispute between
Yajurvedi and Apastamba B., 258

;

B. opposed to marriage with Mussal-

man women, 258 seq. ; B. and
S'Mras are the only castes, 261 ; B.

and Mussalmen, 263; B. not put

to death, 263 note 4, 435 ; no mean
employment given to B., 266 ; B.

Peshwas, 260, 268, 270 note 4;
B, warrior?, 268, 269 ; B. politi-

cians, 269 seq, ; B. eat withnon-B.,

271 ; "fish-eating B.," 271 note 2 ;

ignorance of B., 274; Bhavayas
originally B., 306 ; B. perform

plays, 307 ; B. learning in Gujerat,

318; Buddhaghosa a B., 362; B.

order human sacrifices, 371; B. of

the Asvalayana S'akha, 419.
Bralimapiitra valley, 84, 91, 115.

Brahma Vidya, 171.

Brahmayajna, 418.

Brahmo Somaj, 156.

Brahui, 92, no.
Brajbasi-dasa, 302.

Breal, 403,
Brihaspati, 463.
Brihat Kavyadohanas, 323.
Brinjdras, 93, 112.

Buddha, 29, 32, 132, 523 seqq., 527
seq. ; B. a god, 33, 139, 426 ; wor-

ship of B. in Burma, 178; B. and
other teachers, 188, 193, 194, 195;
tooth of B., 182 ; B. under the

Bodhi tree, 245 ; footsteps of B.,

247, 386 ; marks of perfection of

B., 248, 251 ; biography of B., 345 ;

B. and the nuns, 346, 350, 356;
B. works miracles, 351 seq., 358;
B. on the Niganthas, 478 ; B. can-

not be born in an obscure family,

502.

Buddha-Avatar (Buddha-god), 139,

425 seq.

Buddha-charita, 394 seq.

Buddhaghosa, 341, 343, 345, 362-365.
Buddhapaksha, Raja of Benares, 225.

Buddhism and Brahmanism, 30, 87,

134; B. in China, 30; B. and the

Upanishads, 155 ; B. in Burma, 174
seq., 177, 178, 181; consolations

of B., 354 ; doctrines of B. dis-

cussed in the Milindapanho, 518.

Buddhist monuments, t,t„ 220, 221,

250; B. sculpture, 246, 386 seq.;

B. influence in Burmese festivals,

180; B. literature, 288; B. canon,

344 seq., 362, 503; B. features in

the neighbourhood of Patna, 385 ;

Northern B. texts, 503 ; B. San-

skrit, 473 seqq.

Buddhists persecuted by the Hunas,

225, 230, 237 ; B. addicted to
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) symbolism, 246 ; Thaton founded

I
by B., 373 ; B. missionaries in

Bactria, 31; in Burma, 183; B.

and Jainas, 503.

Buddhivardhaka Sabha, 298.

Budge, 26.

Budha Gupta, 228, 229.

Bugge, Sophus, 542.

Biihler, G., 30, 37 seqq.j 100 note, 219
seqq., 320, 394, 395, 455, 466.

Biindeli dialect, 95.

Burma, 87, 90, 91, 94, 99, 106, 108,

no, 116-121; Upper B., 119, 120,

178; Lower B., 119, 122, 178;
Archseological survey of B., 370.

Burmese language, 118 seq. ; spiritual

world of the B., 174-185; B.

ethnology, 174; B. pantheon, i8o

seq.

Burnouf, 17, 35.

CATiCUTTA Sanskrit College, 45 ; Finns

in Calcutta, 122.

Cambodia, languages in, 94, 119.

Campbell, Sir G., on education in

India, 54.

Canis Major and Canis Minor, 378,

379, 380.

Canning College at Lucknow, 64, 65.

Carriere, M., 549, 550.

Caste ; instructions refused to the

lower castes, 86 ; existence of any

c. other than Br^hmans and S'l\dras

denied, 260 seq.] Brahmans and
Kshatriyas, 268 note 2.

Ceded Districts, 106, 108.

Census of India, 80, 125 seqq.

Centaurs, 220.

Ceylon, 87, 137 seq., 225, 363.

Chach-Nama, History of Sindh, 226,

230, 241.

Cliah, see Brahman Chah.

Chaitanya, Bengali poet and reformer,

155, 301-

Chaitra, year beginning in, 381, 382.

Chaitya trees, 219,

Chaldaean origins, 557 seq. ; Ch. de-

luge-traditions, 559.
Champa, Indian conquests to, 40.

ChampoUion, 35.

Chanbas [i.e., Chaturvedis), 143.

Chanda and PatachS,ra, 359 seq.

Chanda Kavi, 312.

Chandra S'ekhara, 317.
Chandrayana Vrata, fasting regulated

by the moon, 142 seq.

Chandrodaya of Prabhachandra, 213.
Chanyu, see Tsanyu.

Chapa, Buddhist nun, 353.
Chaplin, founder of Sanskrit College

at Poona, 52.

Charaka, 456, 457, 458.
Charanavyftlia, 412,415,417,419, 420.
Charity of Hindus, 153.
Chartography of India, 366-369.
Charvakas, 156, 288.

Chaulukyas, 329.
Chaungth^ dialect, 118.

Chentsu dialect, 108.

Chhandogya Upanishad, 299.
Chhelu-Bata, play of, 306.
Chhota Pahari, 386.

China, 19, 28, 30 ; immigration from
South-Western China into India,

^Z^ 87, 90, 91.

Chinese language, 94, 119, 120 ; Ch.
translations of the Milindapanho,

518-529.
Ching-pan, see Sing-pho. 116.

Chins, 174, 176, 177.

Chinvat bridge, 378.

Chipi-i-eul, river mentioned in the

Milindapanho, 525 seq.

Chitnis, Khando Ballal. 271.

Chitnis, Malhas Ramrao, 254, 265,

266, 271.

Chitra, full moon, 381, 382.

Chitrdl tribes, 87, 98.

Chittagong, 118, 119.

Chitpavan, see Konkanastha.

Chitragupta, biographer of Shivaji,

265.

Christianity, 33, 166.

Chronological limits for the growtli of

Proto-Aryan language, 12-14.

Chronology of Sanskrit literature, 392.
Chullavagga, 346.

Chtlrni commentaries, 216.

Cochin, Jews in, 123.

Coins of Indo-Scythian kings, 223-

244.

Colebrooke, 17, 35; C.'s MSS. in

Gottingen, 429 ; C. on weights and
measures, 460.
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Colinet, PL, 396 seqq.

Colleges, close of the sessions of Hindu
c. celebrated, 149.

Columbus, Christopher, 43.

Constellations, unlucky, 279 note i.

Conybeare, F. C, 549, 550.

Coorg, Malayalam in, 107.

Cosmin, town of, 372.

Cow-sacrifice, 132; the sky a cow,

401 seq.

Cowell, E. B., 391 seqq., 394 seq.

Cradle-song^^, Marathi, 283.

Cunningham, General, 30, 222 seqq.,

245 seqq., 366.

Curtius, 17.

Cyrus, 27.

Dadu, Hindu reformer, 155.

Dahir, Kaja, 241.

Daignet dialect, 118.

Daily life of the Hindu, 150 seqq.

Daksha, god, 404 seqq., 408.

Dakshi (?) language, 336.

Dalpatram Dayabhai, 298.

Dantika becomes an Aiahat, 359.
Ddnu language, 118.

Daphla Abor tribes, 115.

Darius, 27, 29.

Darjiling, dialect of, 114.

Darmesteter, 399.
Dasarath, King of Ayodhya, 137.

Dasavatara, 313 seq.

Dashian, Father J., 549.
Dassehra festival, 149 seq.

n^autidurga, Raja, 186.

David Mher, 546 seq.

David of Sassoon, 546 seq.

Davids, Rhys, 518.

Death anniversary, 142.

Deb, Hindi poet, 302.

Deb Maya Prapancha, 302.

Deccan, dialects of the, 100, 102,

112.

Deccani dialect, 90, 96.

Decharme, 399 seq.

Dehli Hindi, 89, 96.

Delhi, Rama worship in, 148.

Desastha Brahmans, 273.

Desinamamala of Hemachandra, 466,

471, &c.

Devagamastotra, 187, 195, 196, 200,

211 stqq.

Devaki, Kansa's sister, 138.

Devaloka, 378.
Devamantiya = Demetrios, 528 note i.

Devananda, 219.

Devas, gods, 161.

Deva-Shahi, title of, 237.
Devasundara, 318.

Devayana = Uttarayana, 380.
Dhamma, 348, 358, 359 ; Dh. of the

Theris, 360.

Dhammadinna, Buddhist nun, 342,

343.
Dhammapala, 342 seq., 344, 345 seqq.

Dharamsalas, works of pubhc utility,

153-

Dharmachakra, 221.

Dharmachandra, King of Magadha,

225, 230.

Dharmaktrti, 213 seq.

Dharmapariksha, 425.
Dharmasastra, 254.
Dhavadasi, Swami of, 269, 274.
Dhedas, the lowest classes, 306, 307.
Dhim^l language, 114.

Dhinda = parade on a donkey's back
as punishment, 264.

Dhira Bhakta, 306.

Dhruva, H. H., 297 seqq., 315 seqq.

Dhruva, K. H., 317, 320 seq.

DhyAna (Buddhist term), 523.
Diamond Throne, 245 seq.

Dibong river, 83.

Digambara Jaina Literature, 186 ; D.

Jains, 220.

Diksha, initiatory rites, 161.

Diksiiit, Mr., 428.

Dina, a Jaina lady, 220.

Din-naga, 394.
Dione, 399 seqq., 403.
Divali, "great feast of the lamps,"

150.

Divaspati, 463.
Diwaij IL, 240.

Dizabul, emperor, 234, 243.

Djulfa dialect (Armenian), 545.
Dnyanesvar (Dnyandev, Dnyaoba),

284-295, 329, 335.
Dnyanesvari, 285 seqq.

Dog at the gate of hell, 378 seq. ; dog

star, 379, 380.

Dog-days, 379.
Dogri dialect, 97.
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Doiiati, G., 462.

Dosadhs, 385,
Doveton College, 62.

Drama, in the Modern Vernaculars of

India, 297-314; Hindi D., 302
seq. ; Gujerati D., SO^\8eqq. ; Mar-
athi D., 313 seq.

Dravidians, 88, 91, 92; Dravidian

Languages, 102, 103, 105 seqq. ; D.
and Kolarian, no.

Dudnia in Assam, 116.

Duncan, Jonathan, 52.

Durga, worship of, 149.

Durgapatha, 153.

Durga-piija, 149, 153.

Durlabharam, 306.

Durvasas, philosopher, 130.

Dussera plays, 314.

Dwaita sect, 157.

Dyaus, 402 seqq., 410; Dyaus-Aditi,

403 seqq., 407 seq.

Dyko dialect, 112.

Eastern Turkestan, 91.

Eating, a test of caste, 267 ; rules

regarding E. violated, 270 seqq.,

278 note 5, 281.

Education in India, 47-79 ; Brah-

minical E., 49 seqq. ; higher E., 51
seqq.', state E., 51 seqq., 55, 58;
opinions on E. in India, 54 seq.

;

elementary E., 55, 56 ; E. of girls,

55 ; expenditure on E., 52, 56, 59,
61 seq., 63, 66, 73; Government
versus private E., 57; missionary

colleges, 57, 59, 62; European E..

50, 53, 64, 78; Oriental E., 66;
technical E, 71, 72, 75; English

E., 67, 69, 298.

Educational Commission, 57, 58.

Egypt, 18, 19, 24, 25.

Egyptian and Semitic, 15 ; E. origins,

557 seq-

Eight, the number 8 in Buddhism,

247 seq., 250 seq.

Ekadsi Mahatama, 149.

Eknath of Paithan, 294.
Elphinstone, Mountstuart, 52, 53.
Elpiiinstone College, 53.
Emin, Mgrditch, on Armenian songs,

546.

Empe-o, see Kdcha.

English spoken in India, 124.

Ephthalites, 222 seqq.; see White
Huns.

Erdnic-Aryan languages, 94, 121 setj.;

E. philology, 530-539; Armenian
a branch dialect of E., 542 ; E.,

Indian, and Greek, 555.
Eras, Indian, 227 seq.

Ernian, Prof., on the relationsliip

between Semitic and Egyptian, 15.

Esoff, G. A., 548.
Esoteric Hinduism, 141, 155, 171, 173.
Ethnology and philology, 554 seqq.

Etruscan and Armenian, 542.
Eurasians, 124, 125; Eurasian Medi-

terranean, 559.
Europe and Asia, 33 ; home of the

Aryans in Europe, 558.

European languages in India, 95, 124
seq.

Ewald, 18.

Exorcism, 184.

Fa-hian, 384.

Faral, a dinner with fewer ceremonials

than ordinary, 271, 273.

Far East, Indian civilisation spread to

the, 39.

Fargavadat, 454.
Fasts in India, 148 seqq.

Fatalism, 171 seq.

Fergusson, on Vikram era, 228.

Fergusson College at Poona, 62.

Feroz, see Firoz.

Festivals, Hindu, 148; Burmese, 178,

179-

Fetish-worship, 153 seq.

Finn language, 122.

Firoz, Sassanian king, 233, 240, 243.

Fleet, 428.

Foley, C. A., 344 seqq.

Forbes, Sir A. K., 298.

Forbes Gujerati Sabha, 298.

Forchhammer, 370, 374 seq.

Four Paths, 365.

Fravashis, 378.

Fiihrer, Dr., 219 seqq.

Funeral rites, Burmese, 176; Hindu,

274, 275j 449-

Further India, Indian influence in, 40.

Gadaba dialect, in.
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Gaggtbhatta, Pandit of Benares, 265,
266.

Gakal, Krishna worshipped at, 149.
Ganapati, 305.
Gandhara (Gadara), 29; Ephthalite

kings in G., 224, 225, 230.

Gandhavaihsa, 345.
Ganesa, 288, 462 seqq.; festivals of G.,

463.
Ganesh Chaturthi, 149 ; in Pons, 150.

Ganga Lahri, poem in praise of the

Ganges, 152.

Ganges valley, 83, 87, 91 ; celebration

in honour of G., 149 ;
poem in

praise of G., 152 ; G. mentioned in

the Milindapanho, 525 seq., 529.
Gangesa, father of Vardhamana, 424.
Garagasean, 548.
Garbi, or song, 306, 323.
Gargi, 168.

Gargya-Narayana, 415.
Garhwdl valley, 113.

Garhwdli dialect, 96.

Garlic, legend regarding the origin of,

455-
Gdro language, 115.

Garudhammas, 346.
Gathas of Buddhist Theras and Theris,

344 seq.

Gaud, Brailmans of, 87.

Gaudian dialects, 466, 471.
Gauri Tij festival, 148.

Gautama, in Avesta, 31.

Gayatri Mantra, 263, 266 note 7.

Geldner, 407.
Gentoo, to8.

Geography of India, 366 seqq.

Gesenius, 18.

Ghdts, 106, 107, 108.

Ghorpades, claim to be Kshatriyas,

266.

Gilgit, tribes of, 87, 98.

Gipsy, see Gypsy.
Giri sect, 258.

Giridhar Das, see Gopalchandra.

Gita-Govinda, 145.

Goa, loi.

Goalas, 385.
Goanese, 102.

God, 159, 161, 162, 177.

Gokhale, Bapu, 275 seq.

Gokhale, Dhondopant, 275 seq.

Gola people, 372.

Goldschmidt, 466, 470.
Gollas, Ephthalite king, 222, 225

;

= Mihirgul, 230.

Gond tribes, 109.

Gopalchandra, 297, 302.

Gopatha Brahmana, 377.
Gopikabai, grandmother of Savai

Madhavrao, 270.

Gosavls, 270 note i.

Gosche, 541.
Goshains, priests of Krishna worship,

145 seq.

Govinda Gamana, 322.

Grabar, Armenian " book-language,"

542 seq., 545, 548.
Grahas (planets), worship of the, 141.

Grant Duff, Captain James, 252 seq.,

282.

Granth, sacred book of the Sikhs,

295-
Greek, its place in the Indo-European

family of speech, 555.
Grierson, 298, 302, 330.
Grihyaparisishta, 418.

Grotefend, 35.

Gruppe, on the relation between re-

ligions of India, Egypt, and Baby-

lon, 29.

Gubernatis, Count de, 41 seqq,, 215
seq., 462 seqq.

Guidi, Prof., 12.

GujarMhi language, 89, 99 seq., 102,

io5» Z^Z^ 306 ; G. prose, 298, 299 ;

G. dramas, 298, 299 seqq., 312 seq.

;

" Gurjara Gir^," 309, 310, 311 seg.,

318; G. literature, 314, 315; G.

language of the 14th & 15th cent.,

315-340 ; G, grammar "Mugdhava-
bodha Auktika," 315 seqq.; name
of G. language, 318; Apabhrashta

Gir^, 322 ; G. inscriptions, 324-s^eg.,

331 seqq. ; specimen of old G., 340.

Gujerat Vernacular Society, 298.

Gujerati, see Gnjardthi.

Gum be Ata, 313.
Gunaratna, 318.

Gupta era, 392, 429.
Gupta-Yalabhi era, 428.

Guptas, 226, 229, 247.
Gurkhdli language, 114.

Gurkhas, language of the, 96.
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Guru, spiritual guide, 145, 151, 291
seq.

Glirung language, 1 1 4.

Gusainji, see Tulsidas.

Gutschmidt, 550.

Guzerat, Vallabh sect in, 145.

Gypsy dialects, 93, 106, 108, 112;
the word gypsy, 97 note, 112; G.
tribes, 305.

Haas, on Hindu medical literature,

454, 457-
Habshi (Abyssinian), 124.

Hades of the Burmese, 176.

Hajong dialect, 115.

Hala, difficult verse in, 493.
Halabi languages, 102.

Hamitic language, 95.

Hanuman, god of the mantras, 142.

Hanusz, Jan, 545.
Hara Hiina, White Huns, 222.

H&ra Mala, 321, 322.

Hari Sila Shodasa Kala, 320, 323,

325-
Harinegamesi, see Nemesa.
Harischandra, 297, 302.

Harivailisa, 153.

Harkh Nath Jha, 302.

Harpies, 220.

Harsha = Vikramaditya, 227.

Harshacharita, 393.
Hastings, Warren, 52.

Heaven and Hell, 378; Heaven-Father,

402 seq.

Hebrew language, 123 ; H. deluge

traditions, 559.
Hell, 378.

Hemachandra, 318, 466.

Hemacharya, 310, 311, 313, 317.

Hemadri, 424.

Hera, 400 seq., 403.

Hessler, on Hindu medical literature,

454.
Hidda Tope coins, 235, 236, 243.

Hillebrandt, 396, 397, 398, 401, 402
seq.

Himalaya, 83, 84, 91, 96, 113, nS ;

Southern Himalayan valleys, 87.

Hincks, Dr., 22.

Hindi language, 89, 93, 95 seqq., 99,

102, III, 300, 329, 330 ; H. drauja,

297, 302, 451 ; H. prose, 297.

Hinduism, 141, 154 ; future of H.,

155 ; Esoteric H., 156; H. criticised

by Dny4ne^yar, 291 ; development
of H., 291, 294.

Hindu-Kiish, 81, 83, 84, 97.
Hindustan, 93, 95, 97 ; vernacular

literature of H., 298.

Hindustani, 95, 306.

Hiouen-Thsang, see Hwen Thsang.
Hiranyagarblia, 162, 192.

Hiranyakasipu, 135.

Hiranyakesin, 419.
Hiranya-kula, 237.
Hiriwi language, 233.
Hit, goddess of the Chins, 176 seq.

Hminza, Burmese spirits of children,

185.

Hodgson, Mr. Brian, 81, 114.

Hojai dialect, 115.

Holi festival, 150.

Ho-li-san, 527.

Horn, 399.
Homme 1, Prof., 12.

Honorius, 367.

Hooghley College, 62.

Hornle, 455, 466.

Htdi language, 120.

Hubschmann, 542.
Hukairya, 399.
Human sacrifice, 109, 131, 132, 179,

279 note 2, 371.
Humboldt, 17.

Hunas, White Huns, 222, 226, 230.

Hunimanta, King of Persia, 225, 230.

Huns, 222 ; see White Huns.
Hunza, 98.

Hwen Thsang, 222, 225, 227, 229,

234, 242, 251, 277 note I, 367,

384, 386.

Hydrabad, Turki speakers in, 122,

123.

Hygieology in Hindu legal and medi-

cal literature, 459.

Idol-worship, 385 seq.

Imphdl, language of, 117.

Incarnations, Aryan theory of divine,

128-140; the ten Avataras ex-

pounded, 134-140; royal princes

worshipped as Avataras, 170; the

ten Avat&ras acted on the stage,

313 seq. ; the latest limit of the

2 P
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date of the origin of the conception

of the ten Avataras, 425 seq.

India, 18, 19, 28; India and Babylon,

28 ; travellers from I. seen in Persia,

29; higher education in I., 47 seqq.
;

Islam in I., 49 ; State education in

!•» 51. 52, 55. 58, 67, 68, 70; lan-

guage census of I., 80 seqq. ; immi-

grations into I., 83 ; chartography

of L, 366-369 ; maps of I., 367
seqq. ; dialects of Central L, 81, 90,

92, 97, 99, 102, 103, io8-iii, 126

;

Rama invades C. I., 137; inscrip-

tions in C. I., 428 ; Eastern I., 85 ;

languages of Upper L, 96 ; North-

West Provinces of L, 95, 97 ; West-

ern L, 99; Northern!., 99, 112,

147, 222, 230; Southern L, 106.

Indian civilisation spread to the Far

East, 39, 40; L, old Eranic, and
Greek languages, 555 seq.

Indian Archipelago, Indian influence

in the, 40.

Indie-Aryan, see Aryan.

Indjijian, Father Lucas, 547.
Indo-European, see Aryan.

Indo-Scythian conquerors, 224, 234.

Indra, 130, 158, 246, 379, 380, 403,

407, 462 seqq.

Indrani, 379, 401.

Indra SabM, 301.

Indus Valley, 83, 84, 91, 97.

Infant marriage, 461.

Inflectional languages, 91.

Inscriptions, Gujarathi, 324 seq., 331
seqq. ; Asoka, Kshattrapa, and An-
dhrabhritya L, 328; importance of

Indian I., 394 ; I. in Central India,

428.

Installation ceremonies, 265, 266.

Iran, connection of India with, 121.

Irawaddi, 83, 91, 116, 370 seq.

Irul4r dialect, 106.

Isdegerd II. of Persia, 223, 233.

Islam in India, 49, 50.

Italian languages, 556.

I-tsing, 186, 214, 395.

Jabula, see Jaiivla.

Jabula Diwaij, 233.

Jacobi, Prof., 428, 466.

Jagadu-Charil/a, 316.

Jagannath Tirsuli, author of the

Ganga Lahri, 152.

Jagjivanrao, 256.

Jaidev, see Jayadeva.

Jaimini, 204, 376.
Jaina, Kum^rila in Digambara J. lite-

rature, 186-214; J. scriptures, 194,

200, 503 ; J. manuscripts in Flo-

rence, 215-218; J. sculptures, 219-
221; J. religion in Gujerat, 303;
J. Sanskrit, 316; J. Prakrit, 466,

503 ; J. monk should not make a

bed of grass, 486 seq. ; J. Arhat
cannot be born in an obscure family,

502 ; J. fond of the number five,

506.

Jainaslokav^rtika, 198 note, 209,

211 seq.

Jaintia Hills, language of the, 93.

Jaitra, or Jaitrapala, or Jayatpala,

King of Devagiri, 283, 423 seq.

Jamadagni, father of Parasurama, 1 36.

Jammu westward. Hill dialect of, 97.

Janaka, 170.

Janmashtami festival, 149.

Japanese in India, 94, 120.

Jara, name of Jara (incomplete?) on

coins, 237.

Jataka stories, 374, 421 seqq.

Jathak-Hindt, Indian work on na-

tivity, 454.
Jatki dialect, 97.

Jaiivla, or Jabu(v)la, title of Tora-

mana, 226, 228, 233, 236 seq.

Java, 40, 87.

Jayadeva, author of Gitagovinda, 145.

Jayakumari Vijaya Nataka, 298.

Jayananda, 317, 318,

Jayanta, 413 seq., 415.

Jayatpal, see Jaitra.

Jeith Dassehra festival, 149.

Jetavana grove, 353.
Jets, Getae, 97 note.

Jews, 19; wanderings of the J., 27;

Scriptures of the J. and Aryan

thought, 33; Jews in India, 123.

Jhanas, four trances, 364.

Jijibai, 268.

Jina, 194, 197, 219.

Jina Kusala Suri Stavana, 324, 333
seqq.

Jinasena, 186, 213.
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Jnane^var, see Dnyanesvar.

Jnanodaya Nataka, 303, 304, 312.

Jolly, J., 454«e(/ry.

Jones, Sir William, 17, 35.

Judng language, iii.

Jumna, mentioned in the Milinda-

panho, 525 seq.

Juno and Aditi, 403.

Jupiter, 403, 408.
,

Jtithana, 306.

Jyotirvidabharana, 227.

Jyotisha (Vedaiiga), 382.

Kabir, Hindu reformer, 155.

Kabo, 306.

Kdcha Ndgas, 116.

Kachari, see Bodo.

Kachh, Sindh spoken in, 98.

Kachhi dialect, 89, 98.

Kachins, 174, 176, 177.

Kadambari of Bana, 213, 304, 320,

325-

Kddu dialect. 118.

Kaflristan, tribes of, 87, 98.

Kaikadi dialect, 108.

Kaikeyi, mother of Bharat, 137.

Kakhyin tribe, 116.

Kalachuri era, 428 seq.

Kala Sutri, mimic doll-plays, 313.

Kalemkiar, Father, 549.
Kali, worship of, 153.

Kalidasa, 300, 303, 394, 395.
Kalika Mata, 325.

Kalinka, people from, 373.
Kaliyuga era, 428.

Kalki-Avatar (god of art and inven-

tions), 139.

Kalpa, the world the same as in a

former, 172.

Kalusha, Maratha poet, 255.
Kanialamartanda, 213.

Karaasena, 432, 438, 443.

Kambodja, Indian conquests to, 40.

Kammatthanas, 364.

Kanarese, loi, 102, 107, 313.

Kandwari language, 113.

Kandali of S'ridhara, 424.

Kandh, of the hills of Orissa, 109.

Kanhadade-Prabandha, 318, 320, 325.

Kanishka, 518.

Kankali Tila, finds of Dr. Fiihrer in

the, 219, 220.

Kansa, King of Matbura, 138 spq.

Kansaro, " coppersmith," 306.
Kapila, 188.

Karabagh dialect (Armenian), 544
seq.

Karana, King of Gujerat, 306.

Karekin of Etchmiadzin, 547.
Karekin, Father, on Armenian biblio-

graphy, 548, 549.
Karen tribes, 91, 94, 174, 176, 177;

K. language, 120, 121.

K4r^n-nl, see BghAi.

Karhad^l Brahnians, 273.
Karika, 412 seqq.

Karma, doctrine of, 171 seq., 177.

Karmavipaka, 459.
Karna, Bali and, 447.
Karna, last king of Gujerat, 330.
Karnak, temple of, 25.

Karptlra Manjart, 313.
Karttikeya, Pleiades, 462 seqq.

Kashgar, traces of Buddliism in, 31.

Kashmir, dialects of, 81, 87, 89, 97 ;

Ephthalite kings in K., 225, 229,

235, 236 seq.

Kashmeri, 97.

Kasipant, 267.

Kasyapa, Buddliist missionary, 30.
Katak, cave temples in, 221.

Kathasaritsagara, 451.
Katha Upanishad, 157, 166.

Kath^ dialect, 117.

Katyayana, grammarian, 429.

Katyayana's Sarvanukrania, 411.

Kauravas, 139.

Kavyadohanas, 323.

Kavya Prakasa, 311.

Kavyetihasasaiigraha, 253.
Kayagaum, priests of, 269, 275 note i.

Kayastha Prabhiinchl Bakhar, 262.

Kayastha Prabhiinchya Itihas&cliln

Sadhanen, 253.

Kern, H., 40.

Kezhdraa Ndgas, 116.

Khakan, title of Ephthalite kings,

242.

Khalatianz, G., collector of Armenian
folklore, 546.

Khdmti dialect, 120.

Kharoti tribes, 122.

Kharria language, 1 1 1.

Kharwdr dialect, no.
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Khas dialect, 96.

Kh^si dialects, 112 seq.

Khdsia hills, 93.

Khelat desert, no.
Khema, 342, 351 seq.

Khila of the Rigveda, 412.

Khingkhila or Khinggila, Raja' of

Kasmir, 237, 243.

Khmer, M611 race in, 94.

Khond, see Kandh.
Khorasan, 222, 234, 240.

Khotalan, 238.

Khoteii, traces of Buddhism in, 31.

Khusru II., Parvez of Persia, 239,

240, 241.

Khwe-mi dialect, 118.

Khyin tribes, ii6, 117.

Khyindwyin river, 116.

Kidara Kiishans, 231, 234.

Kielhorn, F., 394, 428 aeq., 429.
Kiko Kavi, 303.
King, quasi-divine character of a, 261.

Kinnaras, 220.

Kipin (Kophene, Arakhosia), 224,

238.

Kiranavalt, 424.
Kirdnti languages, 114.

Kirste on PAONANO, 537.
Kisa Gotami, 342, 353, 356.

Kistna river, 107.

Kling tribes, 108.

K6ch language, 115.

Kodagu, dialect of Coorg, 107.

Kolarian languages, 92, no seqq.

Kolavada sermon, 346.
Konkanastha Brahmans, 273.

Konkani dialect, 10 1, 102.

K6rwa, see Kiir.

Kosmas Indicopleustes, 222, 225.

Kota tribe, 109.

Kridantas "participle?," 317.
Krishna, son of Vasudeva, 138 seq.

;

K.-Avatar, 138, 170: K's. adven-

tures, 144; K. worship, 145 seqq.

147, 149; K. = Vishnu, 151, 425,

463 ; Vithoba, a manifestation of

K., 295; K. or Govinda, 322;
Radha and K., 322; K. Yamuna-
bhid, 448.

Krishna, Raja, 423 seq.

Krishnagur College, 62.

Krishnaraja L, 186, 213.

Krittikas, 376, 377, 381,382,462 seqq.

Kriya-ratna-Samuchchaya, 318.

Kshatriyas, 136 seq., 261 seq., 262

seq., 264 seqq., 268.

Kshattrapa inscriptions, 328.

Kuhn, 16, 17, 399.
Kiiki tribes, 116, 117.

Kumaon, 113.

Xumaoni dialect, 96.

Kumarasambbava, 395.
Kumarila, 186 seqq., 191 seqq., 198,

200 seq., 205, 209 seq., 211 seqq.^

393, 394, 413.

Kumbho Rauo, 323.

Kur, Korwa or-Kiirku dialect, in.
Kurma-Avatar (Tortoise-god), 134.

Kurukshetra, battle of, 139.

Kiiriimbar dialect, 106.

Kushans, 222, 231, 234, 243.

Kyouk-koo Monastery, 370.

Laccadiv Islands, 89.

Lachhman Singh, author of Hindi

dramas, 297.

Lae-lih, king of the White Huns, 223,

228, 232.

Lagarde, 541, 542.

Laghusamantabhadra, 188 note, 191

note, 194 note, 197 notes.

Lahore Oriental College, 64, 65 ; King
of Persia rules in L., 225.

Lakshman, younger brother of Rama,

Lakshmanasena era, 428.

Lakshmi, 150 ; on coins, 231, 237.

Lakshmtbai, widow, of Dhondopant
Gokhale, 276.

Lakshmi Svayaiiivara Nataka, 300.

Lalita-duhkha-darsak Nataka, 298.

Lai Jha (Kabi Lai), 302.

Lalji Maniar, 306.

Lalluji Lai, 297.

Lalshankar, see Narmadashankar.
Ldliing dialect, 115.

LambAni, dialect of the, 93, 112.

Language, science of, 10, 17 ; ori^sin

of 1., 15 ; Language Census of India,

80-127 '} objects of it, 80 ; scope of

it, 81 seq. ] number of languages

returned, 82 ;
geographical condi-

tions, 82 seqq. : political influences

on the distribution of the 1., 84 seqq. ;
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classification of the 1., 91 seqq. ; the

statistics of 1., 95 sfijti. ; families of

language and ethnological relations,

554 seq(l-

Lao, or Siamese, 119, 120.

Lilria dialect, 95.

Lassen, 17, 35, 366.

Lavani, love-songs, 283.

Law-books, see Smritis.

Leikpya (Burmese), "butterfly-spirit,"

176, 177.

Lepcha language, 113.

Lepsius, 22.

Leumann, Prof., 215 seqq., 452 seq.

L6vi, Sylvain, 366 seqq., 518 seqq.

Lho-t4 (Ndgas), iiC.

Ltlavati, 420.

Limbu dialect, 114.

Lokiya-Saniadhi, 364.

Lokuttara-Saraadhi, 364.

Liiri of Persia, 112.

Liishai tribes, 116.

Lyall, Sir A., on education in India,

"54.

Lyngdni dialect, 112.

Macaulay, on education in India, 53,

59 m-
Madhavanala -K amakaihdala -Nataka,

a Hindi drama, 451.
Madhavanala-Katha, text of, 430-447

;

translation of the Gahas, 447-450 ;

MSS. of it, 450 seq.
;
popularity of

it, 451 ;
gahas contained in it, 451

seq.

Madhavrao, 254, 256, 267 note 3.

Madhavrao Ballal, 268, 269.

Madhuchhandas, Rishi, 131.

Madhyama, Buddhist missionary, 30.

Madras, schools in, 60, 62 ; dialects

spoken in M., 100, 102, 103, 106,

107, 108, III.

Mrtdresa, a Mahomedan college in

Calcutta, 52, 65.

Magadha, Hunimanta invades, 225.

Magadha, a bard, 299.
Mdgadhi form of Prakrit. 87.

Magh language, 118; Maghs of Chitta-

gong, 119.

Magha, month of M. sacred for gifts to

Brahmans, 142
;
year beginning in

M., 376, 377, 381-

Magyar language, 122.

MaljabhArata, in the Far East, 40;
incarnations in the M., 134 ; heroes

of the M., 139 ;
pilgrimages men-

tioned in the M., 143; Vishnu
Sahasra Ndma from the M., 151 ;

readers of the M., 153 ; in praise of

the M., 288 seq. ; M. in Gujerati,

309 ; scenes from tlie M. enacted,

314.
Mahabhashya. 422.

Mahabodhi, Buddhist temple at, 245
seqq.

Mahadeva, brother of R^ja Krishna,

423 seq.

Mahagiri Nat, 180.

Mahakala, S'iva established as M. in

Ujjayini, 440.
Mahamoggalana, 355.
Maha Muni Pagoda, 370.
Mahapajapati Gotami, 342, 346.
Maharaja, title of, 242.

Maharaj Khanda, 387.

Mahavariisa, 362.

Maha-Vihara, Great Monastery of

Ceylon, 363.
Mahavira, 220, 502.

Mahendra's hermitage-hill, 385 seq.

Mahendra,,see Mahinda.

Mahi, river mentioned in the Miliiida-

paiiho, 525 seq., 529.
Muhidasa, 420.

Mahimana, a poem in praise of S'iva,

152.

Mahinda, 362 seq., 385.

Mahipati, biographer of Tukaram,

295-

M4hl lapguage, 92, 109.

Maithila, Brahmans of, 87.

Maithili dialect, 95.

Majjha, father of Anopama, 350.

Makrdnis, 122.

Malabar, 89, 106 seq.

Malabdri = Tamil, 107.

Malati-Madhava, 303.

Malava Era, 227, 392.
Malavikagnimitra, 300, 303.

Malaydlam, 106 seq.

Malayan languages, 94, 120.

Mal^r language, in.
Malukdas, saying of, 144.

Malwa, 227, 228, 232, 236.
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Mammata, 311.

Man& (Babylonian), a certain weight

of gold, 28.

Mandalay, colony of prisoners in, 117.

Mandalika-Prabhu, 325, 33 2»

Mandapakausika, 426.

Mandaia rock, 135, 197.

Mandiiki Sakha, 414, 420.

Manes, month of the, 378.
Mangala, the god, 462-465.
Mangalore, dialects spoken in, loi.

Mangar language, 114.

Maniach, prince of the Sogdoites, 234,

242 seq.

Manikyala Stilpa, 239.

Manikyanandi, 213 note.

Manipur, 81, 117.

Manipuri, 117.

Mankura = Wang-Khiun, 528 note i.

Manohari, see Manuha.
Manoratha Pdram, 341.

Mantras, Vedic, 129 ; = charms, 141

seq.; prayers, 151, 274.

Mann, the Aryan patriarch, 133, 134 ;

the sayings of M. based on the

Veda, 193 ; M. on the sale of a

daughter, 259 note 3 ; M. quoted

by a Mussalman against Brahmans,
268 note 2; M. on widow marriage,

426; M. on hermaphrodites, 457;
on menstruation and conception,

458; on philosophical tenets, 460.

Manuha, a king of the Kalinka, 373.
Mara, 348 seq., 352.
Maratha, expeditions of the Marathas,

89 seq. ; Maratha chronicles, 252-
281, 284; history of the same, 252
seq. ; light thrown by them on the

relation between State and religion

in India, 254 seqq. ; on violations

of religious rules by Brahmans,

267 seqq. ; history of the Marathas,

252 seq. ; M. Rajas meddle in

religious matters, 260, 264 ; are

considered as Kshatriyas, 264 ; the

chief M. poets, 282-296 ; Dnya-
nesvar, 284 seqq. ; Namdev and
Tukaram, 295 seq. ; M. people,

282 ; M. Brahmans, 282.

Marathi language, 90, 93, 100 seqq.,

112, 123, 294, 300,323, 329, 335;
M. prose literature, 297 ; M. drama,

301, 304, 313 seq. ; M. poem, 336
seqq.

Marco Polo, 43, 367.
Marr, N., 548.

Marriage rites, 178; m. with a dagger,

259 ; no money to be accepted for

giving a girl in m., 259 seq. ; mar-

riage festivals, 273, 278; m. be-

tween subdivisions of Brahmans,

273; early marriages, 277, 461;
re-m. after the death of first wife,

277 seq. ; m. songs, 283 ; m. by
purchase, 347, 350.

Maruts, 464.

Mirwddi dialect, 96, 97, 99. 306.

Mast^ni, Mussalman wife of Bajirao,

258 seq., 273.
Mathura, 138 seq., 144 seq., 149

;

Jaina sculptures from M., 219 seqq.

Matri statue, 387.
Matsya-Avatar (fish-god), 134.

Maung Tin D^, Burmese god, 180 seq.

Maya, illusion, 146, 163.

M^ch dialect, 115.

Media, 19.

Medical Literature of India, 454-461

;

of Arabia, 454 ; of Persia, 454 seq.;

medical theories of the Smritis, 456
seqq. ; Hindu medical works on

embryology, 456 seq., 460 ; on ana-

tomy, 457 seq. ; on physiology, 458
seq.; on impotency, 459; on the

influence of the six seasons on the

system, 459 ; on diseases and poi-

sons, on hygieology, 459 ; on philo-

sophy, 460 ; antiquity of medical

literature, 461,

Medicines, prejudice about English,

275 note I.

Mediterranean, the, 8, 32.

Megasthenes, 367, 386.

Meghadfita, 394.
Meheta, Narsiriiha, 318, 321, 322,

323» 325^ 326, 329, 33°. 335-
Mekong valley, 83, 119.

Melanis or Melavanis, 304.
Menander, 518 seqq., 525.
Mera, Adalbert, 543.
Mergui Archipelago, 94, 120.

Merutunga, 316.

Mesrob, 543.
i Mihirakula, see Mihirkul.
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Mihirkul, 223, 224, 225, 226, 229
aeqq., 237, 242, 243.

Mikelian, A. T., on Armenian history,

548.
Mikir Hills, 115.

Mi-lan, i.e., Milimla, 519, 527.
Milinda, 518 seqq., 527.

Miliudapanho, Chinese translations

of it, 518-529 ; Pali text of it, 518
seqq., 522 seq. ; a northern and
southern recension of it, 519 seq.

;

three versions of it, 521 ; Chinese

translation explains the Pali text,

523 note 2, 525 note 2.

Milky Way, 378, 379.
Mlmamsa, 393.
Mimaihsa-S'lokavartika, 186, 198, 203

note, 212 seqq.

Mimic doll-plays, 313 seq.

Mingti, Emperor of China, 30.

Minikoi, island of, 92, 109.

Mi-oung-zin, 371.

Miranbai, Gujerati poetess, 323, 325,

330.
Miri tribes, 115.

Mishmi tribes, 115.

Mitchell, J. M., on the chief Marathi

poets, 282 seqq.

Mitra-Varuna, 405.
Miyau Bibi, 306.

Mlecchas (Htlnas), 230.

Modern Hindu religion and philo-

sophy, 141-173; astrology, 141

seq. ; worship of Brahmans, 142

seq.
;
pilgrimages, 143 seq. ; Krish-

na worship, 14^ seqq. ; Rama worship,

147 seq. ; fasts and feasts, 148 seqq.\

the Hindu's daily life, 150 seqq.
;

reading of Puranas, 151 seq. ; fetish

worship, 153 seq. ; Hinduism, 154
seqq. ; Upanishads, 155 seqq. ; Atma,
160 seq. ; Maya, 163 seg. ; Moksha,

169 seqq. ; fatalism, 171 seqq.

Mogoung, centre of the KAkhyln, 116.

Mohamedan influence on the languages

of India, 88 seq., 100, loi, 121
;

M. saints, 153; M. mosques sup-

ported by Shivajl, 262 ; M. sove-

reigns deal with Brahmanical quar-

rels, 262 ; M. eat with Brahmans,

273 ; M. influence on Brahmanism,

278 note 5 ; M. conquests, 233,

241, 285, 294, 329; M. influence

on dramatic literature in India,

301 ; disorder of M. times, 306.
Mohlna Rani, 306.

Moksha, 165, 166, 168, 171.
Mon (Talaing) race, 90, 91, 94, 119.
Monasteries, 360 note i.

Mongoloid race, 84, no, 113; As-
samese Mongoloids, 118; Burmese,

174.

Monkey adoring the sun, 421 seqq.

Months, special m. favourable for gifts,

142.

Moon worship, 135.
M6pgha dialect, 121.

Moropant, Maratha poet, 302.
Morris, Rev. R., 466 seqq.

Moses Khorenaci, 550.
Mourning, 272, 279 note i.

Moush, dialect of, 545.
Mriga, Orion, 380.

Mrigasiras (Orion), 377, 379, 380
seqq.

Mro language, 118.

Mudra-Rakshasa, 303.
Mugdhavabodha Auktika, Gujerati

Grammar, 315-320, 322, 324, 325,

326, 329 seq.

Muhan Khan, 242.

Muhiirta Chintamani, work on astro-

logy, 141-

Mukundraj, 283 seq.

Mulji, Karsandas, 297.

Miiller, August, 454.
Miiller, E., 345, 466.

Miiller, Friedrich, 533, 542.

Miiller, Max, i seqq., 38, 39, 42 se/^.,

128, 396, 403.

Multan, 225, 226, 230, 232, 234, 239,

240.

Multani ( = Jatki), 97.

Mundd language, in.
Mundaka Upanishad, 161.

Munja, see Thread ceremony.

Mun language, 372, 375.
Miirmi language, 1 14.

Musalman, see ^iohamedan.

Musalmdni = Deccani, 96.

Mutta, 351.

Muwaff'ak, Abu Mansur, 454.

Mysore, 100, 102, 106, 107, 108.

Mythology, see Aryan m.
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Naga language, 115, 116.

Ndgaram, Sanskrit, 105.

Nagaras, high-class Brahmans, 307.
Nagari Gujerati, 324.
Nagarjuna, cave temples in, 221.

Nagasena, 518 seqq., 529.
Nagpiir Bhonsles, 266.

Naidhruvi-Narayana, 414 seqq.

Naigameshin, see Nemesa.
Naigameya, Brahmanical deity, 219.

Nakhitchevan dialect (Armenian),

545-
Nakshatras, 28, 381.

Nalakhyana, 304, 325.
Nama, see Namdev.
Namdev, 285, 290, 295.
Namuchi, 379.
Nana Fadanavis, 263, 271, 280.

Nanak, Hindu reformer, 155.

Nanda, a Buddhist Thert, 342.

Nandakovada sermon, 346.
Nandas, the last of the Kshatriyas,

261.

Nandiavarta Arhat, 220.

Nandi Bharata, 299.
Nanjio, Bunyiu, 519.
jRfanodaya of Buddhaghosa, 363.
Naorojji, Dadabhai, 297.
Narada, Rishi, 152, 299.

Narada Smriti, 426, 459.
Narasinha-Avatar, 135.

Narasinha Gupta, 229.

Narayana, 413 seq.

N&rayana (Vishnu), 152.

Narayanrao, 256.

Narendraditya, 237.
Narmadashankar Lalshankar, 297,

298, 320.

Narma Gadya, 298.

Na-sien-pi-kieou-king, "the book of

the Bhikshu Nagasena," 521.

Nat worship, 174 seq. ; family Nat,

178.

Nata, actor, 305.

Nataka, drama, 305, 310, 311, 312.

Nataparinna, " analytical knowledge,"

365-
Nata Sdtras, 299.
Natigay, a Burmese god, 175.

Natkadaws, mediums in Burma, 180,

183 seq.

Natya Sastra, 299, 300, 305.

Nava Durga, nine days for worshipping
Durga, 149.

Navya - Kshettra Saraasa - Avachtiri,

318.

Neandre de Byzance, 550.
Nebo, the god, 27.

Negamesi, see Nemesa.
Negro dialects, 123.

Nemesa, a Jaina deity, 219.

Nepathya, (intrascenic) passages of a

drama, 304.
Newar era, 428.

Newdri language, 114.

Nga Thein of the Chins, 176.

Niddesa, 363.
Niganthas, 478.
Nikobdri, 94.

Nilgiris, 107, 108, 109.

Nimddi dialect, 95.

Nineteen, the number, in Buddhism,

247 seq.

Nip41, languages of, 81, 91, 96, 114,

115 ; Brahmans in N., 87.

NipAli, 96, 1 14.

Nirjala-ekadsi fast, 149.

Nirmalas of the Sikh sect, 169.

Nirodhasamapatti, 365.
Nirvana, 358, 359, 364 seq.

Nisithachuvni, 216.

Niwaj, 302.

Nizam's dominions, 102, 107, 108;

N. force, 1 23 ; N.'s daughter married

to Bajtrao, 259.

Noldeke, 12.

Norris, 24.

Nuns, Buddhist order of, 346 ; hus-

band's consent needed for wives

who join the order, 352.

Nyaya, 156.

Nyayadipika of Abhinava-Dliarma-
bhtishana, 208 note.

Nyayakumuda Chandrodaya, 213.

Nyayasara, 424.

Of) (Waddar) tribe, 93.

Offerings to the Nats, 178 ; 0. to

Mahendra's hermitage-hill, 385.

Oktazaung, Burmese female spirits,

185.

Old-Aryan (Altarisch), 555.
Oldenberg, 412, 415.

Old Persian, tf in O.P., 530 seqq.
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Ongcor, ruins of, 374.
Oraon dialect, no.
Oracle spirits, 182.

Orion, principal facts and arguments
in the, 376-383 ; vernal equinox in

Krittikas, 376 seq. ; vernal equinox
in Mrigasiras, 377 seqq. ; Pre-Orion

period, 381 seqq.; O. period, 382.
Orissa, 90, 103, 104, 108, 109.

Otama, 305.
Oudh, 95.

Ovi metre, 285, 294.

Oxiaria, 87.

Oxus, 223, 233, 234, 525 seq., 529.

Paddhati (manual), regarded as more
useful than a Karika, 413.

Padmanabha, 318, 320, 323, 325,

330-
Pagodas, 178, 182, 374.
Pahdri (Hill-tongue), 96, 97.

Pahlavi, 233. 235, 238 seqq,

Pakhtu, see Pashtu.

Palaung language, 119.

Pali, 87, 109, 328, 341, 345, 362;
Pali, Sanskrit, and Prakrit etymo-
logy, 466-517; peculiarities of P.,

not in Prakrit, 471, 473; P. and
Buddhist-Sanskrit, 476 ; Jaina Pra-

krit and Pali, 503.
Pampa, 186.

Panch, board of arbitrator?, 263.

Panconia, town in Pegu, 371.
Pandas, priests of sacred places, 143.
Pandavas, 139.
Pandit, R. B. Shankar, 76, 313 seq.

Panditrao, 254, 255.
Pdni-K6ch language, 115.

Panini, 299, 429.
Panjab, 83, 89 ; P. colleges, 62, 66

;

dialects spoken in P., 97, 98, 121,

122 ; P. Himalaya, 113 ; Lower P.,

122 ; White Huns in P., 224, 230,

231, 236; P. called TakanorTaki,
239 seq.

Panjdbi, 89, 90, 96, 97 ; no drama in

P., 300.

Paiiiia (Buddhist), 364 seq.

Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, 4.

Parabhu, 255 note.

Para Brahma, 155.

Paramattha Dipani, 343, 345.

Para^ra Srariti, 426 seq.

Parasmaipada, 422 seq.

Parasuram-Avatar, 136, 425.
Parbatia (Khas) dialect, 96.

P^rijat, Haran, 302.

Parikshamukha, 201.

Parjanya (rain), 161.

Parsavanatha, 219.

Parsis, 100 ; P. theatre, 301 ; P.

language, 336 ; P. traditions about
heaven and hell, 378; P. aiwya-

onghana, 380.

Parvatl, festival in honour of, 149.
P&rvatl-Parinaya, 302.
Pashtu language, 122.

Patachara, Buddhist Therl, 342, 353
seq., 358 seqq.

Putai Raval, 320, 324, 325, 332.
Pataliputra, 384-387.
Patanjali, author of the Yoga Stitras,

292.

Patanjali, author of the Mahabhashya,
421 seqq., 429.

Pathak, K. B., on Kumarila in Digam-
bara Jaina literature, 186 seqq.

Patisambhidamagga, 363.

Patkanian, Prof. K., 544, 545, 546,

548, 549-
Patkanian, Raphael, 545.
Patna, see Pataliputra

Patniili dialect, 100.

Patua, see Judng.

Patwardhan, Parasuram Bhau, 271
seq., 274, 276 seq.

Pavolini, P. K, 430 seqq.

Payekhi, King of the Hiungnu, 223.

Pegu, dialects spoken in, 119; old

towns in P., 369-375.
Peguan, see Mun language.

Persia, 19, 24, 121.

Persians more advanced in civilisation

than the Greeks, 8 ; P. influence

in India, 121, 301 ; P. history from

Armenian sources, 549.
Peta-vatthu, 345.
Petermann, 541, 544.
Phakidl language, 120.

Phalguna (February-March), 144, 150,

381.

Phalguni full-moon, 377, 378, 380
seq.

Phenicians, more advanced in civilisa-
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tion than the Greeks, 8 ; intercourse

between Greeks and Ph., 20, 21.

Philosophy, Hindu, 156 seqq.^ 164
seqq,, 460.

Pilgrimages in modern India, 143,

148; p. of Jainas, 220.

Pinches, 24.

Pincott, F., on the Vajrasan at Maha-
bodhi, 245 seqq.

Pindaniryukti, 215.

Pischel, 397, 466.

Pitri-paksha, fortnight of the Pitris,

149 ; ayana of the P., 378.
Pleiades, see Krittikas.

Plinius, 366.

Polish Armenian dialect, 545.
Polygamy among Vedic Aryans, 133.

Ponnd, see Manipuri.

Poona, colleges at, 52, 53, 62 ; Poona
College of Science, 63.

P'o-p'o, a certain Nat, 183.

Portuguese in India, 102.

Pott and the science of language, 17.

Povgi (P6le-Povgi, "the fool Paul"),

544.
Powade, Marathi historical ballads,

283.

Prabandha Chintamani, 316.

Prabandha Ratna Mala, 316.

Prabhachandra, 186, 200, 213 seq.

Prabhakara, 200, 203 note, 393.
Prabhavati, 302.

Prabhu caste, 255 seq., 262 seq.

Prabodha Chandrodaya, 302, 303.
Prachina Gujarati iSahitya - Ratna-

Mala, 315.

Prachina Kavya Mala, 309, 312, 321.

Prahasanas, burlesques, 303.
Prahlad, son of Hiranyakasipu, 135.

Prajapati, 158, 379, 381, 382, 401.

Prakatartha, 425.
Prakrit, its modern offshoots, 87, 99 ;

P. manuscripts in Florence, 216;
P. in the drama, 300, 313; P.

literature, 313 ; P., Sanskrit and
the vernaculars, 318, 327 ; P. in the

Madhavanala-Katha,452 ; P. metres,

452; P. etymology, 466-517; P.

and Pali, 471, 473, 503 ; several

equivalents in P. of one original,

484.
Prakrita Prabhakara, 310, 313.

Prakriti, 163.

Pramanasastra, Logic, 186.

Prameyakamalamartanda, 190 noteSj

191 note, 194, 195 note, 213.

Prarabdha Karma, 171 seq.

Prasastis, 394.
Prastavana, prelude of a drama, 304.
Pratapasila = Vikramaditya, 227.

Pravarasena, 227, 231.

Prayaschitta, penances, 254, 255.
Pre-Buddhistic period, 382.
Prehistoric, 9, 16, 17.

Premananda,''299, 308 seqq., 313, 318.

322, 329, 340.
Prema-sagara, 146, 297,

Pre-Orion period, 381 seqq.

Prithi Raja Rasau of Chanda Bardaij

'328.

Pronouns in Gujerati, 327 seq.

Prothetic vowels, 409.
Proto-Aryan language, 13, 14, 16, 555.
Pseudo-Callisthenes, 549.
Ptolomaeus, 366 seq., 368.
Pugan, 370, 373.
Pulakesi II., 213.

PuUe, F. L., on the Florentine Jaina

MSS., 215 seqq.

Puluchin, King of White Huns, 223.

Punarvasu, year beginning in, 381,

382.

Punishments in India, 264 note 2.

Puramdhi, the goddess, 406, 407.

Puranas, in the Far East, 40 ;
gods of

the P., 128 seqq., 133 seq., 139 ; im-

portance of the P. in Hinduism, 145
seq. ; P. read by the Brahraans, 153,

308 ;
geography of the P., 366,

Puranis, 308.

Puri sect, 258.

Purusha, 158, 160 seqq.

Purushamedha, 299.

Purusha-prakriti, 407.
Purvvaditya, title of Scythian kings,

237.

Pushpdant, author of Mahimana, 152.

Pwo dialect, 121.

QuADRiLiNGUAL poem from an old

MS., 336.

Rabha dialect, 115.

Radha, 322.
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Radhabai, 273.

Raghavabhatta, 424.

Raghuvaiiisa, 395.
Rainayo, 305.
Rajarani, son of Shivajl, 262.

Rajas, Tamas and Sattva, 165.

Rajasekhara, 313.

Rajashaha College, 62.

Raja Tarangini, 225, 227, 230.

Rajavarttika, 424.
R^jmahdl, language of the hills of, no.
Rdjputdna, languages of, 81, 99; old

names of R., 241.

Rakshabandhan day, 149.

Rama-Avatar, 136 seqq.^ 170, 425 ;

Rama worship, 147, 149; three

Ramas, 425 seq.

Ramadas, Maratha poet, 261.

Ramananda, 423 seqq.

Rama-rajya, 'British Government,' 139.

Ramayana of Tulsidas, 147.

Ramayana of Valmiki, in the Far
East, 40 ; readers of R., 153 ; scenes

from the R. enacted, 314.

Ram Joshl, Maratha poet, 283.

Ramlila festival, 148.

Ramnaumi festival, 148.

Ramshastrt, 268, 276, 277.

Rdngadi dialect, 95.

Rangoon, 120, 121, 122, 370.
Rasa-dharis, 314.

Rashis (Rasis, signs of the Zodiac),

381.

Rashtrakutas, 329.
Ras Mala of Sir A. K. Forbes, 298.

Ratainyo, 305.
Ratimanjari, 451.
Ratnaprabha, 425.

Ratnesvara, 308.

Ravana, demon king of Ceylon, 137
seq., 149.

Rawlinson, 24.

Reay, Lord, 63.

Religion, modern Hindu, 141-173;
r. and state in Maratha, 254 seq.,

260, 264.

Religious disputes settled by the king,

255 seq., 257, 258 ; r. rules vio-

lated, 267, 268 seq., 270.

Reng-m4 Ndgas, 116.

Revata, a Buddliist elder, 363.

Revati, the constellation, 378.

Revenge for bloodslied, 275 «eiy.

Ribhus, 464.
Rig-Veda Sarahit^, S'iva and Brahman

not in the, 130; astronomical facts

and the date of the R., 377, 380
6eqq., 383; Aditi in the R., 396 »eqq.^

399 (Rv. I, 164, 22), 402 (Rv. I,

24, 1-2), 403 (Rv. I, 136, 3), 404
(Rv. X, 63, 3 ; V, 59, 8), 405 (Rv.

II, 27, i; I, 89, 3; V, 66, 4);
Sakhas of the R., 411-420.

Riks, recited in the Far East, 40 ; R.
come from Brahma, 161.

Rimmon, Babylonian god, 27.

Rishis worshipped, 149.
Ritusaiiihara, 394.
Rivers, five r. mentioned in the Milin-

dapanho, 525 seq.

Rohini, the constellation, 382.
R6ra (gypsy), 112.

Rong, see Lepcha.

Rosen, F. A., 429.
Roshadarsika Satyabhamakhyana,

299, 309 seq., 329, 340.
Rotli, 396, 397, 398, 403.
Roug6, Vicomte de, 21, 22.

Roy, Raja Rama Mohan, 297.
Rudra, 162, 382.

Rukmini Svayamvara, 302.
Ruma country, 227, 232.

S'abarasvamin, 199, 200.

Sabha, assembly of Pandits, 262.

Sabhachara, 299.

Sabhasad, Krishnaji Anant, his Life

of Shivajl, 261 seq., 265, 266.

S'achi, the goddess, 407.
De Sacy, 18, 35.
Saddhamma Nagara, 373.
Sadhra Jeshngi, 306.

Sadhyas, genii, 161.

Sahasi, King of Sindh, 241, 242, 243.
{5ahnazar, 544.
S'ailOshas, actors, 299.
S'aivites, 156.

S'aka era, 227, 428.

Sakala S^akha. 411-420.
Sakala (She-kie-lo), 225, 229, 240.

Sakharam Bapu, 269.

Sakhas of the Riksamhita, 411-420,

414.

Saktas, 153, 156.
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S'aktis, 407. »

Sakula, a Buddhist Tlieri, 342.
S'akuntala, 302, 303.
Sakyasinh (Buddha), 139.

Sakzi language, 233.

S'aligramavaisya, 451.

Salon (sea-gypsies), 94, 120.

Samadhi, meditation, 364.
Samal Kavi, 309.
Saraans, sung in the Far East, 40 ;

S. come from Brahman, 161.

Samanas (Samanaioi), Buddhist friars,

31, 32.

Samantabliadra, 187 seqq.^ 193, 197
note, 198, 200, 211 seq.

Sambhajt, 267.

Sariijiiana hymn, 417 seq., 419.
Sanchita Karma, 171 seq.

Sandhya-Vandana, 270, 418, 419.
S'ankaracharya, 152, 163, 168, 170,

213 seg^v 394- 424-

S'ahkhayana Brahmana. 377 ; S'.

Sakha, 411-420; S'. Grihyasiitra,

412, 415 seqq.

Saukhya, 156, 460.

Sankhya-tattva-Kaumudt, 424.
Sannyast, ceremony at the death of a,

274.

Sanskrit, official language in the Far
East, 40 ; study of S. in India, 60.

6t„ 64, 65, 66 seq., 74, 77, 145;
study of S. in England, 73 ; off-

shoots of S., 87 ; S. and Marathi,

100, loi ; S. and Bengali, 104;
S. spoken, 105 ; S. manuscripts in

Florence, 215, 216 ; S. literature

compared with Ganesa, 288 ; S.

drama, 300, 303. 304, 313 ; verna-

culars influenced by S., 302 seq.
;

S. = " Deva-Gira," 309, 310, 311
seq.; S. of tlie Jains, 316; S.

grammar in Gujerati, 317 seq. ; S.

and Gujerati, 327; poem in S.,Parsi,

Dakshi, and Turki languages, 336 ;

S. literature, 392 seqq. ; S. lexicogra-

phical works, 429 ; S. grammarians,

429 ; S. medical works, 454 seqq.,

461; earliest S. MS. 455; Pali,

S., and Prakrit etymology, 466-

517 ; Buddhist-Sanskrit, 473, 476.
Santhdl language, no.
Santis, expiatory rites, 254.

Sanyasi, 156, 167, 168 seq., 170.

Sap^dalaksha, old name of Rajputana,

240, 241.

Sarabhii, mentioned in the Milinda-

pafiho, 525 seq.

Sarama, 379.
Saraswati, see Tharawadi.

Sardars, 271.

Sargsian, Sargis, 545.
Sarlraka Sutras, 157.

Sarvadarsana Saihgraha, 190 notes,

191 note.

Sarvajina Sadharana Stavana of Jaya-

nanda, 317, 318.

Sarvanukrama, 411 seq., 419.

Sasanka, Hindu king, 386.

Sassanian kings, 549.
Sassetti, 43.

Satapatha Brahmana, 376, 377.
Satara Rajas, 266.

Satt, 268, 278.

Satlaj, valley of the, 113.

Satsanga-Yijaya, 303.

Sattva (goodness), 165.

Satya Narayana, 152.

S'aunaka, 415.
Saunaka, a great householder, 171.

Sauraseni, Prakrit, 87.

Saurashtri dialect, 100.

Savai Madhavrao, Peshwa, 270; mar-

riage of S. M., 272 ; widow of S. M.,

275 note 2.

Sawalik (Rajputana), 240, 241.

Sawan-Bhadun (July-August), 144.

S^wara language, in.
Sayath-Nowa, Armenian poet, 544.
Sayce, Professor, 24, 548.

Schlegel, 17.

Schliemann, 26.

Schmidt, Prof., on Semites and Aryas,

12,

Schrader, 0., 12, 13, 16, 558.

Schrumpf, G. A., on the progress of

Armenian Studies, 540-553.
Scythian kings, see White Huns

;

coins of Indo-Scythian kings, 223-

244.

Scythic race, 84 ; S. language, 95,

122 seq.

Scytho-Greek alphabet, 235, 238,

242 seq.

Scytho-Sassanians, 235.
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Sebeos, 549 seq.

S^nia N^gas, 116.

Semites, home ^of the, in Asia, 12;
Semites and Aryas, 12, 558.

Semitic and Egyptian, 15 ; S. speech,

18 ; S. languages in India, 94, 123.

Senart, 40, 328.

Sgrenc, Georg G., 544.
Sgdu dialect, 121.

Shaddarsana-samuchchayavritti, 3 1 8.

Shahaji, 268.

Shahi, title of, 234, 237, 239, 242.

Shahu, Maratha king, 255 seq.^ 271.

Shahu Khan, 243.

Shamanism, 177, 183.

Shamans, 181.

Shambhu Chhatrapati, Raja of Kolha-

pur, 255.
Shdn languages, 90, 91, 94, 115, 119

seq.

Shaowu Wen, 234.

Shapelo, see Dizabul.

Shastris, their opinions on castes, 260

seq. ; laxity of S., 275 note 2 ; S.

of Benares on re-marriage of widows,

276 seq.

Shebun, 223.

Shendii = Liishai tribes, 116.

Shenvis, 271.

Sher Shah, 384 seq.

Shin Ne Mi, Burmese goddess, 180.

ShivajJ, 254, 256, 260, 261 seq., 264
seqq., 267, 268, 283.

Shu-to-lo, see Sudra.

Shwe Dag6n Pagoda, 370.

Shwe Myet Hna, Burmese goddess,

180.

Shwe Na Be, Burmese goddess, 180.

Shwep'yinnyinaung, certain Nats, 182,

Siam, Shdns in, 94.

Siamese, 119.

Siddharaja Jayasinha, 306.

Sidi, see Habshi.

SigalaMata, 342.
Sigrabodh, work on astrology, 141.

Siharas of Sindh, ruler of Multan,

240.

Sihiras, Scythian king, 230.

Sikhism, 156.

Sikhs, 89, 169, 295.
Sikkim, languages of, 113.

Stladitya = Vikramaditya, 227.

Stlas, precepts of holy conduct, 359,
364-

Sirhh&sanadv&tfirtiaika, 451.
Sirhhastha year, 258.

Sin, Babylonian god, 27.

Sindh, dialects spoken in, 89, 97, 100,

122; Scythian kings of 8., 227,

230, 231, 234, 236, 238; early

history of S., 241 seq.

Sindhi, 97, 98 ; no drama in S., 300.
bindhu, in Babylonian inscriptions,

28, 29; mentioned in the Milinda-
pafiho, 525 seq., 529.

Singliana, 424.
Sing-pho tribe, 116.

Sinhalese, 92, 109; S. translations of

Pali commentaries, 362 seq.

Sinitic languages, 120.

Stta, wife of Rama, 137 seq.

Sita, river mentioned in the Milinda-
panho, 525 seq., 529.

S'iva, worship of, 130, 150, 153 ;

prayers to S'., 152, 440 ; worshipj)ed

by childless people, 142 ; worshipped
in S'ravana, 149 ; in Phalguna, 150;
S'. is omnipresent, 162 ; bull of S'.

on Scythian coins, 230, 236, 237 ;

S'. as Viriipaksha, 305 ; SVs S'akti,

407 ; S'. Mahakala in Ujjayini,

440 ; twelve names of S'., 440

;

sons of S'., 462 seqq.

Sivaratri festival, 150.

Skanda Gupta, 222 seq.

Slokavartikalamkara, 210.

Smritis on medicine, 456 seqq., 461.

Solar worship, 225, 226, 228, 229,

230; sun wheel on coins, 237;
"sun-god" of Multan, 238, 241.

Soma, 135; S. juice, 132, 135; S.

the moon, 161.

Soma, Buddhist Theri, 348 seq.

Somadeva, 186, 451.

Somdli tribes, 123.

Somatilaka, 318.

Sona, Buddhist Theri, 342.

Soul, see Atma.
Soundoukiantz, Gabriel, 544.
Specht, Edouard, on two Chinese

Translations of the Milindapanho,

518-529.
Spirits in Burma, 174 seqq.] classes

of s., 177 ;
guardian s., 178 ; family
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s., 178; evil s., 178; s. of people

who died violent deaths, 179.

Sprenger, on the Semitic cradle-land,

12.

S'raddhas, 271.

S'ravana (Sravan), S'iva worshipped in

the month of, 142, 149.

S'ravant ceremony, 412.

S'ridhara, 424.

S'ripalacharitra, 324.

Sruantztianz, Bishop, collector of Ar-

menian folklore, 546.
S'ruti, 157.

Stein, Aurel, on PAONANO, 536 seq.

St. John, R. F. St. A., on old towns
in Pegu, 370 seqq.

St. Martin, Vivien de, 366.

Stone of the foot-print of Buddha,

386.

Strzygowski, Joseph, 548.
Stuart-Glenn ie, J. S.. on the origin

and cradle-land of the Aryans, 557-
559-

Stiipas, 219, 220, 386 ; VoJva Stiipa,

221.

Subhashitaratnasaihdoha, 425.

Substantive case forms in Gujerati,

326 seq.

Suddhodana, Buddha's father, 139,

346.
S'Mras, may attain Moksha, 170;

S'udra = shu-to-lo, 227, 228, 242;
S'. and Brahmans the only castes,

261 ; ceremonies for S'., 263 note i.

Sughdi language. 233.

Sugriva, ally of Eama, 138.

Sujata, a Buddhist Theri, 351.
Sukka, a Buddhist Theri, 360 seq.

Sulaimdn tribes, 122.

Sumangala's mother, 351.

Sumatra, Indian conquests in, 40.

Sumerians, 23.

S'unastrau in Rigveda, 379.
Sundari, a Buddhist Theri, 356 seq.

Sung-yun, Chinese pilgrim, 222 seqq.,

232.

Sun worship, see Solar worship.

Suparnas, 220.

Supreme Being, see God.

Supreme soul, 155, 158, 166.

Suradas, Hindi poet, 146, 150, 330.

Sura Samla, 306.

Surata-Sarhgrama, 321, 322.
Suratis, a class of domestic servants,

100.

Suresvara, 214.

SHryaram Tripathi, M. E., 298.
Surya Siddhanta, 382.

Susruta, 454, 455> 460.

Siiss, "Anilitz der Erde," 559.
Siita, 299.

Sutra, period of the Sutras, 382 ;

S^tra Sakhas, 419.
Sutradhara, stage-manager, 304, 305,

313-
.

Sutta Pitaka, 345.
Svar, 400, 401.

Svastikas, 219.

S'vetambara Jains, 219 seq.

S'vetasvatara Upanishad, 163.

Swahili tribes, 123.

Synteng dialect, 112.

Syriac, 123.

Tai, see Shdn.

Taittiriya Brahmana, 299, 377, 381.
Taittiriya Saiiihita, 376, 377, 380,

381,382.
Taittiriya-Upanishad, 154.

Takan or Taki = Panjab, 239 seq.

Takinabad, city of, 240.

Takkala, name of a place, 372 seq.

Talaing (M6n), 90, 178, 179.
Talmud, compared with the Ptirva Mi-

m^ihsa, 393.
Tamas, Rajas, Sattva, (kc, 165.

Tamil, 106.

Tanjore, 90, 102.

Tantravartika, 186.

Tapti valley, 100.

Taragala, actors, 305, 307.
Tarai, tribes and languages of the,

85, 91, 113, 115.

T^ranath, 225, 230.

Tarokmaw, name of a place, 370 seq.

Tase, Burmese disembodied spirits,

184.

Tatan, King of White Huns, 223.
Ta-thsin, 527.
Tattvas (twenty-four), 460.

TatvdrthasHtra, 196, 210 note.

Taungthil dialect, 121.

Tautatita = Kumarila, 190 note.

Tavoyi, dialect of Tenasserim, 118.
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Taw Sein Ko, on the spiritual world

of tlie Burmese, 1 74 seqq.

Taxi la, 239 seq.

Tchaniitch, on Armenian history,

548.

Tcheraz, Prof., 546.

Tchi or Tchad, a Buddhist teaclier,

524» 529-

Telang, K. T., 76, 252 seqq.

Tel-el-Amarna, tablets, 25, 27, 28.

Tel-el-Hesy, tablets, 27.

Telugu, 93, 100, 102, 107 seq. ; T.

character, 108.

Temples in India, 144, 148, 153;
built in honour of living saints,

167; t. in Burma, 182; Jaina t.,

219; Brahmanical t., 221, 262;
t. of the sun, 225, 226, 228, 230;
Buddhist t., 245 seq. ; consecration

of a t. in Trimba-Keswara, 258;
Mussulman t., 262.

Tenasserim, dialect of, 118.

Terrien de Lacouperie, 23.

Thabet, Burmese evil spirits, 185.

Thakur, Bidyapati, 302.

Tharawadi, town in Pegu, 371.

Thaton, town in Pegu, 373 seqq.

Thay^, Burmese spirits of people who
died violent deaths, 185.

Theosophical Society, 293.

Thera-Gatha, 344, 345.

Theri, 342, 343, 346 seqq., 360 seq.

Therigath^, 343 seqq., 346 seqq.

Thibaut, 76.

Thibet, 87, 94.

Thibetan, 113.

Thibeto-Burman group of languages,

94, 113 seqq.

Thien-mi-li, 528, 529.

Thomson, Alexander, 544, 545.

Thread ceremony, 258, 265, 266 note

7, 267 seq., 275 note 2, 379.
Thunderbolt, 246, 250.

Thunderbolt Seat, see Vajrasan.

Tiflis dialect, 544.
Tigin. name of a king, 239.

Tilak, B. G., on facts and arguments

in the Orion, 376 seqq.

Tipperah language, 115.

Ttranapariiina. 365.

Tirthankara Mahavira, 220, 221.

Tirthas, sacred places, 143, 148.

Tissatthero, 523 note 3, 524 note 2,

^529-
Tdda of the Nilgiris, 108 xeq.

Tolerance in India, 262 note.

Tonic languages, 91, 93, 113,

Toramana, 223, 224, 226, 228, 233,
236 seq., 242, 243 ; T. of Eran, and
T. of Kashmir, 231 «e</.

Torana, fragment of a T. in Mathura,
220.

Torture, 263 seq., and note 5.

Tragala, see TaragAla.

Transliteration of Oriental words, 530.
Transmigration, 172.

Tree of forgetfulness, 176.

Trenckner, 341, 518.
Trimbak, Pratinidhi Parasuram, 271.
Trimiirti, 130.

Tripitaka, 362, 373.
Tripura-Daha, 300.

Trisala, 219, 220.

Trisiila, 219.

Tsangdev, 284.

Tsanyu, ancient title of Ephthalite
kings, 242.

Tuhfat al Kiram, 241.

Tuk^ram (orTuka), 285, 290, 295 seq.

Tukhara, traces of Buddhism in, 31.

Tulsidas, 147 seq., 330.
Tulst plant, offering the leaves of the,

270.

Tulu, loi, 102, 107.

Tumen, " Grand Shahu " of the Turks,

223, 233.

Turunic (Scythic) languages, 95, 122
seq.

Tiirki, traces of it in Urdu, 89 ; T.

speakers from Turkestan, 122;
poem in T., 336.

Udana, 345.
Udasis of the Sikh sect, 169.

Uday&ditya, 228, 237, 243.

Udayana, date of the, 423 seq.

Udayapur Rajputs, 265.

Udayarara, Runchhodabliai, 298,

307-
TJddaka Ramaputta, 364.
Uha, name of a river, 525.
Ulnia, see ZeySoun.

Umasvati, author of tlie Tatvartha-

siitra, 195 note, 196, 210 note.
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Upadhis (Buddhist term), 357.
Upagupta's hermitage-hill, 386.
Upakarana ceremony, 412, 415, 419.
Upanishads, 19, 155-158, 163, 168,

171, 288.

Uppalavanna, a Buddhist Theri, 342.

Urdu dialect, 88, 89, 96, 97, 121,

330 ; no drama in IT., 301.

Uriya, 102 seqq. ; Uriya letters, 103 ;

no drama in U., 301.

Uruvyach, Uruvraja, epithets of

Aditi, 402.

Ushas, 407.
Uti, Solien Kban, 223.

Utkali, see Uriva.

Uttara-Gita Tika, 335.
Uttara-Rama-Charita, 303.

TJttarayana, passage of the sun north

of the equator, 380.

Uyudaing (a special post in a Bur-

mese house), 178.

Vachaspati, 423 seq.

Vagadad inscription, 331,

Vaisakha, month of, see Baisakh.

Vaisesaka philosophy, 156.

Vaishnava sect, 146, 156 j V. Ajtvi-

kas, 221 ; V. in Gujerat, 321, 323.

Vaitalika, ])ard's utterances (in a

drama), 304,

Vajasaneyi-Saiiihita, 299.

Vajra, see Thunderbolt,

Vajrasan at Mahabodhi, 245-251.
Vajra-Varahi, 246.

Vakyapadiya of Bhartrihari, 186,

2
1
3 seq.

Valakhilya hymns, 411, 412.

Vallabha, son of Krishnaraja, 186.

Vallabha, son of Preniananda, 308,

309, 312 seq., 318, 329.

Vallabh sect, 145 seq.

Valmiki, 147, 148.

Vaman, three steps of, 136.

Varaan-Avatar (Dwarf-god), 136, 425.

Yamana, Marathi poet, 302.

Van dialect (Armenian), 544.
Vannic writing, 548.

Varaha-Avatar (Boar-god), 135.

Varaha Mihira, 227.

Varahran IV., 235, 243.

Varahran V., Sassanian king, 223.

Vararuchi, 204.
1

Varchuni = White Huns, 234.
Vardhamana, son of Gangesa, 424.
Vardhamanabhattaraka, 208.

Varsha, rainy season, 463.
Varshakartri, maker of rain, ep. of

Mangala, 463.
Varuna, 402, 403 seqq., 408.
Varunani, 399, 401.
Vasanta Vilasa, 303 note 2, 320 seq.,

322, 323, 325, 329 seq.

Vasishtha Adwaita, 157.

Vasudeva, husband of JDevaki, 138.

Vasudeva = Vishnu, 146, 151, 152.

Vasu Deva, name of a king, 238, 240
seq.

Vasus, Vedic deities, 464.
Vatsabhatta, 394.
Veda, 129, 131, 151, 154; its import-

ance for Aryan mythology, 19; lost

V. recovered by the Varaha-Avatar,

135 ; omniscient being not in the

v., 191 seq. ; Buddha did not know
the v., 193 ; Manu based on the

v., 193 ; Vedas and Upanishads
not confounded by Dnyanesvar,
288 ; antiquity of the V., 376 seqq.,

381, 382 seq.

Vedanta, 19, 156, 157, 163, 167, 284.

Vedanta-Kalpataru, 423 seqq.

Vedanta-Khanda, 424.
Vedantis, 156, 164.

Vedic ceremonies, 263, 379; V. re-

ferences to the drama, 299 ; V.
calendar, 376 ; V. traditions about
heaven and hell, 378.

Vengi character, 375.
Vernacular literature in India, 297

seqq.

Vernal equinox, 376, 377, 378, 381,

382.

Vesa, part to be played, 307.
Vetalapafichavimsati, 451.
Vibhishana, Ravana's brother, 138.

Vichara-nischaya, 318.

Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute,

Vidura, the fowler, 168,^170.
Vidyadhara, teacher of Ananda, 447.
VidyMharas, 219.

Vidyananda, 186, 189, 193, 195-198,
200, 205, 209, 210 note, 21 r seqq.

Viko Sisodio, 306.
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Vikrama era, 227, 228, 428.

Vikramaditya, 227, 232, 451.
Vikramorvasi, 300, 303, 304.

Vimala, Buddhist Thert, 355.
Vimalodayamala, 414.
Vimana-Vatthu, 345.
Virochana, lord of the demons, 158.

Viriipaksha (S'iva), 305.
Vishnu, the god, 130, 133 seqq.^ 146,

149, 150 seqq., 375, 463 ; Vishnu
Sahasra Xama, 1 50 seqq. ; discus and
shell of V. on coins, 236 ; V. in the

Rig-Veda, 407 ; Avataras of V., 425
seqq.

Vishnu Smriti, 456 seq., 459, 460,

461.

Vishuvan day, 381.

Visuddhi-Magga of Buddhaghosa,362-

365-
Visvakarman, 401.

Vithoba, a Hindu god, 295.

Vitthal, see Vithoba.

Vivek Sindhu of Mukundraj, 284.

Vividha Jn^na Vistara, 253.

Vizianagram, Maharajah of, 62.

Vraj dialect, 89, 95, 314.

VrajUl Kalidasa, Sastri, 316, 319, 320.

Vrishadhwaja, " bull ensign " on coins,

230, 231, 237.

Vrishakapi, 379, 380.

Vrishni, epithet of Indra, 463.

Vritra, 379.
Vuppadevabhatta, 413.
Vutthanagamint Patipada, 365.

Vyasa, 145, 157, 289.

Vyas Purnima festival, 149.

Vyavahara, civil and criminal law, 254.

Waddar (Od), earth-workers, 93,

108.

Waddell, L. A., discovery of the exact

site of Asoka's classic capital of

Pataliputra, 384 seqq.

Wang-Khiun, 528.

Warren, H. C., on Buddhaghosa's

Visuddhi-magga, 362 seqq.

Weber, Prof., 299, 412, 414, 454,

456 note, 466, 470.
Wedding ceremony, 86 ; business

delayed on account of w., 279
note I.

Weights and measures, Indian, 460.

West, Sir Raymond, on higher educa-

tion in India, 47 seqq.

White lluns, 222-244; authorities

on the White Huns, 222 seq.
;

Toramana, 228 seq. ; Mihirgul, 229
seqq. ; Tribal name, 232 seqq.

White races, 557 seq.

Widow, girl widows, 149, 276; w.

demands vengeance, -275 seq. ; re-

marriage of w., 276 seq., 277 note

i; shaving of w., 278; w. be-

come nuns, 347, 353 ; w. marriage
text, 425 seqq. ; see Sati.

Wilhelm, Eugen, " Eranica," 530-539.
Windischmann, 541.
Winter solstice, 376, 377, 378, 382.
Witchcraft in Burma, 184.

Witches in Burma, 184.

Wlislocki, H. v., 546.
Women, vows of Hindu, 142 seq.

;

Gauri Tij celebrated by w., 149

;

w. read the Mahabharata, 151 ;

w. entitled to Moksha, 168, 170;
w. unfit to enter Nirvana, 194
note; w. not put to death, 263
note 4, 264 ; w. poets, 283 ; w.

leaders of the Buddhist reforma-

tion, 341-361 ; Indian w. in the

days of Buddha, 347 ; w. sold,

347> 350; "feeble wit" of w.,

349 ; Christian w.-saints, 356.

Wood, Sir Charles, on education in

India, 54.

Wright, late Prof., 18.

Writing, see Alphabet.

Yadava dynasty, 138, 423 seq.

Yajnavalkya Smriti, 456 seqq., 461.

Yajnesvar Shastri, 264.

Yajnopavtta, 380.

Yajurvedi Brahmans, 258.

Yajush (Yajurveda), 161.

Yamaji, 256,

Yamaloka, 378.
Ydnddi dialect, 108.

Yarkand, traces of Buddhism in,

31-

Yasodharman, 226, 230.

Yatra, procession of worshippers, 220.

Yau dialect, 118.

Year beginnings, 377 seq., 379, 380
seq., 382.

2Q
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Yebein dialect, ii8.

Ye-ho-lo = Ayupala, 527 seq.

Ye-po-lo, 222, 224, 232.

Yerukala dialect, 106.

Yetha, White Huns, 222, 224, 232.

Yoga, 156, 292, 293; Yoga Sutras,

292.

Yogas, four kinds of attachment,

355.
Yogi, 156, 158, 293 seq.

Y6ma hills, 117.

Yudhishthira, 151.

Yukti, reasoning, 157.

Yule, 366, 370.

Yuvaraja, heir-apparent, 265 note 8,

267.

Zabulistan, 233, 234, 240, 241.

Zacher on pseudo-Callisthenes, 549.
Zambil, 243 seq.

Zanda-ZMana, 306.
Zaiili language, 233.
Zaiilistan, see Zabulistan.

Zeus, 399 seq., 403, 408.
ZeySoun dialect (Armenian), 545.
Zho tribes, 116, 117.

Zodiac, 377, 462.

Zok, see Agoulis.



EEEATA,

P. xxiv., 1. 21, for 'Presented by Dr. M. A. Stein' read 'Pre-

sented by His Highness the Maharaja of

Kashmir and Jummu.'

P. xlvii., 1. 1 8 and 22^ for ' Yuch' read ' Yueh.'

P. 28, 1. 6, for * Egyptain ' read ' Egyptian.'

P. 31,1.21, „ ' Kashyar ' reot? ' Kashgar.'

i9»

6,

14,

7,

Phegun ' read ' Phalgun.'

Vaisasaka ' read ' Vaisesaka.'

Sararik ' read ' Sarirak.'

Surti ' read ' Sruti.'

works ' read ' words.'

23, read 'face of a son. A man without a son.'

10, „ 'De5lnamamala.'

6, for ' vagayita ' read ' vagayita.'

P. 468, 1.

P. 469,

P. 470,

P. 471,

' viddha ' read ' viddha.'

* L. R passes ' read ' K passes.

'

'oVread'oi:

'vii. 27' read 'viii. 17.'

'anacchai' read 'anacchai.'

' anch ' read * afich.'

' paraspararaakarsama ' read ' "karsana.'

'159' read '161.'

'own' rcadf 'crow.'

' upabhaj ' read ' upabhuj.'

' arambhika ' read ' arariibhia.'

35, read 'khumpa trnadimaya (H. D., ii. 75).'

37, for * ksupa ' read ' ksupa.'

39, read 'H. D., vi. 59.'

42, „ 'bhasapaksl.'

8, for ' aradia ' read ' aradia.'

22,

21,

31,

33»

35.

4,

6,

iij

19.

23,

34,

38,

22,

34,

3,

7,

' visamoad ' read ' visaiiivad.'

' apahastyati ' read * apahastyati.'

' weis ' read ' weiss.'

'viii. 10' read 'viii. 18.'

' nest ' read * crest.'

' o vyala ' read ' vyala.'
611
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P. 471,

P. 472,

P. 473,

P. 474,

P. 477,

P- 479,

P. 480,

P. 481,

P. 482,

P. 483,

,,

P. 484,

1. 2 1, for * gmasru ' read ' gma^ru/

„ ,,
* masurl ' read ' masuri'

I, read 'kummana and kurumana.'

. 15, „ 'niania (H. D., iv. 35) kutrnoddharana.'

. 22, for ' uddana ' read ' uddana.'

.25, „ *amgutthi' read 'amgutthi.'

.28, „ ' agghavai ' rea(^ * agghavai/

. 30, read ' Gaudian.'

• 32, /<??• 'ahiremi' read '^ahiremai.'

35, ilV read*i\V

ast line, /or 'itvara* read 'itvara.'

4, for ' elaka ' read ' elaka.'

. 7, „ 'ana' read 'anu.'

.11, „ 'spondati' reat? 'spandati.'

. 13, reac? 'bhuruhurpdia = uddliulita.'

.17, „ 'ulu-urpdia ( = praluthita).'

.29, „ ' cavagishtam.'

. 30, „ 'pishtva.'

6, for ' test ' read * text.'

. 7, ,, 'dhamdha' rea^i 'dhamdha.'

. 16, read'R. P., iv. 28; H. D., vi. 133.'

. 20, /o?- 'sosaiia' read 'sosana.'

. 32, read ' Deglnamamala, vii. 39, we find vajjia =
avalokita.'

•35, „ 'majjiam avalokitam.'

note 2, for 'somana' read 'somana.'

. 4, for * avajjana-manta * read ' avajjana-manta.'

.15, „ ' Bangali ' rea6? 'Bengali.'

. 25, read ' orummai = udvati.'

.32, for ' apida ' read ' ^plda.'

. s^, „ 'mla' read 'mla.'

•39, jj 'dummai' reac? 'diimai.'

• 3, for ' nimena ' read ' nimena.'

note 2, read ' gliata ' and * kuta.'

• 15, /o^ 'khala-bhiksa' read ' khala-bhiksa.'

.27, „ ' drdham ' reat? ' drdham.'

. 22, H. D., vii. 12, explains 'rojjha' by 'rgya,' not by
* vrsa.'

. 23, for ' atro ' read * atra,' and for ' vrsa ' read ' vrsa-.'

34, „ ' migrita ' rmt? 'miyrita'

. 18, read'B. D., vi. 24.'

. 21, for ' tattha ' read ' tatM.'

•35, ;, * Setabandha ' reat? ' Setubandha.'

36, „ ' mada = vojjha ' rea^ 'madavojjha.'

,, „ 'letter' reacZ 'litter.'



ERRATA.

V. 485,

P. 486,

P. 487,

P. 488,

P. 489,

P. 49o>

P. 491

P. 492,

P- 493.

2, /01' ' 76' read *96.'

*ksar' reaJ' ksar.'

' Seta.' read * Setu.'

' 167' read '137.'

' akala ' read * &kula.'

' niurcch ' read ' miircch.'

' Seta.' read ' Setu.'

* vyatt ' read ' vyath.'

* visamthula ' reati * visainsthula.'

'H.D.'rea6?'H. P.'

' "sutra ' read * "sdtra.'

' trayartham ' read ' tryartham.'

' anch ' read ' anch.'

'viii. 27' read 'viii. 17.'

' punchatt ' read ' puncliati.'

'H. D. 'reotZ'H. P.'

9, rm^Z ' ahipacciiiam.'

14, for 'H. D.'rert^ 'H. P.'

25) ;j ' 159' ^'6^t? ' 161.'

30, „ '-zer-stampffen' reflki 'zerstampfen.'

7, „ ' mih-sneha ' reo^ 'nih-sneha.'

23, „ * iipavastha ' ?*da^ ' upavasatha.'

26, reacZ 'H. D., i. 37.'

2S, for 'navavadha' Q'ead ' navavadhu.'

3> »>

5' »

14, „

15, »

16, „

20, „

22, „

29, »

32, „

35» »

I, »

i3» »

22, „

25) »!

31.

4,

28,

))

34,

38,

• 17)

. 19^

. 20,

29,

33)

I)

12,

>,

14,

1. 26,

* vadhum ' read^ ' vadh^m.'

* akala,' read *akula.'

' ^atita ' read * 9atita,'

' rittudia ' read ' rittMia.'

' sphatita ' read ' sphatita.'

' nikkaja ' raced * nikkajja.'

' nijjhura ' read ' nijjh^ra.'

' vi. ' read ' vii.'

'sloka' read *stoka.'

' udiipa ' read ' udiipa.'

' simharuta ' read * simharuta.'

' vippimdia ' read * vippiindia.'

' 74 ' read ' 75.'

' ulludha ' read ' ulliidha.'

' readh ' read ' rudh.*

* kamdura ' read ' kamdura.'

' ii. 8
' read ' ii. 9.'

* kuruda ' read ' kuruda.'

* Setabandha ' read * Setubandliti.'

7, H. D., viii. 29 (not vii. 49), has *simda = motita.'

7, for * weis ' read ' weiss.'
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P. 493.

P. 495.

P. 496,

P- 497,

P. 498,

P. 499,

jj

j>

P. 504,

. 28, /or ' Mahavasta ' read ' Mahavastu.'

.26, „ ' oTummkti' read ' OTummai/

.27, „ 'praludthita' reac? 'praluthita.'

. 32, „ 'ii. ss' read'ii. 50.'

„ „ ' vikasasi ' read ' vikasati.'

. 2, „ ' vayana ' reac^ ' vayana.'

.37, ,,
' ksubh ' reac^ * ksubh.'

. 4, ,,
' samharati ' read * samharati.'

. 7, „ 'khulta' ?'eac? 'khutta.'

.10, „ ' ksinikrta ' reac? * ksantkrta.'

.11, „ 'Dhams adai' read 'Dhamsadai.'

.23, „ 'variant' read 'variant of.'

. 3, „ ' isika ' read ' tstka.'

. 31, ,, '9itpa' read '9ilpa' (N.B.—H. D., viii. 30, has

silimbo 9i9uh).

.34, „ ' ulumpa ' ?*eacZ ' ulumpa.'

note 3, for 'kalevra' read 'kalevara.'

31, for ' smiti ' read ' samiti.'

L^. 505, ] . 10,

P. 506, ] • 4,

,, 1 . 33,

P. 507, ]
• 5,

„ ].26,

P. 508,

p. 509,

?5

P. 510,

• 37 ,
' smrt ' read ' smr.'

,
' samyat ' read ' samyak.'

,
' stepping ' read * stopping.'

J
* bimohana ' read ' bimbohana.'

,
' iiva ' read ' Hrva.'

^ead 'Avahavei, to compassionate (H. P. iv.

kripam karoti (H. D., i. 48), repre-

sents,' &c.

32, read 'H. P., iv. 94.'

2,/or 'H. D.'rea^^'H. P.'

4, read'H. P., iv. 168.'

8, for * khuddiax ' read ' khuddia.'

9, „ *chudd, chull' read 'cudd, cull.'

20, read 'anilla,' 'anudavi,' and *anualla.'

27, for 'anu-alla' read 'anu-alla.'

28, read * anu-davi = anu + davi.'

ig, for 'iv. 161 ' read 'v. 9.'

32, read 'kummana and kurumana.'

4, „ 'svapna9ila,'

6, „ 'svapna.'

1 2, for ' sack ' read * suck.'

13, 5, 'visamsthiila' rea<? *visamsthula,'

15, 7'ead 'Rumda (vipula, mukhara), H. D., vii. 14.'

18, for 'khumpa' read 'khumpa.'

19, read 'Maratht kumbh^, a bush; Skt. k§upa.'

21, ,i 'a + dar.'

34, /or 'vipldita' reac? 'vipidita.'

51).
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P. 5 1 1, 1. 2, for ' H. D.' read ' H. P.'

„ 1. 3, „ * nt-ramjai ' reac? 'nl-ramjai.*

„ 1. 31, read *H. D., iv. 40.'

„ 1.32, „ 'H. D.,iv. 41.'

P. 512, 1. i(),for Hoar' read *tvar.'

' ava-gadia ' read * ava-gada.'

* vistiina ' read ' vistirna.'

* duesya ' read ' dveaya.'

* krtira-drig ' read 'krtira-dr?.'

' annai ' read ' annaia.'

' tripta ' I'ead ' trpta.'

' ajighrah ' i^ead ' ajighrati.

'

'iksana-ka' read 'lksa°.'

' gajja ' read ' gaja.'

'ilt'rea^'ili.'

' itvara ' read ' itvara.'

' varstrana ' read ' varsatrana.'

' va yada ' read ' vayada.'

' violon ' read ' viola.'

'vijakula' read 'vyakula.'

'vi-klava' read 'vi-klava.'

'then ' read 'thin.'

' vyapala ' read ' vyakulabhava.'

'samdha' read 'samdhya.'

* vila-ia ' read ' vila-ia.'

' dena ' read ' dtna.'

' Dhalapatha ' read ' Dhatupatha.

'aradita' read 'aradia.'

'juta' 7'ead 'jiita.'

1. 30, ,, 'mrda' read 'mrdu.'

„ „ * 55 'reac?' 75.'

^- i)^ 4) 1. 10, >>

>> )> ,,

j> 25» },

„ 29, }>

>> 38, >,

J) 5> 3J

P-5I 5. 2, 5J

» A, J5

» 6, J,

}> 7, JJ

J) II, JJ

>> 12, J5

»J 19, >>

J) 29, 5>

)i }, J,

n 31, 5J

)> 37. }>

j> 38, 55

P-5>A 2, 55

J) 3, 55

» }» 55

>J 10, 55

?5 20,

26,

55
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